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October 9, 2019, in Halle-on-Saale, a right-wing anti-Semitic 
terrorist attack that took place in Halle-on-Saale, Saxony-Anhalt, 
Germany. 

It took place around 12:30 p.m. and left two people dead and 
two seriously injured. Targeting the Jewish community of Halle-
on-Saale on the Jewish holiday of Yom Kippur, the terrorist 
who was unable to enter the synagogue shot a woman in the 
street and the customer of a kebab restaurant, the assailant also 
targeted the Turkish community in Germany.  
 
A 27-year-old German neo-Nazi is arrested after being wounded 
by police, charged with two murders and seven attempted 
murders.





This edition is the collection of articles from the trial of the period from July to 
September. The name and image of the terrorist has been deliberately removed. 
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The fantasies of an extreme 
antisemite

The trial of Halle’s murderer, , begins on Tuesday. A court 
expert has probed the fanatical hatred of the man - and his confused 
world of thought.

The forensic psychiatrist Norbert Leygraf certified that 
Halle’s killer had a complex personality disorder with autistic 
characteristics. According to SPIEGEL, Leygraf wrote in a report 
of more than 100 pages for the trial, which begins Tuesday, 
that his guilt has not, however, been altered. The 28-year-old 
author had not acted in a state of delirium, wrote the psychiatrist 
in his preliminary assessment, the injustice of his actions had 
been conscious to him.

Jana L. was already lying on the ground, face down on 
the asphalt, when  again took his machine 
gun, pointed it at the woman and fired eleven shots. He called 
the dying woman a “pig”. Finally,  made one last attempt 
to open the door of the Halle synagogue, behind which 52 
worshippers were celebrating the Jewish holiday Yom Kippur. 
Fortunately in vain. ’s actions were also glazed over at 
the neighbouring Kiez-Döner, where he opened fire after the 
failed attack on the synagogue. A snack bar owner, Kevin S., 
was already cowering, wounded behind a refrigerator, moaning. 
“Is he still alive?” cried , shooting Kevin S. at close range 
with two shotgun shells.

On Tuesday the trial of Halle’s murderer will begin before 
the State Protection Senate of the Higher Regional Court in 
Naumburg. Apart from the trial against the alleged murderer 
of CDU politician Walter Lübcke, this is the most important 
right-wing extremist trial in recent years.

The 28-year-old  is accused of double murder and 
attempted murder of 68 people. Due to lack of space, the trial 
is taking place in the largest courtroom in Saxony-Anhalt, a 
former court library in Magdeburg. Since then, the investigators 
have meticulously reconstructed the course of the crime, from 
the moment  took a selfie in battle dress from his father’s 
house at 10.55 am on 9 October to his arrest at 1.40 pm on the 
B91 motorway near Halle. The bombing of the synagogue and 
the attack on the Dönerimbiss recorded  himself with a 
helmet camera and had it transmitted live over the Internet. The 
video lasts 35 minutes, 35 minutes of contempt for humanity.

What the trial still needs to clarify: how , who spent 
entire days on the Internet, developed his fanatical hatred - and 
whether he will eventually be sentenced to life imprisonment 
because of the danger he represents, and whether pre-trial 
detention will also be ordered. According to the indictment, the 
public prosecutor considers that this is possible.

It is all the more surprising that  was left unattended 
in the detention centre for several minutes at the end of May. 
During this time, he was able to climb a 3.40 metre high fence.
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“Being a co-applicant  
is very powerful”

Rabbi Rebecca Blady was born and raised in Long Island, New 
York, USA. Together with her husband and Rabbi Jeremy Borovitz, 
she moved to Berlin in 2019 as co-founder of Hillel Germany: Base 
Berlin, which aims to strengthen Germany’s young and vibrant Jewi-
sh community. 

As part of their “Base Berlin” programme, Blady and Boro-
vitz organised a trip to Halle with a group of around 20 young 
people from across Germany to experience a meaningful Yom 
Kippur service. The following conversation is part of a series of 
interviews with some of the co-applicants in the trial. Rachel 
Spicker told them about their experience of the attack, why 
they decided to become co-claimants and what they expect 
from the trial.

What was your experience of the attack?

When we heard that an attack was taking place and that 
someone had been shot outside the synagogue, we hid upstairs 
in the flat where Jeremy, my daughter and I were staying - right 
above the synagogue. There was a lot of confusion about what 
was really going on. All the members of our group who had made 
the trip from Berlin to Halle for the Yom Kippur two-person bar 
were at the synagogue at that time. So the first thing we did 
was to turn on our phones, which we would never normally do 
on Yom Kippur, to see if everyone was safe. Once we reached 
everyone, we went back down and continued to pray, which 
took on an even more powerful and meaningful meaning.

My husband Jeremy had to insist that we didn’t get on the 
bus until our daughter was with us. I was terrified of being 
separated from him as well, but it was the only way I could 
put pressure on the authorities to get our daughter on the bus 
behind the police cordon. When we arrived at the hospital, the 
staff were amazing. They were so kind and generous, they 
brought us everything we needed, and did everything they 
could to be there for our group. There was a huge contrast 
between the behaviour of the police and the people who were 
treating us in the hospital.

What do you think of today’s attack?

It took me a while to understand how the shooting affected 
me exactly. I was not as present as I usually am with others, 
my friends or my community. I have worked hard to integrate 
this memory into my own life. 

A particular turning point has occurred in the last two months. 
I now feel energised and motivated to tell the story well - and 
to make everyone who was there feel able and safe to do so 
too. I want us to be allies with each other in this process. Over 
time, I also realised that his attack had profoundly affected 
our Jewish community in Berlin. It is important that the story 
of this attack includes the Jewish perspective and that this 
perspective is in no way suppressed. For me, going to the trial 
and being represented as a co-complainant means entering 
the next phase of healing.

What do you expect from the trial?

As a base in Berlin, we are working with the young Jewi-
sh community here in Germany to empower them to make a 
positive contribution to this society. Changing society for the 
better is a fundamental value of Judaism. As co-complainant 
in the trial, we have a giant microphone to tell the court and 
the public what happened. To tell them what they felt and feel 
now. To express our concerns about the how and why of the 
attack, about our experiences after the attack. I believe that 
our perspectives and our voices can contribute to the systemic 
changes that need to take place to make this society better for 
all of us. And I hope that our voices will be heard and listened to.

More information about the trial: Together with NSU-Watch, 
the VBRG is documenting the trial in German, English and 
Russian. On the blog halle-prozess-report.de you can find 
information, reports and perspectives on the trial from the 
co-complainants and their lawyers, supported by activists and 
supporters. At the beginning of the trial, a group of co-com-
plainants issued a joint statement in which they asked the 
media not to mention the name of the perpetrator in order to 
deny him a platform. 
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“Attacks like these don’t just 
happen”

On 9 October 2019, an armed assailant attacked a synagogue in 
Halle and the nearby kebab shop Kiez-Döner, killing two people 
and injuring several others. 

On 21 July, the trial against him began in the city of Mag-
deburg. Conrad Rößler has been living and working in Halle for 
ten years. He is a regular Kiez-Döner and was getting ready 
for lunch when the attacker started to attack the kebab shop. 
Besides Conrad, three other guests and an employee were 
inside the shop. One of the guests, Kevin S., did not survive 
the attack.

The following conversation is part of a series of interviews 
with some of the co-defendants in the trial. Rachel Spicker 
spoke to them about their experiences with the attack, why 
they decided to become co-claimants and what they expect 
from the trial.

What was your experience of the attack?

Until then, it was a normal day that I might not have remem-
bered otherwise. I had the day off and decided to have lunch 
at Kiez-Döner. I stayed at the counter and ordered “as usual”, 
because I eat there regularly. Then I looked outside and saw 
a person wearing a helmet and some sort of military costume. 
My first impression was that this person was dressed to laugh. 
He approached the door and threw an explosive device that 
bounced off the door frame and exploded in front of the shop. 
At first I thought it was a firecracker, so I wasn’t really aware 
of the danger of the situation. But his intention was clear, he 
wanted to throw the explosive device into the shop.

At second glance, I noticed that he had a gun. I still have 
this clear image in my mind of him raising the gun and shooting 
through the window. At this point, all the customers started 
running to the back of the shop. I climbed up a small staircase 
to a small hallway that connects the only storage room to the 
kitchen. Then I looked carefully towards the counter and the 
entrance. An employee was crouching behind the counter. He 
put his index finger on his lips as a sign of silence. I wasn’t 
sure if there was a back exit. If there wasn’t, getting caught 
at the back of the shop would have been a death trap, so I 
stayed in the hallway and hid in the toilet.

More shots were fired and I heard screams. Although I only 
saw one attacker I assumed there must have been more than 
one because of all the different voices and noise. The light 
in the toilet was off. My heart was pounding and my knees 
were weak. I tried to calm down and tell myself that it was 
a panic reaction that would soon stop, that I would soon be 

able to think clearly again. I dialed 110 and on the other end 
of the line they already knew what was going on. They told 
me to stay calm, to stay in the toilet and that the emergency 
services were already there. The person on the phone said 
“Auf Wiedersehen”, which is a German way of saying “goodbye”, 
but literally means “see you next time”. I thought: “Well, she is 
optimistic”. Suddenly there was another explosion. It scared 
me and I let go of the door handle for a short while and then I 
couldn’t close the toilet. The door made a noise and I thought 
“shit, now the attackers know where I am and it’s over”. I devised 
a plan to dodge and run head first if the attackers found me. 
Then I quickly wrote to my family that I love them.

After a while everything calmed down - until suddenly I 
heard someone shouting: “Is there anyone else here? It soun-
ded like the police. I answered, but I was still afraid that they 
would think I was an aggressor, or even that the aggressors 
themselves would ask the question. When the police took me 
out of the shop I realised it was finally over. Outside I walked 
towards the others who were in the shop. The clerk, who 
motioned to me to shut up, and I hugged each other and said 
we had done it. It was a very moving moment.

What do you think of today’s attack?

It depends - I have different perspectives. Of course, it is 
a negative memory. And the attack had a negative impact on 
me: for example, I often feel uncomfortable in public spaces or 
when there is noise somewhere. When I enter closed rooms, I 
think about possible exits, about where I could hide if I had to. 
I automatically have these thoughts, but they don’t necessarily 
have an impact on my quality of life. Nevertheless, there have 
also been positive consequences for me, strange as it may 
seem. I try to enjoy life and make the most of it. For example, 
I have taken up an old hobby and I have more social contacts 
than before the attack. I have received enormous support 
from the “Mobile Opferberatung” (Mobile Victim Support) in 
Halle, from my family, my lawyer and my friends. Since the 
attack, one thing in particular concerns me even more: I don’t 
understand why there is still so much racism and antisemitism 
in our society. It makes me really sad and frustrated. It is so 
senseless that people have to die because of it. We need to 
educate people about the meaning of these ideologies, how to 
recognise them and how to take a stand against them - even 
if we encounter them in our own social circles.
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Why did you choose to become a co-applicant?

We need to recognise the political dimension of this attack. 
The attack was not simply committed by a “madman”; it was a 
far-right fanatic. He acted with antisemitic and racist motives. 
And this political dimension has to be taken into account and 
recognised by the court and the public. As a co-applicant I have 
the possibility to follow the trial and to get an insight into what 
happens during the proceedings and how the case is handled. 
I want to take advantage of this opportunity and I want to use 
my voice. In addition, we have to recognise that attacks such as 
these do not occur unexpectedly. We need to be aware of the 
links between these ideologies, how racism and antisemitism, but 
also other extreme right-wing attitudes, can lead to - and how 
they are part of our society. As a society, we have to recognise 
that if he acted alone that day, he did not think alone. He was 
well connected to far-right online communities. Even offline: 
extreme right-wing and racist violence are daily occurrences. 
This is part of the German political climate, in which extreme 
right-wing thinking and attitudes are normalised, among other 
things, by the electoral success of the AfD.

What do you expect from the trial?

The first word that comes to mind is justice. But I am also 
aware that justice cannot be fully served when two lives have 
been lost and people have suffered from the attack. Perhaps 
the term “compensation” is more appropriate. I hope that the 
murderer will be properly punished for what he did. And I hope 
that the co-complainants and all those affected by the attack 
will be able to raise the issues that are important to them 
during the trial.

Further information about the trial: In cooperation with 
NSU-Watch, the VBRG is documenting the trial in German, 
English and Russian. On the blog halle-prozess-report.de you 
can find information, reports and perspectives on the trial from 
the co-complainants and their lawyers, supported by activists 
and supporters.

At the beginning of the trial, a group of co-complainants 
issued a joint statement in which they asked the media not to 
mention the name of the perpetrator in order to deny him a 
platform. We have respected this wish in this interview.
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“It is important for me that the 
political dimension of crime is 
recognised”

Conrad Rößler has been living and working in Halle for ten years. 
He is a regular customer of the Kiez-Döner at the Paulusviertel in 
Halle and was about to have lunch when the murderer attacked 
the snack bar. Three other customers and an employee were in the 
shop with him. One of the guests, Kevin S., did not survive the at-
tack.

On 21.07.2020, the trial of , who on 9 October 
2019 carried out an attack on the Halle synagogue and the 
neighbouring snack bar Kiez-Döner, killing two people and 
injuring others, will open before the Higher Regional Court in 
Naumburg. More information about the attack can be found here.

The following conversation is part of a series of interviews 
with some of the plaintiffs in the case. Rachel Spicker explained 
to them how they experienced the attack, why they have decided 
to bring a civil action and what they hope to gain from the trial.

How did you experience the attack?

Actually, up to that point it was just a normal day that I 
wouldn’t necessarily remember otherwise. I was on holiday and 
decided to have lunch at the Kiez-Döner. I was at the counter 
and had just ordered “as usual” because I eat there more often. 
Then I looked through the door and saw a person wearing a 
helmet and some sort of military costume. My first impression 
was that this person was in disguise and was making a joke. 
He approached the door and threw an explosive device that 
bounced off the door frame and exploded in front of the shop. 
At first I thought it was a firecracker, so I wasn’t really aware of 
the danger situation yet. But his intention was clear, he wanted 
to throw the explosive device into the shop.

It was only at second glance that I noticed that he had a 
weapon. I can still clearly see in my mind the image of him 
raising his weapon and firing through the window and at that 
moment all the customers start running towards the back of 
the shop. I climbed up the short flight of stairs and found myself 
first in a small passageway leading from the only storage room 
to the kitchen. Then I looked cautiously towards the counter 
and the entrance. An employee was crouching behind the 
counter. He put his index finger to his lips, indicating that I 
should keep quiet. I wasn’t sure if there was a back exit and 
I figured if I didn’t go out that way it was a death trap. So I 
stayed in the hallway and hid in the bathroom. The gunshots 

were still ringing and I heard screams. Although I only saw 
one perpetrator, I assumed there must have been more than 
one, because that’s how I judged him in this babble of voices 
and background noise. 

The lights were off in the bathroom, my heart was pounding 
and my knees were weak. I tried to convince myself that this 
was just a state of panic in my body that was about to end and 
that I would certainly be able to think straight away afterwar-
ds. I dialed 110 and on the other end of the line the person 
already knew what was happening and told me to stay calm 
and stay in the bathroom and that the emergency personnel 
were already there. 

The person on the phone then said “Goodbye” and at that 
point I was still thinking “well, she is but optimistic”. In another 
explosion, I got scared and let go of the door handle for a short 
while, I couldn’t close the toilet. This caused a bang and I thought 
“Shit, now the criminals know where I am and it’s about to be 
over”. I thought of a plan to dodge and run head first in case 
the suspects find me now. In the family chat, I still quickly sent 
a text message to my family to tell them I loved them.

After a while it got quiet again, until I suddenly heard 
someone shouting “Is there anyone else here? - it sounded 
like the police. I answered them, but I was always afraid they 
would think I was a criminal or that maybe it was the criminals 
themselves. When the police took me out of the shop I realised 
that it was finally over. Outside I approached the other people 
in the shop - the employee who gave me the sign and I hug-
ged each other and said we had done it. It was a particularly 
moving moment.

How are you today? How do you view the attack?

It depends on the perspective from which I look at the 
experience. Of course, it is a negative memory. And I also feel 
the negative consequences of the attack, for example, I feel 
more often uncomfortable in public spaces or when there is 
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noise somewhere. When I enter closed spaces, I think about 
possible exits, places where I could hide if I had to. I have 
these thoughts automatically, but they don’t limit my quality of 
life much. There are still positive consequences for me, even 
though it may seem strange. I try to enjoy my life more and 
experience more. For example, I have taken up an old hobby 
and I have more social contacts than before the attack. I have 
received a lot of support, from the mobile victim counselling 
service, my family, my lawyer and my circle of friends. What 
has worried and saddened me the most since then is that 
racism and antisemitism are still widespread in our society. It 
is so senseless that people have to die because of it. It is all 
the more necessary that we educate people about the mea-
ning of these ideologies, how I can recognise them and how I 
can stand against them - even if I encounter them in my own 
environment, for example.

Why did you decide to become a co-applicant?

It is important for me that the political dimension of this 
act is recognised. The attack was not simply committed by a 
“madman”, but by a right-wing fanatic. It is clear that he acted 
with antisemitic and racist motives. And this political dimension 
needs to be addressed and established in the courts and the 
public needs to be educated about it. As a co-appellant, I have 
the opportunity to actively follow the trial and to get an insight 
into what is being tried and how it is being tried. And I would 
like to have this opportunity, this voice use it. Furthermore, I 
think it is important that this attack in the courts and in public 
is not seen in isolation from our society. We need to be aware 
of how these ideologies are interconnected and of the conse-
quences of racism and antisemitism, as well as other right-wing 
attitudes. As a society, we need to recognise that while he 
may have acted alone that day, he was not thinking alone. For 
example, he was integrated into right-wing communities. Even 
far from the digital worlds, he committed this act in a political 
climate where racist and right-wing violence is commonplace, 
and where right-wing ideas are normalised by the electoral 
successes of the AfD, among others.

What do you expect from the trial?

The first word that comes to mind is justice. But I am also 
aware that a court case cannot produce complete justice. It is 
impossible when two lives are lost and when people have had 
to endure a lot of suffering as a result of the attack and suffer 
the consequences. Compensation is perhaps the best word 
for this. Of course, I hope that the murderer will be punished 
appropriately for what he did. And I hope that all those affected 
by the attack will be able to raise the issues that are important 
to them at the trial.

Further information on the trial: In cooperation with NSU-
Watch, the VBRG is documenting the trial in German, English 
and Russian. On the blog halle-prozess-report.de documentation, 
reports and impressions of the trial from the Nebenklage’s point 
of view are published in exchange with the Nebenkläger*innen, 
activists*innen and supporters*innen.
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Minorities at risk
Muslims demand greater protection against racist attacks.  
Anti-Semitic attacks or attacks against other minorities in Germany 
are also of increasing concern to Muslims. “Muslims in Germany do 
not feel sufficiently protected by the German security authorities,” 
President of the Central Council of Muslims Aiman A. Mazyek told 
Redaktionsnetzwerk Deutschland (RND).

Anti-Semitic attacks or attacks against other minorities in 
Germany are also of increasing concern to Muslims. “Muslims 
in Germany do not feel sufficiently protected by the German 
security authorities,” President of the Central Council of Muslims 
Aiman A. Mazyek told Redaktionsnetzwerk Deutschland (RND).

“They are just as destabilized as most citizens by attacks 
on mosques, synagogues or other acts of terrorism. But in 
addition, like the Jews, we belong to a minority. Every racist 
attack and the reactions of politics and the state to it are 
therefore watched very closely”.

After the attacks in Halle and Hanau, Muslims have re-
peatedly stressed that the protection of mosques and Muslim 
institutions must be strengthened. In the meantime, some things 
have been done in some federal states, Mazyek said. The Halle 
mosque, for example, is now the only one in Germany to be 
guarded 24 hours a day for seven days.

“However, attacks on mosques continue to occur almost 
every week, where, for example, pig’s heads are slaughtered, 
swastikas are smeared with swastikas, or windows and doors 
are broken,” he said. Protecting mosques every day for 24 hours 
is unrealistic, Mazyek said. “Intelligent analyses and concepts 
are needed here.” Sometimes special protection on holidays 
or Friday for Friday prayer is enough, he said.

Mazyek expects a “severe and revolutionary” verdict in 
the Halle trial, which begins Tuesday. “He should make it 
clear that racism is not an opinion, but that it kills in the worst 
case. I also want it to be a signal for minorities and diverse 
and peaceful groups in Germany. They should feel that they 
are treated well in German democracy and protected from 
such acts of terrorism”.

Ostracized Jews

The attack on the Halle synagogue was an anti-Semitic 
attack, Mazyek said. “Prior to this attack, Halle mosque had 
already been attacked three times with casualties. This is one 
of the reasons why we were extremely sensitized and alarmed 
on the ground”. For potential perpetrators like  in 
Halle, it does not matter whether they hit Jews or Muslims, 
said the president of the Central Council of Muslims. “These 
perpetrators seek only the maximum effect and damage in 
their hatred.”

Mazyek believes that in Germany it has been neglected 
for too long that behind acts of terrorism like the one in Halle 
there were in fact political strategies. “I only remember the acts 
of blood and terrorist attacks in Christchurch, the massacre 
of Anders Breivik in Norway, attacks on synagogues in the 
United States, murders in Hanau. Usually, these right-wing 
terrorists leave behind pamphlets or manifestos, to which the 
imitators in turn refer”.

Lawyer and author Ronen Steinke makes a similar remark. 
“The bombers in Christchurch, Halle, Pittsburgh - they all use 
the one conspiracy story that Western countries are being 
deliberately polluted by the influx of Muslims, Latinos and 
blacks, and that the Jews are pulling the strings from this 
situation,” Steinke told EPD. This story attacks both Jews and 
Muslims. It would be “the task of the authorities to protect the 
threatened minorities in a more consistent way,” he demanded.
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Who will put an end to the 
terror?

Muslims demand greater protection against racist attacks. In the 
midst of increasing threats from the right, the trial of the Halle bom-
bing begins.

Beate Küpper is professor for group and conflict social 
work at the University of Applied Sciences Niederrhein. The 
social psychologist has, among other things, worked on the 
long-term project Group-Related Misanthropy in Germany and 
coordinated the project of the same name in Europe. He also 
advises practical projects in this thematic area. From 2015 to 
2016 she was a member of the Council of Independent Experts 
on Anti-Semitism of the German Bundestag.

Mrs. Küpper, on October 9, 2019, a German then aged 27 
wanted to perpetrate a massacre in a synagogue. Two people 
died. What is new about this type of attack?

The alleged perpetrator in Halle can be attributed to a new 
type of perpetrator, but it is in fact not entirely new. Authorities 
and forensic researchers have been dealing with this type 
of perpetrator since the jihadist acts in Europe, the extreme 
right-wing terrorist attacks and at the latest since the attack on 
two mosques in Christchurch, in which 51 people were killed. 
The case in New Zealand also concerns a lone perpetrator, 
although he has stylized himself as a hero.

What are these networks, what do these people want?

The Internet forums or gambling communities in which 
 probably also traveled have a common ideological 

denominator: they share a right-wing extremist, islamophobic 
and/or anti-Jewish world view and consider the right-wing scene 
to be fundamentally too lax in its actions. At the heart of this 
ideology is the idea of the “great exchange”, the “Umvolkung”, 
the “Volkstod” or the “genocide against whites”. Its adherents 
are convinced that a new world order is necessary and that 
chaos must first be created to establish this new order. This 
logic also includes voting radically or, for example, shooting 
Muslim citizens in order to provoke civil wars. This form of 
self-radicalization on the Internet is relatively new and is called 
the acceleration phenomenon. The aim of those involved is 
to destroy as much as possible and “clean the air” - tabula 
rasa. The Christchurch Bomber, in a section of his “manifesto” 
entitled “Destabilization and Acceleration”: Tactics” explicitly 
welcomed acceleration.

Do you have an explanation for this?

Research shows... : Women are less prone to physical and 
psychological violence in public spaces. In the case of these 
attacks, there is also the fact that the whole image of the warrior 
- even in the world of gambling - is a classically male model. 
They are virtual heroes they want to imitate, often visually as 
well:  in Halle, for example, wore a soldier’s outfit, 
an elite fighter’s outfit. And he broadcast everything live on 
the Internet with his helmet camera. 

What role do “others” play in such acts?

On the one hand, the assassins act detached from society 
and increasingly often without consulting others or carrying 
out “orders”. On the other hand, they act in an ideologically 
entrenched environment: we find in our investigations that 
Islamophobia and anti-Semitism are becoming more and more 
prevalent among the general population. This gives people 
fertile ground. Sometimes there is a state of mind in society 
that contributes to the fact that the perpetrator of a crime 
does not have to feel like an outlaw, but can see himself as a 
courageous hero.

Right-wing radicalism, Islamophobia and anti-Semitism - 
what drove the murderer to Halle?

Antisemitism is an essential component of right-wing radi-
calism, and Islamophobia has been increasingly present in the 
last twenty years. However, these three aspects can hardly be 
separated any more, as the crime in Halle shows in an exem-
plary way:  actually wants to kill as many Jews as 
possible, fails at the door and then goes - whether planned or 
not - to a kebab restaurant in order to kill suspected Muslims.

Because he also “fails,” he shoots a customer of the snack 
bar there, just like the passer-by he shot earlier at the synagogue. 
Both victims were neither German Jews nor German Muslims 
and were therefore killed indiscriminately. Thus,  
acted as an absolute prototype for this new type of perpetrator.
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Between everyday life and 
confrontation with the past

Muslims demand greater protection against racist attacks 
In the midst of increasing threats from the right, the trial of the Halle 
bombing begins. In October 2019, a terrorist attempted to break 
into the synagogue. He killed two people. He is now on trial. What 
were the consequences of this act for the city? A certain fear: too 
little.

A police patrol car is parked at the Halle synagogue on 
Friday. It is there not because something has just happened, 
but because on October 9, 2019, something terrible happened 
and because, even from a distance, something comparable 
should never happen again. Two people killed the right-wing 
extremist  on that day, and he would probably have 
killed many more in the synagogue on Humboldtstraße, if he 
had not failed to arrive at his door. This Tuesday, the trial against 

 begins, a police car will then be present at the synagogue, 
24 hours a day. But opinions differ widely as to what this van 
really is. An illustration of strength? A symbol of weakness?

Until recently, Benjamin Leins could see the van from his 
window. Together with a neighbor, he had hung a banner on the 
facade of his building after the attack: “Humboldtstr. against 
anti-Semitism + hatred”. Then resident Leins came out and 
became, not by chance, a careful and differentiating exponent 
of his city in front of countless cameras.

Leins, 33 years old, has moved in the meantime, but you 
can meet him in the garden of the Schlesisches Konvikt, from 
where, at first, only the slight clacking of the ping-pong balls 
blows towards the street. 

How did the urban society react to the attack, what happened? 

At first, says Leins, a church musician, he looked around 
his town and thought, “Dude, there’s something here! He saw 
people in the church and synagogue that he had never seen 
before, and many people from the town showed their solidarity 
and celebrated the Sabbath together.

First, hundreds of sympathy lights flashed and then came 
the Christmas market stalls.

In February, the latter resumed its work and sometimes 
brings out interesting elements that will still have to be taken 
into account last Thursday during the interrogation of Frank 
Michler, head of police operations on October 9, 2019. In par-
ticular, Michler reported an exchange of fire between  and 
four police officers, which the latter did not report.

What is different today, apart from the police presence? 

“Nothing at all,” said the left-wing deputy.
Apart from that, says the deputy Quade, “the commission 

of inquiry will not analyze what should be analyzed”. This is due 
to its limited investigative mandate, which contributes to the 
fact that the structural weaknesses of the security authorities 
in Saxony-Anhalt, especially with regard to the fight against 
right-wing extremism, have so far not been corrected. These 
weaknesses have allowed the agencies concerned to shift 
their responsibilities from one side to the other, Quade said. 
In this respect, one should not expect too much from the next 
trial either, because from a legal point of view,  may be a lone 
author and because it is unlikely that the question of what role 
racist speech and online and offline networks of the extreme 
right have played can be answered.

So what is politically different today from what it was in 
October? 

“Except that there are policemen in front of the synagogue? 
Nothing at all,” says Quade. The workcamps have been known 
for years, “I’ve heard so many statements over and over again 
and they’re not all false, but they don’t lead to political action 
and that’s the problem.

Benjamin Leins suspects that state policy has not reacted 
more visibly and measurably to the attack, also because the 
dangers of the right “do not correspond either to the world view 
or to the fears people have here”. Thus, a right-wing terrorist 
would be no less quickly perceived as a “right-wing madman 
from the hinterland, where, after all, the people you would 
like to see re-elected also sit”. Leins sees this with concern, 
but he also places hope in the trial against , which 
should not be allowed to go unpunished. If the people of Halle 
at least followed this intensively, the procedure might have an 
identity-building effect for the city in the right direction.
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Don’t leave threatened Jews 
alone

In his new book “Terror against Jews”, author Ronen Steinke calls 
for better protection of Jewish institutions in Germany.

The threat turns to the police, this does not mean that an 
official protection concept is developed, the lawyer told the 
Evangelical Press Service. “In this context, it would be incu-
mbent on the authorities to protect threatened minorities more 
consistently,” criticised Steinke, who is also editor-in-chief of 
the “Süddeutsche Zeitung” in Munich.

What are your hopes for the trial?

I am curious about how the victims will be treated. Will they 
remain spectators or will they become real participants who 
are listened to? I am also curious to see whether the crime 
will be placed in a broader political context. The murderers in 
Christchurch, Halle, Pittsburgh - all use the one conspiracy 
story that Western countries are deliberately polluted by the 
influx of Muslims, Latinos and Blacks, and that Jews are pulling 
the strings from this situation. This story attacks both Jews 
and Muslims.

In your book you criticise the fact that Jewish institutions 
are not sufficiently protected despite hatred and threats, even 
though they have already been the victims of antisemitic attacks.

The experience of Jewish communities in Germany is that 
they can turn to the police when they are threatened, but this 
does not mean that they can then rely on an official protection 
concept. The National Criminal Police Office comes, establishes 
a threat situation by right-wing extremists or Islamists and: 
leaves. They are left alone. The Jewish communities can then 
try to ask for help, which takes months, sometimes years.How 
do you explain this inaction?

This cements the exclusion of Jews on the official side. 
People affected by hate crimes are often reluctant to go to 
the police because of these experiences and instead turn 
to victim counselling centres. This is essentially a vote of no 
confidence in the state, which should not give a democracy a 
moment’s respite.
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Clarifying the role of extre-
me right-wing networks in the 
Halle case

At the start of the trial of the right-wing extremist terrorist attack 
in Halle, the Federal Council for Immigration and Integration (BZI) 
calls for a complete reassessment of the links with the extreme right 
in this case.

“In the trial of the attacker in Halle, a trial can attribute 
individual guilt to the accused as a sentence in case of doubt”, 
said the president of the BZI, Memet Kilic. 

However, it is also necessary to uncover extreme right-
wing networks not only within society, but above all within 
state institutions, demanded the green politician. Antisemitic, 
far-right and inhuman attacks are not isolated acts perpetrated 
by “isolated perpetrators”. Behind them there is an inhuman 

ideology”. According to him, it is dangerous to be mistaken.
On 9 October 2019, the heavily armed murderer attempted to 

enter the Halle synagogue while the believers were celebrating 
the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, inside the synagogue. 
When he failed to do so, he shot a woman 40 years old and a 
20-year-old man and killed them in the street and in a snack 
bar, injuring others as he fled before the police stopped him. 
The investigating authorities had spoken of a lone perpetrator
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He wanted to murder Jews, 
and he failed. How  be-
came a murderer

On Tuesday, the trial of , who wanted to commit mass mur-
der of Jews in the Halle synagogue on 9 October 2019, begins. 
He was not accepted. But how did it come to this?

He hated all Jews. He hated Muslims. He hated blacks. 
He didn’t like modern women who earn their own money and 
don’t have enough children.

He did not know any Jews, not one. He does not know any 
Muslims. He has no close contact with women, except for his 
mother, with whom he lives and on whose money he lives. He 
has never had anything to do with blacks.

When  left his children’s room in a three-room 
apartment in Benndorf, Saxony-Anhalt, on 9 October last year 
to kill as many people as possible in the neighbouring town 
of Halle, he was 27 years old. He has a high school diploma, 
an aborted chemistry degree, no job, no money. His hair is 
three millimetres short because he is ashamed of the thinning 

parts, he is 1.70 metres high. His mother is a primary school 
teacher and his father, a radio technician, lives a few steps 
away from his house.

Next Tuesday, the trial against him will begin. For months 
the investigators have turned over every stone in ’s 
life. What they have found is proof of a biography that began 
in the middle and at some point took a turn for the worse.

The night before the crime, he ironed his mother’s laundry. 
I cleaned the table, wiped off the crumbs. Helmet camera and 
action camera ready. Mum had cut his hair the night before. 
He rented the rental car with the money from grandma and 
mum’s birthday. It is loaded with handmade weapons, grenades, 
Molotov cocktails.
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Central Council: Life has re-
turned to normal after the at-
tack in Halle

Life has returned to normal after the attack in Halle. 
He considers the Halle attack to be “the most serious anti-Semi-
tic incident in Germany in recent years”, says the president of the 
Central Council of Jews. The community’s sense of security was 
seriously affected, he said. That has changed in the meantime.

Halle (dpa) - A good nine months after the right-wing 
terrorist attack in Halle, life for Jews in Germany has largely 
returned to normal, according to the Central Council of Jews. 
“Life and the sense of security in Jewish communities have 
almost returned to the level they had before the attack, even 
though additional security measures have led in part to a 
restriction of community life,” Central Council President Josef 
Schuster told the Deutsche Presse-agentur one day before 
the trial against the attacker began. The concern of individual 
members of the community to visit a Jewish community has 
largely disappeared again, he said.

Schuster also attributes this to the reactions of politics 
and society. “It is a good thing that Federal Interior Minister 
Seehofer convened a special conference with the interior 
ministers of the federal states shortly after the attack and 

agreed in this context to improve the protection measures that 
are unfortunately necessary for Jewish institutions”. This, he 
said, helped to reassure Jewish communities.

He said he also noticed many expressions of solidarity - not 
only from churches and politicians, but also from civil society. “It 
is a magnitude I have never experienced before,” the 66-year-
old said. Looking to the future, Schuster said: “The reactions of 
civil society and politics after the attack give me confidence.

On October 9, 2019, a heavily armed man attempted to 
break into the synagogue in Halle, where the faithful celebrated 
the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. When he failed, he 
shot a 40-year-old woman and a 20-year-old man nearby. He 
broadcast the event live on the Internet. On Tuesday, the trial 
against the accused begins in Magdeburg.
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“Remembering will help us”, 
these are the lessons the 
mayor draws for Halle after 
the attack

On Tuesday, the trial of Halle’s murderer begins. 
In the interview with MZ, Mayor Be rnd Wiegand talks about the 
terror of October 9. What are the consequences of the attack on 
the city?

Halle (Saale) - On October 9, 2019, Halle’s mayor, Bernd 
Wiegand (independent), is at the Paulusviertel for the inaugu-
ration ceremony of a new day care center, as the terror begins 
in Halle. After that, events follow one another at a frantic pace. 
A city is in a state of shock and seems paralyzed even the next 
time. As of Tuesday, this horrible act will occupy the Magdeburg 
Regional Court - and the public as well. Then begins the trial 
against the murderer, who shot two people and injured others. 
For the MZ, Dirk Skrzypczak and Jan Schumann spoke with the 
mayor of Halle about the terrorist act and its consequences.

How did you experience the events of October 9?

Bernd Wiegand: I will never forget what happened: The mo-
ment I learned of the shooting at the groundbreaking ceremony 
for the construction of a new daycare centre at Paulusviertel, 
the great uncertainty about the course of events and the 
context of the crime at the work of the staff for extraordinary 
events. Immediately, the rescue service was on standby and 
the volunteer firefighters supporting the operation were alerted.

Staging points were set up for emergency services near 
the first crime scene and - due to misrepresentation - at three 
other locations. The joint meeting with police representatives 
around 6 p.m., during which the decision to lift the curfew in 
the city was taken, was also important.

At that time, after weighing all the evidence, there was a 
strong possibility that it was a lone perpetrator, which later 
proved to be true. The events still excite me today.

The police operation was criticized: what do you think should 
have been done better?

I am annoyed that the evaluation does not refer to the mo-
ment when the officers were confronted with this extraordinary 
situation. There is no operation that could not be improved 

- including this one. This must lead to the realization: Jewish 
institutions must be protected 24 hours a day in the future.

What are the consequences for the city?

The fight against intolerance, racism and anti-Semitism 
must be visibly anchored in our city. I have always advocated 
a culture of the gaze, especially when it is a loner, as is the 
case here. To put it plainly: look and act! The commitment of 
the many people who recently provoked the withdrawal of 
the right-wing identity movement from Halle through a clearly 
visible protest is exemplary. It is a great achievement of which 
I am very proud.

How can the city cope with such terror?

We talked about the deployment of the security forces. 
Socially, the people of the city have come together. A number 
of moving events will be organized to mark the anniversary of 
the terrorist attack.

Will Halle remain a wounded city?

Remembering together will help us to heal the wound a 
little. But a scar will remain. And we must not hide this scar. It 
will serve as a reminder and show how vulnerable our society 
is to hate violence. This will also be done through the erection 
of a memorial.

We are in dialogue with the federal and state governments 
on how to mark the anniversary of the attack, with relevant 
civil society partners. On that day, we will also stand with the 
Jewish communities and the relatives and friends of the victims.
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Many residents of Halle did not know where the synagogue 
was at the time of the attack. What does that tell you?

More importantly: whether Christian, Islamic or Jewish com-
munities: In Halle, everyone has their place, no matter where.

Halle is back to normal. Has the city returned to normal 
too quickly?

I think we have to make a difference. Of course, we had to 
return to daily life, otherwise hatred would have achieved its goal 
of destroying our civil society, our unity. Daily life also means 
accepting what happened. I can only repeat: Look and act!

We have intensified or initiated many things in the city. The 
city is doing important educational work on topics such as racism 
and anti-Semitism. We are expanding this work, including in 
the administrative structure. This year, an additional specialized 
unit will be set up under the umbrella of the Service Centre for 
Integration and Democracy.

What assistance have you promised the Jewish commu-
nities for the future?

Our Jewish communities and the administration are in regular 
exchange. Immediately after the crime, I took part in discussions 
between representatives of the Jewish community in Halle, 
the Islamic World League, the Central Council of Muslims in 
Germany and state politicians in the Halle synagogue.

For each year, projects are discussed. I remind you of the 
Days of Jewish Culture, which the city co-organizes. In Sep-
tember, we are planning a campaign with the City Museum on 
the themes of the Basic Law and religious freedom. Activities 
will also be organized there in October to mark the anniversary 
of the attack.

With what expectations are you following the trial?

What happened will be evaluated in terms of criminal law. 
The trial will help society and all those involved to deal with 
what happened. I am convinced that the court will render a fair 
verdict. I have confidence in our rule of law. 
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Halle’s murderer reacts to 
the judge’s provocation with 
laughter

The trial of Halle’s murderer began in Magdeburg. He wanted to 
kill the synagogue worshippers and then shot two passers-by. The 
judge provoked  with his questions - he revealed glimpses 
into his soul.

A man with nothing to lose sits in court.  
murdered two people, wounded several others and planned 
an attack on a synagogue in order to murder as many Jews as 
possible. What is he like? How does he think? Does he have 
remorse? More than 100 visitors and journalists were admitted 
on Tuesday to the courtroom of the Magdeburg Regional Court 
to find answers to these questions; more than 60 joint plaintiffs 
were admitted, and the five judges of the criminal division of the 
Higher Regional Court of Naumburg sat before the defendant 
to find out the truth.

And  wants to talk. Yes, he wants to testify,” the de-
fendant said shortly after 12 o’clock. He is bald, wears a black 
jacket, jeans and sneakers.

Federal prosecutor Kai Lohse has just read the 13 pages of 
the indictment and reconstructed the acts of the 28-year-old. 
On October 9, 2019,  went to the Halle synagogue at 
around noon to storm the synagogue and murder people there 
with weapons and improvised explosive devices. When that didn’t 
work because he couldn’t blow the secure entrance door, he 
shot a passer-by who was passing by.  also pointed his 
gun at another man who tried to help the woman lying on the 
floor - but the gun was jammed. The man was able to escape.

 then got into his car and drove into town to kill 
“Muslims,” or whoever he thought they were. “Kebab, take it,” 
he thought to himself when he saw a takeaway. He recorded 
the act with a smartphone attached to a helmet. The video was 
streamed live on the Internet.

At the snack bar, he went outside and shot 20-year-old 
Kevin S., who was hiding between two refrigerators and be-
gging for his life. Again, a cannon jam prevented  from 
firing any more shots.

During the shoot-out with the police, a bullet hit him in the 
neck, but the killer was able to get into the car and continue 
driving. He tried to steal a car, shooting two people. They 
survived. Finally, he held a man at gunpoint, snatched his car 
and continued to flee. On Highway 91,  crashed head-
on into a truck. He was not injured; police arrested him. The 

assassination attempt lasted one hour and 40 minutes.

Judge Ursula Mertens begins the interrogation. She has 
successfully mastered various functions within the judiciary, 
is President of the Senate and is considered one of the best 
lawyers in Saxony-Anhalt for this reason alone. Mertens, 57, is 
also involved in the Soroptimist, a service club of “professional 
women with a socio-political commitment”, according to her 
website. The committed woman who succeeded professionally 
and the loser , who became a murderer, seem 
to be galaxies apart.

The interrogation therefore takes place as an exchange of 
blows, the two often misunderstand each other. 

“What was your childhood like?” she wants to know. 
“It’s not important.” 
“Did you find the separation stressful?”
 “No.” 
“Did you have a good relationship with your parents ?” 
Anyway, he said, the question had “nothing to do with the 

family, my childhood has nothing to do with it”.

 answers monosyllabicly and seems quickly annoyed 
when it comes to questions about his family and his childhood.

“Did you have any friends?” 
 “No, I did not.” 
“Did you play sports?” 
 “No.” 
“What were your interests?” 
 “Internet”. 
So there’s a back and forth, and  sometimes inter-

venes and says it’s “official, after all”. At least, he says, he was 
teased at school, nobody wanted anything to do with him. He 
didn’t tell his parents.

“Why not,” the judge wants to know. “That makes it worse, 
doesn’t it?” 

“Why,” 
I’d really like to know. Did you fight back?” 
“Rather not, no. I took it.”
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The defendant rejoices when he talks about his motives. 
He said that he stopped doing anything professional in 2015 
because the “refugee crisis has infused the country with Muslims 
and Jews”. Mertens warned  not to rush or she would 
have him escorted out of the courtroom. “In my courtroom, I 
do not tolerate criminal acts,” she says.

But the interrogation, which after all must be aimed at 
uncovering the motives and personality of the accused, is 
constantly on the ropes. On the one hand, he has to be able to 
speak freely so that those involved in the trial can get a picture 
of him - also to answer the question of a possible lack of guilt. 
On the other hand, he is given a stage on which he can launch 
his conspiracy theories.

The longer the interrogation lasts, the more the question 
arises as to whether  is really sane. He seems to be 
deeply entangled in his cocoon of paranoia and racial hatred. 
Is it still possible to get through?

The judge tries to get him in - but his cocoon holds.

Mertens at least tries, she tries to confront . “Your name 
is of Huguenot origin, your first parents were also refugees,” 
she tries. And the Australian assassin Brenton Tarrant, whom 

 admires, is also a descendant of immigrants, that is, of 
those who took control of Australia.

But the pedagogical approach of forcing the accused 
to reflect on his thoughts fails. “My ancestors came from 
Alsace-Lorraine and it was German at the time,” says . 
And Tarrant had wanted to defend themselves against the 
immigrants, otherwise they would dominate the country, like 
the white people who came one day.

When she asked him if he knew how many people were 
in the synagogue, he answered no. “I didn’t even know what 
it looked like inside,” he admits. “It’s a shame they didn’t even 
look at a synagogue on Open Monument Day,” Mertens said. 
A sentence light years away from the life and thought of the 
accused.

Then the judge tries to provoke the defendant. “For someone 
who still lives in his mother’s crib at almost 30 years old, I 
guess they don’t attach much importance to quality of life,” she 
says.  gives a chuckle. “No answer.” After all, he knows 
himself to be a loser and ranks himself in “the lowest rung of 
society. His mother, he says, cooked for him, paid for his health 
insurance and left him alone.

When the judge argues rightly and tries to dispel reservations, 
he runs into a wall. “How many refugees live in Benndorf?” 

 “I don’t know.” 
“Have you been touched by them?”

“I think so.”
 “What do you mean you were still in your crib?”

 Then he laughed again, his laughter was sharp.
 doesn’t know any refugees after all, he’s never been 

outside, he laughed. “The problem is that they have no experience 
of dealing with other people,” says Mertens. Three days before 
the crime, he was pushed aside by “three dark-skinned people 
on the train,” he complains. “That can happen,” Mertens says. 
“No, they act like the conquerors they are.” The cocoon holds.

Those who ask  about feelings like remorse or pity 
are also going in the wrong direction. The passer-by he shot 
in the back had to die so that she couldn’t “disarm him,” says 

. “I had to do it, so I fired.” But more importantly, he says, 
the crime was broadcast on the Internet. “It’s much more im-
portant than the act itself,”  said. It would tell like-minded 
people that they are not alone.

“How do you deal with loneliness?” 
 “Sub-optimal”.
Mass murderers like Anders Behring Breivik and Brenton 

Tarrant have also reasoned in this way. Their narcissistic impulse 
was at least as strong as the hatred that had accumulated 
through their distorted perceptions of the world until it was 
unleashed in action. “I wanted to act against my enemies,” the 
accused said several times that day.

For the survivors, however, the attack is still present. “So-
mething has broken in our relations with this country,” said Ismet 
Teskin on the sidelines of the trial. He runs the Halle snack 
bar with his brother Rifat. “I would never have imagined that 
someone could have the idea of killing my brother and me just 
because we are Muslims,” Teskin said. “I never thought people 
would attack our fellow Jews. Why would they hate us too?

“Are you really a lonely person?” wants Judge Mertens to 
know. 

“Yes, I am.”
How does that make you feel?
“Suboptimal,” says .

The trial will continue on Wednesday.
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The majority society must  
not remain silent, commentary 
on the beginning of the trial in 
Halle

Even those who are not themselves affected by terror and incite-
ment must take ownership of the fight against it. 

Claudia , the mother of Halle’s murderer, stated shortly 
after the crime in an interview on “Spiegel TV” that her son 
has nothing “against Jews in this sense”: 

“He has something against the people behind the financial 
power. Who doesn’t?

As far as we know, Claudia  is neither active in extre-
me right-wing groups nor on the margins of society. On the 
contrary. She is an elementary school teacher and teaches 
ethics. Apparently, it hasn’t bothered anyone for decades that 
she has a latent anti-Semitic world view and doesn’t hide it.

Right-wing terror in Halle: Trial 
against  begins.

Even though all eyes are now turned to the trial of 
, when it comes to his radicalization in the darkest echo 

chambers of the Internet, one thing should not be lost sight 
of: In a somewhat attenuated form, many of his antisemitic, 
racist and misogynist views are widespread in the so-called 
milieu of German society. And there is little danger of suffering 
the consequences or at least of opposing them. Anyone who 
was shocked by the “manifesto” of Halle’s murderer probably 
never clicked on the Facebook comments of an article on 
German politics.

Today begins the trial of the right-wing extremist and an-
ti-Semite who tried to murder praying Jews in the synagogue 
of #Halle on 9.10.2019, and then shot Jana L. and Kevin S.. 
In front of the district court #Magdeburg a solidarity rally.

Murderer of Halle  : racist vi-
sion of the world

However, the solution cannot lie primarily in calls for tougher 
laws or increased state oversight. While it is true that security 
agencies have long deliberately ignored the infiltration of public 
debate by extreme right-wing groups, there is only one truly 
effective solution. But in the end, there is only one truly effective 
way to prevent incitement from spreading at family gatherings, 
in the teachers’ room or in comment columns - and ultimately 
exploding into physical violence: everyone - even those who 
are not themselves involved - must take ownership of the fight 
against such incitement.

It may not be the majority who hold a united racist and 
anti-Semitic worldview. But it is sufficient that a large part of 
society at least passively tolerates such tendencies. Some can 
afford to ignore hatred or consider it marginal. 

The enemy image of agitators - whether they are Jews, 
Muslims, homosexuals or politically active women - does not 
have this luxury. They cannot ignore when someone blames 
them for all the evils of the world or - as in Halle, as in Hanau 
- aims to exterminate them. If the rest of society does not 
support them in this struggle, it is complicit.
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Breaking the myth of the 
“lone author”

The assassin who carried out an attack on the Halle synagogue on 
October 9, 2019, killing two people, will be tried starting Tuesday. 
Representatives of the Nebenklage demand to unmask the myth of 
the “lone perpetrator”.

Approximately nine months after the attack that killed two 
people in Halle, the murderer  is due to appear in 
court on Tuesday. The indictment of the federal prosecutor’s 
office, which is 123 pages in total, charges the 28-year-old 
with murder in two cases and attempted murder. The indictment 
lists nine attempted murders, involving a total of 68 people.

The attack on the synagogue, which contained 52 people, 
is legally considered attempted murder. Other charges charge 

 with dangerous bodily harm, attempted predatory 
extortion resulting in death, particularly serious predatory ex-
tortion, public incitement and negligent bodily harm.

The main hearing of the State Protection Senate at the 
Higher Regional Court of Naumburg takes place at the Re-
gional Court of Magdeburg due to lack of space. A total of 
43 joint plaintiffs were admitted, who are represented by 21 
attorneys. In the courtroom itself, 44 media representatives 
and 50 spectators can follow the trial. Additional seats for the 
press are available in a room with audio transmission. In addi-
tion to this stringent security, there are restrictions to contain 
the coronavirus pandemic. Among other things, the wearing 
of mouthguards is mandatory.

Anti-Semitic, racist and xenophobic 
motivation.

 shot a 40-year-old passer-by and a 20-year-
old man in a Turkish snack bar in Halle on 9 October 2019. 
For anti-Semitic, racist and xenophobic reasons, he allegedly 
planned an assassination attempt against Jews in the Halle 
synagogue. He attempted to enter the locked synagogue with 
explosive devices and firearms, where 52 worshippers were 
present for the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. However, 
he failed at the door. He then deliberately sought out a nearby 
kebab snack bar to continue his crime. The accused filmed his 
crime and broadcast the images live on the Internet.

A total of 147 witnesses were called to testify at the trial, 
including 68 investigators. At the beginning of the trial, the 
accused will be given the opportunity to comment on the 
charges.  faces life imprisonment if convicted. In 
addition, subsequent pre-trial detention is possible. The trial, 
presided over by Judge Ursula Mertens, will be conducted by 
five professional judges.

Debunking the “lone author” myth

Before the trial began, many representatives of the Neben-
klage published a joint statement on the Internet on Monday, 
stating that the purpose of their Nebenklage was to ensure 
that the racist ideology of the accused and his integration into 
right-wing militant structures would also be noticed by law 
enforcement and the public: “Perpetrators of crimes such as 
the accused no longer need physical communities to receive 
encouragement and support from like-minded people,” accor-
ding to the statement.

It is important that the trial serves as a reminder to politicians, 
law enforcement and the general public to “actively oppose 
racism, sexism, Islamophobia and anti-Semitism and to fight 
all right-wing ideologies. The joint plaintiffs further request that 
the trial be used to expose the myth of the “lone perpetrator” 
and to develop responsible policies to combat growing online 
radicalization.

In an interview with the Evangelischer Pressedienst (epd), 
author Ronen Steinke (“Terror against Jews”) argued for better 
protection of Jewish institutions in Germany. Even if Jews turn 
to the police in case of a concrete threat, this does not mean 
that an official protection concept is being developed, said 
the lawyer and editor of the “Süddeutsche Zeitung” in Munich. 
Looking ahead to the trial, Steinke said: “I am curious to know 
how the victims will be treated. Will they remain spectators or 
will they become real participants who are listened to”?
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Assassin of Halle: Attempted 
murder is only considered a 
“traffic offence”

The trial of Halle’s murderer began on Tuesday. It now appears that 
the man wanted to kill two other people during his escape. This is 
reported in the MDR magazine “Fakt”.

According to the report, the man deliberately drove towards 
two Somalis in Magdeburger Straße, who were trying to cross 
the street at a streetcar stop. I tried to run away, but he caught 
up with me on the other side of the street, where I then flew off 
onto the sidewalk”, quotes one of the victims, according to MDR.

Nevertheless, this incident has so far not been judged by the 
Attorney General’s office as attempted murder, but as a traffic 

offense in which the latter had accepted “the endangerment 
of life and physical integrity”.

And the Attorney General’s office defends its previous view 
in the MDR. “Sufficient suspicion for the crime of attempted 
murder to the detriment of the person you have named was 
not raised in the process”. At the same time, a witness to the 
incident reported on MDR that the car accelerated and then 
drove directly towards the Somalis.
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Peace Circle Halle calls for a 
consistent investigation into 
the terrorist attack of October

The trial of Halle’s attacker begins today in the largest courtroom 
in Saxony-Anhalt. On October 9, the man had killed two people in 
front of the Jewish synagogue and in a kebab restaurant.

At the beginning of the trial, the Friedenskreis Halle e.V. 
once again calls for a sustained and consistent reassessment 
of the “anti-Semitic, racist and anti-feminist attack”.

Shortly after the act, the Peace Circle had already published 
an impulse and conclusion document: “The attack has clearly 
shown that there is an urgent need for action. We stand in 
solidarity with those affected by the anti-Semitic and right-
wing violence. Even now, we are committed to fundamentally 
changing the perspective and demanding corresponding 
concrete political changes,” says Christof Starke, one of the 
two executive directors of the Friedenskreis Halle e.V..

One criticism is that the demands and unilateral action plans 
after the attacks in Halle and Hanau are based on the image 
of an isolated and radicalized perpetrator. “However, racism, 
anti-Semitism, authoritarianism and discrimination against 
marginalized people are once again gaining in interpretative 
sovereignty. They are increasingly defined as an openly articu-
lated political agenda. As Friedenskreis Halle e.V., we want to 
campaign for the necessary political changes. For us, this means 
above all: moving away from the security thinking of the state 
towards the democracy of civil society and the transformation 
of social conflicts”, says Christof Starke.
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250 panels at Steintor com-
memorate victims of right-
wing violence

Today, Tuesday, the trial begins of the right-wing extremist murde-
rer from Halle, who shot two people, Jana and Kevin, on October 
9 of last year and whose attempt to enter the crowded synagogue 
failed.

Under the title “Solidarity with those affected - No scene 
for the culprit”, a memorial service for the two victims took 
place on Monday evening on Steintor Square. The “Initiative 9. 
Oktober” had organized the event. Pictures of the two victims 
were posted. The participants of the event held about 250 
posters in the air. On each of them was the name of a victim 
of right-wing violence over the last 30 years. On the banners 
were slogans such as “No forgetting, no forgiveness”, “Breaking 
the Continuities of Right-Wing Terror” and “Solidarity with the 
Victims”.

Igor Matviyets, a member of the Jewish community in 
Halle, said: 

“The trial is only the beginning of an awareness of the 
attack, the motivation of the perpetrator and the anti-Semitism 
in Saxony-Anhalt. The question is whether there is too much 
room for inhuman thoughts and too few people contradict 
them. Could ’s radicalization have been prevented 
by a sensitive and courageous environment? This should be 
clarified by the society of Saxony-Anhalt as a whole and not 
just left to the judges for reasons of convenience”.

Speaking to the Halle urban society, Ismet Tekin, owner of 
the attacked Kiez Döner, said: 

“We want to stay here, because the store at this location 
is important. We are here, we are together and we will stay 
together. We will not let this attack drive us away”.

“Meanwhile the right-wing extremists continue to agitate. 
Sven Liebich, whom the current report on constitutional pro-

tection certifies as right-wing extremist, inciting the people and 
unconstitutional, complains in Telegram about “demonstration 
money for left-wing maggots” and “praising the demonstra-
tors”, calls the event “hypocrisy” and the attack itself an act of 
right-wing extremism.

For Initiative 9 October Halle, on the other hand, it is 
scandalous that the concerns of the Jewish community have 
been repeatedly ignored in recent years when it has stressed 
the need for police protection. This is incomprehensible in 
the context where Jewish places of worship in Germany are 
to be regarded as endangered places and where, especially 
on major holidays such as Yom Kippur, increased danger has 
to be assumed.

It is important, he said, to seek a social debate on the 
social conditions that lead to such an attack. The initiative is 
committed to hearing the voices of those who are affected by 
antisemitism and racism on a daily basis and to show them 
concrete solidarity. The Initiative 9. Oktober Halle states: “When 
Mayor Wiegand, in an interview, emphasizes that the murderer 
was not from Halle and repeatedly downplays the extreme 
right-wing structures in the city, it shows very clearly that it is 
necessary to find another way to deal with this act of terrorism. 
Halle and Saxony-Anhalt are an important place and region 
for the “new right” in particular, as the activities of the right 
in recent years within the city itself and with the ideological 
center of the “new right” “Institute for State Policy” located not 
far from Halle in Schnellroda show”.
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Goldstein: the biggest 
challenge is the process itself

Magdeburg (dpa) - The joint plaintiffs in the trial on the far-right ter-
rorist attack in Halle hope above all to shed light on the structures. 

It is a question of clarifying how the perpetrator was able 
to become so radicalized, said Juri Goldstein, attorney for the 
visitors of the Jewish community in Halle, before the start of 
the trial on Tuesday in Magdeburg. He said the question was: 
how can someone develop so much hatred “towards people 
he doesn’t even know”. “We will try to solve this anti-Semitic 
crime as best we can,” Goldstein said.

The biggest challenge in this case will be the trial itself, 
said the representative of the common plaintiff. “You have to 
remember that this is one of the largest and most serious an-
ti-Semitic crimes we’ve had in decades. It is a sufficient task”.
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Attack in Halle: solidarity de-
monstration in front of the 
courthouse

Magdeburg/Halle (dpa) - In front of the courthouse where the extre-
me right-wing attack in Halle is being tried, people gathered in soli-
darity with those affected, survivors and victims. 

The rally, whose motto is “Solidarity with those affected - 
no stage for the perpetrator”, wants to ensure that the joint 
plaintiffs will not go to trial alone, the organizers said. It is a 
place of mourning, anger and demands. Before the trial began, 
organizers said there were about 100 participants.

The rally and vigil is organized by an alliance of several 
organizations, including the Magdeburg Anti-Racism Working 
Group, Initiative 9 October Halle, Solidarisches Magdeburg 
and the Magdeburg Sea Bridge.
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The accused in the Halle trial: 
acts unrelated to the family

Magdeburg (dpa) - The defendant in the trial of the anti-Semitic 
terrorist attack in Halle only reluctantly spoke in court about his past 
and his family. 

“This crime has nothing to do with my family,” the 28-year-
old said Tuesday shortly after the trial began. “One wonders, 
of course, how such acts can be prevented, I’m not interested, 
of course”. In response to questions from the president of the 
court, the man said his parents separated when he was 14 
or 15 years old. He stated that his relationship with both his 
parents and his sisters was good.

His favorite subject at school was biology, English being 
his weakness,  said. He did not have any good friends 
and did not attend any clubs. He was mostly interested in the 
Internet because you could talk freely on it. After graduating 
from high school, he shortened his military service, had been 
a tank infantryman in Lower Saxony for six months. He had 

found military service exhausting and stupid, he had not been 
“a real army”.

He went to Magdeburg to study. He interrupted it because 
of an illness, then had no plans for the future and lived from 
day to day. “After 2015, I decided to do nothing more for this 
company,” said the 28-year-old.

The defendant answered the questions laconically. As he 
also made racist remarks, the president of the court reprimanded 
him for his choice of words and threatened to exclude him 
from the proceedings.
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The Central Council of Jews 
calls for the punishment to be 
“applied with all the severity 
of the law”

After some delay, the trial for the Halle bombing began in Mag-
deburg. Bound by hands and feet, the defendant  was 
brought into the courtroom just before noon. The trial was origi-
nally scheduled to begin at ten o’clock. Security precautions with 
checks on visitors and media representatives took longer than 
expected, said a court spokesman.

The 28-year-old is charged with murder and attempted 
murder, among other charges. According to the court, he has 
essentially admitted to the charges. If convicted,  faces 
a life sentence followed by pre-trial detention.

 had led an attack on the city’s Jewish community 
in October, killing two people afterwards. He had attempted 
to enter the synagogue during the celebration of the Jewish 
holiday Yom Kippur and kill those present. After failing, he shot 
a woman in the street and killed a man in a kebab restaurant. 
During his escape, he seriously injured two other people.

“Society must oppose right-wing 
hatred and incitement”.

The Central Council of Jews in Germany has now demanded 
that Halle’s attacker be punished “with the full severity of the 
law”. A clear verdict on these acts would send a clear signal 
against right-wing violence and extremism in Germany, said 

Central Council President Josef Schuster. “Society must oppose 
right-wing hatred and incitement”.

He said that the hatred of Jews that the perpetrator had 
spread was unimaginably cruel. The attack in Halle made it 
clear that with the recurrent breaking of taboos between 
right-wing populist and extreme right-wing public statements, 
the threshold for inhibiting violence had also fallen. The mur-
derer was apparently not afraid to put his hatred of Jews into 
practice and to murder people. So far he has shown neither 
insight nor remorse.

The Central Council considers it essential that the context 
of the crime be thoroughly and fully investigated. The question 
of whether the murderer had supporters or was involved in 
right-wing networks must also be investigated. Mr Schuster said: 

“In view of the recent cases of right-wing extremism and 
the new NSU 2.0 threatening letters, it is important to take a 
closer look. The State in particular must not slacken its fight 
against right-wing extremism, antisemitism and racism”.
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Nebenklägerin: Halle’s mur-
derer does not propose a 
platform

Magdeburg (dpa) - A common plaintiff in the trial of the antisemitic 
terrorist attack in Halle warned against offering the accused a plat-
form for his ideology. 

“I implore you all, do not just denounce the perpetrator. 
Don’t just report his point of view. Don’t give him the platform 
he wants,” said Christina Feist to the presiding judge, the trial 
participants and also to representatives of the media. She said 
she found the interrogation of  long and intense.

Feist celebrated Yom Kippur, the highest Jewish holiday, in 
the attacked synagogue in Halle on 9 October 2019. To this 
day, she feels the consequences of the attack. Regarding the 
statements of the defendant, the co-appellant stated: “I am 
honestly very shocked by the amount of thinking and planning 
that has gone into this.
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Müller: The city has a problem 
with right-wing extremism

Magdeburg/Halle (dpa/sa) - Left-wing politician Katja Müller from 
Halle sees a problem with right-wing extremism in the city, even 
three quarters of a year after the far-right terrorist attack.

 This includes a far-right speaker “who appears on the 
market almost every day and brandishes his slogans”, Mül-
ler, president of Halle’s city council, told RBB-Inforadio on 
Tuesday. Just a few weeks ago, she said, a house belonging 
to the identity movement was closed and sold after a social 
protest. “The problem is still there and we must continue to 
act against it”, Müller said.

The trial on the Halle bombing, in which two people were 
killed and several others injured, begins Tuesday. On 9 October 
2019, the attacker had tried to enter the Halle synagogue 
heavily armed, as only 52 believers were celebrating the 
highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, inside the synagogue. 
He failed to reach the front door of the synagogue and then 
shot two people at random. Federal prosecutors accuse the 
man of acting “in an anti-Semitic, racist and xenophobic spirit.
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Halle’s trial must address  
the ideology behind the crime

Right-wing terrorist  may be an eccentric, but he feels he is 
part of something big. This myth of the conspiracy against the Jews 
is to become a theme in the trial of Halle’s murderer.

The traditional function of a criminal trial, the clarification of 
the question of guilt, will not be the most exciting thing when 
the trial against , the alleged murderer of Halle’s 
synagogue, begins this Tuesday in Magdeburg. There is not 
much to debate, he filmed himself doing what he did, and unlike 
the alleged killer of Walter Lübcke in Kassel he does not deny 
anything either. It will be more interesting to see to what extent 
judges are prepared to discuss the ideology behind the crime 
as well. This could then become one of the most important trials 
in a long time. And uncomfortable, even for the judiciary itself.

The Jews are the masterminds of everything that conta-
minates the countries of the whites, secretly in alliance with 
the blacks, the Muslims, the foreigner in itself: this was stated 
by the assassin who shot eleven people in the Tree of Life 
Synagogue in the American city of Pittsburgh on 27 October 
2018, just like the assassin who carried out the attack on the 
Halle Synagogue on 9 October 2019. This is the latest variant 
of the age-old myth of the antisemitic conspiracy, which always 
becomes particularly strong when insecurity, political instability, 
and economic volatility prevail. As is currently the case.

The appeal of this myth is greater than it has been for a 
long time. It has become visible in Halle, but it points far beyond 
Halle. The metaphor of the poison of hatred is often read. But 
that is not quite the case. For the antisemite, antisemitism is 
at best a poison, like nicotine or alcohol. The psychological 
framework is rather that of a soft temptation. Finally, there is 
a way to explain complex things so easily that one can feel 
better about oneself, improve oneself and blame the other, 
foreigner, or even simply make him/her confused. The Jews.

The clarification of facts works only 
to a limited extent with antisemitism.

Even sweeter: The antisemite always has the heroic 
feeling - even for people who consider themselves politically 
left-wing, always attractive - that he does not just withdraw 
like the ordinary racist. But upwards. Against a group to which 
he attributes secret power. Clarifying the facts works only to 
a limited extent as an antidote. This would require someone 
to be willing to ingest the antidote. Why should an antisemite 
want to see his sense of well-being destroyed?

The history of antisemitic violence is a history of pompous 
justifications - for example, during the 71 years of the Federal 
Republic, Jews saw their synagogues, old people’s homes and 
even kindergartens attacked by bombs and incendiary devices, 
and were alternately blamed for the evils of capitalism and 
communism. Today, Jews are accused on the one hand of being 
responsible for the ill health of Muslims all over the world, and 
on the other hand, right-wing extremists like the Halle Bomber 
are responsible for the opposite, the “Islamisation” of Western 
countries. It is a narrative that includes contempt for Muslims 
as much as the demonisation of Jews.

And just as the murderer who shot 51 people in the mosques 
in Christchurch, New Zealand, on 15 March 2019, attacked 
Jews, who he said were not as easy to attack as Muslims 
because there were not as many of them, the murderer also 
expressed his hatred in Halle on 9 October 2019. expressed 
about Muslims. Initially, he had planned to storm a mosque or 
centre in Antifa, he writes. But even killing a hundred Muslims 
“makes no difference” when so many new ones arrive in Europe 
every day at the same time. The only way to win, he said, was 
to cut off the head of the “Zionist-occupied government”, to 
put it more simply: the Jews.

This story is dangerous for Jews and Muslims alike. If the 
right-wing terrorist is an eccentric of the virtual world like 

, the accused in Magdeburg, he may nevertheless feel 
part of something big, a resistance to a supposedly crushing 
assault, a “creeping genocide” of whites. And this conviction 
is today reinforced not only by anonymous agitators on the 
Internet, but also by people who receive MPs’ salaries and 
wear business suits or dog ties.

Or recently, the old conspiracy myth has again been changed 
by the vegan leader Attila Hildman, who denounces the “Zio-
nists” as profiteers from an imminent mass murder linked to 
vaccination or immediately claims that a “Jewish race” wants 
to “exterminate the German people”. For days, no public pro-
secutor’s office wanted to recognise this as a criminal offence. 
And even now the judiciary - as far as we can see - is doing 
nothing to stop the unrest. If this remains so, it would mean: 
Nothing has been learned from Halle.
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“I didn’t want to kill white 
people”

He wanted to commit mass murder in the Halle synagogue. In 
court,  spread his worldview of antisemitism and racism. 
He shows compassion only for certain victims.

It was the first day of the trial in the largest courtroom 
of the Magdeburg Regional Court when , a 
former chemistry student from Benndorf near Halle, for the 
first time in real life, knowingly met those people he believes 
to be, by his own admission, the root of all evil, especially his 
own evil: The Jews.

Survivors of his attack on the synagogue in Halle are sitting 
opposite him in the proceedings before the State Protection 
Senate of the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg, among them 
many young people. Some of them read the Holy Scriptures 
until the self-proclaimed defender of White Europe entered 
the courtroom. Fifty-two people were in the synagogue when 

’s eight home-made firearms and various explosive devices 
landed on the sturdy wooden door of the place of worship. 
Twenty-three lawyers from the Nebenklage were present in 
the room, including representatives of the parents of the two 
dead Jana L. and Kevin S. as well as the two brothers whose 
“Kiez-Döner”  wanted to kill “Musels” after having 
failed in the massacre of the Jewish community.

 sits very upright between his two defenders, his head 
shaved, as he did during his campaign, which he filmed with a 
helmet camera and put live on the net, by his own admission, 
in order to gain imitators. In addition, a pamphlet with the de-
mand: “Kill all Jews”. He watches the reporters’ cameras without 
flinching. He has little regard for the people he hates so much.

The act had caused an international sensation: a German 
in battle dress attacking a synagogue in order to kill as many 
Jews as possible - the “New York Times” sent an observer to 
the trial, dailies such as “Israel Hayom”, the “Algemeen Dag-
blad”, the “Jüdische Allgemeine”, the “Neue Zürcher Zeitung”, 
Swiss radio. The Ministry of Justice provided 300,000 euros 
for this trial, 43 co-applicants are represented by 21 lawyers, 
everything is simultaneously interpreted for the co-applicants 
in Russian, Polish, Turkish and English - a rabbi and a rabbi 
from the USA were also among the visitors to the synagogue.

Federal Prosecutor Kai Lohse takes 45 minutes to read 
the indictment: Two counts of murder and attempted murder 
in nine cases, with a total of 68 people involved. In addition : 
Agitation for peace, Holocaust denial, dangerous bodily harm, 
incitement of the population, predatory extortion, endangerment 
of traffic. After a shoot-out with the police,  grazed a 

passer-by in a stolen taxi, collided with another taxi, and finally 
hit a truck head-on. The chase ended a good hour and a half 
after he slammed the door of the synagogue for the first time.

 wants to talk to the court, he leaves no doubt about 
it. Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens asks the first question: “Tell 
us something about your life so that we can get to know you. 
What was your childhood like?” 

 “It’s not important,”  tells her. 
“Whether it’s unimportant or not is at my discretion,” says 

Mertens, always imperturbable. Reluctantly, the accused re-
veals information: a solitary life with parents and a sister in 
the village, an unpopularity, mediocre student without friends, 
in the overburdened armed forces, because unsporting. The 
abandoned studies, according to the defendant, are the cause 
of a serious intestinal disease. His only interest: the Internet - 
and in recent years, the manufacture of weapons.

 “Mr , I do not want insults in the courtroom” (Judge 
Ursula Mertens).

“At some point you have improved,” says Mertens. “Why 
didn’t you look for new targets?” 

 “I didn’t want to do anything more for this society that 
replaces me with niggers and Muslims.”

“Mr , I don’t want any insults in the corridor,” the 
President immediately clung to. “I will not tolerate you insulting 
people here.” Now the defendant no longer says “Negroes” but 
“Blacks” when talking about his theories on population exchange.

“The Jews were the organisers”,  recites staccato. 
“Millions of Arabs” flocked to the country in 2015, he says, 
“they act like conquerors here”.

“I am a person who is at the bottom of society”. (defendant 
)

“In what concrete ways have the refugees in Benndorf 
affected your life,” the judge wants to know. The defendant 
remains vague: 

“I am a person at the bottom of the social ladder. When 
millions of people arrive, people like me leave society”.

“But you were already outside society before,” Mertens 
reproaches him. “You were sitting in your child’s room, you 
were watching the computer, and your mother was taking 
care of the food.”

At first the defendant has nothing to say.
“Have you no pity?” (Judge Ursula Mertens)
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“You bought a rifle at that time. Why? asks Mertens.
 “As a self-defence weapon”
 “Against...?” 
 “Muslims and blacks”.

But the fact is that the two people  killed in 
front of the camera in his racing helmet are neither Muslims 
nor dark-skinned. Jana L., 40, was walking past the synagogue 
when  threw explosives in vain and kicked the door in 
anger. She said, “Must it be the moment I pass here”, and already 
turned her back on him. That’s when he fired, four shots. Jana 
L. fell on his belly and remained motionless. 

“It’s not my fault if she insulted me,”  said in court. 
“And then you fired again,” says Mertens. One volley, eleven 

shots. 
“For safety,” says . “She could have stood up and 

disarmed me, after all.” 
And then what happened? He still insulted her like a “pig” 

when he pulled the trigger, he says.
“Have you no pity?” 
 “I’m sorry I shot her, I definitely regret it, I didn’t mean to 

kill white people,” he said. “It really wasn’t planned.” 
Now is the death of Kevin S., 20, born in Merseburg. He 

shot him in the “Kiez Döner”, the second stage of his campaign. 
Kevin S. was in agony behind a refrigerator in the snack bar 
when  pulled the trigger for the first time: 

“He had black hair, I thought he was a Muslim. He was 
already out when he turned around to check if his victim was 

really dead: “He was still making noises. It shouldn’t have 
happened”. Then came the fatal gunshot.

The president of the court reminded him of all the other 
people he had wounded .

At the examining magistrate’s, he heard the names of the 
dead man for the first time: “What was going through your 
mind?” asked Mertens. “You can hear in the video how Mr. S. 
begs for his life.” 

“That’s why you don’t flinch,” exclaimed , “that’s how 
you lose!” The exchange of people, Muslims everywhere, even in 
the penitentiary, he sputters, “Where else am I supposed to go?

The president of the court shows him who else he has hurt: 
a nail from an explosive device hit a pensioner in the foot, he 
shot a man in the neck who did not want to give him his car 
for the escape, his partner in the buttocks. All white. 

“I’m really sorry about that too,” says .
“Do you feel like a failure?” asks Mertens. 
“Do you feel?”  says, laughing. “Of course I do.” Pause. 

“I filmed it all, and then I failed in a grandiose way.” After failing 
at the synagogue door, he says, his plan was to “kill as many 
Muslims and blacks as possible until the police arrived, and 
then I got shot”. -

“You were going to get shot,” Mertens says. 
“It was the plan,”  replies, “either we win or we die”.
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Co-applicant Feist: “I want  
to confront the offender”

Christina Feist, who was at the synagogue during the Halle bom-
bing, on her expectations and disappointments as co-applicant.

“Think about what you want from this trial”, the lawyer told 
me during one of our first phone calls at the beginning of 
March. Together with other lawyers she represents the joint 
plaintiff in the Halle authors’ trial. Shortly after our telephone 
call, measures to contain the coronavirus pandemic were put 
in place in France, where I live. The lockdown has started.

I found time and peace to reflect on the process. What can 
I hope for in fact? For me, this process represents the final 
step in overcoming the trauma I suffered during the attack on 
the synagogue in Halle. It is important for me to be there until 
the end, knowing that I did everything I could to prevent such 
a thing from happening again. I want to bear witness myself 
to underline the importance of this attack as a symptom of the 
deep-rooted antisemitism in Germany. Even if the perpetrator 
is found guilty, I want to be there to finally close this chapter 
and overcome the trauma of Halle.

At the beginning, I had assumed that the court would 
naturally take into account the needs of those of us who 
were affected, for example by choosing the date of the trial. I 
had also assumed that we, the joint plaintiffs who wanted to 
participate in the trial outside our own testimony, would have 
our travel expenses reimbursed by the Federal Republic of 
Germany. However, the Federal Ministry of Justice decided, 
only one week before the start of the trial, to cover the travel 
costs of the joint plaintiffs who wish to participate in the trial 
outside their own testimony by means of one-off lump sums. 
Whether the amount of the respective lump sums, which 
are to be compensated by possible financial support from 
non-profit organisations, will be sufficient to cover all travel 
costs depends on air and rail fares and will only become clear 
in the coming months.

Among the issues at stake in the Nebenklage are what 
we consider to be the insensitive and inadequate work of the 
police on the day of the attack, as well as failures in preventing 
antisemitic attacks in general - and finally the question of how it 
was possible for the perpetrator to become radicalised without 
being noticed in the first place.

For this reason alone, I expected the court and the Federal 
Republic to welcome us as joint plaintiffs in order to send a 
signal of respect and acknowledgement of our pain. However, 
it turned out that I was probably very naive.

We had asked the president of the court for a trial date in 
the fall. This was both to avoid disruption during the summer 

holidays and to reduce the travel difficulties caused by the 
pandemic. The judge assured us that she would take our re-
quests seriously, but then decided to start the trial in July. We 
did not hear this from her, but from the media. So I will not be 
able to meet with my lawyer in person before the trial begins.

In the months after the murder I lost confidence in all the 
German authorities.

The Federal Republic apparently does not feel obliged to 
allow us to take part in the whole trial, and the presiding judge 
seems to be doing what is best for him. These two observations 
are in line with the image of Germany that I have acquired 
over the last three years. To the outside world she likes to 
give the impression of a purified nation that has learned the 
lessons of the past and is now raising its finger to admonish 
it. But when it comes to looking inwards, suddenly nobody 
wants to admit that antisemitism is a widespread and deeply 
rooted phenomenon in German society. It can also be seen in 
Magdeburg, the capital of Saxony-Anhalt, about an hour’s drive 
from Halle, where the trial of the right-wing radical author will 
take place. In Saxony-Anhalt, the far-right ADF is the second 
most powerful party in the state parliament. In the famous 
Magdeburg Cathedral, the “Judensau”, an antisemitic depiction 
from the Middle Ages, has always been hung without comment, 
and the cathedral’s vestibule is decorated with Ecclesia and 
Synagoga, another depiction mocking Judaism.

The attempt to escape from police custody at the end of 
May by the author, who tried to kill us all in the synagogue on 9 
October 2019, has also been largely ignored. For ten minutes 
he was not supervised in the process. The incident, which we 
learned of a few days later and through a report in a local 
newspaper, does not seem to have caused much of a stir. This 
confirms to some extent my dark suspicion that antisemitism 
and the danger of right-wing extremist ideology and violence 
are simply not understood in their scope in Germany - or, worse, 
that they are recognised but not taken seriously.

So what remains after my expectations have been disap-
pointed even before the trial begins?

 My decision to testify at the trial, which I had already made 
at the beginning of March, has not changed.

Quite the contrary: my need to face the offender in court 
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has intensified after the events of recent weeks. I want to 
prove to him - and to myself - that I won’t let him get me down, 
in the hope that I can finally close this traumatic chapter and 
put it behind me.

However, the thought of the upcoming trial also makes 
me very uncomfortable. My fear that the attack on the Halle 
synagogue will be trivialised as an isolated incident and then 
quickly forgotten, like so many other antisemitic events in German 
history, is only a small glimmer of hope that this time things 
will finally be different. But to be honest, I think that my hope 
that the outrageous cries of “Never Again” will be followed by 
long-term change is also naive. In the fight against antisemitism, 
as in the trial of an extreme right-wing author, the majority in 
Germany seems in the end to be doing only what suits them 

best. Unfortunately, confronting their own past and facing the 
uncomfortable reality of the present is probably not one of them.

For some time I have been thinking about possible antisemitic 
attacks and protest marches during the trial. The fact that our 
personal addresses might be disclosed to extreme right-wing 
groups frightens me. My sense of security in Germany was 
taken away from me with the attack on the synagogue, and I 
also lost confidence in all German authorities - police, justice, 
government - in the following months. And so my fear blends 
with anger, because I cannot imagine a future in Germany 
under these circumstances.

The employee in the profile hopes that the trial will be the 
last step in overcoming the trauma that the attack on the Halle 
synagogue caused her.
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Halle: Anatomy of an Assas-
sination

Today begins the trial of , who perpetrated an attack on a 
synagogue and several murders and attempted murders in the East 
German city of Halle on 9 October 2019. What can such a trial 
accomplish? Many things.

The perpetrator has been caught on the run. He had killed 
two people and injured others. There is plenty of evidence 
because he broadcast his crime live on the internet. The court 
is likely to impose the maximum sentence and, because that is 
not enough, to impose security detention for the period after 
the sentence has been served. What else can be expected 
from the trial of , who committed indiscriminate 
murder in the streets of Halle on 9 October 2019 after an 
attack on the synagogue?

The public learns the whole truth

From Tuesday of this week, at the Magdeburg District Court, 
the course of the events of the crimes and also their prepa-
ration will be meticulously outlined by the public prosecutor’s 
office. In order to allow as many people as possible access to 
the trial, the library of the Regional Court has been converted 
into a 300 square metre courtroom. Presenting all the details 
of the crime in public will be painful for some, but it seems 
essential to avoid raising suspicions that anything about the 
crime remains unexplained or unpunished.

The plan of , then 27 years old and unemployed, 
is surprising in its simple monstrosity: he wants to kill as many 
Jews as possible on Yom Kippur, the highest Jewish holiday. 
It begins with a journey by rented car on the federal road to 
Halle, where  parks the car in a car park near the synagogue 
shortly before noon. It carries a total of eight firearms and 
several explosive devices. When he launches the live stream, 
he speaks English. One of the messages is that the Holocaust 
never happened.  describes the death of the Jews as his 
primary objective; in addition, he also names Muslims and 
dark-skinned people as potential victims. First of all, he did 
everything in his power to enter the heavily armed synagogue 
in Halle, where 52 people of the Jewish faith were present at 
the time.  tries to open the locked door with an improvised 
explosive device. This did not succeed, so  shoots the lock 
with a shotgun and kicks the door open. All in vain. Inside, 
visitors to the synagogue always fear for their lives when  
leaves in frustration.

The solid wood front door has stood firm, the hateful Jew 

is on the lookout for more victims. While he is still looking for 
a second way into the synagogue, he has shot the 40-year-
old passer-by Jana Karin L., whom he classifies as an inferior 
person. Another woman, Mandy R., was saved by him.

The blocking of the machine pistol 
saves his life, and the passer-by Sta-
nislaw G. can also escape thanks to 
him.

Then  attracts the attention of the “Kiez Döner”. He as-
sumes that he can kill Muslims and foreigners there. The fact 
that most of the people he targets do not have a migration 
background does not even occur to the man blinded by hatred. 
Rifat T., Kevin S, Wolfgang , Bernd H., Conrad R. - 

 wants to shoot them all. Multiple jamming saves most of 
them, but Kevin S, a 20-year-old guest of the “Kiez Döner”, is 
first injured and finally killed by .

’s constant misadventures highlight the incon-
ceivable banality of his actions. He shoots Wolfgang  in the 
“Kiez Döner”, but the machine gun jams again.  
repeats the shot, again no shot is fired. Wolfgang  manages 
to escape, the murderer turns to his next victim.

In the street, he shoots at people who seem foreign to 
him, but he misses them and as his equipment is too heavy, 
he cannot pursue them. When  is arrested by the 
police at about 1.40 pm, after a hundred minutes of murderous 
madness, he has killed two people - Jana Karin L. and Kevin 
S -, committed several murder attempts and injured several 
people. He himself was shot in the neck in a shoot-out with 
the police and ended up crashing head-on into a truck at the 
wheel of a taxi stolen from a construction site. When he was 
arrested, he offered no resistance.

’s personality is explored

All attention will be focused on  at Magdeburg 
Regional Court. Everyone wants to see him: the murderer from 
Halle. He can be condemned as sensationalism, but it stems 
from an understandable interest in knowledge: 
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What does a person capable of such an act look like? What 
does he think and what does he say? “I want to know: What’s 
going on inside this man? (Ismet T., owner of the “Kiez Döner” 
at the “Tagesspiegel”)

Ismet T. will also be seated in the hall. He runs the restau-
rant “Kiez Döner”, which  chose as a target because he had 
failed to enter the synagogue. Ismet’s brother, Rifat, was behind 
the counter at the time; he called Ismet after he managed to 
escape from the kebab shop. Ismet ran into his neighbourhood 
and not far away he met , who was looking for other victims.

Ismet T. took cover, the bullets hit a wall of the house 
above him. 

“Sometimes I dream about it,” he told the newspaper “Tagess-
piegel”. And, “I want to know: What’s going on inside that man?

 was born on 10 January 1992 in Eisleben, 
Saxony-Anhalt, and lived with his mother. His parents had 
divorced while Stephan was still at school.  completed se-
condary school, did his basic military service and then studied 
chemistry in Magdeburg and Halle. Due to several operations, 
he interrupted his studies. He had no income, apart from a little 
money earned from selling old things, and lived alone, without 
friends or partners. He probably considered himself a failure. 
His only passions were sports and games on his computer, on 
which he also published anonymously.

As time went by,  named the culprits of his frus-
tration: Jews, Muslims, foreigners, the multicultural state. He 
set out his extreme right-wing views in texts that he described 
as “manifestos” and “self-interviews” and which were posted 
on the Internet shortly before the crime.

The trial will give  the opportunity to explain 
himself, his motives and his world of ideas. This should not be 
interpreted as a “stage” for the accused. Everyone - Ismet T. 
and the other survivors, the public and above all the German 
state - has an interest in understanding what prompted the 
perpetrator to act.

Political connections are revealed

 lived in Germany and was socialised there. The 
murderous ideology he adopted was not born from his own 
brain alone. So far, there is no evidence that  participated 
in political events or was a member of a political group. Nor 
is anything known about contacts in the extreme right-wing 
milieu. His idol is probably Brenton Tarrant, who killed 51 
people in attacks on two mosques in the New Zealand city of 
Christchurch on 15 March 2019.  copied Tarrant’s actions in 
several ways: by filming and broadcasting the act, the military 
clothing, including the helmet, the “manifesto”.

In Germany, the Alternative for Germany (AfD) evokes 
horror scenarios since the refugee crisis of 2015. “Population 
exchange in Germany is running at full speed”, said Alexander 
Gauland, then deputy party leader, in 2017, warning that the 
welfare state was “driven to collapse”.

 is likely to adhere - as Tarrant - to the theory 
that Western states need to transform themselves into Muslim 
societies through a targeted ‘population exchange’. In 2015, 
the year of the refugee crisis, he began to arm himself.

 and Tarrant both saw themselves as models for other 
potential authors. Among other things,  wanted to prove that 
it was possible to carry out such an attack with home-made 

weapons.

The significance of the crime must be 
assessed

What  did on 9 October 2019 goes beyond 
the double murder and several attempted murders: with his 
crimes he has also endangered Germany’s internal security, 
in particular the protection of minorities against violence - and 
arbitrariness. If Jews, Muslims and foreigners can no longer 
have confidence in their ability to live safely in Germany, this 
situation would be intolerable.

 “It is clear, after all, that the fight against antisemitism 
cannot be the task of the Jews, but a task to be taken on by 
society as a whole”. (Jo Frank, Director General of the Centre 
for Jewish Studies Ernst-Ludwig-Ehrlich, told the “FAZ”)

The legal proceedings and the way in which the company 
manages them provide a legal, but also atmospheric and strong 
emotional response to what has happened. In addition, the 
state parliament’s commission of enquiry is also looking into 
the question of what needs to be done to reduce the danger of 
such attacks. It emerged, for example, that the Halle police did 
not know that the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, would 
be celebrated on 9 October, and had therefore not taken any 
security measures.

In an interview with the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 
Jo Frank, the managing director of the Ernst-Ludwig-Ehrlich 
Institute for Jewish Studies, said that a society does not change 
by having more police officers in front of synagogues, but by 
doing more educational work:

 “But the question is also what is happening in society 
today. It is clear that the fight against antisemitism cannot be 
the task of the Jews, but that it is a task for society as a whole,” 
Frank said in the FAZ.

Victims will confront the perpetrator

From Tuesday, the co-applicants will also be seated in the 
courtroom in Magdeburg, including Christina Feist, a staff member 
in profile, who on 9 October 2019 went with a group to pray in 
the synagogue in Halle and witnessed the attempted attack. 
She wants to attend every day of the trial and show herself and 
the perpetrator that she “will not let herself be beaten down”.

’s crazy idea that he would serve as a role model 
for others to commit similar crimes must not seem credible. 
The judiciary, the state and society must - each in its own way 
- show determination.

The trial process is an important element in this regard. In 
New Zealand, Brenton Tarrant surprised everyone at the be-
ginning of the trial by pleading guilty after previously denying 
all charges.

The “never again” is reaffirmed
No one can stop right-wing extremist crimes once and for 

all. It is therefore all the more important to constantly renew 
their outlawing.
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 shows no remorse
On the first day of the criminal proceedings against Halle’s alleged 
murderer, the accused speaks. He calls the refugees who came to 
Germany, especially in 2015, “conquerors”. He was afraid of being 
ostracized from society, he says.

Three days before the crime,  told the court 
on Tuesday that three dark-skinned people pushed him aside 
on the train. 

“They act like the conquerors they are.”  conti-
nues to laugh with disdain when the judge asks him why the 
refugee crisis is so important to him and his crime. “They are 
conquerors of Muslim culture,” he says. They are people at the 
bottom of the social ladder, he says. And if other people come 
into the country, he comes out.

From the outset of the trial,  had made it clear 
that he wanted to make a statement. He is accused of having 
attempted to storm the Halle synagogue on 9 October 2019. 
He fired on the door, but failed to get through. He then shot 
two people and fled the city.  filmed his actions and broadcast 
them live on the Internet.

When  is taken into the courtroom, his hands and 
feet are bound. He wears a face mask, but does not protect 
himself. He looks seriously into the photographers’ lenses. He 
wears a black jacket and black trousers and black trainers. 
Then the proceedings are opened.

Christchurch’s murder was his model

 portrays himself as a loner. No friends, teasing 
at school, no sports. But he was interested in the Internet.  
graduated from high school, started studying in Magdeburg, 
changed the subject. Then  became ill, his health deteriorated. 
He withdrew even more into himself, interrupted his studies 
and lived again in his crèche.

Then came the year 2015 and the refugee crisis.  spe-
cifies that this year has changed everything for him. Millions 
of Arabs had come to the country. After trying to conquer the 
country in the past, he said, they were invited to enter. He was 
not afraid of this, he says, but angry because no resistance 
was offered. To the judge,  said, 

“Maybe you have never been called stupid by a Muslim 
before. I have.”

Why had he attacked a synagogue if he hated Muslims? 
During the refugee crisis, his hatred of Jews also solidified. The 
“Semitic worldview” says that all people are equal, including 
Muslims, says 

As early as 2015, he acquired a weapon. From 2016, he 
built weapons himself using a 3D printer, and he also made 

the powder himself. He first acquired them to defend himself, 
against Muslims and blacks.  speaks with an accent throughout 
the conversation. He seems neither uncertain nor intimidated 
when he tells all this about himself and his actions.

The court hears one of the most serious antisemitic attacks 
in the history of post-war Germany. In April, the federal prose-
cutors had brought charges against  The indictment 
read by the public prosecutor on Tuesday is long and detailed. 
Because  had filmed his actions with a camera attached to 
his helmet and broadcast them live on the Internet. transmitted, 
the acts, but also the reactions and comments of  are very 
well documented. This is also what makes the attack on Halle 
so monstrous, haunting and terrifying.

 follows an antisemitic and racist attitude, he says in the 
indictment. He feels, for example, pushed out of life by Jews. 
In his view, the group to which  considers himself to belong 
should be suppressed. He wanted to do something about it. 
His model was the attack of Christchurch on two mosques. 
He had filmed his actions in order to attract as much public 
attention as possible. He had wanted to incite imitators to 
commit similar acts.

Public defender talks about hidden 
forces

 is accused of a number of crimes, the most 
serious of which is double murder. First,  shot the pedestrian 
Jana L. and shortly afterwards Kevin S. in a kebab snack bar. In 
addition, he is charged with eight counts of attempted murder. 
He had intended to kill a total of 68 people; 52 people were 
in the only synagogue at the time of the crime.

Under criminal law attempted murder is considered a single 
act. In almost all cases, the investigators accuse  of having 
low motives, since he had chosen almost all the people he 
wanted to kill because they were of foreign origin in his eyes. 
In addition,  is charged with, among other things, negligence 
and dangerous bodily harm, attempted predatory extortion re-
sulting in death, aggravated predatory extortion and incitement 
to the public. He faces a life sentence.

At the trial,  expressed his regret for shooting 
the pedestrian. 

“I am very sorry for shooting him,” he said Tuesday. 
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For the first time in his testimony, his voice was slightly 
missed. He said he shot the woman when he could not open 
the synagogue door. He described the shooting as a “short 
circuit reaction.

The Higher Regional Court of Naumburg is responsible for 
the trial, but due to the necessary safety regulations and the 
size of the courtroom, the trial will take place at the Regional 
Court of Magdeburg. The start of the trial has been delayed 
by almost two hours. The entrance controls for visitors and 
journalists took many hours.

The trial is led by Ursula Mertens. She has presided over 
the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg since 2019. For 
Mertens this is the first trial of this magnitude; but for the past 

20 years she has been negotiating criminal cases, albeit with 
fewer litigants.

Lawyer Hans-Dieter Weber from Karlsruhe defends the ac-
cused. He has been assigned to  as public defender. 
Weber has so far briefly commented on his client. 

“In his world view, he simply holds others responsible for 
his own situation and this is ultimately what triggered these 
actions - and of course the actions themselves”. 

Regarding his client’s worldview, Weber said that he sees 
forces at work that operate in secret, but which are very in-
fluential and can influence policy.
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The right-wing terror
Even those who are not themselves affected by terror and incite-
ment must take ownership of the fight against it. Those who leave 
minorities to fend for themselves are complicit. One comment. 
Claudia , the mother of Halle’s murderer, said in an interview 
on “Spiegel TV” shortly after the crime that her son had nothing 
“against Jews in this sense”: “He has something against the people 
behind the financial power. Who doesn’t?

As far as we know, Claudia  is neither active in extreme 
right-wing groups nor on the fringes of society. On the contrary. 
She is a primary school teacher and teaches ethics. Apparently, 
it has not bothered anyone for decades that she has a latent 
antisemitic worldview and does not hide it.

Right-wing terror in Halle: Trial 
against  begins.

Even if all eyes are now turned to the trial of , 
when it comes to his radicalisation in the darkest echo cham-
bers of the Internet, one thing should not be lost sight of: In 
a somewhat attenuated form, many of his antisemitic, racist 
and misogynist views are widespread in the so-called milieu 
of German society. And there is little danger of suffering the 
consequences or at least of opposing them. Anyone who was 
shocked by the “manifesto” of the Halle murderer probably 
never clicked on the Facebook comments of an article on 
German politics.

- Today begins the trial of the antisemitic and right-wing 
extremist who tried to murder praying Jews in the Halle sy-
nagogue on 9.10.2019 and then shot Jana L. and Kevin S.. 
Before the District Court 

Murderer of Halle  : racist wor-
ld view

However, the solution cannot lie primarily in calls for tougher 
laws or increased state oversight. While it is true that security 
agencies have long deliberately ignored the infiltration of public 
debate by extreme right-wing groups, there is only one truly 
effective solution. But in the end, there is only one truly effective 
way to prevent incitement from spreading at family gatherings, 
in the teachers’ room or in comment columns - and ultimately 
exploding into physical violence: everyone - even those who 
are not themselves involved - must take ownership of the fight 
against such incitement.

It may not be the majority who hold a united racist and 
antisemitic worldview. But it is sufficient that a large part of 
society at least passively tolerates such tendencies. Some can 
afford to ignore hatred or to consider it as marginal. But not 
everyone who fits the image of the enemy of the hate sowers 
- be they Jewish, Muslim, homosexual or politically active 
women - has this luxury. They cannot ignore when someone 
blames them for all the evils of the world or - as in Halle, as in 
Hanau - aims to exterminate them. If the rest of society does 
not support them in this struggle, it is complicit.
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“It’s incredibly cruel what , 
who hates Jews, spread.”

Magdeburg. Amidst international media interest, the trial of the per-
petrator began on Tuesday, nine good months after the antisemitic 
attack in Halle. Due to the crushing media coverage and strict secu-
rity checks, the first day of the trial in Magdeburg started almost two 
hours late. First of all, the indictment was read out. The indictment 
charges the 28-year-old suspect with two counts of murder and 
nine counts of attempted murder. He faces a life sentence if convic-
ted. In addition, subsequent pre-trial detention is possible. Initially, 
the accused announced that he was going to make a statement.

 shot and killed a 40-year-old passer-by and a 
20-year-old man in a snack bar in Halle on 9 October 2019. 
The accused filmed his crime and broadcast the images live 
on the Internet. He is reported to have planned the murder of 
Jews in the Halle synagogue for anti-Semitic, racist and xeno-
phobic motives. He attempted to use explosives and firearms 
to enter the locked synagogue, where 52 worshippers were 
present during the Jewish holiday of Yom Kippur. However, 
he failed at the door.

“No scene for the author”

In the morning, people had gathered in front of the courthouse 
as a sign of solidarity with the victims and survivors. The rally, 
under the slogan “Solidarity with those affected - no stage for 
the perpetrator”, aims to ensure that joint plaintiffs do not go to 
trial alone, the organisers said. It is a place of mourning, anger 
and demands. Before the trial began, the organisers spoke of 
around 100 participants.

On Tuesday morning, co-applicant Christina Feist, who was 
in the Halle synagogue at the time of the attack, also spoke in 
Magdeburg. She underlined the daily antisemitism in Germany 
and called for civil courage. “Antisemitism and radical right-wing 
ideology are not a new phenomenon in Germany. Antisemitic 
attacks are part of our sad everyday life and are therefore 
symptoms of a deep-rooted antisemitism in German society”. 
He continued: “It is high time that we finally recognised this 
shameful truth”. Every attack, he said, is an attack on demo-
cracy, on an open society. The courage and intervention of 
civilians is needed.

It became clear even before the start of the trial that the 
plaintiffs were hoping above all for some background lighting. 
It is a question of clarifying how the author was able to become 
so radicalised, said Juri Goldstein, lawyer for the visitors of the 

Jewish community in Halle. The question is how someone can 
develop so much hatred “for people they don’t even know”, he 
said. “We will try to solve this antisemitic crime as best we can”, 
said Mr. Goldstein.

Central Council calls for a thorough 
investigation

At the beginning of the trial, the Central Council of Jews 
demanded that the verdict be applied with the full force of the 
law. In addition, the context of the crime must be thoroughly 
investigated and the question of whether the murderer had 
supporters and was involved in right-wing networks must be 
prosecuted, Central Council President Josef Schuster said 
Tuesday in Berlin: 

“It is unimaginable how cruel the Jews’ hatred of 
 is. He added that the attack had deeply shaken and trau-

matised the Jewish community. “What people had to endure 
on Yom Kippur in the Halle synagogue remains unimaginable,” 
Schuster said.

Cem Özdemir, a Green Party politician and observer of the 
trial, warned against treating the crime as an isolated incident: 

“It does not become radicalised like that and without being 
observed”. It is necessary to set up “research mechanisms, so 
that we become aware of it at an early stage,” Özdemir told 
RTL/ntv.

In the meantime, the father of Kevin S., who was killed in 
the attack, also hopes that the killer will be sentenced to life 
imprisonment with pre-trial detention. 

“I mean that there is no fair punishment in this case. But 
this man does not have a case,” Karsten Lissau said as a 
co-applicant in the ARD magazine “Fakt”.
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Left-wing politician: Halle has 
a problem with right-wing ex-
tremism

Halle. Left-wing politician Katja Mueller from Halle sees a pro-
blem with right-wing extremism in the city, even three quarters of a 
year after the right-wing terrorist attack. This includes an extreme 
right-wing speaker “who comes to the market almost every day 
and brandishes his slogans”, Halle city council president Müller 
told RBB-Inforadio on Tuesday. Just a few weeks ago, she said, 
a house belonging to the identity movement was closed and sold 
after a social protest. “The problem is still there and we must conti-
nue to act against it”, Müller said.

The trial on the Halle bombing, in which two people were 
killed and several others injured, begins Tuesday. The murderer 

 had attempted to enter the Halle synagogue on 
9 October 2019, heavily armed, when only 52 believers were 
celebrating the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, inside the 
synagogue. He failed to reach the front door of the synagogue 
and then shot two people at random. The federal prosecutor’s 
office accused the man of acting “in an antisemitic, racist and 
xenophobic spirit.

The Central Council of Jews in Germany hopes that the 
trial will shed light on the context of the crime and how the 
attack could have occurred. 

“I hope that it will first be clarified whether it was in fact 
a lone perpetrator or whether extreme right-wing networks 

played a role in the case,” the head of the Central Council, 
Josef Schuster, told Deutsche Presse-agentur. “Secondly, I 
would like to know how it is possible for someone to become 
radicalised in this way,” Schuster said. “Nobody is born a Nazi, 
an antisemite or a terrorist.”

A citizens’ alliance plans to hold a rally in front of the 
courthouse before the trial starts and to draw attention to the 
victims of the attack under the slogan “Solidarity with those 
affected - no stage for the perpetrator”. The trial is also at-
tracting a great deal of international interest: In addition to the 
“New York Times”, the Israeli daily newspaper “Israel HaYom” 
as well as media from the Netherlands and Switzerland are 
reporting from the Magdeburg courthouse.
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The deadly hatred of Jews 
and “foreigners”

At the start of the trial against Halle’s murderer, the accused was 
questioned on Tuesday about his motives and the course of the 
crime. In doing so, he revealed a shocking level of racism and mi-
santhropy, citing antisemitism as the motive for his attack on the 
crowded Halle synagogue on 9 October 2019.

Jews are “the main cause of the white genocide” and have 
organised immigration in 2015,  said. This was the 
trigger for him to arm himself, he said. Josef Schuster, president 
of the Central Council of Jews, described as “unimaginably 
cruel what ’s hatred of Jews spread” at the start of 
the trial. He must be punished “with the full force of the law”, 
Schuster demanded.

At the beginning of the first day of the trial, which was 
conducted by the Higher Regional Court (OLG) of Saxony-Anhalt 
in a room of the Magdeburg Regional Court and to which 43 
co- plaintiffs with 21 lawyers were admitted, the defendant had 
agreed to make statements. However, he was very reluctant to 
answer questions from presiding judge Ursula Mertens about 
his personal situation. They have “nothing to do with the crime”, 
he said in an imperious tone.

At the same time, he presented himself as a fighter against 
a “conquest” of Europe by people from other cultures. With 
this attack, broadcast live on the internet, he wanted to incite 
potential imitators to commit similar acts and “show others that 
they are not alone,” B explained. He made extremely deroga-
tory comments about Muslims and people of African descent. 
Mertens therefore threatened to exclude him from the trial: 

“I do not tolerate such things”.
 stated that he had deliberately perpetrated the attack 

on the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. The latest trigger, 
he said, was the right-wing terrorist attack on two mosques in 
Christchurch, New Zealand, in March 2019, in which 51 people 
were killed. A similar bloodbath in Halle failed because  had 
failed to break down the synagogue door despite the massive 
use of weapons. He had “grandiose failed” and “made a glo-
bal fool of himself”, said the 28-year-old, who instead shot a 
passer-by and a visitor to a nearby kebab restaurant and then 

shot and injured two people.
The public prosecutor charges B with 13 offences, ranging 

from murder to attempted murder in 52 cases and dangerous 
bodily harm, from incitement to Holocaust denial to traffic 
violations.

Due to the seriousness of the offences, life imprisonment 
could be considered after the prescribed prison sentence has 
been served, said Federal Prosecutor Kai Lohse. The federal 
authority had taken over the investigations because the acts 
were likely to “violate the constitutional principles of the Federal 
Republic”, as OLG spokesman Wolfgang Ehm had previously said.

It is for this reason, among others, that the trial is attracting 
enormous interest. About 70 journalists have registered for the 
main hearing, including correspondents from Israel, the United 
States and the Netherlands. At the same time, the trial is taking 
place under the highest security precautions.

The representatives of the plaintiff had already requested in 
advance that the trial should focus on the victims’ point of view 
rather than that of the perpetrator. The aim was to counteract 
the “myth of the isolated perpetrator”, according to a statement 
by several lawyers. The Saxony-Anhalt association “Together” 
added that in the “digital age”, authors like  were acting in 
a network of like-minded people; thus one was “confronted 
with a global right-wing terrorist network”. The trial and the 
resulting reports should make people aware of the dangers 
of this network.

During the trial, the plaintiff Christina Feist urged the media 
representatives and the judge: 

“I implore you all not to just talk about the author. Don’t just 
report his point of view. Do not give him the platform he wants”. 

Feist was among those visiting the synagogue on the day 
of the attack.
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Assassin of Halle: “  acted 
in an absolutely prototypical 
way”

He wanted to kill as many Jews as possible and shot two pas-
sers-by in the street and in a kebab restaurant. Is  a lone 
wolf, a gun fanatic, a neo-Nazi or an antisemite? Beate Küpper, an 
expert on right-wing extremism, talks about a new phenomenon - 
and sees parallel to the attacker in Christchurch.

Halle/Saale. Lawyer Hans-Dieter Weber describes his client 
 as intelligent, eloquent, but socially isolated. On 

Tuesday, the trial of the 28-year-old woman, who is accused of 
two murders, several attempted murders against 68 people and 
incitement of the people, opens at Magdeburg Regional Court.

What the hitherto unassuming young man did last autumn 
at the highest Jewish holiday shocked the Republic. In uniform 
and heavily armed, he tried to storm the synagogue in Halle, 
then shot two people and broadcast the whole thing live on 
an internet platform.

Why would anyone do such a thing? What drove 
? The social psychologist Beate Küppers sees him as a new 

type of murderer, for whom certain parts of society are an ever 
better breeding ground.

Mrs. Küpper, on October 9th, 2019, a German, then 27 
years old, wanted to provoke a massacre in a synagogue. Two 
people died. What is new about this type of attack?

The alleged perpetrator in Halle can be attributed to a 
new type of perpetrator, but it is in fact not entirely new. The 
authorities and forensic researchers have been dealing with 
this type of perpetrator since the jihadist acts in Europe, the 
extreme right-wing terrorist attacks and at the latest since the 
attack on two mosques in Christchurch, in which 51 people 
were killed. The case in New Zealand also concerns a lone 
perpetrator, although he has stylised himself as a hero.

Isn’t that what spree killers do?

In the case of classic spree killers, there are personal mo-
tives such as frustration, anger or narcissism, which then lead 
to a targeted act - sometimes in a place they know well and 
where they think they have been humiliated - but in the case 
of the Christchurch attacker or the Halle case, there is also 
the fact that these men see themselves as the warriors of a 
whole movement, as fighters for a higher cause.

What is difficult from the point of view of authorities and 
research is that these are not movements in the classical 
sense of the word, but loose virtual networks of like-minded 
people, without people ever having to meet each other - and 
also without an act being planned together.

What are these networks, what do these people want?

The Internet forums or gaming communities in which 
 probably also travelled have a common ideological 

denominator: they share a right-wing extremist, Islamophobic 
and/or anti-Jewish worldview and consider the right-wing sce-
ne as fundamentally too lax in its actions. At the heart of this 
ideology is the idea of the “great exchange”, the “Umvolkung”, 
the “Volkstod” or the “genocide against whites”.

Its adherents are convinced that a new world order is 
necessary and that chaos must first be created to establish 
this new order. This logic also includes voting radically or, for 
example, shooting Muslim citizens in order to provoke civil wars.

This form of self-radicalisation on the Internet is relatively 
new and is called the phenomenon of “acceleration”. The aim 
of those involved is to destroy as much as possible and “clean 
the air” - tabula rasa. The Christchurch Bomber, in a section 
of his “manifesto” entitled “Destabilisation and Acceleration”: 
“Tactics” explicitly adopted acceleration.

What is the role of the authors’ personality structure?

There are certainly many personal parallels between the 
Christchurch bomber and the 27-year-old girl from Halle: for 
both of them, life was unsatisfactory, did not meet their usual 
demands and expectations, both were frustrated. Often these 
authors are no longer so young, but rather at a time in their 
thirties when everyone else around them has already achieved 
something. The ideologies and conspiracies they join on the 
internet then give a direction to self-hatred.

They place their actions in a higher context - according 
to the principle “the fact that I am not getting what I deserve 
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is due to the world order, which must be changed”. They see 
themselves at the forefront of a movement whose ideological 
centrepieces are widely disseminated on the Internet and 
sometimes also at demonstrations. The perpetrators of these 
acts want to give more visibility to their actions - and thus to 
themselves.

Christchurch, Halle, Hanau - it is always men who commit 
these acts. Do you have an explanation for this?

`
Research shows it: Women are less prone to physical and 

psychological violence in public spaces. In the case of these 
attacks, there is also the fact that the whole image of the 
warrior - even in the world of gambling - is a classically male 
model. They are virtual heroes whom they want to imitate, 
often visually as well:  in Halle, for example, wore a 
soldier’s outfit, an elite fighter’s outfit.

And he broadcast everything live on the Internet with the 
camera in his helmet. What role do “others” play in such acts?

On the one hand, the murderers act detached from society 
and increasingly without consulting others or carrying out “or-
ders”. On the other hand, they act in an ideologically entrenched 
environment: we find in our surveys that Islamophobia and 
antisemitism are becoming more and more prevalent among the 
general population. This gives people fertile ground. Sometimes 
there is a mindset in society that contributes to the fact that 
the perpetrator of a crime does not have to feel like an outlaw, 
but can see himself as a courageous hero.

Right-wing radicalism, Islamophobia and antisemitism - what 
drove the murderer to Halle?

Antisemitism is an essential component of right-wing radica-
lism, and Islamophobia has been increasingly present over the 
last two decades. However, these three aspects can no longer 
be separated, as the crime in Halle shows in an exemplary way: 

 actually wants to kill as many Jews as possible, 
fails at the door and then - whether planned or not - goes to 
a kebab restaurant to kill suspected Muslims.

Because he “fails” there as well, he shoots a customer of the 
snack bar who happens to be there, just like the passer-by he 
shot earlier in the synagogue. Both victims were neither Jewish 
nor Muslim Germans and were therefore killed indiscriminately. 

 therefore acted as an absolute prototype for this 
new type of perpetrator.

Beate Küpper is professor for social work in groups and 
conflict situations at the University of Applied Sciences Nie-
derrhein. The social psychologist has, among other things, 
worked on the long-term project Group-Related Misanthropy 
in Germany and coordinated the project of the same name in 
Europe. He also advises practical projects in this field.
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In a world of self-pity, insen-
sitivity and madness: Halle’s 
murderer is tried by Hansjörg 
Friedrich Müller

The trial of , who attacked the Jewish community in Halle ten 
months ago, has started in Germany. He was afraid of being evic-
ted by immigrants, the defendant said.

The trial of , the man who tried unsuccessfully 
to wipe out the Jewish community in the East German city of 
Halle in October 2019 and who shot two victims at random 
shortly afterwards, opened on Tuesday at the Higher Regional 
Court in Naumburg. However, due to the enormous media 
interest and the fact that no less than 43 joint plaintiffs are 
involved in the trial, the highest court in Saxony-Anhalt met 
in Magdeburg in the largest courtroom available to the state 
judiciary. Never before had it presided over such an important 
trial, said Judge Ursula Mertens, president of the court, after 
the trial had started with a delay of two hours.

Security is strict. The 28-year-old accused is led by four 
hooded court officers and is chained hand and foot. The small 
man, about 1.7 metres tall, has his hair cut short; he looks se-
riously into the photographers’ lenses. Because of the particular 
importance of the case, the German Federal Public Prosecutor’s 
Office took it over. Their representative, prosecutor Kai Lohse, 
reads the indictment. This takes some time, as  is accused 
of a total of 13 crimes, including two murders. The verdict is 
expected in mid-October. The prosecution is seeking a life 
sentence; pretrial detention is being considered.

Monosyllables and Know-It-All Atti-
tude

After  declared his intention to testify, Judge Mertens 
asked him to give a “more or less coherent lecture”. What the 
defendant implies when asked is a mixture of monosyllables, 
know-it-all attitude and illusions. He is particularly talkative 
when it comes to the technical details of his crime or when 
he sees the possibility of explaining his view of the world. His 
private life, on the other hand, he declares it unimportant. He 
answers many questions with “Of course” or “Of course not” 
and makes fun of others. What remains is the image of a man 
who has settled into a world of self-pity and insensitivity. Does 
he have friends, the judge asks. “No,” says  What about inte-

rests? “Internet” is the answer. There, he says, he was able to 
converse freely, which was not otherwise possible in Germany.

Gradually, an impression of the defendant’s career emerges: 
after graduating from high school,  did a six-month shortened 
military service, which he apparently found unnecessary: The 
German army was “not a real army, eco in uniform,” he explains. 
He dropped out of his first and second cycle of studies after 
being ill for several years.  doesn’t want to talk about his illness, 
meanwhile he lives again with his mother in Benndorf, a village 
with 2000 inhabitants about 30 kilometres west of Halle. His 
parents, who are divorced, support him financially; apart from 
them and his older sister,  says he has no social contacts.

Once, he shows remorse

 cites the attack in Christchurch, New Zealand, in which 
an assassin attacked two mosques and killed 51 people in 
March 2019, as the trigger moment that prompted him to 
take action himself: 

“A white man retaliated, even though he knew he could 
not win,” he says. 

More important than his act was its dissemination on the 
Internet: he wanted to show others that they were not alone.

 justified the shooting of 40-year-old Jana L. by saying 
that the passer-by had “hit him on the side”. “Do you have to 
do that when I pass by?” she had asked him. 

Killing her, he said, was “an instinctive reaction”. 
This is the only time of day when  shows remorse, but 

only when asked. 
“I’m really sorry I shot her,” he said after the judge asked 

him if he was sorry. 
On the death of 20-year-old Kevin S., whom he shot in 

a takeaway kebab, the defendant says only that he regrets 
having killed “a white person”. 

“If it had been a Muslim, I wouldn’t have had a problem 
with that.”
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Central Council of Muslims: 
“The attack in Halle also af-
fected us”

Muslims in Germany are closely monitoring the rise of antisemitism. 
The Chairman of their Central Council, Aiman A. Mazyek, hopes for 
a strong condemnation against the murderer from Halle. He states: 
“Muslims do not feel sufficiently protected by the German security 
authorities by the German security authorities.

Berlin. The President of the Central Council of Muslims, 
Aiman A. Mazyek, states that for perpetrators like Halle’s amok 
runner  it does not matter whether they hit Jews 
or Muslims. These perpetrators, he says, only seek maximum 
effect and evil in their hatred. He argues that since Muslims, 
like Jews, belong to a minority, any racist attack and the 
reactions it provokes from politics and the state are therefore 
closely monitored.

Mr. Mazyek, as a representative of the Muslim community 
in Germany, what do you expect from the trial against the 
attacker of the Halle synagogue?

I expect a harsh and revolutionary verdict in the Halle trial. 
It should make it clear that racism is not an opinion - but that it 
kills in the worst case. I also want it to be a signal for minorities 
and diverse and peaceful groups in Germany. They must feel 
that they are treated well in German democracy and protected 
from such acts of terrorism.

What do you think of the attack in Halle?

The attack on the synagogue was an antisemitic attack. 
Somehow we were all affected as Muslims. Before the attack, 
the mosque in Halle had already been attacked three times 
and there were casualties. This is one of the reasons why we 
were extremely sensitised and alarmed on the spot. 

There is no difference between Jews and Muslims. These 
authors, in their hatred, seek only to do maximum effect and harm.

The head of the Jewish community in Halle wonders how 
someone can become a murderer out of political conviction. 
Do you have an answer?

I think it has long been overlooked in Germany that such 
acts are in fact the result of political strategies. I need only 
remind you of the bloodshed and terrorist attacks in Christ-
church, the massacre of Anders Breivik in Norway, the attacks 
on synagogues in the United States, the murders in Hanau. 
Usually these right-wing terrorists leave behind pamphlets or 

manifestos, which the imitators in turn refer to. This is perhaps 
an answer to the question posed by the leader of Halle: right-
wing extremism with its inhuman ideology has long had an 
international and pervasive effect.

More and more Jews in Germany say that they feel more 
insecure because of growing antisemitism. What is the mood 
of Muslims?

Unfortunately the mood is bad. First of all, Muslims in 
Germany, like most citizens, are destabilised by any attack on 
mosques, synagogues or other acts of terrorism. But on top 
of that, we belong - like the Jews - to a minority. Every racist 
attack and the reactions of politics and the state are therefore 
watched very closely.

Do Muslims in Germany feel sufficiently protected by the 
security authorities?

Muslims do not feel sufficiently protected by the German 
security authorities. After Halle and Hanau, we repeatedly 
stressed that the protection of mosques and Muslim institu-
tions needs to be strengthened. In the meantime, some federal 
states have made progress in this regard; the mosque in Halle, 
for example, is now the only one in Germany to be guarded 
24 hours a day for seven days. However, attacks on mosques 
continue to occur almost every week, for example when pig’s 
heads are placed, which are smeared with swastikas, or when 
windows and doors are broken.

Are you asking for all mosques to be monitored 24 hours 
a day?

General protection of mosques 24 hours a day is not 
realistic. Intelligent analyses and concepts are needed in this 
area. Sometimes special protection on public holidays or Friday 
prayer on Fridays is sufficient.
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The trial of Halle’s murderer: 
“Why did he do this?”

The trial of the Halle attacker begins on Tuesday. The survivors of 
the 9 October attack are still suffering the consequences today. 
They have questions - and will probably get few answers.

Halle/Saale The door is still there. The narrow dark oak gate 
in the light-coloured brick wall of the Halle synagogue is still 
doing its job at 52 Humboldtstraße. Even bullet holes are still 
visible above, below and next to the door lock. On 9 October 
2019, the day of the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, the 
murderer  tried to break into the synagogue, 
where 52 people were praying, carrying combat equipment 
and home-made weapons.

The door stopped him. The door overcame him,”  
confessed while in custody. “The door saved us,” says Max 
Privorozki, the president of the Jewish community in Halle. 
He will be replaced in the next few days because he does not 
meet the security specifications of the National Criminal Police 
Office. He will then be part of a commemorative sculpture in 
the synagogue courtyard.

 shot and wounded two people in his attack, 
which he broadcast live via video on his mobile phone. The 
passer-by Jana L. died, as did the apprentice painter Kevin 
S., who was spending his lunch break at the Kiez-Döner. Both 
accidental victims. Two mistakes, as the murderer sees it. He 
wanted to kill Jews, and when he didn’t, he tried to kill people 
from Muslim countries. to murder. He only shows remorse 
because of the flow of life - so that the whole world can see 
him fail, he says.

“I view the attack with more optimism than before”.
 will be on trial in Magdeburg from Tuesday. Privorozki 

has been admitted as a co-applicant, but he will not travel to 
Magdeburg. “I will not go to the beginning of the trial”, said the 
57-year-old during the conversation in the municipal office in 
downtown Halle. The tall, sturdy man with the yarmulke on 
his almost bald head folds himself into a leather chair in the 
meeting room. The images from the surveillance cameras can 
be seen through the open office door. From there Privorozki 
also has a constant view of the door of the synagogue wall. 

“I will only go to the trial if I am called as a witness,” he 
continues. “I will not voluntarily sit in the courtroom and watch 
the murderer. I don’t want to see him, I’m not interested. That 
doesn’t mean I’m not interested in the defendant. I am very 
interested in how he became a murderer.”

Privorozki apologises for his German, but it is impeccable 
and clear, with the accent of a former Soviet citizen. He came to 

Germany from his home town of Kiev in 1990. The attack, the 
failures of the police, the conscientious words of the politicians 
who followed, all this is part of the big question that Privorozki 
and many of his parishioners have been carrying with them 
for 30 years: to what do we belong? What criticisms we are 
allowed to make, is it natural for us to be here? First of all, it 
is surprising that Mr Privorozki says: 

“I am more optimistic about the future after the attack than 
before. In recent years I was always more worried about our 
future in Germany, now I am more confident”.

He can never forget the attack, but he prefers to talk about 
other images that remain in his mind: 

“Two days later, 2000 people gathered for the human 
chain between the synagogue and the Kiez keba  I will never 
forget that in my life. None of them had to come, not like the 
politicians”. Among them, few would have shown real human 
sympathy. Prime Minister Reiner Haseloff (CDU), however, 
returned from Brussels on the day of the crime and met Privorki 
late in the evening in Italian style: “It was a human support, 
which I recognise very much”.

But no one could answer his questions about 
: “Why did he do it?” he wants to know. 

“I’m trying to be clear to myself. I want to understand how 
he could have developed in this way. How does a murderer 
grow? Why does his world view lead him to murder?

The report on the constitutional protection of the Land of 
Saxony-Anhalt which has just been published devotes just 
under three pages to the attack of 9th October. The consti-
tutional protectors state that  has “a basic antisemitic 
and xenophobic attitude, which apparently in connection with 
a misogynistic attitude led to his radicalisation”.  lived 
with his mother after leaving university, describes himself as 
an antisocial person and has never had a relationship. Acquain-
tances report that he often made blunt racist remarks, refused 
smartphones for fear of surveillance and used an old touch-tone 
mobile phone. Because “the Jews” would control everything.

“I don’t think he was alone”.

The anonymous Internet forums he used, with which he 
exchanged information,  kept them quiet during inter-
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rogations. The investigators were unable to trace his online 
journey. But without them, there will be no answers. “

 did not maintain contact with right-wing extremists 
outside this virtual world ... outside this virtual world,” writes 
the Office for the Protection of the Constitution. The state 
office in Magdeburg now wants to set up an Internet unit for 
the first time.

Max Privorozki has read all the investigation files. 
“I don’t think he was alone,” he says. 
“He planned and prepared the attack for a long time, he had 

to exchange ideas with people about it on the net. In addition, 
he was unemployed and needed money. And I don’t think his 
parents didn’t know what he was planning, especially his mother”.

While Privorozki is tirelessly searching for answers, Jeremy 
Borovitz and Rebecca Blady have stopped reading the files. 
The picture is clear enough for them; more detail simply means 
more agony. The two New York rabbis, who have been teaching 
in Berlin for two years, were invited to the Halle synagogue 
on Yom Kippur. They will board the train on Tuesday morning 
with their lawyer for the trial. They are looking for confrontation, 
with their fears, with the author, with the public. 

“We have to make sure that it is not just about him. We 
want to show that we are always there, that we are not afraid, 
that we are not intimidated”. They had gone away for a few 
days with their young daughter, they wanted to recharge their 
batteries for this day, for this duty.

Ismet Tekin will also travel to Magdeburg. The 36-year-old 
owner of the Kiez-Döner in Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse was 
admitted as a co-applicant at the last moment. He had just 
left the shop when  stormed the snack bar. His brother 
Rifat called him on his mobile phone. Ismet hurried back. The 
murderer was already back on the street, on the lookout for 
people with “foreign” eyes. Searching for possible targets. He 
fired several shots. Ismet Tekin threw himself behind an

car. The murderer shot at the police, who in the meantime 
had arrived with two cars and were waiting at a safe distance. 
The police returned fire, wounding him in the neck, and the 
assassin jumped into his car and fled.

Ismet Tekin entered the shop and saw Kevin S. lying in his 
blood. During 40 days of mourning, the snack bar remained 
closed, the previous owner gave the shop to the Tekin brothers. 
The Halleschen FC supporters created a memorial wall during 
the period of closure, because Kevin was one of them. In the 
background the HFC stadium is decorated, in front of it jerseys 
with the inscription “Rest in Peace”, plush toys and angels, 
very often “RIP Jana & Kevin”. A brass memorial plaque with 
the sentence “Where love grows, life flourishes - where hate 
arises, death threatens”.

“We’re screwed”

The Tekin have plenty of time to look at the wall because 
the shop is often empty. Half of their sales have disappeared, 
they haven’t made any money since the beginning of the year, 
Ismet complains. They are now hoping to get loans from the 
federal and state governments, “it’s the result of a terrorist 
attack, the state has a duty”.

It is difficult to look forward when worries are dragging 
them down. 

“We’re in trouble,” he says bluntly. “You can’t forget this 
day, but you can work through your worries. We want to live in 
peace, but no customer comes like before”. His brother Rifat, 
who has had to keep a close eye on everything, sits huddled 
at one of the empty tables in the street, smoking and silent. 
He has been admitted as a co-applicant. It has not yet been 
decided whether he will go to trial.

Ismet Tekin also has some questions for the murderer. And 
he has questions for Germany. 

“Germany is an almost perfect country,” he says with convic-
tion. “But why can such a thing happen in a perfect country?” 

Maybe somebody should have taken care of , given 
him something to do. Tekin stands in front of the mourning wall 
that makes his snack bar look like a cemetery and philosopher. 

“Everyone has a use, everyone has a value. But no one 
has the right to harm others. Two people died, out of nothing 
and for nothing”.

 should be “severely punished”, demands 
Ismet Tekin. “He should never go out again.”

“Antisemitism, racism and Islamophobia have the same root”.

The verdict in the Magdeburg trial could be determined by 
the expert opinion of forensic psychiatrist Norbert Leygraf. This 
good 100-page document is available to RedaktionsNetzwerk 
Deutschland (RND). Leygraf had several conversations with 

. Leygraf considers him fully capable of guilt despite a 
complex personality disorder. And he gives the court advice 
that could be used to justify ’s pre-trial detention. His 
ideological fanaticism is so deep-seated that further crimes - 
even murder - are to be feared.

Even if the trial could end in their favour, Rifat and Ismet 
Tekins feel alone, and not just because of lack of money. Also 
because as the anniversary approaches, the official com-
memoration speaks exclusively of an antisemitic attack and 
forgets that they were victims of the same racist ideology of 
the murderer.

Perhaps Ismet Tekin should talk to Jeremy Borovitz on the 
sidelines of the trial. The rabbi has a clear opinion on what can 
be learned from the attack: 

“Antisemitism, racism and Islamophobia have the same root. 
If you fight only one of them, you are not fighting any of them”.
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Halle attacker insults blacks 
and Muslims

The public interest is enormous, as are the safety precautions. On 
Tuesday, nine months after the attack, the trial of Halle’s murderer, 

, began. Due to the media frenzy, the first day of the trial in 
Magdeburg started almost two hours late. Nearly 80 journalists and 
as many civil servants turned up at the Magdeburg Regional Court.

 was led into the courtroom with hand and foot shackles. 
He was guarded by three armed and masked judicial officers. 
After a failed escape attempt from a Halle prison at the end of 
May, he is under close surveillance. His handcuffs were later 
removed, but  has to wear handcuffs even during the trial.

The defendant looked directly at the cameras and let a 
burst of flashes pass over him. At first his facial expressions 
could not be seen because he was wearing a mouth guard, 
which he then removed. He appeared in court wearing jeans, a 
black T-shirt and a black jacket, as if his head had been shaved.

The murderer answers questions

Since 1 p.m.,  has answered almost all the questions 
put by the President, but his answers were so brief that the 
judge asked him to speak in full sentences.

His family? “Nothing to do with the crime!” His interrupted 
studies, his illness at the time? “You have the data, don’t you?” 
Only when it came to the weapons he’d built did  speak 
at greater length. He had armed himself because of the influx 
of migrants into Germany, with blacks and Muslims 

“behaving like the conquerors they are,”  said - and 
resorted to more drastic language.

The president threatens to exclude him from the trial: “I 
don’t want to hear about abuse of individuals or groups in the 
courtroom,” said Ursula Mertens.

Why, the president asks, was the live broadcast so impor-
tant to him? “You can’t do much on your own, even if you work 
efficiently. But you can reach other people who want to fight”.

The trial was moved to the state capital because there was 
not enough room in the competent Higher Regional Court 
(OLG) in Naumburg. , 28, is charged with, 
among other things, double murder, multiple murder attempts, 
extortion, dangerous bodily harm and incitement to violence.

Stricter surveillance since the incident

 is in pre-trial detention, under reinforced surveillance 
after an incident in June that was considered an escape at-
tempt. So far, 18 days of hearings have been scheduled, and 
the verdict could be handed down in the middle of next year.

The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office conducts the pro-
secution, which is common in state protection proceedings of 
this importance.

More than 40 local, national and international media have 
been allocated a place in the courtroom as part of a lottery - 
including the Tagesspiegel. In addition, journalists are following 
the trial in an adjacent room via audio transmission. The OLG 
has announced that the indictment will be read and  
will be questioned.

It is possible that videos of the crime will be broadcast 
on Tuesday. They had caused horror all over the world: On 9 
October 2019 a gunman tried to break into the Paulusviertel 
synagogue in Halle. More than 50 worshippers were celebrating 
Yom Kippur, the highest Jewish holiday.  broadcast his 
attack live on the internet with a helmet camera. The door of 
the synagogue remained closed.

In front of the meeting room, the assassin shot a 40-year-old 
passer-by, fled in a rented car, stopped at a kebab restaurant 
and killed a 20-year-old painter.  engaged in a shoot-out 
with approaching officers and shot a couple as he fled to steal 
a car. He hit a truck near Zeitz and was arrested.

Intelligent, but socially isolated?

During his interrogations by the Federal Criminal Police 
Office,  talked about wanting to kill Jews. They were 
responsible for all kinds of evils, he explained, including the 
refugee crisis. In a pamphlet he posted on an Internet forum 
before the crime,  revealed himself to be a conspiratorial 
ideologue from the extreme right. The Office for the Protection of 
the Constitution spoke of increasingly aggressive anti-Semitism.

At the beginning of the trial, the Central Council of Jews 
called for the full force of the law to be applied in sentencing. 
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In addition, the context of the crime must be thoroughly inves-
tigated and the question whether the attacker had supporters 
and was involved in right-wing networks must be prosecuted, 
Central Council President Josef Schuster said in Berlin on 
Tuesday: “It is unimaginably cruel to see the hatred of Jews 
that  spread.

He added that the attack had deeply shaken and traumatised 
the Jewish community. 

“What people had to endure on Yom Kippur day in the 
synagogue in Halle remains unimaginable,” Schuster said.

 is represented by Hans-Dieter Weber from Karlsruhe, 
where the Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office is located. The 
defence lawyer stated on Southwest German Radio that his 
client was intelligent but socially isolated. Since the separation 
of his parents,  had been living with his mother in nearby 
Benndorf. After basic training in the Bundeswehr,  began 
studying chemistry, which he abandoned after health problems. 
The security authorities apparently did not notice the unemployed 
man, who spent most of his time in his room in his mother’s flat.

147 witnesses, three translations

147 witnesses were called at the trial, including 68 police 
officers, and 43 joint plaintiffs were admitted: The victims of 
the synagogue and the kebab shop, plus those  had 
attacked during his escape. The trial will be translated into 
English, Russian and Turkish. According to the law, “anyone 
injured by an illegal act” can join a Nebenklage. The trial will 
be presided over by Judge Ursula Mertens.

The forensic report, which was prepared by psychiatrist 
Norbert Leygraf, refers to a complex personality disorder, but 
the guilt of the accused was not altered. During the crime,  
spoke in the live broadcast about how the weapons he had 
made himself had disappointed him. For example, the machine 
gun in front of the synagogue and at the kebab restaurant had 
often jammed, which could have prevented other people from 
dying. If  is found guilty, he could be sentenced to life 
imprisonment and pre-trial detention.
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“If I hadn’t done it, everyone 
would have laughed at me.”

 has few regrets in court. He probably had no accom-
plices. But he is not alone with his mania for antisemitism.

Masked officers in balaclavas enter the courtroom through 
a side door, the men, all dressed in protective waistcoats, stand 
around the table reserved for the accused - immediately the 
200 people waiting in hall C 24 stop whispering. Now officers 
in battle dress escort the accused, who is bound hand and foot, 
to his seat. For a few minutes, lightning struck . 

Because of the pandemic, the defendant - like most other 
people in the courtroom - is wearing nose and mouth protection. 
His face, which lacks emotion, thus appears completely static.

The plaintiffs, parents, lawyers, police officers, translators, 
experts and journalists had to wait for two hours at Magdeburg 
Regional Court, and now Ursula Mertens, who is leading the 
trial, is delayed in starting the proceedings. ’s handcuffs 
have been removed - the shackles remain.

Nine months after the attempted murder in Halle, he has 
had to answer to a state protection senate since Tuesday: 
double murder, multiple attempted murder, predatory extortion, 
dangerous bodily harm, incitement of the people - the federal 
prosecutor reads the indictment for almost 40 minutes. This is 
the most important trial in Saxony-Anhalt since the existence 
of the federal state, one of the worst acts of antisemitic terror 
in German post-war history is underway.

 looks thin between his defence lawyers, his hoarse 
voice, his enthusiastic answers: it is about Jews, Muslims, blacks, 
freedom of speech, dictatorship, the Internet, weapons and 
protectors of the constitution - although the president initially 
only wanted to know what the accused’s youth had been like.

Almost no one in the courtroom disputes that the defendant 
describes a sad life, at least not a happy one, a life oriented 
towards a potentially happy future. A life in which  de-
veloped from all sorts of ideological fragments, half known, 
worries this antisemitic illusion that led him on a murder train 
on 9 October 2019.

When it comes to himself,  remains laconic, sometimes 
even a little too laconic. School file? “Bottom of the range”. Do 
you have any friends? 

“No.” 
Abandoned studies, illness at the time? “You’ve got the 

dates, haven’t you? Were they in a club? Did they have interests? 
“Internet”.
And the family? 
“Nothing to do with it”. 
It would be good,” said the president, “if he could answer in 

full sentences, then she would understand him better. Mertens 
insists, so does : his private life played no part in the crime.

He was teased as a child because of his “low social status”, 
as he puts it. As a teenager without a girlfriend, also without 
a boyfriend, his parents separated. As a soldier in the army, 
always alone. While he was a chemistry student, he fell ill and 
returned to live with his mother in Benndorf, near Eisleben, 40 
kilometres from Halle.

As a constant user of the various Internet forums, no contact 
was ever established that could have led to an encounter in 
analogue life.  talks about himself as if he were a loser: 
without friends, he lived largely alone in his children’s bedroom, 
in his mother’s flat in the central German province. The world - a 
source of constant apprehension, of growing anger.

Even in the first few hours in room C 24,  essentially 
admits to the crime - including that he killed Jana L., 40, from 
Halle. 

“If I hadn’t done it, everyone would have laughed at me,” 
he says, his actions seen live on the Internet. The woman had 
pushed him, if he hadn’t shot, it would have looked like “a stupid 
comment is enough to stop a right-winger”.

Also that he killed Kevin S., 20, from Merseburg in a kebab 
restaurant. S., who worked as a painter and attended almost 
every match as a fan of Halleschen FC. In fact,  wanted 
to murder as many Jews as possible, he confessed honestly 
during interrogations at the Federal Criminal Police Office. 
The fact that he failed to do so has nothing to do with a lack 
of willingness to exterminate.

 saw himself on a mission. The man filmed his 
murder with a helmet camera. Why, asks the president, was 
the live broadcast so important to him? “You can’t do much 
on your own, even if you work efficiently. But you can reach 
other people who want to fight”. Others? “White men”. Like in 
Christchurch, New Zealand, in March 2019, when 50 Muslim 
immigrants were killed by an Australian right-wing extremist. 
That’s when a white man retaliated, he said. “And he doesn’t 
care what people say about him either”.

He had wanted to prepare for the influx of migrants to 
Germany during the crisis in the summer of 2015, when he 
had decided not to give anything to this society, he said. 

“Because I am not a social person, I don’t have contacts 
with criminals, so I can’t help going on the black market”.

He found instructions on the Internet, and the tools came 
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from his late grandfather’s arbour -  built eight rifles in 
three years. “The Jews were the organisers in 2015.” 

Tolerance, Christianity have led to the immigration of the 
masses. Why didn’t he attack a mosque, but a synagogue? 

“There’s a difference in fighting the symptom or the cause.”
Men and women from quite disparate backgrounds see “the 

Jews” as the secret culprits of real or perceived adversity - even 
 does not explicitly describe himself as a neo-Nazi. In a 

representative poll conducted in 2015 by the Anti-Defama-
tion League, 16% of the German citizens surveyed showed 
antisemitic tendencies - and these are the ones who do not 
hide their illusions. The Federal Criminal Police Office recorded 
1,839 antisemitic crimes nationwide in 2019, compared to 
1,799 acts in 2018. Last year, 72 acts of antisemitic violence 
were committed in this way.

Any regrets? 
So “white people”, he didn’t mean to kill. What’s annoying is 

that his plan didn’t work, says , he already sees himself 
as a “failure” who has “made a fool of himself overall”.

The crime has been widely investigated, as lawyers call 
it. On 9 October 2019,  attempted to break into the 
Paulusviertel synagogue in Halle. More than 50 worshippers 
celebrated Yom Kippur, the highest Jewish holiday. The door of 
the synagogue remained closed, the shots were not enough, 1.7 
kg of aluminium explosives did not ignite, otherwise “the door 
would have been torn off”, as  explains for information 
purposes in the meantime.

In general, he always speaks in full sentences, almost a 
little excited, when it comes to weapons, technology, chemicals.

The judge asks for a detailed description of the events: 
Jana L. walks past the synagogue - it seems from the video of 
the crime that she did not recognise the attack as such. In any 
event, she criticises  for having a bit of trouble making 
herself heard. “I’m really sorry I shot him,” he says when asked 
by the judge. But she had just disrupted the attack.

Why did he shoot Jana L. repeatedly? “For safety”.  
drove away in a rented car, stopped at a kebab restaurant, fired 
in the vicinity, the scrambled bullets apparently prevented further 
deaths. He then engaged in a skirmish with approaching officers 
and shot a couple as he fled to steal a car. He hit a truck near 
Zeitz, about 60 kilometres south of Halle, and was arrested.

“I’ve been in criminal law for a long time,” said Judge Mertens 

at the opening. “I have never had a trial with so many people 
involved.” 147 witnesses are called, including 68 police officers. 
Forty-three co-defendants and their 21 lawyers are admitted: 
the victims of the synagogue and the kebab restaurant, plus 
those whom  attacked during his escape. It was moved 
to the state capital because there would not have been enough 
room in the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg, which is 
responsible for Halle.

Already on his way to the courthouse,  caused a lot 
of trouble. He is taken from the detention centre in Burg to 
Magdeburg by helicopter, which lands on a meadow. A special 
task force takes , who is wearing a bullet-proof waistcoat 
over his T-shirt, to the district court.

Can a court atone for the dead? Can a trial heal suffering, 
soothe the anger of the bereaved? Can five judges judge, tame 
the virulent antisemitism of these days? A spokesman for the 
court said even before the trial started: 

“And yet it is unlikely that the trial can meet all the expec-
tations that may be dear to the bereaved, the aggrieved and 
the public”.

An extreme right-wing network is unrecognisable, contacts 
with other conspiracy ideologues that  apparently had 
only virtually.

He himself belongs to the lower fringe of society, he says, 
mass immigration leads to someone like him falling outside 
society. The president reacted abruptly: “Didn’t he fall outside 
society anyway? Wouldn’t he have wanted friends, acquaintances? 

“Yes,” says  softly. 
So why hadn’t he joined political circles? 
“Because they are all infiltrated by the Office for the Pro-

tection of the Constitution.”
Norbert Leygraf is also seated in room C 24. The famous 

psychiatrist was entrusted with the usual expertise in such 
cases. He spoke with  for three days and testified to a 
complex personality disorder with autistic features. ’s guilt 
had not been altered. Conspiracy theories and weapons, the 
100-page expert opinion read in a grossly simplified manner, 
determined his life. Even after his therapy,  was likely to 
commit serious crimes again.
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Özdemir warns against the 
thesis of the single author

Today the trial on the right-wing terrorist attack in Halle begins. 
Among the observers: Cem Özdemir. The Green politician warns 
against considering the accused as a subject acting in isolation. 
There was an environment in which  had become radica-
lised.

Cem Özdemir, a Green Party politician and observer at the 
Magdeburg trial of the right-wing radical murderer 

, warned against considering this act as an isolated case. “I 
warn against saying: these are isolated perpetrators. They don’t 
radicalise just like that and without being observed. Rather, 
observation mechanisms are needed, so that one becomes 
aware of it at an early stage,” Özdemir said in RTL/ntv’s “ntv 
Frühstart” programme. Especially in the case of right-wing 
extremist killers, there are “some common points”, said the 
Green politician.

Özdemir continued: 
“They are mainly men who are endowed with hatred for 

women, who believe in conspiracies. You can see it in the 
crude theses he [ ] has put forward. This shows a 
hatred directed against Jews, but also against foreigners and 
Muslims, he said. “It is important that society as a whole gives 
a clear answer and says: we want to fight this hatred to hell. 
Back to where it comes from”.

Interior ministers will “clean up the 
mess”

On the question of whether the German government had 
taken the right measures against the terror of right-wing 
radicals, Özdemir said: 

‘Many people died who would not have had to die if the 
rule of law had been careful from the beginning - including, 
by the way, in its own ranks.

He added that the German authorities must also be clear 
about whose side they are on: 

“It is time for the interior ministers to clean up their act and 
make it clear: Whoever is on duty here is on duty only for us, 
please, and not for the citizens of the Reich, not for the identity 
people, not for the fanatics”, Özdemir said.

However, there are “many people” who have a “question 
mark in their head”, said the Green politician. 

“Take the case in Halle with the synagogue. This person 
folds a swastika and the policeman who comes destroys the 
evidence and is then transferred. Transferred to where? What 
kind of attitude does he have? That’s what I would like to know”.
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 describes the day of the 
attack

In court,  speaks publicly for the first time about the Halle 
bombing in October 2019. He recounts how, since the refugee 
crisis, anger towards foreigners has increased in him. He also pro-
vides information about the course of the attack. About the locked 
door of the synagogue - and why he finally killed a passer-by.

In Magdeburg, after the right-wing terrorist attack in Halle 
that killed two people and injured several others, the trial of 
the accused began. The start of the trial, which was actually 
scheduled for 10 a.m., was delayed by about two hours. Visitors 
and media representatives had been waiting for a long time in 
front of the building to be admitted. Extensive checks were to 
be carried out to ensure security at Magdeburg Regional Court. 
Shortly before 12 noon the defendant  entered the 
courtroom with hand and foot shackles. He was accompanied 
by masked special forces.

The man, who is accused of two murders and several 
attempted murders, including that of 52 worshippers in a syna-
gogue in Halle, appeared in jeans, a black jacket and trainers. 
He was wearing a face mask. His hair was short and shaved. 
The defendant looked seriously at the courtroom and calmly 
at the cameras. Shortly after the trial began, he announced: 

“I will make a statement”.
Afterwards  gave a reluctant account of his past and his 

family. “This crime has nothing to do with my family,” said the 
28-year-old. “One wonders, of course, how such acts can be 
prevented, I’m not interested, of course”. In response to questions 
from the president of the court, the man said that his parents 
separated when he was 14 or 15 years old. He said that his 
relationship with both his parents and his sisters was good. 
His favourite subject at school was biology, English being his 
weakness. He had no good friends and did not attend any clubs.

Mainly interested in the internet

According to , he was especially interested in the Internet, 
because it was possible to speak freely on it. After completing 
secondary school, he did a shortened military service and spent 
six months as an armoured infantryman in Lower Saxony. He 
had found military service exhausting and stupid, it was “not 
a real army”.

He had gone to Magdeburg to study. He had broken up 
because of an illness, had no plans for the future after that 
and lived from day to day. 

“After 2015, I have decided to do nothing more for this 

company”, said the 28-year-old. He said he rarely left his home 
in Benndorf at that time. “I am a lonely person.”

The defendant initially answered the questions only suc-
cinctly. As he also made racist remarks, the presiding judge 
reprimanded him for his choice of words and threatened to 
exclude him from the proceedings. Asked how his life had 
changed, he told about the refugee crisis in 2015, RTL/ntv 
correspondents reported on the trial. 

“Millions of Arabs flooded into the country. Suddenly they 
were there, before there were none left in the village”. They 
affected life, he says. He had been “stupidly accosted” by 
Muslims.  speaks of his anger against “enemies allowed to 
enter the country”.

Armed from summer 2015

In the summer of 2015, he then began to arm himself, 
says the accused. For self-protection. He had spent about 
1,200 euros on the weapons. He did not want to join a group: 

“All the people of constitutional protection”. 
The plans for the attack matured after the Christchurch 

massacre. Why was his resentment directed against the Jews? 
“The Jews are the main cause of the white genocide and 

want to establish a new world order”. 
He specifically chose the day of the attack: Yom Kippur.
The day of the attack, 9 October 2019: he had put his com-

bat gear in the car on the way to the synagogue, the accused 
said. He arrived there shortly before 12 noon, he had got a bit 
lost. Then he was in front of the synagogue. 

“I was concentrating on the doors, hoping the door would 
be open.” But the door didn’t open. He was desperate, he says. 
He had “failed grandiosely,”  says of himself.

She then hit another victim: Jana L., 40, who lived nearby 
and was walking outside the synagogue at the time. “It was 
an instinctive reaction”, said the accused, referring to the 
woman’s murder. 

“If I hadn’t done that, everyone would have laughed at me.” 
As to whether he feels sorry, the judge wants to know. “I’m 
really sorry for shooting him. I didn’t mean to do it”. He says 
he is sorry. “I didn’t mean to kill white people.”
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The indictment is 121 pages long

The trial is one of the largest and most significant in the 
history of Saxony-Anhalt, with the defendant charged with 13 
crimes, including murder and attempted murder. 43 co-defendants 
were admitted by the court before the trial began and a total 
of 147 witnesses were named. The indictment of the Federal 
Public Prosecutor’s Office comprises a total of 121 pages. The 
court initially scheduled 18 trial days until mid-October. There 
is room for 50 people in the courtroom and almost as many 
media representatives.

The assassin had attempted to storm the heavily armed 
Halle synagogue. According to the federal prosecutor’s of-
fice, he wanted to murder as many of the 52 visitors to the 
synagogue as possible. However, he was unable to enter the 

premises, even at gunpoint. He then killed a passer-by outside 
the synagogue and a man in a kebab restaurant. In addition, 
he injured several people during his escape, before the police 
were able to arrest him about 50 kilometres south of Halle, a 
good hour and a half after the crime began.

The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office accused him of 
planning an assassination attempt on fellow citizens of the 
Jewish faith “with an antisemitic, racist and xenophobic attitude. 
If convicted, the man, who has essentially admitted the charges 
according to the court, faces life imprisonment followed by 
pre-trial detention.
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Common Complainant: Anti-
semitism is deeply rooted in 
Germany

Magdeburg (dpa) - A common plaintiff in the Halle trial used moving 
words to underline the daily antisemitism in Germany and called for 
civil courage.

“Antisemitism and radical right-wing ideology are not a new 
phenomenon in Germany. Antisemitic attacks are part of our 
sad everyday life and are therefore symptoms of an antise-
mitism deeply rooted in German society”, said Christina Feist 
on Tuesday shortly before the trial began in Magdeburg. “It is 
high time that we finally recognised this shameful truth”. Every 
attack, she said, is an attack on democracy, on an open society. 
The courage and intervention of civilians is necessary, he said.

Feist said: 
“On October 9, 2019, Jews around the world celebrated 

Yom Kippur. It is the highest Jewish holiday. I myself spent 
that day in the Halle synagogue and survived the attack”. He 
continued: “I stand before you today in the joint prosecution of 
the author’s trial and in a few moments I will face this author 
in the courtroom and I will know that I am still alive and that 
he will be tried”.
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Right-wing terrorism
 remained impassive as he entered the Magdeburg court 

on Tuesday, dressed all in black, a disposable mask in front of his 
mouth and nose. On antisemitic, racist and xenophobic grounds, 
the 28-year-old is said to have planned an attack on Jews gathered 
for the Yom Kippur festival in the Halle synagogue on 9 October 
2019.

The trial of the 28-year-old man began almost two hours 
late due to heavy media hype and strict screening at the en-
trance. Journalists and spectators eventually filled the large 
courtroom with a low ceiling. A glass pane separated them from 
the lawyers, the judges and the defendant. Many of those who 
stood their ground in the synagogue during the attack had also 
come to Magdeburg. In total there are 43 common plaintiffs.

Failed mass murder

 is charged with two counts of murder - of Jana 
L., 40, and Kevin S., 20 - and 68 counts of attempted murder. 
Fifty-two people were gathered in the Halle synagogue when 
he shot at the locked door in an attempt to enter the building. 
Unsuccessfully.

During his two-hour escape attempt, he shot several 
other passers-by and police officers. He is also charged with 
attempted predatory extortion resulting in death and aggravated 
predatory extortion. During his escape, the assassin had stolen 
a taxi at gunpoint.

After the reading of the charges, the proceedings against 
him began with a long exchange between the accused and 
Judge Ursula Mertens on ’s past. When asked if 
he had any friends, he replied “No”. Did he belong to a sports 
club? He said “No”. What were his interests? “The internet”. 
What did he like? You can speak freely, said  Didn’t 
he have this possibility in the real world? “Not in Germany”, said 
the accused. His role model: the murderer from Christchurch.

Racism also in court

He said he had a good relationship with his sister, although 
social contact had steadily decreased over time. When the 
judge asked him why this contact had diminished, he replied, 
as he had done with other questions before: it was not impor-
tant.  stated that he had spent six months in the 
Bundeswehr, which was, however, “not a real army”. Whenever 
he could, he went home at weekends.

He then described his brief attempt to study chemistry. He 
had dropped out of school because of an illness he did not 
want to study any further. Did he have other plans?  
laughs and denies. “After 2015, I have decided to do nothing 

more for this company,” he added. As he also made racist re-
marks, the judge reprimanded him and threatened to exclude 
him from the proceedings. During his testimony, the accused 
sneered nervously several times, but he seemed to be sane.

Failure with an audience

During his lengthy testimony,  also explained 
why he had shot Jana L., the passer-by outside the synagogue. 
He spoke of a “short-circuit reaction” because the woman 
had “cracked” him. “If I hadn’t done that, everyone would have 
laughed at me”. So the woman had to die because  did not 
want to be seen as a failure in front of her global audience 
on the Internet.

And Kevin S., the customer of the kebab shop? He thought 
he was a Muslim when he shot him. The fact that many other 
people survived is probably due to the fact that ’s explosive 
devices and his guns did not work properly.

Author’s confession

Virtually no observer of the trial doubts that  will 
be found guilty and sentenced to life imprisonment. He filmed 
the entire robbery with a camera attached to his helmet and 
broadcast the video live on the online platform Twitch. Therefore, 
he is also charged with sedition, according to the indictment.

 confessed shortly after his arrest and showed 
no remorse for his actions. In fact, according to an examination 
by forensic psychiatrist Norbert Leygraf, he only regretted that 
his real plan to enter the synagogue and kill as many Jews as 
possible there had failed.

“Complex personality disorder”

Leygraf’s 100-page expert report, reported in detail by “Der 
Spiegel”, concluded that  suffered from a “complex 
personality disorder” with certain characteristics of autism, but 
that this did not affect his criminal liability. He apparently spoke 
unemotionally about his two murders.
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The psychiatrist, who interviewed the accused three 
times, also found that he had been obsessed with antisemitic 
conspiracy theories and home-made weapons for years. His 
lawyer, Hans-Dieter Weber, described  as intelligent, 
eloquent and socially isolated.

“No scene for the author”

People gathered in front of the Magdeburg court as a sign 
of solidarity with the victims and survivors. The rally, under the 
slogan “Solidarity with the people concerned - no stage for the 
perpetrator” aims to show the joint plaintiffs that they are not 
alone, as the organisers, in particular the Anti-Racism Working 
Group Magdeburg, made clear.

The 43 joint plaintiffs admitted hope above all that at the 
trial in Magdeburg, the capital of Saxony-Anhalt, the context of 
the violent act of the 28-year-old defendant will be clarified. In 
particular, they are hoping for answers to the following question: 
How could  have become so radical? How could 
someone have developed so much hatred “towards people 
he does not even know”, asked Juri Goldstein, lawyer for the 
visitors of the Jewish community in Halle. The joint complai-
nant Christina Feist stated that there was daily antisemitism in 
Germany. She called for civil courage. It was high time “that we 
finally recognised this shameful truth”, she said in Magdeburg. 

She herself was in the synagogue on the day of the attack.
The religious representatives demanded severe punishment 

for the confessed attacker from Halle shortly before the trial 
began. “This man must be punished with the full force of the 
law”, said the former president of the Central Council of Jews 
in Germany, Charlotte Knobloch. At the same time, she called 
for more education for democracy in schools and kindergartens. 
The President of the Central Council, Josef Schuster, called 
for better education on Judaism, especially for children and 
young people, in order to prevent antisemitism. Antisemitism 
has not become more important, but rather more visible, he 
told SWR radio.

The President of the Central Council of Muslims in Germany, 
Aiman Mazyek, stressed that he also expected a “severe and 
innovative” verdict. “It should make it clear that racism is not an 
opinion - but in the worst case it kills,” he told Redaktionsnetzwerk 
Deutschland. “I also want it to be a signal for minorities and 
diverse and peaceful groups in Germany”. A verdict against 
Halle’s confessed assailant is expected in October at the earliest.
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Murder in Halle: a day 
between fear and false news

On 9 October 2019, two people died in a right-wing extremist at-
tack in Halle. The incident left the inhabitants of Halle in shock. Our 
guest student, Cynthia Seidel, a student at the University of Halle, 
was on the scene at the time of the attack.

The attack in Halle (Saale) was a moment of shock for 
everyone in the city. The semester break was officially over and 
the winter semester - my third semester at Halle University - 
was about to begin. The “Ersti-Woche” was in full swing and 
so there were many new students in the city. 

There were still a few days left before the lectures began, 
so I planned a short visit to my home town (Braunschweig, 
Lower Saxony). I didn’t suspect that on the day of my departure 
something bad was going to happen.

The news - and suddenly: sirens, heli-
copters.

So on 9th October 2019 I’m in the corridor of my flat, 
stressed, because I missed my real train and now I don’t 
want to miss the next one too. With my suitcase in hand, I am 
already one foot away from the door when my mobile phone 
rings - a friend from the university. As she rarely calls, I suspect 
something important and answer. She asks me if I am all right, 
if everything is all right; she says she is relieved to hear my 
voice. I am all confused: what happened? The attack in Halle 
has taken place.

After hanging up, I close the door and go back to the flat. 
My flatmates heard the phone call and immediately checked 
the news. And of course, a few blocks away from us is one of 
the crime scenes - the Kiez-Döner. Suddenly I start noticing 
the sirens outside, hear the helicopters circling over the flat 
and recognise the places shown on TV.

What would have happened if... ?

The Ludwig-Wucherer street - the LuWu - is right next to 
my campus, which means that I walk there almost every day. 
But most importantly, it’s on my way to the station. It gives me 
shivers: What if I hadn’t missed the train? What if the alarm had 
sounded normally and I hadn’t overslept? Would I have been 
there then? I am overwhelmed by an incredible gratitude, but 
at the same time another feeling - fear.

In the hours that follow, our mobile phones continue to 
ring. At the moment, the news of the attack is on the front 
page of national television news. The three of us are sitting 
in front of the television and watching what is happening. My 
Whatsapp groups are overflowing with news and speculation: 
Hostage-taking in a nearby supermarket, new shots fired in a 
nearby town, voice messages from a suspected policeman and 
videos from an author. But according to official police reports, 
we still don’t know how many perpetrators of these crimes 
exist and where they are.

False news goes around

In retrospect, I had more false news than real news that 
day. The problem at that time: nobody knew what to believe 
anymore. By making something as unthinkable as an attack 
suddenly happen so close to you, everything seems possible.
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Assassins on the right: the 
“gamification” of terror

How do right-wing assassins such as Halle’s or OEZ’s murderer 
become radicalised on the Internet? On gaming platforms? Are 
they the classic “lone wolves”? Political scientist Florian Hartleb 
explains the type of author.

For years, political scientist Florian Hartleb has been studying 
a particular type of right-wing terrorist perpetrator: the “lone 
wolves”, who act independently of organised neo-Nazism and 
often radicalise themselves only via the Internet.

Attacks in Halle and OEZ: parallels in the profile of the 
perpetrators

More and more often, gaming platforms are playing a deci-
sive role. Hartleb sees clear parallels between the murderer in 
Halle and that of the Olympic shopping centre in Munich. And 
he calls for a public debate on right-wing extremist tendencies 
on online platforms.

BR journalist Thies Marsen conducted the interview.

Where do you see parallels between Halle’s assassin and 
the assassin of the Olympic shopping centre in Munich?

The Interior Minister of Saxony-Anhalt, Holger Stahlknecht, 
said after Halle that this crime was a turning point in the history 
of the Federal Republic of Germany. But this was not the case, 
because David S. had already carried out this attack in Munich.

The main parallel is that the perpetrators were very active 
and networked on the internet and were therefore also active 
on gaming platforms. And both perpetrators also had role 
models to follow. In the case of David S., it was the Norwegian 
assassin Anders Breivik. He had Breivik as a profile picture 
on WhatsApp and he committed his attack exactly five years 
after the Breivik massacre with 77 dead. And for Halle’s au-
thor, it was the Australian Brenton Tarrant who murdered 51 
people in a terrorist attack on two mosques in Christchurch, 
New Zealand, last year. So both countries are also copycats, 
and their role models are not from Germany, but from Norway, 
New Zealand or Australia.

In this context, can the two attackers in Munich and Halle 
be described as isolated perpetrators? For although they had 
no contact with the local neo-Nazi scenes, they moved in virtual 
social contexts - in virtual comradeships, so to speak.

One could certainly call it virtual camaraderie. The murderer 
in Halle therefore had no contact with right-wing extremists in 
Germany. He was not a member of any party or organisation 
and the same applies to the OEZ assassin.

This is also a difference with Stephan E., for example, the 
presumed murderer of the president of the district of Kassel. 
Stephan E. was known to the police and was also socialised 
in the milieu of neo-Nazi camaraderie. And this is different 
from these types of perpetrators, who were all unknown to the 
police before committing their crime: Breivik was not, Tarrant 
was not, David S. and the murderer from Halle were not either. 
But of course one can detect a mooring with ideologies in their 
case. In the case of the author of Christchurch, it was largely 
the identity movement.

And the author of Halle interviewed himself several months 
before his crime. He asked himself questions such as: Am I a 
“lone wolf”? He answered the question by saying: “I am part 
of the online community. And he addresses other questions: 
How strong is my hatred of Jews? How strong is my hatred 
of Muslims? How strong is my hatred of dark-skinned people? 
So, here, of course, you can see that these authors convey a 
very strong message and deal essentially with their worldview, 
their motive, in a self-therapy way. And this is certainly rooted 
in virtual spaces of hatred, virtual ideologies.

What does this mean for the investigating authorities? 
How should they prepare themselves for such perpetrators?

Investigators tend to think conservatively. The first reaction 
after the Halle crime was to inquire at the local scene in Halle, 
Saxony-Anhalt. But these perpetrators have nothing to do with 
the local scene, nor with a real, social environment, but only 
with a virtual environment where they become radicalised, 
where they find like-minded people, where they find possibi-
lities for ideological accosting: hatred of other ethnic groups, 
antisemitism, hatred of Muslims, xenophobia, and also hatred 
of women as a projection of their own personal frustrations.

And many investigators, when they think of the Internet, 
think at most of WhatsApp, Facebook and conventional social 
media, underestimating the computer skills of these types of 
perpetrators. So the OEZ bomber was on Steam and found a 
like-minded person from New Mexico. The Halle author was 
also very active on Steam, 4chan, 8chan, etc. And this virtual 
search for like-minded people is still very little exposed.
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These cases also show that the gambling community is 
apparently unable or unwilling to develop early warning systems 
against such radicalisation tendencies.

This is a very marginal discussion. I also spoke with repre-
sentatives of the German gambling industry and they told me: 
political discussions do not take place here. There is precisely 
this prejudice that Steam, for example, is totally apolitical. 
A representative of the German industry told me: “On the 
platforms it’s like at the regulars’ table or in a pub, there is no 
greater danger.

But a parallel between these authors is that they play these 
violent games where, for example, blacks are chased away - like 
the murderer in Halle. And many classic racist, antisemitic and 
anti-Muslim symbols circulate, which are eventually “gambled” 
in this way.

With Facebook, Twitter and company, we are currently 
seeing that the legislator is exerting pressure, that laws are 

being passed against hate messages, that Twitter and Facebook 
or even YouTube are increasingly removing certain content 
from the net. What would it take for this to happen on gaming 
platforms as well?

We urgently need a public debate. So far, we have been 
avoiding it. These and all gaming platforms are excluded from 
the Network Search Act. We refer this debate back to social 
media alone, because there is obviously a big lobby for the 
online gaming industry, where politicians like Dorothee Bär or 
Andreas Scheuer also like to show themselves.

At the end of the day, it’s also a huge market. It’s growing 
every day, there are millions of users. And of course, certain 
lobby interests prevent an honest debate, often with the argu-
ment that this is just another heated debate about killer games.
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The accused wants to make a 
statement

The first stories are written by this trial outside the courtroom. The 
day begins with a vigil of the victims and their supporters in front 
of the Magdeburg Regional Court. Christina Feist speaks first. She 
was in the Halle synagogue on 9 October 2019, when the bomber 
attempted to enter and commit a massacre. Christina Feist now 
lives in Paris. In her speech she urged all Germans to take antisemi-
tic attacks personally: “You must intervene when you see injustice, 
hatred and exclusion. You must defend your fellow human beings 
and you must finally take us seriously”.

Long queues form early on outside the court. Media interest 
is high, with the court at the entrance clearly overwhelmed. 
The trial is expected to start at 10 a.m. From half past eight 
nothing is going well. “I am appalled,” says the court press offi-
cer. And starts handing out water. Some journalists are waiting 
for three hours. The start of the trial is therefore delayed by 
almost two hours.

The defendant lets himself in

At 11.51 a.m., the defendant was led into the courtroom by 
five hooded court officials. He is small and almost disappears 
between the officers. The courtroom is silent. He sits down, 
inspects the room and does not take his eyes off the cameras. 
The co-appellants are sitting right in front of him. They witness 
his appearance, mostly motionless, many with their arms folded. 
Judge Ursula Mertens opens the session and asks whether 
the defendant wishes to make a statement. “I would like to 
make a statement”, he replies in a firm voice. This answers a 
central question of the day.

Public Prosecutor Lohse begins to read the indictment. As 
he meticulously recites ’s acts, the defendant does not look 
at him, but keeps his eyes on the benches of the co-applicants 
and their lawyers. Those present in the auditorium continue to 
take deep breaths while

Lohse traces ’s attack from the synagogue to 
the kebab snack bar and his escape during this time.

“How was your childhood?”

Judge Mertens begins by asking “How was your childhood? 
“It’s not important,” answers , and goes on to say that he felt 
lonely. No friends.

- “Interests?” “Internet”. “Family?”

“Nothing to do with crime.
(Exchange of words between the judge and )
He answers the judge’s biographical questions with mo-

nosyllables.  did his military service, started and dropped out 
of university, then health problems appeared. He returned to 
his mother’s home in the village, “he lived like that until the 
end of time”.

The judge warned the defendant

The last break in his life was the so-called refugee crisis 
in 2015, he says, when he decided to do nothing more for a 
society that, among other things, “replaced him with Muslims”. 
At the same time,  still makes such racist remarks that the 
judge feels obliged to intervene. She threatens  with exclusion 
from the trial if he continues to insult her.  continued that 
he had already started to arm himself in 2015, had bought 
a gun on the Internet for 1,200 euros and then built other 
weapons himself.

According to his own statement,  decided to attack the 
synagogue after the Christchurch attack. He chose the synagogue 
as a target because he believes in the conspiracy story that 
Jews are plotting a new world order. Him below, them above.

The judge asks clever questions, always trying to find out 
if there were any confessors.  says that he communicated 
anonymously with like-minded people, but did not reveal any-
thing about his plans so as not to be exposed. He also tried 
to hide everything from his parents. The parents will refuse to 
testify, the judge said.
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Like a waterfall:  likes to tell about 
the crime

As far as the details of the attack and the weapons are 
concerned,  is no longer monosyllabic - he almost bubbles out 
of it. He wants the world to know everything. This is particularly 
evident in a sentence about why he broadcast the crime live: 

“The show is more important than the crime itself”.
In the summer of 2019, he first spied on the synagogue, 

says , and then prepared weapons and explosive devices 
under time pressure. 

The act itself, he recalls, is partly “blurred”. He regrets having 
shot his first victim, Jana L., in front of the synagogue. She had 
not been his enemy. His target, he stresses again and again, 
was the people in the synagogue.

Until he discovered that he couldn’t open the door, he gave 
up and found the snack bar a few hundred metres away. He 
suspected “Muslims” there.

Trial observers taken away

“I think we have all earned a break,” said Judge Mertens after 
nearly two and a half hours. A sigh of relief in the courtroom. 
The descriptions took pretty much everyone with them. In the 
corridor, Christina Feist gives an interview. She was stunned 
by  Et’s self-confidence: she wanted to know why her radi-
calisation had gone unnoticed.
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In a world of self-pity, insen-
sitivity and madness: Halle’s 
murderer is tried

The trial of , who attacked the Jewish community in Halle ten 
months ago, has started in Germany. He was afraid of being evic-
ted by immigrants, the defendant said.

The trial of , the man who tried unsuccessfully 
to wipe out the Jewish community in the East German city of 
Halle in October 2019 and who shot two victims at random 
shortly afterwards, opened on Tuesday at the Higher Regional 
Court in Naumburg. However, due to the enormous media 
interest and the fact that no less than 43 joint plaintiffs are 
involved in the trial, the highest court in Saxony-Anhalt met 
in Magdeburg in the largest courtroom available to the state 
judiciary. Never before had it presided over such an important 
trial, said Judge Ursula Mertens, president of the court, after 
the trial had started with a delay of two hours.

Security is strict. The 28-year-old accused is led by four 
hooded court officers and is chained hand and foot. The small 
man, about 1.7 metres tall, has his hair cut short; he looks se-
riously into the photographers’ lenses. Because of the particular 
importance of the case, the German Federal Public Prosecutor’s 
Office took it over. Their representative, prosecutor Kai Lohse, 
reads the indictment. This takes some time, as  is accused 
of a total of 13 crimes, including two murders. The verdict is 
expected in mid-October. The prosecution is seeking a life 
sentence; pretrial detention is being considered.

Monosyllables and Know-It-All Atti-
tude

After  declared his intention to testify, Judge Mertens 
asked him to give a “more or less coherent lecture”. What the 
defendant implies when asked is a mixture of monosyllables, 
know-it-all attitude and illusions. He is particularly talkative 
when it comes to the technical details of his crime or when 
he sees the possibility of explaining his view of the world. His 
private life, on the other hand, he declares it unimportant. He 
answers many questions with “Of course” or “Of course not” 
and makes fun of others. What remains is the image of a man 
who has settled into a world of self-pity and insensitivity. Does 
he have friends, the judge asks. 

“No,” says  
What about interests? 

“Internet” is the answer. There, he says, he was able to 
converse freely, which was not otherwise possible in Germany.

Gradually, an impression of the defendant’s career emerges: 
after graduating from high school,  did a six-month shortened 
military service, which he apparently found unnecessary: The 
German army was “not a real army, eco in uniform,” he explains. 
He dropped out of his first and second cycle of studies after 
being ill for several years.  doesn’t want to talk about his illness, 
meanwhile he lives again with his mother in Benndorf, a village 
with 2000 inhabitants about 30 kilometres west of Halle. His 
parents, who are divorced, support him financially; apart from 
them and his older sister,  says he has no social contacts.

Once, he shows remorse

 cites the attack in Christchurch, New Zealand, in which 
an assassin attacked two mosques and killed 51 people in 
March 2019, as the trigger moment that prompted him to 
take action himself: 

“A white man retaliated, even though he knew he could not 
win,” he says. He chose Halle because it was the closest place 
with a synagogue. He explains that he hates Jews as well as 
Muslims and blacks, saying that they “wanted to establish a 
world order”. The “Semitic worldview” says that all people are 
equal, including Muslims. More important than his act was its 
dissemination on the Internet: he wanted to show others that 
they were not alone.

 justified the shooting of 40-year-old Jana L. by saying 
that the passer-by had “hit him on the side”. “Do you have to 
do that when I pass by?” she had asked him. 

Killing her, he said, was “an instinctive reaction”. This is the 
only time of day when  shows remorse, but only when asked. 
“I’m really sorry I shot her,” he said after the judge asked him 
if he was sorry. On the death of 20-year-old Kevin S., whom 
he shot in a takeaway kebab, the defendant says only that he 
regrets having killed “a white person”. “If it had been a Muslim, 
I wouldn’t have had a problem with that.”
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“That he’s cold and calcula-
ting, I said to myself”, says a 
victim from Halle, and yet she 
is shocked

At the beginning of the trial, Halle’s murderer, , wants to use 
the big stage. The judge is anxious to slow him down. Nevertheless, 
the victims have to hear unbearable things in the courtroom. The 
severe journalist Daniel Wüstenberg reports from Magdeburg.

On this Tuesday morning, when half of the republic is 
watching Magdeburg, Christina Feist is standing on a green 
area in front of the district court. The blonde woman is one 
of the survivors of the Halle attack, the hate crime that will 
be tried in the capital of Saxony-Anhalt in the coming weeks.

The 29-year-old was in the Halle synagogue on 9 October 
when  tried to enter the place of worship. A heavy 
wooden door prevented him from causing carnage.

High expectations for the Halle trial

Around Feist, about 100 demonstrators against racism 
and antisemitism gathered on the lawn. The PhD student in 
philosophy from Paris is talking to them. But what she is saying 
is in fact addressed to everyone in Germany. Christina Feist is 
angry. She talks about the rampant hatred of the Jews in this 
country and calls for the solidarity of society: 

“Don’t leave us alone!”.
The criminal proceedings against , the murde-

rer who radicalised himself on the computer in the children’s 
room of his mother’s house and tinkered with weapons in his 
father’s workshop to go and murder through Halle, will not be 
able to meet all expectations - a spokesman already said this 
the day before the trial began. The trial is about ’s 
individual guilt and his actions. What is wrong in a society where 
such crimes can flourish, the chamber around presiding judge 
Ursula Mertens will hardly be able to clarify during the planned 
18 days of the trial. But, promises the court spokesman, the 
victims will get a fair trial and, as co-applicants, will be able to 
get answers to at least some of their questions.

More than 50 people joined Feist in the Nebenklage - all 
of them victims of the 9 October trial. Many of them came to 
Magdeburg on Tuesday - and they are attending the appea-
rance of the accused, about whom a representative of the 

Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office says, during a break in the 
proceedings, that he “makes you pant”.

 enters the courtroom at 11.51 am. In addition 
to the joint plaintiffs and the other parties to the proceedings, 
there are also about 100 spectators and media representatives 
in room C 24 of the Magdeburg Regional Court, which covers 
an area of about 400 square metres. Some of them are at 
this stage after having reached up to four hours of waiting 
for sun admission already exhausted. Demonstrators across 
the street distributed water to those who had been waiting in 
the meantime.

The reason for this excessive waiting is the massive security. 
Already in the vicinity of the court, police vehicles are stationed 
at the Magdeburg crossroads, the courthouse itself is sealed 
off with bars, and officers stand guard. Defendants can only 
enter the courtroom after passing through two security gates: 
a pat-down search, an identity check and a luggage search.

Three masked officers from a special unit of the Saxo-
ny-Anhalt judiciary pave the way for the defendants. When they 
enter the hall, it is as quiet as a mouse. Minutes pass until the 
brown wooden door opens and  is led into the courtroom by 
other special forces. He is wearing blue jeans, a black T-shirt, 
a black outdoor jacket, which he will only take off at the end of 
the trial day, and the compulsory Corona mask. The 28-year-old 
has already tried to escape, so he is handcuffed to his hands 
and feet. The handcuffs will be removed at the beginning of 
the trial, and he will also be allowed to remove his mouth and 
nose protection.

For minutes,  sits motionless on the platform, security 
guards behind him, cameramen and photographers in front 
of him, only the click of their cameras can be heard in these 
haunting minutes. The defendant does not seem to be parti-
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cularly bothered by the hype surrounding his person.
At about 12 noon, Judge Ursula Mertens opened the 

proceedings. She begins - as usual - with the reading of the 
indictment. It is 121 pages long, without annexes. Federal Public 
Prosecutor Kai Lohse confines himself to a 16-page lecture. 
The horror of Halle in fast forward. Murder of two people, at-
tempted murder of 68 people. To the spectators, who can only 
see  from behind, the accused seems impassive, almost bored.

 is ready for the confrontation

Christina Feist can see it from the front: 
“He looked at each one of us co-applicants. As if he wanted 

to intimidate us. But I resisted the gaze,” she says sternly.
The four-hour interrogation that follows turns into a some-

times bizarre and frightening dialogue between  and Mertens. 
The 28-year-old, who is now ready for the confrontation, wants 
to make the trial his show. He answers monosyllabic “yes” or 
“no”, asked about his hobbies, he says only one word: 

“Internet”. “It’s not important”, 
he addresses the president several times when she asks 

him about his family and his past life.  is very anxious that all 
those present should feel that he considers the legal proceedings 
as a tiring event and that they should at least be conducted 
according to his ideas.

But this attitude is not contagious - Judge Mertens does 
not let  get away with it, he asks again and again. And at 
some point he speaks - repeating what he has already said 
during his police interrogations.

Mertens wants to know why he decided to carry out the 
attack. He says the refugee influx of 2015 was a turning point 
in his life. “Suddenly, millions of Arabs and Muslims flocked into 
the country, conquerors of a foreign culture. Enemies are allowed 
to enter the country”. This will not be the last time on Tuesday 
that  expresses his contempt for foreigners in the courtroom.

In the meantime, the president is even threatening him with 
a “temporary exclusion from the trial”. “I do not tolerate insults to 
individuals and groups of people here,” she says. For 

, the reprimand is just further proof that there is no freedom 
of expression in Germany. Nothing can be changed peacefully. 

 sees himself in a fight, always. Trial observers look 
into the abyss, into a world of thoughts permeated with racism.

How did the refugees affect him, asks Mertens. 
“Have you ever been looked at stupidly by a Muslim?” asks 

 back, reporting that he was “sidelined” by black people on 
the train.

“At 27 years old, you sit in the crèche all day, you watch the 
PC, your mother prepares dinner and pays the health insurance,” 
the president replied. “There are a lot of problems in your life, 
refugees are the smallest of them”.

But insight doesn’t reach the judge. continues to take us 
into the illusion that apparently led him to his actions. 

“The Jews are the organizers of 2015, they are the main 
cause of the white man’s genocide.” is obsessed with this 
story of antisemitic conspiracy.

It is the one-dimensional view of the world, shaped by 
hatred of Jews and racism, that makes observers of the trials 
step back. But head shaking and open mouths also trigger 
descriptions of his actions. 

“I told myself that he is cold and calculating,” says Christina 
Feist. 

“So, in this form, it’s surprising.” The 29-year-old is shocked.
Whether  tells how he killed his victims or how he shot 

out the tyre of his car - the channel is the same. He describes 
the planning of his attack as if he had prepared a fishing trip. 
Ruthless and cold. “It was just an instinctive reaction,” he says 
with an upset look about the murder of Jana L. outside the 
synagogue. “He just had dark, frizzy hair”, he tries to justify the 
murder of Kevin S. in the kebab snack bar.  says he is sorry 
that his victims were Germans.

 only shows real emotion when he talks about his weapons. 
He meticulously reports the small details about them, behaving 
like a student during an oral examination. If the president does 
not understand the details,  becomes indignant, almost angry, 
and adopts a sermon-like tone, as if it were totally incompre-
hensible that he has nothing to do with weapons technology. 

“I don’t think you’ve ever been in a situation like this before,” 
he reproaches the judge when he reports the jamming of 

one of his weapons in a kebab restaurant. That was the only 
laugh in room C 24 that day, it was an outraged laugh - that’s 
how  seems cynical at the moment.

Two people died on 9 October - and countless other lives 
were destroyed. The judge talks about the victims on whom 

 has pointed one of his guns, who can no longer work be-
cause of this. She recounts the grief of the family members 
of the deceased. The accidental plaintiffs talk about their fear 
in everyday life, the feeling of security of Jews in Germany is 
permanently damaged.  is not moved by all this. 

“I made a global fool of myself”, he says, because he didn’t 
shoot more people and was finally arrested by the police. This 
is his next slap in the face of the victims.

Their pain is only mentioned in passing on the first day of 
the trial. The start of a trial belongs to the perpetrator, this is 
customary in German courts. Judge Mertens is obviously anxious 
not to let the first day of the trial become a one-man show by 

 It was only partially successful, says Christina Feist 
on leaving the court, 

“but I appreciate the effort”.
On the other side of the street, on the green, the demons-

trators are still standing. “Solidarity with those affected! No 
scene for the author” is written on a banner.

On the second day of the trial, it is planned to show the 
video that  recorded with the helmet camera during his actions. 
The plaintiffs in the courtroom will relive the horror of Halle, 
once again looking into the abyss of racism, antisemitism and 
cold-bloodedness.

Christina Feist still wants to come - because it must not 
only be  in Magdeburg.
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No one speaks
 is unable to realise his plan for mass murder because the 

door of the Halle synagogue is holding up. He shot two people be-
fore fleeing. He is now on trial.

For weeks there had been no prayer in the synagogue. 
The doors remained closed, including the famous one. Corona 
turned the congregation upside down. The children cannot go 
to summer camp in Bulgaria. Now they go to Cottbus instead 
of the sea. In the meantime, the doors of the synagogue have 
been reopened and 19 people are allowed to enter the prayer 
room for services. In the narrow room, a silk ribbon is tied to 
most of the chairs; no one is allowed to sit on it. Everyone now 
has their own prayer book.

The community was absent, says Max Privorozki, president 
of the Jewish community of Halle. The assassination? The 
trial that starts on Tuesday? That’s not what the community is 

talking about. We don’t talk about it. At the members’ meeting 
at the end of last year there was not a single question about 

. None of the parishioners talk about him, only Privo-
rozki when asked. It took him a while to understand it himself, 
he says. Then he remembered an eyewitness project he had 
started. And Holocaust survivors who didn’t want to talk about 
the past. Once, he says, he looked at the video taken by the 
security camera at the door. To understand whether the police 
could and should have acted differently. He said he couldn’t 
watch it anymore. At the trial, he is represented by a lawyer.
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Halle trial against , The 
murderer of the children’s 
room

On the first day of the trial against Halle’s murderer, the accused 
 reveals his racist, but also childish, view of the world. Strange 

scenes follow.

The judge does not understand.  has just said 
that he must take action against “Arabs” and “Muslims” because 
people like him disappear from society when refugees arrive in 
the country. The judge replied that he had been out of society 
before. He had no plans, no goals. This has nothing to do with 
refugees.  had previously stated that the refugee 
crisis in 2015 had radicalised him. And even then, the judge 
countered: Nothing had changed for him in his small town near 

Halle. He had sat in front of his computer, his mother in the 
next room. But  speaks of “enemies” and “struggle”.

This is a special trial that started Tuesday at the Higher 
Regional Court of Naumburg. It is about the clarification of one 
of the most serious antisemitic attacks in post-war German 
history. For security reasons and because of the great interest 
in the trial, it is taking place at the Magdeburg Regional Court.
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What German Jews fear, and 
what they expect from the 
state

On Tuesday, the trial of , who tried to provoke a bloodbath in 
the synagogue of the German city of Halle in October 2019, begins 
in Magdeburg. At the time, the city’s Jewish community complained 
about a lack of police protection. Has anything changed since 
then?

The trial of  will begin on Tuesday at the Higher 
Regional Court of Naumburg, which sits in Magdeburg due to 
lack of space. On 9 October 2019, he attempted to extermi-
nate the Jewish community in the East German city of Halle 
by shooting two passers-by. After the shock caused by the 

27-year-old right-wing extremist perpetrator’s desire to des-
troy the community, criticism of the police soon followed: The 
synagogue was unguarded at the time of the attack, and this 
on the day of Yom Kippur, the highest Jewish holiday.
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As the first scenes unfold, 
Halle’s assassin begins to 
smile

In the trial of  in Magdeburg, the judge plays the video of 
the crime in Halle on the second day of the trial, some people have 
to leave the courtroom. When the federal prosecutor calls the ac-
cused, he just rolls his eyes.

The man in the film cannot be seen. All that can be heard 
is his panting breath in the first seconds of the recording; a 
close-up of a black car seat appears, blurred, in the frame. 
Then  holds his cell phone in front of his face 
and talks to the camera: “Hello, my name is Anon and I think 
the Holocaust never happened. 

Denial of the Holocaust is the first offence on October 9, 
2019, for which the 28-year-old from Benndorf near Halle has 
been facing trial at the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg 
since Tuesday.

On the second day of the trial, the judge plays the video 
that  recorded with a smartphone attached to his helmet 
and posted on the Internet. You can hear the far-right hip-hop 
song “Power Level”, his soundtrack to the murder. “Of course 
you don’t have a net,” he says to himself, as he often presents 
himself below as a “loser” who “screwed up.

Then, in just over 20 minutes, he can be seen stopping 
in front of the synagogue, pulling the door down and running 
through the building looking for an entrance. “Shit,” he shouts 
when he realizes he can’t come. The door remains closed. As 
a passer-by passes by complaining, he shoots him in the back. 
Jana Lange falls on her stomach and remains motionless.

Some of the prosecutors leave the room during these scenes. 
In ’s eyes, they are “enemies” that he wants to “fight”, as 
he explains. For the court, the film is evidence. Judges have 
to watch it; it is the central element of the prosecution’s case 
- along with the confession. But whoever sees it quickly feels 
like an accomplice, someone who approves of ’s actions.

“Once a loser, always a loser”

And the defendant, who has so far followed the trial without 
emotion, suddenly begins to smile when he sees himself on the 
screen. Slightly, he rocks his head to the rhythm of the music.

“Losing once, losing forever,” says  in the video as 
he realizes he can’t open the door.

Finally, he gets back in his rental car and drives away. In doing 
so, he reaches the windshield wiper lever, which causes the 
rubbers to slide on the windshield, even though it’s not raining.

Then comes the next nightmarish scene.  enters 
the Kiez snack bar and sees Kevin S. crouching between the 
refrigerators. “Please, no, no!” shouts the 20-year-old man. 

 shoots him once. He leaves the restaurant again, gets 
into his car, crosses the street, goes out again and returns to 
the store. Kevin S. moans. 

“Face, man,” says . “He’s still alive.”
Then he shoots several times at the victim, who is lying 

on the ground.

There is silence in the room. The trembling look in the 
video clip of the film makes the viewer think that it’s probably 
just a cartoon. It is too brutal and banal at the same time to 
be true. But maybe it’s just a wishful thinking that came true 
watching the deadly shooting of Kevin S. Some of the common 
complainants are holding hands.

Federal prosecutor Kai Lohse then questions . “How 
did you feel when you watched the video?” he wants to know. 

“It didn’t go well,” says . 
“Did you feel pride? Why did you smile when you watched 

the video?
 “I was laughing at the stupid jokes I was making.” It’s funny, 

though, he seems to have seen it on his own. What were his 
goals, Lohse wants to know. To kill as many people as possible 
and motivate others to fight too,” he says.

Lohse continues to probe, always looking for a human 
emotion, a feeling. There has to be something that connects 
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 and the other people in the room. “Why did you shoot 
Jana Lange?” 

“It was a quick and spontaneous decision, I didn’t think 
about it for long,” answers the defendant. 

If someone else had approached him, the same thing would 
probably have happened.

Next, the author wanted to fight the 
Muslims

And why did he go to the city after the failed attack on the 
synagogue? 

“It’s full of Muslims. I wanted to drive and then fight them”. 
“Did you win?” Lohse wants Lohse to know 
“No answer”. 
“What’s winning?” wants to know the federal prosecutor. 
“Defeat my enemies.” “They’re millions of people.” “Some-

body’s got to start.” 
“Do you feel competitive since 2015?” 
“Muslims and blacks are my enemies,” that’s all  says.
Lohse has no more questions. But he wants to leave the 

accused with one more. 
“We all have to die, you, me, all of us here in this room. It’s 

a destiny shared by all the people who live on earth today,” he 
says. “Doesn’t it follow that we are all equal and have the right 
to live?” he asks, probably not expecting an answer. “Take that 
away.”

 rolls his eyes and twists his head. The prosecutor’s 
representative might as well have read this call for compassion 
in Latin. , it seems, is out of touch.

In this respect, he resembles one of his idols, the Norwegian 
assassin Anders Behring Breivik. Nine years ago to the day, 
the right-wing terrorist murdered 77 people by detonating a 
bomb in Oslo’s government district, killing eight people. He 
then attacked a Labour Party vacation camp on an island in 
Tyrilfjord, killing 69 youths and adults.

Breivik also showed no emotion at his trial, only regretting 
that he had not murdered more people. But he was also moved 
to tears: when his video was posted on YouTube, in which he 
explained his manifesto. Tears flowed down his cheeks.

Australian Brenton Tarrant, who attacked two Muslim ins-
titutions in Christchurch, New Zealand, and shot 51 people, 
wrote a “manifesto” in which he praises the Norwegian assassin 
Anders Behring Breivik and names him as a role model. The 
latter had also written such a detailed document, which he pu-
blished shortly before the crime. Tarrant and Breivik demanded 
interpretation, wanted to be read and understood. The authors 
insinuated that they wanted to sell their actions to the public 
as a necessary evil.

Here too,  seems to be imitating his mo-
dels. There is a ten-page document on the Internet in which 

 presumably photographed and described his arsenal of 
weapons. He also explains his motivation - always in English, 
as if he were speaking to the whole world.

Breivik, like , tried to use the trial as a stage for his 
hate-filled conspiracy theories. But as soon as he started 
talking about alleged Islamization and the death of Norway, 
Judge Wenche Arntzen arrested him - as did President Ursula 
Mertens in Magdeburg, who had made it clear to  from the 
first day of the trial that she would not tolerate any incitement.

The more  answers questions, the more he reveals 
the essence of his world view. It is in fact explained in a few 
sentences, which he repeats over and over again. Jews, blacks, 

Muslims - all enemies. But he cannot define exactly what a 
Jew is to him. The “enemies” remain imprecise. They are the 
“stranger” that an imaginary white race, of which  is a 
member in his perception, wants to “erase” or “exchange”. He 
constructs an identity for himself as a white German, which 
is the last thing he has left after admitting his social failure.

The perpetrator speaks of “population 
exchange”.

So much verbiage invites deconstruction. First, it is up to the 
common prosecutor Alexander Hoffmann to deconstruct ’s 
building. “You spoke of your struggle. Do you consider it over? 

“No comment.” 
“Where did you read that there would be a population 

exchange?” 
“That whites would be exchanged, I’ve known it since 2015,” 

 retorts.
“Which foreigner took their jobs,” attacks Hoffmann. “When 

did someone take your job away from you? What job didn’t they 
get? They were on their parents’ wallet, they did nothing useful 
at all. Instead, they say foreigners took their jobs away from 
them,” he grumbles more than he asks.  says nothing.

Hoffmann keeps asking. “Do they think that feminism is 
responsible for the lack of Germans or whites at birth? Or are 
Jews behind feminism? 

“Feminism is Jewish,” says the defendant.
“Then yes, Judaism has produced something beautiful,” 

says Judge Mertens. 
“A matter of opinion,” exclaimed .
Then it’s the turn of the next Nebenklage lawyer, Assia 

Lewin. “Do you think you’re smart?” she asked,
 “not necessarily, no,” said the defendant.
“What have you learned from this crime?”
“That the energy from the mouth of a submachine gun is 

361 meters per second,” he replied.
“Do you care about your family?”
“I do. I do.”
“Do they feel anything like that?”
“It hits me very hard,” says . “It’s the only thing that’s 

kept me from acting so far.”
Was it worth it, the lawyer wants to know?
“It’s not worth attacking a synagogue if you don’t kill Jews.” 
The trial will continue next Tuesday.
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The kick-off of the trial: as-
sessment and overview

This week saw the start of the trial in the Higher Regional Court 
against the alleged perpetrator of the antisemitic and racist attack 
in Halle on October 9, 2019. We would like to recommend the 
coverage of our friends from Radio Corax, but we would like to give 
the following article an overview of the discussion on the conse-
quences of the attack, which was conducted in Transit magazine. 
Please understand this review and overview as an invitation to write 
more about the attack - from analyst to staff, anything is possible.

Amidst a “wave of social media speculation”, Tamer Le 
Gruyère wrote in the article “Halle: What matters now”, imme-
diately after the attack, that solidarity with those affected was 
the only legitimate response.

- “What matters now is not the indignation of the political 
opponent - there will always be time and opportunity for that 
- what matters now is solidarity with those potentially and 
actually affected by the right-wing terror, and the cohesion of 
everyone people who want to live together in solidarity. This 
is where we should focus our energy”.

Simon Manske’s article “After the attack” was on the one 
hand touched by the emerging solidarity and on the other 
hand criticized politics in particular for not taking the problem 
of right-wing terror seriously.

- “There is the frustration of holders of political offices and 
mandates* who seem so blind to the right-wing dynamics in 
our society, who in their supposed surprise expose themselves 
as short-sighted, one-eyed, grossly negligent or calculating. 
Some of them, just yesterday, felt the need to reduce funding 
for the fight against racism and anti-Semitism and to undermine 
concerned and established civil society actors”.

On October 14, 2019, Hannah Riefeld’s article “Being sadly 
active in solidarity with anger” appeared in which she states 
- also with regard to the transit debate - that there are two 
forms of reaction to the attack that should not be opposed to 
each other: On the one hand, the call for a break and solidarity 
with those affected. On the other hand, the call to move on to 
the antifascist offensive. She pleaded for us to think together 
about different forms of trafficking.

The entire week following the attack was marked by se-
veral commemorative events and demonstrations. Stefanos 
Kontovitsis and Julian May-Johann reported on the large 
demonstration on October 13, 2019 in their article “Between 

Antifa and Andrea Berg”. They were satisfied with the form of 
interaction and pointed out that the event brought together 
many very different people. They attested that the left had 
learned from the discussion on the NSU complex.

- “Instead of repetitive, often seemingly routine speeches, 
such as those at the German events, the focus in Halle was 
on the victims’ point of view and commemoration. Given the 
situation, this Halle was not a warning sign, but rather another 
cruel sign of German normality in 2019.

The terror in Halle can serve as an example of solidary 
commemoration and of the real indivisibility of people. While 
this has not stopped the slide to the right, it has nevertheless 
created an appropriate space for mourning and sympathy, as 
well as a place to become aware of one another’s strength and 
solidarity. In the end, it can be seen that initiatives such as the 
UNS Tribunal, which was held for the first time in Cologne in 
2017, have certainly left their mark on the left. For it was there 
that the demand for a better consideration of the victims’ point 
of view was formulated as a reaction to the left’s blindness to 
the NSU’s terrorist series”.

About four months later, Halle had become relatively calm 
about the attack. So we launched a call for contributions to 
revive the debate about future antifascist practices.

The (re)launching of the debate was done by the collective 
“IfS dichtmachen” on April 10, 2020 with a reflection on the 
question of what role the Institute for State Policy played and 
is playing for the attack.

- “In the end, it can be summarized that Semlitsch and the 
Secession want to interpret the Halle attack as the “only act 
of a madman”, which is not at all the case in a series of right-
wing terrorist acts (see the murder of Walter Lübcke and the 
Hanau bombing). Moreover, once again the AfD is put in the 
role of victim, although it promotes racism, anti-Semitism and 
anti-feminism, and yet is an accomplice to them. Just like the 
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Secession and Semlitsch themselves”.
Adrian Lauchengrund analyzed the anti-Semitic, anti-feminist 

and racist origins of radical right-wing thinking and right-wing 
attacks in his “Plea for a Coherent Antifascism” of April 29, 
2020. He concludes that coherent antifascism must broaden 
its scope to include all social conditions.

“A genuine stand against the right and for a solidary society, 
an effective antifascism that cannot stop at mere appeals, but 
must go much further. It would be a question of working for 
a true democratization of all social and economic life, thus 
creating a democracy faithful to its concept”.

Tamer Le Gruyère continued these reflections a few days 
later, illustrating once again by the experience of the demons-
tration of October 13, 2019, as here he “missed opportunities 
of an unusual alliance”. To the antifascist activists in Halle he 
addressed the suggestion to take more account of the social 
question in order to address circles outside their own bubble.

“Antifascist struggles should aim at eliminating social 
inequalities and therefore start on different fronts. They can 
be protests against Nazi houses, workers’ struggles, climate 
demonstrations, improved health care, and other times”.

The (preliminary) conclusion of the discussion was a 
contribution by Friedenskreis Halle e.V., which explained why 
political education work should focus on the structural causes 
of anti-Semitism, racism and right-wing terrorism. This becomes 
more and more difficult, especially in a context where anti-fascist 
educational work is continuously degraded by politics.

 For some time, but more and more in recent months, we 
have been confronted with defamation and obstacles to civil 
society initiatives and associations. Some are accused of having 
an anti-fascist and therefore extremist political commitment. 
This accusation is based on the persistent reservation that 
anti-fascist engagement should be evaluated as left-wing 
extremist and therefore be classified as unconstitutional. The 
others are accused of having too much political commitment and 
therefore not charitable. It weakens civil society when antifascist 
engagement is judged negatively in political terms or when 
political engagement is devalued as not charitable. Because 
these two reservations hinder and prevent the political will of 
civil society to seriously address the underlying mechanisms 
of racism and right-wing extremism”.
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Terrorism trial: the defendant 
is questioned by joint plain-
tiffs

Magdeburg (dpa) - The defendant in the trial about the extreme 
right-wing terrorist attack in Halle had to face questions from the 
joint plaintiffs for the first time. However, he did not want to answer 
many critical questions, for example about his activities on the In-
ternet or his opinion on National Socialism, on Wednesday on the 
second day of the trial in Magdeburg. For example, he wanted to 
protect “his people,” he said, referring to Internet contacts and we-
bsite operators. However, some responses indicate that he was, 
among other things, transferred 0.1 bitcoin - and that after announ-
cing that he would build improvised weapons because he did not 
like Muslims.

Among other things, the Nebenklage’s lawyers wanted to 
know what jobs he had not received because they had gone 
abroad. The answer was not specific. He had previously argued 
that foreigners could take jobs away from Germans. Another 
lawyer criticized the defendant’s behaviour. He did not have 
to “present himself as a 17-year-old boy nine times smarter. 
Previously, the right-wing terrorist had evasively answered the 
lawyer’s questions.

The assassin had attempted to storm the Halle synagogue 
in the fall of 2019, heavily armed. According to the federal 
prosecutor’s office, he wanted to kill as many of the 52 visitors 
to the synagogue as possible during the crime of October 9, 
2019. However, the man could not enter the building, even at 
gunpoint. He then killed a passer-by in front of the synagogue 
and a man in a kebab restaurant.  freely admitted 
both acts in court.
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The enemy in his head

’s world is tiny and full of hatred. In court, the murderer 
from Halle practically displays his deeds. About someone who has 
“screwed up” everything so far.

 was 27 years old when he was still sitting in 
his mother’s room. He let her cook for him, dress him, pay his 
health insurance and his rent. He gave up two studies. It didn’t 
work out. He had no girlfriend, no friends, he wasn’t at any 

parties. He hadn’t studied since he had a serious operation. 
He just sat there, staring at his computer. But he felt he was 
the right man to save the world. The world of the white man.
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“Stop playing!” The victim ad-
vocates repelling the killer’s 
cynicism

The second day of the Halle bombing trial once again turned into an 
ordeal for the victims. The focus was on the video of the accused’s 
crime - and again on ’s intolerable statements. Journalist Da-
niel Wüstenberg of Stern is reporting from Magdeburg.

They can’t take it anymore. When the helmet camera footage 
of Halle’s murderer  is broadcast on the morning of 
the second day of the trial at Magdeburg Regional Court, some 
of the joint plaintiffs leave the courtroom shaken.

The 35-minute video is a document of the horrific murders 
committed in the city on the Saale river. It relentlessly shows 
the brutality with which the young man, then 27 years old, 
carried out his racially and antisemitically motivated attack. 
Those who stay and look at the screens on the ceiling of hall 
C 24 will not forget these images in a hurry.

It is the sheer horror of ’s coldness. Accused, 
spectators, journalists - a number of them try to spare themselves 
at least the worst. They close their eyes, cover their ears, turn 
away from the screens in disgust. Or they cry.

Christina Feist stays in the hall. She hangs on and looks 
the assailant in the eye across the room. The 29-year-old 
man was one of about fifty people celebrating Yom Kippur 
in the Halle synagogue on the day the video was shot - and 

 wanted to kill them. She sees the video in court 
for the first time.

Halle’s video helps to “recognise the 
reality” of the events

“I don’t want to give the perpetrator the feeling that I have 
to leave the room because of him,” the Paris doctoral student 
in philosophy said sternly after the trial. 

She also - as she did the day before - resisted the gaze of 
the 28-year-old. “It’s so much worse than I feared,” she said, 
stunned. 

“The day could have ended in a much greater catastrophe.” 
And yet, “It’s important that I watch the recording. It helps to 
recognise what happened as a reality.

For Daniel L. too, watching the video is part of accepting 
what happened. This is what his “lawyer Jan Siebenhüner” says 
at the stern. L.is one of the policemen who had a shooting with 

 in Ludwig- Wucherer-Straße. The recordings are 
“very incriminating and emotionally upsetting” for his client, 
says the lawyer.

Feist and L. and the other victims who lost friends or re-
latives on 9 October, who were injured or traumatised, whose 
sense of security was lost, they all have to relive the horror of 
Halle a second time.

And the defendant smiles...

And they must also experience how  taunts them 
again in the courtroom. As they hear over the loudspeakers 
how he denied the Holocaust before his actions, the defendant 
nods in agreement. As the murders are exposed, he smiles, 
clearly taking a thief’s pleasure in seeing himself committing 
these unprecedented crimes.

It does not stop with these provocations. After the lunch 
break, representatives of the Federal Prosecution Service and 
the Nebenklage are allowed to ask questions of the accused - 
and it soon becomes clear that the accused continues exactly 
as he left it: He mocks the victims, he despises the lawyers, 
he minimises his brutality.

 engages in dangerous conspiracy ideologies, racist 
narratives, antisemitic stereotypes. He even uses Nazi rhetoric 
in his attempts to justify his actions and to denigrate litigants. 
The stern will not repeat this. 

 reacts defiantly to the head-
wind

In room C 24, arguments develop between the lawyers 
of the co-applicants and the complaisant defendant. One of 
the lawyers shows  the limits of what is bearable - those of 
decency have long since been far from being reached. 

“If you want to play shenanigans, nobody has any interest in 
it. You’re behaving like a clever 17-year-old. Nobody wants that. 
Just say when you don’t want to answer any more questions. 
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Stop playing”, the lawyer shouts to the accused. Another: “We 
can’t have this kind of nonsense here.”

Reacting to these headwinds like a rebellious child, the 
28-year-old announces that he will no longer answer any more 
questions from these lawyers.

Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens allows the clashes to 
continue. Court spokesman Wolfgang Ehm says the accused’s 
behaviour during the trial allows the Senate to draw conclusions 
about his personality. The court-appointed forensic psychiatrist 
Norbert Leygraf is closely following every movement, every 
statement by 

Doubts about the lone perpetrator 
theory

For the observers, a one-dimensional image of the accused 
presents itself: a racist, antisemitic, misogynist and hateful 
conspiratorial ideologue. The person  seems to 
have already been informed about on the second day of the 
trial. Christina Feist also does not believe that the accused will 
present himself differently. 

“There is nothing more to come. She expected  to express 
himself in this way - “nevertheless, I am shocked”.

Kristin Pietrzyk, on the other hand, believes that ’s 
personality is far from being revealed. The lawyer represents 
three Americans who celebrated Yom Kippur at the synagogue 
in Halle on 9 October.  also wanted to kill these 
people - solely because of their faith.

“What we have heard is exclusively the account of the 
accused, the way he wants to be seen”. Pietrzyk, on the other 
hand, is convinced: “The theory of the lone author acting alone 
is irrelevant. It had become clear that  had ideological 
supporters - at least in virtual space. This should be clarified 
by the court.

The defendant only becomes talkative 
when it comes to weapons.

But  does not answer questions about what he did spe-
cifically on the Internet during days and nights in the children’s 
room at his mother’s house, with whom he communicated. 

“Why would I?” he attacks the lawyers. He does not talk 
about his emotions:

“I am extremely reluctant to show my feelings,” he says. 
As if this clarification was necessary.
The 28-year-old only becomes talkative - as he did the 

day before - when it comes to weapons. Then he falls into 
the conduit of an expert witness, giggles enthusiastically, and 
talks for minutes about “energy transmissions”, “detonation 
capabilities”, “anti-personnel effect” and “lethal properties”. It’s 
a twisted pride in killing that  displays; he literally loves being 
able to lecture on his knowledge of murder.

For Christina Feist, the accused’s self-promotion is a danger 
to the proceedings. “I don’t want the trial to turn into a farce.” 
She wants answers - not to the technology of weapons, but to 
the question of how society and politics oppose “antisemitism 
and racism in the future”.

The right to life? The defendant 
smiles

At some point during the second day of the trial, Federal 
Prosecutor Kai Lohse spoke and addressed the accused. 
Doesn’t he believe that all people, regardless of their origin, 
religion or appearance, have a right to life?

 leans back in his chair, smiles at the victims - 
and remains silent.
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How a rally defends those af-
fected

At the trial of the Halle attacker, the eyes are mainly turned towards 
the accused. How an initiative rather defends those concerned.

Magdeburg - The red tent on the green area is supposed to 
be a place of retreat. There is coffee and water inside, a bench 
to sit and relax. “The tent is intended for people affected by the 
attack, who can rest there if they wish,” explains Yasmina Hamid.

She is the spokesperson for the rally where the tent has been 
set up and which is taking place on Tuesday directly opposite 
the Magdeburg Regional Court. There, the trial against 

, Halle’s murderer, opened at the same time on Tuesday.
However, Yasmina Hamid said the rally was intended to 

divert the attention of the right-wing terrorist. Title of the event: 
“Solidarity with the victims. No scene for the perpetrator”.

Rally aims to put victims in the spot-
light

About 100 people are seated on the lawn, speeches are 
given and an audio recording is broadcast. About an hour before 
the official start of the negotiations, Ismet and Rifat Tekin are 
also standing next to the red tent. They are the owners of the 
“Kiez Döner” in Halle, where Kevin S. was killed on 9 October 
2019. Both experienced the attack at close range. They are 

now talking with Bundestag member Cem Özdemir.
The Green politician accompanies the start of the trial. 
“It is important that we all stand in solidarity with the Jewish 

community and make it clear that we regard this as an attack 
on the country,” he said shortly before the conversation.

He now wants to know how Imset and Rifat Tekin are doing 
and how we can help them.

Organisers demand consequences

Although the people concerned were at the centre of the 
rally, said Yasmina Hamid, the initiative also expected something 
from the trial against . 

“We hope that this will enable the perpetrators of these 
crimes, like the one in Halle, to be considered terrorists as 
well,” the rally spokeswoman said.

Terrorists, she said, are still too often considered members 
of a criminal organisation. 

“The Halle attack in particular shows that today’s terrorists 
can also be radicalised in an online community”. This must 
finally be recognised, he said. 
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What Halle’s assassin reveals 
about his plans of attack

The Halle bomber described his victims as “collateral damage”. On 
the second day of the trial he gave an overview of the plan of his 
attack. For this reason it is now also assumed that there were ac-
complices. Magdeburg - In addition to the synagogue, Halle’s killer 
also had the Halle-Neustadt mosque in mind as a possible target. 
This is what  said on Wednesday, the second day of the ter-
rorism trial. As he could not enter the synagogue, he had wanted to 
kill Muslims instead.

“Otherwise I might have driven to Halle-Neustadt to go to 
the Muslim meeting centre or whatever it is called,”  said in 
response to a question from Judge Ursula Mertens, president 
of the court.

Halle killer talks about plans of attack

The 28-year-old is charged with 2 murders, attempted 
murder of 68 persons and other offences. With his attack on 
9 October 2019, he had wanted to incite a global fight against 
Jews and Muslims, he said. When asked if he meant a struggle 
against millions of people,  replied: 

“Someone has to start.”

Video of the crime shocks common 
complainants

In the courtroom, the 36-minute video was broadcast, 
which  himself had recorded with a helmet camera on the 
day of the attack and posted on the Internet. Several common 
complainants left the courtroom, others watched the film with 
horrified looks.

 himself smiled at the beginning of the film, which 
shows the murder of two people. He must have been laughing 
at the “stupid jokes” he made at the time, said .

 described the victims as “col-
lateral damage”

 described the murder of Jana L., 40, from Halle, and 
Kevin S., 20, from Merseburg, both neither Muslims nor Jews, 
as “collateral damage”. He claims to have shot a patrol car and 
two people in Wiedersdorf (Saalekreis) without any intention to 
kill. He stated that his only aim was to escape from the police, 
and later to force the delivery of a new getaway vehicle.

The defendant admitted that he had 
been the victim of conspiracy myths

 admitted the conspiracy theory that Jews wanted to 
replace the European population with migrants. He kept to 
himself the websites where he discovered it. 

“I want to protect my own people,” he said. 
He added that his aim would continue to be to fight against 

the Jews.

Attack in Halle: Were there any confi-
dants?

For the first time there were indications of possible confes-
sors during the trial. On the Darknet,  had received a donation 
in the Bitcoin digital currency, which he exchanged for 1,000 
euros in cash at a meeting. The money he had also used to 
prepare for the attack, for example to buy steel to build weapons.

The donation probably came from a person called “Mark”, 
with whom he had exchanged in a chat room, said . He did 
not give any details.

Material witnesses do not want to 
testify

The three most important people in the accused’s environ-
ment do not want to testify. The two separated parents and the 
half-sister assert their right to refuse to testify. These three 
people were the only people with whom the defendant had 
contact.  had used a children’s room in his father’s house to 
build the weapons used in the terrorist attack.

There were several exchanges between the defence and 
the complainants.  refused to answer three different lawyers 
for the plaintiffs after critical questions.
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Video of the Halle trial, grief 
and anger in the courtroom

Magdeburg - Grief and anger of the bereaved - a broad smile to the 
accused: The video that the terrorist of the Halle bombing posted 
on the internet during the crime on 9 October 2019 was broadcast 
on the second day of the court trial.

Some of the joint plaintiffs, both injured and survivors, left 
the courtroom on Wednesday while presiding judge Ursula 
Mertens played the video, which lasted a good half hour. 
Others covered their eyes, looked away or held hands with 
their colleagues and lawyers.

 first smiled as he looked at the screen. The 
Nebenklage drew the attention of a psychology expert in the 
courtroom to this reaction. 

“I had to smile at one or two things, stupid jokes, nothing 
more,” the 28-year-old later said. 

In general, the accused seemed to be in a good mood at 
the beginning of the second day of the trial. During the breaks, 
he was chatting with his defence lawyers, smiling, or letting 
his eyes wander through the rows of common complainants.

The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office accuses the 
28-year-old man of having planned an assassination attempt 
on fellow citizens of the Jewish faith “with an antisemitic, ra-
cist and xenophobic attitude”. On the highest Jewish holiday, 
Yom Kippur, he attempted to storm the heavily armed Halle 
synagogue. According to the indictment, he wanted to kill as 
many of the 52 visitors to the synagogue as possible. When 
he was unable to enter, he killed a passer-by in front of the 
synagogue and a man in a kebab restaurant. He wounded 
others as he fled. The defendant is charged with 13 crimes, 
including murder and attempted murder.

At the start of the trial 43 joint plaintiffs had been admitted. 
This number is expected to increase. On Wednesday it was 
revealed that a couple who were inside the synagogue at the 
time of the attack want to be included in the list of common 
plaintiffs. After viewing the video - after being questioned by the 
two representatives of the federal prosecutor’s office - lawyers 
for the survivors and survivors of the right-wing terrorist attack 
were allowed to question  for the first time.

On several occasions they irritated him, in particular by 
asking him personal questions and constantly confronting him 
with his own statements. Even during their questioning, the 
accused repeatedly reacted in a casual and chuckling manner. 
On several occasions, the representatives of the co-defendants 
reproached him for remaining serious. 

“I ask questions, you answer, or you don’t answer, but don’t 

play games,” said one of the lawyers.
On several occasions, the 28-year-old announced that 

he would no longer answer questions. Above all, questions 
about his previous life and family environment were apparently 
unpleasant for the accused. His family was suffering a lot 
because of what he had done,” said the accused in one of his 
few serious answers.

On the first day of the trial, he had admitted that he had tried, 
heavily armed, to provoke a massacre in the Halle synagogue. 
He also admitted the other acts. The man from Saxony-Anhalt 
has so far shown no remorse. Attacking the synagogue was 
not a mistake, the 28-year-old said. 

“They are my enemies.” The only thing he seems to regret 
is that the two people he killed were neither Muslims nor 
foreigners. They were not his “enemies”, said the defendant.

The 28-year-old man tries to explain to the court what he 
failed to do and why he acted as he did in certain situations. 
This became clear on the first day of the trial when he des-
cribed his thoughts after the failed attack on the synagogue: 

“Now I have made a fool of myself on a global scale”. It is 
clear that this 28-year-old man does not care to apologise or 
even deny the crime.

“We want to take away the fears and insecurities,” said Ma-
nuela Naujock, head of unit responsible at the ministry of justice. 

Above all, she said, they are there for those injured and 
bereaved by the attack. Wednesday’s video vividly reminded 
them how, during Yom Kippur, a terrorist killed one of their 
relatives or tried to kill him himself. Naujock said: 

“Many people saw the video for the first time”.
The high court initially scheduled trial days until mid-October. 

Due to high public interest and for security reasons, the trial will 
be held in the largest courtroom in Saxony-Anhalt, Magdeburg. 
So far, 147 witnesses have been named, including 68 investi-
gators. The trial is expected to continue next week on Tuesday.
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Defendants leave the cour-
troom

Video of the crime shown at the Halle trial.  followed the 
video carefully, at first with a broad smile on his face.

During the viewing of the video of the crime on the second 
day of the Halle bombing trial, several joint plaintiffs left the 
courtroom. Several others looked away on Wednesday when 
the video was shown, which lasted just over half an hour.

Some covered their eyes and held hands with their lawyers 
or companions. Inside the building of the Magdeburg Regional 
Court, six chaplains cared for the injured and bereaved by the 
attack. But visitors and journalists also had access to their help.

The shaking video begins with a speech in English by the 
murderer in which he denies the Holocaust and calls the Jews 
the “source of all evil”. Numerous weapons have been visibly 
placed in his car, with which he shoots as in a video game.

On several occasions he attacked the synagogue with the 
wooden door, but was unable to enter the premises. When a 
40-year-old passer-by passed by, he shot him and a 20-year-old 
man in a kebab snack bar who had previously pleaded for his life.

 followed the video carefully, at first with a broad 
smile on his face.

 followed the video carefully, first with a broad 
smile on his face. The lawyers for the joint prosecution brought 
this matter to the attention of a psychological expert in the 

courtroom. After the screening, Judge Ursula Mertens sus-
pended the hearing for 45 minutes.

Prior to this, an expert considered that the accused was 
fully capable of committing the crime, according to his defence. 

“This is at least the expert’s preliminary opinion,” defence 
lawyer Hans-Dieter Weber said in Magdeburg on Wednesday. 

At first, on the second day of the trial, it was unclear to 
which expert opinion he was referring.

According to Weber, the main task of ’s lawyer 
is to ensure that the proceedings are conducted in accordance 
with the rule of law, since the crime was essentially filmed.

With regard to his client’s statements, he stated that the 
accused was free to decide what he did. “My role is not to 
reprimand him in any way”.

Of course, his client had followed the advice, said ’s 
lawyer. “That does not mean he necessarily follows our advice”.

The murderer had attempted to storm the Halle synagogue 
in autumn 2019, heavily armed. According to the Federal Pro-
secutor’s Office, he wanted to kill as many of the 52 visitors to 
the synagogue as possible during the crime on 9 October 2019.

However, the man could not enter the building even at 
gunpoint. He then killed a passer-by in front of the synagogue 
and a man inside a takeaway keba  He freely admitted both 
acts during the trial. dpa/epd
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“Cold and calculating”: Halle’s 
murderer makes numerous 
confessions

Magdeburg (epd). The trial of Halle’s murderer began on Tuesday 
with the reading of the indictment and extensive testimony by the 
accused.

, 28, spoke at length about his crime and his 
motivation, as well as his weapons. He showed no remorse, but 
rather presented his right-wing extremist and inhuman world 
view. Only because his plan did not work did he see himself 
as a “failure and generally ridiculed”. His aim was to shoot as 
many Jews as possible in the synagogue in Halle on 9 October 
2019 and then shoot Muslims or migrants.

 shot 40-year-old Jana L. outside the synagogue 
and, in a kebab, took the 20-year-old man, Kevin S., whom he 
believed to be a Muslim. The accused filmed his act and broad-
cast the recordings in livestream form on the Internet in order 
to obtain “the widest possible perception and to animate the 
imitators”. He had first attempted to use explosive devices and 
firearms to enter the locked synagogue, where 52 worshippers 
were present for the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. He 
had deliberately planned this. However, he failed because he 
could not open the door.

The federal prosecutor’s indictment charges the 28-year-old 
with murder in two cases and attempted murder in nine cases, 
as well as other crimes. He faces a life sentence if convicted. 
In addition, subsequent pre-trial detention is possible. His mo-
tivation for the attempted murder was anti-Semitic, racist and 
xenophobic. To enter the synagogue,  made several 
attempts, threw explosives at the scene and shot at the door.

According to the indictment, he shot the 40-year-old 
passer-by four times in the back with a machine gun because 
he considered her “inferior”. While the victim was still lying on 
the ground, he allegedly fired eleven shots. When his plan to 
kill as many people as possible in the synagogue failed, he 
decided to kill people of immigrant background and drove a 
rental car to a kebab restaurant where he killed a second per-
son. He thought he was a Muslim and said, “If he had been a 
Muslim, I wouldn’t have had a problem with that”. Several times 
that day he also targeted other people, whose deaths were 

apparently only averted by several jams with his gun. Later, 
as he was fleeing, he shot a local resident and his partner in 
Landsberg-Wiedersdorf, seriously injuring them.

When asked repeatedly by Judge Ursula Mertens whether 
he knew compassion and empathy, he simply replied: 

“I didn’t want to do that: shoot white people”. That was his 
only regret for shooting at Weiße. He shot the passer-by, he 
said, by “instinctive reaction”. If he had not continued with his 
plan, he thinks that “everyone would have laughed at him”. He 
himself often laughs at the trial when he describes in detail 
the “mistakes he made in carrying out his plan”.

 remained laconic and monosyllabic when asked 
about his childhood and family. He last lived with his mother, 
an ethics teacher at Benndorf primary school. According to 
his own statements, he has been interested in the Internet 
since he was a teenager because it gave him “the opportunity 
to speak freely”. 

He describes himself as an unpopular student without friends, 
who later no longer has a social environment.  told 
the court that “after the refugee crisis in 2015, I decided to do 
nothing more for this society”. Speaking of refugees, 

 speaks of “conquerors of the Muslim cultural sphere”.

Christina Feist was in the Halle synagogue on 9 October 
2019, when the crime was committed, and she is one of the 
43 joint plaintiffs. She describes ’s court appearance 
as “cold and calculating”. The attack was much more planned 
than expected. At the same time, the 29-year-old warned 
against giving the perpetrator a platform for his right-wing 
ideologies and conspiracy theories. It was important that he 
be brought to justice.
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Monstrous act, monstrous evi-
dence

During the attack on the synagogue in Halle, the author filmed him-
self with the camera of a mobile phone. This disturbing film is the 
focus of the second day of the trial against the 28-year-old woman.

At 10.17 a.m., Judge Ursula Mertens, president of the court, 
launches the video of the crime: The murderer films himself, 
sits in the car and says to the camera 

“Hello, my name is Anon and I think the Holocaust never 
happened”. He continues in English. Translated into German, 
he says: “Feminism is the cause of the declining birth rate in 
the West, which serves as a scapegoat for mass immigration. 
And the root of all these problems is the Jew. Would you like 
to be fans?”

Then he attaches the camera on his mobile phone to his 
helmet and goes to the synagogue.

It is the second day of the trial of , a former 
chemistry student who attacked the Jewish place of worship 
in Halle in order to kill as many Jews as possible. The State 
Protection Senate of the Higher Regional Court of Naum-
burg sits at the Regional Court of Magdeburg for security 
reasons. The charges are 2 counts of murder and 68 counts 
of attempted murder, Holocaust denial, assault, robbery with 
extortion and others.

The Perspective of the Perpetrator

In the courtroom this Wednesday morning, the 28-year-old 
woman sits in the dock, nodding her head and smiling. The 
video was shot on 9 October 2019 itself. The film shows the 
attacker’s point of view as he drives to the synagogue, his 
music playing, a dark song. On the screens, viewers in the 
courtroom watch as  parks his car in front of the Halle 
synagogue, grabs his weapons and explosives and attacks 
the synagogue door.

This is a monstrous crime and a monstrous but essential 
piece of evidence. The court has no choice, the video from the 
helmet camera has to be introduced into the main public trial. The 
lawyers had previously raised the possibility of further trauma, 
and some of the plaintiffs did not even show up that morning.

Others, who feared for their lives behind the door of the 
synagogue on that October day, now look on as in a game of 
first-person shooting, as the murderer throws Molotov cocktails 
as he walks, breathing heavily, along the wall surrounding the 
compound. How he shouts “shit” and “fuck” and kicks and 
swears at the door. You see the passer-by Jana L. approa-
ching, she says: 

“Is this where I must be going?”. 

She has already passed by, you can see her from behind, 
then shots are suddenly fired.

“I shot at my own tyre. Shit”.
Moaning in the room, horror and perplexity are reflected in 

the faces of the survivors, some leave the room, others close 
their eyes. In the video, we see the author shooting the woman 
on the ground again, also hitting her car: 

“I shot my own tyre. Shit”.

The defendant no longer smiles. Immobile, he watches the 
rest of the film. From his point of view, it is an embarrassing 
document of failure, because nothing works the way he thought 
it would. His handmade weapons fail; many of the people he 
has aimed at owe their lives to a failure. And in the end, it was 
not Jews or Muslims who died, as expected, but two “whites”. 

, the self-proclaimed fighter of white Europe, 
was mistaken, he is convinced.

After the failed attack on the synagogue, he gets back 
in his car, drives off aimlessly, in the video he addresses an 
imaginary community: 

“Sorry guys, I’m just a loser! Once a loser, always a loser”.
This is the video that the accused said he used on the first 

day of the trial to “make a fool of himself”. This is his point of 
view. Common complainants call this “inhuman”.

The second crime scene

The screens in the courtroom now show the perpetrator’s 
view of the Kiez kebab through the car windscreen; this is 
the second crime scene. He throws an explosive device and 
rushes into the snack bar where a few customers are sitting. 
Once again, his weapons jammed, and some customers ran for 
cover. We then hear people pleading for their lives. Everyone 
in the courtroom knows what is going to happen now, but it is 
different to know a fact from the files than it is to witness, from 
the author’s point of view, the death of Kevin S., huddled behind 
a refrigerator, shot several times, in front of the moving camera.

The other plaintiffs leave the courtroom, the judge looks 
at the defendant, who is staring at the screen in front of him.

Then the firefighting with the police begins. The murderer, 
at the driver’s door of his car, is hit in the neck and falls to 
the ground. For a few seconds, the helmet camera shows the 
asphalt, silence, then he gets confused and runs away at full 
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speed. He has put his helmet on the driver’s seat, the camera 
is now filming the sky through the windscreen, the radio is 
on, an interview is in progress, about illegal arms trafficking, 
among other things, unnecessarily wiper flaps come and go.

With the engine running at high revs, the criminal once again 
addresses the imaginary community, says to himself again: 

“I think I have one or two, but it’s ridiculously low. I haven’t 
even been accepted. But killing people is not complicated. 
I don’t feel any different from what I was before”. Then you 
hear him moaning loudly. Only fragments of sentences can 
be deciphered now: “It hurts”, “Fucking pussy”, “I failed on so 
many levels, sorry guys”.

And after a while, “Couldn’t the police 
hit the fucking skull?

Then  throws the mobile phone with the 
camera out of the car. In the street, the camera continues to 
rotate for minutes, showing the cars passing underneath. After 
a good 35 minutes, the last shot: the blue sky.

The common complainants pull themselves together, they 
get out. A young woman, who was in the synagogue on 9 Oc-
tober, said: “I know I am alive. And he will be condemned here”.
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 smiles when he sees him-
self in an assassination video

A video of the crime is shown at the trial of the alleged murderer in 
Halle. The accused recorded it himself. Some of the plaintiffs leave 
the courtroom. , however, observes attentively.

 watches himself walking through the streets of 
Halle, breathing heavily, in battle dress, with a camera on his 
helmet and a pistol in his hand. He shoots at the door of the 
synagogue, but is unable to open it.  comments on 
his own failure in the video. “Once a loser, always a loser.” In the 
video he says it in English, and in the courtroom an interpreter 
translates it into German.

 looks attentively at the small screen in front 
of him on the platform. He had filmed his attack himself on 
October 9. He now had to answer for his actions before the 
Naumburg Higher Regional Court in Magdeburg. Before arriving 
at the synagogue,  had explained his view of the 
world in the video: He believed that the Holocaust had never 
happened. And that the Jews were the root of all evil.

Then he roamed the streets in a rental car, hip-hop screa-
ming into the speakers. When  saw his route through 
Halle on the screen on Wednesday, he smiled. The lawyer of a 
co-applicant turns on his microphone and shouts at the expert, 
who is also sitting in the room all the time, to watch out for the 
defendant’s smile. But  has such a broad smile that 
everyone notices him.

Frightened faces in the auditorium

When he kills the passer-by Jana L. with several shots in the 
video, some people in the auditorium are frightened. 

 is sitting still again in front of the screen. “Screw up, don’t 
come in”,  comments in the video. His weapons 
had jammed. He drove to a kebab snack bar. Kevin S.’s plea, 
which he shot shortly afterwards, can be heard loud and clear 
in the courtroom. Some of the plaintiffs leave the courtroom.

At the start of the trial the day before,  had 
ridiculed those who had escaped from the kebab snack bar 
through a back door and did not stop him, even though his 
gun had been jammed for so long.  had said that 
it was a question of “mentality” whether or not to intervene.

The day before, he had also explained why it was so im-
portant for him to film himself. He could only do a little himself, 
but by publishing it on the Internet he could find imitators. He 
therefore considers it a particular shame that he did not fulfil 
his racist mission to kill as many Jews and Muslims as possible 
in front of the Internet audience.

After the murder in the kebab snack bar, he had a short 
shoot-out with the police in the street and was wounded in the 
neck. Then  fled the city by car. The information is 
broadcast on the radio, it concerns the trade dispute between 
China and America. Soon the screen turns black, but everyone 
in the courtroom, defence lawyers, prosecutors, judges, spec-
tators and journalists do not look away. The session is then 
interrupted for a break.
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The time when the bereaved 
leave the courtroom

On the second day of the trial, the video of the crime is broadcast. 
A common plaintiff “wants to put an end to the assassin’s propa-
ganda objectives”.

Halle’s assassin snubbed the survivors of his crime on the 
second day of the trial. On Wednesday, some of the bereaved 
families of his victims left the courtroom of the Magdeburg 
Regional Court: as  smiled during the screening 
of the 37-minute video about the crime of 9 October 2019. 
He had already confessed to the court about the attack on 
the Halle synagogue last Tuesday. And also for shooting Jana 
L. and Kevin S..

The right-wing extremist had broadcast his series of murders 
in the city of Halle live on the Internet with a helmet camera. 
When the video was broadcast during the trial, some of the 43 
co-defendants left the courtroom. Others looked away when 
the recording was broadcast or covered their eyes. 

“My client deliberately refrained from watching the video,” 
said civil party lawyer Onur Özata. “He wants to put an end to 
the propaganda aims of the murderer.

The Berlin lawyer represents two brothers who run the 
kebab restaurant in Halle that was hit by the attack. The ac-
cused had explained at the beginning of the trial that he had 
also broadcast his murderous stunt live in order to encourage 
possible imitators to commit similar acts. In court, six chaplains 
cared for the wounded and the survivors of the attack. The 
lawyers for the plaintiffs drew the attention of the psychological 
expert present to ’s reaction to the video of the crime.

A grenade in Halle did not explode

The trial before the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg, 
which is responsible for Halle, takes place in the state capital, 
Magdeburg, due to the high public interest and for security 
reasons. As mentioned, the Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office 
had charged the 28-year-old son of a teacher with two counts 
of murder and several counts of attempted murder, among 

others.  stated that he had intended to kill as many of 
the 52 visitors to the synagogue as possible.

The attempt to enter the premises of the Jewish community 
probably failed also because a hand grenade did not ignite. 

 shot 40-year-old Jana L., who was passing by, and then 
20-year-old Kevin S., who was a guest at a kebab restaurant. 
The federal prosecutor’s office accuses  of having planned 
“through an antisemitic, racist and xenophobic attitude, an 
assassination attempt on fellow citizens of the Jewish faith”. 
The author chose the highest holiday of Judaism, Yom Kippur.

The defendant’s family did not testify 
in court.

The president of the trial, Judge Ursula Mertens, announced 
Wednesday that the accused’s family - mother, father, sister 
- had exercised their right to refuse to testify and would not 
testify at the trial.  continues to show no remorse, saying 
his “enemies” are in the synagogue. Federal prosecutor Kai 
Lohse said that everyone has the right to life, regardless of 
their origins or religion - to the accused, Lohse said: 

“You will have some time to think about it”.
The expert report, which is common in such cases, stated 

that  suffered from a personality disorder with autistic 
features. However, he stated that his guilt was not altered. The 
defendant faces pre-trial detention in addition to a life sentence.
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“Once a loser, always a loser”
What makes a young man, hitherto insignificant, want to massacre 
dozens of people of other faiths? The trial of Halle’s murderer, 

, must answer this question. The man sees the trial as a stage and 
reveals a shocking world view.

The courtroom is quiet. Also in the press room next door, 
where I am sitting and where I am about to follow the trial of 

. The sound is transmitted in this room. Even the 
largest courtroom in Saxony-Anhalt, Magdeburg, is too small to 
hold all the trial participants, spectators and journalists. When 
the 28-year-old defendant is led into the courtroom, he is bound 
hand and foot. He is accompanied by three specially trained 
court officers wearing protective waistcoats and balaclavas.

The defendant appears calm. He is wearing a black T-shirt, 
topped by a dark blue jacket. He sits down and looks around. All 
eyes are turned towards him. Because no one can understand 
how a 28-year-old young man from the village, with no criminal 
record, described by his lawyers as “obliging”, could commit 
such a horrible act: killing two people to massacre many others.

What does  do?

The indictment is 121 pages long. The most serious charges: 
two counts of murder and attempted murder to the detriment 
of 68 people. The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office assumes 
that  acted “in an antisemitic, racist and xenophobic spirit”. For 
nearly 30 minutes all charges against him are listed. Expecta-
tions for the day are high on all sides. Will he speak out? Jan 
Siebenhüner, representing one of the police officers involved 
in the shooting with  in front of the kebab restaurant in Halle, 
is considering two possibilities. Either  allows himself to be 
intimidated by the great publicity, the full courtroom and the 
great interest and remains silent, or he uses the courtroom as 
a stage for the last big show, so to speak, and tells about his 
exploits. Finally. As he does in his interrogations.

The reading of the indictment is over. The courtroom is 
silent again. The defendant is about to speak. Then ’s voice 
is heard on the loudspeakers. It is high, he must clear his throat 
as if he had not spoken for a long time, and then his voice is 
firm. He is reluctant to talk about private matters, answers in 
monosyllables when the judge Ursula Mertens asks him about 
his childhood. 

“It’s not important,” says  It has nothing to do 
with the crime,” he says.

Memories of a dark day

I don’t see the accused, but I hear him all the more intensely. 
For me, his voice is not suitable for a grown man. Listening to 
him is like listening to a podcast. But all this is very real, and it 

also reminds me of October 9, 2019: it was 2 p.m., the collea-
gues were in a frenzy. Shots were allegedly fired in Halle, the 
perpetrator(s) of which - we don’t know at the time - seem to 
be in the small town of Wiedersdorf. The emergency services, 
it was said, were already there.

I hurried to Wiedersdorf. On the way, we learned from 
a colleague that the police were sealing off a field on the 
outskirts of the village and warning people not to go outside. 
“There could be shots fired from a long gun, from an unknown 
direction. Stay in your car or go behind the trees”. Around the 
square the special forces had deployed. No one was allowed 
in or out. A police helicopter circled above us. A resident told 
us that shots had been fired in one of the houses.

 The perpetrator reportedly extorted a car at gunpoint. 
Everyone was wondering: is he still there?

A year later, at the start of the trial, ’s detailed testimony 
was clear: he was no longer in Wiedersdorf at that time. He 
had indeed stolen a taxi, and had even thrown two 50 euro 
notes at the owner. Before that he had demanded a couple’s 
car. He shot them both. Jan Z. is shot in the neck, his partner, 
Dagmar M., tries to shoot in the legs, hits the buttocks. Both 
survived.  leaves the property, goes to the neighbour’s house. 
He was chased away by Dagmar M.’s single sentence, which 

 remembers: 
“Go away”, quotes  and says: “I am leaving”. 
He speaks in the present tense when describing the act. 

Again and again he starts laughing hysterically. In the press 
room, uneasiness spreads. What drives the man who claims 
to want to kill as many Muslims as possible, but who starts 
his attack in front of a synagogue and murders two Germans?

A rude worldview and a quick-witted 
judge

That is exactly what Judge Mertens wants to know. The 
Jews are responsible for everything, says the defendant. They 
were the “main cause of the white genocide” and wanted to 
establish a new world order. He says more derogatory things 
about Jews, Muslims and Blacks. Already half an hour into his 
testimony, the judge had reprimanded him and threatened to 
exclude him from the trial if he did not stop hurling unspea-
kable insults at him.

Mertens is trying to find out how  became anti-
semitic.  has a high school diploma. His favourite subject was 
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biology, his weakness was English. He was in the army for six 
months. In this respect he stated at the trial that it was “not a 
real army, citizens in uniform”. Then he went to university. The 
subject does not suit him. He switched to chemistry. To a flat in 
Magdeburg, a prefabricated building, now demolished. Accor-
ding to , insects crawled out of the flat’s ventilation system.

The year 2015 as a focal point

Then he gets sick, the intestine. He doesn’t want to talk 
about it at all. 

“You have the records.”  has to be operated on. 
According to his own statement, it takes one to two years 

before he can move properly again. He refuses a cure. It is “for 
the elderly”. He doesn’t go back to his chemistry studies and 
moves in with his mother instead. She is an ethics teacher in 
a primary school. The parents have been separated for years. 
But it had nothing to do with crime, his childhood had not been 
problematic.

2015, he said at the trial, was then the crucial point for 
him - the refugee crisis. He had decided to stop contributing 
to society. In a society from which he would be driven out by 
Muslims, B said. He described himself as a loner. The judge 
keeps asking if he has had friends or met others.  denied 
this, saying he had no contact outside his family. He had an 
intimate relationship with his sister, but did not like to talk 
about his feelings. The judge explained that his parents were 
exercising their right to refuse to testify. They were not there 
either.  admits : 

“Yes, it weighs on my parents”.

Failure as a reason for antisemitism

 always felt like a failure. 
“Once a loser, always a loser.” 
About the murder of Jana L., who was walking outside the 

synagogue without caring about the situation and who, not re-
cognising the situation, was embarrassed by the noise, he said: 

“I’m sorry I shot her. It was not planned”. It was an instinc-

tive reaction, he says, and if he hadn’t, “everyone would have 
laughed at him”. His voice breaks. 

Not because he feels sorry for Jana L. or her survivors, but 
because he feels sorry for himself. Once again he had failed. 
The door of the synagogue held, the assassination attempt on 
the house of prayer failed.

This is also the reason why  continues on his way. He is 
looking for a new target. He does not know the “Kiez-Döner”. But 
he discovers it, stops and will also hurt people. Even kill one of 
them. Kevin S. Again  admits that he is sorry. He would have 
“shot white people, he didn’t want to”. At the time, he thought 
Kevin S. was a Muslim. But he tried to shoot the 20-year-old 
several times. Several times, his gun jammed and ended up 
killing Kevin S., an ace painter, by ’s hand on the gun.

When the answers are unsatisfactory

Exhaustion spreads in the press room - about ’s words, 
about his right-wing extremist and antisemitic worldview, about 
his way of talking about crime. At such moments he is brilliant, 
almost euphoric. He even complains to the judge that “every-
body”, during his walk in prison, is Muslim. On the second day 
of the trial, the crime videos recorded by  are to be 
broadcast. The stage curtain for the 28-year-old woman will 
not fall soon; the trial is expected to last until October.

What does it feel like for the common plaintiffs in the cour-
troom, the survivors and the bereaved families, to sit across 
from the perpetrator and hear all this? During the break in 
the trial, I meet Christina Feist. She was born in Vienna and 
was at the synagogue on 9 October. She did not see  at the 
time, the shooting and explosions, however, were heard. She 
says there is no particular feeling when she sees  or hears 
her testimony. She says there are so many. She is currently a 
doctoral student in philosophy and history at the universities 
of Potsdam and Paris, where she also lives. She never wants 
to move to Germany again.
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Shocking crime video at the 
Halle bombing trial

On the second day of the trial on the Halle bombing, the video of 
the crime was shown that the accused had filmed and posted live 
on the Internet. The photos caused a shock in the courtroom. Some 
common complainants were so upset that they left the courtroom 
when the images  had posted live on the Internet of his at-
tack were broadcast. Other spectators covered their ears and lowe-
red their gaze to the ground so as not to have to see the images.

Shooting at passers-by

The video shows how  tried to shoot at the door of the 
synagogue in Halle last October and tried to get in, but without 
success. At the time, 52 people were inside the Jewish place 
of worship.  kills a 40-year-old man who passes by and later 
shoots at a kebab snack bar, where he hits a 20-year-old man.

The accused comments on his actions partly in English. He 
makes several antisemitic comments. After failing in his attempt 
to enter the synagogue, he curses and repeatedly calls himself 
a failure. During his subsequent escape he seriously injured 
two other people. However, this is no longer visible in the video.

The defendant shows no remorse

 first smiled during the film screening, which prompted 
the Nebenklage representatives to make a corresponding 
reference to the court and the psychological expert present. 
During the subsequent questioning by the representatives of 
the public prosecutor’s office,  continued to show no remorse.

In the proceedings before the Higher Regional Court in 
Naumburg, , aged 28, was charged, inter alia, with two counts 
of murder and several counts of attempted murder. On the first 
day of the trial, Tuesday, the defendants largely admitted the 
charges. According to the indictment by the Federal Prosecutor’s 
Office,  acted on anti-Semitic, racist and xenophobic motives. 
The trial is being held at the Magdeburg Regional Court for 
reasons of security and space. For the time being the dates 
are planned until mid-October. uh/ml (dpa, afp)
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Halle trial: “Mistrust increased 
after the attack”

The attack on the Halle synagogue was a shock. The perpetrator 
has been on trial since Tuesday. But whatever the outcome of the 
trial: almost nothing will be the same as before, says Igor Matviyets, 
a member of the community.

On Tuesday the trial against Halle’s murderer began. You 
were in Magdeburg in front of the court. How did you expe-
rience this beginning?

The trial itself took place behind closed doors and without 
live pictures. A broad alliance of antifascists from all over the 
federal state had therefore organised a rally lasting several 
hours within sight of the court building, in order to advertise 
and provide space for the common plaintiff. I took part in it. 
The atmosphere among the participants was very positive, but 
the speeches were quite emotional. 

Unfortunately, this is not the first time that they have had 
to speak out on a subject such as antisemitism and racism.

The security authorities had not noticed the perpetrator 
before. In your opinion, could the attack have been prevented?

It’s always difficult to say, but given the way the murderer 
proceeded, it would not have been particularly difficult to stop it. 
He didn’t even know how many people were in the synagogue 
and what it looked like inside. Moreover, there had already been 
similar attacks on minority places of worship, for example in 
Pittsburgh or Christchurch. But the police apparently did not 
think it was possible that something like this could also happen 
in Saxony-Anhalt.

Three quarters of a year ago, the attack shook the whole 
of Germany. How has this changed Halle?

Unfortunately, nothing has really changed. Immediately after 
the attack, very dignified and appropriate events were orga-
nised, largely by voluntary anti-racist groups, but also in part by 
the city and the state government. But after that, things went 
back to normal. The operators of the kebab snack bar, where 
the assassin fired his gun after failing to reach the synagogue 
door, have received no help until today. And we members of the 
Jewish community had to wait a long time before the security 
of the synagogue and the community centre was increased. 
Meanwhile, a police car is parked in front of the synagogue 
24 hours a day. A police container has also been set up, but 
it is not inhabited. But even this already represents a 100% 
improvement in security compared to the period before the 

attack. For until then, the municipality had taken care of it on 
its own responsibility. But compared to other federal states, 
this is simply an indictment.

The accused is considered by many to be an isolated and 
solitary author who has radicalised himself via the Internet. 
How do you see this?

He organised and perpetrated the crime on his own, but 
he built his misanthropic ideology in the previous years. He 
did not discover antisemitism on the Internet in the first place. 
He was influenced by his private environment. His mother, for 
example, expressed antisemitic prejudices immediately after 
the attack. So it seems that she had a strong influence on 
him. The murderer developed a closed antisemitic worldview in 
which Jews are responsible for everything bad. For this reason 
he planned his attack on the synagogue. After failing to reach 
the door, he saw the kebab snack bar nearby and concluded 
that he could kill people with an immigrant background there. 
That’s why he fired in the vicinity.

It has been three quarters of a year since the attack. What 
traces has he left in the Jewish community?

Until last October, Halle’s community was one of the most 
discreet in Germany. It was never made up of strictly religious 
Jews who could have been publicly attributed to Judaism by 
their dress or behaviour. To be clear: even before the attack, 
nobody walked through the streets wearing a yarmulke. In this 
respect, nothing could have changed. But there are changes in 
the life of the community. Public events where Jews can meet 
non-Jews will not take place in the foreseeable future - or if they 
do, then only under the strictest security conditions. Mistrust 
has already developed there. This is a great pity, because I 
always consider contact and exchange to be the best way to 
break down prejudices and awaken curiosity.

The contact person: Igor Matviyets is a member of the 
Jewish community in Halle and is running for the SPD for the 
state parliament of Saxony-Anhalt next year.
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Trial of a terrorist attack in 
Halle

The neo-Nazi killer smiles during the screening of the video of the 
crime - the common complainants leave the courtroom.

On 9 October 2019, , who hates Jews and 
is heavily armed, attempted to storm the Halle synagogue and 
perpetrate carnage. When his plan of attack failed, he shot and 
killed two people. Read all about the trial against the killer in 
the FOCUS Online ticker.

The trial against , who shot and killed two 
people in Halle, has begun. Previously he had allegedly planned 
a bloodbath in a synagogue.

The 28-year-old is to answer for a double murder and the 
attempted murder of 68 people before the state protection 
senate of the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg (OLG). In 
addition, 11 other charges were brought by the Federal Public 
Prosecutor’s Office, including incitement to violence.

The expert considers the neo-Nazi 
killer  to be fully guilty

11.48 a.m.: In the trial of the right-wing extremist murderer 
from Halle, an expert witness considers the defendant to be 
fully capable of guilt, according to his defence. 

“This is at least the expert’s preliminary opinion,” defence 
lawyer Hans-Dieter Weber said on Wednesday in Magdeburg. 

At first, on the second day of the trial, it was unclear to 
which expert opinion he was referring.

He stated that the main task of ’s defence 
lawyer was to ensure that the proceedings were conducted in 
accordance with the rule of law, as the crime was essentially 
filmed on video. Regarding his client’s statements, he stated that 
it was the free decision of the accused to do what he wanted. 

“It is not my job to reprimand him in any way”. He stated that 
he disagreed with the prosecution on “one point or another” 
regarding the allegations. He was not more specific. Of course, 
his client followed the advice, he said. “That doesn’t mean he 
necessarily follows our advice.”

Attack in Halle:  smiles broadly at 
the screening of the crime video

11.09 a.m.: Several joint plaintiffs left the courtroom during 
the viewing of the video of the crime on the second day of the 
Halle bombing trial. Several others looked away on Wednesday 
when the video was shown, which lasted just over half an hour. 

Some covered their eyes and held hands with their lawyers or 
companions. Several chaplains took care of those injured and 
bereaved by the attack.

 followed the video carefully, first with a 
broad smile on his face. The Nebenklage lawyers brought it to 
the attention of a psychological expert in the courtroom. After 
the viewing, Judge Ursula Mertens interrupted the session 
for 45 minutes. The murderer had filmed on 9 October 2019 
how he tried to enter the Halle synagogue heavily armed to 
provoke a massacre. When this failed, the 28-year-old first 
killed a woman passing by, then a few minutes later a man in 
a kebab restaurant.

09.25 am: On the second day of the trial on the right-wing 
terrorist attack in Halle, the court considerably accelerated its 
admission checks. Unlike the day before, there were no long 
queues in front of the courthouse on Wednesday morning. 
On Tuesday, the start of the trial was delayed by two hours 
because security measures took longer than expected. People 
were waiting in long queues in front of the building. The seating 
arrangement in the courtroom was also changed so that me-
dia representatives now have a better view of the defendant. 
WLAN is also available.

The trial of the neo-Nazi killer is entering its second phase 
today.

Wednesday 22 July, 9.00 am: On the second day of the 
terrorism trial concerning the antisemitic and racist attack 
in Halle, the joint public prosecutor’s office will question the 
attacker on Wednesday. The statements of the defendant on 
the first day had clearly shown that this was an antisemitic, 
racist and anti-feminist attack. The judge had “wuschifluschi” 
ignored this.

The trial at the Higher Regional Court Naumburg takes 
place in the largest courtroom in Saxony-Anhalt in Magdeburg 
due to the high level of public interest and for security reasons. 
The court originally scheduled 18 court days until mid-October. 
43 joint plaintiffs were admitted, including the president of the 
Jewish community in Halle, Max Privorozki. In addition, 147 
witnesses have been named to date, including 68 investiga-
tors. “It will be a much longer trial than we imagined today”, 
speculated Deputy Prosecutor Alexander Hoffmann after the 
first day of the trial.
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The trial is over for today

17.15: The presiding judge closes today’s trial. Towards the 
end of the day’s trial,  once again takes the opportunity 
to present his inhuman and racist view of the world. The trial 
will continue tomorrow.

: “That’s where it ended”

16h52:  describes how he hijacked a taxi and got 
behind the wheel. The car had an automatic transmission. 

He didn’t know how to use it and was completely overwhel-
med. The screen lit up “just like on the shit ship Enterprise”. 
Finally, he turned the car around. He wanted to take the highway, 
then turn onto a country road and finally escape “on foot”. He 
was driving at 200 km/h in part, trying to “lose the police”. He 
overtook on the right, gave “good gas”. By the third exit he had 
left the motorway. He found himself on a country road and 
suddenly found himself in a traffic jam at a roadworks (“What 
a mess!”).  laughed in court and said, 

“What a mess. Heh, heh, heh.” He got out of the car, he says. 
“A police car was already coming from behind, an officer got 
out and walked towards me”. : “That’s when it all ended. 
I was at the breaking point. At the limit”.

Accused: “Was a bit ashamed to shoot white people”.

16h52:  described how he tried to force a man 
to give him the keys to his car, which he intended to use to 
continue his escape. 

He shouted, “I’m bleeding, I don’t have time.” But the man 
refused (“What do you want from me?”).  felt he was not 
being taken seriously and shot him in the neck. He was only 
worried about the car, he told the court. 

“I’m not going to shoot a white man.” The man fell down, 
 stepped over him and shouted, “Give me the key now, 

man!” As other men approached, he said, he completely lost 
his footing and shot another man.  today, “I was very hurt 
by that, that I shoot white people.” Judge: “Were you ashamed? 
Answer: “A little”. He even felt sorry for the two men, he says.

 recounts his shooting with the 
police

16.35:  tells of his shooting with the police in Halle. 
He felt a bullet in his neck and collapsed. His eyes turned 
black, he says. 

“I thought, now I’m going to die.” 
But he gets up (“Getting shot made me lose control of my 

senses”), runs away in his hired car through the city to Lands-
berg. He doesn’t know his way. On the federal road he notices 
a police car, turns into a camp and seeks refuge in a barn. 

“I had to catch my breath.” 
He says he drank water and, looking at his computer, 

realised that his internet access had since been blocked. He 
becomes agitated, 

“The transmission was much more important than the act 
itself”.  wanted his act of madness to be watched by the 
world. If no one paid attention, his crime would be worthless, 
he said.

The neo-Nazi killer makes a statement on the prison corridor 
and asks the judge if she was teasing him.

16h28:  exclaims: “There is no peaceful way 
for whites to resist multicultural development”. 

By implication, according to him, this means that the only 
way is that of violence. When the judge again points out that 
there are practically no refugees in ’s home town, the 
defendant reacts with a scowling look. He complains that 
nowhere in Germany (not even in an East German village) 
can he live among white people, i.e. among his own people. 
The judge points out complacently that in his prison cell he 
should not have problems with other people.  replies, 
very emotionally: 

“There are only Muslims in the whole corridor”. He asks the 
judge if she is making fun of him.

Defendant continues to be outraged 
at comments about Arabs and Jews

16h10:  explains that he heard the young man plea-
ding for his life in the kebab snack bar, but that he didn’t care. 

“It doesn’t matter if someone says something there, you 
don’t flinch,” says . 

Because the judge continues to ask in disbelief, he says 
provocatively, 

“I don’t think you’ve ever been in a situation like that”. 
The judge: was his plan to kill all the people in the takeaway 

kebab? Answer: 
“If it is possible, select. Decision on a case-by-case basis”. 

His aim, also during the last escape from the restaurant, was to 
“kill as many blacks and Muslims in the street”. Then the police 
came. He was not afraid, he said, just a feeling of unease. For 
him, the motto was: “Win or die”. I am not suicidal, I just want 
to fight my enemies.

3.50 p.m.: The accused is back in the courtroom, the trial 
continues.  describes the events in the kebab 
snack bar from his point of view. He had entered and had seen 
a man on the left. 

2:35pm: Security guards again handcuff  
and lead him out of the courtroom.

The trial will resume in an hour.

2:32 pm:  talks about his failed attempts to kick open, 
shoot and blow the front door of the synagogue. The judge: 
“Do you feel like a failure? 

He: “It’s obvious”. 
Then the subject of his attempted murder in a takeaway 

kebab is raised. The judge: “Have you ever been in a kebab 
restaurant? 

He: “In the past, as a teenager.” If he knew what kind of 
people usually go there. : “Mainly people who don’t have 
problems with Muslims”. 

The judge says, “They are people who like to eat a keba ”
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“I’m lucky if I’m not break 
down”

Merseburg (Saxony-Anhalt) - Karsten Lissau proudly watches a 
video that his son Kevin sent him. “Hello daddy. These are the work 
clothes you gave me”, exclaims Kevin, raising his thumb. Karsten 
Lissau’s son is dead. Shot in cold blood in a snack bar in Halle on 9 
October 2019 by the neo-Nazi killer  (28).

In the ARD magazine, FAKT Lissau tells how Kevin had 
a hard time - and how he learned of his son’s death. It was 
discovered that Kevin had a physical and mental disability 
when he was a child, and the doctors only gave him ten years.

But Kevin fought his way out. He managed to pass the 
special school, and even started training as a painter. A few 
days before his death. 

“I was mega proud when he started there. Nothing better 
could have happened,” says the father.

On 9 October 2019, Karsten Lissau spoke to his son for 
the last time around noon. 

“He really wanted to have a kebab.”
Shortly afterwards he doesn’t reach him anymore. When 

the father hears what is happening in Halle, he tries to reach 

Kevin all day long. Finally, someone sends him the video of 
the murder.

I recognised him by the sound of my son saying: 
“Stop, stop”, says Lissau. 
“When Kevin hid behind the fridge, that’s when I said it 

was time to stop”.
Lissau is co-appellant in the trial. How does he feel about 

his son’s killer?
“There is no fair punishment in this case. But this man has 

nothing to do in broad daylight”. He continues: “I’ll be happy if I 
spend every day halfway decent and don’t fall apart”.
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Video of the anti-Semitic at-
tack in Halle shown in court

At the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg, the trial against Halle’s 
murderer continued. Representatives of the Nebenklage had the 
opportunity to question the accused about his crime and his atti-
tudes. He showed no remorse.

In the trial against Halle’s murderer, his anti-Semitic and 
racist attitude became clear on Wednesday. In the Magdeburg 
courtroom, the video shot by the assassin was shown, which 
he had broadcast live on the Internet during the crime on Oc-
tober 9, 2019. Subsequently, the defendant was questioned by 
representatives of the Nebenklage and openly admitted that 
he was still convinced of his plan to kill Jews in a synagogue. 
While the 28-year-old man insisted on presenting himself in 
the courtroom as a “fighter against his enemies”, which he 
sees in “Jews, Muslims, Blacks and Communists”, a debate 
took place on the sidelines of the trial on the place that the 
murderer should occupy in the media coverage.

The video shows the defendant driving his weapons outside 
the synagogue and then shooting two people. While spectators 
and participants in the trial obviously found the filmed scenes 
difficult to bear, the defendant first showed a smile as he played 
the video and laughed. Some spectators and co-claimants left 
the courtroom while the video was playing.

No remorse

When asked about his feelings after watching the video, the 
defendant said, “It went wrong”. He must have “smiled”. Once 
again, the defendant made it clear that he felt no remorse 
for his actions, saying, “Attacking the synagogue was not a 
mistake. They are my enemies. Even the piece of music that 
the right-wing extremist played in the car on the way to the 
synagogue was deliberately chosen.

The blurred video begins with a speech in English by the 
assassin in which he denies the Holocaust. Numerous weapons 
have been visibly placed in his car, with which he shoots on the 
course like in a video game. On several occasions he attacked 
the synagogue with the wooden door, but was unable to enter 
the premises.

Nothing learned

There were 52 worshippers in the synagogue for the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. When a 40-year-old woman passed 
by, he shot her and a 20-year-old man in a kebab snack bar 
who had previously pleaded for his life.

See also

Federal prosecutors charged the 28-year-old with two 
counts of murder and several counts of attempted murder, as 
well as other crimes. When asked by opposing counsel if he 
considered “his fight” to be over, he replied, 

“No comment. The only thing he learned from what happened 
was the quality of his weapons, he explained.

The court as a stage?

In the meantime, the extent to which the report provides a 
scene for the assassin is being discussed. The German Jour-
nalists’ Association (DJV) called for truth and completeness, 
and not to lose sight of the victims and their relatives. The 
federal government ombudsman for victims and survivors of 
the right-wing terrorist group NSU, Barbara John, criticized 
the unequal treatment of victims and perpetrators in terrorism 
trials. For victims, survivors and co-defendants, it is often “un-
bearable” to have to relive the murderous events in trials. At 
the same time, the perpetrator is offered a scene where he is 
“allowed to appear and spout off like in a theater” and at the 
same time finds his supporters.

This has been confirmed, among others, by the lawyer 
Erkan Görgülü, who represents the father of the 20-year-old 
girl killed as co-appellant in court. His client expected the trial 
to mark a turning point in awareness of the events, but he had 
already had to leave the courtroom on the first day of the trial 
when his son was at stake. According to Görgülü, he was still 
unable to attend the trial on Wednesday due to stress.
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How far-right terrorists want 
to present themselves and 
how the media can’t play the 
game

Since this week, the trial of the terrorist from Halle is underway. 
While trying to provoke a massacre, he killed two people. Only a 
massive gate prevented further deaths.

In addition to the immediate act, right-wing terrorists attach 
great importance to the staging of their act. Halle’s attacker 
also claims that the dissemination was just as important as 
the act itself. He was therefore equipped with a camera and 
provided a live data stream on Facebook.

This is not a new phenomenon, the extreme right-wing 
terrorist attacks of recent years are similar in many ways. Not 
only ideologically, but also in terms of execution. This includes 
a manifesto, the announcement or allusion to the social media 
law, and simply the live broadcast. It is also about using the 
process as another opportunity for self-dramatization. The goal 
is to leave behind a lasting image and slogan. These in turn 
serve as models for future potential terrorists and circulate as 
images that can be easily shared on social media.

Don’t play the game

How can the serious media deal with this situation? 
How can they report on the trial without unwittingly falling 

into the trap of self-determination of right-wing extremists? 
How can they not become a means of putting an end to right-
wing extremist propaganda?

First, it is important not to make the right-wing terrorist a 
hero (unintentionally). He wants glory and he gets it mainly 
by his image and name. Both can and must be denied to him 
by the media.

New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern set an example 
to follow with the Christchurch terrorist. She deliberately refused 
to name him and urged others to follow his example. The name 
is not relevant to understanding the act. The non-pixelated 
image is also not relevant to understanding the act.

Explain the links

Second, it is important not only to report the crime in a 
sensationalist way, but also to explain the links. Halle’s act is 
neither an isolated nor an extreme individual case. Rather, there 
are ideological links here with other terrorist attacks, extreme 
right-wing groups, and even in broader discourses. The ideo-
logy and strategy must be described and classified precisely.

Third, it is important to maintain the focus on victims. These 
are first and foremost the victims and their families and friends. 
But they are also the people who have been threatened and 
fear for their lives. They are also the people who witnessed 
the crime and are traumatized. How do the media and society 
treat the victims of right-wing violence? Do they have a voice 
and thus become active actors or not?

By the way, the victims in Halle are called Jana and Kevin. 
To date, the Antonio Amadeu Foundation estimates that there 
have been at least 208 victims of right-wing extremist violence 
in Germany since reunification, although the number of unre-
ported cases is probably much higher. The oldest victim was 
85 years old, the youngest was not even born yet.
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 has to face questions
Magdeburg (dpa) l The defendant in the trial on the extreme right-
wing terrorist attack in Halle had to face the questions of the joint 
plaintiffs for the first time. However, he did not want to answer many 
critical questions, e.g. about his activities on the Internet or his 
opinion on National Socialism, on Wednesday on the second day of 
the trial in Magdeburg.

For example, he wanted to protect “his people”, he said, 
referring to Internet contacts and website operators. However, 
some answers showed that he had, among other things, been 
transferred 0.1 bitcoin - and that after he announced that he 
would build improvised weapons because he did not like Muslims.

Among other things, the Nebenklage lawyers wanted to 
know what jobs he had not received because they had gone 
abroad. The answer was not precise. He had previously argued 
that foreigners could take jobs away from Germans. Another 
lawyer criticised the defendant’s behaviour. He did not have 
to “present himself as a 17 year old man nine times smarter”. 
Previously, the right-wing terrorist had evasively answered the 
lawyer’s questions.

The murderer had attempted to storm the Halle synagogue 
in autumn 2019, heavily armed. According to the Federal Pro-
secutor’s Office, he wanted to kill as many of the 52 visitors to 
the synagogue as possible in the attack on 9 October 2019.

However, the man could not gain access to the building, 
even at gunpoint. He then killed a passer-by outside the syna-
gogue and a man in a kebab restaurant.  freely 
admitted both acts in court.
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Only mocking laughter, how 
Halle’s murderer thinks about 
the attack

Halle’s murderer feels like a failure because he did not kill any Jews. 
If he could, he would probably strike again. What he thinks of his 
actions.

Halle (Saale) - There it is again, that laugh. There’s nothing 
joyful about it, it seems mocking. It can be heard again and 
again when the presumed murderer, , is cornered 
in a corner of the court.

If he has to explain, for example, when “a foreigner” has ever 
challenged him for a jo   takes refuge in sentences, talks 
about “macroeconomic structures”, but the lawyer Alexander 
Hoffmann is categorical. “No, you personally. When have you 
ever wanted a job?”  is left laughing helplessly. He has never 
tried to find a jo

Trial of Halle’s murderer:  can’t 
stand criticism

It is the second day of the trial against the synagogue 
terrorist, and increasingly the accused is speechless. Several 
lawyers of the plaintiff’s side heckle him, including three Bs, 
which at one point do not mean anything at all.

For years, this 28-year-old man lived in the children’s room 
with his mother, on his parents’ money, with no friends, with no 
interests other than the Internet. He doesn’t take criticism well.

 raves about weapons and 
conspiracy myths.

On the other hand, he likes to talk about his own weapons 
because he feels superior to others. The court shows on the 
monitors in the courtroom a picture of the explosive devices 
that  has assembled, such as the nail bomb he threw at the 
“Kiez Döner” in Halle.  expertly explains the power of the 
explosion, how the mixed nails have an effect on the explosion.

He also likes to talk about what, according to him, is not 
a conspiracy theory, but the “truth”, which he claims to have 
recognised in 2015: that the Jews are carrying out a genocide 
against “whites”, with the help of the mass migration of Muslims. 
Jews can be identified by their faces,  He also sorts out a 
collateral lawyer named Lewin as a Jew. “What if I have my 

husband’s name?” asks the lawyer. “Then you are a collaborator.”

“I have made a fool of myself on a global scale”
Enemy, collaborator -  feels like a fighter in a 

war. But he knows he has lost. 
“I made a fool of myself on a global level”,  had already 

admitted the day before.

Presiding judge Ursula Mertens wanted to know if he felt 
like a loser after the failed attack on the synagogue. A bitter 
laugh answered him. “Feeling? It is obvious that he does.

Shocking images of the Halle murder

On the second day of the trial, the first thing the court shows 
is the video that  himself took on 9 October. It shows the 
perspective as in a first-person shooter video game, the point 
of view of an author who decides on life and death. From time 
to time the barrel of the shotgun appears, we see frightened 
people running away, we hear the shooter swearing half-saying 
when something doesn’t work the way he would like it to.

And this is often the case: the door of the synagogue doesn’t 
open and doesn’t blow, later the gun jams, the perpetrator 
swears: “Shit, man”. We can also see how the passer-by Jana 
L. shouts something incomprehensible to him as he passes 
by, and a few moments later he shoots her in the back and 
insults the dying woman.

 makes fun of the crime video

 had only seen the film once before, at the district court. 
When he looks at his propaganda again, he has a big smile 
on his face. He is amused by the comments made in front of 
the camera at that moment.

Some of the co-applicants cannot stand to see the film; 
they have left the courtroom. Others look at the monitors with 
horror. They keep hearing  apologise to his hoped-for racist 
audience because his plan didn’t work: “

Sorry, guys.”
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Halle’s murderer keeps silent about 
his activities on the Internet

In the afternoon,  will have to face the lawyers of the 
Nebenklage. On several occasions the question is whether  
really acted without help or confidant, as he claims.

When he was asked about the forums in which the hateful 
Jew and the gun fanatic had exchanged information, he fell 
silent. He does not give the names of the websites. 

“I don’t shit on people,” he said.

Were there people you could trust 
before the crime?

There is evidence in the investigation files of contact with 
a certain “Mark”, the moderator of an online chat. It may have 
been this unknown person who gave money to  in the form 
of the Bitcoin digital currency, which earned the recipient 
1,000 euros. What was the purpose of the donation? As an 
incentive, as support for the planned attack? That remains 
unclear to this day.

The defence lawyer was not retained.

For this reason, the first disputes arise between the parties 
to the proceedings. Defence lawyer Hans-Dieter Weber wants 
certain sentences of his client’s speech to be recorded verbatim, 
but Judge Ursula Mertens, president of the court, rejects this 
request as unfounded.

Weber asks for a break, submits a written request, after a 
further break in the deliberations the senate rejects the request. 
Is Weber looking for a reason for a bias motion? Is he trying 
to get the case dismissed? Not on that day. Weber complies 
and continues.

This is how ’s defence lawyer 
wants to proceed

Already before the trial, he had commented on his strategy 
in front of journalists. The experienced defence lawyer refrains 
from denying the obvious perpetration of his client. However, 
he wants to counter the prosecution in the legal assessment 
of the acts; he does not give details.

It is also clear that ’s defence is not an easy undertaking. 
Did he and his defence colleague Thomas Rutkowski advise 
the accused to refrain from racist insults? 

“We advised him. But it is up to him to decide what he 
says,” Weber replies.

In the courtroom, he ends up making everyone desperate 
because he speaks so softly that they can barely understand him. 

“Mr. Weber, you have to put some energy into your speech,” 
finally admits Judge Mertens.

Would  kill again?

At the end of the day’s trial, a lawyer wants to know if  
would repeat his crime today if he could. 

“Jews are always my enemies,” says . 
The lawyer tries again in a different way: did he learn no-

thing from his crime?
 smiles triumphantly. 

“I learned that the energy from the muzzle of my machine 
pistol is 361 metres per second.”
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An expert certifies a “serious 
mental abnormality”

Magdeburg (Saxony-Anhalt) - His actions were bestial, but he feels 
no remorse: in court, Halle’s murderer, the neo-Nazi  (28), 
shows little empathy. He laughs and even makes fun of the victims. 
A psychiatric expert confirms it: The right-wing extremist is seriously 
disturbed - and yet fully guilty.

According to the expert, Professor Norbert Leygraf,  
suffers from a complex personality disorder with elements of 
schizoid, paranoia and self-confidence, and also has charac-
teristics of an autistic spectrum disorder. This corresponds to 
“another serious mental abnormality”.

According to expert opinion, however, his ability to unders-
tand has not been impaired by this. Neither has the ability to 
control been impaired.  also stated in court that he did 
not want to be considered mentally ill.

According to Professor Leygraf, from a psychiatric point 
of view, it could be assumed that  would commit serious 
crimes again, even homicides, in complete freedom because 
of a conviction and a willingness to act firmly rooted in his 
personality.

Already at school, according to the certificate, the first 
conspicuous features had appeared. For example, his mother 
had to bring him the same fish he ate for breakfast every day. 
Later,  would only have asked for an old mobile phone 
with buttons - because it could be tracked with other models. 
During his time in the Bundeswehr he was clumsy, which is 
why others nicknamed him “potato”.

At school,  had bragged about it, it was a piece of 
cake for him. He pretended to know more about chemistry 
than he actually could. An IQ test gave him an average grade 
of 105. In 2010, a note from the doctor at the Helios clinic 
in Eisleben reported plant poisoning by angel trumpets with 
suicidal intent.

 had only agreed to the interview with the expert 
because his lawyer had advised him to do so: He did not want 
to present himself as mentally ill in order to obtain a lighter 
sentence, because he was not.

When he finally had to talk about his personal problems, 
the conversation with Professor Leygraf was about to end. 

 said:
 “I like to talk about the context of the crime, but not about 

personal things.
“It’s just that I’m antisocial,” he kept saying.
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How a Jewish woman thinks 
about the neo-Nazi trial

Magdeburg - Christina Feist is Austrian. She lives in Paris. But her 
centre of life is currently Magdeburg, where she is following the trial 
of the Nazi killer as a co-applicant. The Jew was in the synagogue in 
Halle on Yom Kippur. Today she is sitting in the courtroom opposite 
the man who wanted to kill her at the time.

“I was very surprised that he was physically very small, as 
far as I know, smaller than me. However, I am not very surprised 
that he seems to be confident. He wants to intimidate, to show 
his power. But I don’t let that get to me”.

She is helped by a small chain pendant that she wears 
around her neck. Right next to a gold heart, a gift from her 
grandmother. The pendant consists of two Hebrew letters.

They invent the word “Chaim”, which translates as “life”. A 
friend gave this to me the day after the assassination. Just 
with this thought: “Hey, you are still alive”.

In court on Tuesday, Christina Feist watched the video of 
the crime that the Nazi put online.

“It was the first time and I never want to see her again. At 
the same time, it was important for the treatment of my trauma. 
I asked my escort immediately afterwards to take me outside 
because I knew I needed a moment now to let my emotions out”.

It was Rabbi Akiva Weingarten from Dresden who comforted 
her during those minutes - and her little necklace.

“I’ve been consciously wearing it open since that day, it 
reminds me that I am afraid sometimes. But that it doesn’t 
matter. And that, for the most part, I refuse to do it because I 
don’t want it to limit my life”.

The day after the trial, the young Jewish woman will look 
the man who tried to kill her in the eye again. Without fear.

Bild
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“I’m hoping for some clarifica-
tion”

Igor Matviyets on Halle’s murderer, the atmosphere at the court and 
the expectations of the rule of law.

Mr. Matviyets, at the start of the trial against Halle’s mur-
derer, the plaintiffs and supporters met on Monday in front of 
the Magdeburg court. What mood did you perceive?

I felt great frustration, because apparently this scandalous 
attack had to take place first before the issue would upset the 
political agenda.

Are people getting closer?

The 150 or so people present at the rally showed solidarity. 
Many came with Israeli flags. But let us have no illusions: it is 
not civil society at large that is interested in the issue; it is poli-
tically active people anyway - and minorities that are concerned.

So didn’t the attack lead to greater awareness?

No. Just as the murder of Walter Lübcke and the attack 
in Hanau did not anchor the awareness that unrest leads to 
violence and murder, the attack on 9 October did not raise 
awareness of the fact that Jews feel permanently threatened. 
I sense a greater awareness, yes, but no fundamental change.

What is the reason for this?

The courageous civil society is lacking, especially in East 
Germany. The attack in Halle is reduced to a “minority problem”. 
The fact that antisemitism and racism is everyone’s problem 
simply does not reach society as a whole. People do not feel 
concerned.

Is this disinterest part of the problem?

German society is anything but homogeneous - many people 
in Saxony-Anhalt are unaware of this. But it also reflects on 
them, because people with a migrant background in public 
life can be counted here with one hand. As long as Jews and 
other minorities are perceived as isolated, as not belonging to 
a minority, I am not surprised by this disinterest.

How can this be changed?

The fact that Germany is a diverse society should be com-
municated much more clearly and vehemently - and this should 
be done before 1933! Our differences are not some kind of 
spleen, but aspects of respectful and sensitive coexistence.

What are the issues that are of concern to the local popu-
lation and which the trial should clarify?

How could the author become so radical? 

This cannot have been a secret in his environment. I see the 
danger in these spaces where hatred of people is spreading 
unrestrainedly, without anyone contradicting or intervening.

What else do you expect from the trial?

That the murderer will receive a punishment severe enough 
for his crime. And that it becomes clear that the constitutional 
state is functioning at this stage - at least in retrospect.

Katharina Schmidt-Hirschfelder spoke with the SPD poli-
tician and member of the Halle community.
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Hatred of Jews
At the beginning of the trial, the author shows his vision of the wor-
ld.

Last Tuesday, shortly before noon, there was a tense silence 
in room C24 of the Magdeburg Regional Court. Here, in a few 
minutes and under strict security measures, the trial of Halle’s 
murderer will begin. The courtroom is packed: the co-appellants 
and their lawyers are seated in three rows facing the quay, and 
many members of the press have arrived. The cameras click 
when the accused, chained hands and feet, is brought in by 
hooded court officers.

“When the perpetrator was brought into the courtroom, it 
affected me more than I thought it would,” says Christina Feist. 

The 29-year-old doctoral student witnessed the attack in 
the synagogue and joined the Nebenklage, 43 Nebenkläger 
in total. She also sees it as part of her therapy: 

“I feel the need to go through this trauma, this chapter, to 
the end, and this end for now is the end of the trial. She will 
also testify during the trial.

However, the president of the Jewish community in Halle, 
Max Privorozki, who is a co-applicant but does not want to 
attend the trial - unless he is called to testify - is not present 
in the courtroom. 

“No time and no desire. I don’t want to look him in the eye. 
Apart from the pathological antisemitism and hatred, I won’t 
see anything,” he told the newspaper.

First of all, Federal Prosecutor Kai Lohse will read the 
indictment. The defendant is charged with two counts of 
murder and attempted murder of 68 people, as well as other 
crimes ranging from predatory extortion to dangerous bodily 
harm. The federal prosecutor has repeatedly emphasised the 
anti-Semitic, racist and xenophobic motive behind the crime.

Next, the defendant himself has the floor. The president of 
the court, Ursula Mertens, asks many questions, obviously does 
not want to let him do his monologue, interrupts him again and 
again in order not to let his inhuman and hateful statements 
get through, warns him that she will not tolerate incitement.

The defendant’s testimony has little to offer in terms of 
surprise. It gives a glimpse into the mental life of the 28-year-
old man, who lived with his mother, had no job or friends and 
was radicalising himself on the Internet. Who hates anyone who 
is different from him: Muslims, Jews, women and people of a 
different skin colour. Who subscribes to conspiracy theories 
and finds in Jews the root of all problems. That is why, he 
says, he chose to murder a synagogue rather than a mosque.

He admits the crime himself, speaks at length, tries to 
describe the events in a conversational tone, laughs again and 
again at what he has said. What he says is difficult to bear: he 

had wanted to kill as many Jews as possible, which is why he 
had tried to enter the synagogue on Yom Kippur. When this 
failed, he first killed the passer-by Jana L. and later Kevin S. 
in a kebab snack bar, while fleeing from the police he injured 
other people. The only thing he regrets is the fact that, as he 
says, he killed and injured “white people”.

The defendant claims that he planned and executed the 
crime alone. At the same time, he admits that he had a role 
model: he says he decided to commit this crime after the 
Christchurch bombing in March 2019, in which a terrorist 
shot dead 51 people in two mosques. And he also wanted to 
serve as a role model, which is why he broadcast his actions 
live on the Internet.

In the eyes of the co-applicants, many 
questions remain unanswered

The Central Council of Jews in Germany calls for a “tho-
rough and complete” investigation into the circumstances of 
the crime. The president of the Central Council, Josef Schuster, 
said on Tuesday: 

“Similarly, the question must be examined whether the 
murderer had supporters and was involved in right-wing 
networks”. The Central Council is represented in Magdeburg 
as an observer at the trial.

After the long day, some of the joint plaintiffs still came 
to the rally in front of the district court. Here, different groups 
organised a solidarity event which already lasted the whole day. 

“I am very touched by all this support,” says Rebecca Blady. 
The American, who lives in Berlin, also suffered from the attack 
on the synagogue. Today was a difficult day, she says. But it 
gave her “a kind of closure” to see the man “who committed 
these horrible acts”. And, “He’s not crazy. He says what he 
thinks. And what he thinks kills people. And there is no place 
for that in society”. Blady, like many common complainants, 
wants German society to find answers to this act.

Christina Feist is also angry because something like this 
was possible in Germany. 

“It’s not about me as an individual, it’s not just about us 
who were in the synagogue,” she says. She says that it is about 
antisemitism and right-wing ideologies that are deeply rooted 
in German society. “It is such a subject, nobody wants to talk 
about it, the government, but also a large part of the population 
does not want to deal with it. And I actually hope that this trial 
will lead to an upheaval in the people”.
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Imaginary exchange
On Wednesday, the second day of the trial against Halle’s murderer 
took place at Magdeburg Regional Court. Our author gives an ac-
count of the courtroom.

The second day of the trial of the Halle murderer begins with 
a leap into the cold water: in the courtroom of the Magdeburg 
Regional Court, the video is shown which the accused, who 
remains anonymous in this text out of respect for the people 
involved, broadcast live via the Twitch streaming platform 
during the attack. A 35-minute recording of the murderous 
attack, which is difficult to bear. Some of the plaintiffs leave 
the courtroom, others lower their heads, and still others look 
the defendant in the face and observe his reaction. 

He seems to be captivated by the video, studying every 
movement, analysing every mistake, smiling at certain moments. 
Little by little, his smile disappears, he seems disappointed by 
the failure of his plan. He watches the video for the second 
time today, even though it has already been presented to him 
during the interrogation.

In the video, it is striking how long the perpetrator can shoot 
unimpeded in the street, detonate explosive devices and kill 
people. Not a single policeman is visible in the distance - not 
even in front of the synagogue. He shoots the 40-year-old 
passer-by, Jana L., on her way home.

Because of a simple question: 
“Do I have to do that when I pass by here? Jana L. had not 

recognised the dangerousness of the situation. He murdered 
her in cold blood.

After failing to enter the synagogue, the accused went to 
a kebab shop. Here he shot 20-year-old Kevin S.. The young 
painter was on his lunch break. He leaves the shop, takes a 
short drive, goes out again, can enter the kebab shop again 
safely - and shoots Kevin S..

After the video, there is a 15-minute break. This is followed 
by a game of procedural ping-pong with the objections of the 
co-applicants, the motions of the defence and several short 
breaks. The question is whether the defendant can change his 
statement from the day before that he knew there were people 
in the synagogue. He is not allowed to do so, the application 
is rejected by the court.

Thereafter the representatives of the Nebenklage are 
allowed to question the defendant. They succeed, again and 
again, in holding him back: They interrupt him as soon as he 
deviates from a concrete answer to the question asked. And 
they try not to give him any space to display his inhuman 
ideology. Thus the lawyer Kristin Pietrzyk replies: 

“I’m not going to give you the stage here to say what you 

want” or “I’m asking the questions here”. Nevertheless, anti-
semitic and racist statements are made again and again, as 
the accused is so rooted in his ideological world view of the 
conspiracy.

He talks a lot - and with pleasure. Above all, he gives very 
detailed answers to the technical questions surrounding the 
crime and its weapons: about the construction of his explosive 
devices, the composition of his nail bombs, the range of his 
hunting rifles. As if he wanted future assassins to learn from 
his mistakes. After all, he also had his teachers: he gives the 
impression that he meticulously studied many attacks in pre-
paration for his crime.

Replaced and horrified

On the second day of the trial, questions relating to its 
radicalisation in particular are given more space. On the 
theoretical level, he cites the “Grand échange”, a New Right-
wing combat term popularised by the French author Renaud 
Camus and his essay of the same name from 2011. In it, 
Camus complains that Muslims are destroying French culture 
and society and replacing the white French. The defendant 
seems to have internalised him: he speaks repeatedly of his 
fear of being “replaced”.

The “Great Exchange” is also a theoretical cornerstone of 
the extreme right-wing identity movement. The day before, the 
Respondent cited the group as an example to show that there 
was no peaceful political solution, as one would immediately 
be labelled as “extremist” and observed by the Office for the 
Protection of the Constitution. This paranoia was, among other 
things, an important reason why the defendant did not join any 
group and acted alone.

The defendant’s fear of being replaced also has an ironic 
dimension. For years he was unemployed, socially isolated, 
living in a crèche with his mother with a lock on the door. He 
had long since ceased to be part of the society he wanted to 
turn his back on. He claims that non-Germans took his job 
away from him. Exactly what kind of work, asks lawyer Pietrzyk 
several times. The question remains unanswered. In fact, it has 
never been a question of the accused being denied something 
concrete, but of his inhuman perception of supposed others. The 
problem, on the other hand, lies elsewhere: in his radicalisation.
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8chan, Bitcoins and the Darknet

The accused stumbled upon the text “The Great Exchange” in 
2015, during the summer of migration to Europe. The demands 
it contains are not new - and even before that, the accused 
had already dealt online with similar extreme right-wing theses. 
Where exactly it does not want to say. He doesn’t want to “shit 
on anyone”, he wants to protect his own people - and thus once 
again refutes the claim, widespread in the media and politics, 
that he was a lone author. This is because he was part of a 
larger online community of like-minded people, most of whom 
have not yet been exposed.

After repeated questions, the defendant finally mentions a 
discussion group on the darknet and the now-deleted 8chan 
image forum, whose moderator donated Bitcoin worth 1,000 
Euros on a USB stick to him during a meeting so that he could 
carry out attacks against Muslims*. However, it does not reveal 
anything about the other circumstances and background of 
this case.

The story he reveals looks like this: The accused has become 
politicised and radicalised since 2015, but he is said to have 
refused to talk about politics with others in a similar life - not 
even with his family. For this otherwise socially isolated man, 
the Internet was a place of socialisation and political commu-
nication. And he was not alone there either.

The global feminist Jewish conspiracy

A hitherto neglected dimension of her contempt for huma-
nity is certainly anti-feminism. He expresses this explicitly by 
blaming feminism for the fact that too few “white Germans” 
are born. And he stresses: 

“Feminism is Jewish. This absurd statement actually provokes 
laughter in the hall. But at the same time it is one of the many 
deeply antisemitic statements he makes during the day that 
manages to pass despite the strategy of the Nebenklage lawyers.

A big question remains: How exactly did his Muslimophobia 
turn into eliminatory antisemitism? The initial target of his at-
tack was a mosque, he admits. However, on the first two days 
of the trial he repeatedly emphasised that he wanted to fight 
the “cause” (the Jews) and not the “symptom” (the Muslims) 
of the exchange he had imagined. Because according to his 
ideological vision of the conspiracy, the Jews had organised 
the “refugee crisis”.

At the end of the second day of the trial, the accused 
seemed more self-confident than the day before. He laughs, 
smiles, interrupts. He refuses to answer questions. He recalls his 
rights, does not want to incriminate any person, any structure. 
Little by little, an image of his radicalisation emerges. But the 
accused knows how to take advantage of the procedure, he 
only answers when it suits him. He realises that the world is 
watching him. And he believes that the next murderer is in on 
it. A serious problem, which shows that the legal treatment of 
the attack is by no means so social and political.
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“I want more facts to come to 
light”

43 joint plaintiffs in the trial against the murderer of the Halle bom-
bing. A conversation about the unanswered questions about the 
attack, her own role in dealing with it and solidarity alliances. Naomi 
Henkel-Gümbel was born and raised in Germany.

After high school she emigrated to Israel and divides her 
time between Israel and Germany. In Israel as well as in Berlin, 
she participates in the development and formation of Jewish 
communities and their respective societies. 

Naomi was invited to Halle as part of 
the Berlin Base Group

On 21 July, the trial of Halle’s killer, who attacked Halle’s 
synagogue and the neighbouring Kiez- Döner snack bar on 
9 October 2019, opened at the Higher Regional Court in 
Naumburg, killing two people and injuring others. Read more 
about this crime here.

The following conversation is part of a series of inter-
views with some of the plaintiffs in the case. Rachel Spicker 
explained to them how they experienced the attack, why they 
have decided to pursue a civil action and what they hope to 
get out of the trial.

Belltower.News: How did you experience the attack?

Naomi Henkel-Gümbel: I didn’t immediately understand what 
happened. After hearing the first bang, I always joked about 
it - saying: “Ah, at least now I’m awake”. We had already been 
fasting since the previous night and had stayed up for long 
periods during prayers. The standing position, the concentration 
on the content of the prayer, the confrontation with oneself - it’s 
quite exhausting. Then I heard a second shot and saw a kind 
of light body through the windows. 

At first I thought it was teenagers throwing firecrackers. 
I immediately understood that it was an antisemitic act. But 
I didn’t think that someone was throwing explosives at the 
synagogue and the adjacent cemetery. 

I remember that everybody was quite calm, nobody had a 
panic attack or anything like that. We took cover and ran into 
the flat above the synagogue, while other people had locked 
and barricaded all the entrances to the synagogue. One person 
started to remove sheets and bedding and tie up an emergency 
ladder, another believer turned on his phone to find out exactly 
what was going on - probably on the basis of a good hunch 
that lives were at risk here, since not everyone from our group 

was present in the synagogue. Although I saw this as a sign of 
the seriousness of the situation, I remained surprisingly calm 
and wanted to continue observing the day as usual - which, in 
retrospect, really bothered me. 

This uncertainty, this loss of control, was particularly difficult 
to assess: we didn’t know, could there have been more than 
one author? 

Who was the person who was shot in front of the syna-
gogue? Is the person still alive?

Who can help him or her? We couldn’t get out. It was quite 
depressing.

It was only gradually that I realised what was happening to 
us. It may sound ridiculous, but I thought it might be reported 
in the local news. Just as the local news reported that a bank 
was being robbed. 

The magnitude of what I went through and the fact that 
it was going to shape a bit of German history is something 
I didn’t realise until much later. The first few days after the 
attack were difficult for me. One day later we wanted to take 
the train back to Berlin. 

As the station was temporarily closed, we couldn’t make our 
initial connection. We went to the Deutsche Bahn counter and 
explained that we couldn’t take our original train. The clerk asked 
why. We looked at each other and remained silent for a while. 

Then we told him briefly what had happened. The train 
clerk hesitantly replied that anyone could claim it and asked 
how we could prove it. 

Yes, how can we prove that we survived an antisemitic and 
racist terrorist attack? I looked at my arm and saw the bracelet 
that was put on us in the hospital after the attack for the re-
cording. When we overcame the unpleasant conversation and 
wanted to leave the centre of the train towards the tracks, we 
saw a neo-Nazi with the usual clothes and tattoos. This was 
our farewell to Halle.

How are you today?

I have gradually tried to overcome the loss of control that 
I felt so clearly on the day of the attack and to get closer to 
myself again. I don’t want this experience to definitively define 
my daily life. And I’m doing better now. 
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There are many areas where I would say I am stronger than 
I was before Halle and also stronger than I was immediately 
after. I owe a lot to the support of the Jewish community in 
Berlin and to my friends, I have experienced a lot of solidarity. 
Of course, there are events that make me step back. The 
attack in Hanau on 19 February 2020, in which nine people 
were killed for racist reasons, deeply shaken and angered me. 

At the same time it brings back memories of 9 October in 
Halle. With time and thanks to the Corona pandemic, I have come 
to realise that there are not only people for me, but also people 
around me who rely on me and for whom I am responsible. What 
happened to us, and what happened in Hanau, for example, 
has made me aware of the situation and ask myself, well, I 
can either play a passive role or become active: I can play an 
active role in shaping the process of re-evaluation and social 
change and do my best to deal with it.

Why did you decide to become a co-applicant?

As a co-applicant, I have the opportunity to report on what 
I experienced and how I experienced it. But I am interested 
in more than that: I want to actively shape the story around 
this event.

 I want to know what circumstances led to this attack hap-
pening the way it did. I want to help bring more facts to light. 
I have the feeling that the public has already put this attack 
to rest, it is once again a lone perpetrator who also filmed the 
crime, which means that the evidence is clear and we can close 
the book on this subject.

I cannot close the case, I still have a lot of questions. I 
wonder if we can really talk about a lone author if he shared 
his thoughts with others in online communities and if he re-
fers to another murderer with his attack in English and calls 
for imitation. I wonder how this is possible, that his online and 
offline activities and plans have not been known to those 
around him or to the authorities. I am interested to know how 
the authorities came to the conclusion that no protection was 
needed outside the synagogue and where mistakes were 
made in the police operation that day. I also wonder why the 

press prefers to report that a door made of good German 
oak saved us, instead of reporting that for decades Jewish 
communities had to develop their own security concepts and 
implement them with their own budgets, often with very little 
means. Thanks are due to the Jewish community in Halle for 
creating a security concept themselves and to the person who 
finally locked the door.

But for me, this process also means that I have to deal with 
my personal history. I grew up in Germany as a granddaughter 
of Holocaust survivors and for a long time I felt I was in a bad 
position. In conversations with my parents who left Germany, 
the question came up over and over again: how can we, like 
my grandparents, choose to stay in Germany? I couldn’t un-
derstand it myself. 

I made a conscious decision to emigrate to Israel after 
leaving school. One of the reasons for this is the experience 
of antisemitism. Recently, I have been spending more time in 
Germany again because of my studies. And then there was 
Halle. After the attack, I wondered for a while whether it was 
not a mistake to try to live in Germany. In the meantime, I 
consider myself more responsible for opposing the right-wing 
forces - in the two places I consider to be my home, even if it 
is sometimes difficult and painful.

What do you hope to gain from this process?

I hope to gain a better understanding of how this act could 
have happened and what the prospects and possibilities are 
for preventing such acts in the future. 

I want to build bridges rather than walls. I also hope that 
this process can contribute to a better understanding of the 
majority society for the world of life of our minorities and that 
we can build and intensify relations of solidarity. We need 
more solidarity alliances with and between each other. The 
social changes of recent years and the increase in right-wing 
violence and terror show that this is more important than ever.
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Felix Klein, Government Com-
missioner: “Antisemitism 
threatens us all”

The Federal Government Commissioner for Antisemitism, Felix 
Klein, sees an opportunity in the trial of the Halle synagogue bom-
ber.

Mr. Klein, the Magdeburg trial has started. The suspect 
confessed to the attack on the synagogue in Halle. 

What can the trial bring, apart from a verdict?

The trial is an excellent opportunity to talk about the deep 
roots of antisemitism in society. I hope that the trial will trigger 
a societal debate in which the question of context will be raised 
and the latent antisemitism in society brought to light - as well 
as the way in which people are becoming radicalised on the 
internet without others noticing. I think this is long overdue, 
and it leads directly to the question of whether we have the 
right tools to combat antisemitism.

In the future, with the law against hate and incitement 
on the Internet, we will have another important instrument to 
concretely combat antisemitism. I expect significant successes 
from it. Because, among other things, conversations with 
politicians who receive threatening e-mails show me that this 
milieu backs off when it receives counter-pressures and the 
police car is parked outside the door. 

I am optimistic that the new possibilities of the law will be 
used and that antisemitic motives will be seen as aggravating. 
In the future, the courts will have the explicit possibility to do 
so. At present, judges and prosecutors too often fail to reco-
gnise antisemitism. 

In addition, those concerned should go to the police more 
often than they do at present. 

I have already succeeded in setting up a national system 
for reporting antisemitic incidents below the threshold of 
punishability. But all this will not work without a vigilant and 
courageous civil society. People who make antisemitic sta-
tements must be uncomfortable. They take too much of the 
silence of the majority for approval.

Another case of antisemitism is currently that of the conspi-
racy theorist Attila Hildmann. He has been agitating for months 
without anything happening. What’s wrong?

I think that on the basis of the new law this can be examined 
differently. Volker Beck has therefore taken the right decision 
by denouncing Mr Hildmann again. His behaviour is scandalous 
and, in my opinion, criminally relevant - with antisemitic agita-
tion, relativisation of the Holocaust and mockery of the victims. 
The Public Prosecutor’s Office must take action in this area.

The Halle case and the Hildmann case prove the antisemitism 
of right-wing extremists. But is it really true that more than 90 
per cent of antisemitic crimes, as officially stated, are theirs?

Statistically, this is the case at present - also because acts 
that cannot be attributed are counted as right-wing extremist 
acts. However, members of the Jewish community have a 
different perception of this situation. 

On my initiative, we have therefore set up a discussion 
group consisting of members of the Central Council of Jews 
and employees of the Federal Ministry of the Interior, where 
this discrepancy is discussed. In fact, the figures for antisemitic 
incidents below the threshold of punishability are also different. 
Here, only about one third of the perpetrators are right-wing 
extremists, and almost half of the acts cannot be attributed. 

Members of the Jewish community are often threatened by 
persons with an Arab appearance. We have to take this seriously.

What is your conclusion?

The deadly threat comes mainly from right-wing extremists. 
Nevertheless, we must not lose our sensitivity to antisemitism 
that is motivated by other means. One thing is certain: antise-
mitism threatens us all. The Halle case shows this as well. In 
the end, two non-Jews died. I would like to see this awareness 
spread further.
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When right-wing terror never 
ceases

When the extreme right-wing terrorist  tries to storm a sy-
nagogue in Halle (Saale) on 9 October 2019, heavily armed, he 
doesn’t just want to kill as many people as possible.

His antisemitic terrorist attack is supposed to have an effect 
far beyond the act itself. To achieve this, he deliberately relies 
on the techniques and logic of the modern media society.  
not only announces his act shortly beforehand in an Internet 
forum, but also distributes a link to the video platform Twitch, 
on which he broadcasts his attack live for 36 minutes on the 
same day. In fact, “only” five people watch it; according to Mr. 
Twitch, about 2200 people watched the images afterwards, 
before the platform operators intervened and blocked the 
video. But by then it was already too late. The neo-Nazi’s media 
strategy worked.

 could very probably count on the fact that 
there would be spectators who would save the video from the 
livestream and broadcast it on the net as a brutal and violent 
porn. To date, images of the terrorist attack are relatively easy 
to find. The rule and at the same time the warning that the 
Internet forgets nothing shows its full force here. In the rele-
vant forums, the most diverse forms of media reception can 
be observed. While racists and antisemites all over the world 
celebrate  and support in particular his inhuman view 
of the world propagated in the video, there are also spectators 
who, in the comments, reveal a growing rapture. As 

 filmed himself with a helmet camera, the aesthetics of the 
images are disturbingly reminiscent of video games in the first 
person. The only difference is that here people die for real and 
not just for a bunch of virtual pixels.

In the days immediately following the neo-Nazi terrorist 
attack, many media outlets made use of video and showed 
excerpts from it, while the more reserved editorial offices had 
only still images. That the tabloids barely knew the limits of 
their own responsibility in this area is not surprising, but that 
PREDA also used the author’s video, albeit in a more reserved 
manner, is more surprising.

The video received renewed, understandable attention this 
Wednesday. In the proceedings against  before 
the Magdeburg Regional Court it was presented as evidence.

As if this were not difficult enough for the relatives and 
victims of the right-wing terrorist, the recordings are currently 
experiencing a second wave of media circulation. Bild.de, 
for example, has published a video report that begins with a 

sequence of the terror sequence in which  shoots 
at the synagogue door.

In general, the tabloid platform is (once again) an edifying 
example of how the desire of people affected by right-wing 
terrorism to get balanced reporting that does not focus on the 
perpetrator is carefully ignored. The German Journalists’ Asso-
ciation (DJV) issued a media appeal on Wednesday, saying that 

“reporting on trials is much more than unfiltered and un-
commented reading of an accused person’s statements,” said 
DJV spokesman Hendrik Zörner. 

The accused must not be given a platform to spread his 
extreme right-wing and antisemitic ideology, but at the same 
time must be reported “truthfully and comprehensively”. And 
while the “Tagesschau” shows  only in pixels and 
refrains from mentioning his full name, there are journalists 
who have been broadcasting the statements of this Nazi 
almost simultaneously since the Magdeburg trial via Twitter. 
The “Focus” and the “Mitteldeutsche Zeitung” even accompany 
the trial with a live ticker. Sufficient space for classification in 
such a situation of self-induced journalistic pressure is rare, 
but would be urgently needed.

MDR journalist Roland Jäger described the strategy of the 
right-wing terrorist: During the trial, the accused used racist 
and antisemitic conspiracy stories to justify his act, as they 
have become increasingly widespread since 2015. He does 
so deliberately to propagate his extreme right-wing worldview. 
Journalists should not help him in this task. Because 

“this is the only way the assassination can really end.”
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A piece of evidence that is 
difficult to bear

On the second day of the trial against Halle’s murderer, several 
seats remained empty in the Magdeburg courtroom, which had 
been full the day before. There were gaps, in particular in the three 
rows of tables where the joint plaintiffs were sitting : Visitors to the 
synagogue, on which  intended to carry out a terrorist attack 
on 9 October 2019; customers of the kebab restaurant, which he 
attacked after his plan had failed. Not all of them wanted to face 
the first item on the court’s agenda for the day: the projection of the 
video that the defendant had recorded of his act and broadcast live 
on the internet.

On the one hand, the nearly 36-minute film documents the 
inhuman coldness with which the 28-year-old woman proceeded. 

Not only did he shoot a random passer-by and a visitor to 
the pu  In both cases, he returned to the victims and fired 
more shots to, as he put it, “get it over with”. 

Several of the common complainants held hands over 
their eyes during the relevant passages, cried or left the room. 
On the other hand,  apparently took note of the video with 
amusement: “He is smiling”, complained a lawyer.

On the other hand, the recording showed how devastating 
the effects of the attack would have been had  not acted 
in such a relatively amateurish manner. Time and time again, 
the weapons he himself had manufactured failed, saving the 
lives of potential victims. 

His attempt to break into the synagogue also failed be-
cause he was unable to shoot or blow the door down. Inside 
the place of worship that day, 52 people were celebrating Yom 
Kippur, the highest Jewish holiday.  claims to have deliberately 
chosen the date. 

Asked by Federal Prosecutor Kai Lohse about his feelings 
when he watched the film, he simply replied that “many things 
had gone wrong”. 

He did not express any regrets. When a lawyer later asked 
him what he had learned from the crime, he simply replied that 
he now knew how important the energy from the muzzle of 
the machine pistol he had built was.

When questioned by Lohse, the defendant reiterated that 
his aim was to kill as many people as possible and thus to 
“defeat my enemies”. Among these he counted Jews, Muslims 
and non-whites. To Lohse’s objection that they were “millions” 
of people, he replied: “Someone has to start”. He said that by 

posting it on the Internet, he had encouraged like-minded 
people to commit similar acts. 

 opens the video, which is recorded in the style of an 
ego-shooting game, with an explicit denial of the Holocaust. 
He calls the Jews “the source of all evil”.

In view of these statements, the defence strategy seems 
strange. They wanted to give the impression that  had not 
waited for the people in the synagogue. “He had no idea whether 
it was a memorial and whether he should visit it,” said his lawyer, 
Hans-Dieter Weber, and asked that the corresponding statements 
be recorded verbatim. The Federal Public Prosecutor stressed, 
however, that it was a question of an “overall assessment” of 
the author’s intention. The court rejected Mr. Weber’s request.

In the afternoon the lawyers for the joint plaintiffs began the 
interrogation. Their stated concern is to prove the defendant’s 
interconnectedness in a global right-wing community of thought 
that “also inspired the terrorist attacks in Christchurch, Poway, 
El Paso and Oslo and countless others” against Jews, Muslims, 
people of colour and women, according to a blog posted by 
several of the joint plaintiffs. The questions included questions 
about the music  had used to accompany her crime video.

In response to a question from lawyer Kristin Pietrzyk, the 
defendant mentioned a song called “Powerlevel” but refused 
to discuss its content. The song by the Austrian rapper Mr. 
Bond speaks, among other things, of “master race” as the 
antithesis of the Jews. An expert had described the lyrics of 
the radio Deutschlandfunk as “National Socialist propaganda 
for the purest water”.
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Journalists’ association calls 
on the media not to give the 
floor to Halle’s murderer

The Association of German Journalists called on the media to re-
port “faithfully and completely” on the trial on the right-wing terrorist 
attack in Halle.

The association’s spokesman, Mr Zörner, said in Berlin 
that media professionals should not lose sight of the murder 
victims and their relatives. If the accused was offered a plat-
form to spread his extreme right-wing and antisemitic ideology 
through journalistic coverage, the journalists in the courtroom 
did something wrong.

In Magdeburg, the video of the crime was broadcast on the 
day of the trial today. Several co-applicants left the courtroom 
during this time. After the viewing, the judge interrupted the 
proceedings. The 28-year-old defendant is accused of ha-
ving carried out an attack on the Halle synagogue during the 
Jewish holiday Yom Kippur in October, shooting two people 
and injuring others. During his interrogation yesterday at the 
beginning of the trial, he made antisemitic and derogatory 
remarks about migrants.
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Rabbi: the Halle trial must be 
a signal against racism

Berlin/Magdeburg (dpa) - Berlin Rabbi Yehuda Teichtal hopes that 
the start of the trial on the right-wing terrorist attack in Halle will 
have a signal effect. “The signal should be that there should be no 
room and no understanding for racist ideas in society,” Teichtal told 
the Berliner Zeitung (Thursday). He also said he hoped for a clear 
verdict.

The rabbi of Berlin’s Jewish community had been insulted 
and spat at by men in Arabic in July when he was accom-
panied by one of his children. The case was dropped in the 
autumn because, according to the public prosecutor’s office, 
those responsible could not be determined beyond doubt. 
The case made a lot of noise. German President Frank-Walter 
Steinmeier visited the rabbi after the attack and expressed his 
disgust at the act.

The Jewish community does not feel sufficiently protected 
at the moment, Teichtal said in the interview. 

“We certainly appreciate the effort of the government and 
the protection of property by the police. But it is enough that 
the Jewish people no longer need to be afraid. When children 
no longer have to be afraid in the metro because they are 
wearing a Star of David pendant”. He said that it is mainly 
about society, not so much about the actions of the state. “It’s 
about not looking away. Intolerance against one group today is 
intolerance against another tomorrow: today it’s Jews, tomorrow 
it’s Muslims, tomorrow it’s homosexuals or women,” Teichtal said.
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Commentary on the murderer 
from Halle, The failure of ar-
sonists 

Halle (Saale) - The first week of the trial has already shed light on 
the case. Who is the murderer of the synagogue in Halle? The 
question can now be answered: a lonely man without a purpose. A 
man who had no goal. He didn’t want a job or friends. A man who, 
on the contrary, locked himself up in hatred: hatred of imaginary en-
emies. Perhaps  did this to find meaning in life after all. For it 
was a miserable life that the future right-wing terrorist was leading. 
It revolved around nothing but hatred.

 wanted to kill

This is the situation of the most important trial in the 
country’s history:  does not deny the two murders, 
nor the numerous attempted murders. Nor does he deny his 
deep hatred of Jews and immigrants.  wanted to kill.

The judges could make it easier: a short trial, a quick sentence. 
Especially since the accused does not care how he presents 
himself in court: condescending, brusque, know-it-all. This man 
thinks he is intelligent, but his vision of the world is primitive.

The court must provide clarification

But the court should not take the easy way out. This trial is 
not only about the length of the planned prison sentence - but 
above all about the plumbing of very dark depths. How could 

 have developed such deadly hatred without realizing it? And 
make murder plans that no one suspected? In any case, there 
are approaches that the court and the plaintiffs can follow.

They lead to the only world in which  found his way: the 
Internet. The future murderer received an anonymous donation? 
Why did he receive it? From whom? Was there more? None 
of this is clear - but it may be an important piece of the puzzle 
in the radicalisation of the killer of the children’s room. Only if 
the case of Halle’s killer is illuminated in every detail will the 
investigators have a chance next time.
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Trial of Halle’s assassin, ob-
servers hope for an overhaul 
of society

“The signal should be that there should be no place or understan-
ding for racist ideas in society,” Teichtal told the Berliner Zeitung 
(Thursday). He also hopes for a clear verdict.

Attack in Halle: Terrorism trial weighs 
on bereaved families

The Green Party head of state, Sebastian Striegel, who 
observed the trial in the courtroom on the first two days of 
the trial, stressed the heavy burden the trial has placed on the 
survivors and bereaved families. 

“I think the two days of the trial have been very hard on 
the common plaintiffs,” Striegel told Deutsche Presse-Agentur 
on Thursday.

He said the defendant had made it clear that he had acted 
out of conviction and that he had in fact only regretted having, 
in his view, killed the wrong people. Striegel praised the conduct 
of the trial by Ursula Mertens. The experienced judge did not 
simply leave the scene to the defendant, but intervened and 
counter-attacked on several occasions.

Green head of state: AfD partly res-
ponsible for the attack

The defendant had also revealed through his statements 
that he had not developed his racist worldview “in a vacuum”. 
Striegel referred to the defendant’s statements in which he 
praised, for example, the extreme right-wing ‘identity movement’.

In the accused’s rhetoric, Striegel also sees parallels with the 
AfD: “If you look at the AfD’s statements in the state parliament, 
they differ in fact only in the absence of terrorist consequences 
of those of the accused”. The AfD therefore also bears some 
responsibility for the 9 October terrorist attack, Striegel said.

Halle’s murderer  pleads guilty to the charges.

The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office accused the de-
fendant , 28, of planning by an antisemitic, racist 
and xenophobic attitude an assassination attempt on fellow 
citizens of the Jewish faith.

On the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, he attempted 
to storm the heavily armed Halle synagogue. According to the 
indictment, he wanted to kill as many of the synagogue’s 52 
visitors as possible. When he was unable to enter, he killed 
a passer-by in front of the synagogue and a man in a kebab 
restaurant.

He wounded others as he fled. At the beginning of the trial 
the accused essentially admitted the charges. The defendant is 
charged with 13 crimes, including murder and attempted murder.

A debate on antisemitism in Germany is needed.
The Federal Government Commissioner for Antisemitism 

called for a social debate on antisemitism in Germany. The 
trial was “a great opportunity to talk about the deep roots of 
antisemitism in society”, Felix Klein told Redaktionsnetzwerk 
Deutschland (RND, Thursday).

“I hope that a social debate will emerge from the trial, in 
which the question of context will be raised and the latent 
antisemitism in society will be brought to light - as well as the 
way people are radicalising themselves on the Internet without 
others noticing”.

Özdemir hopes for clarification

The former leader of the Green Party, Cem Özdemir, who 
is following the trial and followed the first day of proceedings 
in court, is also hoping for a signal.

He expects from the trial “background information on the 
radicalisation of the perpetrator, justice for the victims and 
a strong signal of a defensible democracy in Germany that 
condemns antisemites and racists”, Özdemir told the “Nord-
west-Zeitung”. (dpa)
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After ’s escape attempt. A 
commission of enquiry takes 
care of the investigations

They must submit a report at the end of September, as the Ministry 
of Justice announced on Thursday in response to a request.

Expert commission investigates es-
cape attempt

According to the report, the commission is to investigate 
the structure and procedures of Halle prison. The chains of 
reporting and general cooperation with the Ministry of Justice 
will also be investigated.

The commission is composed of security experts from the 
justice administrations of the states of Lower Saxony, Thuringia 
and Saxony. In addition, according to the Ministry, the com-
mission may also seek advice from specialists in overcoming 
obstacles, such as SEK officers or a runner. The murderer in 
Halle wanted to escape from the “Red Ox” prison.

On the Whitsun weekend, the accused in Halle’s trial, 
, had tried to escape from Halle prison. This was 

possible because his guards had left him alone during a 
gardening exercise.

The 28-year-old then climbed a 3.40 metre high fence 
and spent five minutes looking for a way out of the prison 
unsupervised, before court officials arrested him again. The 
remand prisoner was then taken to Burg Prison.
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Second day of the Halle mur-
der trial: an unsettling video

Everyone in the courtroom is under emotional attack. The court, 
the lawyers, the interpreters, the observers - even the masked and 
heavily armed court officers sitting behind the defendant. Thirty-six 
minutes go by, showing the video that the defendant broadcast live 
on the Internet on the day he committed his crime in Halle. On the 
court screens, he shoots at the synagogue door once again, kills 
Jana L. once more, ignores Kevin S.’s plea for his life, kills him a 
second time.

This is hardly bearable, especially for 
the victims in the hall 

The traumatised among them are pushed away by the 
images directly into the situation they experienced on 09 
October 2019: Some are crying, others are about to. 

An elderly couple who were in the synagogue came to the 
trial, both were still admitted as additional co-applicants. The 
two are holding hands. She can’t look, he looks directly at the 
monitor. Some co-applicants leave the courtroom because 
they apparently cannot stand it.

No second time to see the death of 
the son

Lawyer Erkan Görgülü represents the father of Kevin S. 
killed. Kevin S.’s father was unable to attend the second day of 
the trial. He had learned of his son’s death from the video sent 
to him on the day of the attack. His client was not able to see 
this video a second time today, Görgülü said. Kevin S.’s father 
attended the first day of the trial on 21 July 2020.

Interrogation by the main plaintiffs 
and co- plaintiffs

Even today, during the interrogation conducted by the 
public prosecutor’s office, his lawyers and the lawyers of the 
joint plaintiffs, the defendant repeatedly uses his antisemitic 
and racist ideology to justify his actions.

When asked about the function and construction of his 
weapons,  answered at length, as he did yesterday 
- but he remained silent or answered only curtly to questions 
about his radicalisation. of concern: On which picture boards 
he exchanged images with which people, how he came to a 

donation of 0.1 bitcoin, with which he financed the purchase 
of steel for the construction of his weapons.

The dissemination of his point of view in the interrogation 
is mainly hindered when lawyer Alexander Hoffmann and 
lawyer Kerstin Pietrzyk ask their questions - and explain to the 
accused his role in the trial. He has to answer the questions, 
it is not a conversation. Both represent people who were in 
the synagogue at the time of the crime and who are now in 
the courtroom, sitting next to their lawyers, directly opposite 
the accused.

“It was clear that there was a danger that he would use 
the questions, of course, to turn them in his direction, that he 
would use them to make his ideology present - in the hope 
that the media would pick it up and spread it further. And it was 
perfectly clear that we didn’t want to promote that”. (Lawyer 
Kerstin Pietrzyk, representative of Nebenklage)

The point of view of the people 
concerned

“As far as the content is concerned, the defendant has not 
said anything new to me since yesterday”, says Christina Feist 
after questioning the defendant. This is a disaster to listen to, 
she says. “It hurts, it’s horrible, but it’s not really interesting 
either,” says Feist.

From time to time, Christina Feist and the defendant’s eyes 
meet in the courtroom. When the defendant looks at her, she 
says she turns around, does not blink and never looks away first.

*Editor’s note: The video of the crime was shown in the 
courtroom for a legal purpose. It was not shown for reporting 
purposes. MDR Sachsen-anhaltis aware of the video, but will 
not publish the statements and details of the video - as the 
broadcast of the crime was ’s stated purpose.
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Beginning of the trial against 
, The responsibility of the 

media
The defendant in the trial is a very calculating person - this is my 
first impression. Because even before he is in the hall, it is commu-
nicated through his lawyer: He wants to be called by his full name, 
to be able to show it without pixelisation with pleasure.

At this point at the latest, before the trial begins, it has 
become clear: the accused is waiting for a stage in the trial. 
It is above all this moment that led to the fact that the MDR 
no longer mentions the name of the accused from now on.

43 co-applicants and 21 lawyers

The relationship in the room is clear: the accused is sit-
ting with his two defence lawyers in front of a very, very large 
block - all those who are affected by his actions of 9 October 
2019. These are the people who held out in the synagogue 
as he tried to enter heavily armed and killed Jana L. outside.

These are the people who had to fear for their lives in the 
Kiez-Döner - where the accused killed the craftsman Kevin 
S.. These are the victims in Wiedersdorf. A total of 43 joint 
plaintiffs with 21 lawyers - as well as the two lawyers from 
the public prosecutor’s office.

After the opening of the proceedings by the president of 
the court, the indictment is read, which describes in detail what 
happened. In criminal trials, the accused have the opportunity 
to make statements after the reading of the indictment. This 
is exactly what  does. - and in the course of these 
statements it becomes clearer with every sentence why he 
does not remain silent: The extremist always wants to try to 
animate imitators for his actions.

The questioning by the president of the court begins in a 
predictable way: childhood, career, studies? 

The defendant explains his path in his own isolation. After 
an operation, he had health problems which accelerated his 
isolation. It also emerges from his statements that the isolation 
was largely chosen by himself. It is particularly striking that he 
often answers questions about his social life only very briefly.

The murder weapons were made by 
the perpetrator himself

This contrasts with the court’s questions about the reasons 
for the attack, the planning of the crime and the events of 9 
October itself. To all these questions, the assassin answers 
in detail and at length, coldly and precisely. This becomes 
particularly evident when it comes to the construction and 
operation of his weapons - which he claims to have built in his 
father’s workshop, without his father noticing, over a period 
of several years.

The murderer talks about the preparations for the attack 
itself: for example, he had already spotted the synagogue in 
the summer of 2019, taking a photo of the location of the 
building as he walked past it.

The accused sees conspiratorial 
forces at work

When the court questions the reasons for his actions, there 
is no longer any doubt about the defendant’s objectives: on 
several occasions, even when questioned by the court, he 
repeats that he wanted to kill Jews. His answers are imbued 
with hatred, antisemitism, racism. I don’t want to go into details 
- this is what this extremist is looking for.

But here’s the thing: he sees conspiratorial forces at work, 
which he holds responsible for the refugee crisis of 2015. He 
said he bought the first gun - even before he built the others 
himself - to protect himself from Muslims and blacks.

Questions from the Court

The presiding judge does not just let the defendant speak. 
She puts an end to the insults, threatening to continue the trial 
without him in case of further violations. At the same time, she 
continues to ask questions, also clarifying her own point of 
view - she asks, for example, what would have changed in her 
crèche in Benndorf as a result of the immigrants after 2015, 
which the defendant describes as a dramatic event.
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At times, it seems that both sides are having a discussion 
with each other. At the same time, it leaves no doubt about 
the sovereignty of the court. At no time does the defendant 
threaten not to challenge her statements.

Perhaps it is also thanks to this kind of questioning and 
the judge’s intervention that the joint plaintiffs’ side has re-
mained so calm. It must have been indescribably difficult for 
the people, the victims of the attack, to hear the statements. 
Their faces were always tense, many had their arms folded, 
their expressions difficult to read.

No trace of remorse or guilt

The president of the court repeatedly asks whether he 
had mercy on his victims. He answers, racist, that he had 
accidentally shot the wrong people.

It is clear from his statements that he has no notion of 
compassion or empathy. For example, he says that he killed 
the passer-by Jana L. outside the synagogue “for safety” - after 
shooting her in the back, he fired a second round of fire at the 
woman lying on the ground shortly afterwards. He says he shot 
Kevin S. in the Kiez kebab shop because he had “dark, frizzy 
hair”. In Wiedersdorf he shot Jens Z. to avoid looking weak.

He constantly talks about decisions taken unconsciously - 
which he justifies “rationally” at the same time. The judge also 
pointed out this contradiction repeatedly. Thus, the statements 
of the accused in places resemble a kind of error analysis of 
the course of the crime. Therefore, “error” in the world of this 
person’s thinking means that he killed fewer people than he 
had intended.

The killing must stop

The next few days of the trial will be as difficult for the 
co-applicants in the courtroom as the opening of the trial. First 
of all, a video of the crime will be shown. And their lawyers will 
also address questions to the defendant.

With every sentence the defendant uttered on Tuesday, it 
has become clearer that he does not regret his actions and 
does not renounce his ideology. With every sentence that 
taunts those involved, the attack continues - as long as the 
defendant continues to pursue his goal of becoming a role 
model for others.

 tries to spread his theories

The attack in Halle did not only take place on 9 October 
2019. It had already begun when the new right-wing ideolo-
gues began to change the discourse in Germany, especially 
after 2015. On Tuesday, the Respondent presented racist and 
antisemitic right-wing conspiracy pieces and motives to explain 
his actions. The roots of the attack on the synagogue and the 
Kiez kebab are therefore to be found here - this is clear from 
the author’s statements.

Because he always tries to pursue these theories and 
attitudes, the attack continues. It is our responsibility, as trial 
journalists, to do justice to the victims and the people involved 
- not to disseminate the views of the accused. Only in this way 
can the killing really come to an end.
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Ideology must be the object 
of the trial

The Magdeburg court does not want to hear the ideology of the 
attacker and murderer of the Halle synagogue. Instead, the judge 
trivializes his motives by asking questions about childhood and the 
psyche. And thus makes the same mistake as Hannah Arendt.

Intelligence does not always protect against insanity. When 
Hannah Arendt made the trip from New York to Jerusalem in 
1961 to report on the trial of Adolf Eichmann, she became first 
a victim, then a propagandist of the mass murderer’s defense 
strategy. The philosopher gave her book on the trial the subtitle: 
“An account of the banality of evil”.

The organizer of the Final Solution appears there as he 
presented himself in the glass box of the Jerusalem court: as 
a “bureaucrat of death” and a “cog in the machine,” a “desk 
jockey” who subordinates his conscience to the functioning 
of the machine. Intellectuals, moreover, despised him as an 
“average citizen”, even a “buffoon”.

But Eichmann was neither banal nor bureaucratic, and 
certainly not a Hanswurst. He was a man of anti-Semitic 
conviction who bragged about his actions to old comrades in 
Argentina and only regretted not having killed all the Jews. For 
he could then have “jumped into the pit laughing”. Moreover, 
he was a brilliant organizer, who did not just sit behind a desk, 
but - for example in Hungary - took care of the transport of 
Jews to the death camps on the spot. But why did Eichmann 
present himself differently in Jerusalem?

On the face of it, it may have been to deny his anti-Semitism, 
which would have had the effect of aggravating the sentence 
as a “basic motive”. However, Eichmann could hardly expect to 
escape the rope, no matter how he defended himself.

Rather, his intention was to thwart the strategy of the 
prosecution and to provide the many former Nazis in the Fe-
deral Republic and elsewhere with a strategy of defense and 
argumentation that he could hope would be more successful 
in Germany than in Israel.

Indeed, the prosecution - on the instructions of Israeli Prime 
Minister David Ben-Gurion - turned the trial into a general 
Holocaust trial that did not materialize at the Nuremberg war 
crimes trials. Hundreds of witnesses were called to present 
the systematic murder of Jews - and not just Eichmann’s role 
in it - to the court, the Israeli people and the world. With his 
lengthy explanations of responsibilities and official channels, 
Eichmann wanted to divert attention from the horror that be-
came an event in the court.

Eichmann’s strategy of blaming everything on a device for 
which nobody is really responsible did not only succeed with 
Arendt. Only fifteen years after the war, very few Germans were 
ready to face guilt and responsibility in a concrete way. Thus, 
one year after the publication of Arendt’s book and in reference 
to it, the left-wing writer Hans Magnus Enzensberger wrote 
that the trial in Jerusalem had revealed that “murder is rooted 
in the basic structure of all rule” and constitutes “the core of 
all sovereignty”. (A position occupied today by the philosopher 
Achille Mbembe, among others). 

The atomic bomb, according to Enzensberger, is “the present 
and future of Auschwitz”. 

It is therefore impossible “to condemn yesterday’s genocide 
if one plans tomorrow’s genocide.

When the German judiciary tried members of the RAF in 
the 1970s, it faced a dilemma. Unlike Eichmann in Jerusalem, 
Baader, Meinhof, Ensslin and Co. wanted to confess their 
ideology, stylize themselves as heroes and use the courtroom 
as a platform to propagate the armed struggle.

In contrast, the judiciary chose the strategy of emphasizing the 
banality of murderers, presenting politically motivated terrorists 
as ordinary criminals, removing the nimbus of condemnation. In 
retrospect, it is questionable whether this strategy was correct. 
Sympathy for the RAF, which extended far into the bourgeois 
camp, could not be trivialized; the terrorists used the trials to 
stylize themselves as “victims of class justice” and thus gain 
more sympathizers.

What was already wrong with the 
RAF trials

Perhaps it would have been better to take the ideology of 
the RAF seriously, to show how a communist-controlled move-
ment in Moscow, Beijing, Havana and also East Berlin fought 
for power by force of arms everywhere in the so-called Third 
World and what role was intended for “urban guerrillas” in the 
Western “metropolises”. Perhaps the trials could and should 
have been used to debunk the romanticism of Che-Guevara 
and Yasser Arafat that prevailed among young academics, to 
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expose the anti-democratic and anti-Western commonalities 
of communism, many “national liberation movements” and 
National Socialism, and to expose anti-Zionism as a modern 
form of anti-Semitism. But this task was largely entrusted to 
the so-called Springer press, which in turn became the target 
of RAF bombs and the contempt of the left-wing bourgeoisie.

In the case of Halle’s assassin as well, the German justice 
system tried to trivialize evil. The State Protection Senate of the 
Higher Regional Court in Naumburg had to meet in Magdeburg 
for security reasons, i.e. out of fear of right-wing terrorists. 
Nevertheless, the prosecutor and the presiding judge seem 
determined to present  as a “sausage”. “How 
was your childhood,” asks Judge Ursula Mertens. 

“Did you have a good relationship with your parents? Did 
you find the separation from your parents stressful? Did you 
have friends? Did you play sports? What were your interests? 
When  says he was teased at school but didn’t fight 
back, Mertens asks, “Why not? That would really interest me”.

Why not? There are hundreds of thousands, if not millions, 
of Germans who had a lonely childhood and difficult school 
years, but who did not go off to murder Jews and Muslims. 
What is the purpose of the Court in asking such questions? 

“Do you think you’re smart?” asks lawyer Assia Lewin. 
 answers: “Not necessarily, no. No. Ms. Lewin and 

Ms. Mertens are smart. And yet they don’t seize this man, just 
as Arendt didn’t seize Eichmann.

The energy of the machine gun

Mertens wants to discuss with him: 
“Your name is of Huguenot origin, your first parents were 

also refugees. Federal prosecutor Kai Lohse also tries: “We 
all have to die, you, me, all of us here in this room. It is a des-
tiny shared by all the peoples living on earth today,” he says. 
“Doesn’t it follow that we are all equal and have the right to 
live?” The question is as philosophically embarrassing as it is 
inappropriate in a court of law.

Mertens also tries to be provocative: 
“For someone who still lives in his mother’s nursery at almost 

30 years of age, I don’t think you attach much importance to 
the quality of life”. 

But  knows he is a loser. He says so himself in the 
video he shot of his crime. His act, however, and even more 
so the video, absolves him of this stain in his eyes and signals 
white men from all over the world: the Jews make you lose 
and you are replaced by Muslims, but you can defend yourself.

 knows that the people who judge him are smarter 
and more successful than he is. That’s exactly what he accuses 
them of. And that’s exactly what doesn’t help them when the 
losers stand up. 

“What have you learned from this crime?” Lewin asks. 
“That the energy from the mouth of the machine gun is 361 
meters per second.”

The networks are not addressed

This ideology should be put on trial; the networks should 
be made aware of this transport and implement this ideology 
in a murderous way all over the world, from NSU to NSU 2.0; 
from Utoya in Norway to Christchurch in New Zealand; from 
the white mob that shouted “The Jews will not replace us” in 
Charlottesville in 2017. - The Jews will not replace us - to the 
assassin who shot eleven Jews in a Pittsburgh synagogue a year 
later, and to  who tried to do the same in Halle.

And we should also attack the conspiracy theories still 
accepted by many citizens of the left and right, such as the one 
concerning a sinister “Soros plan” for the “great exchange” of 
the Christian population of Europe by Muslims, as advocated 
by Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán; or the conspiracy 
of the “mundialists” to exterminate the European nations in 
the service of capital, as claimed by the greats of the ADF. For 
people like  see themselves as the executors of these 
theories. Precisely because, as losers, they have nothing to lose.

“The living conditions of the old society have already been 
destroyed in the living conditions of the proletariat,” wrote Karl 
Marx and Friedrich Engels in the Communist Manifesto. This is 
precisely why the proletariat is called upon to “blow up society”.

Why is the court so anxious to show that  does not 
meet the conditions for the functioning of the meritocracy, 
and so little concern for the merit of the people who write the 
manifestos and disseminate the instructions to blow up society?

When  wants to explain his ideology, i.e. to do exactly 
what Eichmann refused to do in Jerusalem, the judge presiding 
over the court warns him against haste, otherwise she would 
make him leave the courtroom. “In my court, I do not tolerate 
criminal acts.” But when the court does not want to deal with 
real evil, it seems trivial. Intelligence does not always protect 
against insanity.
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Halle’s trial should spark dis-
cussion

Commissioner of Antisemitism hopes the trial will spread 
throughout society.

Franz Rainer Enste, Lower Saxony’s state commissioner 
against anti-Semitism, hopes that the trial of Halle’s murderer, 

, will have a radiant effect on society as a whole. to 
have an impact on society as a whole.

“Critical investigations into anti-Semitism and racism are 
emerging, which also need to be discussed outside the cour-
troom,” Enste told the Evangelical Press Service. Friday.

“The attack in Halle was an attack on all of us. It was aimed 
at the free, democratic and open society of our country with 
the intention of destroying it”, he added.

“We need strict control of radicalization forums on the Internet 
and the corresponding streaming platforms.” Lower Saxony’s 
state representative against anti-Semitism, Franz Rainer Enste

 has been on trial in Magdeburg since Tues-
day. He committed an attack on the synagogue in Halle on 
October 9, 2019, shooting two people and wounding others. 

The federal prosecutor’s office charged the 28-year-old with 
murder in two cases and attempted murder in several others, 
as well as other crimes.

“The fact that the trial in Magdeburg clarifies the context of 
the crime, that parents and affected persons are represented 
there and that the case is being tried in public is an important 
expression and exit from our constitutional state,” Enste said.

He added that the crime in Halle had been committed by 
a single perpetrator who had radicalized himself on the Inter-
net in exchanges with others and who had broadcast his act 
before a live audience. 

“This means: We need strict control of radicalization forums 
on the Internet and the corresponding streaming platforms,” 
the State Commissioner for Combating Antisemitism stressed. 
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Halle trial: Lamsa calls for an-
ti-racism commission

Magdeburg (dpa/sa) - The migrant organisation Lamsa is calling on 
the state government to make a greater commitment against racism 
after the first two days of the Halle bombing trial.

“We cannot allow this trial to pass by in silence,” the execu-
tive director of the Saxony-Anhalt (Lamsa) network of migrant 
organisations, Mamad Mohamad, announced on Friday. “Once 
again many migrants are considering leaving Saxony-Anhalt.” 
Lamsa therefore called on the state government to take 
immediate action against racism and demanded the creation 
of a commission of enquiry with the participation of those 
concerned for this purpose.

On Tuesday, the trial against  opened in 
Magdeburg. The 28-year-old had essentially admitted to killing 
two people and injuring several others on 9 October 2019, 
after his plan to provoke a massacre in the Halle synagogue 

had failed. In court, the defendant revealed a deeply inhuman 
world view and attempted to spread conspiracy theories.

“On the sole basis of the irrefutable acts of violence that 
he publicly displays, no one can minimise the crime,” Mohamad 
shared. With his world view, however, the accused was not 
alone in Saxony-Anhalt. Migrants are confronted daily with 
conspiracy theories, antisemitism, Muslimophobia and misogyny, 
Mohamad complained.
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The judge is making legal his-
tory as we speak

The judges in the country’s major state protection trials are all very 
special personalities. One need only remember Manfred Götzl, the 
judge presiding over the Munich NSU trial, who seemed so rigid 
and technocratic, as if he was checking every sentence against the 
code of criminal procedure.

On the other hand, the presiding judge in the Lübcke murder 
trial, Thomas Sagebiel: He negotiates at the Frankfurt Higher 
Regional Court with a sturdy shirt. And here is Ursula Mertens, 
presiding over the trial of Halle’s murderer. She is quite different.

At least as practical as Sagebiel, but without her confidence. 
Legally experienced like Götzl, but without his reserve. She 
doesn’t force people to stand up every time the court enters 
the room - it only costs time, she says. In Munich under Götzl, 
court hearings often resembled gym classes because people 
had to get up after every break. There were many breaks.

If there’s one thing that distinguishes Ursula Mertens, 
57, president of the State Protection Chamber at the Higher 
Regional Court in Naumburg, it’s a practical pragmatism that 
doesn’t take itself too seriously. Before the trial began, Mertens 
could be seen distributing a few copies to the trial participants. 
It was faster. 

This woman has qualities that have become foreign to 
many judges because of their function: She recognizes her 
own mistakes, is able to learn, to change procedures if they 
have not succeeded. It’s not a problem for her. Some other 
judges care too much about their own crown to revoke absurd 
regulations - as at the Frankfurt Regional Superior Court, where 
spectators and journalists have to stay up all night, every day of 
the trial, to enter the courtroom. In contrast, the Higher Regio-
nal Court of Naumburg has moved to Magdeburg, the largest 
courtroom in the state of Saxony-Anhalt, to ensure that the 
trial is open to the public. After the chaos of the queue on the 
first day, Mertens changed a few regulations and everything 
went smoothly.

She is aware that the trial is internationally publicized, with 
the participation of Jews from Paris, Berlin and the United 
States, all of whom feared for their lives in the Halle synagogue 
during the attack. These trial participants are sensitive to the 
way they are treated. Some are disturbed by the way Mertens 
tries to get the accused out. The way she lets him talk, debunks 
his raw worldview - even if it contradicts him again and again. 
But of course it gives the accused a step. 

“She walks the razor’s edge, between teasing and curling, 
just before he closes,” says one trial participant. “You hold 
your breath.” A woman in the synagogue criticized the judge 
for being too insensitive in his choice of words. On the other 
hand, a concerned person in the kebab store, also a target of 
the murderer, feels she is in good hands. The judge was “a 
cordial person. This reassures him.

Ursula Mertens studied in Passau and Bonn and then 
worked as a lawyer in the Eifel. After reunification, she came to 
the East. For 13 years, she was president of the large criminal 
chamber of the Halle regional court, where she sentenced the 
self-proclaimed “King of Germany”, a “citizen of the Reich”, as 
well as three right-wing radicals who had attacked a Syrian 
family during a public festival.

In the fall of 2019, she moved to the Higher Regional Court 
of Naumburg as presiding judge. Then the attack in Halle took 
place. It is now her first major case of state protection.

Mertens knows the importance of this process. She has 
therefore made a decision with which she is writing the history 
of law: In contrast to the NSU and Lübcke trials, every sentence 
of the trial will be recorded - for posterity. So that lessons can 
be learned from the trial.
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Not a single author
In Magdeburg, Halle’s murderer is put on trial. The man who, in Oc-
tober, during the Jewish festival Yom Kippur, tried to provoke a mas-
sacre in Halle’s synagogue, then shot a passer-by in the street and 
then a man in a kebab restaurant, will be sentenced to a long prison 
term. A great sigh of relief, finally peace and order return. For some 
people in this country at least - but not for too many.

“How did it come to this?” This question was heard eve-
rywhere “after Halle”. CDU leader Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer 
spoke of a “warning signal”, Federal President Frank-Walter 
Steinmeier of a “horror”. But antisemitic violence is not new 
in Germany, on the contrary. In his recently published book 
“Terror against Jews”, author Ronen Steinke lists on 90 pages 
a chronicle of antisemitic violence since 1945. The murderer 
may have acted alone, but he was not alone.

Not only did he apparently radicalise in an online commu-
nity riddled with hatred - but also in a country whose social 
discourse is largely open to the right and which turns a blind 
eye to murderous contexts. Halle’s murderer disseminated 
his crime on the Internet. He wanted recognition and was 
convinced that he would get it.

The fact that he thought so is not only due to the neo-Nazis, 
but also to people who speak as “concerned citizens” about 
“Islamisation” and “foreign infiltration”. People who perceive 
an increasingly self-confident diversity in Germany - be it in 
terms of origin, religion, sexual identity or gender - as a threat 
to “German culture”.

Those who say “Überfremdung” are 
partly responsible

Most of these people would never take a gun, many probably 
reacted with horror to the act committed in Halle. Nevertheless, 
with their attitude they provide the fertile ground on which such 
hatred develops with such self-confidence. Therefore, peace 
and order must not be allowed to return. There must finally 
be unrest. Focusing only on this perpetrator and the attack in 
Halle is not enough.

In a contribution to the left-wing video journalism platform 
Leftvision, a woman who experienced the attack in the syna-
gogue tells us : She says it’s easy to put more policemen in 
front of the synagogues and say: “The Jews and the Jewish 
people are safe. Problem solved”. But that is not enough, he 
said. The author was not only antisemitic, he was also racist 
and anti-feminist. It is not a coincidence: when we talk about 
“controlled alienation”, there must be someone in the back-
ground who is controlling.

When we talk about ‘war of births’, it means that someone 
has a devious plan to manipulate birth rates - so that white 
Christian women have fewer children and Muslim women of 
colour have more. The attack in Halle cannot therefore be 
separated from the murder of Walter Lübcke, nor from the 
racist attack in Hanau, where a racist shot nine people in and 
around shisha bars, nor from the threatening letters from NSU 
2.0, which particularly affect left-wing and women of colour.

In Germany, only very specific people can afford to sit after 
the Magdeburg verdict and say: 

“It’s a good thing that this monster is behind bars, normal 
life can continue. The monster did not come out of nowhere, 
and the threat is for many the extremists in this country are 
real. For Jews, for immigrants, for people of colour. For fags. 
For women.

It is therefore not enough for Hesse’s Minister of the Inte-
rior, Peter Beuth, to appoint a special investigator to determine 
whether there is a right-wing network in the Hessian police 
force. The questions must finally be: Where does this network 
exist - and how can we dismantle it.
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“I can’t draw a line under it”
On 9 October 2019, an armed assailant attacked a synagogue in 
Halle and the nearby kebab shop Kiez-Döner, killing two people and 
injuring several others. On 21 July, the trial against him began in the 
city of Magdeburg. Naomi Henkel-Guembel was in the synagogue 
during the attack. She was born and raised in Germany and emi-
grated to Israel after finishing her studies. Today she lives between 
Tel Aviv and Berlin - and is active in the development and strengthe-
ning of Jewish communities and society as a whole in both coun-
tries. She was visiting Halle as part of the Base Berlin group.

The following conversation is part of a series of interviews 
with some of the co-applicants in the trial. Rachel Spicker told 
them about their experience of the attack, why they decided 
to become co-claimants and what they expect from the trial.

Belltower.News: What was your experience of the attack?

Naomi Henkel-Guembel: At first I didn’t really understand 
what happened. After hearing the first shot, I joked that at least 
I am awake now. We had been fasting since the previous night 
and had been up for a long time during prayers. The standing 
position, the concentration on prayer, the emphasis on oneself 
- it’s all very exhausting. 

Then I heard a second shot and saw lightning and smoke 
through the windows. 

At first I thought some teenagers were throwing firecrackers. 
I immediately understood that antisemitism was the motive for 
this action, but I would not have thought that someone would 
throw explosive devices at the synagogue and the Jewish 
cemetery next door. I remember that everybody remained quite 
calm and nobody had a panic attack or anything like that. We 
took cover and ran into the flat above the synagogue, while 
other people locked and barricaded all the entrances to the 
synagogue. One person started to remove the sheets and duvet 
covers and started to tie an emergency ladder. 

Another practising person turned on his phone to find out 
exactly what was going on - with the intuition that our lives 
were in danger, as not all members of our group were in the 
synagogue. Although for me this was a sign of the seriousness 
of the situation, I was surprisingly calm and wanted to keep the 
day as traditional as usual - which in retrospect confused me. 
My incorrect assessment of the situation and this uncertainty, 
this loss of control, was particularly difficult. We didn’t know if 
there were several attackers, who had been shot outside the 
synagogue, if this person was still alive, or if we could help him. 
We couldn’t get out. It was rather distressing.

It was only gradually that I realised what was happening to 
us. This may sound ridiculous, but I thought it might be reported 
in the local news. For example, when they report a bank robbery 
in progress. The significance of what was happening and the 
fact that it was going to make German history didn’t become 
clear to me until much later.

I found it difficult to cope with the days after the attack. 
When we were ready to take the train back to Berlin, we went 
to the ticket office and explained that we had missed our 
original train. The clerk asked why. We looked at each other 
and remained silent for a while. Then we told him briefly what 
had happened. The employee replied that anyone could claim 
it and asked for proof. How can we prove that we survived 
an antisemitic and racist terrorist attack? I looked at my arm 
and I saw the bracelet we were given in the hospital after the 
attack. After this unpleasant conversation, as we were heading 
towards the platform, we saw a neo-Nazi wearing typical right-
wing extremist clothing with the usual tattoos. This is how we 
said goodbye from Halle.

What do you think of today’s attack?

Over time I have tried to overcome this loss of control, 
which I felt so clearly on the day of the attack. I don’t want this 
experience to determine my daily life and I am increasingly able 
to do so. In many ways I feel stronger than before Halle. I owe 
much of this success to the support of the Jewish community 
in Berlin and my friends, who showed a lot of solidarity. But, of 
course, some events have also set me back. The attack in Hanau 
on 19 February this year, in which nine people were killed for 
racist motives, shook me deeply and made me angry. At the 
same time it brought back memories of 9 October in Halle. 

As time went by and the coronavirus pandemic, I realised 
that there is no such thing as a “coronavirus”. only people who 
are there for me, but also people who count on me, for whom 
I have a responsibility. What happened to us and what hap-
pened in Hanau has shown me that I have two options: I can 
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be either passive or active. I can actively contribute to shaping 
this process of taking charge of the situation, to shaping the 
evolution of our society.

Why did you decide to become a co-applicant?

As a co-applicant, I have the opportunity to report on what 
I have experienced and how I experienced it. But I also want 
to actively participate in the development of the story of this 
event, to know what circumstances led to this attack, to help 
shed more light on the facts. I think the audience is already 
done discussing this attack. Once again, the media are talking 
about a “lone wolf” who filmed his attack - as if the case was 
already closed and we could put this attack behind us.

But I can’t draw a line under it and I still have a lot of ques-
tions. Can we really talk about a “lone wolf” when he is part 
of online communities, refers to other shooters and wants to 
inspire imitators? 

How is it possible that neither his family, online friends nor 
the authorities are aware of his online and offline activities? 

How did the authorities conclude that police protection in 
front of the synagogue was not necessary? 

And what mistakes were made during the police operation 
that day? 

Why does the press continue to report about a wooden door 
made of good German oak that saved us, instead of reporting 
that Jewish communities have had to and still have to develop 
their own security concept for decades, often with very little 
money available? 

We should thank the Jewish community in Halle for their 
security concept and thank the person who finally closed the door.

In addition, the trial also makes me think about my own family 
history. I grew up in Germany as a granddaughter of Holocaust 
survivors. For a long time I felt out of place. In conversations 
with my parents who left Germany, the question of how we 
could decide to stay in Germany came up time and time again. 

I couldn’t even really understand myself. After finishing 
school I left for Israel. It was a very deliberate choice. One of 
the reasons for my decision was the experience of antisemitism. 
Because of my studies, I have recently been spending more 
time in Germany. And then there was Halle. After the attack I 
wondered for a long time whether it was not a mistake to try 
to live in Germany. In the meantime, I feel more responsible 
for opposing the Right - both in Germany and in Israel, which 
I consider to be my country, even if it is sometimes difficult 
and painful.

What do you expect from the trial?

I hope that I will be able to understand how and why this 
attack occurred, as well as the prospects and possibilities that 
can prevent such events in the future. I want to build bridges 
rather than walls. I also hope that through this trial, German 
society will be able to better understand the lives and realities 
of us, the minorities, and I hope that we will be able to build 
and intensify our solidarity and alliances with each other. The 
political and social developments of recent years, as well as 
the increase in right-wing violence and terror, show that this 
is more important than ever.

More information about the trial: In cooperation with NSU-
Watch, the VBRG is documenting the trial in German, English 
and Russian. On the blog halle-prozess-report.de you can find 
information, reports and perspectives on the trial from the 
co-complainants and their lawyers, supported by activists and 
supporters.

At the beginning of the trial, a group of co-complainants issued 
a joint statement in which they asked media representatives 
not to mention the name of the perpetrator in order to deny 
him a platform. We have respected this wish in this interview.
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How the neighbours of the 
Halle synagogue are fol-
lowing the trial on the attack

Halle’s synagogue is located on the Paulusviertel, one of the most 
beautiful parts of the city, which is very popular with young families. 
Wilhelminian style houses line up here. It is incomprehensible that 
in this environment, on 9 October 2019, around this time of day, 
two people, Jana L. and Kevin S., were shot dead and that many 
others saw their lives endangered. That an antisemitic and racist at-
tack was perpetrated here. That a heavily armed man attacked Jews 
gathered in the synagogue for Yom Kippur. That he was fortunately 
stopped by a door. All this in the St. Paul district.

On Tuesday, the trial for the attack began. The verdict is 
due in mid-October, one year after the crime. What does the 
start of the trial mean for the neighbourhood? How will they 
follow the trial?

The door of the synagogue property has not yet been 
replaced, bullet holes in the lock are clearly visible. A simple 
bouquet of flowers leans against the door, a sign next to it 
explains the stricter rules for visiting the synagogue. A police 
car and a white container with the words “Police” are on each 
side of the property.

A lost neighbour

The Kolb bakery is a few houses away from the synagogue. 
It is very busy at noon on Thursday. On the day of the attack 
the bakery was closed, says owner Holger Kolb. He learned 
of the attack through text messages from his acquaintances. 
Holger Kolb knew Jana L.. The woman who was shot from 
behind in front of the synagogue. 

“She lived with us in the neighbourhood,” he says. 
Before the crime, he says, he saw her pass by more than 

once almost every day.
Holger Kolb follows the trial more closely in passing. 
“We listen to the radio all day long, so we get some.” 
He hopes that the current laws will be fully applied in the 

verdict - and that the judge’s decision will not be weakened 
by extenuating circumstances in the end.

Better action against right-wing vio-
lence

Opposite the bakery and in the immediate vicinity of the 
synagogue is Café Polenka. Several people are seated at 
comfortable tables in the small front garden, most of them not 
coming from the immediate vicinity. Except for student Antonia 
Fischer. On 9 October 2019, she was walking her dog in the 
synagogue just five minutes before the attack, she said: 

“I was just standing in the kitchen when I heard the shots”. 
She speaks in a calm and deliberate voice.

She does not follow the trial in detail, but she knows the 
headlines in general. 

“I have confidence in our legal system to deliver a fair ver-
dict,” says Fischer. “But above all, I hope for some questioning. 
That people take better measures against right-wing violence 
before”. We have to keep our eyes open, he says.

“Wherever we encounter discrimination or racism, it takes 
civil courage to intervene beforehand”. (Antonia Fischer)

Antonia Fischer attended the concert in memory of the 
victims and also participated in the chain of lights. 

“It was nice to see that there was such cohesion and 
solidarity,” she said. That people were not alone. “I think for 
the other Jews in particular it was good to see that we are all 
behind them”.

Fischer describes how the atmosphere in the neighbourhood 
changed after the attack. 

“It was different to meet each other,” she says. 
People knew the faces of their neighbours. 
“But there were a lot of strange people here at the time - 

journalists, spectators and so on. That’s when you met each 
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other with a certain amount of suspicion. For me, at least, I 
wondered then who was hiding behind that exterior façade.

When the candles and flowers were laid by the mourners 
in the synagogue, Fischer said that she walked past each time 
with a heavy bump in her throat. Passing by the synagogue, 
even now, is very difficult, she says. 

“But if you don’t, I think you block it a bit to protect yourself.”

Deliberate avoidance of information 
to the crime

Lena Zipp works at Café Polenka - she was also there on 
9 October. She reports that she heard the shots. At first she 
thought it was construction work, something had fallen, but 
then “he drove to the café”, she says. 

Shortly afterwards, she said, someone shouted: “Every-
body inside, someone is shooting here.” The area around the 
synagogue, including the café, was evacuated, she says, and 
she waited in the evening at the Dietzel butcher’s shop two 
blocks away. At 6 p.m. she was finally able to go home. “Then 
I slept for 24 hours.” Café Polenka remained closed the day 
after the attack.

Is she following the trial? 
“No”, Zipp said immediately. She systematically avoids co-

vering the case. “I will probably hear about the verdict because 
someone will ask me about it. But I’m not going to read it myself”. 
Nor did she go to rallies or the memorial concert. The day itself 
was enough, she explains. Too much.

The day after 9 October, almost all café patrons would have 

mentioned the attack. In the meantime this has diminished, says 
Lena Zipp. How often does she think about the crime today? 
She answers without hesitation. 

“Every day. I remember it every day”.
Not all residents want to talk about the day or the process. 

One young father says that the massive and permanent media 
presence after the attack on the synagogue was very disturbing 
to him and his family in their grief. A customer of the Kiez kebab 
shop also says he prefers not to talk about it.

Hoping for a verdict that will deter 
others

At the Kiez-Döner, Ismet Tekin sits in front of the memorial 
wall for Kevin S. and Jana L., which the snack bar created shortly 
after 9 October. Tekin has been running the Kiez-Döner since 
the attack - the former owner gave him the shop. 

“We are moving forward now”, he says. Adding: “We’ll see 
how long”. Because, he says, the shop is no longer doing as 
well as it did before the attack. It’s mostly the regulars who 
come, he says.

Ismet Tekin is appearing as co-appellant in the trial. If 
necessary, he wants to testify, but he has not yet made a final 
decision. He was present during the first two days of the trial. 
Some of these were very difficult moments. Tekin hopes that 
the accused will be severely punished. 

“Life imprisonment,” he says - so that the sentence will 
deter possible imitators.
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New book “Terror against the 
Jews”. Religion under siege

In the book “Terror against the Jews”, journalist Ronen Steinke exa-
mines how the German state fails to protect minorities. For exa-
mple, in Halle.

An indictment” is the subtitle of Ronen Steinke’s latest 
book. The author is a journalist, but also a lawyer. His book, 
published by the Berlin-Verlag, “Terror gegen Juden. 

Wie antisemitische Gewalt erstarkt und der Staat versagt” 
is not limited to paragraphs and sentences. Steinke describes 
how the daily life of Jews living in Germany takes place in the 
shadow of a threat that has hardly been banished.

Jewish institutions are enclosed behind high walls. The 
police cannot and should not be trusted in this respect. The 
attack on the synagogue in Halle about nine months ago has 
once again dramatically highlighted this. 

Simple measures to protect the building were not taken by 
the authorities, guarded by officers did not exist, there was no 
mention of a Jewish holiday - it was Yom Kippur - and when 
the shots were fired, only one patrol car was sent because a 
cellar robbery was considered more important.

The door that prevented the worst was financed by a Jewish 
organisation, but not by the state of Saxony-Anhalt. That the 
murderer, in his antisemitic delirium, assumed that the German 
state would spend so much money on Jews that the building 
would have bullet-proof windows was downright absurd. 

After all, the German State is not interested in this at all. 
This is what Steinke indicted.

In addition to an almost eighty page chronicle of antise-
mitic violence since 1945, the book is written in the style of 
an easy-to-read reporting essay. The interviewees interviewed 
by Steinke came from Jewish communities, academia, politics, 
police, justice and the secret service. They report on the daily 
threat. And the equally daily trivialisation and minimisation by 
the investigating and prosecuting authorities.

Many antisemitic crimes are not reported to the police, 
and official statistics indicate that they are under-reported. 
This generally occurs where there is an underlying inequality 
of treatment on a larger scale, such as in the case of racist 
or police violence.

Antisemitism as a media and left-
wing darling

Steinke impressively describes how the murder of a rabbi 
and his partner in Erlangen in 1980 was initially investigated 
in the victim’s environment and his life was exploited by the 
media. However, members of the right-wing terrorist group 
Wehrsportgruppe Hoffmann, who were suspected of the crime, 
were not molested. Just as with the NSU.

And in the case of the bombing of the Jewish community 
centre in Berlin on 9 November 1969 by the left-wing terrorist 
Tupamaros West Berlin, the explosive device was provided by 
an agent of the Office for the Protection of the Constitution. 
Steinke criticised the fact that the founder and leader of Tu-
pamaros, Dieter Kunzelmann, was able to function as a darling 
of the left-wing scene and the media despite the revelation of 
his antisemitic feelings. 

For Steinke, hatred of Jews is therefore not a privilege in 
law. In addition to left-wing antisemitism, he also mentions 
Muslim antisemitism.

In his indictment Steinke renounces the hypocritical tone 
of “special German responsibility” that politicians like to use 
on representative anniversaries and for empty expressions of 
sympathy. This is a good thing, because in the end it is something 
that goes without saying, namely the life of a minority freed 
from fear. Today we are far from this: “Judaism in Germany 
today is a besieged religious practice”.

Shaking and alarming

Steinke wants to shake up and be alarmed. A certain subtlety 
is lost in the process: Strictly speaking, the thesis of an increase 
in antisemitic violence is not proven at all, but rather there is 
a barely perceptible continuity since 1945. More specifically, 
Steinke proposes harsher sanctions for hate crimes, a bolder 
judicial system, an effectively controlled police force and better 
protection for Jewish institutions. But these are little more than 
acute measures in the context of a security minds
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The armed arm of angry ci-
tizens

Halle’s murderer acted like a lone wolf, but is part of a global right-
wing network.

Who or what is a “white warrior”? The question was as-
ked by a Nebenklage lawyer on the second day of the trial 
of Halle’s murderer. , who had crossed the city of 
Saxony-Anhalt on 9 October 2019 heavily armed; who wanted 
to provoke a bloodbath in the synagogue during the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, and after the failure of this plan, 
in search of “enemies” threw explosive devices at a snack bar; 
who in cold blood shot two people and seriously injured others, 
shrugged his shoulders. 

A white warrior? These are two words, nothing more, he says.

A concept? An ideal? He knows no-
thing about it

That’s not true, says Kristin Pietrzyk. She is one of the 21 
lawyers sitting opposite  in room C 24 of the Magdeburg 
Regional Court, representing 43 victims and people affected 
by the attack. Partly together with their clients, they have to 
endure hours of compelling remarks by the accused: conspi-
racy myths about the “displacement” of white Europeans by 
Muslims; phrases such as: “By the way, feminism is Jewish”; 
long-winded analyses of mistakes about one’s own weapons.

The way  presents himself at the trial; the fact that, 
despite all the legal drawbacks, he sees it as a stage for the 
dissemination of his theories and openly disregards the advice 
of his two defence lawyers: all this, says Pietrzyk, reminds him 
of others who also considered themselves “white warriors”: the 
Norwegian right-wing terrorist Anders Breivik, for example, who 
on 22 July 2011, coincidentally exactly nine years before the 
second day of the trial against , killed 77 people 
in Oslo and the city of Hamburg, murdered 77 people in Oslo 
and on the island of Utoya. 

Or Brenton Tarrant, who murdered 51 people in two mosques 
in Christchurch, New Zealand, on 15 March 2019. The Tarrant 
manifesto published on the Internet in the environment of the 
crime, called “The Great Exchange”, which he had read one 
day after the attack in Christchurch, says , who also posted 
an explanatory “document” on the Internet before his crime. 
“On Breivik and Tarrant,” says Pietrzyk, “he refers to it in an 
extremely positive way”.

A potentially devastating arsenal of 
weapons

The man who is being tried since this Tuesday before the 
1st State Protection Senate of the Higher Regional Court of 
Saxony-Anhalt, and who has not been charged by the local 
public prosecutor’s office, but by the public prosecutor’s office, 
because the acts are likely to undermine fundamental social 
values such as the peaceful coexistence of religions - this man 
is considered a lone perpetrator, according to the indictment. 

And there is no doubt that  was alone in Halle on 9 
October: in camouflage clothing and helmet, equipped with 
eight rifles and machine guns, with knives, a sword, dozens of 
explosive devices and several hundred rounds of ammunition. 
It was an arsenal with potentially devastating effects, which did 
not materialise just because the machine guns kept jamming 
and the explosive devices could not explode. It “failed in a big 
way,” says 

It is very likely that he also prepared the crime himself: 
at the computer in the children’s room at his mother’s house 
in Benndorf, Mansfeld, where the 28-year-old still lived after 
dropping out of chemistry school; at the 3D printer in his father’s 
house.  portrays himself at court as an absolute loner with 
sociopathic features: friendless already at school; suspicious 
against the others and especially against any form of political 
grouping, because there were in any case only “people of 
constitutional protection”. 

Did he have any help? asked Judge Ursula Mertens, Pre-
sident of the Supreme Court, at one point.  laughs derisively: 

“I don’t know anyone well enough to carry out a terrorist 
attack with him”.

Of course, many people consider the thesis that this was 
an isolated case, whose predictable life imprisonment would 
have averted the danger to be very dangerous - and just as 
misleading as the attempts to explain it by calling the perpe-
trator a “psychopath” and a “loser” who failed to pull himself 
together in life and cracked in frustration - to be very dangerous. 
Pietrzyk believes that the defendants in the trial are “extremely 
cold-blooded, very manipulative and surprisingly controllable”. 
His calculation is to take each question as a chance to spread 
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his racist ideology again. It is that of a “struggle” for a “white” 
Europe, for which there is supposedly “no peaceful way left” and 
which should put an end to what  derogatorily calls “browning”: 
migration and the influx of people from other cultures.

 is far from alone in this notion. However, says Pietrzyk, 
we have to get rid of the idea that networks can only be esta-
blished at concerts, events and evenings of camaraderie. In the 
meantime, picture boards and Internet forums have taken over 
this role as well: “This completely replaces the old places of 
communication,” the lawyer points out. Authors such as 

, who states that “the Internet” is his only area of interest, 
are “just as ideologically supported” in forums as in the more 
traditional right-wing networks. The fact that  sees them as a 
kind of focus became clear when a lawyer asked him to name 
the addresses of the corresponding websites. He refused: 

“I protect my own people”.

An online network within a community 
of rights

The network in which offenders such as  find themselves 
is not limited to a village or a country, but extends far beyond. 
It is, according to a blog of complicit prosecutors, networked 
with an “online community of “agreement” that also inspired 
and inspired the terrorist attacks in Christchurch, Poway, El 
Paso and Oslo” and many other attacks against Jews, Muslims, 
blacks and women “around the world” and continues to “ce-
lebrate and encourage” such events on social media. That  
sees himself as part of such a global community of like-minded 
people, he confirmed at the trial, for example, by admitting 
that he had “made a global fool of himself” with what he saw 
as his amateurish actions. The fact that each of the “guys” he 
addresses in his crime video, which was transmitted directly 
over the Internet, not only experienced the murder but also 
the live breakdowns, is all the more serious as perpetrators 

like  consider the media coverage of the attacks to be more 
important than the attacks themselves: 

“The transmission is more important than the act itself,” he 
says - because it is intended to incite and encourage imitators. 

The technical explanations of ’s weapons in court must 
be seen in this context - as he hopes that subsequent authors 
will benefit from them. When a lawyer asked him what he had 
learned from this crime,  stated that he now knew “the energy 
from the muzzle of my machine pistol”. Was the act a “valuable 
contribution” to the supposedly necessary struggle? she wanted 
to know more. Others,  replied, now knew: 

“You shouldn’t do it that way.”

But Halle’s assassin’s network is not limited to the ex-
tremely violent and virtually networked global right. It is also 
rooted in right-wing discourses, because they are cultivated 
in Benndorf, Halle, Magdeburg and elsewhere in the Federal 
Republic in places that  tends not to visit: at the regulars’ 
table, at demonstrations, in parliaments. They revolve around 
theses such as that of the alleged “wave of refugees” in 2015 
as an epochal breaking event: at that time, the Respondent 
stated, he had “decided to do nothing more for this society”. 
They also rely on allegations such as the alleged “dictatorship 
of ideas” or the “narrowing of the corridors of opinion”.

He had “already known at school that there are taboo 
subjects in Germany that you cannot talk about”, said ; nor 
had he joined a party “because in Germany you don’t have the 
right to express yourself freely”. The same thing, according to 
lawyer Kristin Pietrzyk, can be heard “at every AfD rally and at 
every Pegida march”. Halle’s murderer shares these “concerns” 
of the so-called Wutbürger - and has decided to combat the 
alleged causes of the violence. “Someone has to start”, he told 
the court. The terror that resulted from this decision shows, 
according to lawyer Pietrzyk, “how deadly these ‘worries’ are”.
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“Finally, listen to us!”, Migrant 
organizations on the terrorism 
trial

On Tuesday, the trial of Halle’s right-wing extremist murderer began. 
On this occasion, the migrant organizations of Saxony-Anhalt want 
to make their voices heard even louder, even more often in the fu-
ture, until they are listened to.

Conspiracy theories, anti-Semitism, Muslimophobia, miso-
gyny, as expressed by the murderer, the representatives of the 
organizations have been hearing from many people in many 
places in Saxony-Anhalt on a daily basis for many years. The 
murderer is not alone with his attitudes.

“Because of the irrefutable acts of violence he publicly dis-
plays, no one can minimize the crime,” said Mamad Mohamad, 
executive director of the Landenetzwerks Migrantenorganisa-
tionen Sachsen-anhalt(LAMSA).

Many silent collaborators in the family and social environment, 
who at least tacitly tolerate racism, anti-Semitism and other 
phenomena of everyday life, secretly agree or ignore when 
someone follows such a thought, are currently more worrying 

for potential victims and those involved than an offender who 
is at least behind bars. The fact is that apparently no father, 
mother, brother or sister, teacher, social pedagogue, superior 
in the armed forces, neighbor, or acquaintance wants to have 
noticed that such opinions lacked human dignity and planned 
such an act with contempt for humanity.

“We cannot allow this process to pass us by in silence,” 
says Mohamad with concern: “Once again, many migrants are 
thinking of leaving Saxony-Anhalt.

Therefore, LAMSA demands immediate action by the state 
government against racism and the creation of a commission 
of inquiry involving those affected by racism and anti-Semitism.
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Plaintiffs’ expectations - Why 
the terrorism trial will cause 
frustration

Halle (Saale) - In view of the trial on the right-wing terrorist attack 
on a synagogue in Halle, the lawyer Joachim Renzikowski warned 
against expecting too much.

“In criminal proceedings, the act of the accused is in the 
foreground, and what the court specifies in terms of the 
accompanying circumstances is up to the court. In order to 
assess B’s guilt, it is not necessary to explore which sources 
he used on the Internet and where they came from. It would 
be a different case against others,” 

the criminal lawyer and legal philosopher from the University 
of Halle told the German news agency.

“That is the problem and, not sur-
prisingly, it will probably also lead to 
some frustration on the part of the 
co-applicants”

The murderer of Halle  has been on trial for a 
week in Magdeburg.

Since last Tuesday, the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg 
has been hearing cases against  The 28-year-old 
from the district of Mansfeld-Südharz is accused of 13 crimes, 
including two murders and several attempted murders of, among 
others, the 52 synagogue devotees.

Exclusion of the defendant would be 
a ground for recourse

Professor of criminal law Renzikowski said: 
“During the trial, the presiding judge will not be able to 

do much more than contradict and prohibit such statements. 
Indeed, the possibility of judging a case without the defendant 
is delicate because the defendant has the right to be present 
and you do not want to risk an appeal easily. This is an absolute 
ground for appeal if the exclusion is unjustified”.

Mr. Renzikowski relies on the options of the president of 
the court at the end of the trial: 

“She must establish the facts immediately afterwards. And 
I think this will happen in the verdict”.

On the second day of the trial, the video that the author 
had recorded and streamed was shown. Several joint plaintiffs 
left the room. Lawyer Renzikowski stated: 

“Of course. But it is also possible, on the other hand, that 
some people need an explanation, even if it is a bad one, in 
order to make peace. One can never make a general statement”.

Renzikowski: State in therapy offers 
for victims in duty

For him, it is clear: “What the victims need now is a kind 
of resocialization. Because they have been disappointed by 
their fundamental belief that they are safe in this State and 
that nothing can happen to them”. This is not a task that the 
criminal law can do,” he said. “But it must not be forgotten and 
the rehabilitation of victims is a gap in our legal system. Victim 
compensation has been a son-in-law for years”.

Mr Renzikowski called for the options to be widened: 
“There should also be a demand for the state to take 

charge of therapies and play a more active role. Then perhaps 
there would not be so many misplaced expectations towards 
criminal law”.

The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office accuses the 28-year-
old accused of planning an attempted murder of fellow citizens 
of the Jewish faith “out of an antisemitic, racist and xenophobic 
spirit”. On the day of the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, 
he attempted to storm the heavily armed Halle synagogue.

 largely admits the facts

According to the indictment, he wanted to kill as many of 
the 52 visitors to the synagogue as possible. When he was 
unable to enter, he killed a passer-by outside the synagogue 
and a man in a kebab restaurant. He wounded others as he 
fled. At the start of the trial the accused essentially admitted 
the charges.

The trial before the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg took 
place in the largest courtroom in Saxony-Anhalt, Magdeburg, 
due to the high public interest and for security reasons. The next 
trial days are scheduled for next Tuesday and Wednesday. (dpa)
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The trial, an excursion into ra-
cist delusions

Since Tuesday, the trial has been taking place in the largest cour-
troom in Saxony-Anhalt: A 28-year-old man attempted to storm 
the Halle synagogue on 9 October 2019. Unfortunately, it became 
apparent at the beginning of the trial that the authorities in Saxo-
ny-Anhalt had offered the perpetrator a step that he should not have 
expected under other circumstances.

On Tuesday morning, 170 heavily armed, masked police 
officers secured the Magdeburg District Court. Suddenly, a 
convoy of police vehicles turns at high speed in Halberstädter 
Straße, as if an important guest of the state were arriving, but 
this large contingent is in fact only a prisoner transport.

Even the journey to Magdeburg was made quite spectacu-
larly by helicopter, although the accused was accommodated 
in relative proximity, namely in the Burg prison. He had been 
transferred there in reaction to an accident in Halle prison, where 
the suspect had been left unattended for a few minutes as he 
crossed the courtyard and used this situation to try to escape.

But now journalists from the “New York Times” and the 
Jewish newspaper with the largest circulation “Israel Hayom” 
have registered for the opening date at the Magdeburg Regional 
Court. A new miscarriage of justice would therefore be very 
embarrassing, and so the country is doing everything it can to 
show the determination of the constitutional state.

A scene for the murderer?

Unfortunately, this is exactly the context that the suspect 
had speculated about when he embarked, heavily armed, on his 
personal jihad nine months ago. In the courtroom, the defence 
indicated that the defendant wished to be cited by his full name. 
He presents himself to the cameramen and photographers 
in an impartial manner, as if he had taken a course on media 
appearance, and if asked for an autograph, he would probably 
find it quite appropriate.

The 28-year-old man may not have achieved his real objec-
tives, which were to kill as many Jews as possible, to broadcast 
the act live on the net and thus find imitators. 

The man with an earthy appearance has been an impor-
tant person in contemporary history. But he is not that at all. 
And without the judicial collapse of Halle, this staging would 
probably not have been necessary.

Racism as a distortion of the world

Murderers, whether they act for religious, political or racist 
motives, above all have one thing in common: they are inspired 
by the conviction that they must save the world. But this presup-
poses the conviction that this world is truly on the brink. On the 
first day of the trial, presiding judge Ursula Mertens used her 
questions to shed light on the 28-year-old’s ideological horizon.

The man from the Mansfeld-Südharz district apparently 
assumes that Germany is currently undergoing a “repopula-
tion”, a targeted infiltration of Muslims, orchestrated by secret 
powers controlled by a “Judaism”. The aim is to annihilate the 
German people.

This central thesis is surrounded by many embellishments 
which ultimately also explain why men like the murderer would 
not find work and girlfriends. For not only immigration, but also 
financial capital and feminism are Jewish inventions. The sta-
tements of this 28-year-old man showed very clearly at least 
one thing, namely how antisemitic and racist thinking patterns 
can be transformed into concrete violence. That is why it is 
important to look at the ideological hinterland.

Firing up against the so-called mains-
tream

The AfD sees itself not only as a political but also as an 
ideological alternative to the so-called system parties. It presents 
itself as particularly alternative in the spectrum that characterises 
the right fringe of the party. Hans-Thomas Tillschneider, the 
member of the state parliament of Saxony-Anhalt responsible 
for the AfD, is one of the most prominent representatives of 
this grouping, which for a long time led its own life within the 
party as a ‘wing’, but is now officially regarded as dissolved.

In February 2018, Tillschneider gave a speech on “Islam 
and antisemitism” at an AfD meeting in Heroldsberg, Bavaria, 
apparently following accusations by the German Central Council 
of Jews that the AfD is antisemitic. The speech is available 
on the Internet.
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After twenty-nine minutes, Tillschneider, who holds a PhD 
in Islamic Studies, concludes that there is in fact no longer any 
antisemitism among Germans and that the real enemy of the 
Jews is Muslim immigration. But a few minutes later, Tillschneider 
launched a general attack on the political conditions in Germany.

According to Tillschneider, Islam is used by the Central 
Council of Jews and established parties “to create multicul-
tural conditions in Germany. The ultimate goal, he said, is “to 
weaken German culture” and “to abolish the German people”. 
Less circumstantially, Halle’s killer also claimed the same at the 
trial. Certainly, Tillschneider did not use a single syllable to kill 
Jews or Muslims. However, it was only after Halle’s attack that 
the Saxony-Anhalt Office for the Protection of the Constitution 
decided to monitor the member of the state parliament.

Simplicity in diversity - antisemitism 
has many facets

It is often claimed that hostility towards Jews is a privilege 
of Muslim immigrants, but this cannot be proven for Saxony-An-
halt. Instead, antisemitism seems to be played down. A good 
month ago a Halle case was made public. A swastika had been 
placed on the floor in front of the synagogue in Große-Märker-
Strasse - with paper handkerchiefs. The police patrol that was 
called in, however, reported a false alarm, they found nothing.

However, video recordings prove that a police officer had 
removed the swastika. The officer was transferred to another 
department. In the meantime, a 64-year-old man was identified 
as a possible perpetrator. The right-wing extremist Sven Liebich 
is also active in Halle, recently as an organiser of so-called 
anti-corona demonstrations. Liebich sells Jewish stars marked 
“unvaccinated” via his mail order business on the Internet.

With this sign, opponents of vaccination feel that they must 
communicate that they would be persecuted in the same way 
as Jews were persecuted under National Socialism. Several 
German cities have now banned the use of this sign because 
it serves to trivialise the Holocaust. Anyone who believes that 
the industrial extermination of six million Jews can be equated 
with a debate on the alleged threat of compulsory vaccination 
relativises mass murder, which makes a mockery of the victims 
and is antisemitic in its consequences.

Unfortunately, the authorities in Saxony-Anhalt have so far 
seen no reason to take action against it, despite criticism from 
the Jewish communities. Recently, Sven Ebert, member of the 
Saale District Council of AfD, told the ZDF in an interview:

“I think it is normal to use the Jewish star. People have 
been stigmatised in the past. This must not happen again”. So 
it is not surprising that Ebert thinks the far-right Sven Liebich 
is a civil rights activist.

Racism is not a democratic position

The first two days of the trial showed very clearly that racism 
and antisemitism cannot be part of the democratic culture of 
discussion.

When right-wing parties in the CDU try to position them-
selves as part of the political will, as is currently the case with 
the AfD, this implies a clear and distinct demarcation of racist 
and antisemitic beliefs. However, such a distinction is lacking.

The trial also showed that the political narrative of a so-called 
Umvolkung is clearly an extreme right-wing idea that can have 
deadly consequences. Anyone who tries to make political gain 
from such theories must allow himself to ask himself whether 
he knowingly accepts incidents such as the Halle bombing as 
collateral political damage. And the reference, which with the 
28-jähriger only concerns one lost soul, does not apply, because 
such lost souls are not so rare.

Last week, for example, a Sebastian U. from Leipzig called 
the MDR listeners’ telephone, with his full name and address, 
by the way, to ask for the murderer to be acquitted, because on 
New Year’s Eve 2016 many German women had been publicly 
beheaded by Islamists on Cologne’s cathedral square. There 
were also calls for the trial to be shortened, as there was a 
confession from the author, particularly in view of the costs of the 
trial. However, as the court claims to shed light on the context 
of the crime, the suspicion is obvious that behind this request 
there are not so much financial interests as ideological ones.

That racism combines two characteristics, namely stupidity 
and dangerousness, was tragically clear at one point in the trial. 
When asked why he had shot Kevin S. in the kebab shop, the 
murderer replied: 

“I saw that he had dark, frizzy hair and pulled the trigger.” It 
was only later, during the interrogations, that he realised that he 
had made a mistake. To sum up, he said: “I shot a lot of white 
people, I didn’t want to”.
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Criminal lawyer: the Halle trial 
can hardly live up to expecta-
tions

Magdeburg/Halle (dpa/sa) - In the run-up to the trial on the right-
wing terrorist attack on a synagogue in Halle, the lawyer Joachim 
Renzikowski warned against expecting too much.

“In criminal proceedings, the act of the accused is in the 
foreground, and what the court has to say about the circums-
tances surrounding it is left to its discretion. To assess ’s 
guilt, it is not necessary to explore the sources he used on the 
Internet and where they come from. That would be a different 
case against others,” the criminal lawyer and legal philosopher 
from the University of Halle told the German news agency. 
“This is the problem and, as one would expect, it will probably 
also lead to frustration among the co-applicants”.

Since last Tuesday, the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg 
has been judging . The 28-year-old from the 
district of Mansfeld-Südharz is accused of 13 crimes, including 
two murders and several attempted murders of, among others, 
the 52 synagogue devotees. The perpetrator had filmed the 
attack with a helmet camera and broadcast it on the Internet. 
During the first two days of the trial, the accused repeatedly 
posted his racist and antisemitic worldview. Presiding Judge 
Ursula Mertens repeatedly called him to order and threatened 
to exclude him from the trial. The joint plaintiffs repeatedly 
warned against giving the defendant a step.

Professor of criminal law Renzikowski stated: 
“During the trial, the presiding judge will not be able to 

do much more than contradict and prohibit such statements. 
Indeed, the possibility to try without the defendant is delicate 
because the defendant has the right to be present and you do 
not want to risk an appeal easily. This is an absolute ground 
for appeal if the exclusion is unjustified”. 

The trial involves more than 40 common plaintiffs. Many 
of them were in a synagogue at the time of the attack on the 
highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. On the second day of the 
trial, the video that the author had recorded and streamed 
was shown. Several joint plaintiffs left the room. Lawyer Ren-
zikowski stated: 

“Of course, retraumatisation is possible here. But it is also 
possible, on the other hand, that some need an explanation, 
however bad, to make peace. One can never generalise”.

For him, one thing is certain: 

“What the victims would need now is a kind of resocialization. 
Because they have been disappointed by their fundamental 
confidence that they are safe in this state and that nothing can 
happen to them”. This is not a task that the criminal law can do,” 
he said. “But it must not be forgotten and the rehabilitation of 
victims is a gap in our legal system. Victim compensation has 
been a son-in-law for years”. Mr Renzikowski called for the 
options to be widened: “There should also be a demand for 
the state to take charge of therapies and play a more active 
role. Then perhaps there would not be so many misplaced 
expectations towards criminal law”.

The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office accused the 
28-year-old accused of planning “with an antisemitic, racist 
and xenophobic attitude an assassination attempt on fellow 
citizens of the Jewish faith. On the highest Jewish holiday, 
Yom Kippur, he attempted to storm the heavily armed Halle 
synagogue. According to the indictment, he wanted to kill as 
many of the synagogue’s 52 visitors as possible. When he was 
unable to enter, he killed a passer-by in front of the synagogue 
and a man in a kebab restaurant. He wounded others as he 
fled. At the start of the trial the accused essentially admitted 
the charges.

The trial before the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg took 
place in the largest courtroom in Saxony-Anhalt, Magdeburg, 
due to the high public interest and for security reasons. The 
next trial days are scheduled for next Tuesday and Wednesday.
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Attack in Halle - Dessauer 
Builds New Synagogue Door 
for the Jewish Community

Halle (Saale)/Dessau-Rosslau - The master carpenter Thomas Thie-
le appears modest. “I consider myself a true craftsman with a heart 
and soul,” he says in his workshop in Dessau when asked if he feels 
like a savior. Because thanks to his work, the 47-year-old helped to 
ensure that more than 50 people were not killed in the attack on the 
Halle synagogue on October 9, 2019.

Thiele built the gate that withstood ’s terrorist 
attack on the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. Nevertheless, 
two people lost their lives that day, a 40-year-old passer-by in 
front of the synagogue and a 20-year-old in a nearby kebab 
restaurant.

At least two people were seriously injured by the confessed 
assailant as he fled, before police could stop him in a car 
miles away.

A New Gate for the Jewish Commu-
nity of Halle

“To this day, it’s impossible for me to imagine what would 
have happened if my door hadn’t held, if there had been even 
more victims,” says Thiele in a busy voice. At the same time, he 
is putting the finishing touches to the new door of the Jewish 
Community Synagogue, which weighs about 160 kilos and is 
due to be installed in Halle on Tuesday.

“It’s the most stable door I’ve ever built,” he said. 

Again and again, Thiele carefully and intensively checks that 
everything is correct with regard to the new additional security 
technology. He gently caresses the thick oak wood of the 
massive door, which is two meters high and 1.10 meters wide.

He has spent many sleepless nights making sure that 
everything is correct. Visually, the security door looks exactly 
like the door he built in 2010. His picture has been around the 
world - with all the bullet holes. It must be part of a memorial 
on the synagogue grounds. (mz/dpa)
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New plaintiffs in terrorism trial
In the trial on the right-wing terrorist attack in Halle, two other affec-
ted persons joined the Nebenklage.

Magdeburg (dpa) l A married couple who were in the 
synagogue at the time of the attack were admitted as co-ap-
plicants, said the spokesman for the Higher Regional Court 
of Naumburg, Henning Haberland, on Mondays. Judge Ursula 
Mertens had already announced the couple’s application on 
Wednesday, and both are now officially admitted.

In Magdeburg, the trial for the terrorist attack of October 
9, 2019 has been going on since last Tuesday. The accused 
is , a native of Saxony-Anhalt. He essentially 
admitted that he wanted to storm the heavily armed synagogue 
in Halle in order to kill as many Jews as possible. 

However, when he failed to reach the synagogue’s door, 
he first shot a 40-year-old passer-by and then a 20-year-old 
in a kebab restaurant, according to the report. During the first 
two days of the trial, the defendants demonstrated a worldview 
marked by racism and conspiracy theories.

In its 121-page indictment, the federal prosecutor charges 
the 28-year-old with 13 crimes, including one murder and one 
attempted murder. Among the 45 common complainants are 
visitors to the synagogue, bereaved families and police officers.
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Searching for the motive of 
Halle’s murderer

The manner in which Judge Ursula Mertens, who presided over the 
trial, conducted the trial is controversial. Does it give the accused 
too much leeway to spread his inhuman ideology?

Magdeburg - The way in which Judge Ursula Mertens is 
conducting the trial of Halle’s murderer is not without contro-
versy. Some praise her thorough questioning, her polite way 
of dealing with the confessed murderer, and her calm and 
friendly conduct of the trial. Others say that she leaves too 
much room for the accused to present his inhuman ideology, 
and that she too rarely puts her nose into the cases. The trial 
resumes this Tuesday.

The discussion reflects the debate that took place in the 
auditorium on the degree of rule of law to be accorded to a 
racist murderer as cruel and cold as  However, 
Judge Mertens, with her correct and pragmatic, sometimes even 
maternal attitude, made it clear from the beginning of the trial 
that she was not judging (and should not judge) the accused, 
but that she wanted to explore the person behind the facts. 

 does not make it easy for the experienced lawyer. 
He either abruptly rejects questions about his family, childhood 
and school years as “unimportant” or answers them only briefly. 
But Mertens J. does not let herself be so easily overwhelmed.

Again and again, she probes, probes. The defendant must 
realize that the court is interested in him, in his motives, in what 
led him in this direction.

This is the first big state protection case for the 57-year-
old lawyer, who first worked as a lawyer in the Eifel region 
after studying in Passau and Bonn. After reunification, she 
came to East Germany and worked for 13 years as president 
of the criminal division of the Halle Regional Court. She be-
came somewhat better known there when she sentenced the 
self-proclaimed “King of Germany”, a so-called Reichsbürger. 
Then, in autumn 2019, she went to the Higher Regional Court 
of Naumburg as presiding judge.

Not to offer  one step in his trial while taking 
him seriously as a human being is a new and difficult challenge 
for Ursula Mertens. After two days of trial, it is still too early 
to assess how she is meeting this challenge. The judge still 
has a long way to go.
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Understanding how right-
wing extremist networks are 
intertwined

Anetta Kahane looks into the trial of Halle’s murderer. And reports 
on anti-Semitic mail in her own mailbox.

Berlin - He wanted to provoke a bloodbath in the synagogue 
of Halle, this little Nazi and snoop. He wanted to be admired on 
the world stage for the number of dead he was determined to 
bring down. He wanted to kill the Jews who count double to be 
in the vanguard of so-called evil in the world. He wanted to be 
as famous and celebrated as the Christchurch murderer in New 
Zealand who murdered 51 Muslims. But shit, this synagogue 
story in Halle didn’t work. The Nazis couldn’t get in. The door 
was closed. To report on his actions, he shot two other people. 

He is now on trial, and there he has a 
hearing

The plaintiff, the co-appellant, the Crown, the court and many 
bystanders take what he did seriously. And he, the little loser, 
sits there and smiles. He talks about his Nazi slogans from top 
to bottom for hours, interrupted only by the judge’s questions. 
He is not yet afraid of the trial, nor of the consequences if he 
is found guilty. He still sees himself on the stage trying to make 
sense of his failure in life afterwards.

Germany cannot get its hands on right-wing terrorism. 
Not with the perpetrators’ permanent understanding when it 
comes to right-wing extremism. And not by not taking losers 
like the author of Halle seriously either. Each of these fantasies 
of destruction and murder posted on the net is a potential 
announcement. The authorities must take the trouble to better 
analyze the networks, the escalation of hatred and the threat 
situation. Otherwise nothing will happen.

A personal example: Every day I receive anti-Semitic mail 
in my inbox. Some of them go to a larger distribution list. The 
author wants to let all recipients know how disgusting he finds 
Jews. Other letters complain that Germany has become a 
Jewish republic. Angela Merkel is Jewish, the Central Council 
of Jews decides what to do and the Jewish Stasi abolishes 
freedom of speech. That is me. The situation becomes more 
personal when letters are addressed directly to me. 

Jews like me,” he says, “want to push Umvolkung and would 
only do so out of greed for money. Day X would then be my last. 

Mail bearing the signature “NSU 2.0” with the announcement 
of anti-Semitic murder is of course not missing either. This has 
been going on for years. And is of no consequence to all those 
who experience similar things on a daily basis.

The networks of right-wing extremists are tightly woven. 
Only when the authorities understand how they fit together can 
something be done about it. For the time being, we are still a 
long way from that. We are still content to talk about individual 
cases. Here a loser, there a “real” Nazi, here a few antisemitic 
nutcases who invent strange conspiracy theories. What they 
all have in common is their racism and the idea that the Jews 
have the big, bad plan.

If Halle and Hanau are not to repeat themselves, it is time to 
stop turning a blind eye to the magnitude of these paintings that 
slowly threaten to poison society and the authorities. Otherwise, 
the next Nazi will soon boast of a bloodbath. I guarantee that 
he is already working on it.
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Small corpses of murderers: 
there is a way to stop the kil-
lings

They want to be celebrated for their actions, the right-wing terro-
rists. If we do not understand their networks, the killing will conti-
nue. The column.

He wanted to provoke a bloodbath in the synagogue of 
Halle, this little Nazi and snoop. He wanted to be admired by 
the world stage for the number of people he was determined to 
film. He wanted to kill the Jews who count double because they 
are at the forefront of so-called evil in the world. He wanted to 
be as famous and celebrated as the murderer in Christchurch, 
New Zealand, who murdered 51 Muslims.

But the Halle synagogue case didn’t work. The Nazis 
couldn’t get in. The door was locked. To report on his actions, 
he then shot two other people. Now he is on trial, and there 
he has a hearing.

Germany is unable to get its hands 
on right-wing terrorism 

The plaintiff, the co-defendant, the public prosecutor, the 
court and many spectators take what he did seriously. And 
he, the little loser, sits there and smiles. He talks about his 
Nazi slogans from top to bottom for hours, only interrupted 
by the judge’s questions. The trial doesn’t scare him yet, he’s 
not afraid of the consequences if he is found guilty. He still 
sees himself on the stage trying to make sense of his failures 
in life afterwards.

Germany cannot get its hands on right-wing terrorism. Not 
with the perpetrators’ permanent understanding when it comes 
to right-wing extremism. Nor by not taking losers like the author 
of Halle seriously. Each of these fantasies of destruction and 
murder posted on the net is a potential announcement. The 
authorities must take the trouble to better analyze the networks, 
the escalation of hatred and the threat situation. Otherwise 
nothing will happen.

A personal example: every day there are anti-Semitic letters 
in my mailbox. Some of them go to a larger distribution list. 
The author wants to let all recipients know how disgusting he 

finds Jews. Other letters complain that Germany has become a 
Jewish republic. Angela Merkel is Jewish, the Central Council 
of Jews decides what to do and the Jewish Stasi abolishes 
freedom of speech. That is me.

Right-wing terrorism in Germany: 
networks of extremists are closely 
intertwined

The situation becomes more personal when the letters 
are addressed directly to me. Jews like me, they say, want to 
promote repopulation and do so only out of greed for money. 
Day X would then be my last. Mail bearing the signature “NSU 
2.0” with the announcement of anti-Semitic murder is of course 
not missing either. This has been going on for years. And is 
of no consequence to all those who experience similar things 
on a daily basis.

The networks of right-wing extremists are tightly woven. 
Only when the authorities understand how they fit together 
can something be done about it. For the time being, we are 
still a long way from that. We are still content to talk about 
individual cases. Here a loser, there a “real” Nazi, here a few 
antisemitic nutcases elaborating strange conspiracy theories. 
What they all have in common is their racism and the idea that 
Jews have the big, bad plan.

If Halle and Hanau are not to repeat themselves, it is time 
to stop turning a blind eye to the magnitude of these paintings 
that slowly threaten to poison society and the authorities. 
Otherwise, the next Nazi will soon be boasting of mass murder. 
I guarantee that he is already working on it.
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“He has no heart in his body”
The common plaintiff Ismet Tekin is dismayed by the assassin’s lack 
of remorse.

The common plaintiff in the trial of the anti-Semitic attack 
in Halle, Ismet Tekin, is dismayed by the lack of remorse of 
the attacker. The owner of the “Kiez-Döner” in Halle told the 
Evangelical Press Service (epd) that the accused  
had shown no remorse and no regret for his actions during 
the two days of the trial so far at the Higher Regional Court 
in Naumburg. The trial against  will continue on 
Tuesday in Magdeburg.

Tekin summed up the two trial days so far to the murderer: 
“He did not say he was sorry for what he did. He added: 

“If he were released tomorrow, he would continue in the same 
way,” said Tekin, who himself narrowly escaped the attack on 
October 9: “He has no heart in his body, it shows”.

“He must not make fun of us”, said Ismet Tekin.

In the kebab snack bar not far from the Halle synagogue, 
the right-wing terrorist shot a 20-year-old customer that day. 
For the next few days of the trial, Tekin hopes that the defen-
dant will no longer be able to use the courtroom as a stage 
“to make himself more important than he is”.

“This is wrong and something must be done about it,” Tekin 
asked. He also said it was annoying that he always laughed when 
common plaintiffs’ lawyers asked him questions. “He shouldn’t 
make fun of us,” Tekin said. He said it was disrespectful: “But 
if he had had any respect, he wouldn’t have done that either.”

Ismet Tekin, who has lived in Halle for more than twelve 
years, was at the time employed at the kebab snack bar. On 
9 October, he was not yet in the store. As he was walking 
down the street on his way to work, the murderer also shot 
him. Months later, he and his brother took over the snack bar 
to keep it open.

Since the attack, there has not been a day since the attack 
without financial difficulties, Tekin reported. The support pro-
mised by the state and the city has not materialized, he said. 

“We received a hardship allowance at the beginning and 
nothing since,” said the snack bar owner. He also said that no 
politician has run since then. “They promised a lot but have 
not done anything,” said Tekin.

“When you give your word as a politician and mayor, you 
have to keep it. Or you don’t promise anything in the first place”. 
Joint Applicant Ismet Tekin

More recently, a meeting with the mayor of Halle, Bernd 
Wiegand (no party), was organized on March 1st. “Unfortunately, 
Mr. Wiegand did not come himself, but he was represented by 
two colleagues,” Tekin said. He had been in Germany for more 
than 12 years, he said, and had not received a single day of 
state support during that time. 

“But now I have no other choice, I can’t cope,” Tekin said.
He said that the mayor’s failure to take the time to do so 

hurt him more than the day of the attack: “When you give your 
word as a politician and mayor, you have to keep it. Or else you 
don’t promise anything in the first place”.

 had attacked the synagogue in Halle on October 
9, 2019, shooting two people and wounding others. Federal 
prosecutors are charging the 28-year-old with two counts 
of murder and several counts of attempted murder, as well 
as other crimes. There were also 43 common complainants.
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Trial helps to overcome trau-
ma

Marina Chernivsky, psychologist: the attack had an impact on the 
entire Jewish community.

For the survivors of the Halle bombing, psychologist Ma-
rina Chernivsky believes that the murderer’s trial is crucial in 
helping them cope with this traumatic experience. The trial of 
the murderer , which began last week, will continue 
this Tuesday.

 “Overcoming an attack is very closely linked to social factors, 
recognition by the majority society and political discourse,” the 
executive director of the OFEK’s counselling center told the 
Evangelical Press Service (epd) in Berlin.

After all, the attack is not “only” an individual trauma, but a 
political and social incision. Hate-motivated violence not only 
hit the integrity of individuals, “but was clearly directed against 
specific groups,” Chernivsky said: 

“Even members of the Jewish community who were not 
there felt included.

The attack on the Halle synagogue on October 9, on the 
occasion of the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, therefore 
had a threatening effect on the entire Jewish community and 
left deep traces in the collective memory, he said. The OFEK 
advises those affected by antisemitic violence and discrimination.

In cooperation with the Mobile Counseling Center for Vic-
tims in Saxony-Anhalt, the OFEK organized the participation of 
the joint plaintiffs from the synagogue and also accompanies 
them to court.

What is important now is the willingness of the security 
authorities, the police, the judiciary and politicians to respond 
to the grievances and to accept them in a fundamental way: 

“If this does not happen, further acts of violence cannot be 
prevented and the effects of this attack on the survivors will 
be intensified,” Chernivsky said.

He said that the people involved used Nebenklage law to 
help shape the trial with motions, questions and their presence 
in the courtroom, not as victims, but as survivors and political 
actors: 

“They demand that the attack be treated, not as an individual 
act, but as part of the continuing right-wing, anti-Semitic and 
racist violence in Germany”.

In collaboration with the mobile victim counseling center 
in Saxony-Anhalt, the OFEK organized the participation of the 
side plaintiffs from the synagogue and also accompanied them 
to the court. Already immediately after the attack, the OFEK 
reacted with an “immediate crisis intervention”, “knowing full 
well that extreme violence can have a traumatic effect”.

 had attacked the synagogue in Halle on October 
9, 2019, shooting two people and wounding others. Federal 
prosecutors are charging the 28-year-old with two counts of 
murder and several counts of attempted murder, as well as 
other crimes. There are 43 common plaintiffs in the Naumburg 
Higher Regional Court proceedings.
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“I feel combative”
On Tuesday, the trial on the Nazi assassination in Halle will conti-
nue. Christina Feist hopes that the defendants will have less free-
dom of speech.

taz: Ms. Feist, you were on October 9, 2019, the day of the 
extreme right-wing terrorist attack in Halle, in the synagogue 
that the perpetrator attempted to storm. In the trial that has just 
begun, you are appearing as co-appellant, and it continues this 
Tuesday. How did you experience the first two days of the trial?

Christina Feist: The morning of the first day of the trial was 
extremely difficult for me, especially when the author was taken 
inside. I was just tense. During the second half, I felt much 
better, emotionally and mentally. This is also partly due to the 
fact that he didn’t tell me anything new in terms of content. 
He has all the conspiracy theories that you can hold. To that 
extent, I don’t care either. It’s a background noise.

Doesn’t it bother you what the culprit is saying?

There are acoustic problems in the courtroom, so we 
wear headphones in which a German-language program is 
playing. This has the psychological effect of creating a certain 
distance. However, I am surprised that it is so calculating. It 
follows that he can’t be as stupid as I thought. I thought there 
was a lot less information, planning and intelligence behind it. 
At first it scared me. Then, on the second day, I felt resistant 
and almost combative.

At the beginning of the second day of the trial, the video-
tape of the crime was shown in the courtroom. Did it retain 
your fighting spirit?

I was extremely impressed by the video. It was the first time 
I saw it, and I never want to see it again. It was still important 
to watch it to the end. As soon as the video ended, I told my 
escort that she had to get me out now. I just needed a moment 
where I could really let my emotions flow freely without a young 
audience and the perpetrator watching it.

Since last Wednesday, the Attorney General’s office, the 
defense, and finally your lawyer and that of the other joint 
plaintiffs have been asking the questions.

Yes, I have a feeling that it’s going to start heading towards 
the slugfest now. I think it’s just a lot more exciting in terms 
of content. The author’s statements are less interesting. But 
his reactions - the way he speaks, the way he formulates, and 
also the way he looks at his facial expressions - seem very 
interesting to me.

In the interview : Christina Feist,  29 years old, is doing his 
doctorate in philosophy at the University of Potsdam. She is 
one of the worshippers who celebrated Yom Kippur in the Halle 
synagogue on October 9, 2019, when an extreme right-wing 
aggressor tried to violently assault her. In the trial against the 
murderer, Feist is one of the 43 joint plaintiffs.

The first day of the trial had to start later due to organi-
zational problems, the second a little earlier because one of 
the defense attorneys for the perpetrator wanted to make a 
follow-up appointment. Is it a good thing that the days don’t 
go on forever?

I was fine at the end of the first two days of the trial. I’m 
very tired, but it’s already normal. On the one hand, I thought 
it was a shame that it didn’t last for a while and that we had to 
stop. On the other hand, I felt that it was a joke that we finished 
so early so that the defense attorney could take his ca  Let’s 
really think about it, especially considering everything that has 
been neglected so far.

No one knows how long these court days last, all we know 
is that they are long. The fact that we started two and a half 
hours late at first and then received a reprimand from the 
judge when we were three minutes late doesn’t make sense. 
I am not satisfied.

With the formal organization of the trial or the judicial process?

Both. It is inevitably linked. The presiding judge sets the 
tone. The presiding judge sets the rules. And I must say I don’t 
know what that is. I have the impression that she’s trying to do 
right by everyone within the limits of her position. But that’s 
not how it works. I’d rather she would take a strong line and 
not keep going backwards just for the sake of it.

What do you mean by that?

I think it’s just too weak rhetorically for a lot of things. She 
doesn’t make the announcements clearly enough. That’s one 
thing. And the other is that it seems a little chaotic to me and 
I don’t feel like there’s a concrete plan. I don’t know where it’s 
going, I find it extremely exhausting.

On the second day of the trial, the judge rejected the 
defense’s request to record the author’s statement. The issue 
was whether or not the perpetrator had known whether or 
not there would be people in the synagogue on the day of 
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the crime. The wording of his statements was irrelevant, the 
judge said, because it was embedded in the overall crime and 
in many individual statements. Does this meet your wish that 
the crime be considered in a broader context?

Perhaps that’s where we start with the basic problem. In 
Germany, protocols are only kept by the court itself in the district 
court. I find this grossly negligent and frankly idiotic. I think it 
would make more sense for all parties involved if there were 
a neutral protocol, independent of the proceedings. There is 
none, and I don’t know why.

The real reason for this motion is that originally, at least as 
far as the people in the synagogue are concerned, the Attorney 
General did not want to charge them with attempted murder. 
Formally, legally, there were still too many steps in between. 
This indictment was rewritten, thank God. My interpretation is 
that the defense tried to emphasize this by pre-suggesting the 
author’s answers in his questions. Acceptance of the motion 
would have had the effect of making the proposed answers 
appear in black and white. The rejection was not a position of 
the judge, but a legal formality.

It is important for them that the author not be staged in the 
media. He has already tried on several occasions to present 
plans to build weapons and ideologies in court. Does he have 
a scene in the courtroom?

I found the interrogation of the judge on the first day very 
difficult. On the one hand, she did a question-and-answer game 
to deny him the opportunity to give lectures and give him a 
platform. I still think she let him talk for so long and allowed 
him to do too much.

At the beginning, based on remarks that I will not repeat, 
she still said that she did not tolerate this kind of language. 
Soon after, she backed off and gave him a little more power. 
I know these are subtleties, but especially in a case like this, 
it must be a matter of setting a very clear line. And he doesn’t 
do it strongly enough.

What is your wish for the continuation of the procedure?

One last jump. I don’t know what the legal possibilities of 
sanction are. I am for the absolute maximum. Otherwise, my 
wish is that it becomes less unstructured, ill-considered and 
chaotic. Because it is fatal, especially in a trial like this one.
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Answers to the most fre-
quently asked questions 
about the trial of 

There are many issues in the lawsuit against  : Why is the 
video of the crime being shown publicly? What is the role of Ne-
benklage? The MZ answers the most frequently asked questions 
about the terrorism trial.

Magdeburg - This trial is special - not only because the acts 
of the accused terrorist in the Halle synagogue are so cruel. 
Also because it is an exceptional case for the judicial system 
of Saxony-Anhalt - and for the victims. On Tuesday, right-wing 
terrorist  is back in the dock. At the beginning of 
the third day of the trial, the MZ answers the most frequently 
asked questions about the complex terror trial.

1 The attack was traumatic for the victims and their fami-
lies. Why did the court nevertheless publicly show the video 
of the crime?

In German criminal law, the principle of immediacy applies. 
This means that any evidence that is important for the verdict 
must be examined by the court. Not only by the judges, but 
also by the defendant, his lawyers and the plaintiffs. Henning 
Rosenau, expert in criminal law at the University of Halle, 
explains: “The proceedings must take place in public, there 
must be no background noise”. Immediacy also guarantees 
the fairness of the process - all parties must have the same 
level of knowledge. “In addition, the public should have the 
opportunity to control the proceedings,” says the law professor. 

2 What is the purpose of this legal proceeding?

“It doesn’t matter what was known before the trial,” says 
Rosenau. Only now, in the main trial, should all the points that 
are relevant to the subsequent verdict be discussed. Only 
on this basis can the court base its decision. In addition, the 
trial will shed light on the motives of the author: Were there 
accomplices, an earlier history? “All this plays a role in the 
sentencing,” said Mr. Rosenau. In addition, a psychiatric report 
on the accused will be prepared during the trial. For this, an 
expert will sit in the courtroom, as is often the case in murder 
trials. “The question is whether the accused is still dangerous,” 
says Rosenau. If the man is still considered a danger, he is 
threatened with pre-trial detention after a prison sentence.

3 There are 45 co-applicants - what role do they play?

Although it was the federal prosecutor’s office that indicted 
 in court - victims of the crimes can join the trial. Since 

52 Jews alone were in the synagogue that was attacked, the 
number of joint plaintiffs is high. The goal of the Nebenklage 
is to give the victims an audible voice and an active role in the 
trial. They have access to files, are allowed to ask questions 
in court - and they have the right to file motions for evidence. 
“This is their sharpest sword,” Rosenau said. That’s because it 
allows joint plaintiffs to propose witnesses and introduce new 
evidence. “By asking very good questions and doing their own 
research, the joint plaintiffs can certainly contribute to more 
clarity,” said Mr. Rosenau. “In addition, the victims have a voice, 
which is a value in itself.” Co-applicants must be approved by 
the court.

4 Why is the trial recorded? Isn’t it forbidden in Germany?

Normally, yes. But this terror trial is an exception: An audio 
recording of the entire trial is made for historical archives - this 
is only allowed by German law if the trial has contemporary 
historical significance. One of the most important court procee-
dings documented in Germany to date is the first Auschwitz 
Trial. “We still benefit from this today because the testimonies 
are recorded in the original,” explains Mr. Rosenau, professor 
of law in Halle. “This has historical value.”

5 Why is  allowed to expose his hatred of Jews 
in detail in court?

“He is only allowed to do so to a limited extent,” said Rose-
nau. “If he belittles people, the presiding judge can reprimand 
him.” Ursula Mertens has already done so, threatening  with 
exclusion from the proceedings. “On the other hand, it is yes 
for the parties to the trial an important conclusion, the way 
the accused expresses himself,” says Rosenau. “Also for the 
question: is he still dangerous?” If this facet was left aside, an 
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Trial of Halle’s murderer - 
farewell letter from ’s mo-
ther raises questions

On the third day of the trial of right-wing terrorist , his envi-
ronment becomes more visible. Contacts on the net, letters to the 
prison and a mother who wanted to commit suicide. One question 
in particular is at the center of attention: what did ’s relatives 
know about his plans of attack?

Halle (Saale) - The letter is six pages long. The sheets are 
not written in a precise manner. It is therefore, as is clear from 
the reading of the document on Tuesday before the Magdeburg 
Regional Court, a farewell letter. It was written by ’s 
mother. She addressed it to her daughter, the half-sister of the 
Halle murderer. The letter was found in her apartment after 
she attempted suicide with pills and alcohol.

The lines waver between grief, self-pity and anger. “This 
state has disappointed Stephan and me so much,” writes the 
mother. And, “To the hypocritical, damned, lying world, I love 
my son, you destroyed him.”

In some parts of the letter, the words are indecipherable. 
Towards the end, the sentences become more and more 
chopped up. She writes, “He gave his life - for the truth - for 
you.” Then she drew again Stars of David on the paper and 
ends with the words “The Jews want ...”, then the mother’s 
handwriting becomes illegible again. This is how the Federal 
Criminal Police Office records it.

After reading the letter, Judge Ursula Mertens, who pre-
sides over the trial of  in Magdeburg, addresses 
the accused: 

“Your mother also cares about the Jews,” the judge asks 
the murderer in Halle. He immediately answers in the negative. 
“I don’t know why we said that in there,” says the 28-year-old. 
“She wrote it under the influence of drugs and alcohol.”

 blocks

On the third day of the trial against the extreme right-wing 
terrorist, who carried out an attack in Halle on October 9, 2019, 
it becomes clear again: as soon as  is questioned 
about his personal environment, he blocks and withdraws. He 
wants to protect “his people”, which is why the murderer already 
said so at the beginning of the trial last week. But on Tuesday, 
the lawyers of the 45 plaintiffs will be allowed to continue his 

interrogation. And they won’t let go, especially with questions 
about his closest entourage.

On the one hand, the focus is on the family of the accused: 
what did his relatives know about ’s plans? Were they 
able to share his anti-Semitic and racist attitudes? According 
to the right-wing terrorist, politics was not discussed at home. 
His hatred of Jews and foreigners was not an issue.

The lawyer of the Nebenklage upset 

In the investigation files, however, Nebenklage’s lawyers 
found circumstantial evidence suggesting that the accused’s 
attitude was known. For example, his half-sister told the police 
during the interrogation that her brother hated “all foreigners, 
mainly Jews. From the mother’s suicide note, lawyer Kati Lang, 
who represents three victims of the synagogue, concludes: 

“It is clear that anti-Semitic thought structures prevailed 
with the mother”. Moreover, according to her, they also played 
a role between the mother and the son. “There must have 
been discussions in the family about these topics and politics 
in general,” Lang told the Mitteldeutsche Zeitung.

It was also the Nebenklageanwältin that briefly upset 
 during the trial. Namely, exactly when it confronts him 

with several names. These are people who wrote letters to the 
murderer in prison. According to the files, these people come 
mainly from the Central German region: Helbra near Eisleben 
(district of Mansfeld-Südharz), Aschersleben, Bernburg (both 
in the Salzlandkreis) as well as Zittau (Saxony) and Cottbus 
(Brandenburg).

The state government of Saxony-Anhalt has for the first 
time appointed a victims’ representative, Gabriele Theren, fol-
lowing the terrorist attack in Halle. The office of Prime Minister 
Reiner Haseloff (CDU) on Tuesday approved the proposal for 
the honorary position from the Ministry of Justice. This was 
announced by the State Chancellery of Magdeburg. Theren 
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will coordinate support for victims and their relatives. She is to 
network the players in the support system.

Theren is a lawyer. She was born in 1955 in the district of 
Heinsberg in North Rhine-Westphalia and has lived in Gom-
mern near Magdeburg since 1993. Since 1991, the trained 
mediator has worked at the Ministry of Social Affairs and has 
been an honorary judge at the Federal Social Court and the 
Higher Administrative Court of Saxony-Anhalt. Mr. Haseloff 
also announced that he would coordinate with Halle Mayor 
Bernd Wiegand (no political affiliation) before the anniversary 
of the attack. He said the aim was to strengthen the security 
of the Jewish community.

“The content of these letters is not clear, it is men as well 
as women who write to him,” said lawyer Kati Lang. However, 
given that all the letters to and from  - which are not 
part of the lawyer’s correspondence - are read, content relevant 
to the proceedings should have been included in the files. 

“We don’t know whether these are now the usual love letters 
to prisoners,” says Kati Lang.

When the lawyer brandishes the first name from the contact 
list to the defendant,  always replies dryly: 

“He wrote me a letter”. 
Kati Lang follows up, she wants to know if he answered - 

the 28-year-old woman answers in the affirmative. Then the 
lawyer wants to know what the exchange was about. 

“All sorts of things,” says the assassin, slightly annoyed. 
Then the lawyer gives other names.  seems irritated 
and caught off guard: “I’m no longer answering questions for 
them,” he quickly interrupts the exchange of words. “He must 
have been surprised that it suddenly became so personal,” 
says Kati Lang.

Links to child pornography

Also on Tuesday, there are also online platforms and por-
tals on which  was on the move, according to the 
investigation files. Among them, a page presenting the Darknet, 
on which were also links to websites with child pornography 
content. He did not open these links, the accused defended 
himself. He had visited these sites to search for political forums.

When it comes to his Internet contacts - the only ones the 
defendant has ever maintained - he becomes monosyllabic. 
That there were people he let into his projects -  
does not comment on that, even today. What becomes clear, 
however, is that he wants to protect the few people who are 
close to him. When a victims’ advocate asks him whether he 
would also have considered the possible death of his mother 
following her suicide attempt as “collateral damage” - just like 
the murders of Jana L. and Kevin S. -  answers: 

“No, I wouldn’t have. 
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More than just a date - Here 
is what is planned for the first 
day of commemoration on 
October 9 in Halle

The murderer of the Halle bombing is currently on trial in Magde-
burg. The victims are to be commemorated in particular on the first 
day of remembrance, October 9. But how to plan a major event in 
the A Coruña period? What role does the Jewish calendar play in 
this.

Halle (Saale) - October 9 will probably always be an impor-
tant date for Halle. With the murder trial currently taking place 
in Magdeburg, Halle is planning a big day of commemoration. 

Conference on Democracy: A digni-
fied commemoration and professional 
exchange

The city center with the market square, the Ulrichskirche 
and the Stadthaus should be the central places of the comme-
moration. This is the result of the preliminary schedule, which 
is at the disposal of the MZ. According to it The commemo-
ration begins on October 9th at 12 o’clock with the ringing 
of the bells in the market square. How exactly the event will 
take place in the Ulrichskirche has not yet been determined. 
A conference on democracy will be held at the town hall from 
1 p.m., organized jointly by the Ministry of Social Affairs, the 
State Chancellery and the city.

Speech on the market square with 
the musical accompaniment of the 
city choir

In the afternoon, the commemoration will continue at the 
scene of the attacks, at the synagogue and at the Kiez-Döner. 
Commemorative plaques will be unveiled and wreaths will be laid. 

In addition to the Mayor of Halle, Bernd Wiegand (Independent), 
the Prime Minister of Saxony-Anhalt, Reiner Haseloff (CDU), 
the Minister of Social Affairs, Petra Grimm-Benne (SPD), and 
possibly also the Federal Minister for Family Affairs, Franziska 
Giffey (SPD), are expected to attend.

Around 5:30 p.m. a few speeches will take place on the 
market square, which will be musically accompanied by the city 
choir. The day will end with a carillon concert at 6 pm. Even 
though the program guarantees that the rules of hygiene and 
distance will be respected, according to Drago Bock, spokesman 
for the city of Halle, there may be changes and postponements 
in the day’s program. The previous plan is only a draft, says 
ministry spokesman Bollmann.

The commemorative event will be 
broadcast live in several locations

The city administration is playing it safe because of the 
pandemic. The commemoration ceremony, which will take 
place during the day at Ulrich Church, will be broadcast live to 
several locations in the city center. This way, participants will not 
all have to gather in the same place. But not only on October 
9, there will also be an official commemoration in Halle a few 
days before. The reason for this is the Jewish calendar, which 
has a different schedule.

The murder was committed on Yom Kippur, the highest Jewish 
holiday. According to the Jewish calendar, Yom Kippur always 
takes place on the 10th of Tishri. According to the Gregorian 
calendar, this year it is September 28th. As city spokesman 
Bock explains, there will also be a commemoration on that day 
in coordination with the Jewish community.
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A bulwark against hatred - 
Halle’s Jewish community re-
ceives a new gate

He defied the assassin’s shots and thus saved the lives of 52 
people. The damaged door of the Halle synagogue is being re-
placed. In the future, it will be displayed as a memorial. What the 
community associates with the protective door.

Halle (Saale) - With trembling arms, Thomas Thiele operates 
the new door of the Halle synagogue in its wooden frame. The 
weight of the oak tree pulls heavily on the carpenter’s powerful 
arms. Then there is a rich slam. The door leaf falls into the hinge. 
A final closing test: the heavy door falls gently into the lock. 

“Now a huge stone falls from my heart,” says Thiele.
Because the installation of the new door on Tuesday morning 

causes a rush: the camera lenses of about 15 journalists follow 
every movement of the carpenter. Adjacent street corners are 
secured by policemen wearing bullet-proof vests, with machine 
guns in their arms. Thiele, who runs a small carpenter’s workshop 
in Dessau-Roßlau, says he replayed the installation of the door 
20 times in his head the night before. Nothing should go wrong.

Door saved the lives of 52 people.

This morning the carpenter replaces the rampart that re-
sisted the shots of Halle’s assassin on October 9, 2019, when 
he tried to enter the synagogue. It saved the lives of the 52 
Jews who had gathered here to celebrate Yom Kippur at that 
time. In addition, this door that Thiele made. 

“At first I didn’t really see what the door was doing. Today, 
we are very proud of it.

At first glance, the new door looks like the old one right 
down to the knothole. But it is designed to offer even more 
security. The man from Dessau made it according to a kind 
of instruction from the National Criminal Police Office: Six 
centimeters of oak reinforced with steel sheets are supposed 
to make it bulletproof, a multi-point locking system and rein-
forced sides are supposed to prevent it from being opened. 
Otherwise, he mostly makes cabinets or bathroom furniture, 
says the carpenter. “A door like this is very rare.”

The sense of security of the Jews of 
Halle

The old gate did for the Jews in the synagogue on October 
9 what the state power did not do that day: it offered them 
protection from the hatred of an armed fanatic. 

“For us, it is more than a door. It saved us,” said Max Pri-
vorozki, president of the Jewish community in Halle, during 
the installation.

The feeling of security for Halle’s Jews is better thanks to 
the new door, but also thanks to the permanent police protection 
of the synagogue, the community leader explains. In addition, 
so that the newly acquired protection is never put to the test, 
they now want to erect a memorial: The damaged door is to 
be displayed in memory of the victims.

Schoolgirl Lidia Edel wants to turn a 
door into a work of art

The design will be made by Lidia Edel, 19 years old. 
“It’s important to me that people look at the door and then 

talk about it,” says the graduate of Halle grammar school. This 
way, she says, the memory of the victims of the attack should 
be preserved - but it should also encourage people to tackle 
social problems. She does not want to reveal yet what the 
memorial will look like. But here’s the thing: wood will play an 
important role. It should be ready for the anniversary of the 
attack in October.

As the journalists slowly leave the synagogue in Halle, 
carpenter Thiele is putting the finishing touches to the new 
door. Plastering, cleaning, adjusting. The scars of the attack, 
on the façade they have disappeared. Inside the people, not 
for long yet. 
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And then the judge reads the 
suicide letter from ’s mo-
ther

On the third day of the trial against Halle’s murderer, the lawyers of 
the joint plaintiffs are again trying to discover the motives of 

. They give him the opportunity to “present” his ideology. Until it 
becomes too much for the judge.

After about two hours, the judge has heard enough. 
“I don’t want to take away anyone’s right to ask questions. But 

we have to examine whether we continue to give the accused 
the opportunity to spread his ideology,” said the president of the 
chamber of the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg, Ursula 
Mertens, to the 20 lawyers of the Nebenklage. 

The defendant, , had previously spoken 
several times about his “enemies”, the Jews he wanted to kill, 
and had indulged in conspiracy theories: about the alleged 
mass immigration of Muslims who would oppress the “whites”.

On the third day of the trial in the building of the Magdeburg 
Regional Court, the context of the crime of October 9, 2019 
was again discussed, during which the defendants tried unsuc-
cessfully to attack the synagogue in Halle and then murdered 
two people. From the very first interrogation,  never left 
the slightest doubt that he wanted to “kill as many Jews as 
possible”, that he called himself a “warrior” and that he did not 
regret the least of his actions. Since the criminal trial aims to 
establish the truth, the parties to the proceedings are obliged 
to clarify the motives and the possible context of an act.

This is, of course, the accused’s history, biography and 
personality. Obtaining evidence also involves understanding 
why such an act was committed.

So here it is: “Did you have any role models?” asks a lawyer 
for the Nebenklage.  laughs. 

“No.” 
A professional aspiration in childhood? 
No.
Favorite subject at school? 
Biology. 
“What is your general opinion of the Federal Republic of 

Germany and the free democratic basic order,” asks the lawyer. 
The defendant laughs. 

“A dream,” he replies.

The answers are repeated. And wherever the questions lead, 
they do not illuminate any abyss. There is nothing sophisticated 

and evil to explore here, no negative grandeur looms. There 
is no depth to ; he reflects only superficial hatreds and 
platitudes. “Have you completed your crime-fighting plan?” 
asks the opposing counsel. 

“My enemies have not yet been defeated,” says , 
the prisoner awaiting trial who faces life in prison followed by 
pretrial detention.

After all, there are two public defenders sitting next to him, 
Hans-Dieter Weber from Karlsruhe and Thomas Rutkowski from 
Helbra in Saxony-Anhalt. They take notes when something is 
said. They have not yet filed any motions. When asked about 

’s behaviour in court, Weber said on the sidelines of the 
trial last week that it was not his job as a defense attorney to 
reprimand his client.

When Weber’s lawyer asks or says something, a Nebenklage 
lawyer usually steps in immediately to file a complaint. Among 
them are many attorneys who are actually criminal defense 
attorneys; they are masters in this field. This is probably how the 
Nebenklage lawyer, Onur Özata, is able to catch the defendant. 

“Would you also have shot children?” he wants to know. “
So that my children wouldn’t have to do that in the future: 

Yes,” the defendant replies. 
“Would it have been a special accomplishment, to shoot 

a child?”
 - “My enemies are my enemies,” says . Even on this 

day of trial, he chuckles as he gives answers, often laughing 
sharply and then claiming it was a “joke”.

Where did he get so much knowledge about Judaism, lawyer 
Mark Lupschitz wants to know.  leans forward and says 

“The knowledge of the Secret Temple”. And he laughs. 
Judge Mertens comments that  did not fight. 

“To fight means to fight as equals, not to fight insidiously 
attacking someone”. 

“Absolutely not,”  protested. 
“Yes, you did, you didn’t fight, you hid in the crib,” the pre-

sident said. That’s when he fell silent.
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When it comes to his family,  shows sensitivity. 
“Lawyer Kati Lang wants to know how the relationship with 
your mother is going. 

“It’s good on the whole, but I don’t want to talk about it in 
public,” says . 

She didn’t know about his plans and rejected his point of 
view, he says. A lawyer wants to know if the crime could have 
been prevented. 

“If you had had a girlfriend, would she have gotten in your 
way during the attack?” 

“Absolutely!” says , who says he lived alone involuntarily 
and enjoyed having a partner. 

The lawyer wonders with some trepidation whether the 
children would also have “gotten in her way emotionally. 

“I don’t know, I don’t have any,” replies the defendant.

Judge Mertens then reads a suicide note about the rela-
tionship between the mother and her son, which the mother 
had written after taking sleeping pills. The suicide attempt 
immediately after the son’s arrest failed, but the police placed 
the handwritten suicide letter in his files. In it, the mother em-
phasizes how much she loved Stephan and regrets not having 
been able to “save” him, but she ends up writing sentences 

such as “You destroyed him for me! I was powerless against 
you” and “You’re lying! You are lying! The Jews. The Jews”. We 
still don’t know who destroyed whom. But the parallel with the 
spirit of his son is striking.

Are the s therefore a terrible family? Did his mother 
share his anti-Semitic world view? Did he ever talk to his mother 
about the Jews, Mertens wants to know. 

“No, never. She only wrote that because of the drugs,” 
 says. 

Mother, father and sister could still clear up this contradiction: 
All three are summoned to court on Wednesday.

But the family, who still testified to the police, won’t say 
anything more - or reveal anything. She announced that she 
would make use of her right to refuse to testify.
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Installation of a new syna-
gogue door

Master Carpenter: “To this day, I can’t imagine what would have 
happened if my door hadn’t held”.

The Halle synagogue has a new front door, almost ten 
months after the failed attack on October 9. It was installed 
on Tuesday by master carpenter Thomas Thiele from Dessau.

The new door replaces the previous one, which was badly 
damaged by shots fired by the assassin  as he 
tried to enter the synagogue. The old door is to be erected 
as a memorial.

“To this day, I cannot imagine what would have happened 
if my door hadn’t held, if there had been more victims.” Master 
carpenter Thomas Thiele

Thiele said the new synagogue door, like the old one, is 
made of oak and is estimated to weigh between 120 and 140 
kilograms. It is therefore heavier than the old one, he said. “To 
this day, I can’t imagine what would have happened if my door 

hadn’t held, if there had been more victims,” the carpenter said.
The terrorist attack in Halle on October 9, 2019 has spread 

horror throughout the world.  had driven heavily 
armed to the synagogue in Halle.

The Yom Kippur festival welcomed 52 worshippers. His 
plan to kill as many Jews as possible in the house of worship 
failed because of the closed synagogue door.

He then shot a 40-year-old passer-by and a 20-year-old 
man in a nearby kebab snack bar. While on the run, he shot a 
local resident with his partner in Landsberg-Wiedersdorf, se-
riously injuring them both. Since July 21,  has had to answer 
to the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg.
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The victim questions the de-
fendant

Ezra Waxman confronts the defendant with his anti-Semitic preju-
dices.

The trial of Halle’s murderer continued on Tuesday in 
Magdeburg to shed light on the context of the anti-Semitic 
attack on October 9, 2019. The 28-year-old defendant once 
again made no secret of his anti-Semitic and racist attitude.

In addition, a police officer was the first witness to be in-
terrogated on Tuesday, who reported the first interrogations of 

 after the crime. The American Ezra Waxman, who was 
in the Halle synagogue during the attack and is a co-defendant, 
asked the defendant several questions on Tuesday. Waxman 
confronted the defendant with the anti-Semitic prejudices that 
the 28-year-old woman has repeatedly expressed in court.

Meanwhile, in front of the Halle synagogue, a long-standing 
visible sign of the attack was replaced: the damaged door that 
withstood the attack.

In the interrogation of the Nebenklage, which now num-
bers 45 Nebenkläger, the “manifesto” of the defendants was 
among other things at issue. Once again,  reiterates before 
the court that he is convinced of his plan to kill as many Jews 
as possible. He also allegedly shot Jewish children, he said, 
because he saw them as his enemies as well.

When asked if he was anti-Semitic, he replied, “That’s right”.

When confronted with the fact that he had been diagnosed 
with a complex personality disorder with autistic traits, the 
defendant stated: “I do not consider myself crazy. When asked 
if he was anti-Semitic, he replied, “That’s right.”

A letter from the defendant’s mother was also read in court. 
It was allegedly written by her after the crime, shortly before a 
suicide attempt, in which she herself makes antisemitic remarks. 
When asked, the defendant puts this down to the influence 
of alcohol and pills, he did not have any political discussions 
with her, he denies an anti-Semitic attitude of the mother. His 
sister, however, is said to have said during an interrogation 
about  that he hated all foreigners, especially Jews.

During the interrogation, the presiding judge Ursula Mertens 
pointed out that care should be taken with the questions put to 
the accused, so that he does not repeat his ideologies several 
times, which are difficult to bear.

A lawyer for the joint plaintiffs read a statement after ques-
tioning the defendant: Anti-Semitism and racism must not go 
unpunished. The act was not to be pathologized or excused 
with the background, it moved in a space of social resonance, 
she explained, referring to the digital connections. Previously, 

her Jewish client had also questioned the accused in person.
A 51-year-old BKA official described the interrogation of 

 after the crime. According to his testimony, three 
events prompted  to commit the murder. In 2013,  had 
prolonged health problems and had to undergo an operation. 
During the interrogation,  himself reportedly described the 
year 2015 as a caesura, in which he had decided to arm himself. 
Finally, on March 15, 2019, the terrorist attack in Christchurch 
(New Zealand) had influenced him.

With explosive devices and firearms, the perpetrator wanted 
to enter the locked synagogue.

 had carried out an attack on the Halle syna-
gogue on October 9, 2019, shooting two people and woun-
ding others. In front of the synagogue, he shot a 40-year-old 
woman and in a kebab snack bar he shot a 20-year-old man. 
Federal prosecutors charged the 28-year-old man with two 
counts of murder and several counts of attempted murder, as 
well as other crimes.

With explosive devices and firearms, he wanted to enter 
the locked synagogue, but was unable to open the door. For 
the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, 52 worshippers were 
housed there.

In the meantime, the door of the place of worship was 
replaced on Tuesday. The door of the synagogue with the 
inclusion holes is to be placed on the grounds of the Jewish 
community as a memorial until the anniversary of the attack.

The new door was again made by master carpenter Thomas 
Thiele from Dessau. He told the epd that the new synagogue 
door is made of oak, just like the old one, and is estimated to 
weigh between 120 and 140 kilos. It is therefore heavier than 
the old one, he said. “To this day, I can’t imagine what would 
have happened if my door hadn’t held, if there had been more 
victims,” the carpenter said.
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Spendthrift Sniper
Terrorist trial in Magdeburg: Halle bomber received ideological and 
financial incentives via the Internet.

Did other neo-Nazis suspect or know in advance about 
the plan of right-wing terrorist  to attack the 
synagogue in Halle an der Saale and “kill [as] many Jews as 
possible”? 

The Defendant’s statements before the Higher Regional 
Court of Saxony-Anhalt suggest this. According to them, he felt 
compelled to commit the murders by the illusion of a “controlled 
population exchange” spread by the fascists on the Internet. 
And he admitted that he had also received money from the 
right-wing scene.

At first, the confessed murderer said that he had no real 
friends and that he was mainly interested in “the Internet”. But 
on the second day of the trial, he spoke several times about 
“my people”.

To them, he felt like a “failure” because his own weapons 
had not worked properly. This, he said, had prevented him from 
entering the synagogue and killing more people. His plan to 
attack a mosque or Muslims later also failed for that reason, 
he said. He had been harbouring the terror plans for years, he 
said. The defendant said he “finally understood in 2015 that 
the German people really had to be traded”. That’s when he 
started to arm himself, he said. A year later, he then tried to 
make weapons himself. He found materials and instructions 
on the Internet.

Help from the net

When Nebenklage’s lawyers questioned him, he would not 
say in which Internet forums he had been active. He did not 
want to say anything about it because he wanted to 

“protect my people”. “I’m not blackmailing anyone,” said 
the defendant. 

Then he finally named the picture board “8chan”. Image 
boards allow users to anonymously upload content that is au-
tomatically deleted after a certain period of time. “8chan” was 
removed from the net last year because of content glorifying 
violence and fascism. Before , several other right-wing 
terrorists had already announced their acts there, including 
Christchurch serial killer Brenton T.  had enthusiastically 
read his “manifesto” there. Here too, one motive for crime 
dominates: the myth of the “great exchange”.

Finally, the defendant admitted that an “8chan” moderator 
had given him 0.1 units of the Bitcoins cryptocrown, which he 
had exchanged for 1,000 euros. He left open the question of 
what the money was used for and whether  had used 

it to buy weapons, equipment and to plan his assassination 
attempt in Halle. Once again, he invoked the protection of his 
people as a reason. 

The latter would also have contributed to the broadcasting 
of the crime video filmed by the assassin himself and broadcast 
live on the online platform Twitch, developed for video game 
players. According to the indictment, the direct link to the 
transmission immediately went around to right-wing channels 
such as the Telegram messaging service. In a very short period 
of time, until it was removed by Twitch, approximately 2,200 
people watched the right-wing terrorist commit murder.

The myth of the anti-Semitic conspiracy of the “Great Po-
pulation Exchange” appeared repeatedly in ’s answers 
to questions from Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens, the Federal 
Prosecutor’s Office and the joint plaintiffs. It is said that “political 
elites”, educated either by multi-billionaire George Soros and 
William “Bill” Gates, a “deep state” or simply “the Jews”, delibe-
rately smuggled refugees into the country. They thus sought 
to “exchange” or “repopulate” the majority white population. 
This narrative is also propagated by right-wing Youtube users, 
by extreme right-wing parties such as the AfD and the NDP, 
and by fascist organizations such as the “Identity Movement”. 

Myth as motive

The scene on the right has been peddling this myth since 
2010 at the latest. At the time, the French nationalist Renaud 
Camus claimed in a newspaper that his country was in danger 
of falling under Muslim rule. One year later, Camus published 
his book “Revolt against the Great Exchange”. 

This was published in German a few years later by Götz 
Kubitschek, the mastermind of the “New Right” in the Federal 
Republic of Germany, through his publishing house Antaios. 
In his house and court journal called Sezession, Kubitschek 
published numerous articles and a six-page plot about this 
myth. In order to create a scientific appearance, the authors 
refer, among other things, to a 2001 UN document, which 
states that the declining birth rate in the EU states must be 
compensated by migration for the benefit of the economy.

A 30-page document that has been circulating on the 
Internet for years under the title “The German Population 
Exchange” is also supposed to give a scientific appearance. 
The document, created by unknown persons, is distributed on 
right-wing platforms such as “Thule Seminar”. The association 
of the same name, which is behind it, has long been disse-
minating racist and anti-Semitic inflammatory writings. In a 
pocket calendar for 2016, for example, it called for a “vendetta” 
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against an “extermination of Germans” allegedly forced by 
“mass immigration and multiculturalism”. Last year, however, the 
district court of Fritzlar in northern Hesse dismissed charges 
against the association for inciting hatred of the people. In the 
meantime, the Kassel regional court overturned the decision, 
and the operators will finally have to go to court.

The AfD is also raising fears among its supporters of the 
so-called “elite project” of a “great exchange”. On April 5, 2017, 
AfD leader Alexander Gauland published a message under the 
title: “Scary figures - the population exchange is underway”. In 
his book, Björn Höcke, AfD leader in Thüringen, talks about a 
“death of the people” through “targeted population exchange” 
- an argument for right-wing terrorists.

Not a single author

The crimes of the right-wing terrorist cell “National Socialist 
Underground”, which exposed itself in 2011, the murder of Walter 
Lübcke in 2019, the racist attack this year with ten victims in 
Hanau: with the anti-Semitic attack in Halle an der Saale, these 
and other bloodshed acts have something in common. Police, 
justice and politics like to stick to the theory of the confused 
lone assailant. But as a fallback acts an international fascist 
network, which incites to act especially via the Internet with 
racist conspiracy myths.

The perpetrator committed the attack alone, but was part 
of this network, said the day after the terrorist attack, the poli-
tical scientist Matthias Quent the Mirror. The fact that 

 himself filmed his actions, posted them on the Internet 
via livestream and commented on them in fragmentary English 
shows how important the international right-wing movement 
was to him, Quent said at the time.

The right-wing terrorist apparently had assistants. His hateful 
writings, declared as a “manifesto”, had not been disseminated 
by himself on the net shortly before the crime. The trail led 
investigators to Mönchengladbach, where the regional court 
has since brought charges against a man suspected of inciting 
the population. This was confirmed to the Rheinische Post at 
the beginning of July by Raimond Röttger, a spokesman for 
the authorities, but he was unwilling to give further information. 
What is clear is that the accused - and perhaps his brother - 

allegedly circulated the newspaper online shortly before the 
attack. Were they aware of the plan?

On October 9,  left his nearby house and drove to Halle 
with a car and homemade weapons. There he wanted to break 
into the synagogue to kill dozens of people during the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. He failed on the sturdy door and 
executed a passer-by. He then went to a kebab restaurant and 
shot customers, employees and passers-by, killing a 20-year-
old man and injuring several people. After a brief exchange of 
gunfire with police, during which he was grazed in the neck, 
he fled the scene. Meanwhile, he attempted to run over a man 
from Somalia and then continued on to Wiedersdorf, just under 
20 kilometers away. He seriously injured a couple there, then 
hijacked a cab before being apprehended by police on the A9 
highway, an hour and a half after the first murder. Their efforts 
were strongly criticized. (sbo)

The crimes of the right-wing terrorist cell “the National 
Socialist underground”, which exposed itself in 2011, the 
murder of Walter Lübcke in 2019, the racist attack this year 
with ten deaths in Hanau: with the anti-Semitic attack in Halle 
an der Saale, these and other acts of blood have something 
in common. Police, justice and politicians like to stick to the 
theory of the confused lone assailant. However, an international 
fascist network acts as a support, which incites to act with racist 
conspiracy myths, especially via the Internet. (sbo)
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Ismet Tekin: “He has no heart 
in his body”

The trial against Halle’s murderer continues with the interrogation of 
the accused and a first testimony. For the victims, the trial is also a 
step towards resolving the traumatic experience. Ismet Tekin, owner 
of the “Kiez-Döner”, is horrified.

The trial of Halle’s murderer will continue on Tuesday in 
Magdeburg. Representatives of the plaintiffs will continue to 
interrogate the 28-year-old, as a spokesman for the Higher 
Regional Court of Naumburg announced on Monday. In addition, 
more videos of the crime are to be released. An investigator 
has been summoned as a first witness. During the first two 
days of the trial,  made numerous confessions and 
did not hide his anti-Semitic and racist opinions.

 had committed an attack on the Halle synagogue 
on October 9, 2019, shot two people and injured others. Fe-
deral prosecutors charged him with two counts of murder and 
several counts of attempted murder, as well as other crimes. 
On anti-Semitic, racist, and xenophobic grounds, he reportedly 
attempted to enter the locked synagogue with explosive devices 
and firearms to kill as many Jews as possible. On the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, 52 worshippers were present. As 
he could not open the door of the synagogue, his plan failed. 
He killed a 40-year-old woman in front of the synagogue and 
a 20-year-old man in a kebab snack bar.

“He has no heart”

There are 43 co-defendants in the case, represented by 21 
lawyers. There are 147 witnesses, including 68 investigators. 
It is still unclear whether the defendant’s family will still be 
called to testify on Wednesday. ’s mother, father 
and half-sister had stated in writing that they were exercising 
their right to refuse to testify.  faces life imprison-
ment if convicted. In addition, subsequent pre-trial detention 
is a possibility.

The accused showed no remorse, insight or regret during 
the early days of the trial. Co-applicant Ismet Tekin, owner 
of the “Kiez-Döner” in Halle, was appalled by this behavior. 
Tekin told the “Evangelical Press Service”: “He has no heart 
in his body, it shows”. In the kebab snack bar not far from the 
synagogue, the right-wing terrorist had shot a 20-year-old 
guest. For the following trial days, Tekin wants the defendant 
to stop using the courtroom as a stage “to make himself more 
important than he is”.

Psychologist: an important trial to 
overcome trauma

Tekin, who has been living in Halle for more than twelve 
years, was at that time employed at the kebab snack bar. On 9 
October, he was not yet in the store. As he was walking down 
the street on his way to work, the murderer also shot him.

For the survivors of the attack, psychologist Marina Cher-
nivsky believes that the process is crucial in overcoming the 
traumatic experience. Overcoming an attack is very closely 
linked to social factors, recognition by the majority society 
and political discourse,” the director of the OFEK (Hebrew: 
horizon) counseling center in Berlin told epd: “After all, the 
attack is not “only” an individual trauma, but a political and 
social incision”. It has left its mark on the collective memory 
of the Jewish community.
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The murderers’ hatred of the 
Jews was known to the envi-
ronment

Before  attacked the synagogue in Halle and killed two 
people, he had already shown his views in his surroundings. In the 
course of the trial it became clear that the mother also expressed 
her anti-Semitism.

Often, the 28-year-old attempts in his responses to spread 
his vision of a world marked by anti-Semitism, racism and 
homophobia. This is when  seems most confident, 
looking at the common complainants sitting across from him. 
But the lawyers find pressure points that annoy him, sometimes 
he gets downright indignant.

Life and society A new door for the 
synagogue

The bald defendant is particularly struck when questioned 
about possible confidants of his opinions. At the beginning, 

 claims that he has “practically” told no one about his 
gross hatred, not even his family. This statement corresponds 
to what the security authorities in Saxony-Anhalt knew about 
the man before the attack: nothing.

, a socially isolated, taciturn author, lived in 
his crèche and did not say hello in the street. For the police 
and the Office for the Protection of the Constitution, this is a 
somewhat relieving explanation.

But in fact, this Tuesday at the Magdeburg Regional Court, 
it becomes clear that ’s hatred and dangerousness were 
already evident before his attempted mass murder - at least 
in his surroundings. Several Nebenklage lawyers confront the 
murderer with statements he made in the years before the crime.

The defendant stutters on alcohol

 does not deny the quotes, but they obviously 
destabilize him, he feels under pressure to justify himself. He 
stutters about alcohol and again and again about the fact that 
something has “slipped” out of his mouth.

He gets really angry when a lawyer asks him about his 
social contacts: 

“Who is Maximilian of Cottbus? Lara from Aschersleben? 
What about Andrea de Halle, Viktoria de Aschersleben and 
Viktoria de Bernburg? “I won’t answer any more questions,” 

 tells the lawyer.

But Judge Ursula Mertens reads the letter that 
’s mother had written immediately after her son’s act before 

his suicide attempt. It is six pages of anger, despair - and 
anti-Semitism. “This state has disappointed Stephan and me 
so much,” writes the mother, saying she wanted to bring him 
back to life. “They” had “destroyed it for me,” she says later. 
It then becomes clearer who ’s mother apparently 
meant. She made a connection with the Jews: “You feel that 
the Jews have a free hand”. And Stephan, her son, “wanted 
only one thing, the truth.”

Snippets of sentences - and a 
crossed-out Star of David

The letter, addressed to his sister, ends with fragments of 
sentences. “They are lying”, it is said at one point, “prophecy 
made by themselves” and “the Jews”. In addition, there is a 
crossed-out Star of David.

, who used to smile when he answered, is now 
scowling. The right-wing extremist tries to explain these sta-
tements by saying that his mother was under the influence 
of medication.

However, a few days after the attack, she had already uttered 
sentences to journalists that contained antisemitic stereotypes.

As far as ’s environment is concerned, many 
obvious questions remain unanswered today: With whom was 
he playing his online games, which were talked about. Who 
gave him the handgun book for his birthday, when no one was 
supposed to know about his dark fantasies? And how did his 
mother react when he showed her the written legacy of the 
assassin who murdered more than 50 people in Christchurch, 
New Zealand, in March 2019 because they were Muslims?

Perhaps there will be some answers on Wednesday. For 
then the statements of ’s parents in the Magdeburg 
trial are expected.
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From  to Attila Hildmann. 
The new anti-Semites want to 
be seen

The FDP politician was Sabine Leutheusser-Schnarrenberger, 
Federal Minister of Justice, and today she is vice-president of the 
board of directors of the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Free-
dom and commissioner for anti-Semitism of the state of North 
Rhine-Westphalia.

Hans-Dieter Weber does not have an easy jo  As a public 
defender, he represents Halle’s murderer  in court in 
what is probably the most sensational criminal trial of the year. 

In a brief statement, Weber explained that his client sees 
forces at work that operate in secret, but are very influential 
and can influence politics.

From the beginning of the trial, the defendant made it clear 
what the forces were: the Jews were directing flows of refugees 
to Germany, they were responsible for the fact that Muslims 
were pushing him out of society. Attacking a synagogue and 
murdering as many Jews as possible is therefore only logical 
in ’s crude logic. The public defender Weber stated: 

“In his world view, he only blames others for his own situation 
and that is ultimately what triggered this action”.

’s opinions, assumptions and statements are 
frightening, but unfortunately they are not surprising. The 
attack on a synagogue in Halle was only the last eruption 
of a bloody trail of anti-Semitic violence in post-war German 
history. The murder of the Jewish publisher Shlomo Lewin and 
his partner Frida Poeschke in Erlangen remains unforgivable, 
too often forgotten.

Last year marked a low point in the recent history of 
German anti-Semitism: with more than 2000 acts of violence 
recorded against Jews, the Federal Ministry of the Interior has 
set a record since the beginning of statistical recording some 
20 years ago. Those who still warn “Wehret den Anfängen” 
about these figures do not realize that it is far too late for that.

Anti-Semitism is not an abstract spectre, but a bitter reality 
in the daily lives of the approximately 94,000 Jews living in 
Germany. In the schoolyard, in the office and in the nursing 
home, Jews of all ages and income levels are confronted with 
antisemitism that is both latent and overt. The fear of Jewish 
communities of attacks and social exclusion has been growing 
for years - and for good reason, as the attack in Halle showed.

In their choice of words, argumentation and logic, the sta-
tements of Halle’s attacker resemble those of the infamous 
TV chief Attila Hildmann, who recently drew the attention of 
the police with anti-Semitic remarks about Zionists who would 
like to wipe out the German race. Hildmann waved a flag from 
the Reich War 1933-35 in front of enthusiastic spectators at 
a demonstration last weekend, calling Hitler “a blessing over 
Communist Merkel. While anti-Semitism has long been ostracized 
in the dark, today’s anti-Semites seek above all to be seen.

Thus, ’s declared goal was also to send a signal 
that the antisemitic murderers in the world are not alone. For 
this reason also, “the recording, the transmission were more 
important than the act itself”, as the murderer himself stated 
in court. 

In this sense,  is not an isolated and crazy author; 
he is part of a series of criminals with anti-Semitic motives 
who have radicalized themselves with the help of conspiracy 
myths in right-wing networks. It is only a matter of time before 
other people will also take up Hildmann’s insane theses and 
draw what they consider to be “logical” conclusions from them.

“The gas chamber is not the Holo-
caust, the Holocaust stopped there”.

 has openly confessed his crime, he will be 
sentenced in court. Atilla Hildmann is under investigation 
by the State Security Service. They are the visible heads of 
contemporary anti-Semitism, the rule of law can take precise 
measures against them. But hostility towards Jews begins 
much earlier, with slogans, prejudices, insults - in the words of 
Holocaust survivor Anita Lasker-Wallfisch: “The gas chamber 
is not the Holocaust, the Holocaust stopped there.

The fight against anti-Semitism must start from this principle. 
Concepts abound, but too few are funded and implemented. 
For years, politicians, activists and those concerned have been 
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calling for the strengthening of projects and initiatives in the 
field of prevention and intervention that are not limited to a 
few months or years.

This includes the subsequent and thematic re-evaluation of 
the history of anti-Semitism in all education and training pro-
grams, the visit to a concentration camp as a fixed component 
of school education and public service careers, and increased 
social and professional exchange with Israel. The establishment 
of state-funded contact points and expert groups that establish 
effective monitoring, with which preventive measures can be 
taken against anti-Semitic developments, is as imperative as 
it is belated.

Finally - and this should really be self-evident - law enforce-
ment agencies must be provided with the necessary sensitivity 
and the necessary financial and human resources to also in-
vestigate criminal offences such as insults. In this context, the 
U.S. Government’s Special Representative on Antisemitism, Elan 

Carr, has suggested that antisemitic offenders of relatively low 
seriousness should be required to visit a memorial, museum 
or educational event. There should also be opportunities for 
direct encounters with people of the Jewish and Muslim faiths.

However, the state alone will not solve the problem - even 
a constitutional state is not perfect. It is therefore all the more 
important that we all defend our social values every day. Freedom 
of belief is defined as inviolable in the Basic Law.

Defending this freedom is the task of each and every one 
of us. Next year we celebrate 1700 years of Jewish life in 
Germany, yet anti-Semites like  and Attila Hildmann 
continue to deny Jews their right to exist in Germany. Let us 
show them how wrong they are on this point.
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Halle synagogue has a new 
security gate

Handmade with steel security technology: Halle synagogue has a 
new door. The old one is to be part of a memorial after the October 
attack.

Nine months after the right-wing terrorist attack in Halle, 
the synagogue that was attacked was given a new front 
door. Accompanied by great media interest, master carpenter 
Thomas Thiele removed the old door and replaced it with 
the new one. It was equipped with even better steel security 
technology and was restored to the original in more than 80 
hours of manual labour.

The Dessau carpenter also built the old door, which had 
been fired several times on October 9, 2019, and withstood 
the attack. More than 50 people celebrated the highest Jewish 
holiday, Yom Kippur, in the synagogue. 

“To this day, it is impossible for me to imagine what would 
have happened if my door hadn’t held, if there had been more 
casualties,” Thiele said.

The old gate will become a central part of a memorial 
commemorating the attack. 

“We expect everything to be ready by October 9,” said 
Jewish community president Max Privorozki, referring to the 
first anniversary of the attack.

At the time, the alleged assassin , when he failed 
to enter the synagogue, had killed a 40-year-old woman and a 
20-year-old man in the street at a kebab restaurant. He filmed 
the crime with a helmet camera and transmitted the images 
live over the Internet. He also seriously injured at least two 
people during his escape.

“I can’t believe that he was the only 
one committing these crimes”

The third day of the trial against Confessed  is scheduled 
for Tuesday at the Magdeburg Regional Court. The 28-year-
old is accused of 13 crimes, including murder and attempted 
murder. Federal prosecutors accuse him of planning an assas-
sination attempt on fellow citizens of the Jewish faith “out of 
an anti-Semitic, racist and xenophobic spirit”. During the first 
two days of the trial,  showed no remorse.

Privorozki, the community leader, hopes the trial will shed 
light on how a person becomes a fanatical anti-Semite and a 
murderer and on the practical and intellectual supporters he had: 

“I can’t believe that this was an isolated perpetrator, people 
must have known that - or they didn’t want to believe it either,” 
he said. 

During the Nazi era, he said, people also Concentration 
camps and crematoriums. 

“And they didn’t want to know what was going on there,” 
Privorozki said.
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Third day of the trial: Visitors 
to the synagogue question 
the defendant

In Magdeburg, on the third day of the trial, lawyers from the public 
prosecutor’s office questioned Halle’s attacker. The court then tried 
to shed light on the attacker’s social background. A letter from his 
mother was also read out. A joint plaintiff who was in the syna-
gogue on the day of the attack also asked questions of the defen-
dant. Then a witness, an inspector, spoke.  has been ques-
tioned again since Tuesday morning by the attorneys for the civil 
party. The photo shows him kept in the courtroom.

At the Regional Court of Magdeburg, the trial after the 
murder in Halle continued on Tuesday. On the third day of 
the trial, the lawyers for the joint prosecution questioned the 
28-year-old defendant on his social life and family relationships. 
The interrogation had already begun on the second day of the 
trial last Wednesday. By noon, the Nebenklage lawyers had 
questioned the defendant about, among other things, the books 
he read and the music he listened to.

U.S. Victim Interviews Defendant

Remarkably, this is the first time that the accused has been 
questioned directly by a concerned person. The American Ezra 
Waxman, who was in the Halle synagogue during the attack 
and is a co-defendant, asked the defendant several ques-
tions on Tuesday. Waxman confronted the defendant with the 
anti-Semitic prejudices that the 28-year-old has repeatedly 
expressed in court.

In response to further questions about his psyche, 
 said he 

“did not consider himself crazy”. 
According to the observations of a journalist from MDR 

Sachsen-anhaltin the courtroom, the accused made an inte-
resting impression. He often turned to the lawyers who were 
questioning him and leaned forward. However, sometimes he 
would get defensive or make fun of the questions.

First Testimony

Then, on Tuesday afternoon, the first witness was heard. 
An inspector described his impressions of the interrogation 
of the accused. His descriptions should complete the already 

very complete testimony of . As a result, the criminal 
investigator spoke about what had already been heard in the 
early days of the trial. He again described how the accused 
proceeded on the day of the crime.

The criminal investigator stated that the accused wanted 
to flee to the Harz mountains after the crime and download a 
video of the crime from there. According to his own statement, 
the defendant had no contact with any groups. The State Of-
fice for the Protection of the Constitution of Saxony-Anhalt 
had not seen any indication of this. The Federal Office for the 
Protection of the Constitution confirmed that the defendants 
had not been involved anywhere, the investigator said.

 had been very active on the Internet. What exactly 
he had done there, he did not want to say. Also because of 
the assessment of the accused’s computer, his behaviour on 
the Internet could not be described in detail, said the criminal 
investigator. He also said that no explicitly right-wing extremist 
or anti-Semitic gambling was found on the computer - but 
videos with representations of violence, including violence 
against a child. After the interviewer’s interview, the trial day 
ended at 5:00 p.m.

Media crowds are significantly lower 
than a week ago

In fact, the entrance to the courthouse functioned without a 
problem on Wednesday. According to one journalist, there was 
no line-up at the entrance - unlike when the trial began last 
week. However, the media rush was also much less than last 
week. However, all visitor seats are occupied. The defendant 
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was brought into the courtroom shortly before 10 a.m.
In its 121-page indictment, the federal prosecutor charged 

the 28-year-old with 13 crimes, including murder and attempted 
murder. Among the 45 common complainants are visitors to 
the synagogue, bereaved families and police officers.

The number of joint plaintiffs in-
creased again

Shortly after the trial began, the number of common plain-
tiffs increased by two to 45. According to the Higher Regional 
Court of Naumburg, a married couple who were in the Halle 
synagogue at the time of the attack were also admitted.

Defendant confesses to crimes

On the first day of the trial, the indictment was read. Af-
terwards, the accused was questioned in detail by the presiding 
judge. He confessed to killing two people and wounding others 
in Halle on October 9, 2019. In addition, he spoke in detail 
about his motive for the crime and his plans during the attack.

The video, which the accused released on the day of the 
crime, was the focus of the second day of the trial. Subsequently, 
the defendant was questioned by representatives of the public 
prosecutor, his lawyers and Nebenklage’s attorneys.

*Editor’s note: The projection of the video of the crime in the 
courtroom had a legal purpose. It was not shown for reporting 
purposes. MDR Sachsen-anhaltis aware of the recordings, but 
will not release the statements and details of the video - because 
the broadcast of the crime was ’s stated purpose.
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Doubts on the account of the 
accused

Magdeburg - During the trial on the right-wing terrorist attack in 
Halle, several lawyers from the Nebenklage expressed doubts 
about the account of the defendant, who allegedly became radica-
lized without the knowledge of his entourage.

On Tuesday, several lawyers of the common prosecutor’s 
office cited former classmates and acquaintances who attri-
buted racist statements to the accused.

The trial against  from Saxony-Anhalt at 
the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg has been underway 
since last week. Due to high public interest and for security 
reasons, the trial is taking place in the largest courtroom in 
Saxony-Anhalt at the Magdeburg Regional Court. The Federal 
Public Prosecutor’s Office is charging  with 13 crimes, 
including murder and attempted murder.

The 28-year-old defendant admitted last week that he 
attempted to massacre the Halle synagogue on October 9, 
2019, while heavily armed. After failing to enter the synagogue, 
he shot a 40-year-old passer-by passing by and then shot a 
20-year-old man in a kebab restaurant.

On Tuesday, the court read a letter that the defendant’s 
mother allegedly wrote to her daughter before a suicide attempt. 
In it, she blamed society and the state for her son’s act and 
expressed antisemitic conspiracy theories similar to those her 
son expressed in court. The accused has always maintained 
that her family had nothing to do with the crime, and that they 
were not aware of his plans. During the reading of the letter, 
the defendant, who is used to smiling and laughing during 
interrogation, silently stared at the table in front of him and 
bent his arms. The man’s parents are expected in court on 
Wednesday, but they would not want to testify.

Kati Lang, a lawyer for Nebenklage, read a statement after 
questioning the accused. The attorney strongly condemned the 
defendant’s racist, antisemitic, and sexist statements. The legal 
view that the man had acted alone might be correct. However, 
after the interrogation, a different picture emerged: 

“The accused moved into a chamber of social resonance, 
especially in Internet forums, which inspired and strengthened 
him and through which he hoped for an imitative effect,” Lang 
explained. “The mistake must not be made in this trial to trivia-
lize the acts by the fact that only one person is accused here”.

In addition to counsel for the auxiliary prosecution,  
was also approached by one of the victims herself. The American 
citizen Ezra Waxman, who was in the Halle synagogue during 
the attack and is a co-defendant, asked the defendant several 
questions on Tuesday. Waxman confronted the defendant with 
the anti-Semitic prejudices that the 28-year-old woman has 
repeatedly expressed in court.

Waxman was celebrating the highest Jewish holiday, 
Yom Kippur, with 51 other people in the Halle synagogue on 
October 9, when the defendant attempted to storm the place 
of worship. He was stopped by the door of the synagogue, 
which resisted several shots. On Tuesday, the historic door 
was replaced by a new one.

The first witness to be heard by the court on the third day 
of the trial was an investigator from the Federal Criminal Po-
lice Office, who reported on the interrogation of the accused 
after his arrest and on the authorities’ findings regarding the 
accused’s weapons and computer.
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Terrorism trial begins on the 
third day

The trial against Halle’s murderer, , continues.  

Magdeburg (dpa/ab) l With significantly less media interest 
than at the beginning a week ago, the trial on the right-wing 
terrorist attack in Halle continued. About a third of the pros 
had. On Tuesday, the video from the chest viewpoint is now 
expected to be released. The seats reserved for media repre-
sentatives remained empty on Tuesday in Magdeburg at the 
start of the trial. 

For the first two days of the trial, the room had been filled 
to capacity. 

The accused is  from the state of Saxo-
ny-Anhalt. The Federal Prosecution Service charges him with 
13 crimes, including one murder and one attempted murder. 
On Tuesday, the 22 lawyers of the Nebenklage should be able 
to conclude their interrogation of the accused. 

Later, the investigators were to be 
questioned.

The trial before the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg has 
been going on since last Tuesday. Due to great public interest 
and for security reasons, the trial is taking place in the largest 
courtroom in Saxony-Anhalt at the Magdeburg Regional Court.

The 28-year-old defendant had admitted last week that he 
had attempted on October 9, 2019, heavily armed, to provoke 
a massacre in the Halle synagogue. In the place of worship 
at the time, 52 people were celebrating the highest Jewish 
holiday, Yom Kippur. After failing to enter the synagogue, he 
shot a 40-year-old passer-by passing by and then shot a 
20-year-old man in a kebab restaurant.

The man filmed the crime with a cell phone attached to his 
helmet and a camera attached to his chest and streamed the 
video live on the Internet. In court, the cell phone video was 
viewed on the second day of the trial. During the proceedings, 
the defendant initially smiled as some of the co-defendants 
left the courtroom or covered their eyes.

Volksstimme editor Anja Guse, live from the court today. 
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What did ’s entourage 
know?

On the third day of the trial against Halle’s murderer, the author’s 
surroundings will also be discussed. What did his parents and 
friends know?

Magdeburg (dpa/ab) l During the trial on the right-wing 
terrorist attack in Halle, several lawyers from the public prose-
cutor’s office doubt that the accused, as he claims, radicalized 
himself alone and without knowledge of his surroundings. One 
lawyer cited anti-Semitic statements made by the accused’s 
mother at the trial on Tuesday.

Mother defends her son

In her statements, the mother also defended her son. The 
statements quoted indicate that the mother believes in the 
same racist conspiracy theories as the defendant. 

The same lawyer read a quotation from the defendant’s 
sister. She stated that the defendant hated foreigners and 
especially Jews. Other lawyers quoted former classmates and 
acquaintances who also attributed racist statements to the 
defendant. Until now, the defendant had always stated that 
he had kept his convictions to himself, among other things 
because, according to him, they could not be spoken about 
freely in Germany.

The trial against  from Saxony-Anhalt at the 
Higher Regional Court in Naumburg has been going on since 
last Tuesday. Due to great public interest and for security 
reasons, the trial is taking place in the largest courtroom in 
Saxony-Anhalt, at the Magdeburg Regional Court. The Fede-
ral Public Prosecutor’s Office is charging  with 13 crimes, 
including murder and attempted murder.

Confessed crime

The 28-year-old defendant had admitted last week that on 
October 9, 2019, he had attempted to provoke a massacre in 
the Halle synagogue by being heavily armed. At the time, 52 
people were celebrating the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, 
in the place of worship. After failing to enter the synagogue, 
he shot a 40-year-old passer-by who was passing by and then 
shot a 20-year-old man in a kebab restaurant.
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Halle: Prosecutors do not be-
lieve in the sole perpetrator

After initially focusing on the course of the right-wing terrorist at-
tack, the trial is now devoted to details and context. The plaintiff 
does not believe the defendant. And he shows signs of grief for the 
first time - because of his mother.

Magdeburg (dpa/sa) - In the trial on the right-wing terrorist 
attack in Halle, several lawyers from the Nebenklage expressed 
doubts about the defendant’s account, which would have beco-
me radicalized without the knowledge of his surroundings. On 
Tuesday, several attorneys of the common prosecutor’s office 
cited former classmates and acquaintances who attributed 
racist statements to the accused. A lawyer read a quote from 
the accused’s sister on the third day of the trial. She stated 
that the defendants hated foreigners and especially Jews. 
Until now, the accused had always stated that he had kept his 
convictions to himself, in particular because in his opinion they 
could not be spoken about freely in Germany.

In a statement, another Nebenklage lawyer condemned the 
accused’s antisemitic, racist and sexist statements, saying that 
they could not be left without comment. The man may not have 
had supporters in the criminal sense, but he had a sounding 
board - the Internet - in which he hoped to find imitators.

The trial against  from Saxony-Anhalt at 
the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg has been going on 
since last Tuesday. Due to great public interest and for security 
reasons, the trial is taking place in the largest courtroom in 
Saxony-Anhalt, at Magdeburg Regional Court. The Federal 
Public Prosecutor’s Office is charging  with 13 crimes, 
including murder and attempted murder.

The 28-year-old defendant admitted last week that on 
October 9, 2019, he had attempted, heavily armed, to provoke 
a massacre in the Halle synagogue. At the time, 52 people 
were celebrating the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, in 
the place of worship. After failing to enter the synagogue, he 

shot a 40-year-old passer-by who was passing by and then 
shot a 20-year-old in a kebab restaurant.

On Tuesday, the court also read a letter that the defendant’s 
mother allegedly wrote to her daughter before attempting suicide. 
In it, she blamed society and the state for her son’s act and 
expressed antisemitic conspiracy theories similar to those her 
son expressed in court. The accused has always maintained 
that his family had nothing to do with the crime and had no 
knowledge of his plans. As the letter was read, the accused, 
who is used to smiling and laughing during interrogation, silently 
stared at the table in front of him and crossed his arms. The 
man’s parents are expected in court on Wednesday, but they 
would not want to testify.

In addition to the Nebenklage lawyers, one victim also 
turned to . The American Ezra Waxman, who was in 
the Halle synagogue during the attack and is a co-defendant, 
asked the defendant several questions on Tuesday. Waxman 
confronted the defendant with the anti-Semitic prejudices that 
the 28-year-old has repeatedly expressed in court.

Waxman wanted to know how these stereotypes would 
apply to him personally. Defendant  replied 
that these were rather general social characteristics of Jews. 
Waxman interrupted the defendant: 

“But I’m not asking you in general, I’m asking you about me”. 
In addition, the American asked whether the defendant would 
have carried out his plans of attack if he had had children or a 
girlfriend. That would have been less likely, the defendant replied.
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Trial against the Halle bomber
“You should speak German,” he shouted in the supermarket.

On the fourth day of the trial of , who attacked 
the synagogue in Halle and shot two people, his parents refuse 
to testify. But other witnesses describe how  isolated 
himself in the children’s room and became radicalized.

They refused to come. They sent a letter, canceled it and 
thought it was the end of the affair. But the court didn’t want 
to make it so easy for ’s family: Judge Ursula 
Mertens insisted that his mother, father and sister appear in 
person at the trial. On Wednesday, the three men took the 
stand one after the other in the trial against Halle’s murderer 
in the Magdeburg courtroom.

“You have the right to refuse to testify,” the president of the 
court informed ’s relatives of paragraph 55 of 
the Code of Criminal Procedure. And his mother, father and 
sister gave only their names and left. In doing so, they could 
hardly look at the ground alone.

A few meters away, their son and brother were sitting, 
looking for eye contact and nodding to their father. But the 
son’s attempts to at least exchange glances with his parents 
were unsuccessful. No wave, no address, no gestures. For all 
three of them, it seems that  is now a stranger.

Because of the refusal to testify, the court is no longer 
allowed to use the statements all three of them had made 
to the police to get an idea of the personal situation of the 
accused. That’s why Judge Mertens also called friends and 
family acquaintances as witnesses - so that they could at least 
describe their impressions of life together and tell how  
had drifted away.

At the beginning is Mario S., the ex-boyfriend of 
’s half-sister. He has been with the sister for five years 

and has a child with her. Mario S. was a frequent guest at the 
s’ house and saw how Stephan’s life was limited to the 

nursery shelf. “He often said I was overweight and I never 
knew whether he wanted to bother me or just tease me,” the 
witness recalled.

“Did you like it?” wants to know the president of the court. 
“It’s a matter of opinion. I didn’t hate him, even though he 

wasn’t particularly nice to me,” replies Mario S. 
In return,  had taken care of his little nephew, had 

played and laughed with him, and then, as the witness recalls, 
he seemed to literally transform himself.

I stayed out of it

But these episodes remained episodes. Mario S. remembers 
an episode in a supermarket:  shouted to two 
people who were speaking in a foreign language: 

“They should speak German, because we live in Germany,” 
says Mario S. But he didn’t react himself.

Not even when he reprimanded the refugees who came to 
Germany in 2015. Not even when  expressed 
that the “Jews were to blame” for anything. 

“I stayed out of it,” says Mario S. He is friends with both 
leftists and right-wingers and was himself once in the middle 
of the right, he adds when asked. Now he wants “nothing 
more to do with it”.

A certain indifference in the treatment of the statements of 
the accused was also noted by Karin D., a friend and colleague 
of ’s mother, a teacher like her. Now 63 years old, the 
pensioner had known Stephan since childhood and was vaguely 
friends with his mother. 

“She was a good teacher, she taught German, ethics and 
art,” reports Karin D. ’s mother had a “good relationship” 
with the children.

But when Karin D. pointed out to her friend in 2015 that 
things were not like that with Stephan, she had hit a wall. 

“You have to do something,” I told her. If he’s so shy and 
passive, you have to do something,” the former teacher said. 
She also gave her friend a piece of advice: “Throw him out,” I 
told her. If he has to live under the bridge, maybe he will learn 
that life costs something,” she advised the mother, Karin D. said.

But the mother refused. She was afraid that her son would 
do something to himself or kill himself, the witness said. She 
didn’t want to be responsible for that. Instead, ’s 
mother clung to tiny advances: shopping together, for example, 
or gardening with her Stephan.

“They were only small steps,” I said, “there must be bigger 
ones to come,” the witness continued. Rather, it led to the 
fact that these conversations died down. “She had told me 
afterwards that there was nothing more from Stephan and I 
hadn’t asked for more,” says Karin D.

“She said he lied to her and betrayed her. She didn’t want 
to live anymore.  had “destroyed” the lives of 
his parents, sister and nephew. Contact with the family has 
since been severed, he said.
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Third day of the Halle assas-
sination trial: a delicate mo-
ment

The third day of the trial begins where it stopped last week: With 
interrogation by the representatives of the co-plaintiffs. In addition, a 
BKA investigator will have his say. He had questioned the accused 
for five days and had drawn up a personality profile. And there is a 
delicate moment when the judge reads a letter from the mother.

The third day of the trial starts regularly in Magdeburg. 
There are no queues. The visitor’s area is already full shortly 
after 9 o’clock. Journalists and lawyers of the joint plaintiffs 
arrive one by one.

As the accused is led by three court officials, no one on 
the other side of the bullet-proof glass wall seems to pay 
attention at first. Only the clicks and flashes of the cameras 
make it audible: he too is now there.

His gaze - expressionless as the week before. But not 
impassively. His gaze is on the cameras. It almost seems to me 
that everyone should have a “good picture” of him. Maybe he 
doesn’t know yet that the media will pixelize his face.

The questioning continues

Today’s hearing resumes where it left off last Wednesday. 
The representatives of the co-applicants, 45 of whom are now 
admitted, question the defendant. A balancing act. On the one 
hand, of course, the aim is to find out more about the motives 
and the context, about the crime itself. On the other hand, the 
defendant again has the opportunity to spread his inhuman 
view of the world on a large scale.

Lawyers make it clear to him or her that they determine 
the rules of the game. 

“Either you answer the questions seriously. You’re not in a 
show here,” reprimands lawyer Dr. Kati Lang, visibly annoyed.

But it also becomes clear that the defendant has long since 
understood how he himself interprets the rules of the game. He 
seems anything but disinterested. He is attentive, always turns 
his face towards the interrogators, leans forward. Depending 
on the question and the lawyer, he answers openly or takes a 
defensive stance, sometimes even mocking. He always has a 
smile on his face - except when it comes to his family.

What did family and friends know?

The family and the private environment are, in addition 
to the act itself, constantly at the center of attention. He has 
already stated on several occasions that he knew nothing of 
his opinions. 

“Are you sure?” 
Onur Özata is one of the lawyers who keeps asking 

questions at this point. In fact, the accused is alleged to have 
made derogatory comments about Jews and migrants to his 
sister’s ex-boyfriend or an ex-girlfriend. At a birthday party in 
2016, there was allegedly an argument and an altercation with 
a knife. And the accused? He indicates that he was drunk or 
that he had blackouts.

A delicate moment: when the accused is questioned about 
his mother’s suicide attempt shortly after the attack. Informa-
tion that some spectators in the room did not yet know. The 
horrified surprise is palpable. His six-page suicide letter is read 
aloud by Judge Ursula Mertens, who presides over the hearing.

The lawyers and Judge Mertens insistently ask: 
“Your mother is also troubled by the question of the Jews, 

isn’t she? He answers in the negative. But it is obvious that 
this letter concerns him. While Ursula Mertens reads it, the 
accused looks down all the time, breathing so deeply that he 
can even be seen from where I am sitting.

Letters to an Assassin

The image of the lone author, that of a young man who 
has isolated and radicalized himself without being noticed on 
the Internet, has been invoked too often in the past. Today, it 
is clear even to the last person: his environment has very well 
captured one or another of his anti-Semitic, racist and extreme 
right-wing world views. The question is whether they shared it. 
Did anyone actively respond? With the exception of the evasive 
statements already known to the accused, we learn little today. 
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But that the alleged loner is in any case not so lonely.
Cottbus, Aschersleben, Halle, Eilenburg, Bernburg - of all 

these cities, letters were sent to the prison. We do not yet know 
what he says. What we do know is that... The accused replied 
to these letters. But he will not go into details - the private 
correspondence. Kati Lang, lawyer: 

“Why not? Because it would be uncomfortable for her?

An abstruse view of the world

Unlike last week, only a few of the complainants are in the 
courtroom this week. Most have sent their lawyers. They are 
taking questions. But one of them doesn’t miss the opportunity 
to address the defendant himself. It’s a strong signal. He asks 
the questions in English. He wants to better understand where 
the defendant’s hatred of people of the Jewish faith comes 
from. People like him. He asks how deep his convictions are. 
The answers: saturated with the inhuman ideology that the 
accused has spread on several occasions in the meantime.

Few people are shocked by it today. His act, his vision of 
the world is and remains odious. But his explanations are also 
abstruse. Those present must constantly laugh with restraint, 
also because of some pointed remarks by the president of the 
court. Particularly bizarre: the discussion with Kati Lang - about 
his hatred of “StarTrek” and who he thinks is calling the shots 
in Hollywood.

The BKA investigator is the first witness
After more than two hours of questioning and a break, a 

BKA investigator took the stand. He had participated in a total 
of five interrogations and had drawn up a personality profile. 
He was questioned in detail by the presiding judge, but also by 
the federal prosecutor and representatives of the Nebenklage. 

It is now hot and stuffy in the courtroom. With an outside tem-
perature of 28 degrees and an area full of spectators, this is 
not surprising. Most of the interviewer’s answers are not new. 
It is a lot about when what was asked and how the accused 
reacted during the interrogation.

For the BKA investigator, it is particularly striking that the 
accused smiled repeatedly during the interrogation. “That he 
sometimes burst out and laughed wildly.” A similar laugh, which 
can be heard again and again in the room today - guttural, high 
and scornful. It is clear to the investigator that three crucial events 
triggered the decision to commit the crime. First, the disease 
in 2013; second, the refugee crisis in 2015, a turning point, as 
the accused stated in his statement. Third, the assassination 
of Christchurch in March 2019.

After almost two hours, the representatives of the joint 
plaintiffs seemed dissatisfied with the statements of the BKA 
investigator. Especially towards the end of the interrogation, he 
responded vaguely. He cannot say enough about the Internet 
contacts and picture boards. The plaintiffs will ask more ques-
tions in the next few days of the trial, but not on Wednesday. 
Eight witnesses have been called for the fourth day of the 
trial, including the family of the accused. Will they testify? They 
might. They would also have the right to refuse to testify. It was 
already suggested last week that they could do so.
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Day Four of the Trial: Ac-
cused’s Family Refuses to 
Testify

During the trial on the Halle bombing, the witnesses had their say 
on the fourth day of the trial. While family members of the accused 
refused to testify, former teachers and companions spoke.

During the trial on the terrorist attack in Halle, the parents 
and sister of the accused appeared in court on the fourth day 
of the trial. After a brief instruction from the court, the parents 
and sister exercised their right to refuse to testify. This means 
that none of the statements made by the family during police 
interrogations can be used in court.

At noon the former partner of the accused’s sister was 
questioned. He recounted how he and his partner at the time had 
made several attempts to take the accused to leisure activities. 
In addition, the man recalled a situation in a supermarket where 
the accused was abusive towards two non-German speakers. 
Otherwise, the witness’s answers remained rather vague.

Teacher: the illness changed the de-
fendant

A former teacher reported that the accused was a bright 
child who was interested in many things. She also had a close 
relationship with the defendant’s mother, his colleague, for a 
long time. According to the professor, the defendant changed 
after his serious illness in 2013. According to the witness, 
the misanthropic positions expressed by his mother in a letter 
came as a great surprise to her.

The letter had been read in the courtroom the day before. By 
the end of the day of the trial, more witnesses had been heard. 

Among them were another teacher and a former roommate of 
the accused from the time of the Bundeswehr.

The trial at Magdeburg Regional Court has been going 
on since last week. The defendant had admitted that he had 
wanted to enter the synagogue in Halle last October in order 
to kill Jews there. When he failed at the door, he shot a woman 
and a man.

Lawyers doubt the Lone Wolf Thesis

The 28-year-old has always claimed that he acted alone and 
that no one was aware of his plan. Lawyers for the co-claimants 
became increasingly suspicious after interviews in the final days 
of the trial. The accused is said to have openly expressed his 
antisemitism and racism in his entourage - albeit small. This 
became clear during the interrogation by the lawyers and when 
reading a letter written by his mother.

On Tuesday, the first witness to testify was a chief inspec-
tor who had been involved in a total of five interrogations. In 
addition, for the first time, a victim interviewed the accused. 
The American Ezra Waxman was himself in the synagogue at 
the time of last October’s attack.
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The trial for the murder of 
Halle Who suspected ’s 
terror plan?

The trial brings new perspectives on ’s anti-Semitic world-
view. Meanwhile, the synagogue in the city of Saale is better pro-
tected.

Magdeburg - In the trial against right-wing extremist attacker 
, the victims’ lawyers are trying to shed light on the 

environment closest to the accused. 

The central question is whether family members and 
acquaintances were aware of ’s great hatred of Jews - and 
suspected possible acts of violence. Parallel to the third day of 
the trial in Magdeburg, the front door of the synagogue in Halle 
was replaced on Tuesday. It had withstood the assassin’s shots 
on October 9, 2019, and thus saved the lives of 52 people.

During the trial, the joint plaintiffs on Tuesday followed up 
on circumstantial evidence from the investigation files, accor-
ding to which ’s close circle of acquaintances knew about 
his deep hatred of Jews. The sister, for example, had stated 
during police interrogations that her brother hated “all foreigners, 
mainly Jews”. The mother must also have been aware of her 
son’s anti-Semitism, according to the complainants - she may 
even have shared it.

, 28, explained that conversations about Judaism had 
not taken place in the family. 

“Not beyond individual comments”.
The accused’s mother had attempted suicide shortly after 

her son’s murder. She had written a suicide note, which was 
read in court, and featured David. The letter said, 

“I didn’t think it would come to this.” And, “This state has 
disappointed Stephan and me so much.” Vaguely, she also 

wrote about her son: “He gave his life - for the truth - for you.” 
 denied his mother’s anti-Semitic world view.

The court is not supposed to be able to question the mo-
ther, father or sister of the terrorist. As close relatives of the 
accused, they want to refuse to testify. In addition,  protects 
his personal environment. He claimed that the mother’s suicide 
letter was written after an overdose of pills. The anti-Semite 
stated that he had not had any conversations about politics 
outside the family. At most, “something slipped here and there”. 
The extremist stated publicly: “When you have an attitude in 
life, it’s hard to have to pretend all the time.

In the clarification of the environment of the defendants, 
the court and the Nebenklage bite so far on the granite.  
wants to protect his contacts on the Internet, 

“I don’t blacken anybody”. 
Nebenklage’s lawyers confronted the terrorist on Tuesday 

with a list of people who had contacted him in pre-trial deten-
tion, among others. 

“I don’t give information about the content of my corres-
pondence,” he blocked.

At the time of the attempted attack,  had failed at the 
door of the synagogue in 2019. Nine months after the crime, 
the damaged door was replaced. It is the work of the carpen-
ter from Dessau, Thomas Thiele. The president of the Jewish 
community, Max Privorozki, said the bombed door will be part 
of a memorial. It is to be completed on the anniversary date 
of the attack.
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Testimony of a witness in a 
terrorism trial

In the trial on the terrorist attack in Halle, a witness reported cases 
in which  showed his extreme right-wing attitude.

Magdeburg (dpa) l  once yelled at two people 
in the supermarket because they had not spoken German. 
On another occasion,  had also made anti-Semitic 
remarks, described on Wednesday by the 31-year-old man 
during the trial before the Regional Superior Court in Naumburg. 
According to his own statements, the witness was involved for 
years with the accused’s half-sister, has a child with her and 
is therefore still closely connected to the family.

The trial has been going on since last Tuesday. The court 
has been transferred to Magdeburg Regional Court for the trial 
because it has a larger courtroom. The federal prosecutor’s 
office is charging  with 13 crimes, including murder and 
attempted murder. At the beginning of the trial, the accused 
had admitted, among other things, that he tried to enter the 
Halle synagogue on October 9, 2019, heavily armed, in order 
to murder as many Jews as possible.

Knowledge of the defendant’s family reported to the court 
about regular meals taken together. In addition to the defendant, 
the parents had always taken part in these meals and, despite 
their divorce, they had a good relationship.

The mother and father had always worked hard and were 
under stress, the witness said. Nonetheless, they had always 
had time for their two children. The defendant himself had been 
a loner. The defendant’s parents and half-sister had previously 
exercised their right to refuse to testify.
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Defence: The defendant is 
fully capable of feeling guilty

Halle assassination trial: Lawyers express doubts about ’s 
testimony. Emotional scenes during the viewing of the video. The 
trial of Halle’s murderer, , began Tuesday in Magdeburg. On 
the second day, the video of the crime was viewed. The reaction of 
the accused was shocking.

The trial against  is ongoing in 
Magdeburg

 killed two people and injured several others in 
front of a synagogue in Halle. On the second day of the trial, 
the video of the crime recorded by the accused was viewed. 
As a result,  had a big smile on his face.

Update of July 28, 20:02: In the trial on the right-wing 
terrorist attack in Halle, several lawyers from the joint public 
prosecutor’s office expressed doubts about the account of the 
accused, who allegedly radicalized without the knowledge of 
his entourage. On Tuesday, several lawyers of the common 
prosecutor’s office cited former classmates and acquaintances 
who attributed racist statements to the accused.

On Tuesday, the court read a letter allegedly written by the 
defendant’s mother to her daughter before a suicide attempt. 
In it, she blamed society and the state for her son’s act and 
expressed antisemitic conspiracy theories similar to those her 
son expressed in court. The accused has always maintained 
that her family had nothing to do with the crime, and that they 
were not aware of his plans. During the reading of the letter, 
the defendant, who is used to smiling and laughing during 
interrogation, silently stared at the table in front of him and 
bent his arms. The man’s parents are expected in court on 
Wednesday, but they would not want to testify.

Kati Lang, a lawyer for Nebenklage, read a statement after 
questioning the accused. The attorney strongly condemned the 
defendant’s racist, antisemitic, and sexist statements. The legal 
view that the man had acted alone might be correct. However, 
after the interrogation, a different picture emerged: 

“The accused moved into a chamber of social resonance, 
especially in Internet forums, which inspired and strengthened 
him and through which he hoped for an imitative effect,” Lang 
explained. “The mistake must not be made in this trial to trivia-
lize the acts by the fact that only one person is accused here”.

Halle murder trial: Emotional sce-
nes during the viewing of the video 
- plaintiffs leave the room - author’s 
reaction shocked

Update July 22, 1:20 PM: An expert witness considers 
, who is accused of the Halle attack, to be fully 

capable of guilt, according to his defense. 
“This is at least the preliminary opinion of the expert,” 

said defense attorney Hans-Dieter Weger on Wednesday in 
Magdeburg. He said that his main task was to ensure that the 
proceedings were conducted in accordance with the rule of 
law, as the crime had essentially been filmed. Regarding his 
client’s statements, Mr. Weger said that the accused had freely 
decided what he was doing. “It is not my job to reprimand him 
in any way,” he said.

The defense attorney also said he disagreed with the prose-
cution on “one point or another” about the charges against his 
client. He was not more specific in that regard. Weger added 
that his client had, of course, followed his counsel’s advice. 

“That doesn’t mean he necessarily follows our advice,” he said.

Murder in Halle: Video of the crime 
seen in court -  has a big smile 
on his face

Update from July 22, 11:20 am: At the beginning of the 
second day of the trial on the extreme right-wing terrorist 
attack in Halle, the video that the accused shot for the crime 
was shown. There were obvious emotional reactions in the 
courtroom. Several co-defendants left the courtroom during 
the viewing of the video of the crime. Several others looked 
away during the video viewing, which lasted a good half hour. 
Some covered their eyes or held hands with their lawyer or 
companion. Several chaplains were also present to care for 
those injured and bereaved by the attack.
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 followed the video carefully, at first also with a 
broad smile on his face. The lawyers of the Nebenklage drew 
the attention of a psychology expert in the courtroom. After 
the viewing, the judge interrupted the session for 45 minutes.

Murder in Halle:  confesses his 
crimes on the first day of the trial and 
reveals a disturbing world view

Update from July 22, 9:53 am: After the trial for Halle’s mur-
der was delayed for two hours the day before because security 
measures took longer than expected, the court significantly 
accelerated its admission checks on the second day of the trial. 
Unlike on Tuesday, long queues no longer formed outside the 
courthouse this time. In addition, the seating arrangement in the 
courtroom was also changed so that media representatives now 
have a better view of the defendant. WLAN is also available.

This Wednesday morning, the accused was again transported 
by helicopter from the prison in Magdeburg. Due to the great 
public interest and for security reasons, the trial of the Higher 
Regional Court of Naumburg will be held in the largest trial hall 
of Saxony-Anhalt in Magdeburg. On the first day of the trial, the 
accused was questioned for a good four hours about his life, 
the crime and his motives. He acknowledged the attack and 
the 13 crimes of which he was accused, and also revealed a 
deeply misanthropic world view marked by racist conspiracy 
theories. Initially, the terrorism trial is scheduled for 18 court 
days until mid-October. The court appointed a total of 147 
witnesses, and the indictment is 121 pages long.

Attack in Halle:  responds to 
the charges - he deliberately chose 
the day of the attempted bombing

Update July 21, 15.54 h: In the trial concerning the attack 
on a synagogue in Halle an der Saale, the accused 

 spoke in detail about the charges. The 28-year-old man 
admitted that he tried to enter the Jewish place of worship 
with weapons and explosives. He had chosen October 9 for 
the attack because on that day Jews celebrate their highest 
holiday, Yom Kippur.

 told the court that he had passed by the synagogue several 
times during the summer to find out as much as possible about 
it. When the president of the court, Ursula Mertens, asked him 
what he had found out about the synagogue, he said that he 
had been in the synagogue several times over the summer to 
find out as much as possible about it. Intending to do so with all 
his weapons, which he then took to the synagogue on October 
9 in his rental car, the accused, however, responded evasively. 
He did not even know “whether it was a visited synagogue.

The 28-year-old man, on the other hand, clearly confessed 
to the murder of a 40-year-old passer-by.  shot the woman 
after he failed to enter the synagogue despite several attempts. 
In court, he spoke of a “knee-jerk reaction. 

“If I hadn’t done that, everyone would have laughed at me,” 
he said, referring to his actions broadcast live on the Internet. 
The woman had “cracked,” he said, saying he was sorry he 
had killed her.

Murder in Halle: Author  pro-
vokes in court - judge threatens ex-
clusion

Update July 21, 14:03: The defendant in the trial of the 
anti-Semitic terrorist attack in Halle gave an involuntary account 
of his past and his family in court. 

“This crime has nothing to do with my family,” the 28-year-
old said Tuesday shortly after the trial began. “One wonders, 
of course, how such acts can be prevented, I’m not interested, 
of course”. In response to questions from the president of the 
court, the man said his parents separated when he was 14 
or 15 years old. He stated that his relationship with both his 
parents and his sisters was good.

His favorite subject at school was biology, English being his 
weakness,  said. He did not have any good friends and 
did not attend any clubs. He was most interested in the Internet 
because it was a free place to talk. After graduating from high 
school, he did a shortened military service and spent six months 
as an infantryman in Lower Saxony. He found military service 
exhausting and stupid, it was “not a real army”.

He went to Magdeburg to study. He interrupted it because 
of an illness, then had no plans for the future and lived from 
day to day. “After 2015, I decided to do nothing more for this 
company,” said the 28-year-old.

The defendant gave terse answers to the questions. As 
he also made racist remarks, the president of the court repri-
manded him for his choice of words and threatened to exclude 
him from the proceedings.

Murder in Halle:  brought to 
justice under the highest security 
precautions

Update July 21, 12:15 pm: The trial on the anti-Semitic 
terrorist attack in Halle has started in Magdeburg. Chained by 
hands and feet, the accused  was brought into the 
courtroom shortly before 12:00 pm. The 28-year-old is accused 
of 13 crimes, including one murder and one attempted murder. 
He essentially admitted to the charges, according to the court. 

If convicted, the man from Saxony-Anhalt risks a life sen-
tence followed by preventive detention.

Update from 21.7., 10.55 a.m.: The security precautions 
around the trial against  are enormous.  is brought 
to the court and into the courtroom in handcuffs on his hands 
and feet. During the trial,  will be supervised by “at least two 
correctional officers or court guards”, as stipulated by Presi-
ding Judge Ursula Mertens in her Sessional Policy Order. By 
order of Judge Mertens,  could also be taken immediately 
to a holding cell.

Strict security measures also apply to spectators and the 
press. Access is granted only upon presentation of identification, 
and two security gates must be passed through where, among 
other things, dangerous objects are controlled.

Strict precautions have also been taken for the way from  
to the court building. Accompanied by several police officers, 

 is taken by helicopter from the Burg prison in Magdeburg. 
There, the accused landed on a flowery meadow around 8:05 
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am, wearing a bullet-proof vest, T-shirt and jeans. This was 
reported by Bild (behind the paywall).

In the meantime, the start of the trial has been delayed due 
to the great interest in it. At the planned start of the trial, many 
people are still standing in front of the building.

Attack in Halle: Beginning of the trial 
of  - Solidarity rally in front of 
the court

Magdeburg - A good nine months after the extreme right-
wing terrorist attack* in Halle, which left two people dead and 
several injured, the trial of the accused opens in Magdeburg. 
The trial is considered one of the most important in the history 
of Saxony-Anhalt: The accused is charged with 13 crimes, 
including murder and attempted murder. The court admitted 
43 co-defendants before the start of the trial and appointed 
a total of 147 witnesses. The indictment of the Federal Public 
Prosecutor’s Office contains a total of 121 pages.

“The seriousness of the accusation and the political si-
gnificance of the incriminated acts give special weight to the 
proceedings,” said the spokesman of the Higher Regional Court 
of Naumburg (OLG), Henning Haberland. For this reason, the 
proceedings will not take place in the courtrooms of the Higher 
Regional Court of Naumburg, but in the largest courtroom of 
Saxony-Anhalt in Magdeburg. The accused is accused of an 
attack on the fundamental values of our society. “In particular, 
however, it would have caused immeasurable personal suf-
fering,” Haberland said. “The rule of law will respond to this 
with a fair trial.”

After the attack on the Halle syna-
gogue: the trial begins

Some of the injured and surviving relatives have joined 
the proceedings as joint plaintiffs and therefore now have the 
opportunity to have a formative influence on the proceedings, 
he said. 

“Yet the trial is unlikely to live up to all the expectations 
that may be cherished by the survivors, the injured and the 
public,” Haberland said. 

The trial cannot right the wrongs that have been done, he 
said. At the beginning of the trial, the indictment must be read 
first and then the accused must be questioned.

The attacker had attempted to enter the Halle synagogue 
on October 9, 2019, heavily armed, when 52 worshippers were 
inside to celebrate the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. 
According to the federal prosecutor’s office, he wanted to kill 
as many visitors to the festival as possible. Despite being heavily 
armed, the perpetrator failed to make it to the front door of 
the synagogue and then shot a 40-year-old woman outside 
the synagogue. Shortly thereafter, he shot a 20-year-old boy 
in a kebab restaurant and injured others as he fled before the 
police could stop him. The perpetrator had filmed the attack 
with a helmet camera and streamed it over the Internet.

Attack on a synagogue in Halle: 
 admitted the charges - if convicted, 

probably life imprisonment.

The defendant is  from Saxony-Anhalt. Accor-
ding to the court, he has essentially admitted the charges. In 
case of conviction, the 28-year-old woman is sentenced to life 
imprisonment, and pre-trial detention is also possible. Federal 
prosecutors accused her of planning an assassination attempt 
on fellow citizens of the Jewish faith “out of an anti-Semitic, 
racist, and xenophobic spirit,” according to federal prosecutors.

The court imposed particularly strict rules for the trial, which 
was originally scheduled for 18 days of hearings - partly because 
of the particular importance of the accused, and partly because 
of the Corona pandemic*. Due to the strict requirements and 
associated controls, the court opens the doors already three 
hours before the trial starts.

Start of the Halle bomber trial: pro-
tests in front of the court?

The Central Council of Jews in Germany hopes that the 
trial will clarify the context of the crime and how the attack 
could have taken place. 

“I hope that it will first be clarified whether it is in fact a lone 
perpetrator or whether right-wing extremist networks played a 
role here,” the head of the Central Council, Josef Schuster, told 
the German news agency. “Secondly, I would like to know how 
it is possible for someone to become radicalized in this way,” 
Schuster said. “No one is born a Nazi, anti-Semite or terrorist.”

A citizens’ alliance is planning to organize a rally in front of 
the courthouse before the trial begins to draw attention to the 
victims of the attack under the slogan “Solidarity with those 
affected - no stage for the perpetrator”. This would be a place 
of mourning, anger and demands. Before the trial began, the 
organizers spoke of about a hundred participants.

The trial is also attracting a lot of international interest: In 
addition to the New York Times, the Israeli daily newspaper 
Israel HaYom as well as media from the Netherlands and 
Switzerland are reporting from the Magdeburg court. 
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“The Jews are to blame”
In the trial against the synagogue terrorist, the court examined the 
defendant’s personal environment. In the trial against the bomber of 
the Halle synagogue, the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg exa-
mined Wednesday.

One witness described the 28-year-old who participated 
in the Magdeburg trial as a loner who had made anti-Semitic 
statements in the past. Meanwhile, the parents exercised their 
right to refuse to testify. ’s half-sister also refused to 
testify.  nodded to his parents as he entered the courtroom 
one by one.

Family  openly admits his antisemitic and racist views. 
So far, the defendant has answered questions about his family 
only very briefly. The former partner of the half-sister, who 
often visited the  family with their common son, described 
the defendant as a reserved and distant loner who often sat 
at the computer or “tinkered with metal”.

He also reported a situation that he felt was threatening: 
 allegedly shouted to two employees of a super-

market pizzeria that they should speak German in Germany.
The refugee crisis was certainly a topic in the family, which 

also led to arguments between mother and son, the witness 
reported. On some points, the mother, who is currently unem-
ployed and an elementary school teacher of ethics, German 
and art, agreed, but disagreed completely, said the 31-year-old, 
who said he had stayed away from these discussions.

On several occasions,  also made 
antisemitic comments, saying, “It’s the 
Jews’ fault.

In addition,  had also made antisemitic statements, 
saying, among other things, “The Jews are to blame”. Nor did 
he contradict these statements, the witness said. Since he 
himself had “already been in such a scene”, he had learned that 
it was useless. When questioned, he admitted that he had had 
many friends from the extreme right-wing scene when he was 
16 or 17 years old, who drank beer and “assaulted people”.

A 75-year-old witness who taught  as an elementary 
school teacher described the accused as a “smart and am-

bitious boy” but who had had no friends. She said, “He was 
always the smallest.”

To her knowledge, he had not become violent, had not 
allowed emotional closeness and had been physically distant. 
Another colleague and friend of B’s mother testified in court 
that she had cried when she learned of the assault: her mother 
had always been afraid that he would hurt herself, and now he 
had hurt other people.

Referring to a suicide letter written by the mother who tried 
to take her own life after the attack, in which she herself made 
anti-Semitic remarks, the 63-year-old former teacher said: 

“I have known Mrs.  for more than 20 years. She has 
never made any racist comments”. The witness described the 
mother as a good teacher and  as a “bright child” 
with many interests.

To his knowledge, the family had not had much outside 
contact. When  retired to his crèche for years after a serious 
illness, she had advised the mother to do something: 

“Throw him out! A 29-year-old man from Magdeburg, who 
shared a room with  for three months in 2010 while doing 
his basic military service in the Bundeswehr, said that  had 
already used the word “Jew” as an insult. But insults were 
common in this milieu, he added. ’s nickname in 
the Bundeswehr was “potato”.

 had carried out an attack on the Halle synagogue 
on 9 October 2019, killing two people and wounding others. 
Federal prosecutors charged him with two counts of murder and 
several counts of attempted murder, as well as other crimes.

He intended to use explosive devices and firearms to enter 
the synagogue to kill as many Jews as possible. On the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, 52 worshippers were present.
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The family of the accused re-
mains silent

The Nebenklage doubts that ’s parents were not aware of 
his anti-Jewish attitude.

In the trial about the anti-Semitic attack in Halle, the pa-
rents and half-sister of the accused do not want to comment. 
All three declared at the beginning of the fourth day of the 
trial, Wednesday in Magdeburg, to make use of their right to 
refuse to testify.

The father nods briefly to his son, the half-sister avoids the 
eyes of the accused. A Nebenklage lawyer tried to convince 
the half-sister, who has the same mother as the accused, to 
testify. The judge put an end to this. Subsequently, the sister’s 
ex-boyfriend as well as former classmates and teachers of the 
accused were to be questioned.

Nebenklage officials doubt that the parents did not notice 
that the perpetrator had been storing weapons in their child-
ren’s room for years.

During the first three days of the trial, the accused repeatedly 
emphasized that his family had nothing to do with the attack, 
that they were not aware of his radicalization and weaponry. 
The common prosecutor’s office doubts that the accused’s 
relatives and acquaintances were not aware of his extreme 
right-wing worldview.

The Nebenklage representatives also doubt that the parents 
did not notice that the man had stored weapons in his children’s 
room for years. In addition, former classmates and teachers of 

the accused were to be heard on Wednesday.

The trial against , 28, has been going on 
since Tuesday of last week at the Higher Regional Court in 
Naumburg. The court has been transferred to the Magdeburg 
Regional Court for the trial because it has a larger courtroom. 
The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office is charging  with 13 
crimes, including murder and attempted murder.

At the beginning of the trial, the accused admitted that he 
had tried to enter the Halle synagogue on 9 October 2019, 
heavily armed, in order to murder as many Jews as possible. At 
the time, 52 worshippers were celebrating the highest Jewish 
holiday, Yom Kippur, in the place of worship.

The defendant washed up at the door of the synagogue 
and then shot a 40-year-old passer-by. Later, he shot and killed 
a 20-year-old in a kebab restaurant.
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Confirmed at home
The right-wing terrorist  has consolidated his vision of the world 
in online forums. His mother saw him as a “good boy” and a “truth 
fighter”.

Right-wing terrorist  was apparently closely 
linked to the online fascist scene long before his attack. He 
also passed on the theories spread there to acquaintances 
from his living environment, including his parents. 

’s former classmates testified that they would have 
believed that he had committed these acts - this became clear 
in the questions and presentations of case files by the public 
prosecutors’ attorneys to the neo-Nazi confessed on the third 
day of the trial in Magdeburg.  had attempted to storm 
a synagogue in Halle on October 9, 2019 and to “kill as many 
Jews as possible. Federal prosecutors charged him with two 
counts of murder, 68 counts of attempted murder and aggra-
vated assault, among others.

During his performances, which he had filmed himself, he 
played anti-Semitic and racist music from the international far-
right Internet scene. In addition, according to the file, he had 
been active on corresponding websites and had given himself 
various names that were popular in this scene. According to 
the prosecutors, the investigations also revealed that he had 
once visited a site on the “Darknet” that could be used to ac-
cess websites with child pornography content. , however, 
denied any interest in these matters. He had only looked for 
political forums.

In such forums, the 28-year-old neo-Nazi had consolidated 
his fascist world view with anti-Semitic, racist, anti-feminist 
and anti-communist elements. He wanted to use his “arsenal 
of improvised weapons”, which he had hidden in his children’s 
bedroom, to kill, 

“that’s why he was there,” he said. 

When one of the prosecutors asked him if he would make 
a distinction between men and women, he replied: 

“They want equal rights. This also applies to murder. Of 
course, he would kill Jewish children, the neo-Nazi said, as 
well as Muslims or dark-skinned children. 

“Jewish children are also my enemies, I take action against 
all enemies,” he stressed.

Later, he incited communists, feminists and homosexuals. 
These groups of people are “like the Jews” and are controlled 

by them,  said. There was, he said, a “gay Jew Space 
Empire, and it does what the communists love most”,  
fantasizes. “Feminism, multiculturalism, communism” were 
“enemies from within” that had to be destroyed. “All enemies 
are the same,”  said. Astonished looks on the side of 
the Nebenklage: “This is Nazi ideology. You are a Nazi,” said 
one lawyer.

 denied that his personal circle of acquaintances 
were aware of his thoughts. No one had 

“really wanted to listen to him,” he said. 
However, a prosecutor named several names of people in 

his circle with whom the assassin had discussed his fascist 
fantasies. And his mother, an elementary school teacher with 
whom he last lived and who had accumulated weapons, was 
also involved, at least in part. More than that, she apparently 
shared some of his views. This is apparent from a letter she 
wrote to her daughter, the accused’s sister, before she attemp-
ted suicide with pills. In it, the mother calls her son a “fighter 
for truth” and a “good boy”. “They destroyed him,” she says of 
the latter’s pre-trial detention - and also blames “the Jews”.
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Defendant influenced by Is-
lamophobic attack in Christ-
church

The trial of the Halle bomber provided a better understanding of the 
context of the attack. The accused hated all foreigners, especial-
ly Jews. He had been influenced by the Islamophobic attack on a 
mosque in Christchurch.

The trial of Halle’s murderer on Tuesday in Magdeburg 
shed further light on the context of the anti-Semitic attack on 
October 9, 2019. The 28-year-old defendant once again made 
no secret of his anti-Semitic and racist attitude. In addition, a 
police officer was the first witness to be questioned on Tuesday, 
who reported on the first interrogations of the accused after the 
crime. Meanwhile, outside the Halle synagogue, a long-standing 
visible sign of the attack was replaced: the damaged door that 
had resisted the attack was put back in place.

In the interrogation of the co-defendants - there are now 
45 of them - one of the subjects was the “manifesto” of the 
defendant. Once again,  reiterated in court, of his plan to 
kill so many.

He also allegedly shot Jewish children, he said, because he 
saw them as his enemies as well. Confronted with the fact that 
he had been diagnosed with a complex personality disorder 
with autistic traits, the defendant stated: 

“I do not consider myself crazy”. 
When asked if he was anti-Semitic, he replied, 
“I am”.

A letter from the defendant’s mother was also read in court. 
It was allegedly written by her after the crime, shortly before a 
suicide attempt, in which she herself makes antisemitic remarks. 
When asked, the defendant puts this down to the influence 
of alcohol and pills, he did not have any political discussions 
with her, he denies an anti-Semitic attitude of the mother. His 
sister, for her part, is said to have stated in a statement about 
the defendant that he hated all foreigners, especially Jews.

Influenced by Christchurch

During the interrogation, Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens 
noted that lawyers should pay attention to the questions put 
to the accused, so that he does not repeat his hard-to-tolerate 
ideologies over and over again. A lawyer for the joint plaintiffs 
read a statement after questioning the defendant: Anti-Se-
mitism and racism must not go unpunished. The act was not 
to be pathologized or excused with substance, it moved in a 
space of social resonance, she explained, referring to the digital 
connections. Previously, her Jewish client had also questioned 
the accused in person.

A 51-year-old BKA official described the interrogation of 
 after the crime. According to his testimony, three 

events prompted the accused to commit the murder. In 2013, 
the accused had prolonged health problems and had to undergo 
an operation. The year 2015, which he would have described in 
the interrogation himself as a caesura, in which he had decided 
to arm himself. Finally, on March 15, 2019, the terrorist attack 
in Christchurch, New Zealand, had influenced him.

Replacement of the door of the syna-
gogue

 had carried out an attack on the synagogue in 
Halle on October 9, 2019, shooting at two people and woun-
ding others. In front of the synagogue he shot a 40-year-old 
woman and in a kebab snack bar he shot a 20-year-old man. 
Federal prosecutors charged the 28-year-old man with two 
counts of murder and several counts of attempted murder, as 
well as other crimes. He attempted to enter the locked syna-
gogue with explosive devices and firearms but was unable to 
open the door. At the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, 52 
worshippers were present.
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Halle trial: Witnesses describe 
the murderer as a loner

The trial of Halle’s murderer, , continued on Wednesday. 
Numerous witnesses described the accused as a loner. According 
to testimony, there had been many indications of anti-Semitism and 
the and racist attitudes.

Magdeburg - In the trial against the bomber of the Halle 
synagogue, the personal environment of the accused was 
highlighted on Wednesday before the Higher Regional Court 
of Naumburg. During the trial in Magdeburg, several witnesses 
described the 28-year-old man as a loner who had made 
anti-Semitic statements in the past.

In the meantime, the parents have made use of their right 
to refuse to testify. ’s half-sister also stated that she 
did not want to testify.  nods to his parents as they enter the 
courtroom one after the other.

 openly confessed his antisemitic and racist views. So 
far, the defendant has only answered questions about his 
family very briefly. The former partner of the half-sister, who 
often visited the  family with their common son, described 
the defendant as a reserved and distant loner who often sat 
at his computer or “tinkered with metal”.

He also reported a situation that he felt was threatening: 
 allegedly shouted to two employees of a super-

market pizzeria that they should speak German in Germany.

The refugee crisis was the subject 
of a dispute between  and his 
mother

In addition,  had also made antisemitic statements, saying, 
among other things, 

“The Jews are to blame”. He did not contradict these state-
ments, the witness said. Since he himself had “already been in 
such a scene”, he had learned that it was unnecessary. When 
questioned, he admitted that he had had many friends from 
the extreme right-wing scene when he was 16 or 17 years 
old, who drank beer and “assaulted people”.

A 75-year-old witness who taught  as an elementary 
school teacher described him as a “smart and ambitious boy” 
but who had no friends. She said, 

“He was always the smallest.” To her knowledge, he had 
not become violent, had not allowed emotional closeness and 
had been physically distant.

Another co-worker and friend of B’s mother testified in 
court that she cried when she learned of the attack, saying 
that her mother had always been afraid that he would hurt 
herself, and now he had hurt other people.

“Throw him out”

Referring to a suicide letter written by the mother, who 
wanted to commit suicide after the attack, in which she herself 
made anti-Semitic remarks, the 63-year-old former teacher said: 

“I have known Mrs. B for more than 20 years. She has 
never made any racist comments”.

The witness described the mother as a good teacher 
and  as a “bright child” with many interests. To his 
knowledge, the family had not had much outside contact. When 

 retired to his crèche for years after a serious illness, she 
said, she advised the mother to do something: 

“Get him out!”.

Nickname in the German armed 
forces: “Potato”

A 29-year-old man from Magdeburg, who shared a room 
with  for three months in 2010 during his basic military service 
in the German armed forces, said  had once used the word 
“Jew” as an expletive. But insults were common in this milieu, he 
added. ’s nickname in the Bundeswehr was “potato”.

 had committed an attack on the Halle synagogue 
on October 9, 2019, shooting two people and wounding others. 
The Federal Prosecutor’s Office charged him with murder in 
two cases and attempted murder in several others, as well 
as other crimes. He intended to use explosive devices and 
firearms to enter the locked synagogue to kill as many Jews 
as possible. On the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, 52 
worshippers stayed there.
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The family of the accused 
does not want to testify

In Halle’s trial, the relatives of the murderer exercised their right 
to refuse to testify. The ex-boyfriend of the half-sister, on the other 
hand, reports antisemitism and racism on the part of the accused.

In the trial on the right-wing terrorist attack in Halle, the 
family of the accused does not want to comment. At the be-
ginning of the fourth day of the trial in Magdeburg, the parents 
and half-sister declared that they would make use of their right 
to refuse to testify.

The father nods briefly to his son, the half-sister avoids the 
eyes of the accused. A Nebenklage lawyer tried to convince 
the half-sister, who has the same mother as the accused, to 
testify. The judge put an end to this.

The half-sister’s ex-boyfriend reported during his interro-
gation incidents in which the accused had previously made 
his right-wing extremist views known. For example, 

 once yelled at two people in a supermarket because 
they did not speak German. On another occasion, he had made 
antisemitic remarks, the 31-year-old said. According to his 
own statements, the witness was involved with the accused’s 
half-sister for years, has a child with her and is therefore closely 
related to the family. Next, the accused’s former classmates 
and teachers were to be interviewed.

The trial against  has been taking place since last 
Tuesday at the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg. The court 
has been transferred to the Magdeburg Regional Court for the 
trial because it has a larger courtroom. The federal prosecutor’s 
office is charging the 28-year-old with 13 crimes, including 
murder and attempted murder.

At the beginning of the trial, the accused had admitted that 
he had tried to enter the Halle synagogue on October 9, 2019, 
heavily armed, in order to murder as many Jews as possible. 
At that time, 52 worshippers celebrated the highest Jewish 
holiday, Yom Kippur, in the place of worship. The defendant 
washed up at the door of the synagogue and then shot a 
40-year-old passer-by. Later, he shot a 20-year-old man in 
a kebab restaurant. By Tuesday, the synagogue had finally 
received a new door.

An accidental lawsuit casts doubt on 
the author’s account

During the first three days of the trial, the accused repeate-
dly stressed that his family had nothing to do with the attack, 
that they were not aware of its radicalization and weaponry.

On Tuesday, the court read a letter that the accused’s mother 
allegedly wrote to her daughter before a suicide attempt. In 
it, she criticized society and the state for blamed for his son’s 
actions and expressed antisemitic conspiracy theories similar 
to those of his son in court.

The common plaintiff questions the 
murderer

Kati Lang, a Nebenklage lawyer, issued a statement 
strongly condemning the defendants’ racist, antisemitic and 
sexist statements. The legal view that the man had acted alone 
might be correct.

However, after questioning the defendant, a different 
picture emerged: 

“The defendant was moving in a space of social resonance, 
especially in Internet forums, which inspired and reinforced him 
and through which he hoped for an imitative effect,” Lang said. 
“The mistake must not be made in this trial to trivialize the acts 
by the fact that only one person is accused here”.

In addition to counsel for the auxiliary prosecution, a victim 
also spoke to  on Tuesday. American citizen Ezra Wax-
man, who was at the synagogue during the attack and is a 
co-defendant, asked the defendant several questions. Waxman 
confronted the defendant with the anti-Semitic prejudices the 
28-year-old has repeatedly expressed in court.
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The stages of the crime
The second week of the trial of right-wing extremist  reveals 
his radicalization - and the inaction of his entourage.

The fourth day of the trial of Halle’s murderer begins with 
a triple refusal to testify. The mother, father and sister of the 
murderer exercise their right not to testify against the accused 

. On October 9, 2019, the 28-year-old killed people 
after a strong synagogue door prevented him from provoking 
a massacre in the Jewish place of worship.

Mario S., the fourth witness that day, is the ex-partner of 
the perpetrator’s sister. The 31-year-old man has no right to 
refuse to testify, nor is he in any hurry to do so. Although the 
bald mechanic often mumbles inaccurately into the microphone, 
the next three hours are illuminating. Mario ’s testimony com-
pletes the overall picture of the assassin and his environment.

For years, adult  sat in front of his computer in 
his mother’s children’s bedroom. A sword on the wall, a soldier’s 
helmet, cartridge cases and a model tank were also part of 
the decor. He dropped out of university with no prospects and 
no desire to change anything.  shows signs of paranoia. He 
expresses his fear of being followed, avoids recording on the 
Internet, does not own a smartphone for security reasons, and 
makes a secret of what he assembles from metal parts. He is 
a man who laughs especially when he plays with his layered 
nephew. The man who rages against foreigners and Jews, who 
roars when he hears customers speaking a foreign language 
in the supermarket.

Wasn’t it foreseeable that someone like that could become 
dangerous,” asked a common plaintiff’s lawyer to the witness. 
Aren’t these warning signs?

He shrugs his shoulders. He was “flabbergasted” when he 
heard about the crime in Halle, says Mario S. At the end of his 
interrogation, it emerges that ’s quasi-brother-in-law 
himself belonged to the extreme right in his youth: he says he 
molested foreigners, let beer bottles be stolen, things like that. 
But he only belonged to it for a few months.

The refugee crisis in 2015 radicalized , says the expert

The day before, it was already clear that  had 
become famous long before his crime in Halle. And how re-
cognizable he was, as  tick. Several attorneys for 
the plaintiffs confronted the murderer with earlier statements. 

“Shitty Jews are responsible for everything”, “pack of forei-
gners” and other similar statements are held against him. “He 
hates all foreigners - especially Jews,” said his sister. 

 looks embarrassed, but he denies nothing. He stutters so-
mething about alcohol and that it “escaped him”.

Anti-Semitism seems to have been living in  for a long 
time - and in the heads of others. Another witness, who was 
with the perpetrator in the Bundeswehr in Mecklenburg-Western 
Pomerania, stated that it was possible that the perpetrator used 
the word “Jew” to insult others. This had been quite common 
among the troops.

 cultivates his hatred, with strangers he exchanges 
messages and images on the Internet on picture boards and 
in anonymous forums. His models are the murderers of Utøya, 
Oslo, Christchurch and the Olympic shopping center in Munich. 
His case shows how much the media echo of the murders 
influences imitators. He searched for weapons on the Darknet, 
studied the ideological legacy of his idols. And every day, for 
many minutes, he faces the flashlight of the photographers at 
the Magdeburg District Court.

He smiles during his many hateful statements, a smile 
that he showed repeatedly during his interrogations after the 
crime, irritating the officials. He wants the media to carry his 
messages, he wants to pass on his seed as he received it from 
his murderous predecessors.

He would kill again, he leaves no doubt about it, explicitly also 
children. He mentions by name Anetta Kahane of the Amadeu 
Antonio Foundation: “She is at the top of my list of enemies”.

Another thing becomes clear in this second week of the 
trial: like many violent extremists,  seems to have 
problems with his sexuality.  seems to have pro-
blems with his sexuality. On the one hand, his homophobia is 
addressed, for example when he explains why he hates the 
science fiction series Star Trek. Enterprise represents a 

“multicultural, gay and Jewish space empire,” he says. On 
the other hand, he was raised in a “gay” environment, would 
never have had anything with a woman.

On Mario S.’s Youtube account, according to a lawyer for 
the civil party, there is a video in which we can see 

 allegedly drunk ten years ago. There, three young men 
struggle, one, who looks like , lies down on another 
and makes copulation movements.

The sequences date from the time before ’s isolation. 
The expert from the Federal Criminal Police Office, who 
accompanied the author’s interrogations in November 2019, 
speaks of three stages before the crime: a gastric rupture 
and two operations because of it had troubled him. The 2015 
refugee crisis has radicalized him. And after the mass murder 
of Muslims in Christchurch, New Zealand, in March 2019,  
had decided to kill many Muslims or many Jews.
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In fact, he wanted to attack the Muslim cultural center in 
Halle, says the author, the synagogue he considered too well 
secured. But his recognition showed that he was not being 
watched. Even on the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, 
which  had chosen for his crime,

because then there would also be fewer religious Jews 
in the synagogue. He had particularly targeted these more 
secular and liberal Jews.

His affinity for weapons, his anti-Semitic and racist state-
ments, his anger against the 

“Federal Republic” and Chancellor Angela Merkel - none 
of this alarmed his environment or the authorities. The family 
never considered seeking psychological help,” says Mario S. 
“They just let him.

“There are thousands of young men like  in 
Saxony-Anhalt”.

The perplexity of the observers can be felt in the breaks 
during the second week of the trial. “Obviously, nobody contra-
dicted the perpetrator when he rushed in,” says Igor Matviyets, 
who made the trip from Halle. 

“And where hatred is unquestioned, he who hates it feels 
justified.” 

The young SPD politician, himself of Jewish origin and 
vehemently committed to right-wing extremism and democracy, 

is himself publicly hostile to a Nazi from Halle. He was not in 
the synagogue when the attack took place.

In the district court, the Social Democrat spoke of the res-
ponsibility of the authorities, who did not have the accused on 
their radar before his crime. He broadens the scope of action: 

“There are thousands of young men like  in 
Saxony-Anhalt,” says Matviyets. “Thousands who are sitting at 
home, with no job, no girlfriend and no prospects.” They would 
let themselves be sprinkled with right-wing stories and on 
forums with the agitation of a so-called “population exchange” 
and become radicalized, says Matviyets. “The author of Halle 
has only gone one step further.”
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Trial of Terror: Witnesses Des-
cribe Defendant’s Childhood

Magdeburg (dpa/sa) - At the beginning, almost only the accused 
spoke - on the fourth day of the trial on the right-wing terrorist at-
tack in Halle, he didn’t say a word. On Wednesday, the court took a 
closer look at the personal environment of the 28-year-old woman.

As expected, the mother, father and half-sister made use 
of their right to refuse to testify. The ex-boyfriend and father 
of the half-sister’s child, on the other hand, was questioned for 
more than three hours by Judge Ursula Mertens, the Federal 
Prosecutor’s Office and the 22 Nebenklage lawyers.

Since last Tuesday, the trial against  from 
Saxony-Anhalt has been pending at the Higher Regional Court 
in Naumburg. Due to lack of space, the trial is taking place at 
the Magdeburg Regional Court. The Federal Public Prosecutor’s 
Office is charging  with 13 crimes, including murder 
and attempted murder. The 28-year-old defendant admitted 
last week that on October 9, 2019, he had attempted, heavily 
armed, to provoke a massacre in the Halle synagogue. At the 
time, 52 people were celebrating the highest Jewish holiday, 
Yom Kippur. After failing to enter the synagogue, he shot a 
40-year-old passer-by who was passing by and then shot a 
20-year-old in a kebab restaurant.

When his father, mother and half-sister were called into the 
hall on Wednesday, the accused sought eye contact with his 
relatives - the father nodded briefly. The half-sister, daughter of 
the accused’s mother, seemed to avoid the gaze of the 28-year-
old and spoke in a trembling voice. According to her ex-partner, 
the accused’s sister cut off contact with  following the 
attack. Her ex-boyfriend was still in contact with the family 
because of the child with the half-sister, the 31-year-old said.

Lawyers and judges questioned the witness primarily 
about the accused’s personal impressions and political views. 
He reported several incidents that highlighted the extreme 
right-wing attitude of the accused. For example,  yelled 
at two people in a supermarket because they did not speak 
German. In addition, the defendant had made antisemitic 
remarks in the past.

However, the accused did not come from a difficult family 
background. The mother, a teacher, and the father, an electronics 
engineer, had always worked hard. However, they had always 
found time for their two children. In addition, the mother and 
father had had a good relationship even after their divorce. He 
had been invited to his parents’ home in the Mansfeld-Südharz 
district with his then girlfriend and the child to dinner almost 
every Sunday.

The co-applicants repeatedly asked questions about the 
topics that had been discussed. One of them was the federal 
government’s refugee policy in 2015, which the accused 
had cited as the reason for his extreme right-wing worldview. 
However, there was no clear opinion on this issue at the table, 
the witness said. Lawyers also wanted to know what music 
had been played in the family home. The witness named the 
groups “Freiwild” and “Böhse Onkelz”. Both are very popular 
in the middle of the right.

Until now, the accused had always emphasized that his 
family had known nothing about his plan of attack and his 
radical world view. However, in the early days of the trial, the 
joint plaintiffs doubted that the accused’s entourage had not 
been aware of his radical right-wing views.

The witness described the accused as a loner. “I don’t 
know anyone he would have called a friend. A Bundeswehr 
comrade who later testified also described  as a loner 
and a foreigner. Attempts to integrate the accused into his 
circle of friends failed. In the troop’s order of passage, the 
accused had been very low.

Even in elementary school,  had been an outsider, with 
two former teachers testifying on the stand, but he was also 
exceptionally intelligent and eloquent for his age. One of the 
two teachers also defended the defendant’s mother in tears. 
The mother had worked at the same elementary school and 
had also had private contact with the witness. She had done 
a lot for her son and had never herself attracted attention with 
racist or antisemitic remarks, the witness said. She took care 
of all her students, including and especially the few students 
with an immigrant background.

On Tuesday, the court had read a letter that the mother 
allegedly wrote to her daughter before she attempted suicide 
following the attack. The text contained antisemitic phrases 
and conspiracy theories.

The trial is scheduled to continue on Monday, with a one-
hour hearing to deal only with formalities, and the next big day 
of the trial is scheduled for August 25.
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The silence of the family
The family of Halle’s attacker is silent in court. The testimony of an 
acquaintance shows: Everyone looked away when the accused 
became radicalized.

Magdeburg - taz | The father, mother and half-sister of 
Halle’s murderer are sitting this Wednesday in the courtroom 
of the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg in Magdeburg - just 
long enough to exercise their right to refuse to testify. They 
do nothing to help clarify the question of how it is that their 
son, their brother, attempted to storm Halle’s synagogue on 
October 9, 2019, heavily armed and killed two people after 
the plan failed.

The fourth day of the hearings in the Halle trial thus be-
gins with silence. However, it is precisely the statements of 
the family that would interest the joint plaintiffs. According to 
lawyer Kristin Pietrzyk, they want to know in which structures 
the perpetrator moved, whether and how his extreme right-
wing ideology was expressed, which ultimately led to the attack 
on a synagogue and a snack bar. According to the evidence 
collected so far, the accused’s social life was largely confined 
to his family circle.

The fourth witness on the day of the trial was the former 
partner of the accused’s sister. Too far away to refuse to 
testify, and close enough to get a sense of the family, he was 
confronted with questions from the judge and the lawyer for 
nearly four hours. About the relationship with his mother, about 
the relationship with his father, in whose shed he made the 
weapons used in the murder. About his sister, who had never 
received as much attention as the accused.

Calm and reserved, he was, according to the witness, confir-
ming the prevailing image. However, he also showed another 
side. At the lunch table at his mother’s house, there had been 
regular “chatter”. In 2015, about the “refugee crisis”, about 
whether Chancellor Merkel was fit to govern. It often seems 
difficult for the witness to reproduce concrete statements. But 
he remembers a statement by the accused: 

“The Jews are responsible”. He had “stayed away,” the 
witness said.

He also stood aside when the accused noisily attacked two 

people in a supermarket because they did not speak German. 
He had also remained silent on the subject of unemployment. 
He did not say anything about the fact that a knife, helmet, 
sword, empty shell casings, and a model tank decorated the 
defendant’s children’s room. He did not ask why the accused 
was paranoid about tracking systems and account creation. He 
examined a metal press made by the accused and answered 
technical questions about metalworking, but he stayed out of 
the way when it came to what the accused was doing in his 
father’s shed.

Even now, after “the thing,” he says, the family remains 
silent. “Nobody wants to talk about it.” The mother was too 
unstable after a suicide attempt, the father was in denial. In 
all his descriptions, the witness seems passive. Even when it 
comes to his own involvement in the far-right scene, which 
was “a very long time ago” and also lasted “only half a year 
or certainly less”.

But it was precisely this passivity that made the attack 
possible in the first place. This is pointed out by several lawy-
ers for the common plaintiff. One of the plaintiffs addressed 
herself to the witness: 

“The scene in the supermarket already showed that the 
perpetrator was going to become what he became. Knowing 
that this is a trial: how to prevent your son from becoming 
what he is accused of”. 

His answer: he didn’t know.
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An anti-Semitism that has not 
been challenged

How did  become radicalized, what role did his family play? 
The fourth day of the trial against Halle’s alleged murderer focuses 
on his environment.

The appearance of ’s close family before the 
court lasts barely 15 minutes: The mother, the father and the 
half-sister of Halle’s presumed murderer rush one after the 
other into the courtroom and then make use of their right to 
refuse to testify. The mother seems uncertain, the father walks 
quickly, the sister hugs.  in the dock does not laugh 
in these moments, as he so often does these days. He just 
nods his head and bids farewell to his loved ones. It is not clear 
from the auditorium whether they answer.

Today is Wednesday, the fourth day of the trial against 
 at the Magdeburg Regional Court. The 28-year-old 

is charged with two counts of murder, plus dozens of counts of 
attempted murder. That he attempted to provoke a massacre 
in a synagogue in Halle on October 9, 2019 is indisputable. 
Likewise, that when this failed, he shot two people in the 
street and in a kebab store.  confessed, and he 
also broadcast his crime live on the Internet.

As a result, the court is primarily concerned with other issues: 
his environment, his network, and where and how ’s 
radicalization began. Can one consider someone as an isolated 
perpetrator who transmitted his act to the whole world?

Focus on the family

During the second week of the trial, the focus is on his 
family. What did they know? How did they shape his view of the 
world? It is true that his mother, father and sister do not say a 
word in court. Nevertheless, in the trial, there is an impression 
of the environment that shaped ’s life.

The day before, on the third day of the trial, the attention in 
Magdeburg was focused on a letter from the mother: a suicide 
note. The woman had tried to take her own life on the day of 
the murder, when she saw her son’s act on television and the 
journalists were already at her door. This is what the indictment 
says, excerpts of which are available on. 

The letter consists of six handwritten sheets, addressed to 
’s sister. In it, the mother describes her love for her son and 

daughter - and her failure. 
She says she “fought” for , but “lost” and is 

“unable to look anyone in the eye again”.
At the same time, the letter contains “conspiracy theory 

statements against Judaism”. At least that is what is said in the 
indictment, which also quotes the letter at length. The mother 
had made anti-Semitic comments on Spiegel television: 

“He has nothing against Jews in this sense,” she said about 
her son. “He has something against the people behind the 
financial power. Who doesn’t?

During the trial, the judge asked  if the subject of 
the Jews also bothered his mother - and he replied: “Absolutely 
not, no.” He does not know where this thought came from, 
probably from the media. We don’t hear much about his family 
anymore. Of course, he had no problem asserting his ideology 
during his testimony, and spoke openly about his desire to kill 
children as well. But he says almost nothing about the people 
close to him and their origins.

 states that he never told his family about his opinions. 
His sister had said during his interrogation immediately after 
the crime that her brother hated foreigners and especially Jews. 
A lawyer at the trial wants to know how he explains this. The 
defendant said he may have leaked something. It seems that 
he wants to protect his family.

Nevertheless, one can guess that racism and anti-Semi-
tism may have been commonplace in B’s environment. This 
is shown this Wednesday by the interrogation of Mario S., the 
former partner of the sister and father of the common child.

How did the environment react to ’s 
statements?

Mario S. enters the room, breathing heavily, he seems ner-
vous. He is questioned for more than three hours and portrays 

 as a reserved man who did not talk much, sitting 
in front of his computer all the time and withdrawing more 
and more. But S. also recounts situations in which ’s attitude 
became clear. For example, when they were together, in a 
pizzeria, and they met people who spoke a foreign language. 

 had encouraged them to speak German. Another time,  
had said in a family setting: 

“It’s the Jews’ fault”. And when it came to the “refugee crisis”, 
as the witness said,  had often become abusive.

The prosecution questions Mario S. mainly about how the 
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environment reacted to such statements. It turns out that: hardly. 
Sometimes  was asked if it was necessary, the witness said. 
Sometimes he was left without comment. In some statements 
about Angela Merkel, they more or less agreed with him. Mario 
S. also stated that he had also been involved in the far-right 
scene, that there were still friends there and that he therefore 
knew that there was often no point in contradicting him.

This is ’s music, his books, his 
network

Kristin Pietrzyk represents a client of the Nebenklage who 
was in the Halle synagogue on the day of the attack. The lawyer 
is of the opinion that  did not become a murderer 
in a vacuum and is therefore not an isolated perpetrator. This 
is exactly what the Nebenklage wants to draw attention to - in 
a trial where everything already seems clear to some people. 
That’s why in Magdeburg they are asking for nicknames, possible 
role models for , his music, his books, the sayings 
of his family at the kitchen table. It is a question of showing 
the network in which he operated.

That’s what Onur Özata, also a lawyer for the Nebenklage, 
says. Özata represents two men who worked in the kebab store 
that  robbed. He says: 

“We still know too little about how he became such an 
ideologically entrenched racist”. 

Issues such as picture boards, for example, are still too often 
in the dark. There are no survey results about them, he said. 
Nebenklage’s lawyers are demanding that this change. They 
are asking for other experts, such as a picture board expert, to 
be brought in after a police officer was unable to explain what 
makes them different from other Internet forums.

What is also clear in the courtroom, what the judge also 
points out, is that  wants to use this trial as his stage. 
But a lot is being done not to let him. This week, as last week, 

dozens of plaintiffs are in the courtroom. They are sitting next 
to the journalists or directly behind their lawyers. They look at 

, some only seriously, sometimes with incredulous 
laughter when he has said something particularly absurd again. 
None of them seem intimidated. Rather ready to fight. And 
they keep talking.

Active plaintiffs, active opposition

One of them is a young woman from the synagogue with 
colored hair. She explains to Mario S., the main witness of the 
day, that from her point of view, the anti-Semitic slogans, which 
he did not comment on, and ’s act are linked. Another co-ap-
plicant, who was also in the synagogue, even spoke directly to 
the alleged murderer the day before and asked him what he, 
the co-applicant, personally had to do with ’s anti-Semitic 
statements. As might be expected, he did not receive a satis-
factory answer, but that was probably not the point at the time.

Then a lawyer read another statement from her clients: 
This trial, she said, should not be about ’s personal 
life alone, but about the social resonance that inspired and 
empowered him. They would have the statement read here, 
he continued, so as not to comment on his statements. But to 
actively contradict it.
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“I’m angry”
The joint plaintiff about Halle’s murderer, her impressions of the trial 
and her demands on the authorities.

Ms. Blady, you are co-plaintiff in the trial of the Halle 
bomber - on October 9, 2019, you witnessed the attack on 
the synagogue as part of a prayer group at the Fraenkelufer 
synagogue.

 
You were present in the courtroom at the beginning of the 

trial. How did you feel?

Actually, I’m fine. I find this very important support very 
moving - especially the solidarity rally that was organized by 
various anti-racist groups. It gives me a lot of support. It was a 
difficult day, but seeing the man who did these terrible things 
gave me closure. So I’m glad I was able to come. Hopefully, in 
the end, the side suits will lead to more justice.

What is your impression of the defendant?

He knew exactly what he was doing. His motives were very 
clear. He hates Arabs, Muslims and dark-skinned people. He 
hates the Jews and blames them for what he calls the immi-
gration crisis. He stuck to his convictions. There must be no 
place for these people in our society, they must be locked up. 

Because he, his ideology and the people who share it are 
in mortal danger. What is also clear is that he is not crazy. What 
he thinks kills people. It’s really hard to listen to. At the same 
time, it is important to recognize that the problem facing this 
society is very real. We have to work to address it.

What questions would you like to ask the defendant and 
get an answer as part of this process?

I don’t have questions for him, I have questions for the 
government of this country, for the people who are responsible 
for the justice system, and for the police officers who are 
responsible for peacekeeping.

 I want to ask them what they think. What they would need 
to get rid of this problem in German society. I want to know 
what their plan is, I want something to be done. I have no 
interest in talking to this guy, it’s clear what he wants. But I’m 
angry because there are structures in place that allow these 
ideologies to continue and be put into action.

What do you think of the conduct of the trial by the pre-
siding judge?

The judge followed the strategy of asking questions that 
the defendant had to answer. It was very frustrating at first. I 
didn’t want to hear the defendant speak any more and I was 
upset that she gave him a platform. 

Then I realized that his strategy was to hear how he thinks. 
What was really frightening was that he described his weapons 
and preparations in almost as much detail as his hatred of 
foreigners and Arab and Muslim refugees. He was very proud 
of his weapons. And these two schools of thought - the love 
of weapons and the hatred of minorities - are horrifying and 
obviously deadly. We wouldn’t have learned this if the judge 
hadn’t asked so carefully.

What must German society learn from this trial?

We must be clear that these hateful, anti-Semitic, xenophobic 
and misogynistic ideologies still exist here. And how wrong it 
is that they can still manifest themselves despite the history 
of this country. We must all ensure that profound changes are 
made to the system - but especially to those responsible for 
maintaining public peace. These people must no longer be 
staged and allowed to put their ideology into practice. There 
must be enough education, exchange and dialogue for this 
ideology to disappear for good. There is simply no room for 
white supremacist ideology here.

Thyra Veyder-Malberg spoke with the co-applicant in the 
Halle murder trial.
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No room for the activist
Last week, the trial of Halle’s murderer began. The prosecution 
thwarted his attempts at self-dramatization.

It took a long time for the self-confidence of the accused, 
displayed in the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg, to 
collapse. During the two days of the trial, Halle’s confessed 
murderer had exposed the preparation, the course of events 
and the motivation for his crime. He enjoyed the media atten-
tion, joked and laughed when commenting on his act or when 
the live video of the attack he had created was shown in the 
courtroom. When the Nebenklage representatives questioned 
the defendant about the details of the crime, he was visibly 
less comfortable in his own skin.

With a delay of almost two hours, Presiding Judge Ursula 
Mertens opened the main hearing against the defendant last 
Tuesday. Since the attack was likely to “eliminate, suspend or 
undermine the constitutional principles of the Federal Republic 
of Germany”, the crime will be tried before the State Protection 
Senate of the Naumburg District Court in the library of the 
Magdeburg Regional Court. A total of 18 days of hearings 
have been scheduled, with a verdict expected in mid-October.

The indictment, which Federal Prosecutor Kai Lohse read 
out at the beginning of the main hearing, paints a complete 
picture of what happened in Halle on October 9, 2019: The 
28-year-old defendant approached the synagogue of the 
Jewish community in Halle just before noon, armed with eight 
weapons and numerous explosive devices, where the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, was celebrated. He had attempted 
to enter the building “in order to carry out an assassination 
attempt on visitors to the synagogue”. 

According to Lohse, the accused acted with “an anti-Se-
mitic, racist and misanthropic attitude”. This is apparent from 
the live stream of the event that the author broadcast and from 
documents he had previously published on the Internet. With his 
act and the stream, he wanted to motivate possible imitators.

After the accused had failed to gain access to the synagogue 
using explosive devices and force of arms, he shot Jana L., 
40 years old, who was passing by. He then attacked a nearby 
kebab restaurant and killed 20-year-old Kevin S. there. During 
his subsequent escape, the accused also shot and wounded 
several people. The accused is charged with two counts of 
murder, 68 counts of attempted murder, and a number of other 
offences such as Holocaust denial.

From the very beginning of the accused’s plea, it became 
clear what many already feared: that he would understand 
the main trial as a step to qualify himself as a “warrior”. Some 
of the persons involved and the co-defendants had therefore 

addressed the public beforehand with a statement in which 
they asked that the defendant’s name not be mentioned so as 
not to leave room for his much desired self-promotion.

According to the Respondent’s anti-Semitic statements, 
the Jews are responsible both for a genocide of whites and for 
feminism, which he hates. As early as 2015, he said, he decided 
to no longer contribute anything to a society in which he would 
be “replaced” as a white man. The Respondent claimed to have 
specifically attacked the Yom Kippur synagogue. According to 
his antisemitic fantasies, it is a holiday during which Jews “pray 
that they will not have to fulfill contracts in the coming year”. 

Since his attack on the synagogue had failed, he had spe-
cifically targeted the “symptom” - Muslims. While the president 
of the court made very strong statements about the racist 
choice of words of the defendant and threatened to exclude 
him from the trial, she reacted awkwardly to the antisemitism: 
For example, she told the defendant that it was a pity that he 
did not even visit the synagogue during the open house. 

This seemed inappropriate, not only because the defendant 
had explained shortly beforehand that his ignorance of local 
conditions had made planning difficult, but also because it was 
based on the false assumption that an anti-Semite could be 
deterred from his ideology by meeting Jews.

Even before the main hearing, the experts had used the 
Halle bombing as an example of the so-called gamification 
of right-wing terror. This involves “the application of elements 
ranging from computer games to extreme right-wing violence,” 
as Miro Dittrich of the Amadeu Antonio Foundation stated in 
an interview with Jungle World. The perpetrators of the attack 
seek to achieve a “high score”, that is, to kill a particularly large 
number of people. The author of Halle chose “Achievements”. In 
his scene, this can be seen as a humorous way of formulating 
certain objectives of violence,” Dittrich said. 

The assassin’s remarks confirmed the importance of this 
frolic: For example, he stated that the live broadcast and the 
carefully prepared staging had been more important to him 
than the act itself. He also shot the passer-by Jana L. in or-
der not to embarrass himself in front of his online audience. 
He was inspired, among other things, by the terrorist attack 
in Christchurch, New Zealand. In March 2019, an Australian 
right-wing extremist stormed two mosques there and shot 51 
people. He also broadcast the crime live.
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The judge told the accused murderer 
that it was a shame he did not even 
visit the synagogue during his open 
house

During the interrogation by the lawyer of the Nebenklage, 
the online contacts of the accused appeared. On the Internet, 
he had exchanged with other people in various forums and 
chats, many of which were in the area known as Darknet, 
according to the defendant. In addition, he had received a Bit-
coin donation of approximately 1,000 Euros from a previously 
unknown person under the pseudonym “Mark”. He had shared 
details of his weapons construction and weapons technology 
experiences with “Mark” and two others in a chat before the 
donation. In addition, he had told “Mark” that he wanted to kill 
Muslims. However, this exchange never gave any indication of 
the exact planning of the crime. When questioned by the prose-
cution, the defendant stated that “Mark” had moderated various 
sites, including the now banned image forum “8chan”. Overall, 
however, the defendant reacted in a decidedly monosyllabic 
manner to questions about specific websites and platforms. 
The reason given was that it did not want to “shit on anyone” 
and wanted to protect “its own people”.

The Nebenklage representatives succeeded in setting limits 
to the self-dramatization of the accused. Whenever he started 
rambling, they interrupted him and asked him to answer their 
specific questions. The defendant reacted with increasing 
irritation and refused to be further questioned by some of the 
opposing lawyers. 

“We clearly took away the space for him to carry out his 
propaganda and ideology,” Nebenklage lawyer Alexander 
Hoffmann told Jungle World. Not much remained of the de-
fendant’s provocative assurance. “We would rather have him 
attend the trial in silence than give him a space to express 
himself,” Hoffmann said.

About 100 people held a vigil in front of the courthouse to 
kick off the trial. They emphasized the global social dimension 
of the crime. For example, Rabbi Rebecca Blady, who witnessed 
the attack in the synagogue and is a co-applicant at the trial, 
stressed in a speech that the trial should not be the end of the 
treatment of the Halle bombing: 

“This moment should remind us that a lot of work remains 
to be done and that this work must go beyond symbolic support 
to Jewish and other minority communities”.
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July, 30

Fourth day of the Halle as-
sassination trial: a glimpse of 
privacy

On the fourth day of the trial, the privacy of the accused is also 
revealed. His parents and half-sister are called to testify. It becomes 
clear that there were signs of anti-Semitic thoughts. They were sim-
ply not interpreted.

Today it will be private - which is already certain at the be-
ginning of the fourth day of the trial. A total of eight witnesses 
have been called, including the accused’s family, two former 
teachers and a school friend. Will they all testify? Uncertain.

The family had already announced last week in a letter that 
they would exercise their right to refuse to testify. However, 
it was revealed yesterday at the end of the trial that at least 
the accused’s half-sister could have a statement read. In both 
cases, in order to exercise their right to refuse to testify, they 
must either appear in person in court and make a statement 
or be represented by counsel.

Family remains silent

As the first witness, the accused’s mother enters the 
courtroom. She is a discreetly dressed woman with very short 
grey hair and glasses. She is on the witness stand for only a 
few minutes. After being instructed by the presiding judge, she 
states that she will use her right to refuse to testify.

The father of the accused immediately follows. A small 
man with glasses and a clean white shirt. The procedure is 
the same: he too is instructed, he too does not want to testify. 
After a few minutes, he too leaves the courtroom. His son on 
the platform gives him a brief nod.

The third witness to enter the courtroom is the half-sister. 
She is obviously uncomfortable with the situation. She seems 
depressed. Her arms are folded in front of her body, her eyes 
fixed on the floor. She slowly walks the short distance from the 
door to the witness stand. Like her mother, she is accompanied 
by a member of the magistrate’s social services department. 

As he did with his parents, the accused looks in her direc-
tion all the time.

Before the trial, it was rumoured that a written statement 
from the half-sister might be read. It will not. She also says she 
will not testify. The judge was about to remove her from the 

witness stand when lawyer Alexander Hoffmann suddenly spoke.
“Don’t get me wrong, her half-brother filmed the crime. This 

is not a crime,” he explains. 
But the president of the court interrupted him and cut him 

off. The witness was not to be influenced - so the half-sister 
also left the courtroom.

This means that neither the statements made by her during 
the police interrogation nor those made by her parents can be 
used in court. What a pity, many people in the courtroom are 
surely thinking at the moment. It would have been exciting to 
know what image they have of their son, of their brother. Did 
he make any anti-Semitic or racist comments to them? And 
if so, how did they react? Did they ever wonder what exactly 
the son was building in his father’s workshop?

Signs were overlooked

The half-sister’s former partner is more prominent. Through 
their common son, he is still connected to the accused’s family. 
He seems to be someone who means nothing wrong. He res-
ponds calmly and thoughtfully. Someone who doesn’t put on 
airs. But also someone who, when asked for details about his 
family and his conversations, doesn’t remember much.

Perhaps because there doesn’t seem to be as much family 
discussion as might be expected in a family where the adult 
son still lives at home. A family that met regularly in a small 
circle on Sundays for dinner.

“What do you talk about when there are five adults at the 
table,” asks the presiding judge. “Everyday life. What happened. 
Sometimes what was in the media”. The witness recounts 
that her son would bounce on the defendant’s bed during 
visits - the bed under which the defendant hid his handmade 
weapons. A story that contradicts the testimony that the door 
was always closed.

He says he heard the accused working on metal in his 
father’s workshop. Since he is a design engineer by training, 
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the defendant asked him for advice. At one point, the defen-
dant presented a metal press that he had built himself. But the 
witness never asked what it was supposed to be used for. Why 
didn’t he? Why wasn’t it asked? Questions that, unfortunately, 
we cannot ask behind the bullet-proof glass.

His impression of the defendant? Sustained. He said they 
rarely spoke to each other. Most of the time, the defendant was 
sitting at his computer and reading something in the forums. 
The witness did not know what. Nor did he ask.

For some time he and his then-girlfriend had taken the 
accused to visit friends at his mother’s request. Again, the 
accused had not attracted any attention.

But little by little, through the questions of the judge and the 
representatives of the co-applicants, it became clear that the 
accused was not so discreet. There were signs. For example, 
the witness recounts a situation in a supermarket where he 
perceived him as a threat. 

At the time, two employees of a pizza place had spoken in 
another language. The accused allegedly became noisy and 
aggressive and told them to speak German. The accused had 
also made antisemitic comments on one occasion. However, 
the witness did not know whether this was serious or a joke. In 
addition, the defendant was accused of drawing a knife during 
an argument after a birthday party. The witness and the sister 
reportedly rejected statements and incidents of this kind - but 
did not respond seriously or take active steps.

Witness stumbles over his own state-
ments

There was certainly a lot of silence in that family,” notes 
lawyer Assia Lewin. She asked whether the witness thought 
the problems could be solved through silence. He answered in 
the negative. “Then maybe they should start talking.”

If he would act differently today, asks lawyer Juri Goldstein 
shortly afterwards. “One thing I learned, because I myself have 
been active in this field in the past. What do you mean by “ac-
tive”, I was once part of such a group. People are so stubborn 
that I’m not sure it’s worth confronting them”. A statement in 
which the witness puts himself in danger. Because suddenly 
his past is in the spotlight.

He is questioned about his far-right friends. What did they do? 
“They harassed people, they fought with the police.” 
But he himself hadn’t done that. Lawyer Onur Özata asks: 
“You stood there watching or what was your role in all this? 

The witness says yes. He is trying to make it clear that he was 
only part of this group for a short period of time. “I hung out 
with them because I was young and ignorant - stupid.”

Two teachers and an army friend

The interrogation of the accused’s former brother-in-law 
continues for a long time, beyond the lunch break. It was not 
until around 2 p.m. that the other witnesses - two former primary 
school teachers and a comrade from the Bundeswehr who had 
shared a room with the accused for three months - came forward.

They are not in a position to give a particularly in-depth 
insight into childhood and family life. One of the two former 
teachers describes the accused as a good and ambitious stu-

dent. As the smallest in the class, perhaps physically inferior 
to the others, but not mentally. Confident when he can explain 
something. But even then, he’s a bit of a loner. Any friends? 
“They also played at recess, just to be sure. But he didn’t really 
have any friends”. A description that applies to many children.

What about the mother? The two elementary school teachers 
had been his colleagues for a long time. We even knew her a 
little better. She knew that the defendant’s mother was worried 
about her son’s future. She suggested throwing him out. After 
that, the relationship between the two women cooled down. 
She also became aware of a possible anti-Semitic and racist 
attitude of the mother. She was already questioned yesterday 
after reading her suicide letter.

The witness claims to have followed the cover of it. 
“If I read this as a foreigner, I would say that the point of 

view is misanthropic, racist. But I have known her for more than 
20 years, she is a professor of ethics. She has never - and 
when I say “never”, it’s true - expressed herself in a racist way”.

Around 4 p.m., the seventh and last witness, the Bundeswehr 
buddy, is dismissed. He, too, could shed little light on the case. 
His personality descriptions correspond to what we have already 
heard. He was not particularly popular, was rather unsporting 
and was at the bottom of the hierarchy.

Comrades teased the accused with the nickname “Potato”. 
He himself got along with the accused. But they didn’t talk 
about politics at the time. Did the defendant ever use words 
like “Jew” as a swearword in the German armed forces? With 
hindsight, he could imagine so. “But such insults were quite 
normal in that environment.”

The evidentiary hearing will therefore continue on August 
25. Next Monday’s fifth session will be purely formal. Only one 
hour is scheduled for it. In Germany, a main trial cannot be 
interrupted for more than three weeks.
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“I want it to be recognized  as 
a racist attack”

Adiraxmaan Aftax Ibrahim is one of the 43 joint plaintiffs in the trial 
of the murderer of the Halle bombing. A conversation about the 
consequences of the attack, the experiences of racism in Germany 
and the need for political recognition of racist attacks.

Adiraxmaan Aftax Ibrahim has been living and working 
in Halle for five years. He had just got off the streetcar at 
Magdeburger Straße and wanted to cross the street when the 
murderer hit him with his high-speed car. A few years ago he 
came to Germany as a refugee.

On July 21, the trial of the Halle murderer*, who on October 
9, 2019, carried out an attack on the Halle synagogue and the 
nearby snack bar Kiez- Döner, killing two people and injuring 
others, opened at the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg. To 
learn more about this crime, click here.

The following conversation is part of a series of interviews 
with some of the plaintiffs in the case. Rachel Spicker explained 
to them how they experienced the attack, why they decided 
to file a civil suit and what they hope to gain from the trial.

How did you experience the attack?

As I heard later, he was probably trying to avoid a police 
patrol that was in the other lane, up the road. I managed to 
jump out to the side, but I could not completely avoid the car, 
so I was hit on the side by the car. So I knew immediately how 
to classify it. He deliberately targeted me as a black person. 
There were other white people around me that he could have 
headed towards with the car. I knew he was targeting me and 
trying to take me down. Soon after, an ambulance came and 
took me to the hospital. When I got there, I was totally confused 
as to why I was seeing so many doctors and nurses. I told my-
self that something must have happened. One of the doctors 
told me that the man who hit me with the car had committed 
a terrorist attack and I was lucky to be alive. Only then did I 
realize that this act was part of a much larger attack.

How are you today?

I’m better now, but I don’t like to think back to that event. 
The first time after the attack, I was very worried. I didn’t know 
how to categorize this information, that this man had committed 
a terrorist attack. 

I was often scared and mentally not well. Even today, I am 
sometimes afraid of fast moving cars or when I walk across 
the street and cars are approaching. Just a few days ago, I 

was crossing the street with a friend when the light was green 
and a car turning left honked at us and yelled at us, which 
fortunately we didn’t understand. But it was green, so we were 
allowed to cross the street, the driver was angry and looked at 
us with hatred. Experiences like this after this attack are very 
stressful and remind me of what happened. Physically I am fine 
otherwise, but sometimes my knee still hurts when I play soccer.

Why did you decide to become a co-applicant?

The assassin committed the terrorist attack for anti-Semitic 
and racist motives. Thanks to his publications and what he has 
said during interrogations so far, we know: He considers Jews 
and Muslims, as well as Blacks, as his enemies. This means 
that the acts he committed that day, we must put them in 
context and understand them. I want the court and the public 
to understand that this is a racist attack that I suffered. It must 
be clarified publicly and there must be consequences. Some 
of my friends and I have had many experiences of racism in 
Germany. There are so many racist attacks in Germany, there 
are more and more. Here in Saxony-Anhalt and Halle there are 
many people who are racist and anti-refugee. They look at us 
in a funny way, insult us or attack us. We are transformed into 
“others”. For us this is everyday life. The attacker in Halle hit me 
for a reason and I want this to be recognized as a racist attack.

What do you expect from the case?

I’ve never been to court and I’ve never been a witness in a 
court case. So I have no experience to draw on and therefore 
don’t know exactly what to expect and to what extent. I can 
only say for myself that I will tell the truth and report what I 
felt that day. I wish that there would be a fair trial and that the 
culprit would receive a just punishment. And I hope that we 
can then put an end to this experience.
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What the plaintiffs expect 
from the Halle murder trial

The criminal trial concerning the Halle bombing is special - because 
the question of guilt has been clarified. Nevertheless, the trial will 
continue for many weeks. The court is looking for the reason for the 
crime. And the Nebenklage also has questions.

Halle’s trial is special for a criminal trial, because the ques-
tion of guilt was resolved on the first day of the trial. A video 
clearly shows that the accused committed the crime - and he 
confessed. The only question that remains unanswered is how 
this could have happened.

An answer to this question can be found on the Internet. 
 had the contacts he lacked in real life. Anonymously, 

on picture boards.  has so far reacted narrowly to the ques-
tions asked about this during the trial. The prosecution does 
not have any investigative results on his activities in this area. 
Results from which lessons could be learned. Even a police 
officer called to testify could not provide substantial answers. 
Therefore, the plaintiff requests to hear from experts in the field.

But ’s environment could also provide answers. In this 
respect, the fourth day of the trial, 29.7, was important. This 
clearly shows what is important to many plaintiffs. On that day

’s mother, father and half-sister refused to testify, 
as expected. Instead, Mario S. was able to give an insight into 
family life - and also into the environment in Benndorf. Mario 
S. was the partner of ’s sister. They have a son together.

Anti-Semitic statements remain un-
challenged

Mario S. is visibly upset by this statement. He still does not 
understand the crime, he says. At first, he couldn’t sleep. The 
accused had already made anti-Semitic comments at the table. 

“The Jews are to blame,” or something similar. 
He had not contradicted it at the time. S. had wanted to 

have peace. We also know something about Mario S.’s past: 
He had been on the extreme right-wing scene at the age of 
about 16, but had distanced himself after a few months. He 
had seen  laughing with his son, which was rare. The little 
boy had also climbed on ’s bed and jumped on it.

The plaintiff speaks

Now, one of the victims of the attack has spoken. A young 
woman, colorful hair, friendly eyes. She was in the synagogue 
at the time of the attack. She thanked Mario S. for coming 
and said she understood that the situation was not easy for 
him. Then she asked, 

“How are you going to explain this (the crime, editor’s note) 
to your son Alex when he is old enough to understand?

There is total silence in the courtroom. S. takes a moment 
to answer: 

“It’s a question I still ask myself every day”. 
The woman goes on to ask, “How would you prevent your 

son from becoming like the defendant is now? Which I hope 
will never happen”.

S. exhales deeply. “At the moment, I have no answer to 
this question. I have thought about it. But I haven’t found an 
answer to this question yet”. The answers to these questions, 
however, are what the Nebenklage demands - not necessa-
rily from Mario S., but from society. These questions are also 
intended for the public.

 also wanted to kill children

The lawyer Juri Goldstein from Erfurt also represents two 
joint plaintiffs in the trial who were in the synagogue. He wants 
to know from Mario S. whether, in the case of the anti-Jewish 
statements of  today.

Plaintiffs look to future generations

Several Nebenklage attorneys emphasize that it is not S’s 
individual responsibility to stop something. 

S. says he should apologize for not seeing it coming, but 
not justify it. But it’s about what we can learn for the next 
generation,” he said.

 said on the third day of the trial that he had killed Jewish 
children so that one day his own children would not have to. He 
assumed that he could pass on his image of the enemy to the 
next generation. For the plaintiff, and also for many observers in 
Halle, it is a question of preventing this. This requires a society 
in which anti-Semitism and racism are not left unanswered.
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Fresh and Determined - 
How Judge Ursula Mertens 
Conducts the Murder Trial

In the trial of Halle’s murderer, , she is the most important 
person. Ursula Mertens presides over the trial of terror that all of 
Germany is watching. How the judge behaved in the first days of 
the trial.

Magdeburg - There is a danger, even for experienced 
judges, that this trial will one day become a burden. Become 
too big. Because world public opinion is taking a critical look 
at how the German judicial system treats a right-wing terro-
rist. Because Jews all over the world are demanding justice. 
And because even the smallest mistake can become a great 
embarrassment - especially if the trial against the synagogue 
attacker, , should fail. All this could weigh heavily 
on a judge, but Ursula Mertens seems to be free of it so far.

On the contrary. She meets the 28-year-old Jew who hates 
Jews - the white man’s self-proclaimed “fighter” - with a fresh 
and determined tone. At the same time, she seems accessible, 
pragmatic, empathetic in the trial. An unpretentious president 
with no fear of contact. Not clumsy and wooden, as the judge 
in the NSU trial, Manfred Götzl, sometimes seemed. Mertens 
operates on a very similar level.

Ursula Mertens presides over a ter-
rorism trial so far without any preten-
sion.

It is the contrast with Götzl, more human. With her, no one 
has to get up when she enters the courtroom after breaks. A 
waste of time. The special hooded unit that keeps the accused 
in court, Mertens calls it “gentlemen”.

And when the first day of the trial doesn’t go well with 
the admission checks for lawyers, journalists and the public, 
Mertens personally walks through the building to see where 
the shoe gets stuck. And to correct the situation. At the start 
of the trial, journalists complain about the lack of electrical 
outlets in the courtroom - the next day there are plenty of 
distributors ready and waiting.

That’s how Judge Mertens was able 
to get Halle’s killer released quickly.

She is vain, but also implacable. On the very first day of the 
trial, she deceived  by questioning him not as an adult, but 
as a schoolboy. Before she gets to the weapons and the world 
view, she wants to know: Were you a good student? What was 
your favorite subject? Did you play sports?

Did you have a good relationship with your sister? Mertens 
would have asked similar questions to a twelve-year-old child. 
From the outset, she threatened the defendant to continue 
without him if he made inhumane statements in court.

So far, the 57-year-old man has had virtually no conflict 
with the joint plaintiffs - only once, when Mertens asks for 
evidence of the defendant’s internet use for self-education, 
there is discontent: These central issues should be discussed 
in detail at the trial, not in the “quiet room”, the joint plaintiffs 
complain. Mertens assures this immediately - in his own way, 
which may even appease the lawyers.
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In the name of the murderer, 
These two lawyers defend 
Halle’s murderer

Two lawyers defend  before the Higher Regional Court. Their 
task: a fair trial for the right-wing terrorist defendant. On the feeling 
of being at the side of a hateful Jew and a double murderer.

Halle (Saale) - Even though the trial of his life is currently 
underway - for lawyer Thomas Rutkowski, the day-to-day business 
must nevertheless continue. A few days ago, for example, he 
had to go to court again, for family law. This is one of the classic 
cases that the lawyer from Helbra (Mansfeld-Südharz) has to 
deal with on a daily basis: personal injury, traffic violations, etc. 

“This is exactly what happens in rural areas,” explains the 
49-year-old woman. 

But there is one thing Rutkowski did not see coming: That 
he was going to defend a terrorist from the Mansfeld region.

Since July, the time has come. Rutkowski is one of the two 
lawyers defending the Halle synagogue bomber, , 
before the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg. Suddenly, 
Rutkowski is also the center of attention. In one of the largest 
trials in the Federal Republic.

 has two public defenders at his side .

Together with Hans-Dieter Weber, Rutkowski is the second 
public defender assigned to ’s side. This is possible 
in complex cases. And this is the case here : The court charges 
the unrepentant murderer with two murders and one attempted 
murder in 68 cases. The defendant did not hide his hatred of 
the Jews... And the court is confronted with the question how 

 was able to become so radical in a village in the Mansfeld 
region that he became a cold-blooded murderer.

Did Mr. Rutkowski hesitate to accept this warrant? 
No, he says confidently. “I’m treating this case like any 

other. It is a question of ensuring that the accused receives a 
fair trial, with a fair defense”.

Lawyer Rutkowski: “We know his per-
sonality”

And yet this case is peculiar: Not only because  himself 
filmed the attempted assault on the Halle synagogue, as well 
as the two murders - in court he also declares that his “fight” 
is not yet over. He only regrets that he did not kill any Jews 
on the day of the attack. What does this leave for the defense 

in court?
“We know his personality,” Rutkowski says. “After all, we have 

been with him several times in prison.” First in Halle, then after 
’s failed escape attempt from the high security prison in Burg. 

“We know his attitude, we can only give recommendations”, 
says the lawyer. “He knows the consequences.”

It is likely that the two defense attorneys advised  on 
how he could appear in court - but the defendant’s first ap-
pearances make it clear that he does not want to appear in 
court as a purified man. On the contrary, he seeks the stage 
for his neo-Nazi views. 

“We know what motivates the other clients,” says Rutkowski, 
“many apologize for getting a favorable prognosis from the court”.

A former client recommended  
to lawyer Rutkowski

But, “Our client doesn’t water down anything”. Another de-
fense attorney, Mr. Weber, said of the defendant’s performance: 
“It’s not my job to reprimand him in any way. Not even when 
serious consequences are threatened.

Specifically: life imprisonment and subsequent pre-trial 
detention. The highest possible sentence in the Federal Re-
public. The court should still consider  as dangerous. The 
preliminary report of a psychiatrist gives exactly this prognosis.

Rutkowski studied at the University of Halle, completed his 
internship in Erfurt and has been working as a lawyer since 
2000. He is actually specialized in commercial law. While his 
colleague Weber did not want to talk to journalists before the 
trial, Helbra’s lawyer speaks openly. And also about how he 
got the warrant.

’s lawyers do not comment on 
their strategy

“It was late in April,” he says. 
The contact had been made by an acquaintance in the 

Mansfeld area: A former client had advised prisoner  to bet on 
Rutkowski - in an exchange of letters during his imprisonment. 
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And that’s how it happened.
Such mandates can shape lawyers’ careers. Yet, should 

one think twice before being a lawyer for a lifelong murderer? 
“I saw no reason not to take the case,” says Rutkowski. “I 

treat all clients equally.”
Except that this trial is more complex than the others: The 

45 co-applicants have already made it clear at the beginning 
of the trial that they have many questions to ask  
About his radicalization, about his relationships on the net, 
about his contacts. And also about how the anonymous, hitherto 
mysterious donation of the environment of a sinister Internet 
forum came about.

However, ’s lawyers have so far given little indication of 
their defense tactics. Rutkowski, in any case, says that he sees 
some points of attack. 

“After all, the defendant should only be held responsible 
for the acts he actually committed.”

Lawyers show approaches for the 
defense of 

What the lawyers might aim for became clear in the trial in 
a rudimentary way: Weber repeatedly pointed out that  had 
not even known for certain whether there were actually Jews 
in the synagogue on October 9 - apparently, therefore, the 
defense attorneys want to question the part of the indictment 
that assumes 52 concrete murder attempts in the place of 
worship alone.

 had failed on the day of the crime at the secured 
door. Weber states: 

“We already take a different view from the prosecution on 
one point or another in terms of legal assessment”. No details, 
but “it’s not that we agree with everything in the indictment”. 

But tough battles await the defense attorneys: in the block 
of 45 common plaintiffs sit tough lawyers, some of whom have 
already participated in the NSU trial.

Unlike Rutkowski, his colleague Weber already got to know 
the murderer shortly after the crime, accompanied him during 
the interrogation before the investigating judge. Since a joint 
visit to ’s prison, the lawyers have been on the phone.

For the lawyers, too, this is a special 
procedure

What conclusion does Rutkowski draw after the first days 
of the trial? 

“First of all, you have to get used to it, as well as to the 
agitation of the flashes before the trial. Now everything is a 
little more relaxed,” he says. 

In the meantime, he knows the photographers and also 
one or the other journalist.

Judge Ursula Mertens has already booked trial dates until 
November. 

“He’s staying on a tight schedule,” says Mansfelder about 
his other mandates. So he has no choice but to continue 
preparing for weeks of seven days. He says: “I have been 
working ahead of time”. 
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The Assassin of Halle
The Regional Superior Court announced new trial dates on Mon-
day. As a result, a verdict against  is not expected before 
November 18.

Magdeburg l The trial against Halle’s murderer will take 
longer than expected. The Higher Regional Court of Naumburg 
announced new continuation dates yesterday. According to it, 
a verdict is not expected before November 18.

Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens had already alluded to 
this extension before the interruption of the trial two weeks 
ago. According to the court’s plans, six witnesses will initially 
be heard next Tuesday in connection with the weapons issues. 
The state’s largest courtroom, located in Magdeburg District 
Court, will continue to be used for the trial. , 28, is 
in pre-trial detention at the Burg Correctional Center.

On Wednesday, August 26, six witnesses are scheduled 
to testify again after the new dates. The social environment 
of the accused, especially his activities on the Internet, will 
probably play a role. Only the following week, the court plans 
to deal with the entire complex in connection with the attack 
on the Halle synagogue. Later, on September 9, it will be the 
turn of the events related to the attack on the kebab snack bar.

Since July 21, the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg 
has been judging  in Magdeburg. He is accused 
of 13 crimes, including two murders and several attempted 
murders. He had filmed the attack with a helmet camera and 
broadcast it on the Internet.
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August, 20

“For me, the indictment  
is not complete”

Max Privorozki is the president of the Jewish community in Halle 
and one of the 43 joint plaintiffs in the trial against the murderer of 
the Halle bombing. He talks about the work of the community after 
the attack, his own role in the Nebenklage, and the challenges of 
security measures for the Jewish communities.

Max Privorozki is the president of the Jewish community 
of Halle and one of the 43 joint plaintiffs in the trial against 
the murderer of the Halle bombing. 

On 21 July, the trial against Halle’s assassin, who attacked 
Halle’s synagogue and the nearby snack bar Kiez- Döner on 
9 October 2019, opened at the Higher Regional Court in 
Naumburg, killing two people and injuring others. 

The following conversation is one in a series of interviews 
with some of the plaintiffs in the lawsuit. Rachel Spicker ex-
plained to them how they experienced the attack, why they 
have decided to pursue a parallel trial, and what they hope to 
gain from this trial.

Belltower News: How did you experience the attack?

Max Privorozki: When I think about the attack, two memories 
always come to mind. For me personally, the worst moment 
was when I saw Jana Lange being murdered. At first I didn’t 
know it was a woman and I didn’t know she was dead. I saw 
through the screen of the security camera how the assassin 
shot her and she was left on the ground. We couldn’t get out 
to help this person. 

It was a very bad time. The second memory is the situation 
when the assassin started shooting at the door. Meanwhile, 
the community members locked and barricaded all the doors 
and went upstairs. We stayed downstairs with several men and 
watched through the screen what was happening outside. As 
we watched him start shooting at the outside door, I noticed 
that panic was building inside me. So many thoughts were 
running through my head. 

What is the quality of his weapons? How professional is 
he? Will the doors hold? What if he shoots through the outside 
door and only one door separates us from him? Will that door 
hold? What if he really kills us? It was impossible to measure 
all this. Even when the immediate danger had passed, it was 
difficult. We didn’t know exactly what was going on. We heard 
many rumors, including that there were multiple perpetrators, 
that there were multiple attacks in the city. There was a lot of 
noise around the synagogue, police helicopters were circling 

overhead. These are all noises that we couldn’t place at the 
beginning and we didn’t know what they meant. It was also 
difficult to estimate how much time had passed. Today, I unders-
tand when people say that when things happen in a very short 
period of time, it still feels like an eternity. The whole day felt 
not only like a state of emergency, but also like a state of war.

How are you today?

I am still struggling with certain sounds that I associate 
with the act, like a helicopter. When I hear these sounds, I don’t 
feel well. Basically, I can say that we, as a community and I, 
as a community leader, have received a lot of solidarity, both 
nationally and internationally. I am very grateful for that. In the 
community, there is a wide and multilingual offer of counseling, 
so that the members have the possibility to deal with the crime 
and the consequences, we are very well placed. 

The most important thing is exchange, cohesion and a sense 
of community. After the attack, not a single event was cancelled; 
community work continued. It is important for members to have 
a place to meet and share. The Corona Pandemic has made 
this extremely difficult. 

But we are learning to manage that too. As a community 
leader, of course, I must respect the fact that each member 
of the community has their own experience of the attack and 
has developed their own strategies to deal with it. 

Over time, it has become clear to me that we need to think 
about how we define community. After the attack, we learned 
how much this act affected the lives of many Jews throughout 
Germany, but also internationally. It is not only in Halle that 
people are busy accepting this law.

Why did you decide to become a co-applicant?

As a co-applicant, I have the opportunity to see the files 
that exist within the framework of this procedure. This is im-
portant for me because I have two questions that I want to 
clarify concerning each attack. First of all, I want to understand 
how a person becomes an assassin, a murderer, from a certain 
political attitude and a certain worldview. We need to understand 
how a person can develop such hatred that he or she takes 
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action, so that we can prevent such attacks in the future. In 
doing so, we need to ensure that the exact reasons for such 
acts are clarified. We must not allow the political context to be 
ignored. If we look at the attack in Hanau, for example, there is 
constant talk that the perpetrator is a lunatic and a loner. The 
murder of Walter Lübcke, the attacks in Halle and Hanau: the 
acts were committed for anti-Semitic and racist reasons. This 
must also be indicated as such. In the case of Islamist attacks, 
such as those in Marseilles, France, in 2015, we must also 
clearly designate anti-Semitism as the motive for the crime. 
These dangers have long been underestimated. Second, I would 
like to know who in his environment knew about this law and 
possibly helped him prepare it. When I look at the indictment, 
the federal prosecutors seem to think the case is solved, they 
think the man was a lone perpetrator from beginning to end. 
I don’t like that. I wouldn’t say that what is in the indictment is 
not true, but for me the indictment is not complete. What did 
his family know about his hires and plans? Maybe his mother 
didn’t know that he was going to commit this attack on October 
9, but she certainly knew her son’s attitude.

I am also often asked to evaluate the conduct of the police, 
as it is the subject of much criticism. It is not easy to answer 
this question, the situation is complex. Yes, there was no police 
presence outside the synagogue that day. But cooperation with 
the police was good before the attack and it is even better 
now. I had absolute confidence in the police. If the police say 
it is not necessary, fine. I may have my own opinion about that. 
But they are the professionals, not me. They decide whether 
or not they should be there. I don’t know why the assessment 
of the security situation by the police here in Saxony-Anhalt is 
different. than in other federal states and cities such as Berlin 
or Munich, for example. People in the community keep asking 
me why, but I can’t answer, it’s up to the authorities to decide 
and when I ask, they keep giving me the same answer, that 
they make regular assessments and that it is on this basis that 
they decide whether a presence is necessary or not.

Here are two examples: In the summer of 2014, during the 
Gaza war, the police presence was more frequent in our syna-
gogue than we had requested, I thought it was appropriate. In 
December 2016, after the terrorist attack on Breitscheidplatz in 
Berlin, I asked for police presence because we were celebrating 
Hanukkah in a larger space, not in the synagogue. The room 
was relatively unprotected. They refused help because they 
didn’t think it was necessary. Based on our sense of security, 
it would have been necessary. So we hired a private security 
service, which of course cannot replace the police in its entirety. 
After that, we thought again about how we, as a municipality, 
could set up and implement possible security measures. Octo-

ber 9 shows that these measures worked. But they would not 
have worked if the attacker had been better prepared and had 
better weapons. Our security measures cannot replace police 
measures in their entirety. But they cannot and should not.

So I wonder, if the police and the LKA are the experts, why 
was there a miscalculation on 9 October 2019? If the police 
now claim that they did not know it was Yom Kippur, what can 
I say? Every year, the National Association of Jewish Com-
munities in Saxony-Anhalt sends the annual Jewish calendar 
to the State Chancellery, the Ministry of the Interior and other 
ministries as well as to independent cities. This calendar also 
contains explanations of the most important Jewish holidays 
and festivals. Therefore, we did not separately inform the police 
about them. It can be assumed that this information was not 
passed on. But yes, what can I say, the murderer knew. Even 
if the cooperation with the police now works fortunately within 
seconds, this situation leaves a strange feeling. However, the 
fact is that very often people accuse the police of all kinds of 
mistakes. The police are part of this society, they are a reflec-
tion of it. And there are problems in this society and they also 
manifest themselves in the police, which must be dealt with 
politically and proactively and not always just reactively.

What do you hope to get out of this process?

I hope that it will be possible to answer my questions and 
that the public, politicians and authorities will learn from it. And 
I hope that there will be a fair verdict.
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“His laughter is a contempt 
for humanity”

In the trial for the Halle bombing, the alleged perpetrator provoked 
the victims. In an interview, three of their lawyers tell how they han-
dle his propaganda program.

For a little over a month, Halle’s allexged assassin has 
been on trial in Magdeburg.  has admitted that he 
attacked the synagogue in the city of Saxony-Anhalt in October 
2019 and then shot two people. The accused was guided by 
anti-Semitic and racist motives, his act being broadcast live 
on the Internet. Today, the trial continues after an interruption 
of several weeks.

43 joint plaintiffs are involved - relatives of the murder 
victims and people who were standing in the synagogue at the 
time of the crime while  was outside shooting and 
detonating explosives. How are the victims experiencing the 
trial? Zeit Online spoke with lawyers Kristin Pietrzyk, Alexan-
der Hoffmann and Gerrit Onken. They represent the plaintiffs 
before the Higher Regional Court - and have to deal with the 
defendant’s provocations.

Zeit Online: Mr. Hoffmann, the defendant shows no remorse 
and brags about his crime in court. How do you deal with this 
situation?

Alexander Hoffmann: He made it clear that for him the 
attack is pure propaganda. We see that he is trying to main-
tain this propaganda. He doesn’t always succeed - during an 
interrogation we were able to catch him several times. He 
couldn’t be cool at the time.

Zeit Online: You have all been through a lot. How is the 
defendant different from the others?

Kristin Pietrzyk: Usually we see the defendants feeling 
sorry for themselves. Be it the Freital group or the Chemnitz 
Revolution or the NSU trial. This is the first time I see the ac-
cused not feeling sorry for himself and not functionally using 
a confession of remorse because he hopes that it will reduce 
his sentence.

Gerrit Onken: That doesn’t surprise me. That’s the common 
thread that is also reflected in the facts. What the accused 
says during the trial is not a coincidence. His behaviour and 
statements are of which he is fully aware, it is planned. His 
sardonic laughter also shows a deep contempt for humanity.

With facial expressions and gestures 
in your direction?

Pietrzyk: When my client asks a question, he stares at it with 
a very penetrating gaze. I don’t even know if she saw him, but 
he was trying to make her feel uncomfortable. For example, by 
laughing scornfully when she asks her question. The accused 
is trying to intimidate the accomplice prosecutors, to ridicule 
them, to twist their words in their mouths. Onken : I see this 
as a kind of power play. But I have the impression that very 
few people engage in it.

Pietrzyk : I was once the lawyer of a young woman in the 
NSU trial. The main defendant, Beate Zschäpe, was almost 
impassive in court. I think my client was able to deal with that 
much more easily than with a defendant who said with every 
fiber of his being: “If I could do what I wanted to do, I would 
do it again.

Co-applicants want a discussion

Pietrzyk: Maybe you don’t call it compensation. But the 
people involved want a societal debate. They want society 
to be united against exclusion, the ideologies and opinions 
that led to this act. This is not the task of our clients. And it 
remains to be seen whether this public and social debate will 
take place on this subject.

Zeit Online: Where to start?

Pietrzyk : The debate must begin, among other things, with 
the following question: wasn’t it a mistake to let the Pegida 
movement make its way? To say that we have to talk to them 
- in the talk shows, in the established media, the “we have to 
give them a stage”.

Hoffmann: Society faces enormous challenges. And we 
have to start responding to them now. Those involved in Halle 
are even declaring their willingness to take part in this debate. 
But they are not only looking at Halle and this federal state 
and Germany. They are also looking at it from an international 
perspective.
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Day Six of the Live Trial
After the three-week summer break, the trial against Halle’s murde-
rer will continue. The Volksstimme reports live on a ticker tape.

Magdeburg l The trial against Halle’s murderer will continue 
on August 25, 2020 at 10 a.m. in Magdeburg. Six witnesses 
and experts have been summoned for the sixth day of the trial. 
According to information from the court, the topics related to 
weapons are to be investigated. 

The Volksstimme accompanies the 
trial in a live ticker

The trial against the defendant  was interrupted 
for three weeks. In doing so, the court wanted to give the 45 
co-applicants and their lawyers the opportunity to take a vaca-

tion in August. The code of criminal procedure stipulates that 
a main trial cannot be interrupted for more than three weeks. 
According to the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg, the trial 
is likely to last until mid-November.

The Higher Regional Court is hearing the case at the Mag-
deburg Regional Court because it has the largest courtroom in 
the state. The trial began on July 21 with great media interest. 

 is accused of attempting to storm the Halle syna-
gogue on October 9, 2019, and then murdering two people.
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 defends “his” weapons 
and laughs in court

Six witnesses from the BKA are called. The auditorium is full, as is 
the daily schedule set by Judge Ursula Mertens on the sixth day of 
the trial after the summer break. Six witnesses have been called to 
testify about the effects of ’s weapons and improvised explosive 
devices, all of whom are BKA officials.

The judge reprimands the accused 
 with a laugh

A BKA official demonstrates all of ’s handmade weapons 
in court. He stands in front of Judge Ursula Mertens with a 
machine gun in his hand and explains how to shoot and the 
problems with the weapons. This is one of the handmade 
weapons that Halle’s murderer, , used during his 
attack on the Halle synagogue in October 2019.

 himself listens carefully and does not let “his” weapon 
out of his sight. From time to time, the accused also comments 
on the mode of action of his weapons and explosive devices, 
insofar as the expert finds shortcomings. It seems that  wants 
to defend the weapons. Even those with jamming. From time 
to time,  laughs and is admonished by the judge. There’s 
nothing to laugh about here,” she says.

Ursula Mertens has presided over the Higher Regional 
Court of Naumburg since the fall of 2019. The case against 

, Halle’s murderer, is her first state protection case 
- and it could occupy Germany until November.

 poses in “full costume” in front 
of the mirror

Six experts from the BKA have been summoned. They 
give an evaluation of the weapons that  himself has manu-
factured. We learn that  even debited his mother’s account 
for the purchase of tools. A photo shows how  would have 
stored his weapons in the bed drawer. He had another place 
for the explosive devices because the bed drawer was “too 
delicate” for him. Another photo is also shown in court.  is 
seen posing in front of the mirror in “full costume”. The photo 
is dated October 9, 2019. The accused took it shortly before 
his crime, at 12:55 pm, in his father’s apartment.

The equipment was 29 kilos

In addition, the experts examined and even weighed eve-
rything that  had taken with him or even left behind during 
the crime. It appeared that the perpetrator initially carried 
equipment weighing 29 kilograms on his body at the crime 
scene in front of the synagogue. This included a loudspeaker, 
which  used to play music on an MP3 player during the attack. 
Gradually, he disposed of the items. For example, the weight 
of his equipment near the kebab snack bar was 22 kilograms, 
in the end he had 13 kilograms on him.

In addition,  wore an action camera on his helmet, with 
which he broadcast his number live on the Internet. The court 
took a closer look at a screenshot of the video and wanted to 
clarify to what extent.  actually had two other women in his 
sights and whether he intended to shoot them as well. In the 
video,  said, in trying to pull the trigger, 

“blocked. The women are able to escape. The defendant 
does not remember if he intended to kill them.

Molotov cocktails badly mixed -  cri-
ticizes the experts’ opinion

In addition to weapons,  also had Molotov cocktails with 
him. Among other things, he had thrown the explosive devices 
over the wall of the synagogue. There was a pavilion made of 
reeds. When a chemist examined the liquid, he found that the 
liquid mixed by  was “not at all easy” to ignite. He mixed motor 
oil and gasoline in a kind of champagne bottle. But since motor 
oil has a very high flash point, the liquid was “very difficult” to 
ignite, according to the expert’s examination. Another officer 
took care of plastic boxes filled with an explosive mixture. In 
these cans, in turn, the defendant placed a can filled with bullets.
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The gun nut
After a three-week break, the trial on the attack on the Halle sy-
nagogue continued. At the center of attention was the accused’s 
obsession with weapons.

Magdebur epd | The attacker of the Halle synagogue has 
apparently built up a considerable arsenal over the years and 
engaged intensively in the construction of weapons. This be-
came clear on the sixth day of the trial, Tuesday, at the Higher 
Regional Court in Naumburg. Inspectors from the Federal Cri-
minal Police Office (BKA) told the witness stand what weapons 
had been seized from the defendants. Some components of 
the weapons came from a 3D printer, a 49-year-old chief 
inspector told the court.

The defendant himself documented his arsenal of weapons 
in a “pre-intervention report”. A photo showed that 

 had deposited numerous weapons in his bedroom drawer. 
Immediately before the crime, the defendant took a selfie 
from his father’s apartment, posing “in full speed” in front of 
a mirror. According to the witness, all the equipment he was 
carrying to the synagogue at the time of the crime weighed 
about 29 kilograms.

Among the items documented were firearms, knives, a 
sword purchased over the Internet in May 2011, a homemade 
“trench club” consisting of a wooden handle with a gear, and 
ammunition. He is said to have fired 15 shots, a whole maga-
zine, at the 40-year-old passer-by he killed alone in front of 
the synagogue. He fired several shots in the woman’s back.

On the sidelines of the sixth day of the trial, a small inci-
dent occurred: a representative of the Nebenklage reported 
to the court that a right-wing extremist he knew was sitting 
among the bystanders without nose and mouth protection. The 
president of the court, Ursula Mertens, then asked to see the 
alleged medical certificate and ordered the mouth guard to be 
worn. Despite asthma and the recommendation of a doctor, 
the cover was reasonable when sitting quietly without physical 
exertion, the judge said.

Life imprisonment, including security 
detention?

On October 9, 2019, the accused had committed an attack 
on the Halle synagogue, shooting two people and wounding 
others. The federal prosecutor’s office is holding the 28-year-
old man for murder in two cases and attempted murder in 
several cases, as well as other crimes. Using explosive devices 
and firearms, he unsuccessfully attempted to enter the locked 
synagogue to kill as many Jews as possible. On the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, 52 worshippers were present.

The accused had already made a full confession during 
the first two days of the trial and did not hide his inhuman 
attitude. If found guilty, he faces life imprisonment. In addition, 
subsequent pre-trial detention is possible.

The trial has been ongoing since July 21. Due to lack of 
space, the trial is being held at the Magdeburg Regional Court. 
There are 45 joint plaintiffs. Six more witnesses have been 
summoned for Wednesday. Then, the social environment of 
the accused will be examined, in particular his activities on 
the Internet.
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Video of the sixth day of the 
trial

On the sixth day of the trial, the weapons of Halle’s assassin were 
examined. Explosives experts also had their say.

Magdeburg l On the sixth day of the trial against Halle’s 
murderer, the competent chamber of the Higher Regional Court 
of Naumburg had summoned six witnesses to Magdeburg 
for questioning. As on the previous day of the trial, the court 
focused on shedding light on the functioning of ’s 
weapons, ammunition and improvised explosive devices.

Several experts had prepared expert reports in which they 
dealt with the mode of action and the condition of the weapons. 
For the final expertise of the weapons expert of the Federal 
Criminal Police Office (BKA), Judge Mertens had the entire 
arsenal of the assassin brought into the courtroom.

The expert’s verdict was devastating. Most of the home-
made weapons could not be fired during the BKA tests.

For more details on the sixth day of the trial, watch this 
video from editor Samantha Günther. In which the spectators 
and the court stenographer of the Volksstimme, Matthias 
Fricke, comment.
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Investigators Share Details of 
Murder Weapons at Halle Trial

Magdeburg (dpa/sa) - On the sixth day of the trial on the attack by 
the extreme right in Halle, the focus was on the defendants’ arsenal 
of weapons. On Tuesday, the court first questioned two officers of 
the Federal Criminal Police Office, who had compiled the results of 
their colleagues’ investigations in a report. The officers detailed the 
firearms manufactured by the accused, but for the first time during 
the trial, they also described the cutting and stabbing weapons and 
other equipment of the man.

The trial against  of Saxony-Anhalt has 
been taking place since 21 July at the Higher Regional Court 
in Naumburg. Due to lack of space, the trial is taking place at 
the Magdeburg Regional Court. At the beginning of the trial, 
the 28-year-old defendant had admitted that he had tried, 
heavily armed, to provoke a massacre in the Halle synagogue 
on October 9, 2019. At that time, 52 people were celebrating 
the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. After failing to enter 
the synagogue, the man shot a 40-year-old passer-by who 
was passing by and then shot a 20-year-old man in a kebab 
restaurant.

According to BKA investigators, the defendants wanted 
to prove that the attacks could also have been carried out 
with homemade weapons. According to the report, he built 
the weapons himself according to plans from the Internet, 
among others using a 3D printer and a melting furnace. The 
BKA’s investigation showed that he had bought several spare 
parts on Ebay.
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Weapons of Halle’s assassin 
made by himself in the cour-
troom

How could Halle’s assassin have armed himself so heavily? Experts 
from the BKA explain to the court how he obtained the parts and 
built the weapons - and build the entire arsenal in the courtroom.

Magdeburg (dpa/sa) - During the trial of the right-wing 
extremist attack in Halle, the court examined the assassin’s 
weapons. On two large tables, court officials displayed the 
arsenal of the accused in the courtroom on Tuesday. A weapons 
expert from the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) explained 
the construction and operation of the home-made firearms 
and also explained why many weapons had gone on strike 
during the crime.

In the debate on handmade weapons built with 3D printers, 
it is often forgotten that these weapons have rarely worked, 
the expert said. Many of them would even break when used, 
including one of the accused’s guns during one of his tests, the 
BKA man said. In addition to firearms, the assassin had also 
carried knives, incendiary devices and explosives. The court 
on Tuesday questioned a total of six BKA officials, including 
fire and explosion experts.

The trial of  of Saxony-Anhalt has been on-
going at the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg since July 21. 
Due to lack of space, the trial is taking place at the Magdeburg 
Regional Court. At the beginning of the trial, the 28-year-old 
defendant had admitted that he had tried, heavily armed, to 
provoke a massacre in the Halle synagogue on October 9, 2019. 
At that time, 52 people were celebrating the highest Jewish 
holiday, Yom Kippur. After failing to enter the synagogue, the 
man shot a 40-year-old passer-by passing by and then shot 
a 20-year-old man in a kebab restaurant. Before Tuesday, the 
trial had been suspended for a three-week summer break.

For their tests, BKA experts fired the seized weapons and 
compared their firepower to that of industrially manufactured 
weapons. The weapons used in the attack were all potentially 
lethal, according to the report. The BKA tested the potential 
effect of the home-made fragmentation grenades by recons-
tructing them. The grenades could have caused fatal injuries 
within a radius of more than 150 meters, according to the expert.

One of the fragmentation grenades had exploded in the 
cemetery in front of the synagogue. A fragment of the grenade 
penetrated a window on the opposite side of the street and 
jammed into the wall of the house. Experts judged the defen-
dants’ Molotov cocktails to be rather harmless: according to 
the BKA, the liquid used was barely flammable.

At the beginning of the sixth day of the trial, a minor inci-
dent occurred with the visitors of the trial for the first time: A 
lawyer from the Nebenklage pointed out to the judge Ursula 
Mertens that a “known right-wing radical” was sitting in the 
visitors’ lounge without mouth guards. The woman presented 
a medical certificate attesting to her asthma. The certificate 
simply recommended that the mask be removed. Mertens did 
not accept it because the woman was sitting in the audience 
without a mask and asked her to put the mask on. The woman, 
who the lawyer believed to be a prominent activist for Pegida, 
among others, then put on the mask, but left the courtroom a 
few minutes later.

The trial poses a particular challenge for the judiciary in 
Saxony-Anhalt: in addition to two representatives of the Federal 
Public Prosecutor’s Office and the two defense attorneys, five 
judges and 45 joint plaintiffs are involved in the proceedings, 
who are represented by 23 lawyers. Among other things, be-
cause Each of these 23 lawyers has the right to question each 
witness, as the hearings of witnesses in the proceedings have 
sometimes lasted longer than expected so far.

As a result, the court scheduled six additional trial dates 
during the summer recess and postponed the scheduled end 
of the trial from mid-October to mid-November. On the seventh 
day of the trial, scheduled for Wednesday, the court was to 
focus on the social environment of the accused.
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A home-made mark of ter-
ror, weapons experts testify in 
the trial of Halle’s murderer

The defendant  purchased the material for his own weapons 
at hardware stores and on eBay. Not all of them worked - some 
were lethal.

Magdeburg/Halle (Saale) - It all started with a rifle model 
from the American Civil War. In 2015,  bought the 
Smith Carbine model breechblock percussion magazine, which 
was perfectly legal at the time. When the right-wing extremist 
began murdering Jews and Muslims in Halle four years later, 
he had armed himself with seven other guns, all handmade.

The assassin had the period rifle with him, but he did 
not use it deliberately: the attack was intended to prove that 
improvised weapons can also kill effectively.  was 
interested in propaganda.

The tools of murder in the Halle at-
tack

The murder tools of the Halle bombing were the focus of 
the sixth day of the terrorism trial. Six experts from the Federal 
Criminal Police Office testified before the Higher Regional Court 
as witnesses and experts; the defendant was left largely in the 
role of an auditor. He showed the greatest interest in what the 
forensic experts had discovered about his weapons. Again and 
again, he wore a proud or triumphant smile.

Highly armed against Jews and 
Muslims

With machine guns, shotguns, pistols, explosive devices and 
Molotov cocktails in his arsenal, right-wing extremist 

 de Mansfeld-Südharz attacked the Halle synagogue on 9 
October 2019. There he failed and then shot two people. In the 
trial against , the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg asked 
six experts to explain the construction and dangerousness of 
the weapons on Tuesday. On several occasions,  himself 
gave explanations.

29 kilograms of material that  carried on his body on Oc-
tober 9, 2019, the date on which his attack on the synagogue 
in Humboldtstraße began. This amount was calculated by an 
expert from the Federal Criminal Police Office. The production 
of the weapons may have been long - it was not expensive.  

purchased components and tools in hardware stores and on 
eBay. Sometimes eleven kilos of lead shot for 22.80 euros; 
sometimes precision tubes for 62.10 euros; even the Chinese 
3-D printer, which produced the missing components, cost only 
103 euros. According to a plan circulating on the Internet by 
British weapons designer Philip Luty, the chemistry drop-out 
built himself two machine guns. 

“He went to a lot of trouble there,” says a BKA official. The 
accused smiles, flattered.

Detonation with steel balls

For many hours on Tuesdays, it is about details about 
weapons. As part of the expertise, the court will probably fo-
cus less on completed murders than on attempted murders. 
The question is whether the weapons were fundamentally 
appropriate for killing - or whether it was what lawyers call an 
“unsuitable attempt”.

As it turns out: yes, the weapons were dangerous to mur-
der - at least many of them were. The explosive device, for 
example, that  had thrown over the wall in the synagogue 
cemetery. It consisted of a tin can, a plastic bottle filled with 
explosives and more than 200 steel balls with a diameter of 
9.7 millimeters. BKA experts reconstructed the grenade and 
detonated it on the test bench. The result: the bullets still had 
enough penetration power to kill a person at a distance of 
157 meters.

Detonation of an explosive device 
with enormous power

A fragment of the explosive device that exploded at the 
synagogue was found in an apartment across the street on 
the second floor. It had shattered the window pane and lodged 
in the wall. 

“A person who would have stood at the window would not 
have been there at that time,” a Nebenklage lawyer asked. 
“Suppose so,” said the expert witness.

The Molotov cocktails, which  mixed equal parts motor oil 
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and gasoline and threw over the synagogue wall, were more 
incapacitating. During the Yom Kippur festival, a hut made of 
reeds stood there, still without a roof. Could a fire have deve-
loped there and spread to the synagogue itself? asks Judge 
Ursula Mertens, president of the court. After her own tests, a 
fire expert considers this impossible: The reed was difficult to 
ignite, the fuse used was not suitable.

 reacts with indignation when the weapons expert of the 
BKA, Michael Benstein, evaluates the second machine gun, 
which was not used for the crime. 

“It doesn’t work at all. We haven’t been able to get it fired,” 
says Benstein.  steps forward in his seat, wishing to disagree. 
“It’s proven that it works,” he says eagerly, pointing out that you 
just have to use the right magazine.

BKA expert presents weapons from 
the Halle bombing

Every time the BKA expert takes one of the weapons out 
of its packaging and presents it to the court, a glow passes 
through the defendant’s face. He prompts him to explain its 
construction, sometimes he gets into the details of a broken 
sight, sometimes of what he considers to be a cleverly designed 
silencer. Finally, the BKA man brandishes a simple shotgun. 

“This thing is always spinning,” he says, “it’s a sure thing”. 
 laughs proudly and nods.

The defense attorneys hardly intervene. One thing is important 
for ’s lawyer, Hans-Dieter Weber, today: he wants clarification 
whether the shots fired at the police in Ludwig-Wucherer-Straße 
were potentially fatal. At a distance of 70 meters, the shotgun is 
hardly effective, Weber explains. The lawyers of the Nebenklage 
consider this to be unimportant, because  himself hardly knew 
the effectiveness of his weapons.

Right-wing extremist in the courtroom

In addition to the two attorneys, the defendant has other 
supports in the courtroom, as demonstrated by an incident 
involving an unprotected bystander with mouth-to-nose pro-
tection. A Nebenklage lawyer recognized the woman as a 
right-wing extremist. When the woman justifies the absence of 
a mask with a medical certificate, Judge Mertens shows her the 
document - and then decides that an asthmatic condition for 
a person sitting quietly is not a reason for a mask exemption. 
The woman leaves a little later with her companion.

Even though this Tuesday is exclusively devoted to weapons: 
the ideology of the accused is even found in the equipment. 
Shortly before the end of the trial day, Mertens shows pictures 
of ’s home-made ammunition, including specially prepared 
shotgun cartridges. Instead of lead bullets, they contained a 
penny. For the attack,  had painted the coins with swastikas 
and SS runes.
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Cat girls and swastikas - What 
Investigators Find on the Kil-
ler’s Computer

No hobbies, no friends: the world of the Halle bomber was the in-
ternet. In the terrorism trial, investigators describe what they found 
on the partially erased hard drives. In the afternoon, he is on the 
benches of the attorneys for the prosecution of complicity.

Magdeburg/Halle (Saale) - As the police storm the murde-
rer’s room, the deletion program is already underway. Recording 
data by data recording, the computer cleans the hard disk by 
itself. This is exactly how  planned it on the day of 
his attack, this is exactly how he programmed his PC before 
he attacked the synagogue in Halle on October 9, 2019. He 
knows that the emergency forces will search his living quarters 
a few hours later. And he wants to make things as difficult as 
possible for the police.

For the computer in ’s small room in Benndorf (Mans-
feld-Südharz) is the gateway to the world of the assassin’s 
hateful thoughts. The 27-year-old had no friends, no sports 
club, no hobbies. Only the PC in his mother’s apartment - with 
him  plunged deeper and deeper into a world of hatred over 
the years. Years during which he became an assassin who 
wanted to kill as many Jews and Muslims as possible.

How did it come to this? Internet activities are a central 
complex in the terrorism trial against  How was  
able to radicalize himself so strongly on the net? In what forums 
did he hang out, with whom did he exchange information? And 
are there any traces of allies?

Terrorism trial: data remains encryp-
ted

A 24-year-old official from the Federal Criminal Police Office 
(BKA) took the witness stand on Wednesday. He describes 
how  tried to cover his tracks on the Internet. 

“In part, the data had already been deleted,” the investi-
gator said. 

13% of the hard drive was already unreadable when the 
police arrived in Benndorf on the evening of the day of the 
crime. Some data fragments can be recovered by the BKA 
experts, other data sets remain encrypted until today. This is 
also because the accused does not cooperate with the inves-

tigators: Criminologists find a number of encrypted data files. 
“But the defendant was not willing to give us the passwords,” 

says a second police inspector.
But the readable data already shows clearly in which 

world Internet  has moved: Besides violent videos, neo-Nazi 
symbols and IS propaganda, the investigators also find vast 
quantities of sexist comic book images. They show cartoon 
girls in Japanese style - but “degraded into sex objects”, as 
one criminal investigator described it. Some of the images mix 
what should be child-focused

Comic style with Nazi symbolism: anime girls under the 
swastika. “Cat girls”, as noted by the investigators in their notes. 
It is a wild mix of violent videos, Nazi aesthetics and sexism 
that the investigators explore step by step.

The BKA is convinced that much of the material comes 
from what are known as “image boards” on the Internet: inter-
national discussion forums whose operators want to propagate 
total freedom of opinion and therefore tolerate practically all 
contributions from their anonymous users. It does not matter 
what they write. It ranges from cooking recipes to political 
discussions to anti-Semitic hate speech. “There is a digital right 
there,” a responsible official told the court on Wednesday. The 
councils, he said, are a veritable buffet of conspiracy theories, 
racists and sexists - from every corner of the world.

That  has plunged into this world, he has already 
willingly admitted - but on his contacts he is ironically silent, he 
doesn’t want to blacken anyone. When Judge Ursula Mertens 
interrogated the officials, it became clear for the first time 
what efforts the police made to discover ’s digital 
environment. The investigation was carried out by 270 inves-
tigators, according to an official. Even the European police 
agency Europol evaluated some of the confiscated devices 
and data. The police also secured the USB keys. One of their 
problems: The assassin used so-called TOR technology to 
access the Internet, which covered his tracks on the Internet 
by encrypting them.
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Investigators on the stand often 
shrugged their shoulders

Comic girls and Nazi symbols:  is apparently 
attached to his wild collection. During his interrogation by the 
BKA after the crime, he is said to have asked the police officers: 

“I can’t retrieve the data, can I? I have some of them that 
are dear to my heart, the 3,000 anime images, the music, I’d 
like to get them back”. 

He got so involved in the world of Internet forums that he 
was speaking more and more English in the offline world: a 
colleague teaching his mother explained on Wednesday that 
Claudia  had to search for the terms that her son was using 
more and more often.

In the afternoon, he gets agitated on the benches of the 
Nebenklage lawyers: The more detailed reports the BKA offi-
cials are supposed to make about bulletin boards and Internet 
culture, and the more precise the questions become, the more 
the investigators on the witness stand just shrug their shoulders. 
Among them is an expert who is supposed to give information 
about ’s behaviour in computer games.

She states for the record that he spent over 100 hours in 
ball games, but that the witness himself did not examine and 
try the games. 

“I’m not a gambler,” he says to the question of the stunned 
joint plaintiffs. 

Lawyer Kati Lang returns in disbelief: 
“The BKA entrusted the evaluation to you, who have no 

idea about the games and the steam”? 
The 41-year-old witness pauses for a moment. 
“Yes.”

Trial against  the lawyers 
contradict each other

The Nebenklageanwälte are also dissatisfied with the 
billboard survey. The BKA did not drill deep enough, criticises 
Kristin Pietrzyk. Even the screenshots had not been taken by 
an officer during his investigation. The joint complainants have 
already requested that an independent expert on Internet culture 
be heard on the boards.

But then, for the first time, there was a dispute between the 
plaintiffs’ lawyers : Pietrzyk and Alexander Hoffmann want to 
establish in detail that  and the Christchurch bomber 
acted on the basis of the same conspiracy theory - namely the 
Great Exchange theory, according to which governments would 
like to replace their own populations with migrants. Prosecutor 
Jan Siebenhüner disagrees with his colleagues: The trial must 
remain focused on , he said. 

“The only one who is happy that these theories are sprea-
ding is the defendant.”
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How Halle’s assassin radica-
lized himself on the Internet

Investigators found photos of deportees being taken to gas cham-
bers at the author’s home. The analysis of the seized storage media 
of the Halle synagogue bomber once again confirmed his antisemi-
tic and right-wing extremist views.

Several investigators from the Federal Criminal Police Office 
(BKA) testified on Wednesday before the Higher Regional 
Court of Naumburg, which is hearing the case before the Re-
gional Court of Magdeburg, that the evaluated files were full 
of National Socialist, anti-Semitic, homophobic and misogynist 
content. Investigators found images with drastic depictions of 
violence, deportees being taken to gas chambers, and Japanese 
comic book characters with a Nazi background.

In addition,  would also have used Internet forums 
in which such contents are shared anonymously. In one of these 
so-called picture boards, the murderer from Christchurch (New 
Zealand) was also allegedly glorified.

Testimony Another witness, the principal of the elementary 
school where the accused’s mother had worked, gave clues 
that only revealed a frightening picture in hindsight. She was 
shocked that the son of an ethics teacher could commit such acts.

For example, she learned after the assault that the mother 
had allegedly told a colleague: 

“I am very afraid that something bad will happen soon”. In 
2019, the principal herself also wants to have noticed a change 
in the teacher, she had thin and sensitive skin.

Based on the mother’s statements, she had concluded that 
 was more of a right-wing extremist, the witness 

said. He is said to have rejected other cultures in Germany. 
Sometimes it is said that  only spoke English 
with his mother. In the video, which the 28-year-old himself 
broadcast live on the Internet from the crime scene, he gave 
a speech in English.

In addition, music was found with 
anti-Semitic, glorifying violence and 
racist lyrics

Two BKA officers reported on the evaluation of the files on 
the accused’s computer, laptop, USB key and cell phone. The 
documents contained clear references to the terrorist attack on 
two mosques in Christchurch on March 15, 2019, references to 
National Socialism, images with drastic depictions of violence, 
deportees being taken to gas chambers, and Japanese comic 
book characters with a National Socialist background.

In addition, music with anti-Semitic, glorifying violence and 
racist lyrics was found. A cell phone contained virtually no 
contacts; the accused claims to have bought it specifically for 
the crime. At times, as many as 270 officers were deployed 
to the investigative unit responsible at the BKA, explained a 
representative of the federal prosecutor’s office.

BETER  had committed an attack on the Halle 
synagogue on October 9, 2019 on anti-Semitic, racist, and 
xenophobic grounds, shooting two people and wounding others. 
Federal prosecutors charged him with two counts of murder and 
several counts of attempted murder, as well as other crimes.

He intended to use explosive devices and firearms to enter 
the locked synagogue to kill as many Jews as possible. On 
the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, 52 worshippers were 
staying there.  is subject to a life sentence if convicted. In 
addition, subsequent pre-trial detention is a possibility.

The trial will continue on September 1, 2, 8, 9, 15, 16, 22, 
23, 30 September, October 13 and 14 and November 3, 4, 
10, 11, 17 and 18 (starting at 9:30 am each).
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A nightclub full of weapons
Sixth day of trial on the neo-Nazi attack in Halle. Questions about 
accomplices. The author began to obtain weapons and ammunition 
years ago.

In the trial of the far-right terrorist murderer , 
which continued on Tuesday in Magdeburg, the story of the 
isolated and confused author, who had radicalized without 
being noticed, is increasingly collapsing. According to , 
the neo-Nazis had already begun to obtain weapons and ma-
terials for the construction of the synagogue in Halle/Saale 
more than seven years before the attack on October 9 last 
year. Some orders were even placed by ’s mother. This 
was revealed by interviews with the police officers in charge 
of the investigation.

In the meantime, the police have deemed it “irrelevant” to 
pursue an important lead on possible conspirators. For example, 
the police had discovered that the two W. brothers in North 
Rhine-Westphalia s had downloaded and distributed in 
right-wing forums files on his weapons, the preparations and 
the attack itself. Chief Detective Oliver D., when questioned by 
a Nebenklage lawyer, admitted this. However, the police had 
considered both men “irrelevant”. They were no longer under 
investigation and there was no suspicion of 

“right-wing extremism,” he said. 
The W. brothers had “not even been aware of what they 

were doing.

The victim’s lawyer replied: After all, one of the brothers 
had already been investigated for incitement of the people, 
she pointed out, and she recalled the charges against the men: 

“And here they say It’s not relevant to you,” she asked the 
witness. 

The officer explained that his agency had sent a “note” to 
the NRW state police: 

“I don’t know what exactly the colleagues did there”.

What  did in the years before the attack, 
his parents don’t want to know either. In his father’s workshop, 
he used a 3D printer to assemble the individual parts of the 
weapons. He used this machine to build silencers and plastic 
magazines for the cartridges. By 2012, the neo-Nazi had pur-

chased his first gun parts and equipment, said Judge Ursula 
Mertens during the interrogation of police officer Raimond H. 
The witness had prepared the report on the weapons of the 
accused right-wing terrorist.  had accumulated them in 
his mother’s apartment, where the young man, now 28 years 
old, lived in the children’s room. In 2015, he had added his first 
fully purchased rifle. The judge showed pictures of ’s 
bedside table: it was filled with guns, nail bombs and ammu-
nition. Not only does the mother claim not to know about it, 
but she allegedly ordered and paid for the guns herself, the 
official said at the judge’s request.

At the time of the planned attack on the synagogue, the 
neo-Nazi was richly equipped with weapons. According to 
police, he was carrying a total of 29 kilograms of weapons 
and other equipment. He ordered some of it from ACC security 
technology in March 2019, shortly after the right-wing terrorist 
attack in Christchurch, he said. When he fled the police after the 
double murder, he was said to have two pistols, 12 magazines 
and 179 rounds of ammunition on him.

From the start of the trial, the defense had asked that the 
scope of the guns made by the assassin be re-examined. This 
has so far not been sufficiently done, said the defendant’s 
lawyer, Hans-Dieter Weber. Because if it turned out that people 
could not have been killed at a distance of 50 to 70 meters, 

“and our client knew this, then it might not be attempted 
murder in all cases,” Weber said.

Secondary prosecutors complained that the intent to kill was 
not only related to this point and that the accused had exposed 
it at length. The prosecution charged him with two counts of 
murder and 68 counts of attempted murder. The victims were 
a 40-year-old woman and a 20-year-old man. Members of the 
Jewish community gathered in the synagogue were fortunate 
that the perpetrator was unable to blow the door down.  
broadcast his actions live on the Twitch platform. In half an hour, 
the feed was viewed 2,200 times. On other channels such as 
Telegram, the video probably went around 10,000 times.
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No doubt about the state of 
mind

Did Halle’s alleged assailant really act alone? In court, it becomes 
obvious that the investigators do not know the online life of the ac-
cused.

Magdeburg taz | And  always smiles. When it 
comes to his “manifesto” at the Magdeburg Regional Court, 
in which he calls for the killing of all Jews. When it comes to 
the Japanese cartoons, which - antisemitic and glorifying the 
Nazis - have been found hundreds of times on his PC. Or on 
encrypted files, which the investigators were unable to decipher. 

 smiles at himself in the dock, as if these were only 
jokes - not preparations for an assassination that claimed the 
lives of two people.

It’s been like this since July, since the trial against  began. 
The 28-year-old right-wing extremist is said to have attempted 
to storm the Halle synagogue in October 2019, where Yom 
Kippur was celebrated at the time. He failed but then shot 
a passer-by and a customer at a nearby kebab restaurant. 
He broadcast the crime live on the Internet, and at the trial 
he admitted it without remorse. And since then, he has been 
acting calmly, if not amused.

On Wednesday, the focus will be on ’s social envi-
ronment. - and the discoveries made on his PC and cell phone. 
Several investigators describe how the killer had prepared his 
computer before the crime. Many data were deleted, others were 
prepared specifically for the investigators. A file - containing 
the “manifesto” and a description of his own weapons - had 
been created especially for the BKA and titled accordingly.

The only question that remains is whether  
collected all this for himself - or whether he was part of a 
larger right-wing extremist online network. In the indictment, 
the 28-year-old is described as a lone author. Even at the 
time of his studies, he was an outsider, never participated in 
political events by his own admission and never found a job 
after dropping out of chemistry school.

But he spent his time, as we saw once again on Wednesday, 
intensively on the Internet, on game portals, where he played 
first-person shooter, or on picture boards, anonymous forms 
of chat. On one of them, the Meguca board, he also posted 
his “manifesto” before his attack: a thin document in which he 
explains in English how he spent months assembling his own 
weapons, spying on the synagogue and giving free rein to his 
hatred of Jews.

But it is precisely these picture boards that make it difficult 
for investigators. They explain that it is impossible to recons-
truct what  wrote in them. Nor what the accused was doing 
in the Darknet, where he was obviously on the move. A BKA 
investigator also admits that the operator of Meguca was not 
contacted until after a television report - but by that time ’s post 
and the entire subforum had already been irrevocably deleted.

 listens attentively, partly amused. While he also testified 
at length during the trial, he remained silent when questioned 
about his Internet activities. He wants to protect “his people,” 
he explains. In his “manifesto”, he named only one “Mark”, who 
left him a Bitcoin donation of about 1,000 euros. However, 
investigators found no evidence of this existence. Instead,  
openly paid tribute to the Christchurch bomber, who shot 51 
people in two mosques in New Zealand in March 2019.

Colleague of the defendant’s mother: “Looking back, a 
frightening picture emerges”. He tested his weapons in his 
father’s shed.

It is now the principal who describes that she had only 
seen  twice in passing, but that the mother had talked about 
her son in college. How did he read the Koran, the learning to 
weld, sometimes only spoke English with his mother and did 
not agree with the fact “that so many cultures live in Germany”. 
She didn’t think about it at the time, he said. “Now, in retrospect, 
a picture emerges, a frightening picture.”

 stares at his desk as he does so. His mother had to 
receive psychological care after the crime, has since stopped 
teaching and attempted suicide. In a suicide note, she lamented 
the loss of her son, but also alluded to anti-Semitic resent-
ment. A colleague, on the other hand, described ’s mother 
as politically unsuspecting and a reliable colleague. That the 
son of an ethics professor, of all people, should commit such 
an act “shocks me very much”.
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 interrupts an official on the 
functioning of the weapons

In the trial of Halle’s murderer, the police report on the accused’s 
activities on the net - and analyze how he built his own weapons. 
Meanwhile,  watches with interest - and laughs.

When the accused is taken to the Magdeburg courtroom 
in the morning, the first thing you hear is the clicking of ankle 
bracelets. It is reminiscent of a prisoner from the Middle Ages. 
It is not clear from whom the danger is supposed to emanate 
here:  is bound hand and foot, and everyone 
in the room has been searched as thoroughly as if they were 
flying to New York.

So, if heavily armed and masked men and women give you 
a sense of security, you’ve come to the right place. In keeping 
with the threat, the first topic discussed Tuesday was the arsenal 
of weapons  acquired in the months before the crime. 
In front of the accused, an officer from the Federal Criminal 
Police Office laid out the evidence. Like Christmas presents, 
the police had wrapped the handmade weapons in cardboard 
boxes, carefully protected by a transparent film.

One by one, the police officer unwrapped the air gun, 
submachine gun, pistol, rifle and knife. It could be seen that 
the weapons had been provisionally assembled. They were 
nevertheless deadly:  murdered two people in Halle on 
October 9.

The officer had little use for the DIY weapons. 
“It didn’t work for us”, “badly assembled” and “badly manu-

factured ammunition”, judged the weapons expert. 
, however, seems to enjoy reviewing his weapons. 

He also smiled and laughed several times when the policeman 
explained to him how they worked. Several times he spoke up 
to try to improve the officer or explain details. As if it were an 
ordinary technical conversation. “If that’s what you mean,” the 
officer replied curtly, or “I’ll make a note of that.

“And you stop laughing, Mr. ”

When the policeman had to describe the effect of the gun, 
he would stand in front of , point his thumb at him and say, 

“I’m going to bring you this far.” Then he took three steps 
back and said, “There’s no more of that here.”

Finding the truth as a farce: On Tuesday and Wednesday, 
the criminal senate of the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg 
continued to try to shed light on the context of the crime. 
Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens questioned several BKA 
officials, who were mainly concerned with ’s activities 
on the Internet. Antje W., the principal of the school where 

’s mother Claudia worked, also spoke on the witness 
stand about his relationship with his colleague, who is no longer 
employed as a teacher.

The two days of the trial made it clear how difficult it is 
to trace the radicalization of the defendants. Police officers 
evaluated hard drives, transferred data from USB sticks, and 
read documents that  posted on the Internet before the 
crime (“pre-action report”). They contacted an online gaming 
provider in the U.S. and verified which games  was playing. 
Unsurprisingly, they came across antisemitic images, drawings 
and slogans that were racist, misogynistic and xenophobic. But 
they couldn’t understand exactly who and what  was 
communicating with in the discussion forums.

Judge Mertens tried to paraphrase only the content of the 
hate material, so as not to give  the opportunity to spread 
his propaganda further. When a defense attorney asked her an 
explicit question about the antisemitic descriptions, Mertens 
interrupted her: 

“We don’t want to give him a forum, please don’t ask questions 
about that exactly,” she asked. The defendant answered with a 
smile. “And you stop laughing, Mr. ,” reprimanded Mertens.

Director Antje W. gave an insight into the mother’s emotional 
life. She described Claudia  as a good teacher who had 
prepared carefully and was dedicated. 

“She loved her son,” she said.
Claudia  had talked a lot about her son Stephan and 

had, for example, been very worried about him when he was 
seriously ill at one point. 

“It shocks me very much that the son of an ethics teacher 
could commit such an act,” said Antje W. But Claudia  
seemed to suspect that something was imminent, that clouds 
were gathering over her house. 

“At one point, she said she was afraid her son would do 
something wrong,” said the witness.
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Nebenkläger criticize the in-
vestigation into the Halle 
bombing

Several lawyers have expressed dissatisfaction with the work of the 
BKA. The main issue is the investigation of the defendant’s activi-
ties on the Internet. Lawyers for the Nebenklage criticized the Fede-
ral Criminal Police Office (BKA) and its investigations into the right-
wing terrorist attack in Halle.

Investigations into the activities of the accused on the 
Internet, many representatives of the Nebenklage were dis-
satisfied with the procedure. The BKA gave the impression in 
the trial “of a lame patient who is behind the times”, said the 
Nebenklägeranwalt David Herrmann.

Previously, the court had questioned BKA experts on the 
Internet, computers and games who had been involved in the 
investigation. The investigators were unable to answer the 
questions of the lawyers because the relevant aspects had 
not been examined. For example, the gaming expert admitted 
that she had never played any of the games that the defendant 
had played online.

The online communities expert stated that the forums in 
which the defendant spent time were not monitored over the 
long term and that it is not possible to track who is active in 
them. The reactions of online communities to the attack were 
also barely determined, he said.

The trial has been ongoing since July 21 at the Higher 
Regional Court in Naumburg. Due to lack of space, the trial is 
taking place at the Magdeburg Regional Court. At the begin-
ning of the trial, the 28-year-old defendant admitted that he 
tried to massacre the Halle synagogue on October 9, 2019, 
while heavily armed. After failing to enter the synagogue, the 
man shot a 40-year-old bystander and then a 20-year-old in 
a kebab restaurant.
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Sixth day of the murder trial 
in Halle: shots fired in Helbra 
that no one heard

A table full of weapons - on the sixth day of the trial, the rifles 
and pistols that Halle’s assassin had built and used were shown. 
BKA investigators testified in court. According to this,  had 
already bought the first weapons in 2011 and used them in the 
middle of Helbra on a trial basis.

On a table in the courtroom are the eight rifles and pistols 
used to kill two people, seriously injure two others and trau-
matize dozens. They are oblong boxes. Stickers from the BKA 
indicate what is inside.

Opposite the Respondent is Ismet Tekin, which  
fired at on 9 October 2019 in Ludwig-Wucherer-Straße. He 
stared expressionlessly at the weapons with which a person 
was shot in his store, the Kiez-Döner. Later, he told his coun-
terpart’s behavior that this annoyed him.

- He is somehow proud of what he has done. For him, 
nothing matters: who died, who was hurt, who was shaken. 
Ismet Tekin, victim

Tat prepared for years

Halle’s assassin had apparently bought weapons or weapon 
parts earlier than previously known. In court,  had 
previously stated that he had not prepared the attack on the 
Jewish holiday of Yom Kippur until March 2019. He cited the 
attack in Christchurch, New Zealand, as the trigger.

But investigators from the Federal Criminal Police Office 
paint a different picture: the accused had already bought a 
sword and combat knife from the Glock company in 2011. 
Eight years later, he had both weapons on him when he killed 
two people in Halle.

In 2012,  had started to order chemicals, metal 
parts and special tools for the construction of weapons and 
the production of ammunition over the Internet. From the first 
chemical order (zinc powder), investigators cannot say whether 
it was used to make weapons. From May 2015 at the latest, 
it became clear that at that time the accused ordered 11.3 
kilograms of lead shot online for the production of ammunition. 
In 2017, for example, precision tubes have since followed many 
other parts and chemicals.

Weapons fanatic since his youth

The defendant himself had already testified on the first 
day of the trial that the refugee crisis in 2015 had driven him 
to make weapons. Overall, this is consistent with the results 
of the financial investigation, said one of the six BKA investi-
gators who were interviewed on Tuesday. In fact, most of the 
components were purchased after 2015, he said.

However, further research conducted by MDR Exat and 
MDR sachsen-anhaltprovides a better understanding of the 
situation. Already in June 2020, MDR journalists were able 
to talk to a former acquaintance of  in Benndorf. 
According to this, the accused was already fascinated by 
weapons in his youth.

From 2007 to 2008, ’s sister had tried to integrate 
his brother into her own circle of friends. Maik Langner, the 
acquaintance at the time, told MDR sachsen-anhaltthat 

 was already very interested in weapons. The conversations 
revolved around weapons; for example, ’s experiences 
in the Bundeswehr during shooting training with the standard 
weapons P8, G3 and G36. At that time, however, he had not 
yet spoken of an intention to manufacture weapons himself.

Weapon tests in the hangar

The defendant himself said today that he had also tested 
all his weapons: In the shed of his father’s house in Helbra, 
he had fired at least one shot with each weapon to test it. A 
wooden box with cloth and several wooden planks would have 
served as targets. No one had apparently heard this and had 
become suspicious.

No one cared anymore. The risk of it being heard is great. 
But does anyone care? Expert of the Federal Criminal Police 
Office on the test firing in Helbra
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Day six of the trial: the ac-
cused holds expert discus-
sions on the construction of 
weapons

The trial of Halle’s attacker continued on Tuesday. On the sixth day 
of the trial at the Magdeburg Regional Court, the focus was on the 
origin and function of the attacker’s weapons - sometimes with len-
gthy discussions on the details.

The trial of Halle’s murderer continued at Magdeburg 
Regional Court on Tuesday. The Magdeburg trial focused on 
the weapons and explosive devices used by the 28-year-old 
woman. An expert opinion of the Federal Criminal Police Office 
had already proven that all the defendant’s handmade firearms 
could cause fatal injuries.`

During the trial, it was discussed in detail until noon how 
the defendant had obtained which weapon. It also involved 
individual parts from which he made weapons using a 3D 
printer. He had ordered many parts over the Internet. Some 
of the weapons - such as a sword - were purchased by the 
defendant long before he began planning the attack, according 
to his own statement. The trial also clarified the weapons on 
which the man had been trained by the Bundeswehr.

Ineffective Incendiary Devices

A total of six witnesses and several experts were called 
on Tuesday. After the lunch break, the focus was first on the 
accused’s incendiary and explosive devices. According to an 
expert witness, the incendiary devices used by the defendant 
were not capable of causing serious damage.

The situation was different with IEDs. Replicas and tests 
showed that they represented a deadly danger, explained 
one expert. The defendant also listened with interest to the 
explanations and then had some kind of technical discussion 
with the expert, reported trial observer Roland Jäger.

Finally, the effectiveness of the defendant’s firearms was 
discussed. This included the question of what damage the 
defendant could do with them - intentionally or unintentionally 
- over longer distances. He himself explained how he tested 
the weapons in a shed.

Confession at the beginning of the 
trial

The trial has been taking place since July 21 at the Higher 
Regional Court of Naumburg. Due to lack of space, the trial is 
taking place at the Magdeburg Regional Court. At the begin-
ning of the trial, the defendant had admitted that he had tried, 
heavily armed, to provoke a massacre in the Halle synagogue 
on October 9, 2019. At that time, 52 people were celebrating 
the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. After failing to enter 
the synagogue, the man shot a 40-year-old passer-by passing 
by and then shot a 20-year-old man in a kebab restaurant.

Verdict expected in November

The federal prosecution charges Halle’s killer with two 
counts of murder and 68 counts of attempted murder. In 
addition to two representatives of the federal prosecutor’s 
office and the two defence lawyers for the accused, five judges 
and 45 co-defendants are participating in the trial, who are 
represented by 23 lawyers.

Partly because each of these 23 lawyers has the right to 
question any witness, the examination of witnesses during the 
trial has at times taken longer than expected. The trial, which 
was scheduled to end in mid-October, is not expected to render 
its verdict until November.
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Day 7 of the trial: BKA inter-
rogation yields few results

After discussing the weapons arsenal of Halle’s assassin the day 
before, the focus on Wednesday was on his contacts and possible 
confidants. However, the statements on this point and on various 
documents of the accused remained vague.

The trial on the Halle bombing continued on Wednesday in 
Magdeburg. The court tried to take a closer look at the social 
environment of the defendants. This should also include his 
movements and contacts on the Internet. The subject has 
already been the subject of part of the court hearing on the 
fourth day of the trial. Six witnesses were called, including the 
principal of the elementary school the accused attended. In 
addition, online experts from the Federal Criminal Police Office 
were questioned by the court.

The accused’s mother was afraid of a 
bad event

The director of the elementary school worked with the 
accused’s mother for a long time. They constantly exchanged 
information about the latest murderer. For example, the tea-
cher was aware of the serious illness from which the accused 
suffered a few years ago and also of the close relationship 
between her colleague and her son. In addition, she reported 
that the murderer had only spoken to his mother in English 
for some time and that he had been negative about migration 
and asylum.

About a year ago, the director had noticed a change in her 
colleague. She was thin-skinned and quiet, the witness said. 
The accused’s mother reportedly told a colleague that she 
was afraid something bad would happen. Later, the mother’s 
behaviour returned to normal.

Gambling behaviours do not provide 
indications

Subsequently, these were various written documents that 
the accused had downloaded before and during the crime. With 
these, he wanted to document the objectives and procedures 
during the attack. The documents were examined by employees 
of the Federal Criminal Police Office. As well as anti-Semitic 
or misogynistic entries in various newsgroups and music 
glorifying violence, which the police found on the accused’s 
PC. Investigators were only rarely able to make substantiated 
statements on this subject.

Interrogating another BKA officer about the accused’s 
gambling behaviour was also of little value. The evaluation of 

the various chat rooms - the “picture boards” - did not yield 
any serious news either. Except for the statement that it is very 
difficult to get hold of the data or the operators of the forums.

The collection of the accused’s 
weapons

The day before, the collection of weapons, which the accused 
had with him on the day of the crime, was in the spotlight. He 
had apparently built this up over the years. Police officials in-
dicated what weapons were found with the accused, including 
pistols, knives, and a sword. In addition, the operation of the 
various weapons as well as incendiary and explosive devices 
were discussed in detail. Some components of the weapon 
apparently came from a 3D printer. The defendant had placed 
numerous weapons in the bed drawer.

Verdict expected in mid-November

On October 9, 2019, the defendants carried out an attack on 
the Halle synagogue on anti-Semitic and xenophobic grounds, 
shooting two people and wounding others. Federal prosecu-
tors charged him with two counts of murder and 68 counts of 
attempted murder, as well as other crimes. He intended to use 
explosive devices and firearms to enter the locked synagogue 
to kill as many Jews as possible. On Yom Kippur, the highest 
Jewish holiday, 52 worshippers were present.

If found guilty, the murderer risks a life sentence. In addition, 
subsequent preventive detention is possible. In the meantime, 
the court has scheduled further hearings. The verdict can now 
be expected on November 18.
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Seventh day of the Halle mur-
der trial: the BKA, the “lame 
patient”

Investigators from the Federal Criminal Police Office were unable 
to answer questions about the accused’s gambling activities and 
other Internet movements. Wednesday’s witness interviews re-
vealed major gaps in this area of investigation. During this process, 
officers had found and evaluated a vast collection of data on the 
accused’s computers and data carriers.

The Federal Criminal Police Office does not seem very 
confident on this day of the trial. At the same time, the first 
statements concerning the seized files were still very detailed. 
The impression given by the investigators who studied the 
movements of the accused on the Internet is quite different.

The photos, videos and memes seized came from discussion 
forums and image forums in which  was active. He collected 
them and published the images himself in a document he 
called a “manifesto”, which he posted on the Internet - with 
instructions on how to build weapons and other files - just 
before the attack in Halle on October 9.

In which community did  become radicalized?

An investigator told the court that  had collected 
these files over the years on picture boards that are popular 
in the far-right scene. Users post anonymously on the forums, 
glorifying, among other things, the murders.  him-
self had a video of the Christchurch attack on his USB stick, 
which probably came from such a picture board. In addition, 
investigators found two videos of the neo-Nazi Atomwaffen 
division in the defendant’s data.

According to the BKA, the defendants had exchanged 
information with the extreme right-wing community on the 
image boards 4Chan, nanochan, meguca and julay.world, 
among others. On the witness stand, the investigator stated: 
“The ‘right-wing’ sector is an international network inspired by 
other attacks such as the one in Christchurch”.

“They come together by ideological attitudes and no longer 
by nationality.” BKA investigator Peter F. on the witness stand.

Investigators determined that the defendant “visited sites 
with a corresponding ideological proximity. Using the links en-
tered, specifically for the TOR browser, investigators were able 
to partially trace on which platforms the right-wing extremist 
had moved anonymously.

When the president of the court asked what evidence there 
was of contact with other people, the witness had to answer: 

“We could no longer prove the communication”. The defen-
dant smiles and celebrates.

Gambling behaviour is not analyzed

An important role for the accused apparently played the 
Steam gaming platform. Although the Valve operator provided 
investigators with data from two  accounts. - ac-
counts, but investigations of other gambling behaviours had 
not asked those responsible. We didn’t look into the depths,” 
criticizes Nebenklage’s lawyer Kristin Pietrzyk. According to 
investigators, the defendant had spent a lot of time with a 
mock gun building.

An exchange of words between the clerk of the BKA, who 
had written the note on the steamer, and the Nebenklage repre-
sentative, Mr. Lang, testifies to the strength of the testimonies :

“Have you ever been on Steam?”
“No, I’m not a gambler.”
“Did the BKA put you, who have no idea about steam, in 

charge of evaluating the valve application?”
“Yes, they did.”

Picture boards: no screenshots

Another officer who wrote a memo on Imageboards appa-
rently noticed - but did not secure - communications after the 
attack. This investigator says that the attack was discussed on 
the boards with a tendency to gloat. When asked by the lawyers 
if he saved messages to this effect, the investigator replies: 

“It was not his jo
“This is the flaw that we criticize in investigative work - 

because it takes away from us the capacity
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Testimonies raise new 
doubts - No one really knew 
about the plans of attack?

Magdeburg - During the trial of the right-wing terrorist attack in 
Halle, doubts again arose that the accused’s entourage knew no-
thing about his plans.

The headmistress of the school where the accused’s mother 
worked as a teacher told the court on Wednesday testified that 
the mother had behaved very differently in the weeks prior to 
the assault. She had thinner skin than usual.

In addition, according to the director, the mother had told 
another colleague a few weeks before the attack: “I am very 
afraid that something bad will happen soon. The colleague 
didn’t think about it at first, the director said.

A lawyer from Nebenklage then requested that the said 
colleague be called as a witness, Judge Ursula Mertens wanted 
to arrange this. Several Nebenklage attorneys, joined by a 
total of 45 people, doubt that the defendant acted completely 
unaware of his surroundings, as he repeatedly claims.

They consider it unlikely that the defendant, who lived al-
ternately with his mother and father, could have built weapons 
for years without anyone noticing. After the director, on Wed-
nesday the court heard from BKA officials who examined the 
electronic evidence against the accused.
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Far Right Forums - What role 
did violent videos and Nazi 
comics play for ?

Magdeburg - The defendant in the trial for the right-wing terrorist at-
tack in Halle has stored many racist, fascist and anti-Semitic images 
and videos on his computer. This was stated on Wednesday by 
several experts from the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA), who 
have been evaluating the electronic evidence against the man over 
the past few months.

Images and videos of comic books glorifying violence are 
a typical feature of extreme right-wing online communities, 
according to the experts, who often share information on 
image boards. “These are forums designed very simply, where 
people can exchange views anonymously,” said an extremism 
researcher. Jakob Guhl, who researches radicalization and 
extremism on the Internet. “The picture boards seem rather 
out of time, most of the big ones were founded in the early 
2000s,” Guhl explains.

Expert: right-wing extremist picture 
boards are often unmoderated

Originally, the forums were created for the exchange of comic 
book images. Unlike other platforms, he said, there is virtually 
no moderation or other type of intervention on the content of 
these boards, because the operators consider themselves to 
be strongly in the tradition of American freedom of expression. 

“It’s a very curious mix of youth culture, comic books, iro-
ny, references to video games and cross-border humor that 
has become mixed over time with extreme right-wing ideas, 
misogyny, Muslimism and Judeophobia,” he said. “This online 
culture is what the Halle bomber, and several other extreme 
right-wing bombers in recent years, have explicitly referred 
to”. Many, he said, have clearly adapted their life streams and 
so-called manifestos to the public of the paintings.

Far-right humor as a central element 
of the scene

In addition, humor, for example in the form of memes, would 
help normalize extremist messages and attitudes. Humour has 
thus become the unifying element of the scene, Guhl said. For 
example, he said, humor is rooted in both radicalization and 
actions, such as jokes in the manifestos written by the authors. 

“It’s completely absurd, Al-Qaeda would never have written 
jokes in their manifestos, they were far too serious for that.”

In Halle’s trial, the accused often puzzled participants and 
observers because he laughed in the most inappropriate places. 
This corresponds to the scene of the right-wing extremists online, 
says expert Guhl, and is one of the many parallels between 
Halle’s attacker and the right-wing terrorist in Christchurch: 

“The entire video of Halle’s murderer is, after all, virtually 
the same as the one in Christchurch. modeled on the model,” 
said Mr. Guhl. 

“He refers to certain boards, the murderer makes typical 
jokes to him,” said the researcher. “He is clearly inspired by 
these plates and he is performing very clearly for this audience”.
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Online environment and 
contacts at the Halle trial

Magdeburg (dpa/sa) - In the trial on the right-wing terrorist attack in 
Halle, the court wants to investigate the social environment of the 
defendants. Six witnesses were summoned for the seventh day of 
the trial today, the court announced.

They will discuss man’s social environment in the real world 
and on the Internet. Among the witnesses is the principal of the 
elementary school that the defendant attended and where his 
mother taught. The court also wants to question online experts 
from the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA). They are to 
provide information about the circles and forums in which the 
defendant was on the Internet.

The trial against  from Saxony-Anhalt has 
been taking place since July 21 at the Higher Regional Court 
in Naumburg. Due to lack of space, the trial is taking place at 
the Magdeburg Regional Court. At the beginning of the trial, 
the 28-year-old defendant had admitted that he had tried, 
heavily armed, to provoke a massacre in the Halle synagogue 
on October 9, 2019. At that time, 52 people were celebrating 

the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. After failing to enter 
the synagogue, the man shot a 40-year-old passer-by who 
was passing by and then shot a 20-year-old man in a kebab 
restaurant.

The assassin had referred to other right-wing terrorists and 
some online forums on several occasions before, during and 
after his act. He had broadcast the crime live on the Internet 
with a cell phone attached to his helmet. The representatives 
of the plaintiff had pointed out in the proceedings that he may 
have acted as an isolated perpetrator in the legal sense of the 
term. However, his radicalization did not occur in a vacuum, but 
in a global digital space of reference, explained several lawyers.
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Leisure room weapons
The number of deaths in the Halle assassination apparently only 
remained within limits because many of the weapons manufactured 
by  failed.

Magdeburg l On the sixth day of the trial in Magdeburg, 
 follows with interest the explanations of the weapons 

experts. Above all, he seems to want to know more precisely 
how the experts “evaluate” his own weapons, ammunition 
and grenades. On several occasions, he asked the the expert 
himself asks questions. In one case, presiding judge Ursula 
Mertens even has to intervene because the defendant laughs 
when one of the experts speaks.

He reacts angrily when the experts describe some of the 
weapons as “unfit for use”. The right-wing extremist imme-
diately retorts: 

“I know from each weapon what it can and cannot do.” 
Of the eight firearms found on him, seven were home-

made. In addition, there were many other explosive devices 
and Molotov cocktails.

 secretly made the guns in his father’s hobby 
room, mostly from metal parts that he bought quite legally in 
hardware stores or on the Internet. Only the plastic handles 
came from the 3D printer. Using a freely available program, 
he would have written the instructions for the printer himself. 
He then downloaded the files from the Internet.

 also made the explosives and grenades him-
self. According to experts, one grenade had a particularly 
destructive effect.  is said to have built the small 
home-made cluster bomb with a mixture of ammonium nitrate. 
The latter chemical is also used as a fertilizer and triggered 
the explosion in Beirut.

 installed the explosive in a tin can. 
“A total of 219 steel balls were released during the deto-

nation,” explained an expert in non-conventional explosive and 
incendiary devices (IEDs) from the Federal Criminal Police Office. 

According to him, the bullets still had a lethal effect after 

more than 150 meters. The explosion at the cemetery hit the 
tombstones and the wall. One of the steel bullets even flew 
more than 30 meters to the opposite side of the street, where 
it hit a window on the second floor. It went through the room 
and got stuck in the wall above a door. If a human being had 
stood there, fatal injuries would have been quite possible, in 
the expert’s opinion.

Molotov cocktails thrown into the synagogue cemetery, on 
the other hand, were described by an arson expert as largely 
ineffective. Out of five, only three bottles of the mixture of 
motor oil and gasoline even caught fire. Neither the solid door 
nor a pavilion with walls made of reeds could be damaged by 
the arson devices.

A firearms expert refers to machine guns, shotguns and 
pistols as very simple weapons. They were particularly prone 
to failures because  also used ammunition that he 
had made himself. The latter was often too small or gummed 
in the barrel because of a sugar component in the chemical, 
which caused jams.

This ended up saving the lives of many people. Two people 
died on October 6, 2019 under the bullets of his “Luty” machine 
gun. The construction manual of this building comes from the 
British Philip Luty.  downloaded it on the Internet. 
With the MPi, he fired a total of 15 empty shots at the pas-
ser-by Jana L. Later, in the kebab snack bar, after the “Luty” 
jammed, he first took a pistol and later a shotgun to shoot the 
painter Kevin S.. According to expert opinion, the guns were 
all potentially lethal.
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Between violent videos and 
Nazi comics

 would have radicalized on Internet forums. There is a 
strange mixture of extremism and youth culture.

Magdeburg (dpa) l The defendant in the trial on the right-
wing terrorist attack in Halle has stored many racist, fascist 
and anti-Semitic photos and videos on his computer. This was 
stated on Wednesday by several experts from the Federal 
Criminal Police Office (BKA), who have been evaluating the 
electronic evidence against the man over the past few months.

In addition to the files that the accused posted on the Internet 
before the crime, such as his manifesto or a self-interrogation, 
the police also found excerpts from so-called “picture boards”, 
certain anonymous Internet forums. BKA agents also found 
numerous comic book images on the accused’s computers and 
storage media, some with fascist symbols, as well as images 
glorifying violence, videos and links to the so-called Darknet.

The trial against  of Saxony-Anhalt has 
been taking place since July 21 at the Higher Regional Court 
of Naumburg. Due to lack of space, the trial is taking place 
at the regional court of Magdeburg. At the beginning of the 
trial, the 28-year-old defendant had admitted that he had tried, 
heavily armed, to provoke a massacre in the Halle synagogue 
on October 9, 2019. At that time, 52 people were celebrating 
the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. After having failed 
to enter the synagogue came in, the man shot a 40-year-old 
passer-by passing by and later shot a 20-year-old in a kebab 
restaurant.

According to experts, comic book images and videos glorifying 
violence are typical of extreme right-wing online communities, 
which often exchange information on picture boards. 

“These are forums designed very simply where people can 
share anonymously,” said Jakob Guhl, an extremism researcher 
who researches radicalization and extremism online. “The 
image boards seem quite outdated, most of the big ones were 
founded in the early 2000s,” Guhl said.

Originally, he said, the forums were created for the exchange 
of comic book images. Unlike other platforms, he said, there is 
little moderation or other content intervention on these boards, 
because operators see themselves as strongly connected to 
the tradition of American free speech. 

“Since the early 2010’s, more and more right-wing extremist 
ideas have appeared on these sites, also because they could 
thrive undisturbed,” the extremism researcher said.

As a result, he said, a bizarre community has formed on some 
of these platforms. “It’s a very curious mix of youth culture, comic 
books, irony, references to video games and cross-border humor 
that has become mixed over time with extreme right-wing ideas, 
misogyny, Muslimism and Judeophobia,” he said. “This online 
culture is what the Halle bomber, and several other extreme 
right-wing bombers in recent years, have explicitly referred 
to”. Many, he said, have clearly adapted their life streams and 
so-called manifestos to the public of the paintings.

The “jokes” would play a central role 
in this 

“The theme of humor is absolutely central in this scene,” the 
scholar said. If a statement is too extreme for other users, it is 
always impossible to say it was just a “joke”. Moreover, humor, 
for example in the form of memes, helps normalize extremist 
messages and attitudes. Humor has thus become the unifying 
element of the scene, Guhl said. For example, he said, humor 
is rooted in both radicalization and actions, such as jokes in 
the manifestos written by the authors. “It’s completely absurd, 
Al-Qaeda would never have written jokes in their manifestos, 
they were far too serious for that.”

In Halle’s trial, the accused often puzzled participants and 
observers because he laughed in the most inappropriate places. 
This fits the scene of the online right-wing extremists, says 
expert Guhl, and is one of the many parallels between Halle’s 
attacker and the right-wing terrorist in Christchurch: “After all, 
the whole video of Halle’s murderer is somehow modelled 
on the one in Christchurch,” Guhl said. “He refers to certain 
plates, the murderer made for this purpose typical jokes,” said 
the researcher. He is clearly inspired by these boards and he 
is clearly “playing” for this audience.
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Some files remain encrypted
On Wednesday, the trial of Halle’s murderer, , continued. 
Details are in the video around the day of the trial.

Magdeburg l When federal police officers wanted to se-
cure the computer of right-wing terrorist  shortly 
after the attack on October 9, 2019 in his room in Benndorf 
(Mansfeld-Südharz), a deletion program initiated by him had 
already been running for several hours. This should overwrite 
the existing data on his computer at least 35 times.

“13 percent had already been deleted by then,” said an 
investigator from the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) 
on Wednesday, the seventh day of the trial at Magdeburg 
Regional Court. 

The officer in charge of assessing the 28-year-old girl’s 
Internet activities belonged to the special investigation group 
“Concordia”. According to statements by Attorney General 
Stefan Schmidt of the Federal Prosecutor’s Office, up to 270 
officers sometimes belonged to this group.

At least in the so-called back-up files (backup copies 
that the computer creates automatically), the police found, 
despite deletions, not only the “manifesto” of the murderer, 
but also documentation including a self-interrogation and 
plans that the accused put online on the Internet. According 
to the investigators, thousands of small videos and comic book 
images with content glorifying violence, anti-Semitic, racist or 
homophobic were also stored on various data carriers. The 
files also contain pamphlets containing savage insults and 
hate speech against Jews. In addition, how he wanted to kill 
them is recorded in detail.

However, BKA experts also discovered a container of 
encrypted files, which could not be opened so far. Even Eu-
ropol was involved in the evaluation of the computer, said the 
witness. The agency assists national law enforcement agencies 
in the fight against serious international crime and terrorism. 
But decryption has so far failed.

Investigators’ findings on the remaining data carriers, in 
particular the laptop seized from the rental car, confirm one 
thing: the right-wing terrorist had become radicalized on the 
Internet. According to the evaluators, the investigators also 
found traces leading to “image tables” (a kind of Internet forum 
where images and texts can be exchanged anonymously). The 
problem is that the Internet operator deletes the conversations 
every 14 days by default.

In addition, users remain largely anonymous. For three 
of the picture boards visited by , the police found 
traces on his computers. The forums are seen as a playground 
especially by right-wing conspiracy theorists, anti-Semites 
and users with an affinity for violence. The content of the 
conversations remained unknown. Several Nebenklage lawyers 
have criticized this situation. They said that the BKA gave the 
impression of being “a lame patient who is behind the times”. 
The reactions of the online community to the attack were never 
investigated, they said.

A BKA employee who examined the defendant’s online 
behaviour testified that  had spent hundreds of 
hours playing a total of 44 games over the past few years. 
These included games such as Counter Strike, first-person 
shooter games and a gun simulator in which users can take 
virtual guns apart and reassemble them. A “buddy list” of the 
accused during his games could also be established. “However, 
this comes from the years 2014 and 2015,” said the investi-
gator. The information comes from the operators. She herself 
admitted as an expert that she had never played such a legal 
online game before.

The trial against Halle’s murderer will continue on Tuesday 
with the interrogation of witnesses to the crime at the synagogue.
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Why the bomber from Halle 
was not an isolated author

What did Halle’s assassin do on the online portals? With whom did 
he exchange information? Radicalization expert Julia Ebner spoke 
to MDR sachsen-anhaltheute about the role of online portals for 
right-wing extremists - and explains why Halle’s attacker was not an 
isolated attacker.

On the seventh day of the trial of Halle’s murderer, it was 
also a question of determining the role played by online por-
tals in the radicalization of the accused - and whether he was 
really an isolated perpetrator. Among other things, the Federal 
Criminal Police Office (BKA) evaluated what the murderer did 
in the chat rooms, picture boards and the Steam gaming portal 
and with whom he communicated there. MDR journalist Roland 
Jäger writes that the BKA did not make a particularly confident 
impression in witness interviews on the subject.

MDR sachsen-anhaltheute spoke with radicalization ex-
pert Julia Ebner about the role of online portals for right-wing 
extremists. She is a research associate at the Institute for 
Strategic Dialogue in London and analyzes how extremists 
network online and how radicalization works online.

MDR sachsen-anhaltheute: Ms. Ebner, investigators say 
what’s being played on the Steam gaming platform is not 
right-wing extremism. Do you agree with that?

Julia Ebner: What’s happening on Steam is not extreme 
per se, but there are extreme right-wing groups and influential 
people. The extreme right-wing scene overlaps with the game 
scene. We’ve also seen in the attacks of the past year - for 
example in New Zealand and the United States - that members 
of these platforms are becoming more radical.

The bomber himself did not give any details about the 

people he was in contact with on the Internet - he wanted to 
“protect his people,” he said. At the same time, he presents 
himself to the public as a lone author.

The Halle bombing is an excellent example of the danger 
of portraying the assassin as a single perpetrator. He was part 
of a larger network. You can see this in the manifesto and the 
documents he left behind. They are full of references to a 
clearly right-wing subculture. This subculture has a dominant 
ideology and conspiracy theories and already represents a 
wider network. This is why Halle’s killer may in fact be as a 
lone author. Just as we should not label SI-inspired assassins 
as isolated authors.

Halle’s assassin is not the first to have become radicalized in 
these chat rooms and image forums. The authorities, however, 
do not seem to have this area on their radar. Should the digital 
space be monitored - and is it even possible?

It is always very difficult for the authorities to get an overview 
of these channels, some of which are also encrypted. But I also 
think that too little has happened here in recent years. As far as 
right-wing extremism in particular is concerned, until perhaps 
a year ago, the authorities didn’t know many of the terms that 
these subcultures use, the vocabulary and also the places 
where they hang out online. There is a lot of catching up to do, 
not only with the German authorities, but also internationally.
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The BKA gives its author a 
reason to laugh

Seventh day of the trial on Halle’s murder at the Magdeburg Regio-
nal Court. While the perpetrator appreciates his performance, the 
BKA shows shortcomings in the investigation. A report.

A trial for right-wing terrorism is surrounded by a tense 
atmosphere. There were many police officers in the courtroom, 
also heavily armed and wearing protective gear. Extensive 
security checks for the press and visitors. This has an effect 
on the participants, often also on the defendants. Some are 
affected, some are petrified, and some are simply bored. 

, Halle’s murderer, is not

He laughs. He laughs. He’s having a good time. The trial is 
apparently the culmination of a miserable life. Yesterday, the 
seventh day of the trial, it is about his world: the Internet. The 
picture boards, the games, the digital contacts, all this is all 
the more relevant in a man who was obviously very isolated in 
the offline world (see Belltower.News). It wasn’t  who was 
questioned - this had happened before, and although he liked 
to talk about his weapons, he was also monosyllabic about 
his online contacts because he didn’t want to betray anyone. 
Investigators from the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) 
were questioned about their findings.

Could anyone have listened to the 
mother alone?

The beginning of the day of the trial shows, however, that 
 is not amused at everything, even though there have been 

trial days before when Judge Ursula Mertens had to admonish 
the pale little man for not laughing so much (cf. mdr). At the 
beginning of the 26.08.2020, it was especially his mother.  
does not find this funny, he is sitting here rather closed - without 
expression - in the courtroom. 

The headmistress of the elementary school where ’s 
mother was an ethics teacher is questioned. It is obvious that 
the witness does not want to cause more problems for ’s 
mother. She constantly emphasizes the “reliability” of the tea-
cher, praises the students who think that ’s mother is “not to 
blame”. But one also realizes how obviously ’s mother was 
alone among her colleagues at the small elementary school. 

They worked together for decades, but personal contact? 
No, there were only conversations during break monitoring. 
After the murder, the mother went on sick leave and then 
resigned from school. 

Other than that, no

Despite the obviously rather impersonal relationship within 
the circle of colleagues, there are some statements that are 
surprising. The witness said how much Mrs.  loved her son, 
almost idolized him, worried about him, for example because 
he was ill, resisted “daddy” who wanted her son to do an 
apprenticeship when he was not yet healthy. In the circle of 
colleagues, Mrs.  often said that  thought that 
there were “too many other cultures in Germany”. The witness 
nodded vigorously to confirm: 

“She often said that! But did Mrs.  also share this opinion? 
No, probably not. Unfortunately, it was not asked whether such 
a statement was a common topic of conversation during the 
school break, or perhaps a cry for help? After the summer break 
of 2019, Ms. B suddenly had “very thin skin”, expressing to a 
colleague that she feared for , “that something bad 
was about to happen”. But what? No one asked, “I thought it 
was probably still because of her illness”. 

She now sees it in a different light. Along with other in-
formation that the mother brought back from the playground, 
her son is now learning welding, is interested in Bitcoins, or 
has been communicating at home only in English for weeks, 
she sometimes has to check things out because she doesn’t 
know them. 

“Looking back, that’s how thoughts come to you. At the 
time, I didn’t care about that.

Mr.  certainly felt that his son could be a threat. But also 
that she apparently had no confidant with whom she could 
talk and did not seek help.

So far, Stephan E. remains serious. Only when asked what 
the principal would think of the son of an ethics teacher, of all 
those who do this, does he smile. He looks angry.

Catgirls and misanthropy amuse the 
author

But then it’s the Internet and ’s manifestos, and ’s mood 
rises. He takes particular pleasure in seeing the “catgirls” in 
the anime he has included in his document, smiling every time 
he sees one on the litigants’ screens. Thousands of cartoon 
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girls, often with Nazi symbols, swastikas and “black suns”, have 
been saved by  on his computer, laptop and the USB key he 
had with him when he committed the crime. 

During an interrogation, he then asked, according to a police 
inspector at the trial, 

“I can’t get the data back, can I? 
I’m concerned about some of the data, the 3,000 anime 

images, the music [the racist, anti-Semitic rap of “Moon Man” 
from the American alt-right movement], I’d like it back. Also 
on the USB key that the author took with him at the time of 
the crime: a video of the Christchurch bomber. In addition, the 
police found two videos of the “Atomwaffen Division”, a neo-Nazi 
organization that also wants to motivate more people to commit 
right-wing terrorist attacks.

But  is not only happy about his fetish, he is equally 
happy when his racist or anti-Semitic texts and memes are 
put on trial. He is happy when they are read, but he is almost 
happier when the court, defense lawyers and witnesses try to 
paraphrase them, summarize them instead of describing them, 
and have to reprimand each other in the process. 

In the murder trial in Christchurch, New Zealand - which has 
just ended in a life sentence, cf. Spiegel - the verdict to give 
the perpetrator as little platform as possible was sovereignly 
applied. At the Magdeburg District Court, too, attempts are 
being made, but normality has not yet been achieved.  also 
has fun when terms from the Internet world are mispronounced, 
when the court does not understand English racist figures and 
has them translated. 

Investigation in unknown territory

After the attack in Halle, it was said that the Federal Criminal 
Police Office would have to strengthen its Internet skills, with 
5,000 new officers promised (see Süddeutsche Zeitung). This 
process clearly shows how urgently they are needed. After all, 
the trial against Halle’s murderer is, next to the trial against 
the murderer of Walter Lübcke, the most important right-wing 
terrorist trial of the year. 

And the direction of the investigation? 
Young police inspectors, mostly directly from the university, 

possibly chosen by their youth to get information from “this 
Internet”. They are summoned as witnesses before the district 
court. Each one of them has probably made as much effort as 
possible. And yet, the interrogation turns out to be a disaster.

It is obvious that little time was spent investigating B’s on-
line environment. This is quite surprising considering that this 
author had an online environment. The officers gathered all 
the information that could be found in the specialized literature 
and journalism on the subject, and sometimes wrote an email 

to a network, and when that network said there was no data, 
then that was the end of the investigation. At least that’s the 
impression given in the survey (no one would be happier than 
the author if it wasn’t true). 

Have you ever visited one of the Chan, 4Chan, Nanochan, 
Meguca or Julay.world networks that the criminal frequented? 
You can see how people communicate, what content is shared, 
if the author or other previous authors are glorified? No. Are 
you trying to get contact data, connection data to the author’s 
chats? No. 

Remember: the video of the crime was published on the 
“Meguca” forum. Journalists had researched it about a week 
after the crime. Two weeks after the crime, the picture board 
deleted all the data. The request from the police came later. 

Apparently, no one had thought that time could be an es-
sential factor here. Have his encrypted files been cracked? No. 
Do you think they’re still trying? Unclear.  smiles. 

There is another report: a Bitcoin donation, which  himself 
reported, cannot be traced through the author’s email addresses 
available to investigators. Too bad.

When questions become awkward

When it comes to the aggressor’s gambling behavior, things 
get even weirder: 

“Did they try to determine the gambling scores on the 
gaming platforms the aggressor visited? asks the Nebenklage. 

Perhaps this could provide information about the fact that 
 often played against the Germans in the war games he liked 

to play, thus putting his ideology into practice even in his free 
time.  also played a game in which the player disassembled 
and assembled weapons for 82 hours. It would be interesting 
to know which weapons he chose. 

Were they similar to the weapons of the later crime? 
The prosecution does not dare to ask such a precise question, 

because the answer is no, no, no. The “Steam” platform had 
indeed provided data, but had not asked for the results of the 
games. Finally, it ends with the question in the box: 

“So you were instructed to the accused’s gambling behaviour, 
even if you have no idea what gambling is”. “Yes.” But there was 
a colleague from the BKA who knew about the gambling. The 
court was interested in his name. Until the end of the trial, he 
could not be found.

It is therefore not surprising that at the end of the day 
of the trial, a lawyer for the civil party stated that he had the 
impression that the investigating authorities were now miles 
behind the organized online perpetrators. The obvious gaps in 
law enforcement knowledge, the insufficient security of data 
and the lack of knowledge about content and codes make it 
difficult to trace the motivation, radicalization and preparation of 
the perpetrator, but this would be very important for prevention.
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“The BKA is a lame patient 
who’s behind the times”

Common plaintiffs in the Halle trial strongly criticize the BKA investi-
gations. Several lawyers for the joint plaintiffs in the trial of the right-
wing terrorist attack in Halle criticized the Federal Criminal Police 
Office (BKA) and its investigations into the attack.

Investigations into the activities of the defendants on the 
Internet were Wednesday in the trial of many disgruntled 
Nebenklage representatives.The BKA gave the impression 
during the trial 

“of a lame patient who is behind the times”, said Neben-
kläger’s lawyer David Herrmann.

Previously, the court had interviewed computer and Internet 
gaming experts from the BKA who had been involved in the 
investigation. The investigators were unable to answer the 
lawyers’ questions because the relevant aspects had not been 
examined. The gaming expert, for example, admitted that she 
herself had never played any of the games that the accused 
had played online.

The online communities expert stated that the forums where 
the defendant was staying had not been monitored over the 
long term, and that it was not possible to track the perpetrators 
who were active in them. The reactions of online communities 
to the attack were also little studied.

The trial of , a native of Saxony-Anhalt, has 
been taking place since July 21 at the Higher Regional Court 
in Naumburg. Due to lack of space, the trial is taking place at 
the Magdeburg Regional Court.

At the beginning of the trial, the 28-year-old defendant 
had admitted that he had attempted to carry out a massacre in 
the Halle synagogue on October 9, 2019, while heavily armed. 
After failing to enter the synagogue, the man shot a 40-year-
old passer-by and then a 20-year-old in a kebab restaurant.
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“The only one who is happy is 
the defendant”

Seventh day of the Halle trial - satisfaction of the accused and the 
litigators. The seventh day of the trial against , Halle’s mur-
derer, begins with a strange discussion: leave the windows open 
in the trial room or close them? Because a storm is brewing over 
Magdeburg - in the courtroom too, but not for some time.

Trial of Halle’s murderer in Madge-
burg: Witnesses from the Federal 
Criminal Police Office

Six witnesses were called on Wednesday (August 26). With 
the exception of the principal of the school where ’s 
mother had taught ethics until after the attack, the employees 
of the Federal Criminal Police Office will be heard. They had 
all examined the digital life of the accused. They traced his 
movements on “picture boards” - Internet forums on which 
pictures and texts can be exchanged, usually anonymously, 
where he is often rude and marked by racism, sexism and 
extremism. They analyzed the data from the USB keys they 
found in his equipment or in the getaway vehicle.

Officers also examined his computers. But they could not 
analyze everything. When the officers arrived in ’s room, 
a deletion program was already in progress. Thirteen percent 
of the data had already disappeared, and some of it could not 
be recovered. There were also encrypted files. Until today, it 
has not been possible to decrypt them partially. The accused 
is of no help in this regard, he says nothing about the access 
data. An officer of the “Concordia” investigative group, with 
more than 200 people, had looked into his gambling behaviour.

No one wants to give  room 
for racist ideologies

The BKA staff reports, among other things, the manifesto 
and some other documents that  published before 
the crime and that were found on his storage media. Thought 
is constantly being given to how to speak about these memoirs 
without repeating the partially inhuman and anti-Semitic state-
ments and thus give the accused the possibility that his coarse 
world view could find a public space. A fine line, because how 
can one speak of something that should not be said?

Trial participants watch the documents on small screens 
in front of them. Anime with symbols from the Nazi era or 
depictions of violence are also shown. The screens for the 

spectators and the press are switched off. Some images may be 
too disturbing, too “violent”. Few quotations are reproduced by 
witnesses. But invariably, either the prosecutor or the judge will 
refer the matter to the court. intervene.  had enough 
room in this trial to spread his sick and inhuman worldview. 
Everyone agrees on this point, at the beginning.

 played mostly first-person 
shooter

 gambled a lot: investigators found 44 games 
on two accounts on the Steam gaming platform. He played 
the first-person shooter “Rising Storm” alone for 266 hours. 
In other games, he also engaged in building weapons like the 
ones he used in his crime.

 also played multiplayer games, games that are 
played online with and against other people. And that’s when 
the first clouds suddenly gather in the courtroom. For many 
questions that common complainants have, such as who 

 played with or against, or whether his contact list with 
seven other players was tracked, remain unanswered. Either 
the investigators did not go any further, or they simply did not 
follow up, as the interviews reveal.

Nebenklage: After all, wasn’t  a 
lone author?

For some Nebenklage lawyers, this leads to the conclusion 
that nobody can be sure that  was really an isolated 
author. This is the theory that has prevailed until now. Some 
lawyers criticize the investigation and the officers, some of whom 
are just out of law school and are in charge of this investigation. 

“To us, the police are a hungry patient who cannot keep 
up with the times,” said an opposing lawyer.

Other lawyers also do not think that the investigations are 
ideal, but rather see the problem in the lack of data retention in 
Germany and in the poorly equipped and insufficiently trained 
police. What about ? He leans back, smiles knowingly 
and enjoys his show. He gives no answers on Wednesdays.
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The representatives of the plaintiff side 
confront each other.

When the officer who had analyzed ’s manifesto 
and other documents and compared them to the documents 
published by the Christchurch assassin before he committed 
his crime is heard, the storm finally rages in the courtroom. 
Prosecutors are in trouble.

Some argue that the agents were barely aware of the racist 
theories raised in the manifesto and therefore, according to some 
lawyers, cannot appreciate the implications of ’s statements. 
Others, such as collateral counsel Jan Siebenhüner, to see that 
these theories would not have to be displayed in the courtroom 
because the accused would have an even bigger stage in that 
way and it would not matter for the crime committed per se.

Some of the defence lawyers agree with him by banging 
the tables. The representative of the Nebenklage, Kati Lang, 
vehemently opposes it, raising her voice and saying: 

“You have to deal with the theories and talk about it, after 
all, 6 million Jews died because of it”. 

The spectators applauded loudly. Presiding judge Ursula 
Mertens (read a portrait here) is also criticized for siding with 
the investigators, according to some Nebenklage lawyers. The 
judge discusses the case with the lawyers, but she does not 
reprimand the applauding spectators.

Separations irreconcilable

Without agreement in the discussion on whether racist 
theories in general are now important to the verdict or not, 
the day of trial ends. A day that the accused, at least from his 
laughter and smile during the trial, clearly enjoyed. 

“This is exactly what he wants, he wants to turn us against 
each other as joint plaintiffs,” said lawyer Jan Siebenhüner as 
he left the building.

Perhaps the storm will have calmed down by the next court 
day on Tuesday. Because then, a lot will be demanded of all 
parties involved once again. The people who have been sum-
moned are those who are really at stake - the victims. Some 
of them were in the synagogue when  tried to enter 
the Jewish place of worship and cause carnage.
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“Antisemitism, racism and Is-
lamophobia are closely linked”

Jeremy Borovitz is one of the 43 common plaintiffs in the trial of the 
murderer of the Halle bombing. A conversation about his own role 
during the attack, the lack of sensitivity the police and social res-
ponsibility as a common plaintiff in the legal proceedings.

On 21 July, the trial of the Halle assassin, who attacked 
the Halle synagogue and the nearby snack bar Kiez- Döner 
on 9 October 2019, opened at the Higher Regional Court in 
Naumburg, killing two people and injuring others. You can read 
more about this crime here.

Jeremy Borovitz was born and raised in Paramus, New 
York, USA. With his wife, Rabbi Rebecca Blady, he moved to 
Berlin in 2019 as co-founder of “Hillel Germany: Base Berlin” 
to strengthen the young and vibrant Jewish community. As 
part of their “Base Berlin” program, Borovitz and Blady orga-
nized a trip to Halle with a group of about 20 young people 
from across Germany to experience a Yom Kippur service on 
October 9, 2019.

The following conversation is part of a series of interviews 
with some of the co-applicants in the case. Rachel Spicker 
explained to them how they experienced the attack, why they 
chose to file a civil suit and what they hope to gain from the trial.

Belltower.News: How did you experience the attack?

Jeremy Borovitz: When we realized that we were under 
attack, it was as if a switch had been flipped inside me and I 
was now functioning. I focused on getting the group to safety, 
keeping everyone calm and getting to the upper part of the 
synagogue. After locating the two missing group members and 
contacting our babysitter and daughter, we went back down 
to continue praying. It was a very powerful moment. At one 
point, someone told us to stop praying so that we could be 
evacuated. We ended up waiting two hours to be evacuated. 
It was disturbing because until then, the synagogue had been 
felt as a safe space, a safe place. What made the situation 
even more confusing was that we didn’t have a single police 
contact person discussing with us what to do now, but several 
different officers were in contact with us. When we finally had 
to be evacuated, the police gave us a lot of instructions that 
we did not understand and were not explained to us.

For the break of the fast at the end of Yom Kippur, we 
brought our own kosher food. We put everything in a suitcase 
that we took with us on the bus that evacuated us and took us 
to the hospital. We had then fasted for almost 23 hours. The 
police told us that we could not take a suitcase and that only 

one small personal bag per person was allowed. They told us 
that at the hospital they would take us to the cafeteria where 
there would be food. It took some time to explain to them why 
we were not allowed to eat in the cafeteria. In the end, we had 
to take all the food out of the suitcase and put it in small plastic 
bags. After that, I had to argue with the police so that we could 
take our daughter by bus to the hospital. At first she couldn’t 
get on the bus because she wasn’t at the synagogue with us. 
On the bus itself, a nun was waiting for us to offer emotional 
support. A member of our group then asked her to leave the 
bus. Rebecca was the only rabbi and I was the only rabbi there.

After arriving at the hospital, we decided to continue and 
finish the prayer there. During the prayer, the police came to 
me and told me that they needed to inform and question us 
right away about the latest developments. I contradicted them 
by saying that it would take about 20 minutes before we were 
finished and that they would be happy to wait that long before 
we could talk. They were angry and frustrated and said that 
the meeting was more important than our prayer. Finally, an 
executive director of the hospital stepped in and told the police 
to stop interfering and let us finish praying. Thanks to him our 
prayer was not interrupted.

That evening, we went to get our personal belongings from 
the apartment where Rebecca, my daughter and I had stayed 
before. The apartment was above the synagogue. We knew, 
of course, that it was a crime scene, so we asked if someone 
could come with us so we could get our things out of there. 
The police told us that this was not allowed and that we had 
to wait for the state to decide before we could go in. That’s 
all they said. It was the middle of the night, I was still wearing 
only my blouse, we had no clothes and no place to sleep and 
we didn’t know where to put our one-year-old daughter. The 
police were not very helpful. We finally called the hotel where 
the other members of the group were staying and were able 
to stay there.

Throughout the day I was very task oriented. I tried to make 
the group feel calm, knowing that the current situation would 
not last forever. I focused on how I could make everything as 
normal and bearable as possible given the crazy situation. 
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Looking back, I am still grateful to the hospital staff. They 
were very understanding and supported us throughout the 
operation, and they took really good care of us. I can’t say the 
same for the police.

How are you doing today?

For the first two months after the attack, I was super strong. 
I was trying to make sure that our group was taken care of, 
that everything was okay. After a while I got depressed and 
realized I needed therapy. That experience changed something 
in me. I’m not the same as I was before, but I’m still trying to 
understand how this experience changed me.

Why did you choose to become a co-applicant?

I chose to become a co-applicant for several reasons. From 
a purely symbolic point of view, I find it important that the rabbis 
can testify in a German court. But basically there are two main 
motivations for me: First of all, I think the police should have 
done a better jo  As I said before, they treated us as suspects 
and not as victims. There was a lack of humanity: they couldn’t 
see us as people, they treated us almost like a burden, and there 
was certainly a lack of cultural knowledge, a lack of cultural 
sensitivity. I don’t know why, and I don’t want to speculate about 
it. But I expect more from the police. I hope that if we take these 

issues to the courts, we can help change the system in which 
the police operate. Secondly, I am convinced that anti-Semitism, 
racism and Islamophobia are closely linked as ideologies. It is 
no coincidence that the attacker started in a synagogue and 
then went to a take-out kebab restaurant. I think that in a way 
we are privileged here as Jews*Jews. People in Germany are 
more willing to listen to us than people with experience of Tur-
kish or Arab migration, Roma*nija or other persecuted groups. 
I want to use the platform I have as a co-applicant for a good 
cause and draw attention to the fact that these ideologies are 
interconnected. When we tackle anti-Semitism, we must also 
tackle racism and other forms of hatred and discrimination.

What do you hope to gain from this process?

As “Base Berlin”, we organized the trip to Halle to experience 
and facilitate a meaningful and unique Yom Kippur service. As a 
member of the group’s management, I feel it is my responsibility 
to ensure that our views and voices are heard in court and in 
public. I want to make sure that everyone who lived through 
this attack can tell their story. 
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Interview with Yaffa Fogel, 
survivor of the Hall trial

“We need to move away from the myth of the lone author.” Yaffa Fo-
gel was in the synagogue where the right-wing terrorist from Halle 
wanted to go. It calls for a debate that goes beyond the trial.

After a three-week break, Halle’s right-wing extremist mur-
derer is tried again. In October 2019, the terrorist attempted 
to gain access to the synagogue using improvised explosive 
devices. After several unsuccessful attempts, the assassin shot 
a passer-by and the customer of a kebab store. 

The American Yaffa Fogel, 25 years old, had been living in 
Germany for three years. She currently works for a non-go-
vernmental organization in Berlin and occasionally for the 
Neuengamme concentration camp memorial near Hamburg. 
On the most important Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, she went 
to Halle to celebrate it in the local community. Almost a year 
later, she remembers. And makes clear demands.

Jetzt: Ms. Fogel, as a person concerned, how are you cur-
rently following the trial of the terrorist attack in Halle?

Yaffa Fogel: I am experiencing many different emotions. 
This is a completely new situation for me too. I’m an acade-
mic; in my work I’ve dealt with and analyzed trial files from the 
post-war period. But suddenly the roles are reversed and I’m 
the one who is affected. 

This prevents me from deepening the political analysis of 
this attack. Yet that is exactly what concerns me. What still 
helps me a lot is the feeling that I am not alone. As a group of 
concerned people, we drafted a statement that was published 
shortly before the trial - people who were not in the synagogue 
also signed it. We all agreed on what this attack really meant: 
White supremacy (Note. d. Editor-in-Chief). This includes not 
only the author’s anti-Semitic, but also Islamophobic and miso-
gynistic attitudes. Naming this together has been an incredibly 
stimulating feeling.

What brought you to Halle on the most important holiday 
in the Jewish calendar?

I don’t think there are many prejudices. I was also aware 
of the simplification that the East is so far to the right in Ger-
many. But I didn’t want to pass judgment until I had been there 
myself. That was also one of the reasons for celebrating Yom 
Kippur in Saxony. Besides, the trip was free, so I thought, why 
not? I became interested in how, in a place with such a small 
Jewish community, the most important day of our calendar 
would be celebrated.

How do you remember the day of the attack?

In the Jewish calendar, the day begins with the sunset of 
the day before. So we sat together the night before the attack 
and talked with some members of the Jewish community. One 
of them told us that there were still anti-Semitic incidents in 
the area. Joking, he said again - but what’s going to happen, 
an attack? We laughed.

Wasn’t this scenario imaginable?

There is a cultural difference between members of the 
community. Around noon, there was a big explosion outside 
the building, with smoke rising. I automatically slipped into my 
chair. The other Americans in the room also knew immediately 
what was happening. 

We are so sensitive to these kinds of attacks, which are 
always directed against minorities in the United States, that 
we automatically expect the worst. It is interesting to note that 
other people were not shifting gears as quickly. 

We heard the announcement of the volunteer security guard. 
There was no real way out. We fled upstairs to an apartment 
with no exit. The older ones among us had difficulty climbing 
the stairs. Then we waited. For 20 minutes. We didn’t know if 
the police would really come or what was going on outside. 
Those 20 minutes seemed incredibly long.
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“This trial is only one piece of the 
puzzle to trigger a long overdue 
speech in society”

Have security agencies acted appropriately?

When leaving the synagogue, the presence of the police was 
impressive. Nevertheless, the media representatives managed 
to take pictures of us. Throughout the day we received contra-
dictory information about the context of the attack. For me, the 
nightmare only ended when we were taken to the hospital. At 
the same time, everything seemed totally chaotic. It also turned 
out that two police officers in training were passing in front of 
the synagogue during the attack. They saw the attacker - and 
kept driving. Why didn’t they notice that the perpetrator was 
changing in front of a synagogue on the most important Jewish 
holiday? I think he was not considered dangerous because 
he was a white man. If the man had been different, he might 
not have stayed under the radar of the officers. The author 
did not enter the synagogue, which is a blessing. But he still 
killed people. At the trial, an expert assessed the arsenal of 
weapons used. Each of them was dangerous and built to kill. 
He was in the armed forces, he played ball games and was 
able to reproduce these weapons.

How did you experience the first part of the trial four 
weeks ago?

Initially, it was about the terrorist as an individual, about 
his childhood, his character. I understand why this is done, 
but I really hope that now, in the second half of the trial, we 
will focus more on the structural problems that underlie this 
act. This trial is only one piece of the puzzle to kick off a long 
overdue discourse by the whole society.

“We need to move away from this 
myth of the lone perpetrator”

What do you mean by that?

Halle was not an isolated act. The author was not a lone 
wolf. You make it easy for yourself with this story. He certainly 
had the characteristics of the “lone wolf”: he was alone most of 
his life, he built the weapons himself. But he was also on online 
platforms, where he received a lot of support. The videos of the 
attack were intended for a wide audience, even international - 
the author speaks English in the video of the attack.

Are these attacks by “lone wolves” around the world 
connected to each other for you?

The antecedents of the acts are different, but the political 
climate that makes them possible is the same. We need to move 
away from this myth of the lone aggressor in order to confront 
the attack in Halle and launch a societal debate. This perpetrator 
represents much more than the act itself. He represents white 
supremacy, which must be designated as such. 

We congratulate and rely on the fact that we caught this 
individual and then allow these networks to continue to exist.

What verdict do you hope to see at the end of the nego-
tiations?

The outcome of this trial is clear: the perpetrator will be 
behind bars. We could be satisfied with that. But many other 
things must change. For me, real justice is only possible when 
something changes in public discourse as well.

“White supremacy is the problem we 
face as a society”

What might this change in discourse look like?

The perpetrator networked internationally and had a com-
munity behind him. If we don’t want this to happen again, then 
we have to recognize this. After failing to enter the synagogue, 
the perpetrator first attempted to shoot two women and then 
targeted the kebab store. The perpetrator was an Islamophobic, 
racist and anti-Semitic white man who hated women. White 
supremacy is the problem we need to address as a society. It 
includes so many forms of violence and discrimination, but also 
mixing it with conspiracy theories. This attitude is not new. But 
it is new to name the problem as such.

After the attack, there were also calls for increased security 
measures in the synagogues. What do you think about this?

They do not create social dialogue, on the contrary. But this 
is exactly what we need. We need to get closer to our neighbors, 
to minorities, to people who have experienced violence and 
discrimination. We need to look at how racism, anti-Semitism 
and all these “-isms” work in our daily lives. For me, that would 
be a significant action.
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Day 8 of the trial: questioning 
of witnesses from the  
Jewish community

On the eighth day of the trial on the Halle bombing, witnesses from 
the Jewish community spoke for the first time. They recounted how 
they experienced the attack first hand. The singer of the community 
appealed to the defendant.

At the Magdeburg Regional Court the trial of the Halle 
attacker continued on Tuesday. On the eighth day of the trial, 
the witnesses who were in the synagogue on the day of the 
attack were called for the first time.

First of all, a witness was interviewed who - like some 
synagogue visitors - had made the trip especially from Berlin 
for the celebration of Yom Kippur. A few moments before 
the assassin’s arrival, she left the synagogue for a walk. Her 
absence was soon noticed and worried those present. Later, 
with the help of the police, she returned to the synagogue. At 
first, she had not noticed anything about the attack herself, 
apart from a few noises.

An attack still has repercussions to-
day

Later, another witness described how she experienced 
the attack inside the synagogue. Loud noises, the retreat to 
a back room and also the police action that followed until the 
evacuation. Her impression: Some police officers did not un-
derstand that they were dealing with Jews. Both witnesses also 
tell how they dealt with the attack in the months that followed.

Later, the rabbi described the experience from his point of 
view. On the day of the attack, he too was continually surprised 
by the actions of the police. During their interrogation, the three 
men also tried to explain the meaning of Yom Kippur and the 
way it is observed. The fourth witness was the community singer. 
At the end of his remarks, he made an urgent appeal to the 
defendant, stating that his actions had achieved the opposite 
of their purpose. The inhabitants of Halle were brought closer 
by the attack, the cantor said.

The interrogation of a police officer who had assessed the 
traces at the crime scene yielded little new information. At the 
end of the day, the video from the synagogue’s surveillance 
camera was shown.
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Day eight of the Halle murder 
trial: “It stops here and today!

Applause rarely falls in a courtroom. The eighth day of the Halle 
bombing trial is different. The testimonies of four people are so 
strong that they hardly leave anyone cold. A subjective look at what 
made a particular impression on that day.

It is an incredibly strong statement 
with which the first witness in this day 
of trial ends

“He messed with the wrong person. (...) With today, he will 
no longer cause me agony. It ends here and today”. 

Shortly before, she had spoken about how she had been 
diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder after the expe-
riences of 9 October 2019. What helped her the most, she 
says, was her grandfather. A Holocaust survivor. I am probably 
not alone in thinking about how this family must feel when two 
of its members were victims of antisemitic crimes.

The witness gives a vague answer shortly afterwards. Her 
family in the United States would not have been enthusiastic 
about her going to Germany for this work from the beginning. 
But even after the attack it is clear to the witness that she 
will not leave. In Hebrew and English, she quotes a blessing 
and finds clear words that seem to speak more to her than 
to us observers: 

“It stops here and now”.

A clear signal: he did not get what he 
wanted to get

It’s a moment that probably leaves no one in the room, 
except for one person, cold. It is punctuated by the loud ap-
plause of the prosecutors and the audience. A moment that 
burns in the mind and in the heart. It is not the only one on 
this day. What is discussed today on the trial day is extremely 
personal. It is not about forensic examinations and investigation 
results like last week.

It is about how everyone who was inside the synagogue 
on 9 October 2019, and who was the target of the attack, 
experienced that day. More importantly, how did you recover 
from it? That all this is of little interest to the defendant, he 
makes this clear again at the very beginning. When the first 
witness explains that she works for a Jewish non-governmental 
organisation (NGO), he laughs out loud. The presiding judge 
pointed out to him that there was nothing to laugh about here. 
She could also exclude him from the trial. She does not.

He must continue to hear it - and that is good. Because 
the statements of the following witnesses send a clear signal 
to him: nobody will be intimidated by him here. He didn’t get 
what he wanted with his act.

“Two people died because it wasn’t 
me”

The second witness emphasises: 
“We will continue as before. This will not prevent any of us 

from going to the synagogue”. 
His testimony strikes me particularly personally. After ha-

ving described his experience of 9 October 2019 forcefully. 
Answering the judge’s questions about the reasons for his 
presence in the synagogue.

Then she is also questioned about a possible post-traumatic 
stress disorder. 

“The only thing that is still very tense for me and I don’t 
know if this will ever change : I can’t get over the fact that two 
people are dead because I’m not”. 

So much empathy hurts. Here sits a witness who feels 
guilty because it was not her, the young woman of Jewish 
faith, the “target” of the accused, who was hit by the bullets, 
but Jana L. and Kevin S..

The fateful day of Yom Kippur

Among today’s witnesses is Rabbi Jeremy Appelbaum 
Borowitz. As he took the stand, the defendant raised his 
eyebrows. Apparently, he does not like it. Borowitz is not at 
all impressed by this. When the defendant claims his right to 
ask questions and addresses him directly as “Mr. Borowitz”, he 
answers coldly in English: 

“Rabbi Borowitz”.
The rabbi very poignantly describes the context of the hi-

ghest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, and why everyone decided 
to continue his service after the arrival of the police. Yom 
Kippur - a holiday that is part of a ten-day period that begins 
with the Jewish New Year, Rosh ha-Shanah. He says that the 
liturgy states that “fate is written in the book of life on Rosh 
ha- Shanah and sealed on Yom Kippur”. What is the relevance 
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of this proposal for 9 October 2019....
Rabbi Borowitz is also still concerned today about the death 

of Jana L. and Kevin S.. He often thinks about it, probably 
“for the rest of my life”. 
Shortly after the attack, he and his wife thought long and 

hard about leaving Germany. Their babysitter, who was looking 
after their 15-month-old daughter that day, left. 

“Now I can say that I know that Jewish life will continue.” 
In the direction of the defendant he said:
 “We are not afraid, we are not hiding, we are supportive, 

we are noisy and we are heard”. But: we also need participation 
of German society to build a “multicultural society full of love, 
honour and respect”.

Leaving or staying?

Leave or stay - this question was also asked by the fourth 
witness. A question that is understandable after all that has 
already been heard in this trial and after all the antisemitism 
that people of the Jewish faith have to experience again and 
again. But to hear it again here today with such clarity makes 
us sad and thoughtful. It shows that we do not have the modern 
open society that is so often talked about. One that has really 
learned something from its own history. The fourth witness is 
the cantor of the Jewish community in Halle. Like the others, 
he also lives in Berlin, but has long been associated with the 
Jewish community of Halle.

What made him decide to continue? The expressions of 
solidarity and the sign that so many people put up in front of 
the synagogue on 10 October 2019, just one day after the 
attack. And he clearly addressed these words to the accused: 

“I want you to know. I was in the street where you were. 
There were people in the street, thousands of people, and they 

were singing, and very few of them were Jews”. This was, he 
said, the Germany he knew. “I’m going to stay here and build 
a future, my family. And you have to live with it for the rest of 
your life. What you have done has been for nothing”. 

Once again, as with the four witnesses, loud applause followed.

Some things could have gone better

But these first four witnesses who lived on 9 October 2019 
in the Halle synagogue do not just talk about their experience. 
They also talk about what could have gone better - with the 
police and with us as the media. 

“We waited a long time for a policeman to come and ex-
plain to us what happened and what is happening now,” says 
one witness. 

There was also disagreement about how they were going 
to be evacuated from the synagogue, whether or not they 
would be allowed to take the kosher food. There was no privacy 
screen to protect the worshippers waiting on the bus from 
flashes and cameras.

What was apparently missing was the necessary tact. 
“This is particularly evident in relation to our reception at 

the hospital,” said Rabbi Borowitz. Here, he says, the staff were 
very attentive and responsive. “I think the police are better 
at that. They were simply not prepared for such a dramatic 
situation. But I think there is room for improvement here,” said 
Rabbi Borowitz. 

There is also room for improvement for us media profes-
sionals in these exceptional situations. That’s a thought that 
goes through my mind, and I’m sure that one or two colleagues 
outside the courtroom will do the same.
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Terrorism trial against  - 
The assassin’s point of view

For the first time, the people  wanted to kill appear in court: 
Visitors to the synagogue. They talk about fear and insensitive poli-
cemen - and about the desire not to be chased away by a Nazi.

Magdeburg - Germany was good for Roman Remis. In 
1999, he came as a refugee from the Jewish contingent, and 
his family received accommodation and support. When the 
American Jews asked in disbelief, how to live in the land of the 
Nazis, Remis defended his new home. On 9 October 2019, in 
the Halle synagogue, he was performing his service as prayer 
leader and reading Torah when a Nazi attacked the building 
and severely shaken the world view of the Orthodox faithful.

“I wanted to leave as soon as possible 
after that, to Israel,” the synagogue’s 
terrorist was put on trial Tuesday

It is the eighth day of the trial, and for the first time at the 
witness table are those whom the accused, according to his 
own statement, wanted to kill as many as possible. 

 had never met a Jew in his life, but he thought they were 
the masterminds of a worldwide conspiracy.

The prayer leader of the synagogue now reports how those 
attending the service experienced ’s attack. He describes 
the fear, confusion, uncertainty. But he also recounts what he 
experienced a few days later: hundreds of people gathered in 
front of the synagogue to encourage the congregation.

Halle showed solidarity with the vic-
tims after the attack

Remis addresses his lawyer with a confidential question 
and then addresses the defendant directly. 

“I want you to know this: the street was full of people, old, 
young, few Jews. Everybody expressed solidarity and wanted 
to protect the people in that synagogue. You shot two people, 
but you only evoked solidarity and love between people. What 
you did did did not accomplish anything”. 

Applause broke out from the benches of the audience. 
Presiding judge Ursula Mertens did not intervene.

A total of four witnesses from the synagogue reported what 
they experienced that day. One 30-year-old woman described 
the stress and exhaustion that followed the attack. To this day 
she also feels guilty because  wanted to kill Jews, 
but in the end two non-Jews died.

A witness in a terrorism trial tells the 
story of his family

Another witness, Molly S., an American living in Berlin, told 
the story of her family. She said that her grandfather was a 
Holocaust survivor and had lost 100 family members. 

“I was the first grandchild, his everything. He always wanted 
to protect me. Now I consider myself a survivor”.

Victim of the Halle bombing criticises 
the police

He described how the congregation decided to continue 
the services after the synagogue door was shot down, after 
fleeing to a nearby room and waiting in fear. 

“We picked up where we left off in the middle of the third 
section of the Torah reading. It was the most powerful expe-
rience I have ever had in a prayer service”.

The clergy had a bad memory of what they experienced in 
the hours that followed. He formulates it carefully, but his criti-
cism is clear: in his eyes, the police acted in an unprofessional 
and insensitive manner. There had been a lack of information. 
More than that: “For a while, the police treated us more as 
suspects than as victims.

A nun, pastor of the Jews after the 
Halle bombing

When the Jews were evacuated by bus, a police officer 
had forbidden him to take the large suitcase containing kosher 
food. These were intended for the common evening feast after 
the 26-hour fast during the holidays. 

“We had to pack all the items individually in small plastic bags.”
The bus then waited in the street for an hour, exposing all 

the passengers to the press cameras, he said. In addition, the 
police had called in a Catholic nun to act as chaplain. 

“I’m sure it was well-intentioned,” said the rabbi. 
But given the long history of forced Christian conversion 

of the Jews, many would have found it disturbing. “I’m sure 
there are good people in the police force. But they have been 
ill-prepared for a situation like this.
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Day 8 of the trial, Witnesses 
set an example - We will not 
be intimidated

Halle (Saale) - It was one of the worst antisemitic attacks in post-
war German history: The right-wing terrorist attack in Halle on 9 
October 2019 made headlines around the world. Here you can find 
live coverage of the 8th day of the trial against  in Magde-
burg. For today’s MZ report, Jan Schumann and Hagen Eichler. Day 
8 of the terrorism trial against 

16.49: End of the eighth day of the 
trial

That’s all for today. The trial will continue tomorrow, Wed-
nesday - and then with further witnesses of the attack in Halle.

16:22: A surveillance camera shows 
the events in front of the synagogue

A few minutes later, a first police car arrives in front of the 
synagogue. A police officer goes out and sends the passers-by 
away. Even before the arriving officers take care of Jana L., who 
is lifeless,  walks past the crime scene a second time, 
this time in the opposite direction: the murderer flees the city.

16.14: A court watches the surveil-
lance video of the synagogue

Today’s witness interviews are over. However, Judge 
Mertens still allows the examination of one important piece 
of evidence: the video from the surveillance camera in front 
of the synagogue. It shows the entrance area of the secured 
doorway which  fired on during the attack. The 
camera films the door from a higher angle, the wide angle 
captures the pavement and parts of the street.

The film starts with the rental car parked in front of the 
place of worship.  comes out wearing a helmet and 
combat gear, with a gun in his hand. He drops his equipment 
several times, then shoots his shotgun at the door, kicking it. 
But it doesn’t open. The scene from the surveillance camera 
is grim - it operates without sound, replayed in the silent 
courtroom.  shoots Jana L. in front of the church 
and drives away in a rented car. Passers-by find the woman 
dead in the street.

15.41: Official reports from the LKA 
on the work carried out at the crime 
scene on 9 October

This is about the dangerous effect of the explosive devices 
that  threw into the cemetery: the LKA had noted 
a small detonation crater, immediately in which small metal 
balls were found. 

“I suggested that they search the cemetery with the metal 
detector,” explained the LKA expert. The search of the crime 
scene lasted until about 11 p.m. on the day of the attack, “at 
which time it rained heavily”, says the officer. 

A later report from the Berlin Criminal Police Office lists 
more than a dozen sites linked to the B arsenal.

3.27 p.m.: “Massive shooting”: LKA 
crime scene expert on the witness 
stand

The next witness is an expert from the National Criminal 
Police Office (LKA). She reports on the evaluation of the crime 
scene at the synagogue - among other things, the securing of 
the casings and magazines in Humboldtstraße and the grenades 
that  had thrown at the Jewish cemetery. Judge 
Ursula Mertens scrolls through the photos with the marked 
places. According to the witness, LKA experts found “massive 
rifle fire” at the synagogue door.

14:49: Applause for the witness’ tes-
timony in the courtroom

He immediately thought of leaving Germany after the attack. 
“The first thing I thought about was moving to Israel, leaving 
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this country.” His feeling: You pay your taxes here, you don’t 
drive in the dark. And yet, “You want to be a Jew? That’s your 
price. You can get shot”.

But a few days later, he said, he abandoned the plan to 
leave because the solidarity with the community had been 
so strong. A few days after the attack, he said, many people 
mourned and expressed their sympathy outside the synagogue. 
The witness spoke directly to the murderer  I want 
you to know that this street you were taking was full. Full of 
people, and very few of them were Jews. Old, young, adults, 
Hallenser. They were singing shalom.”

That, he says, was the deciding factor in his not leaving 
after all. “I knew it then: this is the Germany I know. I’m staying 
here. Applause in the courtroom among the spectators and 
co-applicants, the judge allowed.

2.35 p.m.: Russian agencies reported 
hostage-taking

The prayer leader had told the faithful at Humboldtstrasse: 
“There has been an attempted terrorist attack.” Only then, he 

said, did he see the shock on their faces. His face was “white 
as a cloud”, described the Jew on the witness stand. 

There followed a long period of uncertainty in the syna-
gogue - what exactly had happened in Halle?

The Russian news agency reported that there was a hostage 
situation. Meanwhile, police cars gathered outside the synagogue 
in the afternoon, “also with NRW and other license plates.”

2.26 p.m.: Interrogation of the next 
witness from the synagogue

The interrogation of witnesses who were in the Halle syna-
gogue during the attack is continuing. A 32-year-old man, who 
was prayer leader on the day of the attack, was summoned. He 
had heard the explosions at the place of worship on 9 October, 

“so I knew it was unusual in this street”.
He had rushed to the screen of the security camera - there 

he saw  shooting Jana L. in front of the synagogue. 
“I will never forget this image.” He said he knew instinctively 

that it was safer for the 52 Jews in the synagogue to stay 
inside. “Slowly I realised it was a terrorist attack.”

He told the congregation to seek safety inside, he said. 
Then he said the witness saw  on the monitor, “at 
full speed, with a gun”. Isolated Jews barricaded the door from 
the inside.

“Every shot was a shot through the heart,” described the 
witness. Apparently not all the men wanted to hide in the sy-
nagogue. “We had to restrain one person, he wanted to come 
out, to fight.”

1:01 p.m.: The judge interrupts the 
defendant’s question to testify

“You describe in some detail how you have - I would say - 
had problems with the deployment of the police,” says 

 To the rabbi. “Are you accustomed to special treatment?” 
The term “special treatment” is considered to be a cynical Nazi 
term and in this context means the killing of Jews, including 
in gas chambers.

12:54 p.m.: Witnesses express their deep 
sympathy to the bereaved families

Borovitz now describes how the authorities were unable to 
tell him where he could spend the night until the night of the 
attack. When he was finally brought back to the hotel, “they 
made a big show of it”: a large number of police cars accom-
panied him, he says. But when he returned to the synagogue 
the next day, no officer had asked him if he needed help with 
his luggage or similar requirements. 

“Again, I’m not trying to personally blame the police,” he 
says. “I’m making these statements today because I believe 
there is room for improvement here.”

Regarding the victims of the attack, the rabbi said he had 
“the deepest sympathy” for the families of Jana L. and Kevin S. 

“I will continue to think of them for the rest of my life.” 
Mr Borovitz also believes it is important to end his speech 

with a proud statement: 
“We are not afraid, we are noisy, we are in solidarity”.

12.37 pm: Rabbi criticises police in-
tervention during the evacuation

Borovitz describes the time of the evacuation of the syna-
gogue in the afternoon of October 9. He criticizes: although 
the Jews did not eat during the day, the police had forbidden 
the rabbi to take kosher food for the worshippers on the bus. 
“Unreal and ridiculous,” Borovitz says in light of the traumatic 
events he has just experienced. “I don’t want to accuse the 
police, but I think it’s better,” he says in court.

In his view, it is also inappropriate for a nun on the bus to 
provide spiritual support. 

“You must know what this does to some Jews,” criticises 
Borovitz, who also talks about “forced conversions” in the past. 

In addition, the evacuation bus had no visual protection, so 
the journalists had taken pictures of the Jews in the vehicle 
for minutes as they waited to leave for the Elisabeth Hospital 
in Halle.

12:26 p.m.: Rabbi used his mobile 
phone for the first time during Yom 
Kippur

Borovitz: “Yom Kippur is divided into four services” - over 
several hours, from morning to evening. In the midst of the 
prayer, the congregation heard explosions and there was a 
“commotion” at the security cameras at the synagogue door, the 
rabbi said. Soon, he said, the congregation inside the building 
was brought to safety while a few men barricaded the front 
door from the inside. 

“The men acted heroically,” said Borovitz.
He describes the unreal minutes of the attack: 
“I clearly remember what happened now - but at the time 

it was almost unreal”. He says he felt as if he was in a kind of 
“limbo”. He said he found similar experiences in the trauma 
literature. “The feeling is also consistent with this holiday,” Bo-
rovitz said. The prayer that the Jews in the Halle synagogue 
said immediately after the attack is the strongest he has ever 
experienced, he said. Then, he says, he did something he had 
never done before on Yom Kippur - he turned on his mobile 
phone to check the news.
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12:11 pm: The rabbi of Berlin takes a 
stand

Jeremy Borovitz will now take the witness stand. The 
American rabbi was in the synagogue during the attack. He 
describes how it came about that Jews from different countries 
celebrated in Halle on 9th October 2019.

“We thought that instead of celebrating in an overcrowded 
synagogue in Berlin, we could do it in a smaller community,” 
explains the 33-year-old Berliner by choice. His wife is also a 
rabbi. “We decided to go to Halle with about 20 people.” They 
rented a car and bought kosher food for the trip. “Yom Kippur 
is my favourite holiday,” says Borovitz. When questioned by 
Judge Mertens, the rabbi explained: “In the Jewish faith, Yom 
Kippur decides how the coming year is going to unfold. “Yom 
Kippur is a time to reflect on the past year, but also a time to 
reflect on the new year”.

11.50 a.m.: astonished at the lack of 
police presence

According to one witness, Judaism in Germany has survived 
worse than this attack. 

“That won’t stop me from going to a synagogue in the future.”
Judge Mertens still has a question about the lack of police 

presence at the synagogue in Halle during the Yom Kippur 
festival. 

“I know that the day before I asked why there were no police 
at the door. Because I am used to that in other cities”. But she 
is “less critical” on the question: “Such a police presence also 
creates special attention”. On the day of the attack, the place 
of worship had only been secured by irregular police patrols, 
but not permanently.

11:29 a.m.: One witness spoke of 
communication “not quite easy”

“How did it happen for you at the time,” asked Judge Mertens. 
The witness describes that community members had 

gathered for breakfast the next day. “
The next day, of course, the adrenaline is still high,” says 

the thirty-year-old. She said she had already tried to contact 
the family of the passer-by who was shot dead on 10 Octo-
ber. “We ourselves received help from an Israeli psychologist,” 
said the witness. “It helped us a lot because we were not 
dependent on what came from the city.” Even after the attack, 
communication with government agencies was “not very easy”, 
she says critically.

11:18 : A witness remembers: the 
first policemen matched the descrip-
tion of the murderer

“I asked our rabbi if we wanted to say a prayer for the 
two dead,” 

described the witness in the afternoon. Then, incredibly, the 
moment when the special police forces arrived at the scene 
of the synagogue: The first SEK policeman with a gun and a 
black helmet looked exactly as the murderer was described 
on the news sites. 

“But I assumed it was the police,” said the witness.
Then, she said, the worshippers were taken by bus from the 

premises. During the police operation, she had the impression 
that not all the emergency forces knew where the synagogue 
in Humboldtstraße was located, the witness said.

11:08 am: The police kept the people 
in the synagogue in darkness for a 
long time

Minutes passed, but the witness only gradually realised 
that a terrorist attack on the place of worship had indeed 
taken place. 

“The idea that someone could shoot at the Halle synagogue, 
among others, seemed absurd to me,” said the 30-year-old. 

She says she fled to the upper floor with the other worship-
pers while  fired his machine gun at the synagogue 
door and threw explosive devices at the property.

In the hours following the attack, the congregation in the 
house of worship had been kept in darkness by the police for 
a long time, the witness criticized. 

“I was extremely surprised that there was not good com-
munication with the police,” she said, “rumours were circulating 
outside” - but she herself had not known for a long time exactly 
what had happened at the synagogue. 

Meanwhile, the surveillance screen was already showing 
a lifeless body in Humboldtstrasse - the passer-by Jana L., 
who had been shot by the murderer. 

“The situation didn’t seem real to me”.

10.58 a.m.: A second witness reports 
the smell of black powder in a syna-
gogue

A second woman from the synagogue is now at the helm. 
“It was my first visit to Halle,” says the thirty-year-old. “We 

had already prayed together in the synagogue the day before, 
we went on another tour of the city.” 

Then, on 9th October, the prayers continued.
“At noon we heard an extremely loud bang, shortly after 

a second bang.” At that point, she said, the witness assumed 
“there had been an accident outside”. But she said the men on 
the security camera at the synagogue door made her aware 
of the seriousness of the situation. “They said run, run!” Now 
she smelled black powder too, the Jewess said. Then there 
were orders in the synagogue: “Stay away from the windows.”

10:24 a.m.: A witness gives a comba-
tive account of the defendant

Judge Mertens asks whether the witness wants to remain 
in Germany despite the antisemitic attack. 

“I am not leaving because of this incident,” the witness 
said. Mertens answers: “Incident: that is an understatement”.

Mertens had no further questions, but the witness still 
wanted to explain something to . 

“He went after the wrong person, the wrong family, the 
wrong co-applicants.” And, “He won’t inflict any more pain on 
me. It stops here and now”.

10:18 : A witness talks about 
post-traumatic stress disorder

The American has been living in Germany for a year and 
a half and works with Jewish communities. Her grandfather 
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was a Holocaust survivor, she told the court. More than 100 
relatives were killed during the Second World War.

Judge Mertens asked the witness what she thought of 
today’s attack. 

“I can only describe it personally,” she said, “after the incident 
I still felt strong. But as the months went by, I didn’t feel good 
anymore”. A doctor diagnosed post-traumatic stress disorder, 
she says. With the help of experts and her family, she said she 
overcame the trauma.

10:13 a.m.: The Jewish community 
had little information until the evening

Judge Mertens asks: 
“When you came out of the synagogue into the street, did 

you notice anything? No, said the witness. “The synagogue is 
a place where I feel safe.” 

The American woman can’t give the exact time of what 
happened - on Yom Kippur, worshippers often don’t carry 
mobile phones or valuables.

Even after the attack, the congregation continued to pray, 
the witness now recounts the afternoon prayer. The head of 
the congregation, Max Privorozki, had let her return to the 
synagogue during the police operation. According to the wit-
ness, the Jews did not know exactly what happened outside 
the synagogue until the evening. 

“There were many false reports.” It was only in the evening 
that the situation cleared up for them.

10:03 a.m.: The witness was very lucky.

“I left the synagogue a few minutes before the attacker,” 
described the witness. Shortly afterwards, she reportedly met 
the attacker in front of the place of worship, she said. She had 
gone for a walk after morning prayers, she said. “I was sitting 
on a bench and suddenly heard a very loud noise coming from 
the direction of the synagogue”.

The Jewish woman had initially thought it might be a defect 
of a tramway. 

“I wasn’t panicked,” described the witness. 
When she returned to the synagogue a few minutes later, 

she says, she saw many policemen outside the place of worship 
and a lifeless body under a tarpaulin.

09:55: Synagogue witness reports on 
Yom Kippur

On the day of the trial the interrogation begins with a 
32-year-old American woman who was in the synagogue on 
9 October. She wanted to celebrate the Jewish holiday Yom 
Kippur with the community of Halle. 

“We came as a group to the city,” described the witness, 
who then witnessed the attack in the place of worship. 

Judge Ursula Mertens wants to know how the celebrations 
around Yom Kippur took place. 

“Did you arrive the day before?” Mertens asked the witness. 
“Yes,” she says. 
The day before, the Jewish woman had already visited the 

synagogue. In the courtroom, Mertens showed pictures of the 
house of worship in Humboldtstraße in Halle.

09.00 hrs: Court to hear witnesses 
from the synagogue

52 people were celebrating Yom Kippur in the Halle sy-
nagogue when the murderer threw grenades at the place of 
worship and shot at the door on 9 October 2019. The first three 
will be called to the bar today as part of the legal proceedings 
relating to the right-wing terrorist attack.

In addition to the three witnesses from the synagogue, 
another investigator from the Federal Criminal Police Office 
(BKA) is to be questioned on Tuesday. As in the previous week, 
the focus will be on the environment of the accused. Several 
Nebenklage lawyers had criticised in court last week that the 
BKA investigators summoned so far had not been able to 
answer many of their questions.

The MZ reports as always in the Liveticker on the process.
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Applause for the survivors
On the eighth day of the trial against the Halle bomber, survivors of 
the synagogue spoke about their fears and experiences.

Magdeburg l It is around noon on 9 October when the Halle 
bomber’s hire car stops in front of the synagogue. He parks 
the vehicle halfway down the pavement. He has his hunting 
rifle within reach, his machine gun hanging from his shoulder, 
and in his hand he carries a

pomegranate. He throws it over the wall and shoots it several 
times at the door with the shotgun. Fortunately, it holds. All this 
allows some of the synagogue’s faithful to be seen through 
the surveillance camera.

There were also 52 people in the synagogue at the time of 
the attack. 20 of them had come to Halle as part of the Jewish 
programme “Base-Berlin”. It was organised by an American 
Jewish couple. Together they celebrated the most important 
feast, Yom Kippur, with four services and partly several hours 
of prayer.

Roman R., 32, is the prayer leader of the Halle synagogue 
on that day and becomes uncomfortable when he hears the 
explosion. He sees the murderer’s car and then the passer-by 
Jana L., who collapses after being shot several times in the 
back. The shock is deep, but instinctively the men around him 
take chairs and build barricades. All they have to do is shout: 
“Run, run!”

They send the women and children to the back of the 
synagogue. When the murderer  appears again 
in the photo in his combat uniform, helmet and weapons, he 
knows that it was a terrorist attack. “I thought it was all over. 
Every shot was like a shot in my heart,” he says.

A witness said about this situation: 
“Until then I couldn’t imagine an attack in Halle.” But then, 

she says, she smelled black powder. The minutes and hours 
of uncertainty that followed were the worst.

Roman R. says: 
“I was white as a cloud.” 
He describes the atmosphere in the synagogue as “It 

wasn’t panic, but there were a lot of questions”. Nobody could 
answer these questions, not even the police. But when the 
Russian media talked about hostages and multiple perpetrators, 
anxiety increased.

Of his feelings he said: 

“The first thing I thought of later was that I would leave 
Germany and go to Israel”. He says that he made a conscious 
decision to be openly Jewish. “You want to be a Jew? That is 
your price. You can get shot,” he says, disappointed.

But what he experienced a few days later in Halle was a 
balm for his soul, he says. Thousands of people gathered in 
front of the synagogue. In court, the Jewish prayer leader of 
the congregation addressed the defendant directly: 

“I want you to know: that street you walked down was full 
of people. And the fewest of them were Jews. Old, young, 
adults and Hallensians. They all sang shalom.” This, he says, 
was the decisive factor in his staying in Germany after all. “At 
that moment I knew that this is my Germany, which I know. 
I’m staying here”. 

There is applause in the audience and in the ranks of the 
joint plaintiffs. Judge Ursula Mertens lets it happen. A 30-year-
old Jewish woman says: 

“The only thing I can’t get over is that two people were 
shot in my place”. She says that she also had stress problems 
following the attack.

Molli S., a 32-year-old American citizen, says that every year 
on the occasion of Yom Kippur, her grandfather reads her a 
prayer. He was the only Holocaust survivor in her family of more 
than a hundred relatives. She reads it aloud in Hebrew, adding: 

“He attacked the wrong people, the wrong family and the 
wrong people”. She talks about post-traumatic stress disorder, 
which she was diagnosed with after the attack. But she has 
since overcome it. “After today, it won’t cause me any more 
anxiety. It stops here and now,” the woman said. There was a 
long round of applause.

In his statement, a 33-year-old rabbi who lives with his wife 
in Berlin criticised the police for their lack of empathy. He said: 

“We have been treated more as suspects than as victims.” 
However, the cleric stressed that he does not want to accuse 
the police of bad intentions. “However, there is a lot of room 
for improvement,” he said.

For more details on the eighth day of the trial, watch this 
video by editor Samantha Guenther. In which, among others, 
criminal lawyer Alexander Hoffmann comments.
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Rabbi criticises police beha-
viour after Halle bombing

Magdeburg (dpa) - In the trial on the Halle attack, a rabbi who was 
in the synagogue during the attack criticised the behaviour of the 
police.

“We were treated more as suspects than as victims,” the 
33-year-old clergyman told the Magdeburg court on Tuesday. 
A bus that was supposed to take visitors to the synagogue 
after the attack found itself in the open view of journalists and 
photographers, he said. A Catholic nun had come as chaplain. 
That too was difficult for many members of the congregation, 
he said. “In difficult times, Jews like to be among other Jews,” 
he said.

The clergyman stressed that he did not accuse the police 
of bad intentions or blame them for anything. He only hopes 
that in the future they will be more in tune with the religious 
customs of the Jews. He had a completely different experience 
at the hospital, he said. 

“We were received there with love, with warmth.” Everyone 
showed deep humanity and offered to help. For this, he says, 
he is always grateful. 

This also manifested itself when two policemen wanted to 
take him out of a prayer to interrogate him. The hospital staff 
had prevented this from happening.

The trial of the accused, , has been taking 
place at the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg since 21 
July. Due to lack of space, the trial is being held at the Mag-
deburg Regional Court. The 28-year-old confessed to having 
attempted to provoke a massacre in the Halle synagogue with 
heavy weapons on 9 October 2019. There, 52 people were 
celebrating the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. After failing 
to enter the synagogue, the man shot a 40-year-old passer-by 
and then a 20-year-old in a kebab restaurant.
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“After today, he won’t  cause 
me any more agony”

At the trial in Magdeburg, those who were the target of the terrorist 
attack on 9 October 2019 - Jews praying in the synagogue - testi-
fied for the first time. Their message to the attacker is clear: we will 
not be intimidated.

The horror is still visible on the face of the witness Roman 
R.. 32 years old, he works for a Jewish youth organisation and 
is the singer of the Jewish community in Halle. He wears a 
yarmulke and a dark suit in court, he describes the dramatic 
events in the synagogue: how there was a loud bang outside, 
how from his high position as a cantor he saw the murderer 
in martial dress and armed on the monitor of the surveillance 
camera in front of the others, and then the image he will never 
forget: 

“I saw Mrs Jana L. fall”, Roman R. recalls. “When I saw that, 
I knew it was serious”.

It is the eighth day of the trial of the attack on the Halle 
synagogue, where for the first time the people who were the 
target of the terrorist attack have their say. On 9 October 2019, 
the 27-year-old former chemistry student  
tried to enter the house of worship in battle dress and with an 
arsenal of weapons that he himself had built in order to kill as 
many Jews as possible.

The self-proclaimed defender of a “White Europe” failed 
to reach the synagogue door, in frustration he shot Jana L. de 
Halle, who was passing by, and then in a kebab restaurant at 
fellow painter Kevin S., whom he mistook for a Muslim.

The charges are two counts of murder and 68 counts 
of attempted murder, Holocaust denial, inciting the people, 
predatory extortion and others. For reasons of security and 
space, the State Protection Senate of the Higher Regional 
Court of Naumburg meets in the largest room of the Regional 
Court of Magdeburg.

“Some also said: Let’s go out and 
fight”. Roman R., survivor of the Halle 
attack

“It was clear to me then that this was a terrorist attack,” 
Roman R. continues. 

“Get down,” he says, shouting to the older members of the 
congregation. 

They started to barricade the door, he says, 

“There were also some who said, ‘Let’s go out and fight’”. 
Today he cannot shake off this thought: if they had known 

that the murderer was alone, they could have gone out and 
thrown stones at him and somehow subdued him. 

“Then it would all be over already.”
But in fact, they stayed inside the building until the police 

were visible on the screen. Carefully, they would have opened 
the door and discovered bottles of champagne liquid on the 
lawn - incendiary devices that hadn’t burst into flames. Outside, 
in the street,” says Roman R., “it looked like “war”.

The smell of the smoke spread

In the morning, Ilona * had testified, aged 30. She lives in 
Berlin, has a master’s degree in international law, she was part 
of a group of Jews from Berlin who went to Halle to celebrate 
Yom Kippur, the highest Jewish holiday, with the local community. 

“We wanted to bring a little bit of life into the community. 
And we wanted to get out of the big city and celebrate Yom 
Kippur in peace,” said the witness. 

“It didn’t work out, unfortunately.”

The woman with the reddish blond ponytail reports in a 
very concrete tone: when an “extremely loud bang” was heard 
from outside the synagogue around noon, the prayer had first 
continued normally, then the second bang had arrived. From 
the women’s gallery, she recorded that there was excitement 
downstairs on the monitor of the surveillance camera. She saw 
the fear on the chanter’s face: Then he said:  

“someone is shooting at the synagogue.” The smell of 
smoke had spread.

The women had tried to take shelter: 
“The gallery had only one way down, which was through 

the entrance. If he had gone in there, we wouldn’t have had 
a chance”.

“What was going through your head?” asked Judge Ursula 
Mertens, president of the court. 

“Honestly,” replied the witness, “I couldn’t really imagine it. 
The idea that someone might try to shoot at the synagogue 
in Halle, among others, seemed absurd to me”.
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She contacted the mother of the de-
ceased

Inside, she says, people were still far from knowing what 
had happened outside, even when the police had already ar-
rived. Communication with the officers was bad, the witness 
said. Through other channels, she said, she ended up receiving 

“reports from outside that someone had been shot, that 
there was a second crime scene, that the perpetrator had 
fled”,  “That’s when you realised that this really happened”.

The next day, she says, she contacted the mother of Jana 
L., who was killed. 

“Now I know what she was like as a person and not just as 
a dead person”, says Ilona  “That doesn’t make it any easier”.

“How did you feel later on?” asks the president of the court. 
“In fact, so far so good,” says Ilona , mentioning that she 

even bought herself a bouquet of flowers on her way home to 
Berlin after the attack. “But I can’t get over the fact that two 
people died because it wasn’t me. I wish he had shot me. I can 
forgive him for trying to kill me, but not for killing two other 
people who had nothing to do with it. I don’t know if I can get 
rid of the guilt about that”.

“I strongly believe in the future of Jewish life in Germany”.
For a moment there is an anguished silence in the courtroom. 

Then the president of the court asks: 
“What do you think and feel about the Jewish community 

in Germany? 
 answers: “I think that, shocking as it was for us, Jewish 

life has known more. We will continue as before”.
“I strongly believe in the future of Jewish life in Germany,” 

Rabbi Jeremy Appelbaum Borovitz also said in his morning 
testimony. 

Borovitz had accompanied the youth group to Halle. He 
had been living in Berlin for a year and a half, the witness said, 
and had fallen in love with the city: 

“Before this event, we didn’t know how long we were going 
to stay. Now I can say that Jewish life in Germany will continue. 
It will be a privilege for me to be part of it”.

Before the rabbi, witness Mollie S., 32, had the floor: she 
works for a Jewish non-governmental organisation, all over 
Europe and also all over the world, she said. Then we hear the 
squeaky laughter of the accused, immediately the chairwoman 
called him to order. The witness continued: Her job, she said, 
is to bring people of different religions together. A synagogue, 
Mollie S. said, has always been a place where she felt safe - until 
“the event,” as she called the attack, brought her into contact 
with this aspect of her origins: 

“My grandfather was the only Holocaust survivor in my family. 
More than a hundred of his relatives died in the Holocaust. He 
held me in his arms. Every year on Yom Kippur he would bless 
me with tears in his eyes”.

Now she is a survivor herself: 
“I didn’t want this, but that’s how it is now. And after a 

period when she was traumatised and unable to work, she 
feels strong again. 

“He went after the wrong person, the wrong family, the 
wrong people,” said Mollie S. of the accused, “after today he 
won’t cause me any more anguish. It stops here today”.

Witness speaks directly to the murde-
rer

The witness Roman R. addressed the assassin directly at 
the end of his testimony: only a few days after the attack, he 
had returned to the synagogue: 

“I was in the street where you were,” said Roman R., “and 
I want you to know this: there were many people there, and 
very few of them were Jews. They were young, old, Hallensians. 
They were singing “Shalom”, “peace”. They said, “We will not 
leave this place, we will protect you. And then I understood: 
This is the Germany I know”.

Roman R. looks the murderer straight in the eyes: 
“I’m going to stay, I’m going to build my family here. And 

you have to live with what you have done for the rest of your 
life. It has served no purpose.
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Applause in court for survi-
vors of the attack

The murderer had “played with the wrong person, with the wrong 
family, with the wrong people”. In the trial on the Halle attack, a 
survivor testified for the first time. In doing so, an American woman 
said a prayer and made an emotional statement. “I’m not going to 
talk directly to the accused”, said the 32-year-old.

“But he attacked the wrong people. He attacked the wrong 
person, the wrong family, the wrong people”. Her grandfather 
was the only one in the family to have survived the Shoah, said 
the woman, who works for a Jewish non-governmental organi-
sation in Berlin and has been living there for a year and a half.

The witness reported that she was diagnosed with 
post-traumatic stress disorder after the attack. However, she 
has overcome this in the meantime. 

“After today, it won’t cause me any more agony. It stops 
here and now,” the woman said. 

The visitors and the joint plaintiffs applauded. She said she 
would not leave Berlin because of the murder.

The 32-year-old woman had reported earlier that she had 
left the synagogue for a walk shortly before the attack. She 
had then heard loud noises and returned to the synagogue, 
where the police had already arrived in the meantime.

A second witness, a 33-year-old rabbi, also testified on 
Tuesday in Magdeburg. “

Jewish life is going to develop. I am not afraid. We are noisy 
and we are heard,” he said. 

The rabbi had come all the way from Berlin to Halle for Yom 
Kippur with his wife and 15-month-old daughter. He was part 
of a group of 20 people who wanted to party outside rather 
than in a crowded synagogue in the big city, partly to support 
a smaller community.

A 30-year-old witness said he heard a loud bang during 
prayer. After a second bang, she said there was agitation, men 
were watching the monitor at the entrance, then someone 
shouted, 

“Run, run, quickly.” They said someone was shooting at 
the synagogue.

The witness continued: 
“I couldn’t really imagine it”. 
It seemed absurd to him. She described that they were still in 

the synagogue for a long time. She would have expected at least 
one police officer to come to the synagogue to communicate.

The rabbi also reported something similar: he would have 
expected more understanding from the police. For example, 
he said, they then sat on the bus for a very long time, exposed 
to the cameras of the press without protection, there were 
discussions about taking kosher food, and a Catholic nun 
was sent as chaplain. The 33-year-old added that he would 
think about the two murder victims for the rest of his life, and 
appealed for everyone to take responsibility for making the 
world a better place.

The trial of  from Saxony-Anhalt has been on-
going at the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg since 21 July. 
Due to lack of space, the trial is taking place at Magdeburg 
Regional Court.

At the beginning of the trial the accused admitted that he 
had tried, heavily armed, to provoke a massacre in the Halle 
synagogue on 9th October 2019. At the time, 52 worshippers 
were there celebrating Yom Kippur. After failing to enter the 
synagogue, the man shot a 40-year-old passer-by passing by 
and then shot a 20-year-old in a kebab restaurant.
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A witness describes the day 
at the synagogue

Magdeburg -  At the trial on the attempted murder in Halle, a survi-
vor testified for the first time. Visitors and joint plaintiffs applauded 
after the statement of the American, who lives in Berlin.

The American woman said a Jewish prayer and made an 
emotional statement. 

“I am not going to speak directly to the accused,” said the 
32-year-old. 

“But he attacked the wrong people. But he attacked the 
wrong person, the wrong family, the wrong people”. 

Her grandfather was the only one in the family to survive the 
Holocaust, said the woman, who works in Berlin for a Jewish 
non-governmental organisation and has been living there for 
a year and a half.

The witness reported a post-traumatic stress disorder, 
which she was diagnosed with after the attack. However, she 
has since recovered, she said. 

“After today. it will no longer cause me agony. It stops here 
and now,” said the woman. 

Visitors and joint plaintiffs applauded. She did not want to 
leave Berlin because of the murder.

The 32-year-old woman had already reported that she had 
left the synagogue for a walk shortly before the attack. Then 
she heard loud noises and returned to the synagogue, where 
the police had already arrived in the meantime.

The trial of  from Saxony-Anhalt has been 
pending at the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg since 
21 July. Due to lack of space, the trial is being held at the 
Magdeburg Regional Court. At the beginning of the trial, the 
28-year-old defendant had admitted that he had attempted, 
heavily armed, to provoke a massacre in the Halle synagogue 
on 9th October 2019. At the time, 52 people were celebrating 
the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. After failing to enter 
the synagogue, the man shot a 40-year-old passer-by passing 
by and then shot a 20-year-old man in a kebab restaurant.
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Attack in Halle: a rabbi criti-
cises the behaviour of the po-
lice, “treated as suspects”

A Jewish academic criticised the behaviour of the police in the 
Halle murder trial. He was in the synagogue during the attack and 
felt treated as a suspect afterwards. He demanded that in the future 
the police pay more attention to the religious customs of the Jews.

Magdeburg - In the Halle bombing trial, a rabbi who was 
in the synagogue during the attack criticised the behaviour 
of the police. 

“We were treated more as suspects than as victims,” the 
33-year-old clergyman told the Magdeburg court on Tuesday.

A bus that was supposed to take visitors to the synagogue 
after the attack found itself in the open view of reporters and 
photographers, he said. A Catholic nun had come as chaplain. 
That too was difficult for many members of the congregation, 
he said. 

“In difficult times, Jews like to be among other Jews,” he said.

The clergyman stressed that he was not accusing the police 
of bad intentions or blaming them for anything. He only hopes 
that in the future they will be more in tune with the religious 
customs of the Jews.

He had a completely different experience at the hospital, 
he said. 

“We were received there with love, with warmth.” 
Everyone showed deep humanity and offered to help. For 

this, he says, he is always grateful. This also manifested itself 
when two policemen wanted to take him out of a prayer to 
interrogate him. The hospital staff prevented this, he said.

Murderer shoots two people

The trial of the accused, , has been taking 
place at the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg since 21 
July. Due to lack of space, the trial is being held at the Mag-
deburg Regional Court. The 28-year-old confessed to having 
attempted to provoke a massacre in the Halle synagogue with 
heavy weapons on 9 October 2019. There, 52 people were 
celebrating the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. After failing 
to enter the synagogue, the man shot a 40-year-old passer-by 
and then a 20-year-old in a kebab restaurant.
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The murderer from Halle, “He 
sees himself as part  
of a community”

Karolin Schwarz, author of the book “Hate Warriors. The new global 
right-wing extremism”, observes the trial of Halle’s murderer. In the 
RND interview she talks about the image of  and the com-
munication he cultivated on the internet. “He sees himself as part of 
a community”, she says.

Berlin. Halle’s murderer, , describes himself as 
an “antisocial person”, he is considered a “lone wolf”. You are 
observing the trial, the plaintiffs have requested that you be 
questioned as an expert. From your point of view: what is wrong 
with this image of the murderer?

The assassin had practically no contact in his immediate 
environment. He made extensive use of the Internet as a 
substitute. He was inspired, on the one hand by the murder in 
Christchurch, and on the other hand by his Internet community.

 is known to have made racist and antisemitic statements. 
Why has no one arrested him?

Parts of the family and the environment cultivate a similar 
ideology, so one should probably not expect opposition, but 
rather approval. On one occasion the accused pulled a knife 
during an argument and on another occasion he insulted people. 
This is where his environment could and should have reacted. 
This is the responsibility we have as civil society and parents.

What can the layman imagine with picture boards?

Picture boards are the term used to describe many forums 
on the Internet, which are all based on the same mode of ope-
ration and generally resemble what the Internet was doing 20 
years ago. A new discussion is started by publishing a picture. 
There are several different picture boards with sub-forums 
dedicated to different topics. Not all of them are political. 
However, many picture boards have two sub-forums in common, 
where dehumanising others is one of the ways. Antisemitism, 
racism, Islamophobia and misogyny are part of this, as is the 
devaluation of obese and disabled people.

Investigators from the Federal Criminal Police Office re-
vealed during the trial how little they know about this part of 
the Internet. Why do our authorities have such deficits?

Unfortunately, the attack on the Olympic shopping centre 
in 2016 has already revealed that the security authorities 
lack the necessary knowledge, at least in part. In the German 
context, picture boards played only a minor role for a long time. 
In addition, the amount of work involved is quite substantial, 
because users often adopt their own vocabulary and insider 
jokes are used to establish identity.

Is it possible to speak of a uniform ideology that links, for 
example, the author of Christchurch and the author of Halle? 

 took the Christchurch bombing as a model and plan.

The perpetrators, who are revered in terrorist circles, com-
mitted similar but also different attacks. And different victims 
were chosen. This does not alter the fact that they are often very 
close ideologically and cultivate the same images of enemies. 
The ideology of these perpetrators often consists of fixed parts.

What are the other objectives of the process?

Above all, it must raise awareness of these acts in order 
to dispel the thesis of the single author. Yes, he performed the 
act himself and chose the period of time himself, but there is a 
whole community involved in radicalisation that gives advice on 
how to perform such acts. We need to make room for secondary 
complainants*. And we must learn to recognise the signs. In 
the case of the murderer, there were early indications of his 
ideology and propensity for violence.
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“Nobody radicalises alone”: 
the mission of the joint plain-
tiffs in the Halle trial

For weeks, Halle’s murderer has been on trial in Magdeburg, even 
today. Two of the joint plaintiffs in the trial are Sabrina Slipchenko 
and Naomi Henkel-Gümbel. They keep coming back to court, be-
cause they want to understand why  wanted to kill them.

Berlin. On Tuesday the trial against Halle’s murderer will 
continue. Sabrina Slipchenko will also travel to Magdeburg to 
face  again. He wanted to kill her. He is now on trial, 
and she wants to find out what drove him to do it.

The 23-year-old American, who lives in Berlin, has been 
invited by the Halle community for the highest Jewish holiday, 
Yom Kippur. She is one of the survivors of the attack and one 
of the plaintiffs in the trial. She goes to Magdeburg because 
the murderous racism of the perpetrator is now part of her 
life. And because she wants to make sure that this racism 
disappears from society.

This is an important task, perhaps too important for one 
person and still too important for a court case.

But what other option does Sabrina Slipchenko have?

The common plaintiff sits opposite 
the murderer

A meeting in a Berlin café during the Court’s short summer 
break. The 23-year-old woman has her hair dyed purple, sha-
ved at the sides. She speaks with precision and seriousness. 
The trial will last at least until November, with hearings every 
Tuesday and Wednesday.

Already, barely two months after the start of the trial, the 
proceedings are beginning to fade and no longer attract public 
attention. Everything already seems to be clear. , 
28 years old, is a right-wing extremist, a loser, a loner on the 
Internet, a lonely psychopath. He confessed, he’s going to jail 
for a long time. Why always this attention?

Because there is no other way, says Sabrina. 
“It’s important for me to be there. This trial is part of who I 

am, and I don’t want him to be tried without me”. 
She sits in front of  to show him that she is not 

afraid of him. And because she thinks he is not a monster, but 
a human being. One who has realised what many people think.

“I see an obligation to understand, as precisely as possible, 
how far-right radicalisation works, how far-right mobilisation 

works nowadays”, she says, “I want to know how someone 
becomes like that so that I can prevent this kind of thing”.

“  is not a psychopath”

, who has shown a devious superiority throughout 
the trial, is not a psychopath, she says: 

“He is infected by a virus of ideology, he is a kind of funda-
mentalist. He’s just a bit more militant than the average person. 
His rhetoric is the same as that of the other right-wing parties. 
He sees the mandate to act. That’s all that distinguishes him”.

The young woman from Philadelphia is now trying to 
understand rural Saxony-Anhalt. How does one grow up in 
Benndorf? In the town of Mansfelder Land,  lived 
with his mother. The locked children’s room, the weapons in the 
bed box, the computers know Germany, Slipchenko now knows 
it too. But what did the family, neighbours, acquaintances know 
about what was going on in the mind of the future murderer?

Weapons tested on the father’s pro-
perty

At the Berlin pavement café, surrounded by the noise of 
mopeds, the American says: 

“I want to know more about his village and how radicalisation 
can be stopped. We can’t ignore the environment, even with 
authors who radicalise on the Internet. In their environment, 
the author has experienced the approval of racist slogans, or 
silence, which he may see as approval. He goes part of the 
way with his environment - and the rest of the way with his 
internet friends”.

Internet friends - who could they have been? Slipchenko 
doesn’t know them any more than the court does, but one 
thing is clear to her: 

“Nobody is alone on the Internet. No one is radicalising 
themselves alone”.

For a week now, the trial has again been taking place in the 
building of the Magdeburg Regional Court. The last two trial 
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days after the summer break caused some unrest. It became 
clear that  had ended up drifting into an extreme 
right-wing, antisemitic and ultimately violent corner. He even 
tried weapons - contrary to previous statements - on his father’s 
property in the middle of Helbra, the neighbouring village of 
Benndorf. Nobody seems to have heard anything.

Gaps in knowledge, limits of competence, ignorance.
And the trial audience was treated to an irritating de-

monstration of how the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) 
works on Internet investigations : Witness after witness reveals 
gaps in knowledge, limits of competence, gaps in knowledge. 
What  was doing on anonymous forums, “picture 
boards” - the leading German investigative agency seems 
unable to find out.

Many of the Nebenklage’s lawyers have experience of 
previous right-wing terror trials, from the NSU to the Freital 
group. Sebastian Scharmer, based in Berlin, is one of them; in 
the trial against Beate Zschäpe, he represented the children 
of Mehmet Kubasik, a victim of the Dortmund NSU. On the 
strength of this experience, he sees not only incompetence 
in the actions of the BKA, but also the system.

In an interview with RedaktionsNetzwerk Deutschland 
(RND), he says: 

“It is too short-sighted to say that the BKA has made 
no effort to investigate the behaviour of the accused on the 
Internet. Apparently, the BKA had an investigative thesis from 
the outset that it wanted to see confirmed: that of the lonely 
author without any support, who radicalised himself alone on 
the net”. He said that it had already become clear during the 
NSU trial “that extreme right-wing structures do not like to be 
studied for what they are”.

He still hopes that contacts, connections and supporters 
of  can be established in the context of the trial. 

“And let it be the finding that we don’t know who the author 
has been exchanging with.” 

The accused remains silent on the issue, saying that he 
wants to “protect his people”, as he said at the beginning of 
the trial. For Scharmer and the joint plaintiffs, however, one 
thing is already clear: 

“  fired alone, he may also have built up the 
weapons alone, but such an act does not arise out of nothing”.

Federal politicians also seem to be irritated by the BKA’s 
oath of disclosure in the Halle trial. Green MP Konstantin von 
Notz told the RND: 

“Whether in Christchurch, Halle or Hanau - questions about 
the digital functioning and networking of the perpetrators arise 
after practically all right-wing terrorists acts. We have also 
highlighted this problem on several occasions in Parliament. 
Finally, more attention needs to be paid to the relevant plat-
forms and the enforcement gaps in this area, which have been 
revealed once again, need to be filled as soon as possible, and 
digital capacity needs to be strengthened”.

A trip to the highest Jewish holiday

Over the next two weeks, those attending the Yom Kip-
pur services will testify. Community leader Max Privorozki is 
scheduled to testify next Tuesday, and Sabrina Slipchenko is 
also scheduled to testify next week, along with Naomi Hen-
kel-Gümbel, her friend from the international Jewish community 
at the Berlin Base. They made a trip to Halle for the highest 
Jewish holiday, Americans, Germans, Israelis, they wanted to 
get out of Berlin for once.

And now they are sitting on the benches of plaintiffs and 
witnesses at the Magdeburg Regional Court. A German as-

sassin, internationally radicalised, now meets an international 
community of his potential victims who want to understand 
why he wanted to kill them. It is perhaps only thanks to them 
that this trial has the chance to become more than just the 
conviction of a confessed double murderer.

And it offers them the opportunity to make peace with the 
country in which  was able to act without being 
arrested beforehand. Naomi Henkel-Gümbel, 29, grew up 
in Germany, studied in Israel, then moved to Berlin - and at 
first she didn’t know where she belonged after that day in the 
synagogue. 

“I struggled for a very long time after the attack to find out 
how I saw myself in Germany,” she says.

At the moment her house is in the base community in 
Berlin, she says: 

“At my great chance, people around me in the community 
thought I would get back on my feet. Even when I didn’t be-
lieve it myself”.

“I would like to see him in prison spreading this hatred, this 
ideology.” Sabrina Slipchenko, co-defendant in the Halle trial.

On Tuesday, Jeremy Borovitz, the rabbi of the Berlin base, 
was one of the first to take a stand. He wants to talk about 
the events at the synagogue and the problematic treatment 
of the faithful by the police. How is he preparing? 

“I’m going to take my father’s book of psalms and read 
from it,” he says. “I hope this will give me the strength to stand 
up to the offender.”

Probably shortly before the end of the year,  will 
be sentenced. Some co-applicants wish that he will never be 
free again. This is what Ismet Tekin of the Kiez-Döner says. 
In the snack bar,  shot the 20-year-old painter’s 
apprentice, Kevin S. Kevin’s father, Karsten Lissau, is also 
demanding that  remain in prison for the rest of his life.

Would this be a fair punishment? Sabrina Slipchenko looks 
briefly at the bustle of the streets of Berlin and thinks: 

“I don’t know. I feel safer when I know that he is not at 
large and that he can kill me. But I don’t feel safe until we do 
something about this kind of radicalisation, this kind of hatred. 
I would like to see him in prison to spread this hatred, this 
ideology. No one should vegetate behind bars for decades. 
That is not a solution. We have to change society.
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Witness at the Halle trial:  
a murderer attacked the 
wrong people

Sitting on a park bench, she had noticed loud noises, followed by 
silence. In the trial against Halle’s murderer, a witness described 
the events in the synagogue on Tuesday. Even today, she is still 
fighting for her health and struggling psychologically with what she 
experienced.

Magdeburg - As part of the trial of Halle’s murderer, the 
events in the synagogue were examined on Tuesday at the 
Higher Regional Court in Naumburg. A total of seven witnesses 
were summoned for the eighth day of the trial. The first witness, 
a 32-year-old American woman living in Berlin, had, according 
to her own statements, travelled with a group to Halle on 9 
October 2019 to celebrate Yom Kippur together and to pray 
all day. Just before the attack, she said she had gone out of 
the synagogue for a walk. A security guard closed the door 
behind her, she said.

The synagogue is a safe place for her

The witness, whose grandfather was a Holocaust survivor, 
went on to say that she felt safe. The synagogue, she said, 
was a safe place for her. Sitting on a park bench, she had 
been aware of the loud noises followed by silence. In her own 
words, she felt that she should still be seated. remain. When 
he returned, the police were already at the synagogue. After 
the attack, he had been diagnosed with post-traumatic stress 
disorder. But the bomber had attacked the wrong people. For 
her, it stops here today, said the witness, who wants to continue 
living in Berlin.

Two people shot, others injured

 committed an attack on the synagogue on 9 
October 2019 on antisemitic grounds, shot two people and 
injured others. Federal prosecutors charged him with two 
counts of murder and several counts of attempted murder as 
well as other crimes. He intended to use explosive devices and 
firearms to enter the locked synagogue to kill as many Jews 
as possible. During the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, 
52 worshippers stayed there.
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Survivors of the Halle trial: 
“We are not afraid, we are not 
hiding”

Since 21 July, the trial of Halle’s murderer, , has been pen-
ding before the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg. On the eighth 
day, four of the people whom the accused has declared to want 
to kill had their say for the first time. “We are not afraid, we are not 
hiding, we are noisy and we are heard”, said a rabbi and received 
much applause from the visitors.

Magdeburg. “He didn’t bring anything” - this was the mes-
sage that the survivors of the Halle synagogue gave to the 
accused during the trial of the right-wing terrorist attack on 
9 October on his way back to the high-security prison. After 
relatives, acquaintances, fire and weapons experts, four of the 
people whom the defendant said he wanted to kill spoke for 
the first time on the eighth day.

In the end, he did not even manage to stop them from 
celebrating their most important holiday. They did indeed 
interrupt the celebration, a rabbi told the court on Tuesday. 
But then, he said, the congregation ended the Yom Kippur 
prayers first at the synagogue and then at the hospital where 
the survivors were taken. “

Jewish life in Germany will continue, it will grow and flourish, 
and I am privileged to be a part of it,” he said.

“We are not afraid, we are not hiding, we are noisy and we 
are heard,” he said, to the applause of the crowd. It was an 
unusual event in German courts, but presiding judge Ursula 
Mertens allowed the visitors to applaud.

The trial of , a native of Saxony-Anhalt, has 
been taking place since 21 July at the Higher Regional Court 
in Naumburg. Due to lack of space, the trial is taking place at 
the Magdeburg Regional Court. At the beginning of the trial, 
the 28-year-old defendant had admitted that he had attempted 
to massacre the Halle synagogue on 9 October 2019 using 
heavy weapons.

“You have to live with what you did for 
the rest of your life.” Witness for the 
accused

There, 52 people celebrated the highest Jewish holiday, 
Yom Kippur, at the time. After failing to enter the synagogue, 
the man shot and killed a 40-year-old passer-by and then a 
20-year-old in a kebab restaurant.

She was particularly disturbed by the deaths of people in 
their forties and twenties, a woman on the witness stand said. 

“I can’t get over the fact that two people died because it 
wasn’t me,” said the 30-year-old. “I can forgive her for trying 
to kill me, but I will never forgive her for shooting two people 
instead.” She said she contacted the family of the deceased 
the very day after the attack.

“I immediately had the thought, I’m moving to Israel, I hate 
this country,” said the cantor of the Halle congregation, who 
also survived the attack on the synagogue. 

“I want you to know,” he said. “I went out into the street 
and the whole street was full. And they were singing shalom, 
peace. And they said that we will not leave this place, that we 
will protect these people and this synagogue with our lives”.

In the days that followed, he said, he was also deeply 
touched by the solidarity of the people. This was the Germany 
he knew. As a result, he said, he abandoned his plans to move. 

“And you have to live with what you’ve done for the rest 
of your life,” the 32-year-old said to the accused. “It has been 
useless.”
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Day nine of the trial: police 
criticism and confusion over a 
sketch

As on Tuesday, the focus on Wednesday was on those who expe-
rienced the Halle bombing at close quarters, namely members of 
the Jewish community. Some of them strongly criticised the police 
at Magdeburg Regional Court.

The trial of Halle’s murderer at Magdeburg Regional Court 
continued on Wednesday. The ninth day of the trial was mar-
ked by emotion. Those who witnessed the attack on Halle’s 
synagogue had their say again.

The synagogue security guard kicked off. He described 
how he perceived the arrival of the assassin and immediately 
realised that he was neither a policeman nor a soldier. The 
man then described his usual work routine and the security 
measures taken at the synagogue. The defendant’s lawyer 
then asked many additional questions because a sketch of the 
site would not match the man’s descriptions. It was not clear 
to those present what the lawyer’s aim was.

Subsequently, a young woman who had come to Germany 
to study was heard. She recounted with emotion how the attack 
had changed her life. On the day of the attack she did not yet 
know German. Therefore, many things that happened at that 
time were incomprehensible to her.

Severe criticism of the police action

Another witness strongly criticised what she saw as the 
insensitive behaviour of the police on the day of the attack. 
She stated that this prompted her not to return to Germany. 
The witness currently lives in Paris. She said that she was 
very afraid of the German authorities. She also criticised the 
Ministry of Justice. Because the financial support, which should 
enable her to participate in the trial as a co-applicant, is too low. 
After an investigation by MDR sachsen-anhalt, the Ministry of 
Justice indicated that the court of first instance - in this case 
the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg - is responsible for 
these payments.

Subsequently, a witness heard her describe how she had 
observed the fatal shooting of Jana L.. Finally, a witness was 
heard who wanted to give first aid while the murderer was still 
in the synagogue.

Previous day: the media also criti-
cised

Already the day before, a rabbi had criticised the behaviour 
of the police on the day of the attack. The rabbi was in the 
synagogue during the attack. He testified at the Magdeburg 
court that members of the community had been treated more 
as suspects than as victims. Visitors to the synagogue had 
stood unprotected in the field of vision of reporters and pho-
tographers after the attack.

On the eighth day of the trial, further witnesses were called, 
most of whom were in the place of worship on the day of the 
attack. In very moving statements, they recounted how they 
experienced the attack and what the consequences were for 
them.

The accused confessed to crimes

On October 9, 2019, the defendant committed an attack 
on the synagogue on antisemitic grounds, shot two people and 
injured others. Federal prosecutors charged him with 2 counts 
of murder, 68 counts of attempted murder and other crimes. 
He wanted to enter the synagogue with explosive devices and 
firearms to kill as many Jews as possible.

At the beginning of the trial, the defendant confessed to 
the crimes. The following days of the trial focused, among other 
things, on his socialisation, weapons and possible radicalisation 
on the Internet. The verdict of the trial, in which 45 joint plaintiffs 
are admitted, is expected to be announced on 18 November.
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He had recognised the dan-
ger: A synagogue caretaker 
describes the attack on Halle

During the trial on the attack on a synagogue in Halle, a security 
guard reported what he had experienced. He saw the murderer 

 approaching the building via a surveillance camera and reco-
gnised the danger. As a result, the 56-year-old witness locked other 
doors and thus presumably avoided the worst.

Magdeburg - In his own words, the head of security at the 
Halle synagogue observed the arrival of the murderer 

 via the security camera on 9 October 2019 and recognised 
the dangerous situation. A car had parked in front of the 
cemetery wall and a man dressed in dark clothes had come 
out with a weapon reminiscent of a shotgun, the 56-year-old 
witness said on Wednesday before the Higher Regional Court 
in Naumburg, which is hearing the case in Magdeburg. He did 
not attribute the equipment to either the police or the army.

Security guard had closed other 
doors of a synagogue in an attack on 
a synagogue

He did not want to cause panic and told the community 
leader to alert the police, the witness said. He then had to 
lock all the doors that were not normally locked. According to 
him, the wooden door that the murderer shot at was locked 
as usual while on duty. He received training on how to behave 
in such situations only after the attack.

Fear for his mother

He had been afraid for the people in the synagogue, in-
cluding his mother, the 56-year-old said, 

“I wanted to protect her”. Until the assassination, he said, 
people could attend services without registering. 

Now anyone who wants to go to the synagogue must 
register five days in advance, with a copy of their identity card, 
he said. It is only after a police check that a permit is issued.

 committed an attack on the Halle synagogue 
on 9 October 2019, shooting two people and wounding others. 
Federal prosecutors charged him with two counts of murder, 
several counts of attempted murder and other crimes.

Other survivors testify

Other survivors of the synagogue also testified at the trial. 
As on Tuesday, the court questioned Wednesday’s witnesses 
about the psychological consequences of the attack. A 
24-year-old Berlin student who was in the synagogue at the 
time of the attack reported post-traumatic stress disorder. This 
had prevented her from working and studying in the months 
following the attack. As on Tuesday, the witness’s testimony 
was applauded in the courtroom.

The 24-year-old woman, who had left Poland to study in 
Berlin only a year and a half ago, said the attack had made 
her a stronger woman. She said she had decided not to let the 
perpetrator destroy her dream of studying and living in Germany. 

“I want to finish my studies here, I want to live here and this 
attack will certainly not stop me from going to the synagogue 
and living my faith”.
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Respect and applause for wit-
nesses

Day 8 of the Halle trial against  - Survivor: “What you did 
didn’t help”.

Shortly before 9.30 am, there is a crowd in the courtroom. 
Many common complainants appeared again in person on 
Tuesday. They are talking to their confidants, their lawyers. They 
talk to each other with encouragement, because some of them 
are going to testify - the survivors who came to the time of 
the crime on 9 October 2019 in the synagogue in Halle. It will 
be a moving trial day, full of emotion, with strong testimonies.

The Halle bombing: survivors des-
cribe their experiences in the syna-
gogue

The first witness of the day left the synagogue shortly before 
 arrived in the car rented especially for the crime. 

“If I had done this a few minutes later, I wouldn’t be here 
today,” says Mollie Sch, a witness who lives in Berlin and comes 
from the United States. 

Most of the people in the room are swallowing for the first 
time. Suddenly, what had been far away since the summer 
holidays is coming closer: the realisation that the inconceivable 
has really happened. That here, 75 years after the end of the 
Holocaust, we still have to talk about hate crimes against the 
Jewish people.

Witnesses are all speaking out with a strong voice. Reso-
lutely. Some make little jokes to the judge. They tell in detail 
how they experienced the day and the act in front of the 
synagogue. These are different points of view. They were all 
in different places in the building, they all perceived different 
things. But they had not known for a long time what was going 
on outside the synagogue.

After the attack on the Halle syna-
gogue: a community united in faith

But the community continued. They continued, after it was 
at least clear that the danger had passed, to read the Torah, 
they even prayed the afternoon prayer and, at least until then, 
celebrated together the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. 
Roman R., the prayer leader of the Jewish community in Halle, 
had a view of the monitor from his vantage point and could 
see what was happening outside. I saw  Throwing 
objects over the wall, running armed, Jana L. collapsed. He 

said to himself, 
“Now is the time.”
And he kept his cool. He gave instructions to those around 

him on how and where to hide. When he heard the rescue 
vehicles, he collapsed, ashy, as he describes in his testimony. 
Until someone said to him, 

“Come on, come on, we have to keep going, we have to 
keep praying.” He will continue to keep his composure later, 
making a deep impression on all those who participated in the 
trial and on the observers, including me.

Criticism of police treatment in the 
aftermath of the bombing of a syna-
gogue

Again and again, on the eighth day of the trial, criticism of 
the officers in the field. The way they treated people who had 
just narrowly escaped an attack. There were no officers in the 
synagogue for a long time. No communicator to explain to the 
helpless people inside what was happening outside. If there 
was still danger. If people were killed. At the very beginning, 
when the first shot broke their prayers, some people thought 
there might have been a road accident.

The procedures in the synagogue when the police were 
present were described by witnesses as chaotic. Jana L.’s body 
lay, visible to the survivors, covered with a tarpaulin, outside 
the synagogue long after the shooting. There was a privacy 
screen so that visitors to the synagogue could board a bus 
for evacuation without being seen, however, the ambulance 
attendants who treated the survivors stood outside the privacy 
screen. So did the bus. Also, without hidden windows. The faithful 
were therefore exposed to the flash of some photographers.

“Love, kindness, I didn’t feel there,” said Rabbi Borovitz of 
Berlin. Although there have been approaches to humanity, 
they have nevertheless failed in their implementation. For the 
emotional support of members of the Jewish community, a nun 
was waiting on the bus. All the officers, although the operation 
had already lasted several hours, did not know that they were 
here in front of a synagogue, said witness Ilona 
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“He is not going to defeat us. It ends 
here and today”

Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens gave the witnesses plenty 
of room for their statements. For example, Mollie Sch. talks about 
his grandfather, who lost more than 100 parents during the 
Holocaust. The murder brought the two even closer together. 

“I am also a survivor now.” 
She recounts how she was blessed by her grandfather 

before every Yom Kippur and then, referring to , 
who laughs during the statements, for example, 

“He rubbed up against the wrong person. With the wrong 
family, with the wrong people. He’s not going to beat us.

It stops here, today”.

His words seem almost provocative, leading to loud applause 
from the audience. Many witnesses sought psychological help 
after the attack. Some are suffering or have suffered from 
post-traumatic stress. Nevertheless, they filled the courtroom 
with hope and strength as they testified. Ilona  with these 
words: “I can forgive him for wanting to shoot me, but that he 
shot two others, I can’t forgive him for that”.

Halle after the attack: the sympathy 
of society was a balm

Vorbeter Roman R. makes the play and the accused small 
in emotional size. After ’s attack, his world had been 
“shaken”. The 32-year-old considered turning his back on 
Germany. During the trial he said: 

“You want to be a Jew? That is the price to pay. That you 
are going to get shot one day.” But then came the expressions 

of solidarity, the posters on the apartment blocks in front of 
the synagogue in Halle, with which the inhabitants rallied to 
the community. “It was like a balm for my soul”.

Then the young man did something that silenced everyone in 
the hall. As he begins to address the accused directly, absolute 
silence reigns in the room. 

“I want you to know this: the street you were in was full of 
people. Very few Jews. They were singing and saying that they 
were protecting us. You gathered the people together. What 
you did didn’t do anything”.

Day 8: an emotional trial day

For most of those present in the courtroom today, including 
journalists and observers, it was an emotional day. The testimonies 
were very close to many. Some struggled with tears. Some of 
the complainants cried in silence, handing over Jewish prayer 
books to each other to give each other strength.

But it was also a day that showed great strength and gave a 
face to the survivors. And it showed the accused, who became 
increasingly silent towards the end and who no longer smiled 
in amusement either, that these people will not let themselves 
be overwhelmed by his attack.
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Ninth day of the Halle murder 
trial: confusion, criticism and 
great recognition

This is not the first time that a bizarre moment has occurred in this 
trial. But on the ninth day of the trial, a discussion develops around 
a sketch that causes a lot of shaking. But what remains in the me-
mory are once again the impressive statements of strong women.

What luck and what a coincidence for the fifty or so people 
present in the synagogue on 9 October? One of the questions 
that crossed my mind several times during the trial. It is a ques-
tion that seems quite obvious. But at the same time it seems 
presumptuous to ask this question. After all, the attack on the 
synagogue failed. Two more people lost their lives. Two others 
were seriously injured, others may have escaped without visible 
injuries, but they are still struggling with what they experienced. 
Why luck and coincidence? During the interrogation of the first 
witness, this became clear once again today.

He is the security guard of the Jewish community in Halle. 
On 9th October it was his job to let all visitors in and to watch 
the video from the surveillance camera. He tells us that the door 
to the street - the door that was holding - was indeed closed. 

“But from the inside, the keys were still inside”, he says. 
The second door, which leads to the synagogue, was even 

open. If the accused’s weapons had worked on the front door, 
he could have carried out his plan without too much hindrance. 
Fortunately - or in other words - at least at that point they failed.

Wall or fence? An odd discussion

The interrogation of the first witness is also the strangest 
moment of the day which, like yesterday, is still very emotional. 
Not because of him, but because of the lawyer for the accused, 
Hans-Dieter Weber. After the security guard has described in 
detail how he lived on October 9 and how he and his 83-year-old 
mother accepted this dramatic day, Mr. Weber opens a series 
of questions that make one shudder.

The occasion is a sketch that was already presented 
yesterday in the last testimony of an LKA employee. A sketch 
showing the paths, gates, wall, fences in the area around the 
synagogue. He drew lines that the defence lawyer described 
as “questionable”. So he wants to know exactly. Which way do 
we go? Is the fence drawn really a fence or a wall? We have 
all seen the photos, which are shown in parallel by the judge 
once again for explanation on the screens, several times. It is 

likely that even the most ordinary visitor has had a picture in 
his mind for a long time of what the wall leading to the syna-
gogue looks like. Apparently this is not the case with Weber. 
Or rather: He doesn’t want to. He asks again and again. He 
doesn’t want to understand the lines of the sketch - and the 
witness has absolutely nothing to do with the sketch.

The witness seems more and more annoyed, the lawyers, 
the spectators, and yes, we, the observers of the trial, are too. 
When the lawyer Dr. Kati Lang objects to a question from the 
defence lawyer, it gets a little bit stronger between them. The 
judge intervenes, but not very vehemently. 

“Mr. Weber, if you had looked at the place...,” comments 
lawyer Assia Levin, who is representing the witness. 

The defence lawyer interrupts him. For a good 45 minutes, 
the discussion revolved around fences, walls and gates.

Strong women - the antithesis of the 
accused

In addition to this digression, it is above all the female wit-
nesses who are once again making a strong impression today. 
In a way, they are the antithesis of the defendant. In the last 
days of the trial, the defendant not only repeatedly presented 
his extreme right-wing, racist and antisemitic world view, but 
also that he clearly has a problem - to put it simply - with 
women and feminism.

The two witnesses, including Christina Feist, find after their 
descriptions of 9 October 2019 clear words - to the accused, 
to politics and to the police. Both were in the synagogue on 
the day of the attack and had come to Halle especially for 
Yom Kippur.

“Hasn’t my family suffered enough during the war? Do I 
really have to point out here that I am alive thanks to the ge-
neration of my grandparents who had to pass through different 
camps,” asked the second witness of the day. She was born in 
Poland, but came to Germany to study Jewish theology. “My 
heart overflows with sadness when I see that antisemitism has 
still not come to an end. (...) Today I have to say: stop, enough!”
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Unlike her, Christina Feist does not want to and cannot stay 
in Germany after this attack. She lives and is already doing 
her doctorate in Paris. She states at the end of her testimony 
that she cannot imagine a future in Germany. 

“This is certainly largely due to the attack, but also to the 
police - how insensitive they were to us.”

As she did yesterday, she is also critical of the way the 
police treat members of the Jewish community. She reports 
a lack of understanding for the worshippers and the reserved 
hotel rooms that were available to the officers after the attack, 
but not for Rabbi Jeremy Appelbaum Borowitz.

Rabbi Borowitz had already explained yesterday that on 
Yom Kippur he was supposed to sleep with his family in an 
adjoining room of the synagogue, but was not allowed to 
enter after the attack - not even to take out things needed 
for a baby. The witness also reports of a clearly inconsiderate 
officer who was supposed to interview the traumatized group 
while he was still in hospital.

Many thanks to the hospital staff

As yesterday, these are very emotional statements ac-
companied by applause. But both witnesses also find very 
warm and grateful words for the staff of St. Elisabeth and St. 
Barbara de Halle Hospital. They were taken to this hospital 
after the evacuation of the synagogue. Christina Feist, for 
example, recounts in a voice of tears how the medical director 
welcomed them: 

“Welcome! You are not patients here, you are guests”. It 
was the first time they felt safe, she says. A place where they 
are not a nuisance, a place where they have the right to be.

And the defendant? He follows the statements with interest. 
But he also comments on them with gestures and derogatory 
facial expressions. He talks to a witness who left the tram with 
Jana L.. She was only a few metres behind her and saw the 
defendant shoot her.

Even today, Halle’s wife still suffers from insomnia. 
“I just want to say I am sorry”, said the defendant at the 

end of her testimony. 
What a mockery for all the other people he wanted to 

meet, whom he met and whose lives he changed forever, I 
think. And the witness? 

“Okay. I don’t have anything else to say about that.” She 
hopes he’ll never spend another day of freedom. We also ap-
plaud this statement and the last witness of the day.

The 73-year-old pensioner is the one who stopped his car 
at Jana L., lying on the ground, to give first aid. He ran away 
only because the accused threatened him with a weapon. 
Lawyer David Benjamin Herrmann, who represents completely 
different clients, expresses his gratitude at the end. 

“We have heard many horrible things here and the fact that 
you had the courage to get out of the vehicle in this situation 
to save a human being, you have my gratitude for that.” 

He has not only the appreciation of this lawyer, but also the 
appreciation of many others who were in the courtroom that day.
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Jewish witnesses complain 
about police officers

Witnesses at the trial of the attack on the Halle synagogue spoke of 
insensitive behaviour after the evacuation.

Magdeburg - trial on the failed attack on the Halle syna-
gogue, witnesses who celebrated the Jewish holiday Yom 
Kippur in the place of worship on 9 October during the attack 
came to speak again on Wednesday. They also criticised - as 
other witnesses had done the day before - the behaviour of 
the police towards the traumatised people in the synagogue.

The appearance of Christina F., 30, who is currently living 
in Paris and writing her doctoral thesis at the Sorbonne, was 
particularly moving. She reported, for example, about an inter-
rogator who questioned her after the evacuation of about 50 
Jews from the synagogue to a hospital in Halle in the evening. 
The man did not even come up to her and took his statement 
without enthusiasm, she said. Even when asked repeatedly, he 
refused to give her any information about what had happened 
initially, she said. 

“The officer was rude, snotty and annoyed, and I felt like 
a burden to him,” the Austrian woman said. In any case, it 
did not give him a sense of security, she said. “I didn’t trust 
him.” Furthermore, she said that in conversations with some 
of the protection police officers who were deployed, she got 
the impression that they had no idea about Judaism. “I find it 
inconceivable that the accused apparently knows more about 
Yom Kippur and Judaism than the police do,” she said, visibly 
outraged.

Memory of the Second World War

Agata M., a Polish woman who was heard as a witness 
before Christina F., also complained about the treatment by 
the police. The 24-year-old, who came to Germany a year and 
a half ago to study, described, among other things, that Jews 
were given pieces of paper with numbers pinned on them when 
they were evacuated from the synagogue. 

“It reminded me a lot of the time of World War II,” she said, 
recounting that during the German occupation of Poland, her 
grandparents lived in several concentration camps. “I want 
to apologise for raising this issue, but I also found it very 
incriminating, in the context of my family history, to be given 
a number,” she said.

Already on Tuesday, several witnesses had reported that the 
deployed police had shown no consideration for the religious 
feelings of those present in the synagogue. For example, they 

were initially denied permission to take kosher food from the 
place of worship when they were taken to hospital. However, 
they needed this food to break the Yom Kippur evening fast. 
Only when a high-ranking official came and reprimanded the 
police with the phrase 

“They are all Jewish” were they allowed to take the food in 
small plastic bags, a witness told the court. Another reported 
that in the middle of the last prayer for Yom Kippur that evening, 
an officer came to the hospital and insisted that two of the 
prayer warriors come immediately for questioning. Only after 
a doctor intervened did the man refrain from doing so and let 
the people finish praying, he said.

More confidence

For Austrian Christina F., not only the attack, but also the 
insensitive actions of the police contributed significantly to 
the fact that she no longer wants to return to Germany as 
originally planned. 

“I have no trust in the state authorities here,” she said, “I feel 
fear and mistrust here and I cannot imagine a future in Germany. 
She is exhausted, both physically and emotionally,” she said. 
“Because I am afraid that, once again, we are not being heard 
and understood. I see it in the politicians and in society, who 
are unaware that this country has a massive problem of anti-
semitism,” she said to the applause of the audience in the hall.

But Poland’s Agata M., who unlike Christina F. wants to 
continue living in the Federal Republic, was also applauded. 

“The attack does not prevent me from fulfilling my dream 
of completing my studies in Germany,” she said. However, she 
also addressed words of warning to the Germans: “My heart 
overflows with sadness when I see that antisemitism still exists 
here,” she said. As a historian, she said, she dealt a lot with 
earlier times when there was already hatred towards Jews. 
“Today you have to say: Stop it, that’s enough.”
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The second trauma, survivor 
strongly critical of authorities 
in terrorism trial

In the terrorism trial, Jews criticise the work of the police - there is 
overwhelming public support. Why Judge Mertens allows it.

Magdeburg - The 30-year-old Jewish woman came to the 
court as a witness - but what she presents is an accusation. 

“I have no confidence in the German authorities,” she tells 
the judges. 

“I can’t imagine a future in Germany.” 
The police, the federal government, even the court where 

she is testifying here - they all learned nothing from the an-
tisemitic attack in Halle, if this survivor did what she wanted.

There was never such a testimony in the terrorism trial. For 
a few minutes Christina F. recites on Wednesday - she was in 
the synagogue when  tried to make his way into 
the place of worship at the highest Jewish feast to provoke 
a bloodbath.

The witness, who is writing a doctoral thesis in Paris, settles 
scores with the police in court: on the day of the attack, the 
police had been “insensitive” and disdainful towards the sur-
vivors. When the Jewish woman was questioned by the police 
after the evacuation, she felt like a “burden” to the officer. S

Nor had he received any information about what exactly 
had happened in Halle on that day. 

“You will have to ask the colleagues who caught the man”, 
the policeman had only answered. When she finished her 
account in court, applause broke out in the courtroom. 

Even louder than usual in this trial.

Halle attack trial: judge allows ap-
plause

This is one of the unusual features of this terrorism trial: 
part of the public is constantly applauding when survivors of 
the attack sit on the witness stand - even some of the joint 
plaintiffs and their lawyers join them. Judge Ursula Mertens 
has so far allowed it.

Although this is unusual in German court proceedings: 
Other judges are outright allergic to public applause - or other 
expressions of opinion. For example, in the trial of the extre-
me right-wing terrorist cell NSU. There, judge Manfred Götzl 
regularly intervened with all the rigour of the rules.

In Magdeburg, on the other hand, a 24-year-old Polish 

Jewish woman also received solidarity applause. She too was 
in the synagogue, reports the post-traumatic stress disorder 
resulting from the terrorist act. 

“Already a month after the attack, I started therapy,” she said.

“The attack won’t stop me from going 
to a synagogue”

“I remember that every siren in the street triggered a 
feeling of fear in me.” But this survivor also ends her interview 
combatively: “The assassination won’t stop me from going 
to a synagogue. Or even from abandoning my faith. There is 
applause again in the hall.”

By Wednesday at the latest, it is clear that Mertens ap-
proves of the strong expressions of solidarity. Moreover, she 
is clearly turned towards every witness - especially the Jews 
in the Halle synagogue.

Also to the 46-year-old guard, who was the first to notice, 
thanks to the security camera of the place of worship, that 

 was walking towards the front door in battle dress. 
“The weapon reminded me darkly of a shotgun,” he said 

in Russian. “But I knew that this kind of weapon is not used 
by the army, nor by the police”. At that moment, he says, he 
sensed that danger was imminent - he immediately warned 
the president of the congregation in prayer and then locked 
all the doors on the synagogue grounds.

The judge wants to make it as easy 
as possible for traumatised witnesses 
to testify

“There was a security concept at the time,” Mertens asks. 
The man replies that in the meantime he has taken a training 
course to learn “how we should behave in such attacks”. 
Mertens replies: “I would say that you did everything correctly, 
even without training”. And, “You took responsibility”. He nods 
his head silently, at a loss for words.

Like the guard, Mertens explicitly praises the other survivors 
for their testimonies. It allows the witnesses to recite Jewish 
prayers on the stand. The judge also lets the victims know how 
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seriously she takes the taking of evidence.
That she herself went to the synagogue for this, even 

knows the current notices published there. She wants to make 
it as easy as possible for traumatised witnesses to testify in 
court. On Wednesday alone, three survivors reported lasting 
symptoms of stress and tension caused by the trauma of 9 
October. Insomnia, exhaustion, anxiety disorders.

Jewish woman criticizes the court

However, the judge’s concession did not appease a single 
witness. Christina F. does not only complain about police officers 
and politicians who are inactive in the face of antisemitism in 
Germany. She also criticises the State Security Senate around 
Mertens - a novelty in this trial. The Jew reprimands what she 
sees as 

“an insensitive court that reproduces the language of the 
perpetrator from the beginning”. And again: Applause from 
the audience.

Mertens does not intervene in this case either, she accepts 
it. She has no more questions for the witness. Not even about 
what exactly is meant by criticism.

From the demonstration of Corona’s 
deniers to the courtroom

A demonstration photo causes unrest among observers of 
the terror trial. The photo shows AfD politician Robert Farle at 
the Corona denial rally in Berlin on Saturday.

The member of the state parliament can be seen in a large 
crowd - without nose and mouth protection.

On Tuesday, Farle then attended ’s trial as an 
observer. Although he wore the mask prescribed by the court, 
he sat under the nose several times. A female bailiff intervened 
and Farle had a dispute with her.

Court spokesman Wolfgang Ehm told the MZ on Wednes-
day that it was not possible for the court to exclude Farle from 
the trial. However, court staff will continue to ensure that the 
court’s hygiene orders are enforced.
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“I wanted to protect her”
On Wednesday, the Jewish community security guard testified.

In his own words, the security officer of the Halle syna-
gogue observed the arrival of the murderer  via 
the security camera on 9 October 2019 and recognised the 
dangerous situation.

A car had parked in front of the cemetery wall and a man 
dressed in dark clothes had come out with a weapon that 
looked like a shotgun, the 56-year-old witness said on Wed-
nesday before the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg, which 
is hearing the case in Magdeburg. He said he did not attribute 
the equipment to either the police or the army.

He did not want to cause panic and told the community 
leader to alert the police, the witness said. He then had to lock 
all the doors that were not normally locked, he said. According 
to him, the wooden door that the murderer shot at was locked 
as usual while on duty.

He received training on how to behave in such situations 
only after the attack. He had been afraid for the people in the 
synagogue, including his mother, the 56-year-old man said, 

“I wanted to protect them”.
Until the attack, he said, people could attend services without 

registering. Now anyone who wants to go to the synagogue must 
register five days in advance, with a copy of their identity card, 
he said. It is only after a police check that a permit is issued.
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Survivors report the psycholo-
gical consequences of the at-
tack

Magdeburg (dpa/sa) - Many survivors of the Halle attack are still 
dealing with the serious psychological consequences of the attack. 
At the trial on the attack on Tuesday and Wednesday, a total of nine 
people testified about the attack at close range. Only one of them 
testified that he survived the events without major psychological 
consequences. The others reported sleep disturbances, panic at-
tacks, lack of concentration and other ailments. For many of them, 
the problems did not appear until a few weeks after the attack.

The trial of  from Saxony-Anhalt has been 
pending at the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg since 
21 July. Due to lack of space, the trial is being held at the 
Magdeburg Regional Court. At the beginning of the trial, the 
28-year-old defendant admitted that on 9 October 2019 he 
had attempted to provoke a massacre in the synagogue in Halle 
with heavy weapons. 52 people celebrated the largest Jewish 
holiday, Yom Kippur, in the synagogue. After failing to enter the 
synagogue, the man shot a 40-year-old passer-by who was 
passing by, and then shot a 20-year-old in a kebab restaurant.

“I just want my life back,” a witness who saw the 40-year-
old killed outside the synagogue told the court on Wednesday. 

She had walked past the synagogue seconds after the 
murder victim, just as by chance, and reported severe trauma. 
She said that her family had been able to help her cope, but 
that she was still struggling to get through the day. She hopes 
that the accused will not live another day in freedom. As on 
Tuesday, the witness’ testimony was applauded in the courtroom.

The synagogue security guard, who was the first to notice 
the attack on a security monitor, reported sleep disturbances 
that occurred several months after the attack. His 83-year-old 
mother, who was also in the synagogue, was also seriously 
affected by the attack.

A 24-year-old Berlin student, who was in the synagogue 
at the time of the attack, said she had been diagnosed with 
post-traumatic stress disorder. In the months following the 
attack, she said it had partly prevented her from working and 
studying. The 24-year-old, who left Poland to study in Berlin 
only a year and a half ago, said the attack had made her a 
stronger woman. She said she had decided not to let the per-
petrator destroy her dream of studying and living in Germany.

“I want to finish my studies here, I want to live here and this 
attack will certainly not stop me from going to the synagogue 
and living my faith.” She too was applauded. The 24-year-old 
was part of a group of young Jews in Berlin who wanted to 
celebrate Yom Kippur together in a smaller congregation, partly 
to bring a bit of “energy”, as the rabbi had told the group there 
on Tuesday. This, he said, was greeted with great enthusiasm 
by the Halle congregation, which includes many elderly people.

A 30-year-old graduate student from Paris was also part of 
the group. She too spoke of serious psychological problems in 
an extremely moving statement. She also reiterated the criticism 
of several witnesses on Tuesday regarding the treatment of 
the faithful by the police. From the arrival of the police to the 
evening accommodation, the behaviour had been unprofessional 
and above all extremely insensitive. In particular, she criticised 
the transport of visitors to the synagogue in a normal bus, 
which had also been in the view of journalists for a long time.
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Accompanying a survivor  
during her testimony in court

Day nine of the Halle trial against  - “In Germany I live in 
fear”.

Exhausted, Christina Feist arrives at Magdeburg Regional 
Court on Wednesday morning. “I haven’t slept for a fortnight,” 
she says. In a few hours she will testify, mentally reliving the 
hours of 9 October 2019, the day of the Halle bombing, in a 
crowded courtroom. As usual, the defendant will also be listening.

“Germany has a problem with right-wing extremism and 
antisemitism”.

This is, among other things, what motivates Christina. Since 
the beginning of the trial in July, she has been at the Magdeburg 
court almost every day of the trial. She says: 

“Sad as it is, we have a problem in Germany with right-
wing extremism and antisemitism. It is not new, it is not an 
emergence from last year, it has been around for decades and 
nobody is listening to us”.

In the trial she hopes that she will be taken seriously.

Other survivors of the synagogue 
testify

Afterwards, student Agatha M. takes her place in the 
witness box. She too was in the synagogue on the day of the 
crime. Her life will never be the same again, she says. Like 
most survivors, she is still dealing with the trauma of the crime 
and has even had to give up her part-time jo  She is better 
now. She also warns those present: 

“My heart overflows when I see that antisemitism still exists. 
Stop it, that’s enough”. 

As with the testimonies of the other survivors on Tuesday, 
the applause came from the audience. The judge does not 
reprimand the guests.

She accuses the court of reproducing, partly unfiltered, 
the defendant’s language. For all this, she receives applause 
from the audience. But also criticism. Some of the defendants 
find that her accusations against the police are exaggerated, 
or at least misplaced. After all, there were police officers who 
risked their lives in this attack. They have nothing to say about 
the conduct of the trial by the presiding judge.

“Welcome, you are not patients here, 
but guests”

Nevertheless, the doctor still has nightmares, is undergoing 
psychological treatment.

Nevertheless, she stands up to the defendant. As is often 
the case during witness hearings, he also laughs when Christina 
speaks. But in silence. But when she gets up and leaves the 
witness stand, he laughs out loud. Christina’s lawyer wants to 
get her out of the room quickly, but she stops, straightens up. 
Afterwards she says to me: 

“This is exactly the protest behaviour that has taken hold 
of me, where I simply say, now I’m going to stop on principle”.

The defendant’s unenthusiastic apo-
logy

The judge immediately calls the defendant to order. With the 
next witness, Mandy R., a passer-by who had to testify about how 

 Jana L., the defendant even apologizes. However, 
according to the Nebenklage representative, this apology alone 
will not change the sentence.  wanted to provoke a 
massacre through racism and xenophobia, everyone is aware 
of this. Even his “compassion” is antisemitic. Because he does 
not talk about it to Jewish survivors. The passer-by does not 
accept the apology. She wants him to go to prison forever.

Christina Feist is relieved, she has her testimony behind 
her. She was able to say what she wanted to say. However, it 
is not over for her yet. The trial isn’t over for her either. For the 
Jewish community in Germany, she hopes 

“that she will not let herself be beaten down, that she will 
not give in. Even if she will no longer be part of a Jewish com-
munity in Germany. She has decided to move her living centre 
to Pais. Because: “In Germany I live in fear. I can’t imagine a 
future here”.
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Day 9 of the trial, Synagogue 
survivors criticise police work

Halle (Saale) - It was one of the worst antisemitic attacks in post-
war German history: The right-wing terrorist attack in Halle on 9 
October 2019 made headlines around the world. Here you can find 
live coverage of the 9th day of the trial against  on 2 Sep-
tember Magdeburg. For the MZ, Jan Schumann and Hagen Eichler 
report from the court today.

15.15 hours: The trial is closed for 
today. At 3.13 p.m. the court closes 
today’s trial. The trial will continue 
15.10 Clock: A lone motorist wanted 
to help Jana L.

The court now hears from a 73-year-old man from Halle, 
who had called the police early on the day of the attack. The 
pensioner was driving a van when he saw a person lying in the 
street in front of the synagogue. It was Jana L. whom 

 had shot just before. The witness described how he had 
stopped to watch and possibly help. 

14:42: Halle eyewitness hopes for 
life sentence

In contrast to the previous Jewish witnesses, the defendant 
is now speaking. Halle’s wife had just reported that she was 
suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder, that she had not 
been able to sleep or eat for a long time. 

“I just want to tell you that I am sorry that you are having 
problems because of me”,  said to Mandy R. She 
replied: “I just want my life back. I hope this person will never 
spend another day in freedom again”. The audience applauds.

2:35 pm: An eyewitness saw Jana L. 
die.

The fourth witness now is a woman from Halle, who 
witnessed the death of Jana L.. Halle’s nurse had got off the 
tram on 9th October and had taken Humboldtstraße. There 
she saw the accused with a helmet and a rifle in front of the 
synagogue, without realising what was happening. She had 
changed sides of the street and was standing right across the 
street when the accused shot Jana L., she said.

“It sounded like a movie. My head just said “get down and go”. 
Crouching behind a car, she then heard shots for a few 

minutes, she said. According to her testimony, when she called 
911, the line was busy. The witness is barely audible despite 
the microphone, she seems distraught.

2:05 p.m.: A survivor accuses the 
court of “insensitivity”.

The witness, a doctoral student living in Paris, now describes 
the late effects of the attack. She reports sleep disturbances, 
nightmares and panic attacks. 

“My short-term memory didn’t work, I had memory lapses. 
I was standing in places without knowing how I got there”. 

She couldn’t work for months on her PhD thesis, says 
Christina F. 

“Now I’ve barely slept for a fortnight, I’m just tired”. Expe-
riences with the Halle police overwhelm her: “Every time I see 
a German policeman, something inside me tightens up. I can’t 
live here in a relaxed way”.

13:48: A witness complains of dis-
missive and disinterested police offi-
cers

Another participant of the service in the synagogue is 
now testifying. Christina F. had come from Paris to Halle on 
8 October 2019 to celebrate Yom Kippur. On the monitor of 
the surveillance camera she had then seen a person lying in 
the street - it was the shot Jana L. 

“Then a police car arrived and we saw that no one was 
looking after this person on the ground. I thought it was hor-
rible. A disaster”.

For hours, she says, she received contradictory messages 
- sometimes it was about a single assailant, sometimes about 
several; sometimes it was said that the man had been caught, 
sometimes he was considered a fugitive.

She describes her contacts with the police as conflicting. 
A plainclothes policeman did not identify himself as such and 
questioned her in a disinterested manner. She had to explain 
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to another officer that not all Jews are Israeli. 
“I find it completely inconceivable that the accused seems 

to know more about Judaism and Yom Kippur than the police,” 
said the witness. 

She stated that she suffered secondary trauma as a result 
of the treatment by the police.

1:12 pm: From the demonstration of 
Corona denier to the courtroom

Trial participants are outraged at the behaviour of AfD politi-
cian Robert Farle. The parliamentary director of the AfD’s state 
parliamentary group had observed the trial the day before. In 
doing so, he wore the mouth guard partly under his nose, after 
which he was admonished by a female court guard.

Spectator seats in the courtroom are arranged close to each 
other, with no minimum distance between them. A photo that 
has since surfaced proves that Farle took part in the Corona 
Denier demonstration in Berlin last Saturday with several other 
colleagues from the Saxony-Anhalt party, without wearing a mask.

Court spokesman Wolfgang Ehm told the MZ, when as-
ked, that an exclusion of Farle from the trial was not possible. 
However, court staff will continue to ensure that the court’s 
hygiene orders are enforced. Farle is not in the courtroom 
today; Green Party politician Sebastian Striegel is participating 
today on behalf of the State Parliament’s Inquiry Committee.

11:58 am: Surviving student wants to 
cling to Judaism

Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens asked the witness Agata 
R. whether she had considered leaving Germany after the 
attack. The Jewish theology student had come to Germany a 
year and a half ago. 

“Yes, of course. After the attack I first went to Poland because 
I felt safer there. But I want to finish my studies here, I want to 
live here. The assassination will not stop me from going to the 
synagogue or from deviating from my faith, quite the contrary”. 
R. quotes the biblical psalm 121: “Behold, the keeper of Israel 
shall neither sleep nor slumber”.

The meeting was adjourned at 12 noon for the lunch break.

11.45 am: The elderly Jews in the 
synagogue are in a state of panic

After a break, the second witness of the day testifies, Agata 
R., 24 years old. The student of Jewish theology had travelled 
with the group of about twenty people from Berlin to Halle on 
8 October to celebrate Yom Kippur the following day. 

“I heard a bang and at first I thought the Torah scroll had 
fallen down,” she says.

When the congregation escaped from the hall into another 
room and barricaded themselves in, she says there was panic. 

“Many elderly people had difficulty climbing the stairs. There 
were also a lot of people in the hallway. We didn’t know how 
long this situation was going to last”.

The student did not understand a word of German at the 
time; his testimony in court will be interpreted from Polish. 
After the attack, she says, the siren of the ambulances caused 
a feeling of fear. 

“I was suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder. Today 
I feel stronger. However, life is not the same”.

11.02 a.m.: communication difficulties 
in the courtroom

Communication is sometimes difficult. The security guard of 
the synagogue came from Ukraine to Germany in 1996, but he 
testifies in court in Russian and is translated by an interpreter. 
There is a lot of back-and-forth about what exactly can be seen 
in the photos of the synagogue grounds. The security guard 
categorically refers to a “fence”, even though a wall is clearly 
visible in the photo.

“Is it walled?” asks Verteidigr Hans-Dieter Weber. 
The witness confirms this and adds: “I call it a fence”. 
The main point is that if the murderer had entered the ce-

metery, he could have reached the synagogue without difficulty.

10:32 a.m.: Word fight between de-
fence and joint prosecution lawyers

Now things are heating up. Defence lawyer Hans-Die-
ter Weber keeps asking how things are going behind the 
synagogue wall: Is there still a fence blocking access to the 
synagogue? Kati Lang, the lawyer for the Nebenklage, objects 
to the question: The security guard, questioned as a witness, 
could not even evaluate the sketch made by the police and 
shown on the screen.

Weber asks again, Lang interrupts him. 
“Stop shouting at me, Dr. Lang,” asks the defence lawyer. 
Presiding judge Ursula Mertens acts as mediator. The wit-

ness finally says that there is still a fence about 1.70 metres 
high on the cemetery grounds.

10:15 a.m.: A security guard feared 
for his mother’s life

“When it started, I wasn’t afraid for myself. I was afraid for 
the people in the synagogue, including my mother, who is no 
longer the youngest,” reported the synagogue security guard. “A 
month or two after the attack, I started to have trouble sleeping. 
I am now seeing a neurologist. The headaches I used to have 
are more frequent now.

10:03 am: The door of the synagogue 
building was not locked

The security guard at the synagogue talks about increasing 
security after the attack. Since then, visitors have been required 
to register for Sabbath services five days in advance by presen-
ting their ID card. This did not apply on the day of the attack.

The door of the street on which the attacker shot was 
locked, reported security guard Vladimir R. However, the key 
had been inserted from the inside. The door of the synagogue 
building had been opened to let air into the building. When the 
attacker could be seen on the screen, he locked all the doors.
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9:47 a.m.: A security guard reco-
gnized the danger of an unusual 
weapon

The first witness to testify is Wladislaw R., the security 
guard of the synagogue. He said that on the monitor of the 
surveillance camera he saw a man dressed in dark clothes 
with a kind of shotgun in his hand. 

“I knew that such a weapon is not used by the army or the 
police,” he said in Russian. 

The murderer had made the weapons he used himself.

In order not to cause panic, he had first whispered to the 
community leader that the police should be alerted. When it 
became clear that the man was shooting at the door in the 
street, he had shouted to the community that everyone had 
to take cover.

9:30 am: The ninth day of the trial 
begins quickly

Good morning from the Magdeburg Regional Court! The State 
Protection Senate of the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg 
wants to hear this Wednesday from further witnesses to the 
attack on the synagogue in Halle, i.e. the participants in the 
Yom Kippur day ceremony. As usual, the defendant  
was brought into the courtroom with hand and foot shackles, 
and Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens opened the hearing at 
that time.

9.00 am: The court wants to hear fur-
ther witnesses from the synagogue

On Tuesday, those affected by the Magdeburg bombing 
had their say for the first time at the trial. On the 9th day of 
the trial, further witnesses who were in and around the Halle 
synagogue on the day of the attack are to be heard.
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The second life of Stanislaw
On the ninth day of the trial, witnesses and victims reported back. 
Among them was Stansilaw G., who survived only because 

’s gun failed.

Magdeburg l The 73-year-old courier driver from Halle wants 
to bring the mail to the justice centre at noon on 9 October 
when he turns with his van in Humboldtstraße. In front of the 
synagogue there is currently 

“a guy in a fancy uniform”, he says in the trial against Halle’s 
murderer in Magdeburg.  carries his self-made 
machine pistol in front of his chest.

The camera in his helmet captures everything on video. 
Next to the murderer’s car is Jana L. (40 years old), who has 
already been shot by him. Stanislaw G. remembers: 

“At first I thought a film was being made.” 
When the driver, who works for a company in Magdeburg, 

comes out and wants to help the woman lying on the ground, 
the murderer aims at him. He pulls the trigger audibly several 
times. After  has tried to clear the cork, he points 
his gun at the mail driver again. Once again, no shot is fired.

Click on the trigger

The pensioner does not hear the click of the shutter re-
lease because he does not have his hearing aid with him. But 
he remembers: 

“At the window on the second floor, someone kept shou-
ting: Far away! Far away! Quickly! That’s when he realised the 
danger to his life,” he says. “I quickly got back into the car. But 
I couldn’t put the ignition key in the lock because I was too 
excited,” he says. 

In the rear-view mirror he can still see the murderer holding 
his gun. Then finally the engine starts and the man drives the 
car around the corner.

More witnesses

In the synagogue, Vladislav R. watches everything on his 
large flat screen. The 56-year-old synagogue security guard 
first sees the man dressed in black holding a weapon. 

“He looked like a shotgun,” he testifies at the trial of the 
Halle bomber. 

He said that he had never seen anything like it in the army 
or the police. In order not to cause panic, he only whispered to 
the community leader. He alerted the police. Some men help 
him barricade the door with extra chairs. When the man fires 
several shots at the door, he shouts for everyone to take cover. 

Many victims in therapy

Agatha M., a 24-year-old student, recalls the situation in 
the synagogue: 

“Older people in particular would panic when they had to 
run for cover in the narrow corridor upstairs. We just didn’t 
know how long the situation would last,” says the Polish woman. 

The Jewish theology student had come to Germany a year 
and a half ago.

She says of the bus ride to the hospital: 
“I felt like someone at war.” She had been given a number 

to identify herself, she says. 
Later, after the assassination, she says she had symptoms 

of post-traumatic stress disorder. She had difficulty studying 
and working and had to go to therapy. This is what happened 
to many of the people affected. Agatha M.: 

“But now I feel stronger”. After the attack she went to Poland 
because she felt safer there. “But I want to finish my studies 
here and I want to live here,” she says.

Criticism of police work

Unlike her parents, she says, she grew up in a free Poland, but 
not free from antisemitism. “Today you have to say stop, enough 
is enough!” There was a lot of applause from the audience. 
Christina Feist, 30 years old, who had travelled from Paris to 
the synagogue for Yom Kippur with 20 other participants of a 
Berlin group, criticized in particular the insensitivity of the police. 

She has nightmares at night, panic attacks and faces at 
every major blow. She says: 

“I’m going to stay in Paris. I can’t go back to Germany. I’m 
afraid here and it’s also because of the German police”. 

She says she cannot imagine a future in Germany. Nothing 
is being done against the antisemitism that has historically 
developed in Germany. The defendant smiles broadly. Judge 
Mertens repeatedly reprimands the defendant: 

“There is really nothing to laugh about here. Every person 
deserves respect”.

To find out more about the day of the trial, watch the video of 
cutter Samantha Günther, in which, among others, co-appellant 
Christina Feist has her say.
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Wanting to go on living
Roman R. does not want to be chased away. Christina Feist leaves 
Germany. In the Halle trial, those who were the target of the au-
thor’s hatred have the floor.

Applause in the courtroom is considered inappropriate. But 
it does happen, for example after acquittals. Applause after the 
interrogation of a witness is unusual. But this is exactly how 
the eighth day of the trial on the right-wing extremist attack 
in Halle begins, when the joint plaintiff Mollie Sharfman frees 
herself from the power of the murderer on the witness stand.

Mollie Sharfman is the first voice in the trial of the Jews who 
had frequented the synagogue in Halle while the perpetrator 
was trying to gain access to the building. Sharfman speaks 
calmly and deliberately as he walks past the perpetrator in the 
room, while referring to the 28-year-old right-wing extremist: 

“You messed with the wrong person, the wrong family, the 
wrong plaintiffs. You’ve been rubbing up against the wrong 
people. From this day on, it will not cause me any more personal 
anguish. It ends today”.

It is the first of four liberating blows, sealed by applause today.

From the witness: inside, she returns to one of the three 
long rows of tables facing the author. She falls into the arms 
of another young woman: Christina Feist. The bond between 
them is very strong - through their common history and struggle.

“You got the wrong person, the wrong 
family, the wrong plaintiff” Mollie 
Sharfman, Jewish defendant

Neither woman is a member of the Jewish community in 
Halle. They came to the city on the initiative of the rabbinical 
couple Jeremy Borovitz and Rebecca Blady to celebrate Yom 
Kippur away from Berlin’s crowded synagogues and to revitalise 
an older local community. Rabbi Borovitz explained to the court 
on Tuesday what the holiday means to the Jewish people and 
how it is usually celebrated. Feist commented: 

“I think it’s good that the rabbi was questioned. An honest 
question is better than supposition. The author knows more 
about Yom Kippur than the court that is conducting this trial 
and the police who evacuated us at the time”.

The crime of 9 October 2019

On 9 October 2019, the right-wing extremist attempted to 
gain access to the Halle synagogue with home-made weapons. 
He broadcast a video of the act live on the internet. One of 
his models is the Christchurch bombing, in which the perpe-

trator stormed two mosques, killing 51 people and physically 
injuring as many.

Approximately the same number of people were in the Halle 
synagogue at noon. It is Yom Kippur, the highest Jewish holiday. 
The wooden door that opens onto the courtyard resists shots 
and kicks from the attacker, saving 52 lives. The author shoots 
the passer-by Jana L. in the street in front of the synagogue 
and 22-year-old Kevin S. in the neighbouring Kiez-Döner. He 
engaged in a shoot-out with the police in the street in front 
of the snack bar, hit a man across the street as he fled, and 
fired shots at a couple who refused to hand over their car to 
the assailant in order to escape.

The charges are two counts of murder and 68 counts of 
attempted murder. 43 people were admitted as co-defendants 
in the trial. They are relatives of the persons killed, the police, 
the synagogue and the Kiez-Döner.

Criminal trials always revolve around the perpetrators, 
whose guilt and sentence are to be determined. The victims 
generally remain silent marginal figures. This time it is different. 
In the Magdeburg courtroom, the joint plaintiffs raise their 
voices confidently.

How Yom Kippur was last year, that’s what Rabbi Borovitz 
and others report this Tuesday and Wednesday. Everyone 
present is living the day again and again, step by step, from 
different perspectives. The images partly overlap in time and 
yet are very different. During the eighth and ninth days of the 
trial, a global picture emerges that has been hidden from all 
cameras. It is a moving image.

October 2019 had attempted to storm the synagogue 
there with weapons and improvised explosive devices. The 
28-year-old man failed to reach the synagogue door, but shot 
the passer-by Jana L. in front of the door and 22-year-old 
Kevin S. in the neighbouring Kiez-Döner.

- Prosecutors The public prosecutor’s office is charging 
 with 2 counts of murder and 68 counts of attemp-

ted murder. 52 of these cases concern worshippers present 
in the synagogue. Some of them joined the prosecution as 
co-applicants.

- The author In the course of the trial so far, the accused 
has attempted on every occasion to disseminate his extreme 
right-wing views. He has smiled - at the video of the crime, at 
the charges, at the interrogation by BKA agents and witnesses.

- Co-applicants On the eighth and ninth day of the trial, the 
co-applicants who were in the synagogue at the time of the 
crime spoke for the first time. They asked about the context: in 
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what society is such an act possible? But also: in which society 
do we want to live?

- The verdict The trial is expected to last 18 days until 14 
October 2020. The perpetrator faces life imprisonment and 
pre-trial detention. (taz)

On each day of the trial, the supporters held a rally in 
front of the court, during which the persons concerned also 
spoke. Christina Feist stated at the beginning of the trial that 
antisemitism was 

“a sad part of our daily life”. Never again” are “words that 
have lost all meaning and credibility for me”. He stated that 
society must finally take the fight against antisemitism seriously. 
“I implore you: Don’t leave us alone with this!

“How did you experience this day?”

These demands were only partially met in the first days of 
the trial. Although the spectator seats were fully occupied from 
the beginning and public attention continued, during the trial the 
common plaintiffs were often subjected to self-promotion by the 
defendant. The video of the crime is shown again in court, the 
author’s smile accompanies these images as well as almost all 
the interrogations. At first, he takes every opportunity to spread 
his ideology. Even during the interrogation of Rabbi Borovitz 
on Tuesday, he tries to use a biased question to his advantage.

On the eighth day, the tide seems to be turning. It is then 
that the only question that arises is: “How did you live that 
day? The eyes of the courtroom are no longer focused on the 
perpetrator. It is not about guilt or conviction, but about power 
and empowerment.

The question “How did you experience this day” has been 
asked me I don’t know how many times. But it’s different de-
pending on whether you give an interview or make a statement 
at the trial. And I think it was only today that I realised how 
important it is to bring out my emotions,” says Christina Feist 
after hearing the testimony of Mollie Sharfman, I. Berger and 
Jeremy Appelbaum Borovitz, with whom she sat in synagogue 
on 9 October 2019.

“This process triggers something completely different in 
each of us,” Feist said on the sidelines. “Everyone deals with 
trauma and pain differently,” Rabbi Borovitz also said on the 
stand, “but for me and my fellow witnesses today, we have made 
the story of Yom Kippur and the attack a story not of grief, but 
of resilience. From tragedy, we will build lives,” he said.

The stories help to reconstruct the inner life of the syna-
gogue, but they do not reveal the inner life of its faithful. There 
are different traces that remain, different consequences they 
draw, different words they want to make people say.

Mollie Sharfman says, 
“My grandfather is a Holocaust survivor. For a long time he 

was the only survivor in the family. He hugged me and tried to 
protect me. Now I am also one of the survivors. I didn’t want to 
be, but now I am. Now I am here and I am strong”.

“This will not stop us from going to a synagogue” I. Berger, 
survivor I. Berger says: “I think that, shocking as it has been for 
all of us, Jewish life has become more has endured and even 
now we will continue as before. This will certainly not prevent 
us from going to a synagogue and living the Jewish life. We 
are not going to let him or anyone else take that away from us”.

She also says: “What is very stressful for me and what 
will not change: that two people are dead because I am not. 
Personally, I would have preferred him to shoot me rather than 
two people who had nothing to do with it. I can forgive him 
for trying to kill me, but not for killing two other people. I will 
never understand that”.

Rabbi Borovitz says: “I first came to Berlin twelve years ago. 
The second time was four years ago. I fell in love with this city. 
I strongly believe in a Jewish future in this country. Before this 
terrible experience we didn’t know how long we would stay here, 
now I have to say that Jewish life in Germany will continue, it 
will flourish, it will grow, and I am happy to have the privilege 
of being part of it. We are not afraid. We are not hiding. We are 
noisy and we are heard”.

On Tuesday afternoon, prayer leader Roman R. says: 
“I have decided to live as a Jew. My first thought was: “This is 

the price to pay for being shot by someone one day. No matter 
how well you speak German, no matter how well you integrate, 
you will always be a Jew. Then came the first expressions of 
solidarity. As if the sage on my wounds was the first Friday 
after the attack. I came to the synagogue, two hours before the 
beginning of Shabbat, and I was told that people had gathered 
outside and...” he interrupted, consulting his lawyer.

Then he addressed his words directly to the perpetrator: 
“I went out into the street. In that street where you were. 

The street was crowded. A thousand people: old people, young 
people, people from Halle, they came from all over Germany, 
non-Jews, and they sang. They sang shalom, peace. They 
said, “We will not leave this place. We are going to protect 
the synagogue. This is the Germany I know. What did you do? 
You unfortunately killed two people and left a trauma to many 
people, but I can only see the love and tolerance that came. I 
said to myself: I’m staying here. And what about you? For the 
rest of your life, you have to live with this: What you have done 
has not helped”.

A step towards grief management

Personal mourning cannot be detached from the Jewish 
faith, the origin of those affected and their position in German 
society. Not even for those who are following the trial these 
days - they applaud, have tears in their eyes. Nor for the court 
- it gives space and gives the applause.

Christina Feist says: 
“This process and my active participation in it is a conscious 

and hopefully final step in my recovery. I am sitting here again 
and I can, I hope, say very honestly what I felt, what I am feeling, 
and I hope to have the opportunity to talk not only about this 
attack and its perpetrator, but also about the situation as a 
whole: Germany as a whole, German politics, the work of the 
police, perhaps also what I think of this court. I don’t know on 
what other platform I could say this to be heard. Sometimes I 
feel bad and I don’t see directly why. I believe that by testifying, 
once again, a piece of reality comes back to me”.

To date, the small congregation in Halle has not really found 
rest. It has about 500 members, many of whom are older and 
come from families of Eastern European origin. After the attack, 
several politicians visited the congregation and the believers 
received offers of help. And they went on, without ever missing 
a single service. The community must not collapse, hatred 
must not prevail.
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But then came the corona pandemic, the next challenge. 
Since then, only 19 worshippers have been allowed to gather 
in the synagogue with its stained glass windows and wooden 
lectern to read the Torah. For the first time since 1945, Passover 
had to be cancelled and the commemoration of the victims of 
the Shoah, Yom haSho’a, could only take place virtually.

Security officer Vladislav Ryabichev now only allows visitors 
who are controlled by the police to pass through the gate into 
the synagogue grounds. Roman R. always looks reflexively at 
the surveillance camera screen at the synagogue door when he 
prays. Until four weeks ago, the dark brown oak door still bore 
the bullet holes from the attack. Then the door was replaced 
with a new, even stronger model weighing 160 kilograms. The 
old gate will be placed in the courtyard in October, when a year 
has passed since the attack - as a memorial. What happened 
will never leave the community, partly because it has raised 
more important issues.

Today, cameras are perched prominently on posts in front 
of the synagogue, and the police have placed a white and blue 
container nearby. To date, the community is negotiating a new 
security plan with the state. On Yom Kippur 2019, there were 
no police in front of the synagogue - officials did not consider 
the place of worship to be in danger. Today, the state govern-
ment is increasing funding for measures to protect Jewish 
institutions in the state.

Before the trial, the people concerned were already 
networking, some of them having issued a statement at the 
beginning. The trial should 

“expose the myth of the lone author and develop a res-
ponsible policy to combat growing online radicalisation,” he said.

She said that society must “fearlessly confront the ideologies 
that lead to the barbarism we witnessed in Halle”.

The failure of the authorities

Wednesday begins with the interrogation of the synagogue 
security officer, Vladislav Ryabichev. The energy wave of the 
previous day seems to have subsided. The defence lawyer 
questioned Ryabichev almost aggressively about the site plan 
and the security concept of the synagogue property. After 
an exchange of blows between the defence lawyer and the 
co-counsel, Ryabichev addresses the defence lawyer, 

“Now I ask you, as a Jew, are they preparing something?”
Mollie Sharfman finds it surprising that there is so little 

knowledge about Judaism in Germany, especially after they 
have tried so hard to come to terms with its past. She herself 
tries not to take it personally, she said after interviewing Rya-
bichev on Wednesday. 

“I still feel capable after yesterday. There is one person on 
trial, but hate exists all over the world. I draw a lot of strength 
from the fact that we are talking about how the world can be 
better”.

The failure of the working groups and investigators is clearly 
not over: just last week, BKA officials revealed that they could 
not reconstruct the author’s online activities. A lawyer exclaimed: 

“You were in charge of the evaluation, when you know no-
thing about Steam and games? The hesitant answer was “yes”.

This week’s trial was filmed by the security camera above 
the synagogue door. It documents the inability of the police to 
assist at the scene. And the statements of the co-defendants 
also testify to their incompetence.

The surviving believers, for example, had to fight with the 
police to be allowed to take their kosher food to break their 
fast. Rabbi Borovitz had lengthy discussions to be allowed to 
keep his 15-month-old daughter, who was with her nanny in a 
nearby café during the attack. He recounts another faux pas: 

“On the way to the bus, I saw a Catholic nun, she came 
to offer her support. I really think it was well-intentioned from 
an instinctive point of view, but from a Jewish point of view, it 
was a trigger. There is a long history of forced conversion, of 
pressure to abandon the Jewish faith. Being confronted with 
a nun in this situation was really upsetting for some people”.

“They can do better,” he says, referring not only to the police 
but also to German society.

When Christina Feist was not present at the Magdeburg 
Trial, she was preparing her doctorate in France. Originally, it 
was to be only a limited study visit. Now it is clear to her: 

“I will certainly not return to Germany. That is all. And this 
is not only due to this attack, but also to the wretched work 
of the police. I won’t let an attack take away my Judaism, and 
I won’t let it take away my ability to pass Yom Kippur in Halle 
again. But I can no longer live here”.
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Comment on the applause 
in the courtroom - disturbing 
noise in the terrorism trial

Magdeburg - The trial of Halle’s murderer, , took on a new 
face this week. For the first time, synagogue devotees testified.

Many made the connection with the fiery political calls 
against antisemitism and criticism of the authorities. This was 
warmly applauded by the public, which Judge Ursula Mertens 
did not stop. But it would have been better.

For good reasons, many judges take strict measures against 
comments from the public. Applause can be used to create an 
atmosphere, to influence witnesses and even judges. Mertens 
is an experienced judge. However, she has got herself into 
trouble. Why should witnesses to the defendant’s haunting 
ever have to appear?

What if they also made political statements and brought joyful 
cheers? If Mertens forbids it, it provides right-wing extremists 
with an excuse to discredit the court as politically controlled.

Of course, the assassination has a political dimension that 
needs to be clarified. But the court itself is not an actor in the 
political battle of opinion. It assesses the guilt of a defendant 
from a legal point of view. That in itself is a formidable task.
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Witnesses criticise the police
At the trial, the persons concerned described the behaviour of the 
officers towards the believers on the day of the crime as insensitive.

On the ninth day of the trial against the Halle synagogue 
terrorist, other eyewitnesses and relevant persons were 
questioned who were in the house of worship at the time of 
the terrorist attack on 9 October 2019. During this process, 
criticisms were made about the way the police dealt with the 
persons concerned.

A woman who was in the synagogue at the time of the 
antisemitic attack on October 9, 2019 described the officers’ 
behaviour towards the faithful as insensitive and negligent in 
Naumburg Higher Regional Court on Wednesday. In addition, 
the court interviewed two eyewitnesses who apparently only 
survived the attack on the street with luck. It also became clear 
that the event had deeply traumatised those involved.

A 30-year-old woman doing her doctorate in Paris reported 
considerable health problems after the attack: 

“I am afraid. I can’t live in Germany”. She also feared that 
she would no longer be heard, she said. 

At the same time, she warned not to adopt the language 
of the murderer in court without reflection.

It is inconceivable that the defendant apparently knows 
more about the Jewish holiday Yom Kippur than the German 
police, said a witness.

It is inconceivable that the defendant apparently knows 
more about the Jewish holiday of Yom Kippur than the German 
police or the defence in court, she said. She said: 

“Antisemitism is a huge problem. It must finally be taken 
seriously”.

She and another witness also expressed surprise that there 
were no police guards outside the synagogue on this important 
Jewish holiday. She learned this in other big cities like Berlin, 
said the 30 year old. She had heard that the congregation had 
probably tried unsuccessfully to get police protection.

A 24-year-old Jewish theology student also described 
irritating treatment by the police. On the other hand, she said, 
everyone was warmly welcomed and cared for in the hospital 

where the congregation was taken after the attack.
Mourning The young woman said that antisemitism has 

still not been defeated: 
“My heart overflows with sorrow at seeing this”. She said 

that it was now necessary to say “Stop, that’s enough”. 
Both women were applauded by the courtroom for their 

emotional statements. The 24-year-old woman said that she 
wanted to continue living here and fulfil her dream of studying 
in Germany. However, like other service participants and eyewit-
nesses, she suffers from post-traumatic stress.

A 43-year-old passer-by who witnessed the shooting of 
Jana L., 40, in front of the synagogue also suffered from psy-
chological stress and was on sick leave for weeks. She had seen 
the murderer, his weapons, she had then changed sides of the 
street, wanted to hide behind the parked cars and run away: 

“It bumped for minutes”.

The accused’s attempt to send him a word of regret was 
interrupted by the nurse: 

“I just want my life back. I hope this person will never spend 
another day in freedom again”.

A 73-year-old man was also targeted by the defendant. The 
courier driver had stopped his car because he saw a woman lying 
on the road and wanted to help her. When he got out, 

 pointed his gun at him, but it had apparently jammed. The 
man then quickly got into his car, left and informed the police.

 had carried out an attack on the Halle synagogue 
on 9 October 2019, shooting at two people and wounding 
others. Federal prosecutors charged him with two counts of 
murder, several counts of attempted murder and other crimes. 
For reasons of security and space, the trial will take place at 
the Magdeburg Regional Court.
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A commemoration without a 
large stage - This is how Halle 
remembers the attack on 9 
October by Jonas Nayda

Halle (Saale) - The calendar for Remembrance Day on 9 October 
has been set. Prime Minister Reiner Haseloff (CDU), Social Affairs 
Minister Petra Grimm-Benne (SPD) and Mayor Bernd Wiegand 
(non-party) presented the programme on Thursday at the town hall.

All the bells in Halle church must ring 
for two minutes.

At 12.01 p.m., all the bells in the churches in Halle must 
ring for two minutes. It was at this time, a year ago, that the 
murderer fired the first shot at the synagogue door. According 
to Wiegand, public life in the city will come to a halt during 
these two minutes. 

Experts, politicians and people affected by the attack will 
have their say at a conference on democracy, which will be 
held at the town hall throughout the afternoon, starting at 1 
pm. According to Minister Grimm-Benne It will be a specialised 
conference where, among other things, the question of how 
to act against antisemitism will be discussed. 

“We have to ask ourselves what we have learned from 9 
October and what we can do differently in the future,” she says. 

Interested Halle residents can also attend the conference, 
which is open to the public.

Central closing event at the 
Ulrichskirche

Shortly before 4 p.m., the old gate with the bullet holes will 
be inaugurated as a memorial on the grounds of the Jewish 
community. In addition, memorial plaques will be placed in the 
synagogue and the Kiez-Döner, the second crime scene. Federal 
President Frank-Walter Steinmeier is expected in Halle to mark 
the occasion. He is expected to make a speech.

At 17:30 the central closing event will start in the Ulrichskirche. 
Prime Minister Haseloff will be among the speakers. However, 
as only 100 people are allowed to enter the church at any one 
time, there will be a live stream that will be transmitted to many 
different locations in the city.

“It is hard to believe that almost a year has passed”.
Among other things, rooms will be set up in the opera 

house, the Steintor, the Marktkirche and the Lyonel Feininger 
Gymnasium where guests can attend the event in hygienic 
conditions. If the situation at the Corona in Halle were to worsen 
drastically in October, adjustments could be made everywhere, 
says Wiegand. That way, in the event of an emergency, fewer 
people would be allowed to enter the buildings everywhere.

“It’s hard to believe that almost a year has gone by,” says 
Max Privorozki, president of the Jewish community in Halle. 

For the community, the commemoration begins almost two 
weeks earlier. In 2020, Yom Kippur falls on 28 September. 
Because the community was attacked on Yom Kippur last 
year, this year the Jews are also commemorating their highest 
holiday with a special prayer. The 9th of October is a Friday 
and therefore the “Shabbat” (Jewish day of rest) from sunset. 
As Mr Privorozki explains, his congregation will therefore only 
be involved in the commemorations until about 6 pm. 
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Vigils: No room for the author! 
Solidarity with the victims!

The survivors of the right-wing attack on the Halle synagogue will 
have their say at Magdeburg Regional Court on 8 and 9 Sep-
tember. The trial against the right-wing attacker in Halle has been in 
progress since mid-July.

On 9 October 2019, the perpetrator committed an attack 
on the synagogue and the snack bar Kiez kebab in Halle. He 
killed Jana Lange and Kevin Schwarze. The massive front door 
of the synagogue prevented him from killing another 69 people. 
43 victims are currently appearing in court as joint plaintiffs.

For the first time, those who were in the Kiez-Döner on 
9.10.2019 will be questioned next week in the trial against the 
right-wing terrorist attacker from Halle. Thus, the survivors will 
be confronted with the murderer in the witness: Inside, they 
stand in a constellation in which he can also ask questions to 
the persons involved.

Right-wing supporters in the cour-
troom

In the past days of trials, extreme right-wing actors have tried 
to use the courtroom as a stage. For example, on 25.8.2020, 
the 6th day of the trial, people from the right-wing terrorist 
group “Freital Group” briefly sat in the front row of the spectator 
seats. The NSU trial has already shown that right-wing actors 
support the defendants in this way, but also try to intimidate 
the plaintiffs and others.

Showing solidarity with those affec-
ted

“By attending the trial out of solidarity, witnesses can show 
that a critical public continues to want to face the 9 October 
2019 attack and that they are not alone in the courtroom,” says 
press spokesperson Yasmina Hamid: in the initiative “Solidarity 
with the victims - no scene for the perpetrator! “

Support through vigilance and in the 
courtroom

The alliance “Solidarity with the persons concerned - no 
stadium for the perpetrator”, in cooperation with solidarity 
groups in the Federal Republic, organises a vigil in front of the 
regional court on each day of the trial, which will take place at 
the same time as the trial in court. 

“The presence on site and especially outside the court is 
important so that the survivors do not feel alone in the court 
proceedings, but that a sympathy of society is visibly shown,” 
says Esther Dischereit, observer and author of the trial.

That is why the organisers are calling on people to attend 
the trial and the rally, especially during the trial days starting 
on 8 September, and to support the survivors!

Many concerned people who are following the trial are 
using the space created for this purpose and are also taking 
the microphone after the long trial day to express their own 
views. Especially after testimony in court, supporters want to 
give witnesses the opportunity to express themselves or to 
withdraw to a safe place.

The days of the trial and their respective focal points can 
be found here. We call on you to show solidarity, not to leave 
the victims alone and not to leave supporters of the perpetrator 
entirely in the courtroom.
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Rabbi criticises the police
In the trial of the alleged Nazi terrorist in Halle, a rabbi who was in 
the synagogue during the crime testified. The police did not do well.

Magdeburg dpa/epd | In the trial on the Halle attack, a 
rabbi who was in the synagogue during the attack criticised 
the behaviour of the police. 

“We were treated more as suspects than as victims,” the 
33-year-old clergyman told the Magdeburg court on Tuesday. 

He would have expected more understanding from the police.
A bus that was supposed to take visitors to the synagogue 

after the attack found itself in the open view of journalists and 
photographers, he said. A Catholic nun had come as chaplain. 
This too was difficult for many members of the congregation, 
he said. 

“In difficult times, Jews like to be among other Jews,” he said.
The clergyman stressed that he did not accuse the police 

of bad intentions or blame them for anything. He only hopes 
that in the future they will be more in tune with the religious 
customs of the Jews. He had a completely different experience 
at the hospital, he said. 

“We were received there with love, with warmth.” Everyone 
showed deep humanity and offered to help. For this, he says, 
he is always grateful. This also manifested itself when two 
policemen wanted to take him out of a prayer to interrogate 
him. The hospital staff prevented this, he said.

The rabbi had travelled from Berlin to Halle especially for 
Yom Kippur with his wife and 15-month-old daughter. He was 

part of a group of 20 people who did not want to party in a 
crowded synagogue in the big city, but outside, also to support 
a smaller community.

The trial of the accused, , has been ongoing at 
the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg since 21 July. Due 
to lack of space, the trial is taking place at the Magdeburg 
Regional Court. The 28-year-old man confessed to attempting 
to massacre the Halle synagogue on 9 October 2019 with 
heavy weapons. There, 52 people were celebrating the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur.

After failing to enter the synagogue, the man shot a 
40-year-old passer-by and then a 20-year-old man in a kebab 
restaurant. He probably acted for right-wing extremist reasons.
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“I’m going to build my future 
here - you’ve accomplished 
nothing”

On the eighth day of the trial, four of the 43 co-applicants* speak in 
court for the first time. Their reports raise many questions about the 
work of the police, but above all, they draw the murderer’s attention 
to the extent of his failure.

On 1 September 2020, the eighth day of the trial against 
Halle’s attacker took place in Magdeburg. For the first time in 
the trial, four victims who were in the synagogue during the 
attack were heard. The accounts of the victims, who spoke in a 
firm voice, were moving. They recount small coincidences that 
may have saved lives, such as the first witness who wanted to 
stretch his legs for a moment and left the synagogue grounds 
a few minutes before the bomber arrived and heard shots 
and explosions from a nearby park. They report how the Yom 
Kippur prayers are interrupted by the explosions and continue 
afterwards.

One witness talks about his grandfather, a Holocaust 
survivor whose entire family was murdered: 

“For a long time, my grandfather was the only survivor in 
our family. Since 9 October 2019, I am also one of them. I am 
at his side. The strength with which I am here today comes 
from the faith and resilience of my family. I am not only here 
today for myself. I stand here for the generations of Jews who 
have gone before me and for all those who will come again.

All the interviewees described their shock and grief at the 
senseless murder of Jana L. and Kevin S.: 

“I cannot recover from the fact that two people died because 
I am not. For me I personally preferred that he shot me and did 
not kill two other people who were simply in the wrong place 
at the wrong time,” said one witness.

Every word spoken by the victims is a reminder to the 
perpetrator of his failure. After all, the people he wanted to 
murder are talking here, while he is sitting on the platform with 
only handcuffs on his feet. It is finally the singer of the Jewish 
community in Halle who speaks directly to him and reports on 
the first Shabbat after the murder: 

“The street was full of people. The street where you were. 
Old people, young people, people from Halle. They were singing 
and saying that we would not leave this place, that we would 
protect the people of this synagogue with our lives. I’m going to 
stay here. I have my family here. I will build my future here. You 
have to live the rest of your life with what you have done. You 
have accomplished nothing. He hasn’t accomplished anything”.

But the statements about the behaviour of the authorities 
and their representatives are also shocking on this day. Rabbi 
Jeremy Borovitz repeatedly emphasised in his testimony that 
his purpose was not to attack individual officers or to criticise 
the police as an institution: 

“I am not telling you this because I blame the police, but 
I think they could have done something better”. If one listens 
to the descriptions of the witnesses, there are in fact more 
than “a few” elements that paint a partly catastrophic picture 
of the Halle police.

For example, the people from the synagogue were taken 
by the police by bus from the place of the attack to a hospital. 
The bus is parked in the street in front of the synagogue, the 
windows are not darkened and there is no other visual pro-
tection. Just across the street there are photographers taking 
pictures of the people waiting in the bus. On the bus, the Jews 
were greeted by a Catholic nun who was supposed to act as 
chaplain. Rabbi Borovitz: 

“I think it was well-intentioned. The idea was that there 
are religious people and then you offer them religious help. 
But from a Jewish point of view - looking at the long history 
of forced conversion - it was very difficult for some of the 
people involved”.

Yom Kippur, the holiday on which the attack took place, is 
a day of fasting. There is no break in the fast until the evening, 
for which visitors had brought kosher food to the synagogue. 
However, the German meticulousness of the officials apparently 
required that nothing left the synagogue that could constitute 
evidence. Not even the food. After a long discussion, the people 
concerned were finally allowed to take it with them. But not in 
a suitcase. It would be too big, so everything had to be packed 
in plastic bags.

But not only was the food not allowed on the bus, but also 
Rabbi Borovitz’s 15-month-old daughter and his wife, Rabbi 
Rebecca Blady. This was because only people who had already 
been to the synagogue were allowed on the bus. The daugh-
ter, however, had spent the morning with her babysitter. Both 
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men were in the city during the attack. It was only after the 
rabbi refused to get on the bus without his daughter that the 
responsible officials let the 15-month-old child board the bus.

More shocking than these accounts from the victims on 
the day of the trial, however, is the video from the synagogue’s 
surveillance camera, which shows the behaviour of at least 
one officer. Filmed from above, one can see the area of the 
pavement directly in front of the front door, but the camera 
also shows parts of the street, as far as the area in front of the 
entrance to the Jewish cemetery, where the perpetrator first 
parks and finally murders Jana L.. The body can be seen on 
the surveillance video at the top of the screen. After the author 
failed to blow the door leading to the synagogue grounds, he 
got to the car and drove away - towards the City Imbiss, where 
he murdered Kevin S.

For a few minutes, Jana L.’s body can be seen on the video. 
A few passers-by gather together. Nobody tries to revive her. 
According to police protocol, it takes ten minutes before the 
officers arrive. Jana L.’s body remained ten minutes in the 
street in front of the synagogue. Then a police car stops at 
the top of the picture. A female officer gets out. She doesn’t 

try to resuscitate, she doesn’t even approach the body. Instead, 
she goes back and forth in the street. Seven minutes after 
the officers arrive, the culprit walks back past the synagogue. 
Until then, Judge Ursula Mertens shows the video. It is now 
17 minutes since Jana L. is presumed dead. However, none 
of the officers have approached the body, tried to revive it or 
pronounced it dead. Only a few hours later, the body of the 
murdered woman lies in front of the synagogue, as already 
described by the witnesses.

Once again, the German police did not give a good picture. 
Those concerned still emphasise that they do not want to hold 
the officers individually responsible. Yet the surveillance video 
leaves them only perplexed and shocked.

Nevertheless, the people concerned try to look to the future 
with optimism. Rabbi Borovitz: 

“I came to Berlin twelve years ago and again four years 
later. I firmly believe in the future of Jewish life in this country. 
Before this experience we didn’t know exactly how long we 
would stay, now I know that Jewish life will continue, flourish 
and develop and I am happy to be a part of it. We are not hiding, 
we are noisy and we are heard”.
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Day ten of the trial: the Jewi-
sh community protected itself 
because there were no police 
in front of the synagogue

The tenth day of the Halle bombing trial focused on how members 
of the Jewish community experienced the attack and how the police 
presence in front of the synagogue was handled.

The president of the community testified that there was a 
separate security concept. In addition, a witness reported that 
she was separated from her daughter for hours.

At the beginning of the day of the trial, a rabbi testified who 
was in the synagogue during the attack. At the time, she said, 
she had given her 15-month-old daughter to her babysitter in 
the morning and had gone to the service with her husband. 
They planned to meet during the service’s lunch break.

When the attack took place, the witness could no longer 
reach her baby-sitter by telephone. 

“I almost went crazy with fear,” said the rabbi. 
It was only after several hours that she was able to leave 

the synagogue and see her daughter again.

Family trauma revitalised

Her fear as a mother, she says, was also combined with 
the trauma of her family that day. Her grandmother had been 
separated from her family at the gates of Auschwitz in 1944. 
The defendant  had caused an extremely traumatic 
situation by his actions. She was in therapy because of the 
events and her daughter was getting better. The witness is 
increasingly able to live with these experiences. She stated: 

“The perpetrator did not succeed. I am living proof of this. 
People like him will not succeed”.

Witness: the door did not save her life

Another witness, who was also inside the synagogue during 
the attack, stated that it was not the door that saved the lives 
of the people inside the building. She argued that this account 
does not reflect what happened because the accused threw 
cluster bombs at the wall that could have killed people. She 
complains that media coverage focuses too much on the door.

During the testimony of the witnesses, the defendant at-
tempted to address the witnesses directly. He had already done 
so in the days preceding the trial as well. In doing so, he made 
provocative comments and statements that are antisemitic or 
even deny the Holocaust. The lawyers for the co-appellants 
immediately objected to these comments.

It is normal that no police were pre-
sent at the scene

A man who provided technical support for the service testifies 
that he watched on a screen the door of the synagogue that 
was shot. Then, he says, they tried to barricade the door with 
chairs and objects and called the police. According to him, it 
was normal that there were no police outside the synagogue. 
However, he believes that the police should have been present 
that day. The Jewish calendar was known, he said.

The Jewish community with its own 
concept of security

Max Privorozki, president of the Jewish community, also 
commented on the lack of police presence on the day of 
the attack. There was regular contact with the police, but no 
appointments for specific events. The security situation was 
regularly monitored by the National Criminal Police Office. After 
events such as the attack on Breitscheidplatz in Berlin in 2016, 
a police car passed the synagogue irregularly. Sometimes a 
car was also parked in front of the door for a week or two, he 
said. But last year, on Yom Kippur, the police probably didn’t 
make such a decision. The police had made these decisions 
without consulting the community.

That’s why, Privorozki said, a security plan was developed 
independently of the police. For example, the property and the 
door were locked. Community members usually know that they 
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have to wait for the door to be opened. Visitors will have to 
register in advance by e-mail. Then it will be checked whether 
they are allowed to enter the synagogue.

Then Privorozki tells how he experienced the attack. 
“I will never forget it. I saw how someone was killed, respec-

tively shot. I saw it with my eyes on the monitor”. When he sees 
the perpetrator of the crime on the screen, he first thinks “it’s 
a good film because it looked like it came from a special unit”. 

Only when Privorozki noticed that the perpetrator was on 
the door, it became clear that this was not the case. Then, 
shaking hands in panic, he had not called the police directly, 
but the emergency number 112.

He then gathered all the people inside the synagogue into 
the prayer room, he said. 

“I stood with one leg inside and the other outside to make 
the call”. Privorozki has been in contact with the Central Council 

of Jews to make the incident known throughout the country, 
he said. He had also spoken to his family on the phone and to 
the police on several occasions, he said. They ignored advice 
not to touch anything in the case of a bottle that was probably 
a Molotov cocktail, he said. “We moved a bottle. It was in the 
sun, the temperature was high”. We were afraid it might explode.

Verdict expected in November

On 9 October 2019, the defendant carried out an attack on 
the synagogue on antisemitic grounds and shot two people and 
injured others. Federal prosecutors charged him with 2 counts 
of murder, 68 counts of attempted murder and other crimes. 
He wanted to enter the synagogue with explosive devices and 
firearms to kill as many Jews as possible.

The defendant confessed to the crimes at the beginning 
of the trial. The verdict is expected to be announced on 18 
November.
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Day 10 of the trial, Syna-
gogue survivors speak out 
again

Halle (Saale) - It was one of the worst antisemitic attacks in post-
war German history: The right-wing terrorist attack in Halle on 9 
October 2019 made headlines around the world. Here you will 
find live coverage of the 10th day of the trial against  on 8 
September in Magdeburg. For the MZ, Jan Schumann and Hagen 
Eichler report from the court today.

08 september 2020: 10th day of the 
terrorism trial against 

This puts an end to this day of trial. From Wednesday, the court 
will work on a new complex: the fatal attack of the defendants 
on the Kiez-Döner in Halle. The survivors of this attack are to 
testify. In the snack bar,  shot 20-year-old Kevin S. 
after his failed attack on the synagogue in Humboldtstraße.

16.33 hrs: Weapons manufacture: the court examines 
photos of the workshop in Helbra

The court examines photos of the metal and wood workshop 
of the father of the accused in Helbra. There  is said 
to have assembled his firearms for the attack. “Very precise, 
that’s how you put it together,” asks Judge Mertens, looking 
at the workrooms. “I think so”, says the defendant.

There are workbenches and tools. The defendant had 
produced parts of his weapons with a 3D printer. The Federal 
Criminal Police Office (BKA) demonstrated the dangerousness 
of the weapons in elaborate firing tests.

16.20 hrs: Search of the house: the 
defendant hid a “fascinating” note for 
the police investigators

The court is currently examining photos of the search in 
Benndorf, where the accused lives. His room is small and poorly 
furnished. The photos show a half-empty shelf inside a packet 
of Chinese firecrackers, a book on handguns and documents 
from his rental car.  confirms that he had two steel 
helmets in his room as “decoration” - one of which had been 
“exchanged for four bottles of beer”.

During the search of the flat on the evening of 9 October, 
the police found several pieces of paper with the inscription 
“Niete” - a kind of joke by the accused, who was waiting for 
the investigators to arrive after the attack.

3.47 p.m.: End of the interrogation of 
Mr Privorozki

Privorozki with a conciliatory tone. 
“I can say for myself that after the 9th of October I feel 

more at home here.” He said that the solidarity after the attack 
had been beneficial to him: The majority of people are “against 
hatred, against murder, against the Nazis”. A 15-minute break 
followed.

3.38 pm: Privorozki: solidarity after 
the attack gives him hope

A Nebenklage lawyer questions Privorozki about the financial 
damage caused by the attack. He cannot quantify this, he says. 

“It would also be a mistake”, given the two deaths. But 
the head of the community would like to point out: “We have 
not cancelled a single event since then, the Jewish cultural 
days have been very busy”. He says: “Life goes on”. The great 
solidarity shown after the attack gave him hope, he explains.

15.32 Clock: Privorozki: the murde-
rer’s parents must have suspicious 
plans

Privorozki now explains why he is a co-applicant in this case. 
“For me it was not natural. I wondered whether I wanted 

it or not”. 
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But he said that he had decided to do it - because he 
wants a thorough investigation. He is particularly worried 
about the parents of the 28-year-old murderer from Benndorf 
(Mansfeld-Südharz).

“I can hardly imagine someone living for years with his 
mother, planning something like this in secret, and his mother 
and father not knowing about it,” Privorozki says. He believes 
that the parents of the antisemitic murderer “did not want to 
know what their son was up to.

Mr. Privorozki asks: 
“How is it that such an operation is prepared without the 

parents even thinking about it? He said that it reminded him 
of people who in the past “lived two or three kilometres away 
from a concentration camp and did not want to know anything”. 
Mr Privorozki is appealing to the federal prosecutors to clarify 
this point.

3.18 p.m.: an explosive device pierced 
the window of a neighbour’s house

Judge Mertens reviews the photos of the scene with the 
community leader, Mr. Privorozki. Including photos of the ex-
plosive devices found and their craters. One of the bomber’s 
explosive devices was so powerful that part of it flew from 
the synagogue courtyard to the window of a nearby building 
and broke it.

2.49 p.m.: Mr Privorozki thanks Mr Hallen-
sern for his help

Mr Privorozki expressed his gratitude for the solidarity he 
had shown after the attack. 

“The majority are good people,” he said on the stand. “That’s 
the difference with 1938, when our synagogue was also at-
tacked.” People like the accused attacker are a minority, says 
the community leader.

14:45: Privorozki: older members of the 
community handled the attacks better

Mr Privorozki said the older people in the synagogue had 
coped better with the attack than the younger ones. It is pos-
sible that Jews in the Soviet Union, in particular, may have seen 
things in the past “that remain in the memory”. A euphemism 
for : Past suffering made them difficult.

“How did he deal with all this,” Judge Mertens now asks. 
“On 9 October, I was active all the time - but I didn’t have 

time to deal with it,” says the community leader. Again and again, 
he says, he made phone calls - to Israeli officials, to the federal 
government, to the prime minister, to the mayor. He spoke with 
the head of government Reiner Haseloff (CDU) in the evening. 
“When I arrived at the market, there was already a solidarity 
rally,” Privorozki said. “It was then that I slowly realised what was 
going on. That two people had died. This is the worst thing”.

2.33 pm: the community leader imme-
diately informed the Jewish organisations

Immediately, members of the community barricaded the three 
doors of the synagogue from the inside, Privorozki described. 
“It was a relief” when he saw the police via the surveillance 
camera. He said the community leader also made sure that all 

Jewish organisations in Germany were quickly informed of the 
attack on Halle - in case it was a concerted effort. 

“The members then decided themselves that they would 
continue the service. It was a good decision”.

Then his mobile phone rang “constantly”, says Privorozki. 
The American consulate, the Israeli government, the press. He 
also received concrete instructions from the police by phone, 
but “much later”. Meanwhile, inoperative Molotov cocktails lay 
in the synagogue courtyard, which the murderer  
had thrown over the wall.

2.21 p.m.: Foreign guests at Yom Kippur 
were given special attention

The fact that the community of Halle had many foreign 
guests on 9 October 2019 was special, says community 
leader Privorozki. 

“I was happy that Yom Kippur was a bit different this time.” 
In addition to Germans and Ukrainians, there were also 

Americans in Halle’s synagogue.
Now Privorozki describes the moment of the attack. 
“I will never forget it”. He says that when  shot 

at the door, he knew that “it is dangerous for fire”. Shaking 
his hand (“It doesn’t happen often.”), he had switched on his 
mobile phone and called 911. Ten minutes later, the first patrol 
car had then reached the place of worship. “It seemed like an 
eternity,” says Privorozki.

2.13 p.m.: the President of the Community, 
Max Privorozki, on the witness stand

The president of the community of Halle, Max Privorozki, 
comes to the witness stand - it is now also a question of the 
security of the synagogue. On the day of the attack, the police 
had not guarded the place of worship at all times, which had 
led to much criticism. 

“There was always contact with the police,” says the 
57-year-old. “Not like now, but the contact was still there.” The 
police decided alone on the necessary security measures, he 
says. Apparently, at the time, the police considered it sufficient 
that an irregular police patrol was protecting the synagogue, 
Privorozki said.

13.32 hours: After the escape attempt: the 
court wants to question the prison officials

Organisational details on the continuation of the trial: Judge 
Ursula Mertens does not only want to summon the psycholo-
gist Norbert Leygraf on 30 September for an assessment of 
the accused. She also wants to invite two employees of the 
Burg Prison (Jerichower Land), who know the accused from 
his current pre-trial detention. They should also describe their 
impressions of the accused.

 had tried to escape from prison at the end of 
May, while he was still in Halle. As a result, he was transferred 
to the high security prison in Burg. It is known that the prison 
staff initially considered the prisoner to be fairly cooperative 
and polite - but when he was not observed during a gardening 
exercise, he tried to escape.

After a short break, other witnesses were heard, including 
the head of the Halle community, Max Privorozki.
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12.07 p.m.: Constant police protection: “Of 
course, this affects life in the community”

The third witness, a 52-year-old Jew from Halle. Judge 
Mertens asks whether community life has changed since the 
attack. 

“There are more security measures, there are always the 
police in front of the synagogue now.” This also brings “nervous-
ness”, describes the man, who has been part of the community 
for 20 years. “Of course it affects life in the community.” 

But in retrospect, he also says: from his point of view, 
especially during the Yom Kippur festival, there should have 
been a police car in front of the place of worship.

11:55 am: A witness no longer feels safe 
in Germany

The 29-year-old witness criticized: Judaism is something 
that has “died out” for most Germans. She would like to feel 
safe in Germany - but at the moment she can only do that 
in Israel. The witness asks those present in the room: How 
comfortable would you feel if you had to live behind bullet-proof 
doors and windows?

11:43 a.m.: Witness criticises the lack of 
clarity of the authorities

The second witness of the day is a 29-year-old rabbi in 
training who was in the Halle synagogue during the attack. 
She described how her family had been rooted in Germany 
for centuries. 

“I was brought up in the confidence that Germany as a 
nation had learned from its past,” she said - the antisemitism 
that led to the Holocaust. “But over time this trust has been 
lost.” This court case also contributed to this, the Jew said. She 
quotes Heinrich Heine: “When I think about Germany at night, 
I am sleep-deprived”.

The 29-year-old criticizes the widespread view that it was 
the synagogue door that saved the Jews at prayer in Halle. 

“This is a factual error,” says the witness. “The defendant 
threw cluster bombs at the wall which could have killed people.” 
She criticized: “The need to find a good German to save Jewish 
lives has no place here.”

Instead, the witness said that she would “like to see a federal 
government that protects its minorities”: “I don’t understand 
how the BKA officials can say that they did their best. Nor 
had the Internet sites the defendant frequently visited been 
examined in detail, nor had the computer games she had tried, 
she said. Nor did the investigators examine the parallels with 
other attacks, such as those in El Paso, Christchurch or Utoya, 
he said. “The defendant has repeatedly made us understand 
that he is just a small cog” in a larger machine.

10:33 a.m.: Witness continues to receive 
treatment after attack

After the attack, the Jews from the synagogue were taken 
to the Elisabeth Hospital in Halle for treatment - like other 
witnesses, the 30-year-old rabbi gave special thanks to the 
hospital staff. 

“The staff and nurses were extremely friendly,” she said, 
“they really felt that we were well looked after, that we were 

important to them. They behaved in an exemplary way and 
showed how to treat traumatised crime victims”. 

On the other hand, some witnesses have already criticised 
the insensitive treatment of victims by the police.

After the attack, the 30-year-old had suffered from sleep 
disturbances. This had also been the case for months for her 
child. 

“I am still undergoing trauma therapy,” said the witness. 
She concluded with a fighting statement: “The attacker did not 
succeed, I am living proof of that”. Nothing will stop her from 
continuing to support Judaism in Germany, she said.

10.18 a.m.: A witness describes the day 
of the attack on the synagogue

The 30-year-old woman describes the events that took 
place in Halle on 9 October: at that time she came with her 
husband (also a rabbi) and their infant child to the town of 
Saale to celebrate Yom Kippur in the Jewish community. When 

 opened fire on the synagogue around noon, the 
babysitter had just walked with her toddler in front of the place 
of worship. Meanwhile, about 50 Jews were praying in the 
synagogue - including the witness and her husband - when 
the attack began. 

“When I remember this moment, panic hits me hard,” said 
the thirty-year-old. She said she couldn’t reach the baby-sitter 
on her mobile phone at first.

10:05 a.m.: Rabbi on the witness stand

The first witness is a 30-year-old rabbi who was in the Halle 
synagogue during the attack. The New Yorker, who currently 
lives in Berlin, comes from a family of Holocaust survivors. From 
the outset, she describes the trauma suffered by her Jewish 
ancestors at the hands of the Nazi terror regime.

9.46 a.m.: Judge Mertens wants no more 
applause

Even before the first witness, Judge Ursula Mertens gives 
a basic indication of the trial. 

“I ask you to refrain from applauding,” she said - this is 
directed at the audience, but also at parts of the Nebenklage. 
In the days leading up to the trial, those affected by the attack 
had been repeatedly applauded during their testimony. “We are 
being held here as a court, that the trial takes place in a calm 
and neutral atmosphere,” says Mertens. 

Now the questioning of witnesses begins.

9:15 am: Testimony of a Jewish com-
munity leader

In the trial on the right-wing terrorist attack, the court 
continues the interrogation of the survivors of the synagogue. 
Today, among others, the president of the Jewish community in 
Halle, Max Privorozki, is called as a witness. In addition, other 
members of the group of young Jews from Berlin who visited 
the Halle community on the occasion of Yom Kippur are on 
the witness list, including a rabbi.
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The tenth day of the trial in 
the Liveticker

In the trial against Halle’s murderer, the president of the Jewish 
community will testify. The Volksstimme reports live on a ticker tape.

Magdeburg l On the tenth day of the trial for the Halle 
murder, other victims of the antisemitically motivated attack will 
testify in court. Among others, Max Privorozki, the president of 
the Jewish community in Halle, has been summoned. He was 
in the synagogue on the day of the attack and had informed 
the police of the attack.

In addition, a female rabbi was summoned. Together with 
her husband, a rabbi who had already testified on one of the 
previous trial days, she had organised a trip for members of 
the Berlin community to Halle. The trial will begin at 9.30 am. 
The Volksstimme reports on the trial day in the live ticker.

On 9 October 2019, the defendants had attempted to storm 
the synagogue in Halle. They wanted to kill the members of the 
Jewish congregation present. They had just celebrated Yom 
Kippur, the highest Jewish holiday. The case was heard by a 
chamber of the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg, presided 
over by Judge Ursula Mertens. Due to lack of space in the 
local court building, the trial will take place at the Magdeburg 
Regional Court.
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What did ’s parents know?
On the tenth day of the trial against Halle’s murderer, further wit-
nesses from the synagogue were heard by the court.

Magdeburg l On the tenth day of the trial against Halle’s 
murderer, further witnesses from the synagogue were heard 
by the court on Tuesday. Among them was Max Privorozki. At 
the age of 57, he has been the head of the Jewish community 
since 1999 and has been its managing director since 2002.

Regarding the security of the synagogue, he says, 
“It’s not that the police haven’t done anything.” 
Regular checks were carried out and police vehicles patrolled 

the area irregularly. He also had a specific contact person at 
the Halle police. However, the security concept was developed 
by the police alone, he said. 

“We were only informed”, he said, explaining that the mu-
nicipality had developed its own concept.

Privorozki: 
“But nobody could have expected the attack.” 
What he means is the attack on the synagogue with 52 

worshippers by the right-wing terrorist  de Benndorf 
on 9 October 2019. The head of the community: 

“I will never forget the image where we had to watch on 
the screen how a person is shot dead.”

 That it was the passer-by Jana L., he didn’t find out about 
it until much later. In general, the situation remained uncertain 
for a long time. 

“I thought the man in uniform was a SEK officer. When he 
then fired against the door, we suspected what was going on. 
My hands were shaking for the first time in my life,” he recalls. 
It was so bad that he couldn’t type the numbers on his mobile 
phone keypad. Then, in panic, he says, he dialled 112, which is 
the emergency number for the fire control centre, not the police.

Like an eternity

“About ten minutes passed when we saw the first police car 
on the screen. Time seemed like an eternity,” he says. Then, he 
says, the events already described by other witnesses began to 
unfold. Later, he says, he had enquiries every minute from the 
American consulate, the Central Council of Jews in Germany, 
the Israeli government, the police and the press.

In the evening, Minister President Reiner Haseloff (CDU) 
arrived. There was also a first solidarity rally. 

“It was only then that I slowly understood what was happe-
ning,” he said. It still took some time to accept the shock. “The 
fact that a few days later a human chain was formed from the 
synagogue in Kiez-Döner with around 2000 people shows 
me how the majority think,” he says. Turning to the accused, 
Privorozki said: “That’s the difference between 1938, when the 
synagogue was attacked, and the attack in 2019”.

The Kiev-born community leader urges the court to take a 
closer look at the role of the defendant’s parents. He says he 
cannot imagine that they were never aware of his plans. He says: 

“They may not have wanted to know what he was doing 
exactly”. 

The testimony of the parents reminds him of people who 
lived a few kilometres away from the concentration camps 
and had later stated that they had known nothing. Three other 
witnesses also described their experiences in court.

The trial will continue on Wednesday with the first witnesses 
from the Kiez-Döner.
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The head of the community of 
Halle asked for help from the 
police in vain

The director general of the Jewish community in Halle, Max Privo-
rozki, was interrogated Tuesday as a witness to the attack on the 
city’s synagogue.

“There has always been contact with the police,” Privorozki 
said during the trial before the Higher Regional Court of Naum-
burg, which is being held in Magdeburg. He said there had been 
no contact until the attack on 9 October 2019: once or twice 
a year there was contact with a contact person at the police.

The security concept had been prepared by the police and 
the situation had also been assessed there: 

“We were only informed at that point.” 
So the municipality had developed its own security concept. 

After the attack on Breitscheidplatz in Berlin in 2016, it had 
requested additional police support in vain, Privorozki said.

Until the attack, the police were irregularly passing the 
synagogue for checks, he said. There were no police cars in 
front of the synagogue, even at Yom Kippur, he said. The doors 
of the synagogue were closed, as is always the case during 
services, the 57-year-old said.

Through the monitor of the surveillance camera, he saw 
the murderer shooting a woman: 

“I will never forget it”. He then called 911 and also imme-
diately informed the Central Council of Jews, which was sent 
to warn other congregations, he said.

According to Privorozki, the worst thing is that two people 
lost their lives. As a co-applicant, he wants to understand how 
a person went from being an antisemite to a murderer and 
what role the parents played. He could not understand that 
the mother and father did not want to know that the son was 
preparing “this operation”.

During the attack,  had tried unsuccessfully to 
enter the synagogue. He then shot two people and wounded 
others. The federal prosecutor’s office charged him with 2 
counts of murder, several counts of attempted murder and 
other crimes. epd
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Eleventh day of the trial: Kiez-
Döner witness testifies

On the eleventh day of the Halle bombing trial, the court on We-
dnesday discussed what happened at the kebab snack bar. Wit-
nesses stated that they had not taken the attacker seriously as 
such. The owner of the snack bar did not testify on Wednesday. 
Their testimony was postponed due to problems with the interpre-
ter’s schedule.

On the eleventh day of the trial of Halle’s murderer, the court 
on Wednesday talked for the first time about what happened 
at the kebab snack bar. A survivor who was inside the shop 
testified, as did a passer-by who had stood for a moment a 
few metres from the murderer.

In addition, new video footage was shown, which the 
murderer had recorded with a camera attached to his jacket. 
In addition, two other witnesses were heard: a policeman and 
another passer-by who had seen the murderer in the street.

The murderer had gone to the kebab snack bar after his 
failed attack on the synagogue. He had first thrown some 
kind of explosive device into the shop. In the shop, he shot 
the customer Kevin S.

Witnesses: the attacker’s appearance 
is not taken seriously

Witnesses who testified in Magdeburg on Wednesday 
about the events in and in front of the Kiez-Döner said that 
they had not taken the killer’s clothes and equipment seriously. 
The first witness, a pensioner who was on the street in front 
of the snack bar, said she had thought about the carnival and 
a home-made weapon for the children. The second witness, 
a teacher, said he thought of Halloween when he saw the 
murderer and paintball when he saw the gun.

The second witness also stated that he did not initially 
recognize the situation as dangerous and did not make any 
connection between the loud bang and the man who then 
entered the shop. Only the reaction of the other guests made 
him aware of the situation. He then fled through a window into 
the garden with another guest.

Another witness who testified on Wednesday was in 
Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse on 9 October. He believes that the 
murderer shot him. He was no longer sure whether he saw a 
weapon on the day of the crime, but he heard shots and fled.

A witness criticizes the press

The professor recounted and criticised in his testimony that 
a journalist from a national media had visited him at his private 
address in the evening, a few days after the attack.

He suspects that he must have had access to the inves-
tigation file or his police statement. He had testified to the 
police on several occasions, twice on the day of the attack. 
Even before the third statement on Sunday, the journalist went 
to his home on Saturday evening, he said.

Snack bar owners have not yet testi-
fied

The owners of the snack bar Kiez-Döner, Ismet and Rifat 
Tekin, were also to testify on the tenth day of the trial. However, 
their appearance as witnesses was postponed due to organi-
sational problems with the interpreter who had been brought 
in at the back. They are scheduled to testify next week, as is 
Kevin S.’s father, who has been shot.

Forensic testimony

In the afternoon of the eleventh day of the trial, a police 
officer testified about the recovery of evidence and the difficulties 
involved. The scene of the crime was unclear when the forensic 
team arrived, as other forces, including SEK, were still on the 
scene. At the same time, there had been some time pressure 
because a storm was approaching. Securing the traces of the 
crime in the street was therefore a priority. Among other things, 
ammunition and bullet holes were secured.
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Murder in Halle: Report on 
the eleventh day of the trial

Clear words for the accused - and another crime video.

For the first time, witnesses were heard who survived the 
attack on the Kiez-Döner. One witness, who had been targeted 
by the accused, addressed him directly. An unpublished video 
of the crime was also broadcast.

It is a coincidence that the witness was taken to the Kiez-
Döner on 09.10.2019. The professor comes from Göttingen, 
wants to go to the University of Halle, wants to eat something 
first. In the Kiez-Döner, in Ludwig-Wucherer-Straße, there is 
free short-term parking. He stops, goes inside, gives orders.

In his testimony on the eleventh day of the trial it becomes 
clear that the event was perceived as unreal in the eyes of the 
survivors. When the accused threw an explosive device that 
broke the window of the Kiez kebab shop, he said that he first 
admired the pattern. When the assassin entered the snack bar, 
he thought he was wearing a Halloween costume - equipped 
with a helmet, waistcoat and boots. Only one of Kevin S.’s 
colleagues made the witness aware of the dangerousness 
of the situation:

“Get out of here, or he’ll shoot us!” Witness in the Kiez-Döner
The witness stated that he was deeply grateful to the man 

“because he freed me from my astonishment”. The two men 
ran to the back, went up a flight of stairs, climbed out of the 
window at the back of the house over a take-away bin.

As he recounts his views on the attack, his son is sitting 
next to him: the lawyer David Benjamin Hermann is represen-
ting his own father. He had decided to participate in the trial 
not only as a witness but also as a co-applicant. As he sits on 
the witness stand and describes detail after detail, 

 appears without expression.

Another crime video is shown

The accused shows some emotion when shown a second 
video of the crime, which the accused himself filmed. In case 
the stream from his smartphone stopped, he had attached a 
second camera to his waistcoat, which had recorded the crime.

The content is almost identical to that of the usual stream, 
except for the slightly different perspective. The camera tilts 
down, showing the waistcoat as the accused shoots at the 
synagogue, throwing grenades and Molotov cocktails over the 
cemetery wall. As the shots at Jana L. are heard, a grimace 
crosses the courtroom. The common complainants who came 
look tense - a mixture of sadness, anger and disgust is written 
on their faces. The defendant leans forward, supports his chin 
with his hand, looks at the monitor. This is very reminiscent 

of the second day of the trial, when a live video had already 
been shown. A co-applicant must leave the courtroom when 
the first of several clips is broadcast.

Meanwhile, the defendant smiles, visibly amused by the 
video in which he sees himself, and laughs out loud.

What the murderer was doing on his 
way out of Halle

The video presented today includes hitherto unknown 
details of  de Halle’s escape. After committing 
the murders of Jana L. and Kevin S., and being shot during 
a shoot-out with the police in Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse, he 
addressed all subsequent passers-by directly in the car. He had 
already thrown away the smartphone from which the flow of 
life was filmed in the moving car. His plan was to later put the 
video material filmed with the second camera on the Internet.

Music with antisemitic and racist lyrics could be heard in 
the car. K-pop, happy tunes, hateful content. The accused talks 
about the stress caused by the crime. Moments later, however, 
he explains that he does not feel any different from what he 
was before the crime. He says he needs another car.

Now everyone in the courtroom knows that he tried to 
steal a car from two people in Wiedersdorf. He shot them and 
seriously injured them both. But the video does not show these 
acts. Only when the murderer robbed a taxi at gunpoint in a 
garage did he record another clip - in which he wonders “why 
people make such a fuss”.

The fact that the victims are sitting in front of him, that 
everyone in the room is tense when the video is shown - all 
this does not seem to correspond to the accused.

Clear words for the accused

It is the statement of the witness Bernd H. that causes the 
accused to show at least a mimetic reaction. He explains that 
he is a co-applicant for two reasons. 

“Spontaneously, I would say: because of my anger.” Then 
he adds:

“I hope that it will be clear to society, through the procee-
dings, the confessions of everyone involved - including the 
accused - that this is a deeply despicable crime that has been 
allowed to happen from the sleepless environment of society”. 
Witness Bernd H.
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The accused  sits at the beginning of the 
eleventh day of the trial at the regional court.

The verdict in the trial against  
is due in November 

When the witness says this, the defendant turns to him, 
obviously feels challenged. It becomes clear that fundamentally 
different values are in conflict here: a democratic and egalita-
rian worldview on the one hand - and an antisemitic and racist 
worldview full of hatred and violence on the other.

The witness explained: 
“A person whose mother is a professor of ethics should 

have read the Basic Law at least up to Article 20, and then he 
would have seen what a presumption there is to deny someone 
the right to life because of their origins or beliefs”. 

The defendant raises his eyebrows, feeling clearly challen-
ged. Lawyer David Benjamin Hermann told MDR SACHSEN- 
ANHALT about this moment in the courtroom :

“It is interesting that he tried to apologise to the witnesses 
- I say this deliberately in inverted commas - who are “bio-Ger-
man” and who did not make clear statements to him. He did 
not apologise to those, also “bio-Germans” in his opinion, who 
confronted him. Which, of course, would only be said in this way. 
Because there can be no apology for such a crime”. Lawyer 
David Benjamin Hermann

Witnesses report shots fired in the 
street

On the eleventh day of the trial, a witness also stated that 
she was walking in front of the Kiez-Döner when the murderer 
detonated a grenade in front of the snack bar. Right in front 
of the woman’s feet. One of the nails with which the explosive 
device was filled wounded her in the toe. 

“I didn’t say anything,” she explained on the witness stand. 
That, she said, was her big chance. “Otherwise I would have 
been like the 40-year-old woman in the synagogue.” 

Jana L. had been shot by the accused after she approached 
him.

The accused had also shot Malek  in Ludwig-Wuche-
rer-Straße. Malek  explained in the witness box that he had 
fled as soon as he recognised the situation - to the station, to 
the police. Even today he sometimes has nightmares. In the 
courtroom, the presiding judge contacted the victim support 
service.

How the trial will continue

The day of the trial ended after an official of the National 
Criminal Police Office explained the traces found on and in the 
Kiez-Döner. On the twelfth day of the trial, further witnesses 
will be heard about the events in the Kiez-Döner and Lud-
wig-Wucherer-Strasse: Ismet and Rifat Tekin, then employees 
and current owners of the snack bar, are expected to testify 
and describe their views on the murder of Kevin S.
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Day 11 of the trial, Witnesses 
describe the attack on the 
Kiez-Döner in the LuWu

Halle (Saale) - It was one of the worst antisemitic attacks in post-
war German history: The right-wing terrorist attack in Halle on 9 
October 2019 made headlines around the world. Here you will find 
live coverage of the 11th day of the trial against  on 8 Sep-
tember in Magdeburg. For the MZ report, Jan Schumann and Julius 
Lukas.

11th day of the terrorism trial against 
14.59: End of the eleventh day 

of the trial

This ends the 11th day of the trial, which was slightly shorter 
than the previous ones. The trial will continue next Tuesday. 
Then, among others, the father of Kevin S., who was killed in 
the snack bar, will be questioned.

14.56 hours: 26-year-old resident on 
the witness stand

A 26-year-old student is now on the witness stand. He 
lives not far from the kebab snack bar. 

“I used to go to Merseburg, where I study.” Then, he says, 
he saw the defendant and realised he was carrying a gun. “I 
only made brief eye contact with him and then I wanted to 
leave immediately,” says the student. He said he knew he had 
been shot. But he did not turn around and ran to the central 
station, where he informed the police of the incident. “Were 
you scared to death”, the judge asked. “Yes,” said the witness.

13h56: the courtyard sifts through all 
the tracks around the Kiez kebab

Every lead that the crime scene team obtained is now being 
examined on the screens in the courtroom. In the case of the 
interior photos of the kebab restaurant, the screens in the 
visitors’ room are switched off. In the background, the photos 
also show the body of Kevin S..

His position had been changed before the crime scene team 
started its work. This was done because it was not certain that 
the killer had placed explosive devices in the shop. It was only 
after this was ruled out that the crime scene team was able to 
begin its work. After about 25 minutes, the officer was released 

from the witness box. The trial was again interrupted, as the 
witnesses were cancelled at short notice and the next witness 
was not called until 3 p.m. The trial was again interrupted.

13:29: Forensic reports on work at 
LuWu

After the lunch break, an official from the National Criminal 
Police Office takes his place on the witness stand. He has to 
report on the forensic work at the crime scene in Ludwig-Wu-
cherer-Strasse. On 9 October, the priority was first to secure 
the traces and evidence in the street area, he said. 

“With the rain and storm coming, we were a bit pressed 
for time.” 

Evidence - i.e. clues - was found on the road for a distance 
of 180.5 metres. Aerial photographs were taken and every 
visible bullet impact was noted.

12.10 pm: Video showing an assassin 
crying and complaining

After a long period of darkness,  turns the 
camera so that he can be seen. We can see the murderer at 
the wheel. These are scenes that are not included in the first 
video because the right-wing terrorist has already removed the 
camera from his helmet at this point. However, these driving 
sequences are not very rich in content.

 appears in tears and full of resentment because 
he was unable to carry out his plan to enter the synagogue. 
Even before  is stopped, the video stops. The trial 
then continues during the lunch break. It resumes around 1.30 
pm with the third witness of the day.
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11:44 am: the video of the attack is 
broadcast in full

Sometimes only a black image is visible on the video - for 
example, when  is in the car. The fact that the video 
is nevertheless shown in its entirety and that the acts are thus 
once again made visible in all their brutality is due to the fact 
that the video is evidence and must therefore be introduced into 
the proceedings. Only in this way can the video be mentioned 
in the motions, the pleadings and finally also in the verdict.

11.39 a.m.: the court shows the re-
cordings from ’s surveillance 
camera

After the end of the examination of the second witness and 
a short break, a video of the attack is now shown. It comes 
from a camera that the right-wing terrorist  wore 
on his upper body. Previously, on one of the first days of the 
trial, only the video from the helmet camera had been shown. 
It is very quiet in the courtroom, the video can be viewed on 
several screens. One of the joint plaintiffs leaves the courtroom 
after  shot and killed Kevin S. in the Kiez-Döner.

11.34 a.m.: Doubts of the witnesses: 
Nobody really knew about the plans 
of attack?

After the judge has questioned the university professor, 
’s defence lawyer wants to know whether the witness 

perceived that he had been shot. 
“No, I did not perceive that, but in the meantime I know that 

I was probably shot twice.”

Subsequently, a lawyer from Nebenklage still asks his 
university professor what he thinks of the trial so far and what 
he hopes to get out of the proceedings. 

“I am not free to judge a trial. It is also the first criminal trial 
I have ever been involved in,” says the 74-year-old professor.

He then takes a longer position on the question of what he 
expects from the proceedings. He hopes that society will realise 

“that this is a deeply despicable crime”. And that this crime 
was committed in the middle of society, a society that is pe-
rhaps a little sleep-deprived”. It is difficult for him to imagine, 
the witness said, “that during the period in which the accused, 
with his preparations and fantasies, his imprisonment in a totally 
mistaken way of thinking, could have arrived at such a deve-
lopment without any perception of his immediate environment”.

Moreover, according to the witness, he hoped that the 
perpetrator would realise that he had embarked on a totally 
aberrant path in our society, incompatible with our legal system 
and moral concepts have nothing to do with it”. A peaceful and 
prosperous society can only exist, he said, if people respect 
each other.

11:16 a.m.: The witness took a long 
time to make up his mind

Because of his experiences, he had been given tranquil-
lizers,” the 74-year-old professor told the witness stand. He 
reports that he also had to work hard to cope with what had 
happened. He was sometimes very sensitive to loud noises. But 

in the meantime he is well again. He did not seek professional 
therapeutic help. 

“As an educated Prussian, you manage everything, you 
don’t make such a fuss about yourself.”

11.12 a.m.: A colleague blames him-
self after the death of Kevin S.

While he was still in the storage room at the back of the 
restaurant, the retired university professor heard several 
gunshots. He says he got up quickly after his fall and entered 
the courtyard through the cannon. 

“I tried to call 911 on my phone, but I couldn’t do it,” he 
said. I saw a woman sitting in a car in the yard, who then called 
the police”.

Until the shooting stopped, the 74-year-old man remained 
in the garden with the woman. 

“Then we looked through the door and we saw policemen 
outside”. They went out into the street, where there was a great 
“commotion”, he says. “That’s where I met the painter again. His 
boss was also there, who said: “It’s horrible, the boy has just 
started, I don’t even know where his mother lives”.

The conversation had been about the apprentice painter 
Kevin S., who had been shot in the kebab snack bar. The 
university professor at the helm also recalled that the painter, 
whom he had followed into the storeroom, had said: 

“If only I had had my Bemmen with me, we wouldn’t have 
gone to the kebab shop”.

10.47 a.m.: a witness heard the victim 
plead for his life

As he fled from the take-away sales room, the college 
teacher was then greeted by one of the two painters. He then 
went to a large room where there was a window overlooking 
the backyard. 

“The painter jumped on a rubbish bin that was there, fled 
through the window and disappeared. I could no longer see 
him and decided to follow him”.

However, as he was jumping on the rubbish bin, the 74-year-
old man slipped and suffered a serious contusion on his side. 

“At first I couldn’t breathe and from that moment on I knew 
I was terrified that the murderer would come after me. I had 
also heard someone shouting “please don’t shoot” before. And 
I think I also heard “But I have children”.

10:29 am: “I knew it was a mouse-
trap”

The university professor was unable to recognise the killer 
accurately. What he remembers is a “beak-shaped” face. 

’s lower lip had been pulled forward, he said. 
“It was an expression of great determination,” said the 

74-year-old man. 
The professor was shaken by the “fascination of the situa-

tion” of the older of the two painters.
“He suddenly shouted, ‘Get out of here, or he will shoot 

us’ - I am deeply grateful to him for this to this day, for he has 
freed me from my astonishment. He had then “peeled” himself 
from his seat and no longer noticed what was going on in the 
snack bar.

That’s because he left the sales area and ran to the back of 
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the shop - where the toilets are. “But I avoided them because 
I knew it was a mousetrap. And if you are determined to kill 
people, like the murderer, you will shoot through a toilet door.”

10:20: Second witness: “I thought we 
moved Halloween up.”

This retired university professor today gives us a very 
eloquent account of his experience of the attack: After taking 
his food, he says, two other men came to the restaurant, whom 
he recognised as painters. All of a sudden I heard a bang and 
all I could think was: 

‘What idiot is setting off a Polish firecracker right now,’ the 
university professor said. “I looked up after the detonation and 
then the first shot already went through the window. I was 
completely hypnotised by the shattering glass”.

He did not perceive the event as a threat at first, says 
the natural scientist. Neither did he when the killer then went 
through the door. 

“I thought Halloween had been brought forward. He was 
holding an object in his hand that I thought was a paintball 
gun. I made no connection between the shot through the 
window and the man”.

10.11 am: was in the local kebab 
shop: a university professor testifies

The second witness is a university professor who was in 
the kebab snack bar during the attack. The 74-year-old was in 
Halle because he was attending a conference at the Leopoldina 
Academy of Natural Sciences. Before this meeting he wanted 
to have a quick snack. He parked in Ludwig- Wucherer-Straße 
and entered the Kiez-Döner. There he had to wait a bit for his 
food, so he used the toilet first. “This should serve me later”, 
said the man.

9.49 a.m.: Improvised explosive de-
vice: The nails were three to four 
centimetres long, according to the 
witness

She was slightly injured, said the senior - no broken toe, 
no open wound. The explosive device that hit her was part 
of ’s arsenal. What the senior citizen did not know 
at the time of the meeting: The antisemitic murderer tried to 
storm the synagogue in Halle and, frustrated, looked for a 
new target. In the kebab in Kiez,  A few moments 
later, he killed a man.

The witness claims that the nails were three to four cen-
timetres long. One of them was still stuck in her shoe when 
she was already at home. As she faced the attack, she said: 

“I haven’t even dreamt about it since.”

9.43 am: Attack on Kiez-Döner: a 
78-year-old man is hit by explosive 
parts.

The eleventh day of the trial begins. For the first time, wit-
nesses are called to shed light on the attack on Kiez-Döner. 
The first to testify is a 78-year-old Hallenserin, who was slightly 

injured. She was crossing Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse near the 
Kiez-Döner when  launched his attack. 

“Suddenly a man passed between the parked cars with 
an object resembling a gun,” she described. “He was standing 
only three metres away from me.” Suddenly, she said, an object 
passed in front of her and then she felt a pain in her foot.

It later turns out that she was hit by nails from an explosive 
device that B threw at the snack bar. 

“I was surprised that nobody called the police.” She quickly 
walked away, she says, and went to a pharmacy. 

There, the employees already knew that two people had 
been killed in the city area - including Kevin S. in the kebab 
snack bar.

8:45 a.m.: Testimony of a kebab 
snack bar survivor

Today, among others, a survivor of the attacked kebab 
snack bar has to testify. A woman who was injured by part of 
a grenade thrown at the shop by the attacker is also expected 
to testify. The original owner, who was not present at the time 
of the attack, had given the snack bar to the employees who 
had experienced the attack there.

The new owners had reported a downturn in business at 
the beginning of the year, and in the meantime the shop had 
been closed, according to their own reports. Meanwhile, social 
networks are appealing for donations for the shop. A rabbi, for 
example, who was in the synagogue during the attack, shared 
the call for donations on Twitter and asked to help the shop.

8 a.m.: A court sheds light on the 
attack on the Kiez kebab shop

After the last three days of hearings have focused on the 
attack on the synagogue, today, Wednesday, the attack of the 
Kiez-Döner on Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse will be illuminated.

After  had failed to reach the synagogue and 
killed Jana L., he drove to the kebab snack bar in a rented car 
and shot Kevin S. there.

As always, the MZ reports on the trial in the Liveticker.
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The eleventh day of the trial 
in the live ticker

On Wednesday, witnesses from the Kiez-Döner will be heard at the 
trial of the Halle murderer. The Volksstimme reports in the Liveticker.

Magdeburg - In the trial against Halle’s murderer, witnesses 
who experienced the events in and around the Kiez-Döner 
will be heard for the first time on the eleventh day of the trial. 
A woman is to testify in court, injured by part of an explosive 
device that the accused allegedly threw at the snack bar.

In addition, the testimony of a man who was in the shop 
during the attack is expected. A total of four witnesses have 
been called for the day of the trial. The Volksstimme will report 
on the trial on a live ticker tape recorder.

Initially, the current operators of the shop were also invited, 

but they will not give their testimony until a later day of the 
trial. Both men were employed at the snack bar at the time of 
the attack and were on the spot at the time of the attack. The 
defendant had attacked the snack bar, which was not far away, 
after his unsuccessful attempt to break into the synagogue in 
Halle. In this act of terror the man shot two people.
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On the eleventh day of the 
trial at Magdeburg Regional 
Court, witnesses recount the 
dramatic moments of their 
survival

Magdeburg - At the kebab snack bar on Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse, 
a heavily armed man appears on 9 October at 12.09 pm. At first 
nobody takes him seriously. Some people think about the carnival, 
another witness speaks on the eleventh day of yesterday’s trial 
against Halle’s murderer of the premature Halloween joke. That he 
had shot 40-year-old Jana L. in the street in front of the synagogue 
a few minutes before, nobody knows at that time.

One minute after arriving at the Kiez-Döner,  
lights a self-made fragmentation grenade with nails. At that 
moment, a 78-year-old woman from Halle is at the same height 
as the murderer. She remembers: 

“I couldn’t put everything at the beginning”. 

The thing in her hand and the uniform reminded her more 
of carnival. Then there is a loud bang and the pensioner, who 
has just returned from a doctor’s appointment, feels a sharp 
pain in her foot. Nevertheless, she continues to walk because 
the woman is beginning to get scared. After about 500 metres, 
she turns around carefully and goes to a pharmacy.

Only a few seconds after the explosion of the grenade, 
which injured the pensioner,  opens fire in the 
snack bar. Several guests are inside. One of them is Professor 
Bernd H. He just wanted to eat something before he had to 
go to a conference later. The 74-year-old man describes the 
situation as follows: 

“At first I thought: what idiot could blow up a Polish firecracker? 
Then the window broke and the owner of the kebab jumped to 
the side. At first the scientist thought it was a Halloween joke, 
partly because of the “assassin’s helmet, which looked more 
like a painted construction worker’s helmet”.

But then he realises that everything is deadly serious. One 
of the guests, a painter, is just shouting, 

“Get out of here, he’s going to kill us all!” 
He doesn’t see that  is aiming at him and pulls 

the trigger twice. His luck is that the gun is jammed. The pro-
fessor runs backwards, going up five or six flights of stairs. He 
is then overtaken by the painter.

He opens a door to the storage room and jumps out the 
window over a 120-gallon bin on the patio about six feet below. 
The professor follows him, slides over the bin with his shoes 
on and falls to his left side. He has a bruised rib and has to 
take pain medication for a week.

In court, the pensioner said: 
“I was terribly afraid that the murderer would follow me.” He 

said he could still hear from the guest room in the courtyard: 
“No, please don’t shoot.” The scientist then asked his son, who 
was working nearby, to take him to the emergency room in his 
home town in Lower Saxony, where he was treated.

The trial will continue on Tuesday with the interrogation of 
Kevin S.’s father and other witnesses from the takeaway keba
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Witness at Halle trial des-
cribes escape of murderer

Magdeburg (dpa) - During the trial on the right-wing terrorist attack 
in Halle, a witness described how he escaped from the murderer. 
The 57-year-old man had just had lunch in the kebab snack bar 
when the terrorist attacked the shop.

When the first shots hit the shop window, he did not un-
derstand what was happening at first. As a naturalist, he was 
completely fascinated by the shattering glass, said the former 
professor, who was in Halle for a conference. When the mur-
derer entered the shop, he said, another customer shouted: 

“Come out, he’s going to kill us all.”
He had then fled to the back of the snack bar into a sto-

rage room, climbed in through a window and thus reached the 
inner courtyard of the building. It was only there, he says, that 
he became aware of being in what a danger he was. That the 
perpetrator, as can be seen on the video of the crime, had also 
tried to shoot him, the man had not even noticed, according 
to his own statement.

The trial concerning the attack has been taking place since 
July at the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg. Due to lack of 
space, the trial is being held at the Magdeburg Regional Court. 
The accused, the 28-year-old Saxony-Anhalt , 
admitted at the beginning of the trial on 9th . October 2019 
heavily armed for attempting to storm the Halle synagogue 

and provoke a massacre. Inside, 52 people had just celebrated 
the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. However, the assassin 
failed to reach the door and then shot a passer-by who was 
in front of the synagogue. He then went to the kebab snack 
bar and killed a 20-year-old man there.

A 78-year-old woman who had met the assassin shortly 
before the attack on the kebab restaurant testified before the 
scientist. Fortunately, she had not approached the man, the 
pensioner told the court. 

“Otherwise, I would probably have felt the same as the 
40-year-old in front of the synagogue,” said the witness. 

Shortly after the meeting, the woman was injured in the 
foot by a shrapnel from a grenade that the attacker had de-
tonated outside the shop. Beyond that, the woman survived 
the attack unharmed.
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Trial against the far-right sni-
per from Halle

The trial of the right-wing extremist shooter in Halle was marked by 
a lacklustre investigation and a series of bad expert testimonies by 
the authorities on ten dates. But while the attacker tried to use the 
trial as a springboard for his antisemitic ideology, the survivors had 
a much greater impact through their moving statements - and their 
harsh words to the police.

A half-time report

This was one of the most important right-wing extremist 
trials in post-war Germany. Yet the score at half-time after 
ten trial dates has left many observers and co-complainants 
frustrated, disappointed and alarmed. 

On 21 July 2020, the trial against the antisemitic, an-
ti-feminist and extreme right-wing Halle shooter opened at 
the District Court of Madgeburg in Saxony-Anhalt. More than 
147 witnesses are summoned in the case, with 24 trial dates 
currently scheduled until mid-November. However, a lacklustre 
investigation and a series of expert witnesses who are clearly 
out of their depth with regard to the internet and games already 
provide a worrying indication that the trial will reveal little we 
did not already know.

Out of respect for the victims and survivors, who have 
publicly expressed this wish in an open letter, this article will 
not mention the name of the perpetrator. It will deny him the 
infamy he so badly needs after asking the media at the opening 
of the trial not to pixelate his face or censor his name - as is 
standard protocol for reporting on trials in Germany. 

Many people affected by the attack have been present in 
the courtroom so far. In Germany, victims can participate in trials 
as co-applicants, which gives them access to court documents 
and allows them to question witnesses. An impressive number 
of 43 co-claimants have been approved by the judge in this 
trial, represented by 21 lawyers. Together they form the largest 
block in the courtroom, outnumbering both the press and visitors.

The accused was charged with murder on two counts, 
attempted murder on 68 counts, as well as grievous bodily 
harm and a list of traffic offences. On 9 October 2019, in the 
Jewish calendar, the holiest of the Yom Kippur holidays, the 
attacker attempted to storm a synagogue in the city of Halle 
with an arsenal of home-made weapons and improvised ex-
plosives. A camera on his helmet transmitted the attack live 
on the “Twitch” broadcasting platform. His first words: “Hey, 

my name is Anon. And I think the Holocaust never happened”. 
Its aim was clearly to murder the 52 people inside - an attack 
that would have been the bloodiest antisemitic massacre in 
post-war Germany. Only a locked wooden door and his own 
incompetence saved those inside from a more atrocious fate.

Out of frustration, the attacker killed a passer-by, Jana 
L., aged 40, who was unaware of the danger of the situation 
in front of the synagogue. She made a casual remark about 
the noise of the attack, which clearly bruised the fragile ego 
of the killer. He shot her in the back. After failing to enter the 
synagogue, the attacker went to a nearby kebab and murdered 
Kevin S, 20 years old. 

He repeatedly shot other pedestrians on the way, who were 
only spared by the jamming of his home-made weapons. While 
fleeing, he hit a pedestrian, the refugee Adiraxmaan Aftax 
Ibrahim. He also seriously injured a man and a woman while 
trying to steal another getaway vehicle. About 40 kilometres 
from Halle, his ransacking came to an end when he hit a truck 
and was stopped by the police.

Before the attack, the killer downloaded an 11-page PDF 
in English from the Meguca picture board. It has often been 
described as a “manifesto”, but it is entitled “A Brief Preliminary 
Report” and actually details the. He also presented a brief 
summary of his plan of attack and a “list of achievements” 
inspired by the game - both of which give a clear insight into 
his extreme right-wing radicalisation and antisemitic ideology.

Many questions, few answers

Expectations were high before the trial, and many questions 
remained unanswered: What are the authorities doing to combat 
radicalisation on bulletin boards? Why was the profile of the 
attacker still visible on the Meguca picture board a few days 
after the attack? And why didn’t the authorities then secure the 
data on the server before the administrator deleted the entire 
forum - and with it all the attacker’s private messages and posts 
that could have shed light on his radicalisation and ideology? 
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What networks of like-minded users did the attacker belong 
to? Was he also in contact with offline right-wing extremists? 
The authorities were particularly criticised for their handling of 
the attack: Why was a burglary elsewhere in the city that day 
preferred to an attack on the synagogue? How was the attacker 
then able to pass the synagogue again as he fled after the 
attack? After being caught, solely because of an accident that 
the attacker caused himself, how was he then able to almost 
escape from prison in May 2020 before the trial? The list of 
questions is long, but there are few satisfactory answers so far.

The opening day of the trial aroused great interest and 
media buzz. The press and spectators queued for hours in front 
of the court. The start of the hearing had to be delayed until 
everyone had passed through the strict security measures. On 
the other side of the road, activists set up a mini-stage for a 
rally that has accompanied every trial date so far, albeit with 
a modest crowd of 100-200 people. As the trial continues, 
public interest in Magdeburg has waned.

In the courtroom, the accused came into the limelight. He 
laughed and chuckled, made jokes and asked questions. He goes 
into the smallest details of the construction of his weapons and 
the logistics of his attack, smiles when the video of the attack is 
replayed, smiles when the “cat girls” from his “pre-action report” 
are shown on the screen. He seems increasingly confident, 
but without the slightest remorse. Attempts to espouse his 
extreme right-wing ideology have not been in vain, however. 
Instead of allowing him to make an opening statement, Judge 
Ursula Mertens teased the accused about his upbringing and 
socialisation piece by piece through structured questioning 
and almost maternal discipline. However, this strategy did not 
entirely prevent the bizarre, quickly interrupted tirade about a 
worldwide Jewish conspiracy or about the accused uttering 
the “N” word, which Mertens warned him about on several 
occasions, repeatedly threatening to remove him from the trial.

During the trial, the attacker repeatedly cited the summer 
of migration to Europe in 2015 as a key moment in his radi-
calisation. It was then that he decided he no longer wanted 
to be part of society, he said, now living like a recluse in his 
childhood bedroom in his mother’s house. 

The defendant becomes less talkative when it comes to 
specific questions about his radicalisation. He does not want to 
“rat out anyone” or betray his “own people”. So far, we know that 
he frequented the 8chan and Meguca discussion forums and 
that he used an unknown messaging site on the black web. He 
claims that a moderator of 8chan and vch.moe known as “Mark 
M.” transferred 0.1 bitcoins to him, which he claims is equivalent 
to 1000 euros (the exchange rate of bitcoins is very volatile). 
He then allegedly met an unknown online acquaintance at a 
McDonald’s restaurant near his home to transfer the Bitcoins in 
cash. However, this version of the facts is full of contradictions, 
which the investigation into the attack made little attempt to 
clarify. The authorities made no attempt to contact “Mark M.” 
and, according to the Democ platform, there is no mention in the 
files of the FBI interrogation of Mark after the Halle bombing. 
Since then Democ has spoken to Mark, who denies knowing 
the accused or having anything to do with the attack, which 
he himself condemns. Democ concludes that the defendant 
probably wants to incriminate “Mark M.” for a later motive, for 
example because Mark is often claimed to be Jewish in the 
scene in the picture painting. This is just one example of the 
many weaknesses of the investigation.

Making a murderer

Throughout the investigation and trial, the accused was often 
treated as a “lone wolf” who radicalised only online through game 
forums and picture boards - a portrait he himself peddled. His 
close family invoked his right not to testify, but a suicide note 
written by the accused’s mother after a failed attempt to take 
her own life as a result of the attack is covered with barred 
Stars of David. After the attack, his mother told Spiegel TV: 

“He is not against the Jews ... He is against those who support 
financial power. And who isn’t? It is clear that the accused did 
not live in a vacuum, but rather that racist and antisemitic ideas 
were an integral part of his immediate environment and his 
daily life. But so far the trial has not shed any light on this point.

Judge Mertens’ interrogations were often perceived as 
naive during the trial. For example, when she suggested that 
the defendant, who admitted that a lack of knowledge of the 
layout of the synagogue had hindered his plan, should have 
visited the place of worship at an open day to learn more about 
the Jewish community. Or when she asked a police officer who 
testified what the English expression “Kill all Jews” meant. Her 
answer is revealing and emblematic of the shortcomings of the 
authorities in the trial so far: 

“You should ask an expert”.
To date, these expert witnesses from the ranks of the police 

have rarely been able to provide additional assistance. After 
a police expert admitted that she had not reconstructed the 
accused’s online activities or even played the games in question, 
one of the co-complainants’ lawyers asked: 

“You were asked to assess the offender’s gambling behaviour, 
even though you had no idea about the game”? 

After a pause, she reluctantly replied: “Yes”. 
She then alluded to an officer of the BKA - the German 

Federal Crime Agency - who is actually an expert in the field 
of gambling. The identity of this mysterious man apparently 
continues to be kept secret, although the court has shown 
great interest in talking to him.

On the whole, the authorities’ investigations into the online 
radicalisation of the perpetrator have been lukewarm, incom-
petent and incomplete. Even a comparison of the texts written 
by Halle’s assailant and the Christchurch shooter, which had a 
direct influence on the accused, can hardly be more insightful 
than the conclusion that one text is longer than the other, while 
the officer in question admits that he did not understand many 
of the codes and expressions used in the documents. As a 
result, many of these “experts” appear to be under-prepared 
and overwhelmed by the case at hand.

Halfway through the trial, one is almost grateful to the de-
fendant for having filmed the attack and having already pleaded 
guilty, so that a conviction seems at least certain. However, 
the trial has so far been a missed opportunity to shed light on 
a phenomenon of right-wing terror which, unfortunately, will 
continue to accompany us for some time to come. The shooter 
in Halle was not the first of his kind, and will not be the last. 
It is therefore essential to better understand his networks, 
radicalisation and ideology.
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“The problem also affects our 
Federal Republic”

Survivors warn against antisemitism in Germany at the Halle trial.

It was not the door that saved us,” 
said the 29-year-old witness

A budding Berlin rabbi also complained that many Germans 
knew very little about Judaism. 

“For most Germans, even here in court, Jewish life seems 
to have died out,” said the 29-year-old. She said that the public 
debate about the attack and the media coverage also showed 
that Germans did not want to acknowledge the problem in their 
society. The attention at the synagogue door is symptomatic 
of this, she said.

“It’s not the door that saved us,” said the 29-year-old. She 
referred, for example, to the fragmentation grenades that the 
bomber threw over the wall in front of the synagogue. 

They could have killed visitors to the synagogue despite 
the gate. The German public, however, was looking for a “great 
German who saved the Jews”. But there had been no such 
person, so this story was false.

The trial concerning the attack has been taking place since 
July at the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg. Due to lack of 
space, the trial takes place at the Magdeburg Regional Court. 
The 28-year-old defendant , confessed at the start 
of the trial that he had been heavily armed on 9 October 2019 
to storm the Halle synagogue and provoke a massacre. On 
this occasion, only 52 people celebrated the highest Jewish 
holiday, Yom Kippur. However, the assassin failed to reach the 
door, then shot a passer-by outside the synagogue and later 
a young man in a kebab restaurant.

The head of the community, Mr. Pri-
vorozki, told the court of his positive 
experiences after the attack

Many survivors of the synagogue had criticised during the 
trial that the police had treated the worshippers insensitively 
and disrespectfully after the attack. Many of them are des-
cendants of Holocaust survivors, including a Berlin rabbi who 

testified on Tuesday. All four of her grandparents survived the 
Holocaust, she said, and her grandparents’ horrific experiences 
affected her from an early age, traumatizing her throughout 
her family’s history.

“Even if the Shoah is over, the consequences are not,” the 
woman said. “These are not just historical facts, it is still part of 
my life.” Many Germans, she said, do not know that this kind of 
intergenerational trauma is not an isolated case in Germany. “It’s 
the same for many people in this country,” said the 30-year-old. 
“Germany has to recognise the facts, even if there are only a 
few survivors left, that grandchildren and great-grandchildren 
also face this trauma”.

However, the 30 year old did not see only negative aspects 
in the way Germany dealt with the attack. For example, she said, 
the country is trying to carry out a thorough legal reassessment. 

“My grandmother never had the opportunity to testify in a 
German or international court,” said the rabbi.

The rabbinical couple, together with 
about 20 young Jews from Berlin, 
had travelled to Halle on Yom Kippur 
day

She said she was very happy to be able to tell her story there. 
The head of the community, Mr Privorozki, also told the 

court about positive experiences after the attack. He stated, 
for example, that the expressions of solidarity of the inhabi-
tants of Halle immediately after the attack had done him but 
even many weeks later, touched him deeply and convinced 
him that the majority of people in Germany clearly rejected 
antisemitism and hatred.

“This is the biggest difference between 1938, when our 
synagogue was also attacked, and 2019,” Privorozki said. 

With the impression of this solidarity, he said that he felt 
more at home in Germany after 9 October 2019 than before.
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Witness at Halle trial des-
cribes escape of murderer

The kebab snack bar events are illuminated in the courtyard.

In the trial against the Halle synagogue terrorist, the events 
that took place at the kebab snack bar were brought to light on 
Wednesday before the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg. A 
74-year-old professor, who was in Halle for a conference and 
was in the kebab snack bar at the time of the crime, spoke in 
the Magdeburg courtroom of a “deeply despicable crime” that 
could have occurred from a “sleep-deprived social environment”.

 shot a 20-year-old man in the Kiez kebab shop 
after shooting a 40-year-old passer-by outside the synagogue. 
While sitting in the snack bar, he was hit by the killer’s “muzzle” 
for his fierce determination, said the 74-year-old man. He said 
it was only when another customer shouted “Get out of here, 
he’s going to shoot us all” that it freed him from his astonish-
ment and dismay.

He then climbed up the toilet steps and jumped from a 
window into a nearby room. While he was already in the cour-
tyard, he said, he heard a shout: 

“No, please don’t shoot”. That’s when he was terrified, he said. 

He hurt himself when he jumped into the yard, was sick 
for weeks and had to take painkillers. In addition, he said, he 
continued to be nervous and reacted aggressively to the sound 
of blows for a long time.

In front of the kebab snack bar, a 78-year-old pensioner 
was also injured by a splinter in his foot. She was walking past 
the snack bar at the time of the crime after a visit to the doctor, 
heard a huge bang, saw the perpetrator and at first thought 
that he wanted to scare someone. 

“I didn’t say anything, he didn’t say anything. This was 
probably my chance”.
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The incredible attack
Visitors to the kebab snack bar had their say in the Halle murder 
trial.

She had just come back from the doctor’s when she met 
a man she didn’t know, she says. 

“Suddenly he stood between the parked cars with something 
that looked like a subsidy,” Hallenserin, 78, told Magdeburg 
regional court on Wednesday. 

The pensioner was one of many witnesses in the trial 
against , who was at or near the “Kiez-Döner” in 
the Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse in Halle on 9 October. On that 
day the accused killed Jana L., 40 years old, and Kevin S., 20 
years old.

“He was standing only three metres away”, recalls Halle’s 
wife, who seemed very calm in the witness box and answered 
precisely the questions of Judge Ursula Mertens. 

At first she thought the accused wanted to “scare someone”. 
Suddenly she felt a pain in her foot. Only later it turned out 
that she had been hit by nails from an explosive device. At first 
the witness could not understand that this was an antisemitic 
and racist attack. The attack could have ended even worse if 
the door of the synagogue had not held. Because  
actually wanted to storm the synagogue and cause carnage. 
On that day, the Jewish community gathered in the synagogue 
to celebrate the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur.

The defendant followed the events in court as he almost 
always did: stoic, uninvolved, apathetic. He did not make a face, 
he seemed bored. Even when the next witness, a 74-year-
old man scientist, has taken a stand. Nor could he grasp the 
crime at first. The witness recounted that he was sitting in the 
kebab restaurant when he suddenly heard a detonation. At 
first I thought, 

‘Who is the idiot who is going to blow up a Polish firecracker 
now,’ he told the court. Then the sight of the window of the 
“Kiez-Döner”, which was destroyed by a bullet. “As a natural 
scientist, I was at first completely fascinated by the broken 
glass”, he said.

That the situation could also be dangerous for him, the 
witness had apparently not yet understood at that time. It was 
only later, when other customers of the snack bar called to 
flee, that the 74-year-old man fled into a back room, where he 
jumped out of the window into the courtyard, he said. I heard 
someone shouting on the way, ‘Please don’t shoot,’” he recalls. 
It must have been Kevin S., who lost his life a few seconds 
later. The witness was now also 

“terribly afraid that the murderer might come after him”.
The prosecution then asked him what he expected from 

the trial. He hesitated briefly, but then said firmly: 
“This despicable crime could take place outside of the sleepy 

milieu of society”. He stated that it was difficult to imagine how 
the defendant could have become racist “without being aware 
of his environment”. 

On leaving the witness stand, he was applauded. Judge 
Mertens informed the hearing that this was not welcome in court.

After a short break, the video of the murderer’s body-camera 
was shown. The shots at the “Kiez-Döner” can be clearly seen 
and heard. As well as Kevin S., who hid behind the counter 
shortly before his death. There they were again, the young 
man’s cries of supplication: 

“Please don’t do this! Kevin S., who worked as a painter 
on a construction site in Halle, spent his lunch break at the 
“Kiez-Döner”.

 has been on trial since July. The first days of 
the trial shed light on the past life of the alleged murderer 
and showed that the thesis of the “lone wolf”, who acts alone 
and without the support of a group, is hardly tenable. For the 
accused apparently not only received support on the Internet, 
but his ideology was also able to flourish in his immediate 
environment. The trial is expected to continue until November, 
when a verdict is expected. Snack bar operators Ismet and 
Rifat Tekin are also expected to testify as witnesses, but are 
not scheduled to appear until a later trial date.              
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“My grandmother is the only 
one who understands what 
I’ve been through”

In the trial of , Halle’s murderer, further witnesses will be 
heard on the tenth day of the trial. The court tries to follow the chro-
nological order of the day of the crime by calling the witnesses. 
First the witnesses who were in or in front of the synagogue, in the 
coming days the witnesses who were in or in front of the kebab 
restaurant.

The trauma of several generations

The tenth day begins with emotion, but later on we come 
to the concrete facts about the police protection of the sy-
nagogue. First of all, Rabbi Rebecca Esther  testifies. Her 
husband has been on the stand for a week. The 30-year-old 
pregnant woman speaks in a firm voice, first of all telling not 
about the day of the crime but about her family. “The fact that 
I was born is like a miracle,” she says, because she comes 
from a family of Holocaust survivors. Her great-grandmother 
and grandmother, for example, were deported to concentration 
camps. Her grandmother was separated from her mother on 
her arrival by Josef Mengele, a doctor and SS mass murde-
rer at the Auschwitz concentration camp. Mengele beat his 
great-grandmother. She fell.

The experiences continue to haunt Rebecca’s grandmother 
Esther  to this day; the 91-year-old woman lives in New 
York. Prior to her testimony, the 30-year-old spoke to her on 
the phone. 

“My grandmother never had the opportunity to testify in a 
German or international court, but I have the opportunity today. 
I want the court to know, even if the Shoah is over, that the 
effects are not over. These are not just historical facts, but for 
us they are present every day”.

Criticisms of Nebenklage

Some Nebenklage representatives believe that the family’s 
story is not relevant to the trial because it does not shed light 
on ’s crime. For the witness, however, his story is 
essential. Especially because the crime hardened an already 
existing trauma.. For she too was separated from her daughter on 
the day of the crime, and therefore suffered even more anxiety 
and stress than all the other worshippers at the synagogue.

She and her husband had decided to take their fifteen-mon-
th-old daughter for a walk with the babysitter during the service. 
They were both scheduled to return around 2:00 p.m. to feed 
the child at that time. But the parents remained separated from 
their child until early evening. Because when the synagogue 
was evacuated after a long wait in uncertainty, the witness 
said, the baby-sitter and the toddler were not allowed to join 
the parents. But the family, who live in Berlin, slept in the syna-
gogue’s guest flat during the festivities. So, after the building 
at the crime scene was closed, they had nowhere to stay and 
wanted to have their daughter with them because they didn’t 
know where they were going to stay, explains Rebecca Esther 

Repeated criticism of police treat-
ment of survivors

Rebecca Esther  is still undergoing psychological treat-
ment, she suffered from sleep disorders for a long time after 
the crime. Her 15-month-old daughter should also have slept 
in her parents’ bed again almost three weeks after the attack, 
although she had already slept in her own cot at 8 weeks.

When the judge intervened in the trial 
against 

In the last days of the trial, the public applauded after the 
testimony of some of the witnesses. At the start of the trial, 
presiding judge Ursula Mertens said that she understood 
the applause as support for the witnesses, but that the trial 
should proceed “calmly and neutrally” in the future. She asked 
to refrain from applause. After Rebecca Esther ’s testimony, 
applause was again given on Tuesday. Nevertheless, the judge 
did not intervene.

Instead, she shows  a clear advantage. After 
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Rebecca Esther ’s testimony, the accused made a statement 
denying the Holocaust. Judge Mertens intervenes, but the 
representatives of the plaintiff still get a little excited. 

“This is Holocaust denial,” shouts Nebenklage’s lawyer, 
Goldmann. Lawyer Siebenhüner jumps to his side and addresses 

 directly. : “Why don’t you take care of your own ac-
tions!”  wants to discuss this further. Judge Mertens 
puts an end to this situation.

“No one should have to ask for a 
sense of security.”

This statement comes from Naomi H. The 29-year-old is 
currently studying to become a rabbi in Berlin. She had actually 
left Germany a long time ago. She did not want to live in the 
“land of the authors”. She came back because of her studies. 
She is critical of the investigative work of civil servants and 
the government. 

“In a state governed by the rule of law, the government has 
to guarantee the security of its citizens”. 

The young woman, who was also in the synagogue on the 
day of the crime, is upset that Germany still has to discuss 
security measures in front of the synagogues. 

“The higher the security barriers are, the more I have the 
feeling that something is wrong in society”. 

She thus opens the discussion on whether the synagogue 
in Halle was sufficiently protected.

“It was normal that there were no police outside the sy-
nagogue.”

The president of the Jewish community in Halle, Max 
Privorozki, speaks. He is also appearing as co-appellant, as 
he hopes to get answers from the trial. On the question of 
whether ’s family really knew nothing and how it 
could have come to this. 

“How did it come to this upheaval, to have an antisemite 
become a murderer?”

Where were the police before the 
attack?

But her questioning also focuses a lot on the question, 
often discussed beforehand, why there were no police outside 
the synagogue. Especially during the highest Jewish holiday. 
In Berlin, for example, a patrol car in front of the synagogue is 
the conventional image. In Halle, Privorozki said, it was never 
like that. 

“There was contact with the police.” 
Once or twice a year a special contact person is supposed to 

have been contacted. Behind the scenes, the officers assessed 
the threats and then decided how to protect the synagogue, 
he said. The congregation, however, says Privorozki, had no 
say in the process. That’s why they took their own security 
precautions. For example, the door to the grounds was never 
opened. Anyone who wanted to enter had to ring the bell. 
People from outside the municipality had to register.

After the attack on Breitscheidplatz in Berlin, he asked 
the police for more protection. But this was refused, he says, 
because the security analysis confirmed that there was no 
danger. Privorozki says this without sounding like a reproach. 
Members of the community have survived without police pa-
trols. Nevertheless, the community will now invest in even more 
security measures. In addition, a patrol car is now permanently 
in front of the building. The head of the Jewish community in 
Halle is still undergoing psychological treatment, but he can 
nevertheless draw something positive out of the attack: 

“I feel much more at home since 9 October than I did before. 
Because I have since most people, regardless of skin colour 
and religion, are against hatred, murder and Nazis”.
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A survivor of the Halle assas-
sination

“A deeply despicable crime has been committed here”. Bernd H. 
thought “What luck” when he found a parking space in front of the 
“Kiez-Döner” in Halle on 9 October. Then the murderer burst into 
the snack bar and pointed his gun at him. In court, the witness des-
cribed what happened next.

After Bernd H., 74, a retired anthropology professor, finished 
his testimony, the presiding judge played another crime video on 
the courtroom screens. The murderer had filmed his crime with 
two cameras, one of which was attached to his steel helmet; 
the video had already been played on the second day of the 
trial. The second camera was in the pocket of his fancy uniform.

It was the eleventh day of the trial against former chemistry 
student , at the time of the 27-year-old crime. 
On 9 October 2019 he tried to break into the synagogue in 
Halle. His declared aim was to kill as many Jews as possible. 
The attack is considered to be the worst antisemitic attack by 
a German in Germany in the post-war period. The charges are 
murder and attempted murder, assault, incitement to hatred 
of the people, predatory extortion and more. For reasons of 
security and space, the State Protection Senate of the Higher 
Regional Court of Naumburg is hearing the case before the 
Regional Court of Magdeburg.

“Secondary targets” in the Kiez-Döner

As the door of the synagogue resisted ’s attack, he 
shot a passer-by in frustration. On the screen in the hall you 
can now see, from the point of view of a first-person shooter, 
how he went down a street after these shots, looking for more 
victims. And how he is going to kill the “Kiez-Döner” - snack 
bar in the Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse: 

“Doner, we’ll do it”, they say. He had wanted to kill “Musels” 
there,  had admitted in court, he had considered them as 
“secondary targets” after he had failed to storm the synagogue 
and kill Jews.

On that day, Bernd H., the anthropologist, was also sit-
ting in the “Kiez-Döner”, an elderly, white-haired, naturalist 
and cosmopolitan man. In the video of the crime on the hall 
screen, he now sees himself sitting in front of his plate again, 
gunshots striking. From the assassin’s point of view, H. sees 
himself running away, wearing a red jumper, at the top of a 
flight of stairs, he sees a gun barrel protruding into the picture 
and the assassin aims at him, pulling the trigger, once, twice, 
but no shots are fired.

That the shooter had aimed at him twice, H. reminded the 
court, he had only realised afterwards. This shows how much 
he had concentrated on the stairs:

 “I said to myself: now, don’t fall down”.
“Like winning the lottery”.

Dr. Bernd H. had come to Halle for an editorial conference, 
before which he wanted to have a quick snack: 

“There was still a short-term parking space available between 
the kebab shop and the pharmacy”, reports H. “What luck”, he still 
thought to himself, “it’s like winning the lottery”. What followed 
seemed unreal to him at first: when there was a detonation, 
he wondered what idiot was lighting a firecracker. When he 
noticed the gunshot that went through the window, he just sat 
there, fascinated by the image of the broken glass. He saw 
the murderer come in, with a helmet on his head: “I have no 
military experience,” said witness H. “He had an object in his 
hand that I thought was a paintball gun. I made no connection 
between the shot and the rifle”.

It was only when another snack bar owner shouted, “Get 
out of here or he will shoot us all,” that he realized what was 
happening, he said. While the assassin was struggling with a 
pistol stuck in his back, he escaped down the aforementioned 
stairs to a storage room, where he jumped out of the window 
onto a rubbish bin, fell to the ground and suffered bruising on 
the left side of his body.

“I have children”

“I was gasping,” recalls H. “And from that moment on, I know 
I was terrified that the author was going to follow. Still on the 
stairs, I heard someone shouting, “No, please don’t shoot”. I 
don’t know if I’ve heard them say ‘I have children’ again,” he 
said. Then, he said, more shots were fired.

Later, when police had already searched the surrounding 
buildings for other possible killers, rumours spread among 
the survivors that a young man had been killed, Kevin S., an 
apprentice painter. 
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“At about 12.50 p.m. an emergency doctor arrived”, Bernd 
H. recalls, “She entered the snack bar slowly and energetically 
and came out, by that time it was clear that Kevin S. was dead”.

Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens asked Bernd H. how he 
was after the crime: the witness remained sober in tone: he had 
received opium painkillers because of the bruise for six weeks: 

“I can highly recommend them”. 
He did not seek psychological help: “I dealt with it differently”. 
He said that his family had come to get him. “I am fine now, 

as far as I can tell personally”.
In the days leading up to the trial, there had been all sorts of 

disagreements in the courtroom between the 45 co-applicants 
and their lawyers. This was, quite fundamentally, the purpose 
of this criminal trial. Bernd H. had listened to the survivors of 
the synagogue criticise the police, the investigating authorities 
and the court, sometimes severely, for neglecting the political 
dimensions of the attack. They said that the social debate on 
racism and antisemitism should also be conducted in court. 
Others, including the lawyer representing his father Bernd H. 
in the proceedings as co-appellant, replied: In criminal procee-
dings, the main issue is the guilt of the accused.

“A totally aberrant path of develop-
ment”

Now another lawyer from Nebenklage asks the witness 
Bernd H. 

“What do you expect from these proceedings?”
“It is not for me to pass judgment on a trial,” says H. 

But he expects society to realize, during the trial and by 
the confession of the accused, 

“that a deeply odious crime has been committed here, and 
that it emanates from the somewhat sleepy milieu of society. 
According to Bernd H., himself a father, it is “difficult to imagine” 
that the accused “with his fantasies, his stubbornness and his 
racist, xenophobic and profoundly inhuman attitude” could de-

velop in this way without his environment noticing it. Someone 
who, like the accused, had passed a school leaving examination 
and whose mother was an ethics teacher should have gone 
at least as far as Article 20 when reading the Basic Law. “He 
should have realised that this presumption to deny someone 
the right to life on the basis of his faith, his background - both 
social and biological - is not possible”.

“What prompted you to take part in the proceedings as 
co-applicant?” asked Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens. 

“I’m always looking for the right expression,” H. reflects.
“Spontaneously, I would say: my anger.” - “It’s appropriate,” 

thinks Mertens. “No, it should be more differentiated,” reflects 
the witness. “I would like to make it clear to the author of the 
facts that he has embarked on a path of development, at least 
in our society, which is quite aberrant. That his act has nothing 
to do with our legal system and our fundamental values. We 
are proud of the achievements of the French Revolution. We 
are proud of the fact that since 1789, we have granted equa-
lity to all human beings. No individual can establish criteria 
according to which one or the other has lost his or her life, it 
is my firm conviction”.

The murderer has listened carefully to Bernd H. so far, he 
looks at the witness, it seems that he is not at all affected by 
H’s words.

Bernd H. says that he had thought about it for some time 
before deciding to participate in the proceedings as co-ap-
pellant: “But then I thought: I must confront him as a member 
of civil society and say to him: you deserve what the court will 
probably say about you”.
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Witness at Halle trial des-
cribes escape of murderer

Magdeburg (dpa) - During the trial on the right-wing terrorist attack 
in Halle, a witness described how he escaped from the murderer.

The 57-year-old man had just had lunch at the kebab snack 
bar when the terrorist attacked the shop. When the first shots 
hit the shop window, he did not understand what was happening 
at first. As a naturalist, he was completely fascinated by the 
shattering glass, said the former professor, who was in Halle 
for a conference. 

When the murderer entered the shop, he said, another 
customer shouted: 

“Come out, he’s going to kill us all.”
He had then fled to the back of the snack bar into a sto-

rage room, climbed in through a window and thus reached the 
inner courtyard of the building. Only then did he realise how 
dangerous he was. That the perpetrator, as can be seen on the 
video of the crime, had also tried to shoot him, the man had 
not even noticed, according to his own statement.

Since July, the trial of the attack has been taking place 
before the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg. Due to lack 
of space, the trial is being held at the Magdeburg Regional 
Court. At the beginning of the trial on 9th October 2019, the 
28-year-old accused  from Saxony-Anhalt 
confessed, heavily armed, that he had attempted to storm the 

Halle synagogue and cause a massacre. Inside, 52 people 
had just celebrated the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. 
However, the assassin failed to reach the door and then shot 
a passer-by who was in front of the synagogue. He then went 
to the kebab snack bar and killed a 20-year-old man there.

A 78-year-old woman who had met the assassin shortly 
before the attack on the kebab restaurant testified before the 
scientist. Fortunately, she had not approached the man, the 
pensioner told the court. 

“Otherwise, I would probably have felt the same as the 
40-year-old in front of the synagogue,” said the witness. 

Shortly after the meeting, the woman was injured in the 
foot by a shrapnel from a grenade that the attacker had de-
tonated outside the shop. Beyond that, the woman survived 
the attack unharmed.
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Special characteristic: hatred
In the trial against , people speak out for the first time, des-
cribing how the murderer from Halle shot into the kebab snack bar 
after having previously tried in vain to break into the synagogue.

When she saw the perpetrator for the first time, the witness 
said, she immediately noticed his face. Not because of any 
particular features, but because they were missing. 

“It was so smooth, no tattoos, no pimples, no beard.” The 
weapon-like object that the young man was carrying, she 
said, she first thought it was a toy. “I thought he was trying to 
scare someone.”

The Halle pensioner had just returned from a doctor’s 
appointment on 9 October 2019, when  got out of 
one of the cars parked in Ludwig-Wucherer-Straße, shot her 
and entered a kebab snack bar. Something had flown past her 
and crashed into her left foot.

During the trial, witnesses recounted what happened 
behind the door of the synagogue on the day of the attack in 
Halle. They sit in a room with the author. They cannot escape 
him - but he cannot escape them either. 

Before shooting a passer-by and then a customer in a kebab 
snack bar,  had failed to storm the Halle synagogue, 
where 52 people were celebrating the highest Jewish holiday, 
Yom Kippur. The witness, a thin woman wearing a red quilted 
waistcoat, concluded her account in a firm voice. 

“It’s strange: I haven’t even had a bad dream since that day”.
It is the eleventh day of the trial against . For 

the first time the people who experienced the events at the 
kebab snack bar and in the kebab have their say.

“Then there was a bang and I thought, ‘Who’s the idiot 
who’s going to set off a Polish firecracker?”

When a shot hit the window, he could do little more at first 
than look on in disbelief, the man said. 

“As a naturalist, I was fascinated by the shattering glass. It 
was as if it was always depicted in slow motion”. 

The owner of the restaurant dodged another bullet, he says, 
and then the culprit stood in the room.

“Get out of here, he’s going to shoot us all!” shouted a boss.
“I thought someone had put Halloween on,” said the witness. 
He too remembers the defendant’s face.  had 

“shot a face”, probably a grimace of wild determination. One 
of the painters had shouted: “Get out of here, he’s going to kill 
us all!” He was grateful to him to this day, he said, because it 
had shaken him out of his astonishment.

The witness is able to escape through the window of a 
storage room, jumps over a rubbish bin, loses his footing, 
contracts bruises, can barely breathe. 

“From that moment on, I was terrified that he would come 
after me. I heard gunshots and screams.”

Only later, he says, did he learn that one of B’s guests had 
been shot. The boss of the painting company had rushed to 
the scene, horrified by the death of his apprentice. 

“He told me it was the boy’s first jo ”

, the man who has no special qualities except 
deep hatred, looks at the witness without batting an eyelid. 
He obviously likes the events to be recounted in detail once 
again. If it weren’t for the lightness of the witness’s voice, the 
unfailing humour with which he relays the traumatic events. 
A joke about the painkillers he had received, an affectionate 
remark about the overwhelming care of his wife and family.

’s world is tiny and full of hatred. In court, the 
murderer from Halle practically displays his deeds. 

And  looks irritated, seems disappointed that 
he hasn’t managed to derail another life.

The defendant must also look at the moment of his fai-
lure again this Wednesday. A total of four video sequences, 
recorded by a camera on his jacket, are entered into evidence 
and presented in the courtroom. It is a difficult 40 minutes. 

 can be heard blowing in his almost childlike voice, 
in constant dialogue with himself and his audience on the 
Internet. You see him waiting in his car at a red light, slamming 
the door of the synagogue. As he watches himself swearing 
and sweating on the screen, the defendant grunts silently as 
if he were watching a sitcom.

For minutes, the author pities himself, apologizing for not 
having caused more carnage. Then he enters the restaurant. 
Even those not watching now can hear people begging for 
their lives. After that, silence reigns in the courtroom.

Why he joined the Nebenklage, asks retired university 
professor Ursula Mertens at the end.

“Anger”, says the anthropologist, to explain himself imme-
diately : The presumption to deny someone the right to life 
because of his faith or origin is odious, he says. But, he says, 
it has to be clear: “This crime comes from the middle of society 
of a society that is perhaps a little asleep”. 

The judge allows a few seconds of applause before asking 
for silence.
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Trial on the Nazi attack in 
Halle, Escape for fear of 
death

In the trial on the Halle bombing, the focus on Wednesday was on 
what happened in the “Kiez-Döner”. Here the accused shot one of 
his victims.

Magdeburg taz - In the trial for the right-wing terrorist 
attack in Halle, it was Wednesday for the first time about the 
events around the snack bar Kiez-Döner. It was the assassin’s 
second target, after the synagogue in front of which he had 
killed a passer-by and where a planned attack had failed. Full 
of rage, he went to the neighbouring snack bar where he shot 
Kevin S. and wounded others.

Five witnesses were summoned for Wednesday, three of 
whom finally showed up, plus one witness called spontaneously 
- an LKA inspector who secured the crime scene. Ismet and 
Rifat Tekin, the new owners of the Kiez-Döner, were also 
expected to testify. However, the court was unable to provide 
them with a translator, so they could not testify.

On the eleventh day of the trial, the focus is on how the 
people experienced the crime, who narrowly escaped the mur-
derer of the Kiez-Döner. A 78-year-old pensioner from Halle, 
who was standing only a few metres away from the attacker 
when he threw an improvised explosive device at the snack 
bar, will start the proceedings. A nail about 4 centimetres long 
hit his foot and another got stuck in his shoe.

“I thought: Why doesn’t anyone call the police,” said the 
witness. She said she wondered on the day of the crime why 
it was taking so long. Without being noticed, she was able to 
flee from the murderer: “He didn’t say anything, I didn’t say 
anything either. This was certainly my great chance, otherwise 
I would have been like the woman in the synagogue”.

Witness data given to the press?

The second witness is a professor from Göttingen, who 
was also in the Kiez- Döner during the attack. He appears 
as a co-applicant, talks about the rule of law and the moral 
principles of society. The offender listens to him attentively. The 
witness speaks slowly, in detail, describes the course of events 
in detail - and thus leaves little doubt as to the authenticity 
of his account.

He describes the attack on the snack bar, how he was 
able to escape through a window into a storeroom. Like many 

witnesses before him - especially the survivors - he also reports 
psychological problems after the crime. And of a press visit only 
three days after the attack. Judge Ursula Mertens wonders 
how the press could have known his address. 

“There is only one way. Someone must have had access 
to it via the investigation file or the police statement,” says the 
witness, and Judge Mertens confirms: “Someone must have 
passed on the address. Who it was, we don’t know either.

The last witness called was a survivor who was on his way 
to the university. He is the only migrant witness of the day and 
claims that he was shot by the perpetrator. “

When I heard the shots, all I could think was: go, go,” said 
the witness. He says he fled in fear for his life, but does not 
remember exactly what happened.

In addition to the witness statements, a video of the crime 
is shown again - but this time not filmed by the helmet camera, 
but from the perspective of the camera that the perpetrator 
had attached to his body. When pictures of the crime scene 
are shown, the court turns off the public screens. The photos 
show, among other things, the body of Kevin S. Not yet, says 
a lawyer, the survivors and relatives should be confronted with 
these images.

In the trial, 43 people are appearing as joint plaintiffs, 
including relatives of the people killed, relatives from the 
synagogue, the area around the kebab restaurant, witnesses 
and police officers. The charges in the trial for the racist and 
antisemitic attack are: two counts of murder and 68 counts 
of attempted murder.
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The 11th day of the Halle trial 
- When a normal day beco-
mes a nightmare

Witnesses from outside and inside the kebab restaurant where a 
young man was shot were heard for the first time on Wednesday in 
the Halle murder trial. It is an immersion in a normal day of people 
that has turned into a nightmare. RTL journalist Luisa Graf reports 
from the courtroom on the testimonies of the eleventh day of the 
trial.

Pensioner meets the murderer on the 
trail

Retired Margit W., 78, has a doctor’s appointment, is on 
foot and wants to pick up the prescribed medication from 
the pharmacy after the examination. It’s a normal day that 
changes abruptly, although the witnesses, who will be heard 
on Wednesday, realise this much later.

Margit W. meets the murderer  on the path next 
to the kebab restaurant where , shortly afterwards, 
shoots around and kills Kevin S., 20 years old. Only three 
metres separate her from the perpetrator, who already has a 
human life on his conscience. 

“He had a very smooth face, no tattoos, no pimples, no 
beard.” , as described by the witness, was holding 
a pipe in his hand. Suddenly, something comes out of the 
pipe, something hits her on the foot. She feels a sharp pain. 
The meeting is then already over. “I thought he was trying to 
scare someone.”

When reality hits consciousness

“Why don’t we call the police?” she asks herself. 
When they arrive at the pharmacy, the medical assistants 

from the neighbouring doctor’s surgery are at the door. They 
talk and decide to close.

“This is the second death,” says one of them, and that’s 
when Margit W. realises that she has narrowly escaped death. 
“He didn’t say anything, I didn’t say anything, and this was 
certainly my chance, otherwise I would have been like that 
40-year-old woman”. 

She refers to Jana L., the first victim of ’s racially 
motivated and antisemitic act.

Nails in the shoes

Margit W. notices that there are nails in her shoe. One of 
them pierced a hole in the shoe and hit her toe. That’s where 
the pain comes from. When she comes home and tells her 
husband what she has just been through, she realizes: 

“It was my second birthday”. 
She is taken care of by an ambulance.
After an hour and a half of waiting, because the ambulance 

drivers are not allowed to leave because nobody knows where 
the bomber is, she is treated in hospital. The injury to her foot 
is not serious. But what happened is in her mind. This is noti-
ceable at the latest when her voice breaks in the witness box.

The shot in the window

Professor Bernd H., 74, is on his way to Halle for his work. 
He is retired, but is still working on university projects. Before 
a long day of lectures, he wants to have lunch. His eye falls 
on the “Kiezdöner”. He parks in front, enters, orders and sits 
down. Two painters also enter the snack bar - one of them 
will later give Prof. Dr. Bernd H. the decisive clue to escape.

Suddenly a bang enters the dining room from outside. 
“What idiot would light a Polish firecracker now?” Prof. Dr. 

Bernd H. thinks. 
Then the window breaks. The professor sees the glass 

breaking. Then a man enters the snack bar. The witness thinks 
that the military clothing is a suit, the weapon is a paintball 
gun. He does not make the link between the shot that broke 
the glass and the man with the gun. This shows how surreal 
the situation was for him.
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“Get out of here, he’s going to shoot 
us all!”

Professor Dr. Bernd H. is still sitting in his seat. Suddenly 
one of the painters shouts: 

“Get out, he’s going to kill us all!” Bernd H. is “deeply grateful 
to the painter, because he helped me out of my astonishing 
incomprehension”. 

He understands that the murderer is a real danger. Looking 
for an escape route at the back of the snack bar, the painter 
opens the doors and wipes the windowsill clean; he jumps into 
the courtyard. The teacher does the same, but gets injured along 
the way. In the background he hears pleas and supplications: 

“Please don’t shoot!”
Only much later does he learn that  has killed one 

of the two painters of the “Kiezdöner”. His bruises healed. His 
fear remains for a long time. Background noises, strong blows 
he cannot bear, even make him aggressive. Prof. Dr. Bernd H. 
stays in bed for several weeks. The rest helps.

’s second camera

 broadcast his crime live on the Internet. To do 
this, he attached his smartphone to his helmet. However, he 
also had a second camera with him, attached to his jacket. The 
video will be shown in the courtroom on Wednesday. The few 
common plaintiffs who are there on the eleventh day of the trial 
do not all come back after the break, many are waiting for the 
video to be finished before it is shown. Christina Feist, a visitor 
to the synagogue, leaves the hall in between, visibly upset.

There is much less to see on the video than on the livestream 
video, because  throws the jacket, including the 
camera, into the car after the first shots in the kebab restaurant. 
The music that accompanies the livestream, as well as the shots 
and the sound of the explosions in the distance. Fortunately, 
we can’t see anything during this time.

Death on the march and the screams

But what we have seen before is enough to dismay the 
participants and spectators of the trial. We can see the first shot 
at Kevin S. In between, his pleas and cries, described above 
by the witness. It is almost impossible to put into words what 
the agony of the 20-year-old girl’s death triggered in me as I 
read the video. Afterwards, the participants in the trial consoled 
each other, kissed each other.

Wounded 

At one point, as  was running away in the car, the 
camera showed a picture again. Him, bleeding from his neck, 
sweating, commenting in bad English on his actions. The injury 
is due to the shooting in front of the kebab restaurant. There 
he was wounded by a bullet from the police.

This very scene will be discussed in the courtroom next 
week. Some of the officers who confronted  in front 
of the kebab restaurant will appear as joint plaintiffs.

High expectations for the biggest 
state protection trial ever

On Wednesday, expectations are high for the biggest state 
protection trial of the year in Germany. Thus, at the end of the 
trial day, the reason given by the witness, Professor Dr. Bernd 
H., for his decision to appear as co-appellant comes to mind: 

“I would like to make it clear to society at the end of the 
trial that this is a deeply despicable crime. And unfortunately 
for God, this crime was committed from the somewhat sleepy 
middle of society”.
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Is Kiez Döner on the verge of 
bankruptcy? Why is the snack 
bar manager asking for help?

On 9th October a man was shot dead at the Döner in Ludwig-Wu-
cherer-Strasse. Since then, the snack bar has been fighting against 
the consequences of the attack. Today, the restaurant is also facing 
economic problems. The owners are asking for help through a do-
nation campaign on an Internet portal.

Halle (Saale) - The Kiez-Döner on Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse 
is fighting for its existence. The situation is apparently serious, 
the snack bar is reportedly in financial difficulties. With a leaflet, 
the operators Ismet and Rıfat Tekin now address the Hallenser.

Despite many attempts: more cus-
tomers for the Kiez-Döner

They write: 
“For several months now, not as much has been happening 

as before. We miss the many things in the shop to get back 
to a normal routine. We want to keep the Kiez-Döner - that is 
only possible with you”. 

In the snack bar, Kevin S. from Merseburg was killed by a 
right-wing extremist terrorist on 9th October 2019.

The snack bar operators have already tried a lot. Over the 
past few weeks, the menu has been expanded considerably, 
with many vegan dishes and new drinks. In addition, you can 
now place an order by phone and pick it up at any time you 
like. But customers are still staying away.

Help from the Jewish community for 
the Kiez-Döner

In the meantime, dozens of people have already shown 
their solidarity on the Internet. The Jewish Students’ Union 
of Germany (JSUD) has launched a fundraising campaign to 
help the Kiez-Döner.

“We, as the Union of Jewish Students, believe in a multicul-
tural society in this country. We believe in peaceful coexistence 
regardless of religion, nationality or skin colour”, 

wrote JSUD about the campaign. Only a few hours after 
the campaign was published, almost 3,000 euros were raised. 
The money is to go directly to the Kiez-Döner.

Large solidarity dinner at the begin-
ning of June

At the beginning of the summer, a group from the shop 
district had come together to work on the preservation of the 
Kiez-Döner. The participants help with public relations, among 
other things, but wish to remain anonymous, as Ismet and Rıfat 
Tekin should be at the forefront.

The group had already organised a large solidarity dinner at 
the snack bar in June. Ismet Tekin is appearing as co-appellant 
in the Magdeburg attacker trial. At the time of the attack he 
was walking in Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse. The murderer also 
shot Tekin, but did not hit him.
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Day 11 of the trial Save the 
jump out of the window - wit-
ness describes snack attack

In the trial of the terrorist , the court sheds light for the first 
time on the attack on the “Kiez Döner”. Why the witnesses were 
only able to escape the right-wing terrorist’s blood lust with great 
luck.

Magdeburg - Hallenser have not yet seen the Ludwig-Wu-
cherer-Strasse like this. While parents usually push pushchairs 
and pupils ride their bicycles to school, the state criminal in-
vestigation service is on the spot for a large-scale operation. 
Crime scene experts use glossy paint to draw circles on the 
pavement and spray numbers on them. Marking ammunition 
cartridges and bullet holes.

The window of the “Kiez Döner” is broken. Crime scene 
specialists comb the sealed-off area until late in the night of 
9 October 2019. 

“The entire street was in principle the area of the crime sce-
ne”, an official said on Wednesday at Magdeburg District Court.

This is a new chapter in the terrorism trial against  
For the first time, the state protection senate around presiding 
judge Ursula Mertens illuminates the “Kiez Döner” complex for 
the first time. The heavily armed right-wing extremist went to 
this snack bar after his failed attack on the synagogue and 
shot a 40-year-old passer-by there. “The 27-year-old man who 
hates Jews reprimands himself in front of the synagogue door 
in a home-made video that was shown in court on Wednesday. 

 gets into the car, frustrated, and drives through the 
middle of the neighbourhood.

“Kebab, let’s take it” he says in the video at a crossroads. 
The racist has set himself a new target. A few minutes 

later, he goes into a frenzy. And kill with his guns a snack bar 
customer, Kevin S., 20 years old.

Attack on Kiez-Döner: rescue by jam-
ming the cannon

Whoever knows he was lucky at the time, sits in the wit-
ness box on Wednesday. Bernd H. is a retired professor, he 
has an appointment at the Leopoldina Academy of Sciences 
in Halle on 9 October 2019. The fact that he is coming to the 
Kiez Döner at 12.05 p.m. is nothing but a coincidence - he is 

hungry, in front of the restaurant there is a free parking space 
for a short time. The 74-year-old man takes off his glasses to 
eat. Two painters in working clothes enter.

When H. hears the first bang in front of the fast-food 
restaurant, he says that he was still thinking: 

“Who is the idiot who lights a Polish firecracker now?”. The 
confusion lasts only a moment. “There was a gunshot through 
the window.”

The senior citizen sits in the witness box with a moustache, 
a suit and gold-framed glasses, describing calmly, formulating 
carefully. When the heavily armed assassin entered the snack 
bar, one of the painters shouted: “Come out, he’s going to shoot 
us all!” In court, the professor said: 

“I am deeply grateful to him - because he has brought me 
out of an astonishing state of disarray”.

 throws a home-made nail 
bomb towards the front door

Suddenly, he realises the mortal danger. The 74-year-old 
man rushed down a few steps at the back of the snack bar 
into a storage room. There he jumps out of the window into 
the courtyard to save himself from the shots - the professor 
lands on a plastic bin, bruises his side. 

“I was breathless,” he says. 
From the snack bar, he said, he heard volleys of gunfire 

and a man shouting: 
“Please don’t shoot!”
The eyewitness to the attack said: 
“I was afraid that he would chase me, the sound of the 

shots made me believe it.

But  let the 74-year-old run away. On the video 
from his body camera, judges, public prosecutors and lawyers on 
Wednesday examine how the attack on “Kiez Döner” unfolded 
from the perspective of the attacker: Even before  
entered the shop with a machine gun, he threw a home-made 
nail bomb towards the front door. Then he enters, wants to open 
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fire immediately - but his weapon, which he himself has made, 
is blocked. And this repeatedly. Hectically, the racist changes 
magazines. These are the seconds in which Bernd H. and one 
of the painters can escape through the snack bar window. 

 shoots 20-year-old Kevin S. in the restaurant.

Ludwig-Wucherer-Straße in Halle: 
exchange of fire with policemen

Meanwhile, the teacher runs away from the “Kiez Döner”, 
wants to inform the police. He hears more and more gunshots 
- only later does he realise that the murderer is now engaged 
in an exchange of fire with police officers on Ludwig-Wuche-
rer-Strasse. A bullet pierces the assassin’s neck - on the video, 
which the court is watching on Wednesday,  can be seen 
running away with a bleeding wound.

Professor H. receives opiate medication in hospital for rib pain. 
“For a long time I reacted very nervously to loud noises,” he 

also says. Other witnesses have also described similar traumas. 
“I am fine now”.

Nail bomb detonates, hurts 78-year-
old Hallenserin

Just luck also had a 78-year-old person from Halle, who 
was walking in front of the snack bar during the attack: The 
home-made nail bomb, which the terrorist threw towards the 
front door, hit her on the foot. Only a slight injury, the elderly 
person said in court - but if the explosive device had exploded 
more strongly, a devastating effect would have been conceivable: 
The nails of the explosive device were three to four centimetres 
long, she said. She removed only one nail, which was still stuck 
in her shoe, when she returned home.

What did the parents know?

Why are you a co-applicant, Judge Mertens asks the retired 
professor. 

“It’s my anger,” he says at first. 
But he also says he is hoping for a thorough explanation: 

for him, it is “unimaginable” that the defendant’s inhuman way 
of thinking and his plans of attack 

“have remained without a perception of his environment”. 
It is addressed to the parents of the accused, the mother 

was an ethics teacher. They refused to testify in court.
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Day 11 of the trial, No ap-
plause, no condolences

On the eleventh day of the trial against the right-wing extremist mur-
derer from Halle before the Magdeburg Regional Court, three vic-
tims testified who were in or in front of the snack bar “Kiez Döner” 
during the attack. Some of them are still dealing with the conse-
quences of the attack today. A second video of the attack will also 
be shown. Our report from the courtroom.

Applause is no longer allowed. This was announced the day 
before by Justice Ursula Mertens, President of the Supreme 
Court, during the trial of the far-right terrorist Halle. After the 
moving statements of the survivors of the attack, who were 
in the synagogue at the time of the crime, the applause grew 
in the ranks of the plaintiffs and visitors. The statements 
highlighted the continuities of the Shoah and made clear the 
social dimension of antisemitism. But order must be maintained: 

“As a court, we are obliged to conduct the trial in a calm 
and neutral atmosphere,” said Judge Mertens. 

On the eleventh day of the trial, there will nevertheless be 
another round of applause before Mertens intervenes. And 
that applause is well deserved.

On 9 September 2020, three witnesses who experienced 
the attack in front of and inside the snack bar “Kiez Döner” 
will be questioned. The first to testify is 78-year-old Margrit 
W. from Halle. On the day of the attack she went to a doctor’s 
appointment - until she saw a man between two parked cars. 
In her hands: 

“A strange object. Maybe something homemade for the 
carnival or something else,” she recalls. 

Then, suddenly, there’s a bang. The perpetrator lit a nail 
bomb in front of the snack bar. Two nails, about 3 to 4 cm long, 
as Mrs. W. shows with her delicate fingers, hit her on the foot. 
She speaks of “miserable pain”. Then the offender enters the 
kebab shop. She only learns of the death of Kevin S., who was 
shot in the shop by the perpetrator, later on the news. Since the 
attack, she hasn’t even dreamt about it, she says. Her wound 
has healed in the meantime without any consequences. Her 
big chance: not having told the perpetrator. 

“Otherwise I would have felt the same as the woman in 
the synagogue” - in reference to Jana L., 40, who was shot in 
the back by the perpetrator after she failed to recognise the 
danger of the situation and commented on the loud noise of 
her bombs.

Next, Professor Bernd H., a retired university professor, 
testifies. On the day of the attack, the 74-year-old man, who 
lives in Göttingen, is in Halle for an editorial conference. After 
a two-hour drive, he wants to get something for lunch before 
the conference starts - and finds what he is looking for in a 
“Kiez Döner”. After placing his order, he uses the toilet. This 
will save his life a few moments later. He hears a detonation: 
Who is the idiot who lights a firecracker here, he wonders. He 
doesn’t see anyone. Then there are shots against the window 
pane. H. is fascinated by the broken glass, an aesthetic motif 
that briefly captivates him. Then the murderer enters the shop 
- with “fierce determination” and a “beaky mouth”. H. has taken 
the small pistol in the assassin’s hands for a paintball gun, his 
combat gear for a Halloween costume. 

“Get out of here, he’s going to shoot us if we don’t,” someone 
shouts - interrupting H’s stupor. For this, he says, he is grateful 
to this day. 

He flees to the back of the shop, but avoids the windowless 
toilet - a mousetrap, as he describes it. He jumps out of the 
backyard window and lands on a rubbish bin, slipping and 
suffering a severe bruise to his ribs. At that moment he was 
terrified, he says. Afraid that the perpetrator would run after 
him. Fear for his life.

H. did not seek therapeutic help - but tranquillizers containing 
opium, which helped him a lot and which he can only recom-
mend to the court. However, for a long time after the crime, 
the sounds of beatings had been unbearable for him. Today, 
however, he feels better, as far as he can judge for himself.

H. has critical words for the press: A few days after the 
attack, three journalists from “Spiegel Online” visited him at his 
home and asked him for an interview. He was very annoyed by 
the “impertinence” of the people who make money from this and 
who dared to bother him so soon after the experience without 
being asked. How the journalists got his private address, even 
the judge can’t answer. But it seems likely that a member of 
the police gave the address to the press.
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At the end of his testimony, the plaintiff is allowed to ask 
him a question: What does he want from the trial? 

“I expect it to be clear to all concerned, including the accused, 
that this is a deeply despicable crime. And that this crime was 
committed in the midst of society, perhaps a sleep-deprived 
society”. He stated that it was difficult for him to imagine “that 
over time the accused, with his preparations and fantasies, his 
imprisonment in a completely wrong way of thinking, that he 
engaged in such a development without any perception of his 
immediate environment”. And: the accused deserves the sen-
tence that the court will pronounce. The courtroom applauds, 
the judge intervenes. This is the high point of this trial day.

After the break, the video of the crime, filmed by a second 
camera on the accused’s jacket, is broadcast in full. The video 
shows little that is new that was not already in the video from 
his helmet camera, which was shown on the second day of 
the trial. Except: the assassin’s tearful reaction, feeling sorry 
for the failure of his plan at the end of his escape, just before 
his arrest (not recorded in the video). Only then do tears flow 
individually, but not for his victims: 

“Killing is not complicated, I don’t feel any different from 
before”, he says coldly in English.

After another pause, Commissioner Nils Petersen interve-
ned after two witnesses had withdrawn at the last minute. The 
reason was a logistical interpreting problem. Petersen answers 
questions about his 107-page report on the crime scene at 
the Saxon kebab restaurant. He describes the aerial firing of 
drones, the bullet holes in the walls and the shell casings in 
the street with detached objectivity worthy of a civil servant. 
A lawyer from Nebenklage has to interrupt the judge here so 
that the screens in the visitors’ area are switched off when the 
photos of Kevin S.’s body in the “Kiez-Döner” are to be shown.

Finally, the 26-year-old student Malek  testifies. He lives 
in Halle, but wants to travel to Merseburg, where he is studying, 
on 9 October 2019. He sees the defendant with a gun in his 
hand, looks him in the eye: 

“I did not know what to do. I had to get away”. 
The defendant shoots him, but misses. Malek managed to 

continue running towards the central station and to inform the 
police. Was he scared to death? Yes, he answers. Since the 
crime he sometimes has nightmares, suffers from insomnia 
and does not feel safe. The judge asks him if he is undergoing 
treatment and he answers no. He says he is not. 

“You should think about it, shouldn’t you?” asks the judge, 
a little abruptly. “Do they have a doctor?” she follows. And, in a 
kind but motherly way, recommends a female doctor present 
in the courtroom.

Thus the eleventh day of the trial against the right-wing 
extremist murderer from Halle comes to an end - without the 
accused having the slightest chance to express himself. Whereas 
at the beginning of the trial he had often smiled and laughed, 
on this day his face seemed petrified, disappointed and even 
melancholy. But he shows no sympathy for his victims. On the 
contrary, the young and alternative audience in the courtroom 
seems much more present on this day: the rows of visitors 
are full of colourful hairstyles, punk piercings and left-handed 
T-shirts. On one visitor’s T-shirt is written: 

“No human being is illegal”. 
A small slogan that has a big impact in this context: The 

author’s racist and antisemitic plan has failed, he is now at the 
mercy of the full force of the law. And this deserves applause.
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“I won’t let this be taken away 
from me”

Christina Feist on her testimony in court, critic of the police - and 
why she wants to spend Yom Kippur in Halle.

Christina Feist witnessed the attack in the Halle synagogue 
on 9 October 2019. In the trial before the Higher Regional 
Court of Naumburg - the court sits in Magdeburg - she appears 
as co-appellant. She testified on Wednesday of last week. On 
the telephone, the thirty-year-old seemed relieved that this 
hurdle had now been overcome.

Mrs Feist, why was it important for you to make this statement?

First of all, for personal reasons: It was a very emotional 
statement. It was important to describe the experience again 
in concrete terms and to relate my feelings to what happened. 
This is also important for overcoming trauma. Secondly, it goes 
beyond me and the people who were in the synagogue that 
day. We have to talk about the antisemitism that has developed 
historically in this country. And it is still there structurally, as 
my experiences with the police and unfortunately also in this 
trial show.

In your testimony, you - and many other witnesses - were 
highly critical of the work of the police. Why was this important 
to you?

Because it is inconceivable that the police know so little 
about the treatment of Jews, but also of newly traumatised 
people, we were treated so insensitively. In the meantime I felt 
that the officer who interrogated me was not really listening 
to me and that I was actually causing him harm. Furthermore, 
it cannot be true that in 2019 - and I doubt that anything has 
changed in the meantime - the police do not know what Yom 
Kippur is and do not differentiate between Israelis and Jews 
living in Germany. There are really enough Jews in the country 
now that we are considered a minority. Training and awareness 
raising are therefore long overdue.

How important was it for you that the defendant now 
listened to you?

I completely ignored the defendant during my testimony. I 
don’t know if he really listened to me... But it is well known that 
he continued to laugh scornfully at the testimony of the other 
witnesses, that he showed no remorse. But this is not about 
the author. It doesn’t matter. For me it is about giving my side 
of the story in court, it is about the other people in the room, 
the other common complainants, the visitors, the members of 
the media, it is about reaching out to the community.

What are the outstanding issues?

We saw during the trial a surveillance camera recording that 
shows two policemen arriving in front of the synagogue, and a 
lifeless person can be seen there on lying on the pavement - later 
we found out it was Jana and that she was already dead - and 
the police didn’t take care of her at all. So I would have liked 
to know what was going on in their minds. And I want them 
to have to justify themselves. And I would like to know how 
it is that the police know so little about Judaism and working 
with trauma victims, and what is being done to change that.

On the day you testified in court, another important trial 
began in Paris, where you now live: against those responsible 
for the alleged attack in January 2015 on the satirical magazine 
Charlie Hebdo and a kosher supermarket. Are you following 
this development and do you see parallels?

Of course I am, especially since I was in Paris during the 
attack, but safe in my student dormitory. Yes, this is a very 
important trial. But I don’t think there are too many parallels. 
Of course: in both cases the motive was antisemitism. But 
antisemitism in France and antisemitism in Germany have 
such a different historical background, have grown up and are 
structured differently, that such a comparison is unwanted and 
rather leads to misunderstanding. You are comparing apples 
and oranges.

How can you now - if at all - bring the matter to a conclusion?

There can only be a conclusion after a judgement, if at all 
possible. In the meantime, I have decided - if time, money and 
the pandemic permit - to come back to follow the trial, but 
above all to support the other co-applicants, just as they have 
supported me. I think it is important to listen carefully to all the 
joint plaintiffs. They all experienced the day differently, from 
a different perspective. Their experiences should now be the 
focus of attention. Moreover, I will be celebrating Yom Kippur 
in Halle again this year. I won’t let myself be deprived of that.
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“The shooting lasted an eter-
nity”

Murder in Halle: Testimony on the eleventh day of the trial. Why did 
the police intervene so late?

The fact that a second person fell victim to the right-wing 
terrorist  is apparently also the result of far too 
hesitant police intervention. This was suggested by witnesses 
before the Higher Regional Court of Saxony-Anhalt in Mag-
deburg on Wednesday. 

The author’s video footage also shows how he was able to 
act without being molested for a long period of time. Presiding 
Judge Ursula Mertens showed the court images from a second 
camera, which the perpetrator had attached to his jacket. He 
also had a camera attached to his helmet. The neo-Nazis 
broadcast the images live on the Internet, and about 2,200 
people watched them live.

After  shot 40-year-old Jana L. in front of the syna-
gogue, he first continued trying to blow the door of the Jewish 
place of worship for several minutes. He also threw nail bombs 
at the wall. The first police patrol did not arrive at the scene 
until ten minutes after the murder. There was no attempt to 
resuscitate the victim. The perpetrator even walked past the 
synagogue without being pursued by the officers.  then 
went to the kebab restaurant, where he terrorised the customers 
and owners for a few minutes, killing Kevin S., 20 years old. 
The video footage shows  shooting him at first and S. 
begging him to stop. But  pulls the trigger again.

“I had a feeling that the shooting was going to last forever,” 
recalled witness Bernd H. during his examination on Day 11 
of the trial. H. was at the snack bar at the time of the crime 
and had just ordered his meal. 

The situation seemed unreal to him, he reported. People 
had entered the studio, including two painters, among them 
Kevin S.. Suddenly he heard a loud bang. The snack bar window 
broke and he watched it break. 

“Then the painter suddenly shouted: ‘Get out, he’ll shoot 
us all if we don’t,’” he remembered. H., 74, says he then ran 

down the stairs, that someone opened a bedroom door for 
him. There, he said, he then jumped out of the window directly 
onto a rubbish bin in the courtyard, injuring himself as well. 
“And the shooting continued, there were a lot of shots,” said 
H. It was only later, when he tried to leave the courtyard, that 
he noticed “that there were a lot of policemen standing there”. 

They probably fired at the end as well

After the murder of Kevin S., there was indeed an exchange 
of fire with the police. The officers had wounded  with 
a low shot. But they let him escape again in the car. Although 
the vehicle had a flat tyre, he drove several kilometres to a 
village. In an attempt to capture a new car, he seriously injured 
a couple. Finally, he extorted  a taxi in a company. One of 
the taxi drivers chased , he was arrested by the police: 
even before the murder.

The witness Margit W. had met the perpetrator in front of 
the snack bar. He had crossed the street without having been 
molested. The 78-year-old had just arrived from the doctor’s, 

“when he came running in front of me between parked 
cars with a gun and a helmet,” she said. At first she thought 
the man was in disguise and that the gun was a child’s toy: 
“But then there was a blow and something bounced off my 
foot, it was a terrible pain”. 

She was terrified and immediately went to a side street, not 
daring to look around. There was a constant noise, which lasted 
a long time, she says. Later it turned out that there were two 
nails three to four centimetres long in her shoe. She learned 
from others that there had been two deaths. It wasn’t until a 
few hours later that she “really realized I was in the middle of it”.
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Context: series of 
breakdowns

The trial of the neo-Nazi  has repeatedly provoked incre-
dulous murmurs from the ranks of the trial observers.

An investigator from the Federal Criminal Police Office 
(BKA) remembers virtually nothing from the witness box. His 
colleague admits that she was supposed to investigate the 
defendant’s behaviour in relation to video games, although 
she had no knowledge of the subject. Another investigator 
said he knew nothing about the manifesto of the murderer 
Brenton Tarrant, who shot 51 people and injured 50, some 
seriously, in an attack on two mosques in Christchurch, New 
Zealand, in March 2019. Yet  always referred to him in 
his statements.

“I don’t understand how the BKA officials can say they 
did their best,” said Tuesday a 29-year-old witness who had 
celebrated the Jewish holiday Yom Kippur on the day of the 
attack on the Halle synagogue. 

The police had not searched in detail the Internet sites 
the accused had used, nor tried computer games, nor dealt in 
detail with the forums he had frequented. The parallels with 
other neo-Nazi attacks had hardly played a role.

 “At the same time, he repeatedly made us understand that 
he was just a small cog in a larger machine,” she said.

It is clear that the 28-year-old had clearly been planning his 
assassination attempt for a long time. About eight years earlier, 
in 2011, he had begun to acquire weapons and accessories. 
Some of the orders came through his mother, with whom he 
lived. On his father’s property, he built gun parts without being 
molested using a 3-D printer. 

For years, he hid his combat equipment in his bedside locker 

at his mother’s house. Early indications that  might be 
a danger were shared with witnesses on the witness stand. 
His former brother-in-law said that he himself had been in the 
right-wing scene but was still afraid of him.

After the 9 October 2019 emergency appeal - when  
tried to open the synagogue door with explosive devices, threw 
nail bombs at the wall and shot the first victim, 40-year-old 
Jana L., in front of the place of worship - the police showed 
a worrying lack of zeal. The police did not give first aid and 
did not pursue the perpetrator when he passed the crime 
scene without having been molested. Shortly afterwards, the 
neo-Nazi killed 20-year-old Kevin S. in a kebab restaurant. 
After a short shoot-out with the police, he fled wounded, tried 
to attack a dark-skinned man, seriously injured a couple and 
extorted a car from a taxi company. All this is just a series of 
police misadventures?
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People affected by the Halle 
trial fear that they will have to 
pay their travel expenses

Following the trial of Halle’s murderer in Magdeburg personally 
is important for many plaintiffs. On the one hand it is their special 
right, on the other hand it helps them to overcome the trauma they 
have suffered. However, they have to bear most of the travel and 
accommodation costs themselves. This is why the lump-sum travel 
compensation has been criticised.

Participation versus money

The Dresden lawyer represents three women who were at 
the synagogue on 9 October 2019 to celebrate Yom Kippur. 
One of them is Christina Feist. Nearly a fortnight ago, she 
criticized at the end of his testimony: “

I am incredibly afraid that we will not be heard again”. 
She affirms this in the activity of government politicians, but 

also in the trial, in the way they are treated. She refers in parti-
cular to the travel allowance of the Federal Ministry of Justice.

Mr. Untergerechnet on the 18 hearing days initially planned 
and the actual travel expenses, it is not much. With a train 
journey from Berlin without reduction and hotel prices of 60 to 
70 euros per night, only six trial days are possible. Anyone who 
would like to participate more must pay for it themselves. It does 
not matter what the social background of the co-applicants is, 
whether they have been unable to work for several weeks or 
months due to the trauma they have suffered, whether they 
need the trial to get closure or whether they want to support 
others in their testimony. Not everyone wants to participate as 
actively in the process, but some do. 

“The problem with this comprehensive assistance is that 
it pushes the victims into a position of supplication and takes 
away their autonomy,” explains lawyer Kati Lang.

“It pushes them into a position of supplication.” Lawyer Dr. 
Kati long to the travel subsidy

Misinterpretation of the law

When questioned by MDR sachsen-anhalt, the Ministry 
stressed that in order to 

“help them overcome the injustice they have suffered, the 
Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection is par-
ticularly concerned to enable them to attend the trial before 
the Higher Regional Court (OLG) in Naumburg”. 

At the same time, it writes that the travel allowance is 
intended to enable them to “participate in the key stages of 
the trial”. These include the opening of the trial, the pleading of 
the Nebenklage representative and the delivery of the verdict.

“It should be up to the people concerned to define the key 
stages of the trial for them,” says lawyer Dr. Kati Lang. 

She points out that her clients are of course grateful for 
this support. The travel allowance, as it stands now, but is a 
misinterpretation of the law.

A criticism that the Federal Commissioner for Victims, 
Professor Edgar Franke, admits. 

“In the future, we must ensure that travel grants are ade-
quately funded. Especially for witnesses who have a long way 
to go and who also want to spend an extra day or two here 
to participate in the trial. Because this is a historic trial,” he 
explained on the sidelines of the final week of negotiations. 

But it is positive that the travel allowance is now available.

It is unlikely that anything will change in this process. When 
MDR Sachsen-anhaltasks whether the Ministry plans to adjust 
the financial support again because of the one-month extension 
of the trial, he replies: 

“The duration of the trial and the frequency of participation 
in the trial have no effect on the amount of the allowance”.
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Day 12 of the trial: the vic-
tim’s father Kevin S. testifies

In the trial on the far-right terrorist attack in Halle, a relative of one of 
the two fatal victims speaks out for the first time. The trial continued 
on Tuesday at Magdeburg Regional Court with the twelfth day of 
proceedings. In addition, witnesses relate their experiences of the 
crime in the synagogue and in the Kiez-Döner.

In the courtrooms of the Magdeburg Regional Court the 
trial on the attack by the extreme right in Halle continued with 
the twelfth day of the trial. For the first time Karsten L., father 
of the victim Kevin S., testified in court as a witness. Kevin 
S. had been shot by the accused in a kebab snack bar on 9 
October 2019.

Karsten L., who is also appearing as co-appellant at the trial, 
recounts the traumatic events that took place in Halle at the 
beginning of the day of the trial. In tears, the 44-year-old man 
describes to the court how he and Kevin’s mother experienced 
that day, takes stock of their son’s living conditions - and what 
had united him to her son.

Kevin’s life: school, training and WHC

Her son had learning difficulties due to an epileptic seizure 
at birth. Despite this, Kevin S. managed to complete his stu-
dies, did several internships at a company in Halle and finally 
started an apprenticeship as a painter in that city in October 
2019, he says. 

“We were very proud that he managed to go to school,” 
says the father. He says that Kevin enjoyed the work and that 
the boss of the company was committed to him.

And Kevin had plans, she says. Kevin wanted to work, 
succeed in his apprenticeship and finance his football himself. 
Karsten L. reports that Kevin was hampered by the fact that 
the working week was only five days long. 

“In fact, he always wanted to go to work longer.”
Every day he talked to his son on the phone. They visited 

each other as often as possible - either in Merseburg, where 
his son lived, or in Wuppertal, where Karsten L. worked at the 
time. Although the parents were separated, they had a good 
relationship together.

Judge Ursula Mertens wants to know how they spent time 
together and Karsten L. describes her son’s enthusiasm for 
FC Halle. 

“Kevin has built up his circle of friends and on his own”, 
he reports. 

He had supported his son, but the football friends had also 
protected Kevin, for example at away games. 

“We weren’t actually afraid of anything happening to him 
anymore,” says the father. Kevin had developed well, he says.

Kevin’s father lived on October 9

When asked about what happened on the day of the attack, 
Karsten L. describes to the judge how he and Kevin’s mother 
lived that day and learned of the death of their son.

At the beginning of the twelfth day of the trial, the accused 
 is sitting next to his lawyers Hans-Dieter Weber 

(left) and Thomas Rutkowski at the regional court.

Three-quarters of twelve years old, he and his son would 
still have spoken on the telephone. 

“Kevin really wanted to go to the kebab shop,” said Karsten L. 
In fact, Kevin’s mother hadn’t allowed him to go, but he had 

given her permission.

Shortly after twelve o’clock, Kevin’s mother had called to 
say that Kevin wasn’t answering the phone. Finally, they were 
able to locate Kevin’s mobile phone on the street. They tried 
to reach Kevin 20 to 30 times, also through friends, but he 
didn’t answer the phone.

Then, around 6pm, after reporting him missing on Facebook, 
a friend sent him a video of the perpetrator, he said. 

“I have something. I’ll send it to you”. Then he and Kevin’s 
mother saw the video and realised Kevin was on it.

Karsten L. must have cried during these descriptions in 
court. The day of the trial was briefly interrupted.

The consequences for the parents

When asked later by the judge about his current situation 
with Kevin’s mother, he said: 

“It took us a long time to accept the fact that we need 
help. Extreme help”. Today, he says, they are both in treatment.

Then Karsten L. is removed from the witness stand by the 
judge. The day of the trial is interrupted for the time being.
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Witness Karin E.: Halle’s murderer 
was not alone

During the trial, Karen E. and Ezra W. were heard as wit-
nesses. Both were in the synagogue on the day of the attack 
and describe their experience in court.

Karen E. is 60 years old and has worked as a journalist for 
many years. She is currently completing a rabbinical degree. 
E. had participated in the Yom Kippur service. It was nice to 
see how Jewish life was developing in Germany and how you 
could contribute to it, she says.

Asked about her memories of the day, Karen E. reports 
how long it took for the police to arrive. 

She is surprised, “when it really is about our safety, that 
it went a bit wrong. On the one hand, far too little and on the 
other, far too much”. 

For example, she says, her bags were searched twice. 
Once inside the synagogue and once outside - in front of all 
the media representatives. We felt like an object. But later, in 
the hospital, everyone was very nice, E said.

It was important to her that the murderer in Halle was not 
alone, in her opinion. 

“It’s not just a German danger,” said E. 
There are many connections, for example with Christchurch. 

 may have acted alone in Halle, she said, but he 
was trained and driven by the international white supremacist 
movements on the Internet. 

“If you don’t recognise that, then this process doesn’t make 
sense to me,” the 60-year-old explained. She wonders why 
people don’t take this danger seriously.

Witness Ezra W.: The wound and the 
miracle of Halle

During the trial, Ezra W. also described his memories of 
the day and its traumatic consequences. He said he needed 
psychological help and spoke of a near-death experience.

At the beginning, he had tried to deal with the whole event 
in a rational way. However, the words of the pastor of Jana 
L.’s family about the miracle of Halle - that so many people 
survived - also helped him. In the beginning he had felt the 
wound, and here too, in the trial, it was the wound “that we all 
have to take care of now”.

The 32-year-old man goes on to say: “One image I have 
in my mind and what remains of it is how these heavily armed 
policemen stood between the Yom Kippur headstones”. Inside 
the synagogue, he says, there was little information and many 
rumours. Even later, when the worshippers turned their mobile 
phones back on, the situation remained uncertain for a long time. 
Probably because the acts had taken place in different places.

In addition, the religious dimension of the Yom Kippur 
celebration was important, explains Ezra W. Prayers had given 
him strength. Especially in the last prayer, he says, the image of 
a heavenly judgement deciding life and death for the purpose 
of repentance.

He said that he had always wanted to express his Jewish 
identity through creative Jewish content, language, culture 
and music. He stated that he had always rejected the fact that 
antisemitism had a negative impact on his Jewish experience. 

“And now I find myself in a situation where antisemitism has 

had a huge impact on my first year in Germany,” W. explained.
He now has a role that he didn’t ask for, but he wants to 

use it. Ezra W. says: 
“For me, the central message of Judaism that I now want 

to spread here in Germany is an appreciation of the sanctuary 
of life”.

The defendant wants to ask a question

The accused  stated at the end of the report 
that he wanted to ask a question. It concerns, he said, the re-
lationship of Christians and Jews to repentance. He said that 
this had significance for the motivation of his crime.

However, the judge declared the question inadmissible after 
a lawyer indicated that the question was not related to the trial.

Ezra W. commented: 
“Personally, I would like to have a conversation. But this is 

not the opportunity to do so here”. If the accused still felt that 
he would be interested in talking about it in a few years, he 
would be willing to do so in the appropriate setting.

Witnesses Rifat and Ismet T.: Nobody 
deserved to die like that

The last witnesses to be heard today are Rifat T. and his 
brother Ismet. Rifat works in the snack bar owned by his 
brother. Ismet is one of the joint plaintiffs in the trial. Both 
describe in detail how they experienced the attack in the 
kebab snack bar in Ludwig-Wucherer-Straße. The defendant 
had shot Kevin S. there.

Rifat, 32, was working at the snack bar and preparing 
kebabs on that day when he saw the attacker arrive. 

“At first I thought it was a soldier or a security guard,” Rifat 
described. A “bomb” flew into the shop, he said, and then the 
accused tried to shoot at the shop and hit the window. Kevin 
was standing in the doorway. He himself hid behind the counter.

When he heard the words “Please don’t, please don’t”, he 
ran out of the shop and went to the Hong Kong restaurant 
across the street. From there, he said, he called his brother 
Ismet and met him later outside the restaurant.

He, Rifat, was also undergoing treatment, he said. 
“I have trouble sleeping. I don’t really want to go to this 

shop either. But my brother doesn’t want to give up this shop. 
Especially after these experiences, it is very important for him 
to continue running it and I want to support him in this task,” 
he described. 

His young children could not understand the crime, but 
the family was of course affected by the events. His wife, 
however, is now better. 

“After all, I was there, something could have happened to 
me,” he explains. For him, it is important “that the court gives 
a fair verdict here”.

Ismet T.: “I have found a word for the 
murderer: he is a coward”

Ismet T., 36, wants to testify in German and later in Turki-
sh. He too describes the moment of the crime. Three or four 
minutes before the attack, he had left the shop.

After his brother’s call, he wanted to go back to the snack 
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bar himself in order to switch off the equipment. At the same 
time he called the police. He met two customers who often 
eat at his place. 

They told him not to go to the shop because the murderer 
was shooting there. Shortly afterwards, he heard a shot. That’s 
when he “woke up”. He saw the car and a man in military dress 
and then hid himself behind a car. Ismet had observed how the 
police had come and had carried out an exchange of fire with 
the accused. He saw the attacker fall to the ground, get up and 
drive away. He then ran to the shop and met his brother there.

When he entered the snack bar, he called to see if anyone 
was hurt. Then he saw that someone was lying behind the 
refrigerator. He heard a pulse with his ear and realized Kevin 
wasn’t breathing. He then called 911 and said someone had 
died. The police then took him out of the shop and took him 
and the others to a restaurant in Hong Kong.

Ismet said, “In four languages I couldn’t find words to 
describe the crime. But for the murderer I found one word: He 
is a coward”. He had endured everything until today, he said, 
until the testimony of Kevin’s father. “I couldn’t stand it. I had 
to leave,” said the 36-year-old.

He said it was hard for him that the Attorney General’s 
office wouldn’t initially allow him to be a common complainant 
because the perpetrator didn’t want to shoot him. 

“I ask the court that they perceive that the perpetrator wanted 
to kill everyone. And I am one of them,” Ismet T points out.

Thanks to the help

Moreover, he always wants to tell the court: 
“Kevin and Jana did not die in vain. Their death, you can-

not measure the value of their death. They may not be there 
physically. But they will always live in our hearts for eternity. 
I can say this with certainty”. Nobody deserves it; to die this 
way, he said. He wondered why such a thing could continue 
to happen for years. “There are many strangers living here. 
Many talents are hidden that are not revealed. They are also 
ignored. We came here to do good in this country. Our aim 
was not to harm this country or to bring something bad to it”.

He had applied for German citizenship two months before 
the crime, he said. But now he sees that “it makes no difference 
whether I have German citizenship or not. As long as I have 
black hair, a dark complexion, it makes no difference whether 
I have a German passport in my pocket or not. Yet, he said, 
he was sure that “evil will always lose”. Because he met very 
generous, very loving people. He would like to thank them all, 
also on behalf of his family. 

“First of all, I would like to thank the Victims’ Advice Service, 
Mrs Antje Arndt and her team”, says Ismet T. “As well as the 
many people who showed solidarity from the very beginning.

At this stage, the lawyer for the accused tries to intervene, 
saying that this has no place in the context of a witness sta-
tement. The judge, however, contradicts this. Ismet T. should 
have the floor and finish speaking.

Ismet continues; addressing the lawyer. He could un-
derstand him because the lawyer had never been in such a 
situation before. But: 

“My brother is alive, I am alive. There is even more cohesion 
and love between people. We won’t leave, and we won’t give 
up our shop. On the contrary. We will stay in Germany. And 
you know what? Soon I’m going to become a father. I’m going 
to have a son. I will do my best. I will make sure that my child 
will do his best for Germany”.
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Murder in Halle: report on the 
twelfth day of the trial

Nothing is the same as it used to be.

The twelfth day of the trial is particularly emotionally de-
manding. For the first time, one of the relatives of the dead 
victims is testifying. The current owner of the Kiez Döner also 
has his say. He concludes with a strong statement.

Barely two metres separate the witness stand from the first 
media seats. Between us, there is only a wall of bullet-proof 
glass. As with all the witnesses heard so far, we cannot see 
Karsten L.’s face. We can only see his back, the sporty white 
shirt, the rectangular glasses with narrow edges, which he has 
taken off and put on his head. Around his neck hangs a scarf 
with black and white photos of his son Kevin S. and the logo 
of the Halleschen FC.

But to see how this man is doing right now, you don’t need 
to look at his face. His feet under the table are constantly 
moving back and forth, drawing regular circles. This man is 
struggling - with himself and with what he has experienced.

A last call

Karsten L. is the first witness today. He is supposed to give 
the court an impression of what his son was like. What are 
the dreams of this young 20-year-old man and what traces 
has the death of his son, the attack of 9 October 2019, left 
on the family?

As L. speaks, he wavers again and again. His words are 
fragile and heavy with tears. His lawyer Erkan Görgülü and 
an employee of the magistrate’s social service have to calm 
him down again and again. Karsten L. starts to tell that his 
son is mentally and physically handicapped. The family had 
a close relationship even after the separation of the parents. 
The parents were proud that Kevin had fought to succeed at 
school despite the difficulties. 

“Painting was his dream job,” says the father. 
For two years, in addition to school, Kevin did several 

internships at a painting company in Halle.
There, his son really blossomed. He wanted to work and 

earn money. Especially in order to be able to finance his passion, 
the football club Hallescher FC, himself. On 1 October 2019, 
Kevin S. was finally allowed to start an apprenticeship. Eight 
days later, he was shot during his lunch break.

The closer the father’s testimony comes to that day, the 
more difficult it becomes for him to speak, his feet turning 
under the witness table. By 11.45am he had spoken to his 
son on the phone again, as Kevin would like to eat a kebab 

with colleagues. He had called his mother beforehand. She 
said no, Karsten L. gave in. 

“He always tried to get us to play a bit, in a nice way”, his 
father remembers.

Desperate search

The phone call is the last time father and son talk to each 
other. What happens a few minutes later is unfortunately 
recorded for eternity on a video of the author. Thousands 
of people have already seen it. Even though the link to the 
stream has been removed from the network: it is still stored 
on smartphones, computers and in the clouds. Kevin’s parents 
have also seen the video.

When he doesn’t answer messages and calls, Karsten L. 
searches for his son via Facebook. They locate his mobile 
phone via an application and notice that he has been in the 
same place for hours. Around 6 p.m., an acquaintance contacts 
them. He has a video. Kevin’s parents watch the video. 

“It’s Kevin, it’s Kevin...”
Karsten L. repeats until his voice fails him. The tall man sinks 

into tears, unable to speak any more. The meeting is interrupted.

How difficult must it be, not only to lose one’s own child, 
but also to learn about death through a video? His testimony 
takes up a lot of the room. We hear gentle sniffles, some wipe 
the tears from their eyes and lift their masks. This is one of the 
many particularly long pauses on this twelfth day of hearing. 
A day that seems even heavier than the previous ones. Not 
because of the oppressive heat of this late summer day, but 
because of the infinite grief of this father we can feel.

Karsten L. is followed by other witnesses who were in the 
synagogue on 9 October 2019. Nobody follows the defendant 
as closely as he does. Although he disapproves of the fears 
and memories of the other witnesses, their admonishments to 
society and their criticism of the investigative work of the Federal 
Criminal Police Office with raised eyebrows or a familiar smile, 
it almost seems that the father’s pain and despair make him 
uncomfortable. With him, he doesn’t persist in looking straight 
ahead, he looks at the ground.
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The defendant is a coward

Like the representatives of the civil party, the plaintiff and the 
observers of the trial, Ismet Tekin was also particularly affected 
by the father’s testimony. He too is a plaintiff in the Nebenklage 
and has not yet heard a single missed a single day of the trial. 
He is the last one to testify, just after his younger brother. 

“Until today, I endured, until Kevin’s father testified. I couldn’t 
stand it. I had to leave”. 

Ismet Tekin is now the owner of the Kiez Döner in the 
Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse in Halle. On 9 October 2019, he left 
the shop a few minutes before the attack. He recounts how 
he ran back when his brother called him, how he hid next to a 
car and followed the shooting of the accused with the police, 
how he found Kevin S.’s shot behind one of the refrigerators.

 “In four languages I couldn’t find the words to describe 
the crime. But for the killer I found one word: He is a coward”. 
Ismet Tekin, co-applicant

He concludes his testimony with an impressive statement 
that almost sounds like a call to humanity. 

“Kevin and Jana did not die for nothing. Their death, you 
cannot measure its value. They may not be there physically. 
But they will always live in our hearts for eternity,” he begins. 
No one deserves to die this way,” he said. “It’s a person who 
makes the ammunition for the weapons. It is also the human 
being who kills others. Why is a human life worth so little?

After the attack, he said, he too questioned Germany for a 
while, as did many of the victims. Two months before the attack, 
he wanted to apply for German citizenship. He was already 
learning, but the attack made him hesitate. “As long as I have 
black hair, a dark complexion, it makes no difference whether 
I carry a German passport in my pocket or not”.

 “There are very bad people in every country. But evil will 
always lose”. Ismet Tekin, co-applicant. But: “I met many won-
derful people after this cowardly act. I was sure after that: there 
are bad, very bad people in every country. But evil will always 
lose”. That is exactly why he will stay with his family and not 
give up his shop, the Kiez Döner.

Solidarity instead of hatred

Ismet Tekin’s statement echoes much of what has already 
been said in this room. Despite the horrible acts and suffering 
that the accused inflicted on so many people, witnesses like Ismet 
Tekin can draw something positive from what they experienced. 
It is the great solidarity between people of different religions, 
backgrounds and socialisation. A solidarity that continues to 
this day and which was not only manifested during Shabbat, 
immediately after the attack. It was the day when hundreds of 
people took up protection around the synagogue. It manifests 
itself in the fact that the co-applicants and co-applicants support 
each other. People who did not know each other before the 
attack and who are now friends. It manifests itself in appeals 
for donations, such as that of the Union of Jewish Students 
for the Kiez Döner, which has been fighting for its existence 
since the attack.

Ismet Tekin’s strong words of thanksgiving are only inter-
rupted by the defence. Hans-Dieter Weber interrupts it. He 
thinks that all this has no place in a statement. The defence 
lawyer also seems to have forgotten that Ismet Tekin is not 
only a witness but also a co-applicant. Is he simply inattentive 
or does he not care? After all, this is not the first day of the 
trial, but the twelfth. 

“I urge you to read the files and I find it shameful that they 
are now standing up on their hind legs,” says lawyer Onur Özata, 
who represents the Tekin brothers, visibly. 

Ismet Tekin was allowed to finish his speech and received 
applause. Perhaps one of the loudest so far.
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Murder in Halle, report on the 
13th day of the trial

The applause should stay outside.

The thirteenth day of the trial begins with a discussion on 
applause. Other witnesses who were in the synagogue on 9 
October 2019 testify and, for the first time, the police officers 
who exchanged shots with the accused in Ludwig-Wuche-
rer-Strasse are seated in the courtroom.

A courtroom is not really a place for applause. In this one, 
he has fallen down several times and - this is a very personal 
impression - has never seemed out of place. 

Rather, he expressed great encouragement for the strong, 
impressive and emotional statements made by the joint complai-
nants. Until now, presiding judge Ursula Mertens had allowed 
applause to be expressed. Although she had already pointed 
out that support could also be expressed in other ways, for 
example during breaks. The applause fell anyway, until today.

The thirteenth day of the trial begins not with a witness, but 
with a discussion about applause. The judge notes that there 
was applause yesterday, contrary to her order. 

“I’ll ask the gendarmes to pay attention to this and to point 
out to me who is applauding.” She said there was the possibility 
of administrative fines, which she would do. “There are other 
ways to support witnesses,” she reiterated, asking that eve-
ryone in the room respect her order. “Because I actually find it 
unworthy to have to resort to such means here in the Chamber.”

More applause

This does not put an end to the case. Lawyer Alexander 
Hoffmann comments:

“I did not feel any disturbance at any time when applause 
was expressed. The applause elicited the greatest sympathy”. 
He said that there must be room in a courtroom to give space 
to the deepest emotions and movements. His colleague Jan 
Siebenhüner saw things differently. He agrees with the judge, 
saying that the code of criminal procedure does not provide 
for applause. He asks what would happen if the supporters of 
the accused sat here and applauded him?

 “We don’t want a market atmosphere here at the end, like 
in the Middle Ages. It is important that it is neutral and right 
here”. Lawyer Jan Siebenhüner

A justified objection. However, it is also a signal that cannot 
be compared to what the applauders are expressing, to the 
signal they are sending - also towards the defendant. It shows 
that the majority of the people in this room do not share his 

world view. That he did not get what he wanted with his act. 
What is more, that he has only strengthened unity and solida-
rity with her, at least among some of those present. This is no 
ordinary trial. For this reason alone, wouldn’t it be possible to 
make room for applause, which is certainly unusual? The judge 
interrupted the course of reflection and did not continue the 
discussion, but began to question the witnesses. This is not 
the end of the question of applause.

Silent approval

The question of applause is then settled almost silently - after 
the first witness has testified. She too was in the synagogue 
on 9 October 2019. She too addressed very personal words 
to the court and to all those present in the hall. She gives an 
insight into her own family history. She too comes from a family 
of Holocaust survivors. She recounts how she lived through 
September 11, 2001 at the age of six. Her father was working 
at the World Trade Center in New York at the time, and appa-
rently barely survived the attack. She describes how that day 
changed her father, and then October 9, 2019 changed him. 
This witness also questions the investigative work of the BKA, 
which has established links between other murders such as 
Christchurch and Halle were not drawn. Questions about the 
defendants’ contacts on the Internet could not be answered 
so far. This has simply not put the act into context.

“But if we don’t look at the context, how can we unders-
tand and accurately follow the actions of the accused? How 
can we set a precedent in Germany against such actions and 
white supremacy”? 

Testimony of the first witness on the 
13th day of the trial

At the end, lawyer Alexander Hofmann spoke: 
“After all, we are not allowed to applaud by order of the 

president. I would like to show them my respect”. 
Several lawyers, many co-appellants and spectators then 

stand up. This is not applause as ordered by the president of 
the court. It is a silent encouragement, perhaps even more 
impressive, which the witness who follows also receives.
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1221 is under fire

One should not expect silent encouragement - let alone 
applause - for the other four witnesses on this day of trial. 
They are three police officers and a female police officer who 
were on duty on 9 October 2019. Two of them also joined 
the parallel case. Among them were those who exchanged 
shots with the accused in Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse. Why no 
encouragement and applause? Because not only in the course 
of the trial so far, but already directly after the attack, the work 
of the police - and thus also of them - has been the subject of 
much criticism. Today, they are directly confronted with it on 
behalf of everyone.

Like all the witnesses, they also tell how the 9 October 2019 
attack took place. That they are in fact entrusted with completely 
different tasks when the first radio messages arrive. The radio 
messages also reach radio patrol car 1221, which is currently 
on its way to Halle-Neustadt and which, due to the planned 
operation, consists of three officers instead of the usual two. In 
their car there are only two pieces of special equipment, one of 
which is a submachine gun. The inspector, who is driving, and 
a colleague have put them on, both in their thirties. The third 
colleague, already in his fifties, moves from the passenger seat 
to the back seat. When they arrive in Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse, 
they come face to face with the perpetrator, who - just as they 
are about to leave - opens fire. They are also the ones who 
then start the initial pursuit.

These sequences are the subject of detailed investigations 
by the Nebenklage. How many shots were fired and how many 
shots were fired in their direction? Where was who? How 
was the communication between the two parties? Was the 
perpetrator in his field of vision at all times? They repeat the 
sequence of events several times. Describe what they saw or 
even what they suspect. Again and again, they also clear: for 
them, it all happened in a matter of seconds. What today can be 
reconstructed in detail with remote recordings and videos and 
seems obvious, seemed very different from their perspective 
at the time.

An officer in shock

The judge also asks them: how did they deal with 9 October 
2019? Their answers reveal the impression they give in their 
testimony. While the two young colleagues seem confident, 
serene and thoughtful, their third older colleague is clearly 
very affected. His testimony is difficult to understand, hesitant. 
When asked how he coped with that day, he replies that he has 
since been transferred to the office. Duty in the street - he can 
no longer do it. He has been diagnosed with post-traumatic 
stress disorder. Something that - on closer inspection - was 
unfortunately predictable. The application by lawyer Jan Sie-
benhüner is proof of this. He asked the commissioner, who 
was leading the team in the van that day, 

“How were your colleagues doing in terms of health when 
they joined the large-scale operation? She uses the word 
“concentrated” to describe the 33-year-old officer who also 
exchanged shots with the assassin. And the other colleague? 
“He was introverted.” Siebenhüner asks, “Can you say he was 
in shock?” The answer is yes.

To be shocked in such a situation is human. It is likely that 
the majority in court would have been too. But the majority in 
the courtroom is not with the police. The fact that this officer is 
still struggling with what he has experienced up to now is bad. 
But it does raise the question of whether all police officers in 
Saxony-Anhalt are really sufficiently prepared for such extraordi-
nary and extreme events as the attack on 9 October 2019. Not 
only to react calmly enough, but also to protect themselves. The 
other two colleagues in the emergency vehicle had undergone 
additional training in which exactly such situations were played 
out. This colleague had not yet had it.
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Central Council of Jews: 
wave of solidarity, but also 
unrest

Berlin - The Central Council of Jews in Germany experienced great 
solidarity after the attack on the Halle synagogue almost a year ago.

“I can say that after the attack in Halle, a wave of solidarity 
has emerged that can look for its equal after the Shoah,” Central 
Council President Josef Schuster said Tuesday on rbb-Inforadio.

At the same time, he said, it was known that about 20% 
of the German population had prejudices against Jews. But 
80% did not. As far as the ADF is concerned, Schuster said 
that compared to previous years, there is now much more 
open unrest.

Trial against Halle’s murderer conti-
nues

Since July, the trial for the attack on the Halle synagogue 
has been taking place at the Higher Regional Court in Naum-
burg. , 28, had confessed to having tried to 
storm the synagogue on 9 October 2019, heavily armed, and 
to have caused a massacre there. Only 52 people in the city 
celebrated the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. The assas-
sin, however, failed to reach the door, then shot a passer-by 
passing by the synagogue, and later a young man in a kebab 
restaurant. In general, there is a lot of resentment against 
Jews in the population, Schuster said. He receives antisemitic 
e-mails and letters, and there are also such statements at the 
regulars’ table. In addition, conspiracy myths emerged during 
the Corona pandemic - like in the Middle Ages, when there 
was talk of poisoning wells and the plague.

The Central Council of Jews cele-
brates the anniversary of its founda-
tion

The Central Council of Jews will commemorate its foundation 
70 years ago on Tuesday in Berlin. Chancellor Angela Merkel 
(CDU) will give the keynote speech at the Centrum Judaicum. 
PREDA will broadcast the ceremony from 10.50 to 12.00.

The Central Council of Jews in Germany was founded 
on 19 July 1950 in Frankfurt am Main. As an umbrella orga-
nisation, it represents the political and social interests of 23 
state associations and 105 Jewish communities with around 
100,000 members.
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Disappearance report via 
Facebook, Desperate father 
saw Kevin S. die on video

Magdeburg - He still remembers exactly the last phone call with 
his son, the 44-year-old scaffolder said Tuesday as a witness in 
the court case. He had asked him if he was allowed to eat a kebab 
during his lunch break, although his mother had forbidden him to do 
so. “OK,” he told the 20-year-old girl, “then take your kebab, but it’s 
the last one of the week.

The young man, who was born with an intellectual disabi-
lity and had just started his apprenticeship as an apprentice 
painter, went to the Kiez-Döner in Halle. It is 9 October 2019, 
and shortly after the phone call, the snack bar is attacked and 
shot down by a heavily armed assailant. Many people are able 
to flee, the 20-year-old is killed.

Father learns of his son’s death via 
Facebook

An acquaintance contacted him and told him that he would 
send her something: it was the video of the terrorist attack in 
Halle recorded by the author. When he watched it, he recognised 
his son, said the 44-year-old, and at that moment he burst into 
such intense sobs that the trial had to be temporarily interrupted.

Those involved in the trial are not spared the father’s sto-
ries. Several of the Nebenklage lawyers hold their hands in 
front of their faces in shock and shake their heads in disbelief. 
The defendant  follows the explanations and 
constantly turns to the witness box. 

Trial after the attack in Halle. The 
father learned of his son’s death 
through a video

Before that, the father had testified for about 20 minutes. 
He said that his son had been mentally handicapped due to an 
epileptic seizure shortly after his birth. He described him as a 
hard worker and a kind man. Through years of internships, he 
said, his son was able to start an apprenticeship as a painter. 

“He was mega proud,” the father repeated.
On 9 October 2019, the heavily armed murderer 

 tried to break into the synagogue in Halle. Fifty-two 
worshippers celebrated the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur.

The right-wing extremist failed to enter the place of worship 
and randomly shot a 40-year-old passer-by and attacked a 
nearby kebab shop. There, he shot the 20-year-old girl. Other 
customers were able to flee.

Since July, the State Protection Senate of the Regional 
Supreme Court has been working on the terrorist attack. Due 
to lack of space, the trial is taking place in a room at the Mag-
deburg Regional Court. The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office 
accused , 28, of planning an assassination attempt on 
fellow citizens of the Jewish faith “with an anti-Semitic, racist and 
xenophobic attitude. The accused has since admitted the facts.
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Day 12 of Trial - Emotional 
Testimony of Kevin’s Father 
Moves the Courtroom

Halle (Saale) - It was one of the worst antisemitic attacks in post-
war German history: The right-wing terrorist attack in Halle on 9 
October 2019 made headlines around the world.

Here you can find live coverage of the 12th day of the trial 
against  on 15 September in Magdeburg. Hagen 
Eichler reports from Magdeburg Regional Court.

Day 12 of the terrorism trial against 
15.44: End of the twelfth trial day

The presiding judge asks Ismet Tekin a few more questions 
about the surroundings of the snack bar and finally ends the 
trial day. The trial will continue on Wednesday.

15.38 hours: The defence lawyer wants to 
end the explanations of the kebab operator

The defence lawyer for the accused, Hans-Dieter Weber, 
wants to put an end to the political and philosophical state-
ments of the snack bar operator Ismet Tekin. The statements 
completely missed the purpose of the trial, he complained. 
Judge Ursula Mertens rejects this idea. Other witnesses had 
also made statements in this form.

Tekin went on to say that ’s attack had led to 
“more cohesion and love”. “We have no hatred for this man. 
We are not going to leave and we are not going to abandon 
the shop. And you know what? I’m going to be a father and I’m 
going to give everything I have to make Germany better for my 
children. Kevin and Jana we will not forget”. In the courtroom, 
the audience and co-applicants cheer loudly.

15.16: The owner of the kebab asks the 
State to take measures against xenophobia

Germany is strong and does a lot of wonderful things, says 
Ismet Tekin in a political speech at the end of his testimony. 

“I wonder, however, why such incidents have been happening 
for years. If the German state takes these things seriously, it 
can solve them. We have to work together for that”.

Tekin reports that two months before the attack, he had 
decided to take German nationality. After that, he says, he no 

longer saw the need for it at times. But, 
“After this cowardly act, I met many wonderful people. He said 

that many people had supported the family and the snack bar.

3.06 p.m.: The owner of the snack bar 
Tekin addressed words to the defendant

“I couldn’t find the words to describe the crime,” says Ismet 
Tekin, who now addresses the accused directly. “Every word 
you find is too few. I have only one word for the author: he is 
a coward. No one has the right to inflict such suffering on a 
father and mother”.  smiles slightly and whispers 
inaudible words.

3.03 pm: the owner of the kebab, Ismet 
Tekin, missed the murderer by a few minutes

As the fifth witness, Ismet Tekin, the owner of the “Kiez 
Döner”, where Kevin S. was killed, testifies. 

“I left the shop three or four minutes before the attack to 
place orders,” says the 36-year-old. He says that his brother 
Rifat called him and informed him. “I ran into the shop and 
called to see if there was anyone still inside. Then I took some 
water and I saw that there was someone behind the fridge”. 
However, the man was no longer breathing, he said.

14:53: A snack bar employee refuses 
to be evicted

Rifat Tekin can’t sleep well since the attack on the kebab 
snack bar, he reports. 

“My wife is just as affected, after all, I was there and so-
mething could have happened to me.” What are her plans for 
the future, wishes the president of the court, Ursula Mertens. 
“We want to stand firm, stay here and defend this country like 
all German citizens.”
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2.38 p.m.: The kebab seller escaped 
unguarded in a moment of silence

The fourth witness to be questioned now is Rifat Tekin, 
who had served a kebab in the “Kiez” on the day of the Halle 
attack. After the first shots were fired, he slipped behind the 
salad bar, he says. Then he heard someone begging for mercy: 

“Please don’t do it, please don’t do it”. 
He took advantage of this moment to escape from the 

snack bar.
When questioned by the judge, Tekin reports that he initially 

mistook the attacker for a soldier because of his uniform. 
“Then he threw the bomb.”

2.30 p.m.: The judge forbids the de-
fendant to ask questions about Ju-
daism

After the lunch break, the defendant  wants 
to ask the last witness, Ezra Waxman, a question - what are 
the sins that Jews repent of on Yom Kippur, past and future. 
Kati Lang, lawyer for Nebenklage, and Stefan Schmidt, public 
prosecutor, oppose the question because it has no connection 
with the trial.

Judge Ursula Mertens then did not allow the question. The 
respondent spoke from the side bench. 

“This is not the time to talk about Jewish theology”, says 
Ezra Waxman. 

However, if  is still interested in the issue in a few years’ 
time, he says he is available to speak.

12:55 p.m.: Witness sings a Yiddish 
song in the courtroom

Moving moment at the end of Ezra Waxman’s testimony: 
the 32-year-old man sings a song in Yiddish in the courtroom. 
His 96-year-old grandmother in Boston sings that song every 
day of his life, he explains. To this day, the grandmother knows 
nothing about her grandson’s experiences in Halle. 

“She’ll never know either,” Waxman explains.

12:47 p.m.: The Jewish witness is 
grateful to be alive

In the weeks following the crime, his body was full of adre-
naline but often tired, reports witness Ezra Waxman. He tried 
to see the positive side, the survival of so many people. But in 
the meantime, he sees less of the “miracle of Halle” and more 
of “Halle’s wound”.

12.22 p.m.: A visitor to the synagogue 
talks about the insecurity during the 
attack

The third witness today is Ezra Waxman, an American 
scientist living in Germany. Unlike others, he took notes on the 
night of the terrorist attack on October 9, 2019, about what he 
experienced. Rumours circulated in the synagogue after the 
shooting because nobody knew the details, he reports.

Thanks to the monitor of the surveillance camera, visitors 
to the synagogue could see that a person was lying on the 
street outside. 

“Then they said there was a man lying outside, but only 
injured. The perpetrator is said to have fired an air gun”. 

Both were not true: Jana L. was dead, the shots came from 
the accused’s machine gun.

11.34 a.m.: A theology student warns 
against white supremacist ideology

Karen E., the synagogue witness, said that people like the 
accused are not only a danger to Jews and Muslims, but to the 
whole society. , she said, was “motivated, trained, 
encouraged and supported” by supporters of the white supre-
macist ideology, which exists not only in the United States but 
also in Germany. 

“If you don’t recognise this danger, this trial is meaningless”.
The trial will be uninterrupted until noon. After that the 

American Jew Ezra Waxman, who had also prayed in the sy-
nagogue, has to testify.

11.27 a.m.: A Jewish witness feels 
“objectified” by the police

The witness, Karen E., considered the treatment inflicted by 
the Halle police to be inappropriate. Instead of posting a police 
officer in front of the synagogue before duty, she said that after 
the attack they treated people praying from the synagogue as 
perpetrators and searched them. 

“They searched us outside in front of the whole media 
circus. That’s when I felt like an object,” said the 60-year-old.

11:18 a.m.: A Jewish survivor feels reminded of the Shoah

After a long break, the second witness of the day now 
testifies, a former radio journalist who is now studying theology 
and the Jewish rabbinate in Potsdam. On the day of the attack, 
the 60-year-old was in the synagogue. She grew up in America 
among German and Polish Jews, she says, 

“I grew up with the history of the Shoah. But the images 
were in black and white in my head. Suddenly they were in 
colour. I thought: What, here? This is not possible”.

10:38 a.m.: The parents of Kevin S., 
deceased, are both in need of care

Once again, Karsten L., the father of the apprentice painter 
who killed Kevin S., takes his place at the witness table. After 
the break, he is now calmer. The court inquires how the victim’s 
parents are dealing with the loss. The father and mother are 
undergoing psychological treatment for post-traumatic stress 
disorder. Karsten L. has been committed three times to a closed 
psychiatric hospital because of a suicide risk. 

“The consequences that this will have for you are not even 
predictable yet”, says the president Judge Ursula Mertens 
showed sympathy before dismissing the witness. 

All parties waived their right to ask him questions. Once 
again Karsten L. sobs.

A lawyer from Nebenklage informs the judge that the 
accused rolled his eyes twice in front of the weeping witness. 

 denies it when asked.
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10.01 a.m.: Tears also among the 
co-applicants

The judge interrupts the hearing for 15 minutes. Tears can 
also be seen on the benches of the common plaintiffs.

9.58 am: Karsten L. cries his dead 
son in court

Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens now asks when Kevin’s 
father found out what happened to his son. Karsten L. was 
in Wuppertal on the day of the attack. Neither he nor Kevin’s 
mother was able to reach him by telephone after twelve hours. 
Karsten L. starts sobbing, he can barely speak. The police can’t 
tell him anything at first on the day of the attack. Later in the 
day, L. sees the video showing the murder of his son. Karsten 
L. shakes and sobs, he can no longer speak.

9:52 am : “Kevin was so proud of his 
football cards”

Kevin’s father, Karsten L., talks about his son’s passion for 
football. He says the HFC tickets meant a lot to him. 

“He was really proud to have bought his tickets himself. He 
collected all the tickets”. Kevin intended to work harder, he said.

9:43 a.m.: Kevin S.’s father killed: “He 
had found the job of his dreams”

The father of apprentice painter Kevin S. enters the hall 
with an HFC fan scarf. He walks hesitantly, his lawyer Görgülü 
strokes his back encouragingly before testifying. His son, he 
says, was mentally handicapped and had to fight to graduate 
from a special school. “He managed to get the job of painter 
of his dreams. He built that up on his own”.

9.00 am: ’s trial continues

In the trial on the far-right terrorist attack in Halle, a relative 
of one of the two dead will speak for the first time. On the 
twelfth day of the trial, Tuesday, the father of the killed girl, who 
was 20 years old, was arrested.

A one-year-old child is expected as a witness, as a court 
spokesperson said. In addition, the two owners of the attacked 
kebab snack bar, as well as a passer-by and two believers who 
were in the synagogue at the time of the attack on 9 October 
2019, are expected to testify.

8.30 am: continuation of the questio-
ning of witnesses around the kebab 
and the synagogue in Kiez

Already in the days before the trial, several survivors of the 
snack bar and synagogue had shared their experiences and, in 
some cases, the serious consequences of the crime on their 
health. The Union of Jewish Students in Germany recently 
showed solidarity with the traumatised owners of the kebab 
snack bar and launched a fundraising campaign. In one week, 
thousands of euros were collected.

8.00 am: The court hears the father 
of murder victim Kevin S.

On the 12th day of the trial, the murderer’s attack on the 
Kiez-Döner is to be investigated further. In particular, the court 
announced that Kevin S.’s father is to testify today. His son had 
been shot by  in the snack bar on 9 October 2019.
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Victim’s father testifies at 
Halle trial

In the trial of Halle’s murderer,  testified as the victim’s father. 
 shot the son in the kebab snack bar.

Magdeburg (dpa) - On the day of the terrorist attack in 
Halle, the father of the 20-year-old shot man learned that his 
son had died while watching the author’s video. He had put a 
missing person’s notice on Facebook on the night of the crime 
in October 2019 because he had not been able to reach his 
son since noon, the 44-year-old man said Tuesday (15 Sep-
tember) in Magdeburg as a witness in the terrorism trial. An 
acquaintance had told him that he would send him something. 
Looking at the video, he said he had seen his son being shot.

The father burst into tears during his testimony, he trem-
bled with his whole body and could no longer be understood 
because of the sobs. The presiding judge therefore interrupted 
the trial for a quarter of an hour.

The father was proud of his son

Previously, the father had testified for about 20 minutes. He 
recounted that his son had been mentally handicapped due to 
an epileptic seizure shortly after his birth. He described him as 
a hard worker and a kind man. Through years of internships, he 
said, his son was able to start an apprenticeship as a painter. 

“He was mega proud,” the father repeated.

On 9 October 2019, a heavily armed murderer tried to 
break into the synagogue in Halle. There, 52 worshippers were 
celebrating the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. When he 
failed to enter the place of worship, the man shot a 40-year-
old passer-by and attacked a nearby kebab shop. There he 
shot the 20-year-old girl. Other customers were able to flee.

Since July, the State Protection Senate of the Regional 
Supreme Court has been working on the terrorist attack. 
Due to lack of space, the trial is taking place in a room at the 
Magdeburg Regional Court. The defendant is the 28-year-
old German . The Federal Prosecutor’s Office 
accuses him of planning an attack on fellow citizens of the 
Jewish faith “with an antisemitic, racist and xenophobic attitude. 
The defendant has since admitted the facts.
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Trial of Terror: Tears in the 
Courtroom

The father of Kevin S., who was killed in the Halle bombing, has 
now testified. A moving account of the fate of the 20-year-old girl.

Magdeburg - Karsten L. wears a headscarf from the Halle 
football club as he takes his place in the witness chair. It is a 
show of solidarity for his son Kevin S. The apprentice painter, 
who was 80% mentally handicapped due to an epileptic seizure 
at birth, regularly attended club matches. 

The HFC was his passion, his life. His father says: 
“He saved and collected every single ticket”. He met a lot 

of friends through football, he says. “They took care of him too, 
so we didn’t have to worry,” says the father. 

It wasn’t always like that. In recent years, he says, their son 
has been doing well in the special school. He was the only 
child of the two separated parents. There had been a twist 
of fate earlier. Kevin’s older brother died very early. He would 
now be 25 years old.

Kevin S., 20 years old, was only on his ninth day of his 
apprenticeship as a painter on October 9th. 

“He was very hard-working and extremely happy to work. 
He always wanted to work longer and was even annoyed that 
the work week only had five days”, says his father proudly. Kevin 
had planned, he says, to complete his apprenticeship and thus 
finance his passion, football.

The last time

At 11.45 am, the two men made their last phone call. 
“He asked me if he could have a keba  I allowed it but I said 

it would be the last one of the week. His mother wasn’t happy 
about it,” the 44-year-old said in the courtroom in a shrill voice.

On that fateful Wednesday, the father was in his flat 
in Wuppertal. During the lunch break, his son went with a 
colleague to the Kiez-Döner in Ludwig-Wucherer-Straße in 
Halle. There,  shot Kevin S. several times, who had 
escaped behind a refrigerator. The man from Merseburg died 
of multiple gunshot wounds. His colleague was able to escape 
in time through the rear exit.

“A little after noon, we tried to call Kevin, but nobody 
answered,” Karsten L. recalls.

 He didn’t answer the text messages either. In his statement, 
the 44-year-old man struggles to keep calm: 

“We tried to call 20 to 30 times, nobody picked up,” he says. 
Then, towards dusk, out of desperation, he published a 

missing persons report on Facebook. One of his friends then 
sent him a video. Karsten L. had to watch the murderer shoot 
his son. He recognised Kevin by his hair and his voice.

Touching

Seized by emotion, many in the courtroom also let their 
tears flow at this moment. The father lost his voice. The judge 
then interrupts the trial for a few minutes because the father 
is about to collapse. After the break, he talks about the family 
destroyed by the attack. He and Kevin’s mother continue to 
receive psychiatric treatment. He has had to be admitted to 
hospital three times because of an acute suicide risk. He says, 

“This is a life we don’t know like this.” In the meantime he 
left Wuppertal and returned to Merseburg.

Life also changed for Ismet and Rifat Tekin from the ke-
bab snack bar. The latter 32-year-old employee survived the 
attack on the Kiez-Döner because he was able to hide behind 
the counter in time. He is also still undergoing treatment. His 
brother Ismet Tekin had left the snack bar only a few minutes 
before the attack. He says: 

“The murderer is a coward. He had no right to cause his 
relatives such suffering. Kevin and Jana will live in our hearts 
for eternity”.

The trial continues today with the witnesses of the shooting 
in Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse.
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Father of murdered son testi-
fies at Halle trial

For several weeks now, the terrorist attack in Halle has been dealt 
with by the Magdeburg District Court. For the first time, a man who 
lost his son as a result of the attack has had his say. The blow of 
fate is clearly perceptible to him.

Magdeburg/Halle (dpa/sa) - He remembers exactly the 
last phone call with his son, says the 44-year-old scaffold, 
on Tuesday as a witness in the trial on the terrorist attack in 
Halle. The 20

A one-year-old child had asked him if he could eat a kebab 
during his lunch break, even though his mother had forbidden 
him to do so. 

“OK”, he said, “then take your kebab, but it’s the last one 
of the week.”

The son, who was born with an intellectual disability and had 
just started an apprenticeship as a painter, with long courses, 
goes to the Kiez kebab in Halle. It is 9 October 2019, and 
shortly after the phone call, the snack bar is attacked and shot 
down by a heavily armed assailant. Many people are able to 
flee, the 20-year-old girl is killed. Her family only discovers this 
after hours of searching and uncertainty, and in a brutal way: 
an acquaintance sends her the video that the assassin has put 
online on the net of his act and on which she recognises her son.

Before the attack on the kebab snack bar, the murderer 
had tried in vain to enter the nearby synagogue, where more 
than 50 worshippers were celebrating the highest Jewish ho-
liday, Yom Kippur. Directly in front of the place of worship, the 
man shot a 40-year-old passer-by. While fleeing, he wounded 
others before being caught in a street by an alert police patrol.

Since July of this year, the State Protection Senate of the 
Higher Regional Court of Saxony-Anhalt has been trying to 
deal with the events in a lawful manner. The Federal Public 
Prosecutor’s Office accuses the 28-year-old defendant of 
planning an assassination attempt on fellow citizens of the 
Jewish faith “out of an antisemitic, racist and xenophobic spirit”. 
The German confessed to the facts.

His brother is no longer the same,” explains the four-year-
old owner of the kebab snack bar.

 In a long part of his testimony, he remembers the two vic-
tims of the attack and pleads for the state and society to work 
together against xenophobia in order to prevent further acts.

Shortly before the attack, he had prepared everything to 
apply for citizenship after more than ten years in Germany, 
said the 36-year-old. After the attack, he said, he no longer 
saw the need for it.

“As long as I have dark hair and a dark complexion, it makes 
no difference whether or not I have a German passport in my 
pocket”. But he said he wanted to stay, to keep the shop open, 
partly because he had met a lot of “wonderful people”.

She accuses investigators of not knowing enough about 
the assassin’s background and networks to prepare for trial. 
She admires what Europe managed to do after the Second 
World War, says the former radio journalist, who reported from 
Austria and other countries. 

“I’m afraid it’s messed up now because people don’t take 
this danger seriously,” she notes to public applause.

To the testimony of the father who lost his son in the attack, 
no one applauds. Instead, even some of the joint prosecution 
lawyers hold their hands in front of their faces in shock and 
shake their heads in disbelief. The 44-year-old man is the first 
relative of a deceased person to testify at the trial. His voice 
weakens, he bursts into tears, at first only his feet move in a 
fast and nervous rhythm, later the man shakes all over his body.

For barely twenty minutes he talks about his son in small 
sentences. Very often he says: 

“He was mega proud”. 
Proud that he had made it through school and had fought 

for an apprenticeship as a painter. And he is proud to belong 
to the fan community of the third division team of Hallescher 
FC, to have been allowed to attend matches regularly and to 
be watched by his fan friends at away matches.

The son last lived with his mother, the parents had separated 
ten years ago. He actually talked to his son on the phone every 
day and went out with him on many outings, says the father. 
But on 9 October, the 20-year-old woman stopped answering 
the phone, not for hours. It didn’t suit her. When the 44-year-old 
man tells how he was shown the video in which the actions of 
the attacker can be seen, he starts sobbing so loudly that the 
trial has to be temporarily interrupted.
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Desperate father of victim 
testifies at Halle trial

Everything about the man who testifies in Magdeburg breathes suf-
fering and despair. The terrorist attack on the Halle synagogue, in 
which his son was shot, changed his life.

He said the 20-year-old had asked him if he could eat a 
kebab during his lunch break, although his mother had for-
bidden him to do so. 

“Okay”, he said, “so take your kebab, but it’s the last one 
of the week.”

The son, who was born with an intellectual disability and had 
just started an apprenticeship as a painter, with long courses, 
goes to the Kiez kebab in Halle. It is 9 October 2019, and 
shortly after the phone call, the snack bar is attacked and shot 
down by a heavily armed assailant. Many people are able to 
flee, the 20-year-old girl is killed. Her family only discovers this 
after hours of searching and uncertainty, and in a brutal way: an 
acquaintance sends her the video that the murderer has posted 
on the net of his act and on which she recognises her son.

Before the attack on the kebab snack bar, the murderer 
had tried in vain to enter the nearby synagogue, where more 
than 50 worshippers were celebrating the highest Jewish ho-
liday, Yom Kippur. Directly in front of the place of worship, the 
man shot a 40-year-old passer-by. While fleeing, he wounded 
others before being caught in a street by an alert police patrol.

Since July of this year, the State Protection Senate of the 
Higher Regional Court of Saxony-Anhalt has been trying to 
deal with the events in a lawful manner. The Federal Public 
Prosecutor’s Office accuses the 28-year-old defendant of 
being “outside the law”. an antisemitic, racist and xenophobic 
attitude for planning an assassination attempt on fellow citizens 
of the Jewish faith”. 

The German confessed the facts

The testimonies on the twelfth day of the trial show once 
again how the lives of very different people were changed by 
the day of the crime. There is the 32-year-old man who was 
standing behind the counter when the kebab shop was attacked. 
He says on the witness stand that he is still reluctant to enter 
the shop, but that he wants to support his brother, who wants 
to keep the business at all costs.

His brother is no longer the same,” explains the four-year-old 
owner of the kebab snack bar. In a long part of his testimony, 
he remembers the two victims of the attack and pleads for 
the state and society to work together against xenophobia in 
order to prevent further acts.

He felt uncomfortable for a few days after the attack be-
cause he had felt so much strength in the synagogue and in 
prayer and at the same time people had lost their lives outside, a 
32-year-old Jewish man described his feelings. He said that he 
himself was strengthened by the fact that the worshippers had 
decided to continue the Yom Kippur prayers in the synagogue. 

“It was a very healthy psychological reaction.”
A 60-year-old American woman who was also in the syna-

gogue warned of the underestimated danger of global racist 
networks. The bomber was not alone, she said, 

“he may well have been motivated, trained, encouraged 
and supported”. 

The woman pointed to the white supremacist movement in 
the United States. She accuses investigators of not knowing 
enough about the assassin’s background and networks to 
prepare for trial.

During the testimony of the father, who lost his son in 
the attack, no one applauded. Instead, even some of the joint 
prosecution lawyers hold their hands in front of their faces 
in shock and shake their heads in disbelief. The 44-year-old 
man is the first relative of a deceased person to testify at the 
trial. His voice weakens, he bursts into tears, later the man 
shakes all over.

For almost twenty minutes he talks about his son in small 
sentences. Very often the following sentence appears: “He 
was mega proud”. Proud that he had succeeded at school and 
had fought to obtain an apprenticeship as a painter. And he 
was proud to belong to the fan community of the third division 
team of Hallescher FC, to have been allowed to attend matches 
regularly and to be watched by his fan friends at away matches.
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Thirteenth day of the trial: Vi-
sitors to the synagogue and 
police officers talk about the 
terror operation

During the trial on the far-right terrorist attack in Halle, other visitors 
to the synagogue are heard as witnesses. In addition, the police of-
ficers describe their actions. A transcript of the 13th day of the trial 
at Magdeburg Regional Court.

Hearings on the far-right attack on 9 October 2019 conti-
nued on Wednesday with the 13th day of the trial at Magdeburg 
Regional Court. Guests at the Yom Kippur celebration at the 
Halle synagogue as well as police officers reporting on the 
operation will be heard in court.

At the beginning, the witnesses Jacqueline Lauren F. and 
Sabrina S. speak. Both also appear at the trial as co-appellants, 
were in the synagogue at the time of the crime. And they say 
that this crime changed their lives a lot.

Witness Jaquelin Lauren F.: Do not 
consider the perpetrator a lone wolf

Jaquelin Lauren F., from the United States, describes how 
the September 11 attack in New York in 2001 changed his 
father. At that time, her father travelled daily to Manhattan by 
train and worked at the World Trade Center. She herself lived 
in Germany for three years. 

“And when last October, in the context of the terrorist attack, 
I went through my own trauma, not because of my American 
identity, but because of my Jewish faith, I knew that it would 
change me forever,” said F.

It took her six months to find therapeutic support herself, 
she said. She loves Germany, but sees a problem in the way 
the police dealt with trauma and minorities. For example, she 
criticises the Federal Criminal Police Office for not having the 
networking theory within the white supremacist movements 
“on their radar, that no connection was made between Christ-
church and Halle”.

For F, she said, it is clear that “if we consider the perpetrator 
to be a lone wolf, then we cannot assess the global dimension 
of his actions. The online world has become a haven for these 

theories. Authors no longer need to meet to discuss them”.
She therefore asked the Court to take a closer look at 

these online communities and to understand that the attack 
in Halle was a preparation for further attacks.

Witness Sabrina S.: Anyone could 
have been a victim

For the second witness of the day, Sabrina S., the attack 
in Halle also goes beyond this specific act. 

“Any one of us could have been a victim,” she stressed in 
her testimony in court. 

Her parents had immigrated to the United States from 
Ukraine in the 1990s. Her mother was Jewish, she said, and 
her father was not. But being Jewish has many meanings, she 
said. “We are above all people who are also Jewish,” said S.

Based on her own life experiences, she knows that “anyone 
in this courtroom is a potential victim of right-wing extremism. 
You don’t have to be in a synagogue. Everyone here looks like 
Kevin, Jana, Ismet, me. It is a danger for all of us. The problem 
will not stop and will not be solved with the incarceration of 
the defendant”.

The act came as no surprise to them. Nor does one become 
radicalised overnight, said S. Society. You take a few steps 
and then, like the defendant here, you go the rest of the way 
on the Internet.

After a break, the trial day continued with the hearing of 
police officers.
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Hearing of the police officers

The first to be heard later in the day of the trial was police 
officer Dirk F.. He was driving towards Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse 
on the day of the crime and described how he had heard the 
radio call, how his two colleagues had put on special equipment 
and how they had been shot just after getting out of the car at 
the scene. They immediately took shelter behind the radio car 
and he could see the culprit through the windows.

After the operation, he had asked for help and was suffering 
the consequences of the experience.

Another police officer was called to the stand, Daniel L. 
He also told how they had heard about the operation and the 
exchange of fire, had then set up special equipment and loaded 
the machine gun.

The exchange of fire in Ludwig-Wu-
cherer-Strasse

L. described how he had seen a person wearing a helmet 
and shooting waistcoat and a long gun at the scene and how 
a bullet had hit his car. He took cover behind the car and fired 
back. However, L. had to stop shooting because a car was 
approaching and he had noticed civilians on the road.

When the perpetrator got into the car, they chased him. A 
passer-by had told them that the car had stopped. There, they 
no longer saw the car.

The consequences of the day of the crime had also been 
felt in him. He had been on sick leave and had asked for help. 
The problem with the operation was that there had not been 
enough officers available and there had been a lot of passers-by 
at the scene.

Meanwhile, as a witness, he also questioned the accused 
as to whether the emotional description of Kevin S.’s father’s 
statement on the twelfth day of the trial had triggered anything. 

The defendant replied: 
“You see the consequences of your own failure”. 
The fact that the father had been very upset had also 

affected him deeply.

Different rules in such operational 
situations

When asked about criticism of the police - especially 
the behaviour of the officers in front of the synagogue, he 
explained that he had heard criticism, but also a lot of praise. 
In such situations, different rules would apply. The first rule is 
to cordon off and secure the crime scene. Once this is done, 
medical care can begin, he said. They too would have the task 
of returning home safely every night.

A life-and-death situation

Later, during witness testimony, Police Inspector Sarah 
 is heard. The day had also left obvious marks on her, she 

described. She first explains in detail what she saw and ex-
perienced in Ludwig-Wucherer-Straße, the passers-by, the 
vehicle, the shooter and under what situational pressure she 
had to make decisions.

She was asked whether she, too, perceived this as a matter 
of life and death, as the accused in the video said,  said: 

“Absolutely. The moment someone points a long gun at 
them, they also think it’s over”.

Halle is indeed a city where one “experiences deployments 
with a high potential for violence”, explains , but not to that 
degree. The deployment strategy, she says, focuses on com-
munication and de-escalation, not shooting. Yet she says her 
training has prepared her for such a situation. 

“These are situations that you play,” she says.

The latest witness to be interviewed is a 29-year-old police 
officer who is believed to have been travelling in a civilian vehicle 
with a colleague at the time of the crime. The officer described 
the situation in Ludwig-Wucherer-Straße and said that they had 
heard shots. They followed the fleeing defendant by car and, 
after consulting the situation centre, continued the manhunt 
in the direction of Riebeckplatz. Later they also took the A9 
and arrived late on the B91 near Zeitz, where the defendants 
had already been arrested.
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Hard line: administrative fines 
announced for applause at 
Halle terrorism trial

Magdeburg - The judge presiding over the terrorism trial in Halle an-
nounced Wednesday that she will impose an administrative fine on 
applauders or expel them from the courtroom. She did not want to 
resort to such means, but asked that they refrain from applauding. 
Previously there had been discussions about whether the state-
ments of the witnesses could be applauded.

Several lawyers from the joint public prosecutor’s office 
protested. The applause did not at any time disrupt the trial, 
said one lawyer. 

His two clients, who had witnessed the attack by the ex-
treme right, could not help themselves at times and it would 
be problematic if they were fined because of this.

Another Nebenklage lawyer, on the other hand, pointed 

out that the applause could endanger the neutrality of the 
court. He gave the example that supporters of the accused 
could also come and applaud him. Applause, he said, was not 
intended for German courts. 

“We don’t want a market atmosphere like in the Middle Ages.” 
More recently, the joint plaintiffs as well as the visitors 

applauded briefly on several occasions after several witnesses 
had testified. 
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Terrorism trial - police report 
exchange of fire with Halle 
bomber

Magdeburg/Halle - A blurred mobile phone video shows a man in 
uniform wearing a helmet and firing a rifle at a target outside the 
frame. Smoke rises, the shooter reloads and then moves to the dri-
ver’s side. Shots are heard, he tips over and lies down between the 
open driver’s door and the car.

The footage released on Wednesday during the trial of the 
far-right terrorist attack in Halle, Germany, shows part of the 
battle of arms that the attacker had with the police during the 
far-right attack on the Halle synagogue on 9 October 2019. 
The sequence lasts less than a minute, the confrontation on 
the day of the attack only lasts longer.

The three police officers who fought back and tried to stop 
the bomber on 9 October 2019 testified for hours in the Higher 
Regional Court on Wednesday. Had they made it clear that it 
was a matter of life and death, a Nebenklage lawyer asked 
the 33-year-old police officer who was driving the patrol car: 
“As soon as someone points a long gun at you, you also think 
it’s about to end.

Halle shooter shot in the neck with a 
machine gun

But the fact that she and many of her colleagues have 
received special training in which dangerous missions are 
practised helped, the young woman says when asked. Earlier, 
her colleague of the same age had testified that he had taken 
the only machine gun in the radio car, fired at the accused from 
a distance of about 50 metres and hit him in the neck. Prior to 
that, he had not taken part in any shooting on duty.

At the time, he did not know that he had hit him; the police 
officer described the situation at that time. He did not see the 
perpetrator after his first two shots and assumed that he had 
taken cover behind the car door. When the latter got up a little 
later and fled by car, the 33-year-old shot again. 

“The aim is to prevent the escape, I didn’t succeed,” he 
said Wednesday.

A radio patrol lost sight of the gun-
man

Although the radio patrol gave chase after the shooting, they 
lost sight of the shooter. A van, unrecognizable as a police car, 
followed the perpetrator longer at the time, but also lost him. 
The murderer finally fled to the neighbouring county, injuring 
others before he could be caught.

Since July of this year, the State Protection Senate of the 
Higher Regional Court of Saxony-Anhalt has been trying to 
deal with the events in a lawful manner. 

The police officers answered many detailed questions 
about the exact nature of the radio calls, when they saw what, 
coordination among themselves and with their colleagues. They 
had noticed passers-by on the spot, cars were also passing 
through the town centre, which was not yet sealed off. However, 
he shot at the attacker’s car, said the 33-year-old. 

“It took me a bit of work”.
Policeman: “I don’t understand the criticism of this police 

operation”.

According to their accounts, the police also respond to 
criticisms of the operation, including the fact that the officers 
arrived late at the scene after the first emergency calls to the 
synagogue. 

“I don’t understand the criticism of this police operation,” 
said the 33-year-old man who shot the bomber. He said he 
had never seen his colleague drive as fast as he did that day.

In addition, he said, the rules that would apply to life-threate-
ning operations were followed, such as securing crime scenes 
and wearing special protective equipment. 

“We all aim to go home in good health every night, just 
like everyone else”.
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A mission with after-effects, 
How the police experienced 
the LuWu shooting

Halle (Saale) - A blurred mobile phone video shows a man in uni-
form wearing a helmet and firing a rifle at a target outside the frame. 
The smoke rises, the shooter reloads, and finally the target is re-
loaded. it passes on the driver’s side. Shots are heard, he tips over 
and lies down between the open driver’s door and the car.

Police officers testified about the 
shooting incident on 9 October 2019

The three policemen who fought back and tried to arrest 
the murderer on 9 October 2019, testified for hours in the 
High Court in mid-week. Had it been clear to them that it was 
a matter of life and death, a Nebenklage lawyer asked the 
33-year-old policewoman who was driving the patrol car: “As 
soon as someone points a long gun at you, you also think it’s 
about to end.

But the fact that she and many of her colleagues have 
received special training in which dangerous missions are 
practised helped, says the young woman when asked. Earlier, 
her colleague of the same age had testified that he had taken 
the only machine gun in the radio car, fired at the accused from 
a distance of about 50 metres and hit him in the neck. Prior to 
that, he had not taken part in any shooting on duty.

The police lost sight of Halle’s killer

At the time, he did not know that he had hit him, the poli-
ceman described the situation at the time. He did not see the 
perpetrator after his first two shots and assumed that he had 
taken cover behind the car door. When the latter got up a little 
later and fled by car, the 33-year-old shot again. 

“The aim is to prevent the escape, I didn’t succeed,” he 
said Wednesday.

Although the radio patrol gave chase after the shooting, they 
lost sight of the shooter. A van, unrecognisable as a police car, 
followed the perpetrator longer at the time, but also lost him. 
The murderer finally fled to the neighbouring county, injuring 
others before he could be caught.

Police officers report psychological problems following the 
accident. The police officers answered many detailed questions 
about what exactly the radio calls were, when they saw what, 
how they coordinated with each other and with other collea-
gues. They had noticed passers-by on the spot, cars were also 

passing through the city centre, which was not yet sealed off. 
However, he shot at the attacker’s car, said the 33-year-old. 

“It took a lot out of me.”
Both police officers were initially unfit for duty after the 

operation, and both were diagnosed as suffering from post-trau-
matic stress disorder. However, they returned to duty relatively 
quickly. Their 51-year-old colleague, who was also in the patrol 
car that was shot, left his job as a patrol officer after 25 years 
and went indoors. 

“I realized that the service wasn’t going to be what it used 
to be,” said the 51-year-old woman. “I already came out with 
a feeling of unease, sometimes fear.”

Attack in Halle: Police reject criticism 
of the police

According to their descriptions, the police also respond to 
criticisms of the operation, including the fact that the officers 
arrived too late at the scene after the first emergency calls to 
the synagogue. 

“I don’t understand the criticism of this police operation,” 
said the 33-year-old man who shot the bomber. He said he 
had never seen his colleague drive as fast as he did that day.

In addition, he said, the rules that would apply to life-threate-
ning operations were followed, such as securing crime scenes 
and wearing special protective equipment. 

“We all aim to go home in good health every night, just 
like everyone else”.
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13th day of the trial, police 
officers report an exchange 
of fire with Halle’s murderer

Halle (Saale) - It was one of the worst antisemitic attacks in Ger-
man post-war history: The right-wing terrorist attack in Halle on 9 
October 2019 made headlines around the world.

Here you can find live coverage of the 13th day of the 
trial against  on 16 September in Magdeburg. Re-
port by Jan Schumann and Hagen Eichler from Magdeburg 
Regional Court.

15h38: Dispute over the recording of 
a statement of the accused

Once again, it concerns the request of the lawyer of the 
Nebenklage, Erkan Görgülü, to register a statement of the 
accused  - The question is whether he thought it 
was possible to hit officers with his shots in the direction of 
the police. Public Prosecutor Stefan Schmidt contradicts the 
recording: “It is not this one sentence alone that counts, but 
the general impression that the court gains from the crime 
and the perpetrator. Defence lawyer Hans-Dieter Weber also 
disagrees. Görgülü’s transcription of the sentence does not 
correspond to his own transcript.

15.24 hours: Lawyers read medical 
reports of injured police officers

Medical certificates are now read aloud, documenting the 
deficiencies of the police officers deployed on the day of the 
attack. They mention insomnia, inner turmoil and sadness. 
The expert psychologists find it striking that two policemen 
did not notice that their car had been hit by shots fired by the 
perpetrator. 

“The own threat was averted”, according to the certificates.

3.05 p.m.: An officer pursued the au-
thor in a vehicle in plain clothes

The last person to testify now is Police Commissioner 
Robert D., who was in uniform on the day of the attack, but a 
civilian vehicle on another mission. When he heard about the 
attack on the synagogue on the radio, he interrupted the other 
mission and went to Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse, where there 
had already been an exchange of fire between the perpetrator 

of the attack and a patrol car. Like the officers before him, 
he described how he had lost the culprit during the pursuit. 
Moreover, during the course of the day, he was unable to see 
him again.

2.45 p.m.: an untrained police offi-
cer was in a state of shock after the 
operation

Only two of the three officers in this patrol car who took 
part in the shooting with the attacker had undergone training on 
life-threatening incidents (“Lebe”). The current witness, Sarah 

, was one of them. She also considered that this adequately 
prepared her for what she would face on 9 October 2019. 

“These are the kinds of situations you go through,” she 
said of her training. 

The colleague who did not attend the “live” training, Dirk 
F., on the other hand, was very much taken after the mission. 

“Would you say he was in a state of shock?” asked Jan 
Siebenhüner, F.’s lawyer. 

“Yes,” confirmed the witness.
She is now released. After a short break, today’s last wit-

ness is due to testify.

2:25 p.m.: Why didn’t the policeman 
fire immediately?

Nebenklage’s lawyer, Mark Lupschitz, now asks police 
officer Sarah  for details about the shooting. It was she who 
shouted at her colleague to shoot at the assailant. Lupschitz 
wants to know why the colleague asked first and did not im-
mediately pull the trigger. The witness said it was a matter of 
fractions of a second.

 “It wasn’t like we were having a conversation over coffee.” 
This is also about radio traffic. The witness confirms that 

there were a lot of announcements.
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2.06 p.m.: Policewoman: “We’re 
thinking with the victims”

After the lunch break, police officer Sarah  now describes 
how she experienced the shooting and the prosecution of the 
accused. She has been a fully trained police officer since 2017 
and experienced the shooting for the first time. 

“Of course, this does not leave you unscathed. I had trouble 
sleeping. You think about it a lot and your thoughts are with 
the victims”. 

She was taken care of psychologically. Today she is no 
longer a patrol officer.

12:52 p.m.: The Court shows videos 
of residents on mobile phones

After the police officer’s testimony, Judge Ursula Mertens, 
President of the Court, shows three short mobile phone videos 
that the residents of Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse recorded from 
their windows. The exchange of shots between the defendants 
and the police can be seen. The accused was shot in the neck, 
but after a moment’s pause he jumped into the car and escaped.

12.43 p.m.: A police officer rejects cri-
ticism from his colleagues

Questioned by his own lawyer, police officer Daniel L. com-
mented on the criticism of the police operation. That the police 
were too slow on the scene is not true, he says. 

“I have never seen my colleague drive so fast.” 
The officer who was the first to reach Jana L.’s body did 

not make a mistake either. In a so-called “live” situation, a 
life-threatening operational situation, it is not appropriate to 
approach a person lying on the ground, he said. “When you 
arrive on the scene, it’s not like we know how many suspects 
there are. The priority is to secure the scene. Rescuers are also 
not approached until the scene is secured. We also aim to get 
home safely, just like everyone else”.

12.30pm: A lawyer engages a police-
man in a question and answer game

The police officer is now subjected to intense questioning 
as to exactly what he saw at the time of the shooting and what 
he was aiming at. 

“Shortly before firing, I unlocked the machine pistol”, says 
Daniel L. “I was on my knees behind my vehicle and waited for 
the right moment”. Nebenklage’s lawyer, Gerrit Onken, keeps 
asking. “I know I shot at the open door”, the police officer re-
plies. “The perpetrator then ran, if you like, towards that shot”.

Lawyer Onken wants to know exactly what was discussed 
during the shooting, who saw, what instructions were given.

12.18 p.m.: Policeman in a shooting 
with a murderer: “I was like in a tun-
nel”

The rear window of the police car was destroyed by a shot 
accidentally fired by police officer Daniel L.. He gave an expla-
nation at the request of defence lawyer Hans-Dieter Weber. 

“After two shots had been fired at the perpetrator, I took 

cover and one shot was accidentally fired”.
He did not notice the impact of the accused’s weapon at 

all, the police chief continued. 
“I was like I was in a tunnel.” 
He himself had heard four or five shots from the machine 

pistol. He had also fired at the fleeing vehicle, but was unable 
to prevent the escape.

12.07 p.m.: the attacked police car 
was riddled with bullets

When the patrol officers inspected their car after the shoo-
ting, they found traces of the assailant: bullet impacts on the 
passenger door, a low shot on the blue light, another on the 
side sill. A colleague then said: 

“You can’t really drive like that”. The patrol team then took 
over a new service vehicle.

Police Sergeant Daniel L. had heard four shots from the 
accused. A colleague had shouted at him to shoot. 

“Then I fired.” 
His shot wounded the accused in the neck. 
“That shot could have prevented something worse”, says 

Judge Ursula Mertens, president of the court. 
“I hope so,” said the officer.

11.59 a.m.: The patrol car was in fact 
on its way to Halle-Neustadt

Now the second policeman in that patrol car, who had ex-
changed shots with the murderer in Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse, 
is testifying. Police sergeant Daniel L. explains why there were 
not two, but three policemen in the car: The car was actually 
supposed to take care of a recalcitrant person in Halle-Neustadt.

He had suspected “for 0.5 seconds” that the perpetrator, 
who was wearing a helmet, was a policeman. 

“When the shot was fired, I gave up and we took cover.”

11:45 a.m.: A policeman can no lon-
ger patrol

The witness has been a police officer since 1988 and has 
served as a patrol boat in Halle since 1994. The day after the 
attack, he reported for work as usual. 

“But then I realised: street service won’t be the same as 
before. I always went out with a feeling of unease”. He had 
trouble sleeping, heart palpitations, night sweats,” he says. At the 
beginning of the year he was transferred to the interior, he says.

11:34 a.m.: the police car had only 
two protective waistcoats on board

The third witness is a senior police officer who was on 
duty on the day of the attack. At the Steintor, his radio car had 
stopped to put on protective waistcoats first. There were three 
officers in the car, but there were only two waistcoats. 

“When we got out, we were immediately shot at,” reports 
officer Dirk F. 

He had taken refuge behind the open car door.
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11.16 a.m.:  answers a question 
about the shooting at a police car

Erkan Görgülü, the lawyer of the Nebenklage, addresses 
a surprising question to the defendant. He has an earlier sta-
tement against him, according to which he had shot at police 
cars in Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse, expecting that “the window 
would at least be broken”. Görgülü wants to know whether the 
defendant will repeat this, to which the defendant answers in 
the affirmative. The lawyer now has this statement recorded.

The question is whether the home-made weapons were also 
potentially dangerous at longer distances. The defence lawyer 
had questioned in previous sessions whether the weapons 
were effective beyond short distances.

The court took a short break.

11:09 am: A witness explains his moti-
vation to be a co-applicant

Sabrina S., a witness at the synagogue, remembers asking 
a question of the accused’s former brother-in-law. “I wanted to 
know: What are you doing to prevent your own child from beco-
ming a Nazi, from ending up like the accused? The answer was: 

“I don’t know”. Yet, she said, it is not so difficult. This dialogue, 
she said, was her motivation to come forward as a co-applicant.

10.56 a.m.: Jewish witness: Anyone here 
can become a victim of right-wing extremists

The second witness is also an American Jew living in Berlin, 
who attended the service in the Halle synagogue. Sabrina S. 
says that she grew up in Philadelphia, the daughter of emi-
grants from the Ukraine. She is not only Jewish, she is also a 
woman, a left-wing woman and an immigrant, which in many 
ways makes her a target for right-wing extremists. 

“Anyone in this room can be a victim of an attack from the 
extreme right, you don’t have to be in a synagogue for that.” She 
said she would be glad if she never had to see the accused 
again. But that will not solve the problem, she said.

10:36 a.m.: The complainants and bys-
tanders stood up for Jewish testimony

Once again, it is a matter of applause in the courtroom. 
After Jacqueline F.’s testimony, many Nebenklage lawyers and 
spectators stand up as a sign of respect. As president of the 
court. Applause is a form of support,” explains Nebenklage’s 
lawyer Alexander Hoffmann.

There is a short pause until the next witness.

10:27 am: A survivor of the synagogue 
criticises the notion of the “lone wolf”

Like other witnesses from the previous synagogue, Jac-
queline F. asks the court to conduct a thorough investigation 
into the influences of the online community on the accused. 
The white supremacist ideology, she says, is a huge danger. 

“There is no lone wolf in a globalised world,” she says. 
The accused shares an ideology of antisemitism, Islamo-

phobia, sexism, racism and xenophobia. There is an “ecosystem” 
of these views on the Internet. That is why she joined as a 
co-applicant.

10.19 a.m.: A Jewish woman from Halle 
feels reminded by the attack on the World 
Trade Center

The first witness is the American Jacqueline F., 25 years 
old, who lives in Berlin and had travelled from there to Halle 
for the Yom Kippur service. She says she remembered the 
terrorist attack of 11 September 2001: 

“My father worked at the World Trade Center. He saw many 
dead that day and came home changed”. She said that she 
herself had changed, coming home alone after the terrorist 
attack in Halle and collapsing.

10.04 am: Judge Mertens threatens ap-
plauding spectators with an administrative 
fine

The 13th day of the trial against Halle’s attacker, 
, started 20 minutes late. Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens 

opened the day with a stern warning to the public: she will not 
tolerate any more applause after the witnesses have testified. 
The day before, the testimony of the snack bar owner, Ismet 
Tekin, had been warmly applauded. Mertens said she had re-
frained from punishing applause. But from now on the security 
guards in the lobby will signal applause and there will be a fine.

The lawyers at Nebenklage have different reactions: some 
argue that the applause is not at all disturbing. Lawyer Jan 
Siebenhüner, on the other hand, warns that the applause could 
affect the neutrality of the court, and that the defendant could 
also feel “crushed”, which could result in the court missing 
evidence.

09.05 : Police officers testify in court 
about the terror operation in Halle

After a Tuesday mainly marked by the testimony of Kevin 
S.’s father, the testimony continues on Wednesday. The program 
includes the testimonies of other survivors of the synagogue, 
as well as those of several police officers who were on duty 
on October 9, 2019.
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Regulatory fines announced 
for applause in terrorism trial

Magdeburg (dpa) - The judge presiding over the terrorism trial in 
Halle announced Wednesday that she will impose an administrative 
fine on applauders or expel them from the hall. She did not want to 
resort to such means, but asked that they refrain from applauding. 
Previously there had been discussions about whether the state-
ments of the witnesses could be applauded.

Several lawyers from the joint public prosecutor’s office 
protested. The applause did not at any time disrupt the trial, 
said one lawyer. His two clients, who had witnessed the attack 
by the extreme right, could not help themselves at times and 
it would be problematic if they were fined because of this.

Another Nebenklage lawyer, on the other hand, pointed 
out that the applause could endanger the neutrality of the 
court. He gave the example that supporters of the accused 
could also come and applaud him. Applause, he said, was not 
intended for German courts. 

“We don’t want a market atmosphere like in the Middle Ages.” 
More recently, there were several brief applause from the 

joint plaintiffs as well as from visitors after several witnesses 
had testified.

Since July, the State Protection Senate of the Higher Re-
gional Court in Naumburg has been working on the terrorist 
attack of 9 October 2019. Due to space constraints, the trial 
is being held in a room at Magdeburg Regional Court. The 
defendant is a 28-year-old German. The defendant confessed 
to having tried, heavily armed, to storm the Halle synagogue 
on the day of the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, and to 
provoke a massacre there. When this failed, he shot a 40-year-
old passer-by. He then killed a 20-year-old man in a nearby 
kebab snack bar and wounded others as he fled.
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Penalty in case of applause at 
the Halle trial

The judge in the trial against the murderer  takes action. 
Whoever applauds now has to pay an administrative fine.

Magdeburg (dpa) - The judge presiding over the terrorism trial 
in Halle announced on Wednesday that she will fine applauders 
or expel them from the courtroom. She did not want to resort 
to such means, but asked that they refrain from applauding. 
Previously, there had been discussions about whether the 
witnesses’ statements could be applauded.

Several lawyers from the joint public prosecutor’s office 
protested. The applause did not at any time disrupt the trial, 
said one lawyer. His two clients, who had witnessed the attack 
by the extreme right, could not help themselves at times and 
it would be problematic if they were fined because of this.

Another Nebenklage lawyer, on the other hand, pointed out 
that the applause could endanger the neutrality of the court. 
He gave the example that supporters of the accused could 
also come and applaud him.

Clapping not foreseen in court

Hands clapping is not provided for in German courts, he said. 
“We don’t want a market atmosphere like in the Middle Ages.” 
More recently, there has been several brief applause from 

the joint plaintiffs as well as from visitors after several witnesses 
have testified.

Since July, the State Protection Senate of the Higher Re-
gional Court in Naumburg has been working on the terrorist 
attack of 9 October 2019. Due to space constraints, the trial 
is being held in a room at Magdeburg Regional Court. The 
defendant is a 28-year-old German.
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Shooting with an assassin 
has repercussions

Magdeburg - A 33-year-old police commissioner, his 51-year-old 
colleague and a 33-year-old chief of police took part in the shooting 
with the murderer in Halle on 9 October. The photos have travelled 
around the world.

According to the police officers’ accounts, this is how it 
all happened:

After the radio call, their car drove first in the direction of the 
synagogue. Shortly before arriving at their destination, they put 
on their protective gear. The police captain, who was on board 
the VW Passat that day, took the only MP 5 machine gun. All 
the others are armed only with the P 6 pistol. They meet the 
murderer in Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse at around 12.15 p.m. 
He stops his car, takes his home-made shotgun and positions 
himself behind the driver’s door.

The distance between the police car and the perpetrator’s 
car is estimated at 50 metres. The attacker opens fire. As it 
turns out later, the bullets cause small bullet impacts on the 
police car. At the same time, the officers also get out of the 

car and take cover. On his knees, the chief of police ventures 
briefly out of his cover with the MP 5 and fires two shots at 

. He is hit in the neck and remains unconscious for 
a few seconds. Another shot is accidentally fired from the MP 
5 and destroys the rear window of the police car. His colleague 
shouts: “Stop! The reason for this is a car approaching from 
behind the murderer. The other officers leave their pistols in 
the car.

From a distance, they would be too imprecise. As the 
suspect fled into the car, the officer fired two more shots. He 
was unable to stop the car. They do not learn until the evening 
that the murderer has been hit by the crisis intervention team. 
The police officers then have to seek psychological help. The 
trial will continue on Tuesday.
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Shooting incident with the 
Halle bomber: police report

Many witnesses have already told the terrorism trial about the Halle 
bombing, what they experienced and how this day changed them. 
Now the police officers who exchanged shots with the murderer 
have their say.

Magdeburg/Halle (dpa) - A blurred mobile phone video 
shows a man in uniform wearing a helmet and firing a rifle at a 
target outside the frame. The smoke rises, the shooter reloads, 
and finally passes the driver’s side. Shots are heard, he tips 
over and lies down between the open driver’s door and the car.

The footage released Wednesday during the trial of the 
far-right terrorist attack in Halle, Germany, shows part of the 
pistol battle the attacker had with police during the far-right 
attack on the synagogue in Halle, Germany, on 9 October 2019. 
The sequence lasts less than a minute, the confrontation on 
the day of the attack lasts only a little longer.

The three policemen who fought back and tried to arrest 
the murderer on 9 October 2019 testified for hours on Wed-
nesday before the Higher Regional Court. If it had been clear 
to them that it was a matter of life and death, a Nebenklage 
lawyer asked the 33-year-old policewoman who was driving 
the patrol car: 

“As soon as someone points a long gun at you, you also 
think it’s about to end.

But the fact that she and many of her colleagues have 
received special training in which dangerous missions are 
practised helped, says the young woman when asked. Earlier, 
her colleague of the same age had testified that he had taken 
the only machine gun in the radio car, fired at the accused from 
a distance of about 50 metres and hit him in the neck. Prior to 
that, he had not taken part in any shooting on duty.

At the time, he did not know that he had hit him; the police 
officer described the situation at that time. He did not see the 
perpetrator after his first two shots and assumed that he had 
taken cover behind the car door. When the latter got up a little 
later and fled by car, the 33-year-old shot again. 

“The aim is to prevent the escape, I didn’t succeed,” he 
said Wednesday.

Although the radio patrol gave chase after the shooting, 
they lost sight of the shooter. A van, unrecognisable as a police 
car, followed the perpetrator longer at the time, but also lost 
him. The murderer eventually fled to the neighbouring county, 
injuring others before he could be caught.

Since July of this year, the State Protection Senate of the 
Higher Regional Court of Saxony-Anhalt has been trying to deal 
with the events in a lawful manner. Federal prosecutors accuse 

, 28 years old, of planning an assassination 
attempt on fellow citizens of the Jewish faith “in an antisemitic, 
racist and xenophobic spirit”. The German confessed to the 
facts. After an unsuccessful attempt to enter the synagogue, 
he killed a 40-year-old passer-by and a 20-year-old customer 
of a nearby kebab restaurant.

The police officers answered many detailed questions 
about the exact nature of the radio calls, when they saw what 
it was, how coordination was done among themselves and with 
other colleagues. They had noticed passers-by at the scene, 
and cars were also passing through the town centre, which 
was not yet cordoned off. However, he shot at the attacker’s 
car, said the 33-year-old. 

“I had to do something about it.”

Both officers were initially unfit for duty after the operation, 
they were both certified as suffering from post-traumatic stress 
disorder. However, they returned to duty relatively quickly. 
Their 51-year-old colleague, who was also in the patrol car 
that was shot, left his job as a patrol officer after 25 years 
and went indoors. 

“I realized that the service wasn’t going to be what it used 
to be,” said the 51-year-old woman. “I was already going out 
with a feeling of unease, sometimes fear.”

According to their accounts, the police also respond to 
criticisms of the operation, including the fact that the officers 
arrived late at the scene after the first emergency calls to the 
synagogue. 

“I don’t understand the criticism of this police operation,” 
said the 33-year-old man who shot the bomber. He said he 
had never seen his colleague drive as fast as he did that day.

In addition, he said, the rules that would apply to life-threate-
ning operations were followed, such as securing crime scenes 
and wearing special protective equipment. 

“We all aim to go home in good health every night, just 
like everyone else”.
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“I want to exercise my right 
to be part of the intelligence 
process”

By phone call about the attack. When he tried to rush to the aid 
of Rıfat and was only a few metres from the entrance to the “Kiez 
Döner”, the murderer targeted him. Ismet was not wounded, the 
shot missed him.

On 21st July, the trial of the Halle* murderer, who attacked 
the Halle synagogue and the neighbouring snack bar “Kiez 
Döner” on 9th October 2019, killing two people and injuring 
others, opened at the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg. 
You can read more about the attack here.

The following conversation is part of a series of inter-
views with some of the plaintiffs in the case. Rachel Spicker 
explained to them how they experienced the attack, why they 
have decided to bring a civil action and what they hope to get 
out of the lawsuit.

Belltower.News: How did you experience the attack?

Ismet Tekin: It was the worst day of my life. I never heard 
about such attacks on television, I never thought it could hap-
pen here in Halle. Now I can understand the people who had 
to go through something like that, their feelings, their pain, 
their shock and the difficulties in coping with it. Often I think 
that there are no words to describe how I lived that day and 
how I feel today. 

I told myself it was just another day. I went out of the shop 
for a short time and suddenly I got a call from my brother 
informing me that there had been an assault in the shop. I 
wanted to get back to the restaurant as soon as possible to 
help my brother. I was very worried that his life was in danger. 

So I ran away. It seemed like an eternity, I didn’t feel like 
I was making any progress. At first I didn’t even realise what 
the situation was. When I got to the pharmacy a few metres 
from our shop I heard a shot that ricocheted off the wall of the 
building next door. That’s when I realised that the murderer was 
aiming at me. In my mind it felt like my whole life was passing 
in a few seconds, just like in a movie. So many questions were 
running through my head and I was terrified. I remember taking 
cover behind a car. However, the car was very small, so I walked 
three more cars to a large private car and hid there. Then the 
police started a shoot-out with the murderer. I looked under 
the car and I saw the murderer fall when he was hit. A few 
seconds later he got up, got back in his car and drove towards 

Schillerstrasse, the police cars following him.

Then I went to my brother’s house to make sure nothing had 
happened to him. To think that he might have died, I couldn’t 
bear the pain. After talking briefly, I went into the shop and 
called to see if there were any other people there.

Someone was there. I saw Kevin lying there and immediately 
called 911. I could see he was already dead. I wouldn’t wish 
this on anyone. Two people, Jana and Kevin, died that day. 
Many were injured and are still shaken.

How are you today?

I have been living here for twelve years and I have always felt 
comfortable. The feeling of living here is different now. Some-
times I feel good, sometimes I have no desire, no strength and 
I feel nothing, not a single emotion. Sometimes I can’t breathe. 
The days are very different. Everybody has had difficulties in 
his life, including my brother and me. But the difference is that 
since the attack we have had nothing but difficulties. This is 
mainly due to the financial difficulties of the shop we took over 
after the attack. Because of the attack, there is less activity 
in the snack bar, then winter and the Corona pandemic came. 
For some time now it has been very difficult to pay the bills, 
staff and rent.

The first few weeks there were so many people here, so 
many politicians, who made us feel that life goes on. It was very 
important and a nice feeling and I am grateful for that. But after 
that it was different. There were two things that happened after 
the attack that were almost worse for me than the attack itself. 
The Minister of the Interior of Saxony-Anhalt and the Mayor of 
Halle gave us their word that they would be with us, that they 
would support us. Nothing has happened so far. Moreover, the 
court was initially unwilling to admit me as a co-applicant. The 
Public Prosecutor’s Office says that the murderer did not want 
to kill me and did not target me.
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 I was at the crime scene before the police, so how can 
they say he didn’t mean to hit me? 

During the attack he targeted many people and I was one 
of them. If I had been closer to the shop he could have hit 
me. My lawyer has appealed against this decision. I was only 
admitted as co-appellant two days before the trial started. I 
don’t understand these two points. I did not expect this, it is a 
great disappointment. I do not feel taken seriously. I feel inse-
cure and often desperate, but I also know that you can’t live 
with fear because life goes on. You have to find ways to deal 
with fear. And as Germans like to say “hope dies last”, I also 
say that you have to think positively and look to the future. I 
can’t forget, but we can make an effort to deal with what has 
happened and find together how to move forward.

Why did you decide to become a co-applicant?

Before the attack I had my courage, I had my strength 
and I could do and achieve everything I set out to do. With 
the attack, it all went away. I wish I hadn’t had to go through 
that. But I did. Now I want to exercise my right to be part of 
the Enlightenment. I have many unanswered questions. It is 
important to clarify who is behind the author, who supported 
him, who helped him or who knew about his plans. Why didn’t 
anyone in the family want to have heard anything if he was 
living at home and had planned the crime and built weapons 
and explosive devices in his home? 

How can an unemployed person buy and build so many 
weapons? What money did he use to do this? 

I can’t believe that nobody knew anything and I don’t think 
they knew. Nor can I explain why it took so long for the police to 
act. Between the synagogue and the “Kiez Döner”, i.e. between 
the first and the second crime scene, it took more than ten 
minutes. And the police station is not far from our shop.

I also want to know what will be done during the trial, who 
will be summoned and heard, what questions will be asked. 
I want to know what is the event at the end, what will be the 
verdict? I want to see with my eyes and hear with my ears 
what is happening on the ground. That is why I go to the trial 
every week and I will personally follow the proceedings to the 
end, it is important to me. I want to avoid the perpetrator being 
staged and not labelled as “sick”. The perpetrator was and is 
not sick. He did it out of motivation and ideological conviction.

Since the attack, it has become even more important for 
me to do good. To provide support and assistance. That’s why I 
go to Hanau when they need me. The parents have had similar 
experiences with the authorities and with this society. There 
are parallels between the attackers and the attacks are linked 
to other attacks. That’s why it’s important to show solidarity 
with each other. I am hopeful that good times will come next.

What do you expect from the trial?

I would like to see a fair verdict and a life sentence. But 
I also hope that the fronts between the minorities and the 
majority society do not harden further. Germany claims to be 
colourful, but Germany does not see colour. The experiences, 
achievements and talents of migrants and minorities are often 
misunderstood or even ignored. Yet we make this country work. 
We are all part of this society and we need to learn from and 
find each other, we need good ideas together for the future 
of this country. Perhaps the process can help.
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Press release, White Global 
Terrorism

The international collective of artists* and researchers* publishes an 
interactive web platform on the Halle attack and the rise of interna-
tional right-wing terror and white supremacist ideology.

Berlin - An international artists’ and scholars’ collective - in 
cooperation with the anti-fascist initiative NSU-Watch, which 
hosts the website - publishes an interactive web platform that 
examines in detail the terrorist attack in Halle on 9 October 
2019 and draws attention to the role of online radicalisation 
in the recruitment of right-wing extremists.

Following the analysis of the Christchurch Massacre in 
2019 by researchers, the interactive web platform was created 
using open-source technology from Forensic Architecture and 
details the online and offline events of the Halle attack. Users 
can view each event on the time map as a point in time and/
or space. Based on survivors’ and witnesses’ accounts, as well 
as animated and annotated 3D videos, the timeline describes 
minute by minute the events of 9 October, from the beginning 
of the attack to the arrest of the murderer.

In addition, the platform includes a brief overview of online 
radicalisation and the rise of right-wing extremist terror locally 
and globally. At the same time, the chronology and continuity 
of the individual but interconnected events of right-wing terror, 
such as Oslo, Christchurch, Poway, El Paso and Hanau, are 
highlighted and the Halle attack is classified accordingly. The 
platform includes links to reports and analyses from research 
institutions and think tanks that examine the rise of right-wing 
extremism via social media, gaming platforms and encrypted 
discussion forums.

Lou Solomon, spokesman for the collective: 
“The Halle attack is not an isolated incident. The assassin 

may have acted alone that day, but he is not thinking alone. 
This attack illustrates the growing danger of right-wing terror 
and the international ideology of white supremacy. Govern-
ments, authorities and civil society must recognise this and 
act accordingly”.

With this project, we also call on the operators of various 
Internet platforms to finally take this danger seriously and to 
take proactive measures to combat it. We will continuously 
update the platform to take into account current developments 
and continue to hold accountable those individuals and Internet 
platforms involved in the dissemination of hate and incitement.

Press release of the Timemap-Collective :
International collective of artists and researchers publishes 

an interactive web platform detailing the Halle attack and the 
rise of global white supremacist terror online

Berlin, Germany - A collective of international artists and 
researchers, in collaboration with the anti-fascist alliance 
NSU-Watch as the host of the web platform, has launched 
an interactive web-mapping platform detailing the terrorist 
attack in Halle on 9 October 2019 and its links to the vast 
and growing recruitment and radicalisation efforts of online 
right-wing extremists.

Users can visualise each event on the platform as points 
in time and/or space. The calendar includes minute-by-minute 
descriptions of what happened on 9 October - from the start 
of the shooter’s attack to his final arrest - presented and 
reconstructed using detailed witness reports, Google Earth 
surveillance and 3D animated videos.

The platform also provides a brief overview of online radi-
calisation and the rise of right-wing extremist terror at the local 
and global level, presenting a chronology of other distinct but 
related cases of right-wing extremist violence in cities such 
as Oslo, Munich, Christchurch, Poway, El Paso and Hanau in 
recent years. These events include links to reports and articles 
published by research institutes and think tanks covering the 
rise of right-wing extremism on social media, gaming platforms 
and encrypted discussion forums.

Lou Solomon, spokesman for the collective: 
“The Halle attack, like so many other cases of national and 

international violence, did not happen in isolation. The gunman 
may have acted alone, but he did not think alone. It is exem-
plary of the growing reach and impact that white supremacist 
terror has across borders. It is imperative that governments, 
law enforcement agencies and civil society recognise this and 
act accordingly”.

The platform, which will be continuously updated, calls 
for greater awareness and proactivity by government, law 
enforcement and civil society against online radicalisation, 
and calls for individuals and Internet platforms responsible 
for spreading hatred and inciting white supremacist terror to 
be held accountable.
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“We are an incredibly resilient 
people”

Ezra Waxman is one of the 43 common plaintiffs in the trial of the 
extreme right-wing bomber from Halle. At the time of the crime, he 
was in the synagogue that the perpetrator attacked. A conversa-
tion took place about the religious significance of the attack, the 
encounter with the perpetrator and the different aspects of Jewish 
memory and identity.

On 9 October 2019 in Halle on Yom Kippur day, an armed 
assailant attacked a synagogue and the nearby snack bar “Kiez 
Döner”. In the process, he murdered two people and injured 
many others.

On 21 July 2020, the trial of the Halle murderer*, who on 
9 October 2019 carried out an attack on the Halle synagogue 
and the nearby snack bar “Kiez Döner”, killing two people and 
injuring many others, opened at the Higher Regional Court in 
Naumburg. You can read more about this crime here.

Ezra Waxman was born and raised in Boston, Massachu-
setts, USA. After high school, Ezra moved to Israel, where he 
studied and received his doctorate in Rehovot and Tel Aviv. A 
year and a half ago, he came to Germany for a postdoctoral 
fellowship in mathematics. As a member of the “Base Berlin” 
group, Ezra was invited to the synagogue in Halle for the Yom 
Kippur service.

The conversation that follows is part of a series of interviews 
with some of the complainants in the case. Rachel Spicker 
explained to them how they experienced the attack, why they 
have decided to bring a civil action and what they hope to get 
out of the trial.

Belltower.News: How did you experience the attack?

Ezra Waxman: For me, the attack was primarily a religious 
experience. Specifically, I experienced it from the perspective 
of Yom Kippur and the religious motivations for that day. Yom 
Kippur is a day like no other and the energy is very different 
from other days of the year. The classical religious imagery of 
Yom Kippur is extremely dramatic: that of a heavenly judgement 
that determines the life and death of every person on earth. 
We do not eat or drink during the whole of Yom Kippur. The 
only thing we are supposed to do all day is pray.

The attack was felt to be an unwanted interruption of 
these prayers. After some initial confusion we began to realise 
that something was wrong. Although it was not clear what to 
do now, the people in the synagogue tried to be somewhat 
helpful. In doing so, I remember being pleasantly surprised at 

how calm and collected everyone* around me seemed. After 
we first took refuge in the upper part of the synagogue, I felt 
that my own “contribution” was simply to try to stay calm and 
bring that calm back into the synagogue.

I even made a few stupid jokes. Others may have been 
more successful in being really helpful.

Once the immediate threat passed, we simply returned to 
prayer and picked up where we left off. At the time it seemed 
the most natural thing we could do. I don’t think anyone cared 
or questioned it. After all, it was Yom Kippur.

We continued the service for a few more hours before the 
police decided to evacuate us to a nearby hospital. When we 
arrived we continued to pray. I’m not sure exactly what I knew 
at that time as there were so many contradictory rumours 
going around about what had happened. But when we were 
evacuated to the hospital it was clear that what had happened 
was very “big”. Of course, we then incorporated this “big” directly 
into our final series of prayers. Neilah’s last prayer was the 
greatest prayer of my life. I am grateful to the police* and the 
lovely staff at the hospital, but especially Rabbi Jeremy Borovitz, 
who allowed us to continue our prayers without respite to the 
end. Imagine that you are lost in a religious trance, and God is 
knocking on the door to miraculously save you. That’s pretty 
much how I experienced this Yom Kippur.

How do you feel today?

The next morning everything already seemed completely 
different from the day before. By then I had described my 
experience to my family and I also realised that two people 
had been killed in the attack. In the weeks that followed, I 
tried to cope with the attack with the emotional support of 
close friends, especially other survivors of the attack. Over the 
following months, I gradually began to understand the political 
dimension of this attack - that it occurred in the context of 
various public discourses, such as online radicalisation, the 
rise of the extreme right and security measures in synagogues. 
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Since then, I have felt a growing responsibility to become better 
informed about these various debates, even though I am not 
usually a big fan of politics.

Why did you choose to become an incidental applicant?

Initially, I chose to become a co-applicant because I was 
curious and wanted to know more about who the author was, 
what he was thinking and why. At one point, I was also drawn 
to the idea of personally reaching out to the author intrigued 
me - especially since the main theme of Yom Kippur is repen-
tance and forgiveness, or as we call it, teshuva (return to God). 

Unfortunately, these initial hopes on my part were a little too 
naive, given the emotionally stunted attitudes displayed by the 
offender during the process. Since then I have come to realise 
that it is probably not worth my time. Nevertheless, so far, as a 
co-applicant, I have been able to learn a little more about his 
personal history and upbringing, and the impact this has had 
on his radicalisation and ideology. His mother seems to have 
played an important role in this. In some court documents she 
seems to have a creative penchant for making scapegoats of 
‘others’ and blaming them rather than taking responsibility for 
herself. As they say, the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree.

There is also the aspect of my Jewish family history and 
collective memory. Personally, I am someone who derives my 
Jewish identity from a creative and Jewish content: from Jewish 
music, from the wisdom of the Torah, or from the Hebrew and 

Yiddish languages. Antisemitism has always seemed to me to 
be a boring distraction from all this. I myself come from a family 
of Holocaust survivors. Many times I found myself pushing away 
certain generational traumas and fears that were clearly tinged 
with antisemitism. And now I am myself in a situation where 
antisemitism greatly influenced and shaped my first year in 
Germany. On the one hand, I find it frustrating, but on the other 
hand, it gives me the opportunity to get closer to what I really 
want to achieve here: I want to use my own Jewish identity 
and values to contribute a little bit to the colour and soul of the 
very rich and diverse cultural life here in Germany.

The process also allows me to thank God for giving me life. 
Judaism is timeless, and its message to people that human 
life is sacred is timeless. Moreover, the Jewish people are an 
eternal nation, and we will always find ways to survive. It is true 
that the murderer compares us to a virus. But what this really 
means is that we are an incredibly resilient people. And when 
they try to kill us, we come back stronger than ever. What hate 
crimes can do, however, is throw the societies from which they 
originate into uncertainty. In this regard, I would like to express 
my deepest condolences to the people of Saxony-Anhalt who 
have suffered unjustly at the hands of this aggressor.

What do you hope to gain from the trial?

I hope that the attacker will remain in prison until the day 
when he is no longer a threat to this society.
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“Please, don’t shoot! Please, 
don’t do it!”

Magdeburg - Karsten L. is about 1.90 metres tall, broad back, mus-
cular body, closet-like guy. Due to his profession he is a scaffolder. 
This Tuesday he is sitting upright in the witness room of the Mag-
deburg Higher Regional Court, while the presiding judge greets 
him. Kevin Schwarze’s 44-year-old father was shot in cold blood 
in a kebab restaurant in Halle on 9 October. , who is sitting 
diagonally opposite him on the platform, did not dare to look at his 
victim’s father.

This is the most shocking appearance of a witness so far 
in this emotionally charged trial. Already in the days before 
the trial, the testimonies of people who had been sitting in the 
synagogue during the murderer’s attack and who had suffered 
deadly fears had moved the audience in the courtroom. On this 
day, however, many people in the room struggled with tears 
as they witnessed the pain of a father for his dead son and 
watched the tall, strong man sitting in the witness chair being 
shaken by crying cramps and literally collapsing.

From the very beginning you can feel how difficult it is for 
Karsten L. to talk about his son. He and his wife have been 
separated for ten years, says the 44-year-old, but contact 
with Kevin, who lived with his mother in Halle, has never been 
broken. “We spoke to each other every day on the phone, and as 
often as we could, we saw each other”. They were both fans of 
Hallescher FC, went to every match and also travelled together 
for away games. Kevin had also made friends there, he says.

“When I couldn’t go with them, they looked after him and 
protected him from the fans of the opponents, for example,” 
he says.

Because Kevin was disabled, mentally and physically. With 
a lot of effort, the boy went to a special school in Halle, he 
went there for eight years and finally graduated. 

“He was so proud to be able to go to school every day and 
to tell all his stories about his achievements,” says the father. 
During his last two years of school, Kevin did parallel internships, 
he says, at a painting company in Halle. “He really liked working 
there and was so keen to start an apprenticeship there.”

It worked out afterwards. Two months after leaving school, 
on 1 October 2019, the master painter hired him. He had always 
taken great care of the young man during his apprenticeships. 
“We were happy about it and Kevin was very proud,” says the 
father. “He now went to work early every day, alone. He liked 
him so much that he was really sad that the working week 
was only five days long.

The video shows the killer leaving the 
shop

And then the father has to tell the story of that day on Oc-
tober 9th when he lost his Kevin. Listening in the room at that 
moment, one immediately remembers the images and sounds 
of the video of the crime, which was broadcast on one of the 
first days of the trial. The accused had filmed his attack on the 
synagogue and the kebab restaurant, using a helmet camera, 
and had streamed the video of his inhumane acts live on the 
Internet. Once you have seen this footage, you can’t get rid 
of it. How  - it is shortly before 12.15 pm - rushes into the 
kebab shop and the customers disperse in panic. How he has 
been fiddling for ages with his pistol, which is jammed, and 
then goes around a refrigerator, behind which Kevin Schwarze 
has taken refuge. Crouching on all fours, with his face hidden 
between his arms, the 20-year-old begs in a weeping voice: 

“Please don’t shoot! Please don’t do it!”. 
But  pulls the trigger, and the young man collapses. The 

video then shows the killer leaving the shop, heading towards 
his car, retrieving the shotgun and coming back. At the refri-
gerator, behind which is Kevin Schwarze. Once again, the killer 
shoots the boy on the floor. 

“He’s still alive”, says  And then he shoots again. And again.

Half an hour before, the father tells the court in a speechless 
voice, Kevin called him. 

“It was about three-quarters of twelve,” he said. Kevin, he 
said, was a little too fat and should have eaten less. So he 
called the father if he could eat a kebab with his colleague. 

“I said okay, have one, but it will be the last one this week.” 
Some time later Kevin’s mother called him, telling him she 
couldn’t reach the son on his phone, to find out if he knew 
what was going on. “I tried to call him several times, but he 
didn’t answer,” says the father, and you can feel how difficult 
it is for him to keep talking.
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Overwhelmed by the father’s despair

Later that afternoon he filed a missing persons report with 
the police. Around 6:00 p.m., he says, an acquaintance who had 
heard about Kevin’s disappearance called him with concern. 

“He sent me a video, look at it,” he says, and stops. It was 
the video of the crime that had already been circulated on the 
Internet. “I watched it,” he said, and then he collapsed sobbing. 
“And I knew - it’s Kevin.” Twice more, he repeats those three 
words, shaken by violent crying spells. “It’s Kevin.” No one in the 
room is agitated, astonished by the father’s despair. “It’s Kevin.”

Later, after an interruption of the procedure, Karsten L. 
reports again that he and his ex-wife have been under psycho-
logical treatment since October 9th. He himself had already 
been hospitalized three times. 

“We need extreme help”, says the 44-year-old, “to be able 
to continue living”.

Rafit Tekin has also been receiving treatment since the 
attack. Together with his brother, the 32-year-old runs the 
kebab shop that was given to them by the previous owner 
after the attack. Rafit Tekin was in the shop on the day of the 
attack, preparing kebabs, when he heard the explosion and 
then the shots. 

“When the perpetrator burst into the shop, I threw myself 
behind the counter and hid there,” he told the court, describing 
his experiences that day. 

He had heard Kevin pleading for his life. He then managed 
to escape from the shop without the perpetrator noticing him. 
He fled to a nearby Asian restaurant and called his brother 
from there, who had left the shop shortly before the attack. 
He hasn’t been sleeping well since that day, says Rafit Tekin. 

“I don’t want to go to the shop either, but my brother really 
wants to run the business. So I go with him in the morning, help 
him prepare for the trip and go home,” he says.

“We’re not going to leave.”

That day also changed a lot for Ismet Tekin, the older bro-
ther, who has been living in Germany for 12 years. It’s true, he 
says, that he was lucky not to be in the shop when the attacker 
came in by force. 

“But my vision of Germany has already changed that law,” 
he says. 

Two months before 9 October, he had decided to become 
a German citizen. He had prepared for the exam, filled in all 
the papers. 

“But now I see that as long as I have dark hair and a dark 
complexion it makes no difference if I have a German passport 
in my pocket”. 

Germany is so strong, so wonderful, a role model for many 
people in the world, says Ismet Tekin. “But why do such things 
happen for years and are not prevented,” he asks.

Turning to the defendant, the 36-year-old woman then 
made a promise: 

“We will not leave. We will continue to run this place. And I 
will raise my children to do the best for Germany. So that you 
will be ashamed”.
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German Jews between  
unease and confidence

The Central Council of Jews celebrates its 70th anniversary. A fes-
tive setting. But concerns about the rise of antisemitism darken 
the ceremony. An hour of reflection on the otherwise turbulent and 
noisy political scene.

“We can rejoice in the blossoming of Jewish life in Germany.” 
Chancellor Angela Merkel praises the Central Council of 

Jews in Germany in a festive speech. She stressed that the 
Jewish community in Germany today is “the third largest in 
Europe”, that the newly developed Jewish life is “a constituent 
part” of Germany. Yet, according to the Chancellor, many Holo-
caust survivors could not have imagined life in Germany after 
the Second World War (1939-45).

The Central Council of Jews celebrates its 70th anniver-
sary. The month of July already marked the anniversary of its 
foundation on 19 July 1950 in Frankfurt am Main. Today, the 
highest body of the Jewish community in Germany celebrates 
with its 100,000 members in Berlin. Among the 150 or so 
guests are Berlin’s biggest celebrities: Merkel is accompanied 
by seven of its ministers. The presidents of the Bundestag and 
the Bundesrat are present, as well as high-level representatives 
of all parties represented in the Bundestag, with the exception 
of the right-wing populist party, the AfD. Former Chancellor 
Gerhard Schröder (1998-2005) and his then Foreign Minister, 
Joschka Fischer, are also welcome; in 2003 they secured the 
first state treaty with the Central Council and thus the legal 
basis for broad cooperation in many areas.

In a symbolic location

A first-class celebration on a highly symbolic site: for tourists, 
the Great Synagogue of Berlin-Mitte with its 50-metre high 
golden dome is a must. Evening strollers or night revellers, on 
the other hand, notice the policemen guarding the building 
behind enormous bollards. 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 
Always. Jewish life in Germany needs the protection of the police.

Berlin’s great synagogue once stood on this courtyard 
which, despite all the security unrest, seems idyllic. It was the 
largest synagogue in the German Reich and could accommo-
date 3,000 worshippers. Thanks to the intervention of a brave 
Berlin policeman, it survived largely unscathed the anti-Jewish 
pogroms of November 1938 and was used by the Jewish 
community until 1940.

But the Wehrmacht then used the sacred building as a 
warehouse. After it was bombed in 1943, it burned down. 

Fifteen years later, in 1958, the main synagogue exploded in 
GDR times. It was only between 1988 and 1995 that the part 
of the building facing the street was rebuilt. Since then, the 
dome has left its mark on the district. But it is still only a memory.

Memory and departure

“It takes a lot of imagination to imagine its past greatness”, 
said Josef Schuster in his speech. “And therefore this place 
here also represents what has been lost.” This brings the 
66-year-old to the dual role that the Central Council, which 
is now 70 years old, still plays today: Remembering suffering 
and what has been lost, but also projecting and rebuilding for 
the future. “The founders of the Jewish communities and the 
Central Council of Jews gave Germany an enormous act of 
faith,” says Schuster.

And yet. The two speakers, Schuster and Merkel, move on 
from the departure of 1950 and the courage of new beginnings 
to today’s concerns. The president of the Central Council lists 
the attacks, deplores the decline in respect, the growing unease 
among German Jews. 

“Quietly, the question arises as to how safe we can still live 
in this country...”. And he deplores the proliferation of conspiracy 
myths on the net, where hatred of Jews is part of the mix. “The 
Nazi mentality has not yet disappeared.”

Merkel’s speech

Schuster’s speech is followed first by violin music and 
then by an impressive film about the beginnings of the Jewish 
community after systematic persecution under the Nazis to the 
diversity of Jewish life today. Finally, the Chancellor moves to 
the microphone. During the first minutes of her speech, she 
was wrong two, three, four times. Unusual for a professional 
politician.

But then she goes on to talk about the new fears, the 
feeling of insecurity of many Jews, this “new reality of life” 
which makes her “very worried”. 

“It is a shame and it embarrasses me deeply to see how 
racism and antisemitism are expressed in our country in these 
times...”. At this point, Merkel speaks clearly, a little louder, 
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without any slip of the tongue. Insults, threats and conspiracy 
theories were openly directed against Jewish citizens. “We 
must never remain silent about this,” she asks, “we know how 
quickly words can turn into deeds”.

The shock of Halle

There is a photo, taken a little less than a year ago, in the 
evening. Angela Merkel is standing in front of this building in 
the Oranienburger Straße. The chancellor seems to have put on 
her coat one last time in the evening to spontaneously walk the 
few minutes from her flat to this synagogue via the Spreebrücke 
and the Bodemuseum. To her left and right she is flanked by 
Rabbi Gesa Ederberg and the cantor Avitall Gerstetter, both 
singers. Behind Merkel, one of his bodyguards can be seen. The 
shock speaks through the politician’s face. It is the evening of 
9 October 2019; it is Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement, the 

highest Jewish holiday. But it is the evening after an attack by 
a right-wing extremist in Halle. Two people were murdered. And 
only the sturdy wooden door of the synagogue had prevented 
a bloodbath in the crowded place of worship.

This day is etched in the consciousness of many Jews in 
the country. And at the anniversary celebration on this sunny 
September day, Merkel also discusses the Halle bombing. 
Antisemitism is an attack on “people, humanity and the human 
being itself”. For some time it has been “more uninhibited”. And 
it reprimands. All of them. Where education and enlightenment 
were not enough, “the rule of law” was called upon with all its 
consequences. Worried words. Once the last of the music has 
died down, many leave quickly and quietly. After a festive, but 
above all thoughtful hour.
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“Kevin’s not answering his 
phone”

The father of the 20-year-old man murdered in the Halle bombing 
testified today before the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg.

In the trial of the Halle synagogue bomber, the father of 
one of the two victims of the attack testified on Tuesday. The 
witness described his 20-year-old son as a hard worker and 
polite. He was proud to have found a job as an apprentice in 
a painting company despite being mentally handicapped, said 
the 44-year-old plaintiff, who is also a co-applicant in the case, 
at the Higher Regional Court in Naumburg, which is hearing 
the case in Magdeburg.

“He felt good there, he even wanted to work longer and 
longer, because it was fun for him”, said the father of the de-
ceased. Kevin S. had made a good circle of friends and was 
an enthusiastic football fan.

Shortly before Kevin went to the snack bar “Kiez-Döner” 
during his lunch break, his father, who was in Wuppertal at 
the time, had spoken to him on the phone. He had told him: 

“OK, go and get yourself a keba ”

Then the man in the courtroom described in a tear-stained 
voice how the mother of his son, who lives separately from 
him, had called him: 

“Kevin doesn’t answer his phone”. 
He had also tried to reach her son many times, 20 or 30 

times, he said. Then, he said, he filed a missing person report 
on Facebook until an acquaintance finally sent him the video 
of the crime. The video, which the killer streamed live on the 
Internet, shows both murders. Kevin S. pleaded for his life be-
fore he was shot by the murderer in the fast-food restaurant 
not far from the Halle synagogue.

The 44-year-old man was shaken to tears on the witness 
stand and his interrogation had to be interrupted. The other joint 
plaintiffs were also crying. Both Kevin S.’s father and mother had 
to seek medical treatment after the murder of their son. The 

defendant showed no emotion, but tried again to ask another 
witness, a survivor of the synagogue, a question about Judaism.

A 32-year-old man who was working at the Kiez-Döner on 
the day of the crime stated that he saw the attacker arrive and 
recorded the first shot at the window pane. He then ducked out 
and when he heard the pleas, he ran away from the shop and 
called his brother, he said. The latter was on his way to town 
and returned immediately, although two construction workers 
on the way still warned him of the shooting and the murderer. 
He ran into the shop, he said, and discovered Kevin S.’s body.

The 36-year-old said he had no words to describe the 
crime. Kevin S.’s father’s statement had been very painful. No 
one has the right to commit such an act, said the snack bar 
operator, who is also a co-applicant. He also noticed a change 
in his younger brother: before the crime, he had made the 
whole family laugh, 

“now I miss it and it kills me to see it”.
The accused  committed an attack on the 

synagogue in Halle on 9 October 2019 with antisemitic and 
racist motives. As he failed to enter the place of worship with 
explosive devices and firearms, he first shot a 40-year-old 
passer-by and then 20-year-old Kevin S. in the neighbouring 
Kiez-Döner.

 is charged with two counts of murder and 
several counts of attempted murder, as well as other crimes
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Trial against Halle’s attacker: 
employees of the attacked 
snack bar heard as witnesses

Rifat Tekin was there when it happened. At the age of 32, he works 
in the “Kiez-Döner” in Halle, which  stormed on 9 October 
2019. The assailant shot 20-year-old Kevin S. there; before that he 
had tried to provoke a bloodbath in the Halle synagogue. On Tues-
day, Tekin was called as a witness in the trial against the accused.

He described the crime, speaking calmly and thoughtfully. 
“I saw the attacker coming and I thought it could be a soldier,” 

he said. Then  shot at the shop and forced his way 
in. He ducked, Tekin said. Then, he said, he heard shouting: 
“Please don’t do that, please don’t do that!”

It was Kevin S., who was shot by  shortly af-
terwards. Tekin immediately ran away from the shop, he says, to 
a restaurant across the street. There he informed his family and 
heard more shots. He followed the exchange of fire between 

 and the police in Ludwig-Wucherer-Straße.

Tekin reported psychological problems which still accompany 
him today. Nevertheless, he continues to work in the shop and 
supports his brother Ismet, who does not want to give up the 
kebab snack bar. Judge Ursula Mertens wanted to know what 
his plans were for the future. Tekin said: 

“You cannot predict the future. We want to stand firm, we 
want to stay here. We want to defend this country”. 

When Tekin left the witness stand, the audience applauded. 
Judge Mertens allowed the applause.

 followed the proceedings in court with a stoic 
expression, as he almost always did. Even when Rifat’s brother, 
Ismet Tekin, later addressed the accused directly: 

“He is a coward,” he said in a loud and urgent voice. 
And he became very clear: “We are all strangers on this 

planet. You live where you feel comfortable, where you feel safe”. 
’s defence lawyer, Hans-Dieter Weber, then 

criticised the fact that Tekin’s statements had nothing to do 
with the trial. Tekin’s lawyer replied: 

“We had to listen to ’s antisemitic nonsense 
several times here. More applause, but also a strong and 
incomprehensible demand to speak.

It was a very moving day at the regional court in Magde-
burg. First of all Kevin S.’s father, who had been killed in the 
kebab snack bar, had testified. He had tried several times to 
reach his son by telephone. Later, he had seen the video of 
the murderer; at that point, the sad certainty reached him. 
Kevin S. was proud of his new work as a painter, full of hope 
for a happy future. Moreover, football had meant a lot to him. 
Kevin S. was a passionate fan of FC Halle. The father cried 
and Judge Mertens interrupted the session for 15 minutes.

Later Ezra Waxman, who was in the synagogue at the 
time of the crime, took the stand. The scientist recounted the 
terrifying moments of uncertainty when  was outside 
the synagogue and shot 40-year-old Jana L.. Moving moment 
at the end: Waxman singing in Yiddish in the courtroom.

And it is also one of those moving moments that the Jewish 
Students Union (JSUD), among others, financially supports 
the kebab snack bar, which is in economic difficulty. Since the 
attack on 9 October, the “Kiez-Döner” has not been able to 
meet the demand. The JSUD has therefore launched a fun-
draising campaign - with success: 6706 euros (as of Tuesday 
lunchtime) have been collected so far, and thus a large part 
of the target of 7000 euros.
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“So take your kebab”
Trial of terror: the father describes the last day of his son.

In the murder trial in Halle, the father of one of the victims 
recounts this dramatic day. Full of love, he talks about his son 
and his efforts to make a life for himself. Then a few moments 
change everything. What remains is a broken man.

Day 12 of the trial of  for the terrorist attack in 
Halle: for the first time, a relative of one of the two victims is 
given the opportunity to speak out. This is the father of Kevin 
S., then aged 20. His son had wanted to buy a kebab in the 
city of Saxony-Anhalt when the murderer shot him. In the 20 
minutes that followed, the testimony made it clear that nothing 
in the man’s life was as it had been before. Unforgettable is 
the last phone call with his son, the one that will have such 
dramatic consequences.

Several times the father’s voice fails him when he tells the 
story. Then the lawyer puts his hand on the man’s back to calm 
him down. Kevin had been a little overweight. That’s why his 
mother made sure he was eating healthy.

On October 9th, Kevin called his mother. He forgot his 
lunch, he says, and now wants to be allowed to go for a ke-
bab with his colleagues. His mother says no, that he needs to 
think about his figure. But Kevin won’t let go. The parents are 
divorced. Kevin calls his father. 

“He’s played us against each other a bit sometimes, but 
not in bad faith,” the father now says. By telling this, he almost 
collapsed. Because on that day, he allows his son to be with 
colleagues to go to the snack bar. “All right,” he said to the 
20-year-old, “then take your kebab, but it’s the last one of 
the week.”

Then he watched his son die in the 
video

In the almost full hall of the Magdeburg Regional Court, 
absolute silence reigns at the moment. Supported by his lawyer 
and two victims’ counsellors, the father continues to try to put 
into words what is still indescribable to him: the moment he 
learns of his son’s death.

At noon in October, as the first reports of the shooting go 
round the city, neither he nor Kevin’s mother can reach their 
son. The father begins to call his son’s friends. On Facebook, 
he publishes a report on missing persons. 

“At about 6 p.m., a friend said, ‘I have something, I’ll send 
you something’. 

This is the video that shows Kevin’s death. At that moment, 
the father is overwhelmed with grief. The president of the court 
interrupts the proceedings. The defendant  apparently 
looks impassively in the direction of the father.

Continuing, the judge asks how the family is doing now. 
“It’s a different life now that we didn’t know before. We 

need extreme help,” says the father. He is very much at risk of 
suicide, he says. In the last three months he has been treated 
three times in a closed psychiatric ward. Once his brother called 
the ambulance, he himself alerted the police twice “because 
it was no longer possible”.  continues not to show 
any emotion, but watches carefully.

“Please, don’t do it!”

Later in the day, brothers Rifat and Izmet are called. Both 
were working at the “Kiez-Döner” on the day of the carnage. 
In the meantime they own the snack bar. The owner had left it 
to both of them after the sacking. He was alone in the snack 
bar, little by little the first customers arrived, says Rifat. As he 
was about to finish the second kebab, he saw  
arrive in military combat clothing. He thought he was a soldier.

But then he threw a small bomb or hand grenade at the 
snack bar door, says Rifat. Then he starts shooting. 

“Then I hid behind the salad counter.” 
From there he hears someone in the shop pleading for his life: 
“Please don’t do it, please don’t do it! At that moment, he 

knew that the murderer had his back turned and fled to the 
Chinese restaurant across the street, Rifat said. From there 
he called his brother Izmet.

Izmet doesn’t think twice and immediately rushes to the 
snack bar. On the way, passers-by warn him that someone is 
shooting wildly, he says. He wonders why such incidents have 
been happening for years and are not prevented. He is sure 
“that if the German state really takes these things seriously, 
it can solve them”.

“We won’t leave”

He wonders, Izmet continues, if the accused can even 
imagine the kind of loss he has caused his loved ones? What 
kind of pain? Once he has decided to always tell his mother 
the truth, he says. For almost a year now, he has been telling 
his mother that he is fine. But it’s not true at all, says Izmet. 
Rifat says that since that day, almost a year ago, he has hardly 
been able to sleep at night. But he says that the snack is very 
important for his brother, especially after what he has been 
through, and that is why he wants to support him.

But contrary to what the accused probably hoped for, there 
has been even more cohesion in society since the crime, says 
Izmet. 

“We don’t have any hatred for this country, we won’t leave, 
and we won’t give up our shop.”
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Halle trial: Kevin S.’s father, 
murdered, bursts into tears 
during testimony

Halle trial: Kevin S.’s father, murdered, bursts into tears during tes-
timony. On 9 October 2019, right-wing extremist  carried 
out an attack on a synagogue in Halle. In the process, he kills two 
people. One of the victims is Kevin S., who was in a kebab restau-
rant at the time of the attack. The victim’s father testified at the trial.

Magdeburg - In the trial against the bomber of the Halle 
synagogue, the father of the 20-year-old killed testified on 
Tuesday. He described his son as a hard and polite worker 
and was proud of him for having found an apprenticeship in a 
painting company despite his mental handicap, the 44-year-old 
said before the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg, which is 
being held in Magdeburg.

The son last lived with his mother, the parents had sepa-
rated ten years ago. He actually talked to his son on the phone 
every day and took him on many outings, said the father. But 
on 9 October, the 20-year-old woman stopped answering the 
phone, not for hours. It was not convenient for her.

Kevin S. visited a snack bar during his 
lunch break

He still remembers exactly the last words he exchanged 
with his son, the 44-year-old scaffolder said Tuesday as a 
witness in the court case. Shortly before Kevin S. went to the 
kebab restaurant during his lunch break, his father had spoken 
to him on the phone. He had asked him if he was allowed to 
eat a kebab during his lunch break, although his mother had 
forbidden him to do so. 

“OK,” he told the 20-year-old, “then take your kebab, but 
it’s the last one of the week.

The young man, who had taken long courses to complete 
a painting apprenticeship he had just started, entered the Kiez 
kebab shop in Halle. It is 9 October 2019, and shortly after 
the phone call, the snack bar is attacked and shot down by 
a heavily armed assailant. Many people are able to flee, the 
20-year-old is killed.

Kevin S.’s father burst into tears

In a voice choked with tears, the 44-year-old man described 
how he could no longer reach his son. That evening, he then 
filed a missing persons report on Facebook, the witness said. 
An acquaintance contacted him and told him that he would 
send him something: it was the video of the terrorist attack 
in Halle recorded by the perpetrator. When he watched it, he 
recognised his son, said the 44-year-old, and at that moment 
he burst into such intense sobs that the trial had to be tem-
porarily interrupted.

The co-complainants also cried. The trial participants are 
not insensitive to the father’s stories. Several lawyers for the 
joint plaintiffs hold their hands in front of their faces in shock 
and shake their heads in disbelief. The defendant  
follows the explanations and repeatedly goes to the witness box. 
Shortly afterwards, two other visitors to the synagogue describe 
how they experienced the attack and the day of the crime.

Murderer from Halle faces life impri-
sonment

 had committed an attack on the Halle syna-
gogue on 9 October 2019 with antisemitic and racist motives. 
As he failed to enter the synagogue with explosive devices 
and firearms, he first shot a 40-year-old passer-by and then 
20-year-old Kevin S. in a neighbouring Kiez-Döner.

Federal prosecutors charged  with two counts of murder 
and several counts of attempted murder, as well as other crimes. 
At the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, 52 worshippers 
were in the synagogue.  faces a life sentence if convicted. 
In addition, subsequent pre-trial detention is a possibility.
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“Tell us about your son”
Karsten Lissau lost his son Kevin in the attack in Halle. In court he 
talks about him and the day of the attack. An acquaintance sent the 
father the video of the crime, which was circulated on the Internet.

It was 9 October 2019, when the scaffolding Karsten Lissau 
from Wuppertal tried for hours to reach his son Kevin in Halle. 
This morning, 44-year-old Lissau, slim and in mourning, sits as 
a witness in the largest courtroom of the Magdeburg Regional 
Court. Whenever this trial is mentioned, it is generally said to 
be about the attack on the synagogue in Halle, but the per-
petrator also killed elsewhere. It is clear that Lissau is having 
difficulties testifying. You can see his shoulders trembling, he 
swings his feet under the witness table as if he wanted to get 
up and run away. He is doing this for his son.

“At three-quarters past noon, we were still on the phone 
because Kevin wanted to go to the kebab restaurant,” Lissau 
recalls. 

Her son’s mother had said no, because Kevin was a bit 
overweight, so he allowed it. Kevin was 20 years old, in his 
memory the father was wearing a scarf with the red and white 
emblem of Halleschen FC that day. Father and son had often 
been together in the football stadium. He must have tried to 
call Kevin 20 or 30 times that day before reporting his disap-
pearance on Facebook, says Lissau. Then an acquaintance 
sent him the video.

This is the twelfth day of the trial. On the platform, a few 
arm’s length away from Kevin’s father, sits , 
now 28 years old. With homemade weapons and explosive 
devices, the former chemistry student wanted to storm the 
synagogue to kill as many Jews as possible. The door of the 
synagogue resisted his attack and, out of frustration, he shot 
a passer-by passing by. Then he went to the Kiez-Döner. The 
charges are two murders and 68 attempted murders, Holocaust 
denial, incitement of the people, predatory extortion and more. 
The State Protection Senate of the Higher Regional Court of 
Naumburg sits at the Regional Court of Magdeburg for reasons 
of security and space.

“He was very proud of it”
“Tell us something about your son,” presiding judge Ursula 

Mertens asks Kevin’s father. “He was physically and mentally 
handicapped, but he developed well,” says Karsten Lissau. At 
birth, Kevin had suffered an epileptic seizure, she was “critical”. 
But Kevin fought, he went to the special school in Halle for 
eight years: “He looked forward to going to school every day”, 
says the father. As far as Kevin is concerned, the family always 
stuck together. Although the parents live separately, they go on 
holiday together every year. “Kevin then took care of himself.”

At first his father took him to the HFC football games, but 
then his son made friends in the fan clu  

“He accompanied them on the bus to the outdoor games,” 
recalls Lissau. “They protected him. We were never afraid 
that something would happen to him”. More recently, Kevin 
has achieved what no one thought possible at first: he got an 
internship in a painting company and even a real apprenticeship 
as a painter. “He stayed at school until August, and he started 
on 1 October,” says his father. “He was very proud of that.” 
Then, on 9 October,  made the fatal attack.

The president asks Karsten Lissau: 
“What are your son’s plans? - “He wanted to work, to finance 

himself. It bothered him that the week only had 40 hours”, says 
the father. “With his money, he was able to buy his own football 
tickets”, Kevin was “mega proud”.

And , the murderer? He had told the court 
that Jews and Muslims were responsible when white men like 
him felt marginalised, couldn’t find a girlfriend and couldn’t find 
a jo  That is why, he said, after failing to kill Jews, he targeted 
Muslims as “secondary targets”. 

“How is it then that you shot Kevin S.,” the Chair asked. 
Answer: “He had black hair, I thought he was from the Middle 
East.”

As Kevin’s father spoke,  only looked cautiously in 
his direction, looking mostly at the ground. His own life began 
in the best of circumstances: a smart kid, a middle-class home, 
a college. Then, by his own admission, an intestinal disease 
made him deviate from his path. At the time of the crime, he had 
been living in social isolation in his former crèche for years and 
was looked after by his mother. He refuses to do anything for 
society, which wants to replace him with Muslims and blacks, 

 told the president in a haughty tone.

This is his life’s work, so you must understand him, he sees 
in the act, for which he is now being judged. The world should 
know, so he recorded it with a helmet camera and broadcast it 
live on the Internet. On the second day of the trial, the presiding 
judge showed it on the courtroom screens: From the point of 
view of a first-person shooter, you can see  entering 
the Kiez kebab shop with his arsenal of handmade weapons 
after the failed attack on the synagogue. You see the diners 
running away, you see Kevin S. taking refuge behind a drinks 
fridge, you hear him begging for his life and crying loudly. And 
as  tells him, “Shut up, man,” before pulling the trigger 
several times, point-blank.

“Have you seen the video?” the president asks Kevin’s 
father. Lissau nods: “A friend told me I’d send you something”, 
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he points out: “I’m looking at it, I think it’s Kevin”. Then the 
father can’t go on. He cries. “It is important that we also heard 
something from you”, said Judge Mertens to Karsten Lissau.

Judge Mertens interrupted the hearing for fifteen minutes. 
Lissau then sits down again in the witness chair. His lawyer 
Erkan Görgülü puts his hand on his back in a reassuring manner.

How are they today, he and Kevin’s mother, the president 
asks the father. Both parents are in treatment, says Lissau. 
Several times hospitalised in the psychiatric ward, he had 
thought about suicide: 

“It’s a life we didn’t know before”.
The president thanked Lissau for his testimony, saying, 
“It is important that we have also heard about you”.
Now we would like to know what the accused thinks. During 

his testimony on the first day of the trial, he said that the death 
of the passer-by in front of the synagogue and the young man 

in the kebab snack bar had “not been planned in this way”, a 
“mistake” that he regrets. Certainly, he assumed that the man 
who was having lunch in the kebab snack bar would, unlike 
him, have “no problem with Muslims”. “But I didn’t want to kill 
white people.” In the days leading up to the trial,  had 
repeatedly smiled scornfully as synagogue survivors talked 
about their trauma and made mental connections with their 
families’ experiences of the Holocaust. This morning we don’t 
see him smiling.

After Kevin’s father’s testimony, a Nebenklage prosecutor 
speaks: he had watched  roll his eyes during Kevin’s 
father’s testimony.

“Mr. , did you roll your eyes?” asked the Chair. 
 leans over to the microphone and says “No”.
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Father of murdered son testi-
fies in Halle trial

Magdeburg/Halle (dpa/sa) - He remembers exactly the last phone 
call with his son, the 44-year-old scaffolder said Tuesday as a wit-
ness in the trial on the terrorist attack in Halle.

Before the attack on the kebab snack bar, the murderer 
had tried in vain to enter the nearby synagogue, where more 
than 50 worshippers were celebrating the highest Jewish ho-
liday, Yom Kippur. Directly in front of the place of worship, the 
man shot a 40-year-old passer-by. While fleeing, he wounded 
others before being caught in a street by an alert police patrol.

Since July of this year, the State Protection Senate of the 
Higher Regional Court of Saxony-Anhalt has been trying to 
deal with the events in a lawful manner. The Federal Public 
Prosecutor’s Office accuses the 28-year-old defendant of 
planning an assassination attempt on fellow citizens of the 
Jewish faith “out of an antisemitic, racist and xenophobic spirit”. 
The German confessed to the facts.

The testimonies on the twelfth day of the trial show once 
again how the lives of very different people were changed by 
the day of the crime. There is the 32-year-old man who was 
standing behind the counter when the kebab shop was attacked. 
He says on the witness stand that he is still reluctant to enter 
the shop, but that he wants to support his brother, who wants 
to keep the business at all costs.

His brother is no longer the same,” explains the four-year-old 
owner of the kebab snack bar. In a long part of his testimony, 
he remembers the two victims of the attack and pleads for 
the state and society to work together against xenophobia in 
order to prevent further acts.

Shortly before the attack, he had prepared everything to 
apply for citizenship after more than ten years in Germany, 
said the 36-year-old. After the attack, he said, he no longer 
saw the need for it. 

“As long as I have dark hair and a dark complexion, it makes 
no difference whether or not I have a German passport in my 
pocket”. But he said he wanted to stay, to keep the shop open, 
partly because he had met a lot of “wonderful people”.

He felt uncomfortable a few days after the attack because 
he had felt great strength in the synagogue and in prayer and 
at the same time people had lost their lives outside, a 32-year-
old Jewish man described his feelings. He said that he himself 
was strengthened by the fact that the faithful had decided to 
continue the Yom Kippur prayers in the synagogue. 

“It was a very healthy psychological reaction.”

A 60-year-old American woman who was also in the syna-
gogue warned of the underestimated danger of global racist 
networks. The bomber was not alone, she said: 

“He may well have been motivated, trained, encouraged 
and supported”. The woman pointed to the white supremacist 
movement in the United States.

She accuses investigators of not knowing enough about 
the assassin’s background and networks to prepare for trial. 
She admires what Europe managed to do after the Second 
World War, says the former radio journalist, who reported from 
Austria and other countries. 

“I’m afraid it’s messed up now because people don’t take 
this danger seriously,” she notes to public applause.

To the testimony of the father who lost his son in the attack, 
no one applauds. Instead, even some of the joint prosecution 
lawyers hold their hands in front of their faces in shock and 
shake their heads in disbelief. The 44-year-old man is the first 
relative of a deceased person to testify at the trial. His voice 
weakens, he bursts into tears, at first only his feet move in a 
fast and nervous rhythm, later the man shakes all over his body.

For barely twenty minutes he talks about his son in small 
sentences. Very often he says: 

“He was mega proud”. 
Proud that he had made it through school and had fought 

for an apprenticeship as a painter. And he is proud to belong 
to the fan community of the third division team of Hallescher 
FC, to have been allowed to attend matches regularly and to 
be watched by his fan friends at away matches.

The son last lived with his mother, the parents had separated 
ten years ago. He actually talked to his son on the phone every 
day and went out with him on many outings, says the father. 
But on 9 October, the 20-year-old woman stopped answering 
the phone, not for hours. It didn’t suit her. When the 44-year-old 
man tells how he was shown the video in which the actions of 
the attacker can be seen, he starts sobbing so loudly that the 
trial has to be temporarily interrupted.
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The pain of the victims
In the Halle bombing trial, Kevin S.’s father, who was shot, reveals 
how this act changed his life. A statement leads to applause.

Magdeburg taz - Nothing is treated. Karsten L. wobbles, 
trembles, fights with tears, then he can’t anymore. 

“I tried to call Kevin. Twenty, thirty times. He didn’t answer. 
Nothing, nothing, nothing”. 

That night, after six hours of worry, he says, he posted a 
missing persons report on Facebook. In response, he says, an 
acquaintance sent him a text message to send him something. 
It was the video in which Kevin, Karsten L.’s son, was filmed. 

“I watched it.” 
Then he can no longer speak, tears overwhelm him. He 

cries, for minutes, some of the complainants join him. The judge 
has to interrupt the interrogation.

The man who took the life of his son Kevin S. sits diagonally 
opposite Karsten L. at Magdeburg Regional Court on Tuesday: 

, charged with two counts of murder and 68 counts 
of attempted murder. On 9 October 2019,  had attempted to 
storm the Halle synagogue, broadcasting the act on the Internet. 
The 28-year-old failed, but he shot passer-by Jana L. Then he 
went to the neighbouring “Kiezdöner” to murder migrants. There 
he murdered Kevin S., who was having lunch there.

The attack is still a lighthouse today, and since July it has 
been on trial in Magdeburg. On Tuesday, Karsten L. will be a 
witness. It will be the only appearance of a survivor of the two 
murder victims in the trial. Jana L.’s mother is also participating 
in the trial as co-appellant, but according to the court, she has 
asked not to have to make a statement. Karsten L. wants to 
speak.

The scaffolding tells how her first son died shortly after 
his birth. His second, Kevin, was diagnosed with mental and 
physical disabilities. But Kevin fought back. He studied at a 
special school, did internships at a painting company in Halle 
and finally started an apprenticeship there, he says. “His dream 
jo  It has really blossomed”. And Kevin became a passionate 
fan of Halle FC, built up a circle of friends there, travelled to 
attend matches, stapled each ticket. 

“He built this himself”, says Karsten L. “He was mega 
proud”. Like the father, the witness’s appearance leaves no 
doubt about this.

A life destroyed

But October 9, 2019 arrived, nine days after Kevin’s training 
began. He was still on the phone with his son in the morning, 
reports the father. Then he heard about the attack in Halle, 
tried to reach his son, so did the mother. Without success. “It 

wasn’t normal. I had hoped he had lost his mobile phone. But 
that was unlikely. Then he received the video of the crime. He 
saw his son hiding behind a fridge shouting: 

“Please, no! The 20-year-old man didn’t stand a chance.
For Karsten L., life has been destroyed since then. He and 

Kevin’s mother are still undergoing psychological treatment, 
partly as inpatients, he reports. Three times he thought it 
wouldn’t last and called the police. 

“It’s hard, we need extreme help.” 
 stares at the father in difficulty, motionless. A 

victim advocate points out to the judge that the accused rolled 
his eyes. He denies it. At the beginning of the trial,  had 
regretted killing Kevin S., saying he thought he was a Muslim. 
He did not show more remorse during the trial.

Nor have the lives of Ismet and Rifat Tekin been the same 
since the attack. For twelve and five years the brothers lived in 
Halle, worked there in Kiezdöner, in the meantime as landlords. 
Now they are also witnesses in the trial. Rifat was standing 
behind the counter when the attack took place.

At first he thought a soldier was going to enter the shop, he 
describes. Then shots were fired and he hid behind the counter. 
When the perpetrator turned his back, he ran away from the 
shop. Ismet had left the shop shortly before, and a bullet also 
passed him on the pavement. He hid behind cars. By the time 
Stephan ran away and arrived at the shop, Kevin S. was dead.

“We want to stand firm”
He suffers from insomnia to this day, says Rifat Tekin. 

Ismet adds that his brother used to make everyone laugh, but 
that’s over now. 

“It hurts me to see him like this.” 
He also says he has been lying to his mother in Turkey for 

months to stop her worrying.

He doesn’t really want to go back to the shop,” says Rifat 
Tekin. But his brother wants to keep running it. “That’s why I 
support him. We want to stand firm, we want to stay here, we 
want to defend this country”. Nor does Ismet Tekin want to let 
the assassin win: “We will not leave and we will not abandon 
our shop”.

In the Kiezdöner, the pictures of the murdered men and 
the Halleschen FC jerseys are still hung today. The snack bar 
is now also a memorial, says Ismet Tekin before the day of the 
trial. And sales have collapsed. Fewer and fewer customers are 
coming, after the Corona epidemic the snack bar had to close 
down completely for three weeks. Even the support promised 
by politicians has not materialised, he says. 
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“It’s very difficult.”
Meanwhile, a fundraising campaign for the Kiezdöner is 

underway - initiated by the Jewish Students’ Union and a group 
of young Jews who were at the synagogue celebrating Yom 
Kippur when the attack took place. 

“We believe in a multicultural society in this country,” says 
their appeal.

A final message

Jeremy Borovitz, one of the synagogue devotees, appealed: 
“Please make a donation”, saying that Ismet Tekin was “an 

extraordinarily decent man in a world gone mad”. 
A voucher worth 6,400 euros has been collected so far. 

Ismet Tekin is touched by this solidarity. He wants to use the 
money to expand the snack bar to include a breakfast café, he 
says. Maybe things will start to improve again.

Ismet Tekin has visited the trial almost every day so far. 
On Tuesday he addressed the defendant directly, calling him 
a “coward”.  smiles: “Nobody deserves to die in this 
way. Can you imagine the strength it takes for a mother to 

raise a child? What is the pain of losing one’s life in this way”?

Nor could he believe that no one knew the murderer’s plans, 
says Ismet Tekin. Even though he chatted a lot on the Internet 
and built the weapons at home with his parents. 

“This is not an act of one person.” 
Nor does he understand hatred. All people are strangers 

somewhere in the world,” he said. ’s defence lawyer 
intervened, judging the execution too dissolute, but the judge 
let Ismet Tekin continue to speak.

And he gives  one last message. 
“You didn’t win. You have failed on all counts. What emerged 

was even more cohesion and love. We will not leave. And you 
know what? I’m going to be a father, I’m going to have a child. 
And I’m going to do my best to raise it here”. 

Applause broke out in the courtroom. The judge lets it happen.
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The father learned by video 
that his 20-year-old son had 
been shot

In the trial on the extreme right-wing terrorist attack in Halle, a rela-
tive of one of the two fatal victims testified for the first time. In tears, 
the father of the 20-year-old shot reported that he had seen his son 
being shot on a videotape.

On the day of the terrorist attack in Halle, the father of 
the 20-year-old shot man learned that his son had died while 
watching the video of the perpetrator of the attack. On the 
evening of the crime, in October 2019, he had placed a missing 
person’s notice on Facebook because he had not been able to 
reach his son since noon, the 44-year-old man said Tuesday 
in Magdeburg as a witness in the terrorism trial.

An acquaintance had told him that he would send him so-
mething. While watching the video, he saw his son being shot.

The father burst into tears during his testimony, he was 
shaking all over and could no longer be understood because 
of his sobs. So the presiding judge interrupted the hearing 
for a quarter of an hour. Previously, the father had testified for 
about 20 minutes.

“He was mega proud”, the father repeated.
He told that his son had been mentally handicapped because 

of an epileptic seizure shortly after his birth. He described him 
as a hard worker and kind. Through years of internship, he 

said, the son was able to begin an apprenticeship in painting. 
“He was mega proud,” the father repeated.
On 9 October 2019, a heavily armed murderer tried to 

break into the synagogue in Halle. There, 52 worshippers were 
celebrating the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. When he 
failed to enter the place of worship, the man shot a 40-year-old 
passer-by and attacked a nearby kebab shop. There he shot 
the 20-year-old girl. Other customers managed to escape.

Since July, the State Protection Senate of the Regional 
Supreme Court has been working on the terrorist attack. Due 
to lack of space, the trial is being held in a room at the Magde-
burg Regional Court. The defendant is the 28-year-old German 

. The Federal Prosecutor’s Office accuses him 
of planning an attack on fellow citizens of the Jewish faith “with 
an antisemitic, racist and xenophobic attitude. The accused has 
since admitted the facts.
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Halle Trial Day 12, The au-
thor’s defeat

On the 12th day of the trial against Halle’s murderer, Karsten L. has 
his say. The testimony of the father of Kevin S., who was murdered, 
impressively demonstrates to the court the suffering caused by the 
murderer. Together with the other statements of those affected on 
that day, it is once again clear to what extent the attacker failed in 
his plan.

Karsten L.’s testimony is not easy to listen to. In a trem-
bling voice, interrupted several times by sobs, L. talks about 
his son Kevin S., who was murdered on 9 October 2019 in 
the “Kiez-Döner” in Halle. Eight days before his death, the 
20-year-old had begun an apprenticeship as a painter. It is 
not clear whether Kevin S. was mentally handicapped after 
an epileptic seizure at birth. 

For eight years, he attended a special school in Halle, did 
several courses to get closer to his goal, learning to paint. S. 
was “very proud” of the apprenticeship, as his father recounts. 
His parents had been separated for a good ten years, but they 
had looked after Kevin together. The father also recounts Kevin’s 
enthusiasm for Halleschen FC, they used to go to matches 
together until the son made friends in the fan club. 

“He accompanied them on the bus to the away games. They 
protected him. We were never afraid of anything happening to 
him”. Kevin wanted to renovate a small football field, even with 
the money he would have earned from training: “He wanted 
to work, to finance himself. It bothered him that the week only 
had 40 hours. With his money he could buy his own football 
tickets”. Kevin was immensely proud of this.

The two men spoke on the phone for the last time shortly 
before Kevin’s death. Kevin was overweight and, because of 
this, had often asked his parents’ permission when he wanted 
to eat something he thought was unhealthy. On October 12, 
2019, Kevin asked his father on the phone if he was okay to 
eat a kebab.

Shortly thereafter it became clear that Kevin was no longer 
contacting either his father or mother. At least twenty or thirty 
times the father had tried to call his son: 

“He didn’t answer. Nothing, nothing, nothing”. 
Karsten L. is now looking for his son via a post on Face-

book. Until an acquaintance sent him the author’s video in the 
evening: “I watched it”.

 In the courtroom, the father can no longer speak. The trial 
is interrupted.

Three times since Kevin’s murder, he has attempted or 
thought about committing suicide, reports the father after 
the interruption. Once his brother intervened, twice the father 
himself called the police. He and Kevin’s mother are in therapy: 

“It’s hard. Because we didn’t know that before. You need 
help, you need a lot of help”.

The author, who never misses an opportunity to smile, 
gloat or prove his feelings to Jewish witnesses, hardly reacts 
but looks ahead and almost never looks at the crying father. 
At the beginning of the trial, he had explained why he had 
murdered Kevin S.: 

“He had black hair, I thought he was from the Middle East”.

Two other witnesses came to the synagogue on the 12th 
day of the trial. The journalist and future rabbi Karin E., 60 years 
old, tells how much hatred of Jews has become real for her 
since the attack. E. grew up with stories about the Holocaust 
in a family of German and Polish Jews: 

“But the images of the Shoah are in black and white in my 
head. At that moment the images took on a colour”.

Like other witnesses from the early days of the trial, E. 
also criticised the police. The officers only very rarely provi-
ded information to those trapped in the synagogue. While the 
place of worship had not been protected by the city or the 
state initially, the situation turned to its strange opposite after 
the attack. The witness described a “great uproar”. However, 
she also stresses the importance of the trial in clarifying the 
context of the crime: 

“The danger we encountered is not only a German problem. 
I’m afraid he won’t be recognised. The perpetrator was not alone. 
He may well have been trained, motivated and encouraged. 
If you don’t take this danger seriously and you don’t see how 
this person is networked with many others, this trial doesn’t 
make sense to me”. Meanwhile, he said, the BKA ignored the 
links between similar acts, such as the attacks in Christchurch 
and Poway, and showed a “disinterest” in the global network 
of “white supremacists”.
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Mathematician Ezra Waxman gave a very impressive account 
of the ambivalent feelings of the survivors on the witness stand, 
especially on the day of the trial. Some of those affected had 
already described the intensity of the prayers they felt on Yom 
Kippur day after the attack. They also spoke of how difficult it 
was for them to accept that people had been murdered in an 
attack on the synagogue. Waxman, too, had these thoughts: 

“I felt uncomfortable because there was a disconnect 
between my experience and the fact that people were being 
murdered”. For him, it also meant coming into contact with the 
mother of Jana L. who had been murdered. Describing the 
woman, who is also a co-applicant but will not take a stand, 
Waxman said: “She is a good and strong woman, modest and 
humble. She deserves none of this”.

In the meantime, the journalist and the mathematician are 
certain: the murderer who hates Jews, who even at 28 years 
old lived in his mother’s cot without work, will not drive them 
out of Germany. For both of them, this crime is a reason to 
work harder than ever to ensure that there is room for Jewish 
life in Germany.

And Rıfat and Ismet Tekin will also remain a matter of 
course. On 9 October, Rıfat was standing behind the counter 
of the snack bar “Kiez-Döner”, Ismet had just briefly left the 
shop when the murderer approached to murder Kevin S. in the 
snack bar. Rıfat Tekin suffers from insomnia to this day and no 
longer really wants to work in the shop. His brother adds that 

Rıfat was known to make the whole family laugh. Since the 
murder, he says, this hasn’t happened. It is obviously not easy 
for brothers to always find the right words. 

“But I have found a name for the murderer”, Ismet Tekin 
says: “He is a coward”. And he too asks the questions that the 
BKA seems reluctant to ask: “This coward has been planning 
and building weapons for years and nobody is supposed to 
have noticed him? I don’t believe it. This act is not the work of 
one person, but of many. Clarification is needed so that this 
beautiful country is not shaken again by such an act”.

Ismet Tekin speaks directly to the offender: 
“They did not win. They failed on all counts, my brother is 

alive, I am alive. What has emerged is even more cohesion 
and love between people. We won’t leave and we won’t give 
up our shop. And you know what: I’m going to be a father. I’ll 
give everything, so that my children can make the most of it. 
Kevin and Jana will not be forgotten. Whoever has killed one 
person, kills all mankind.” There is applause in the courtroom 
at this point.

For the brothers it is clear: the terrible act motivated them 
to do more: 

“Until the day of the attack I was sleeping, but the day woke 
me up to continue working for the company”. Because “Kevin 
and Jana did not die in vain. They may no longer be there 
physically, but they will live in our hearts for eternity”.
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Audio recordings of the Halle 
trial

In German courts, no video or audio recordings are allowed during 
the trial. However, a change in the law allows the trial of Halle’s 
murderer to be preserved in audio recordings - for posterity.

80 journalists, 140 witnesses, around 40 joint plaintiffs: 
the trial before the Magdeburg Regional Court is the largest 
criminal trial that Saxony-Anhalt has ever seen. For the time 
being, the statements of the joint plaintiffs and those of the 
defence lawyer, Hans-Dieter Weber, can be heard.

“Then yesterday we saw our client’s plea. And it is fair to 
say - you all followed that - that he did not conceal anything”.

The Auschwitz Trial serves as a model

Two years ago, the legislature amended the Judicial Autho-
rity Act. Hans Lilie also attributes this to another trigger: the 
publication of the Auschwitz Trial tapes. In 1963, the Frankfurt 
Higher Regional Court made tape recordings without a legal 
basis. In 2013, 50 years later, the Fritz Bauer Institute put the 
approximately 430 hours of material on the Internet. This has 
revived the debate, says Hans Lilie.

“The NSU trial, where it was said that these are things that 
are of fundamental importance for the history of the Federal 
Republic of Germany, really gave a boost. And that is why the 
legislator, also because science has discussed this issue on 
many occasions, decided to allow this admittedly and rightly 
narrow exception in the Judiciary Act”.

The exception is called: “Exceptional historical and contem-
porary importance for the Federal Republic of Germany”. It is 
only in the context of these trials that audio recordings can 
be made. The State Protection Senate of the Higher Regional 
Court in Naumburg quickly agreed on the historical significance 
of this trial, says Wolfgang Ehm. He is one of the court’s 
spokespersons in the Halle trial.

“The decision is not so terribly long, the Senate has decided 
that this trial, according to the prognosis so far, is a trial that is 
potentially of exceptional contemporary historical significance. 
The Senate bases its decision, among other things, on the 
scope of the investigation, but also on the public interest, as 
it is socially, politically, but also as it is reflected in the interest 
of the national and international media”.

The word is important

Hans Lilie was himself a part-time judge at the Halle Re-
gional Court for 13 years. Speech is extremely important for 
understanding criminal proceedings because it is not recorded 
word for word.

“What is said there, I can say from my judicial experience, 
is exclusively recorded in writing by the so-called rapporteur 
in the respective proceedings. But a general documentation 
of the speech is not provided for by law”.

Once the verdict in the Halle trial is final, the audio recordings 
will be handed over to the archives of the state of Saxony-An-
halt. The head of the archive, Detlev Heiden, writes on request 
that this is a new territory in Saxony-Anhalt. The state archive 
will also re-check whether the recordings are deemed worthy 
of archiving, which the director is confident about. What next?

The recordings will not be accessible 
for decades

Decades pass again. According to the State Archives Act, 
records can only be opened for scientific purposes 30 years 
after the death of the persons concerned. Theoretically, even 
earlier, if the author and the plaintiff give their consent. In 
any case, the recordings will remain dormant for the next 30 
years. If only to avoid being used as a source of evidence in a 
possible appeal procedure.

“According to the law, it can be assumed that, let me put 
it this way, our generation will no longer benefit from these 
sound recordings. 

The accused’s loud and brittle voice, his derisive laughter, 
the reports of the 140 witnesses: all this will be preserved as 
audio files in the state archives in Magdeburg after the end 
of the trial. And stored for researchers who have not even 
been born yet.
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Orderly fines announced for 
applause in terrorism trial

Magdeburg (dpa) - The judge presiding over the terrorism trial in 
Halle announced on Wednesday that she will fine the applauders 
or expel them from the courtroom. She did not want to resort to 
such means, but asked that they refrain from applauding. Previously, 
there had been discussions about whether the witnesses’ state-
ments could be applauded.

Several lawyers from the joint public prosecutor’s office 
protested. The applause did not at any time disrupt the trial, 
said one lawyer. His two clients, who had witnessed the far-right 
attack could not have done otherwise at times and it would be 
problematic for them to be fined for this reason.

Another Nebenklage lawyer, on the other hand, pointed out 
that applause could jeopardise the neutrality of the court. He 
gave the example that supporters of the accused could also 
come to applaud him. Applause, he said, was not intended for 
German courts.

 “We don’t want a market atmosphere like in the Middle Ages.” 
More recently, there were several brief applause from the 

joint plaintiffs as well as from visitors after several witnesses 
had testified.

Since July, the State Protection Senate of the Higher Re-
gional Court in Naumburg has been working on the terrorist 
attack of 9 October 2019. Due to space constraints, the trial 
is being held in a room at Magdeburg Regional Court. The 
defendant is a 28-year-old German. The defendant confessed 
to having tried, heavily armed, to storm the Halle synagogue 
on the day of the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, and to 
provoke a massacre there. When this failed, he shot a 40-year-
old passer-by. He then killed a 20-year-old man in a nearby 
kebab restaurant and wounded others as he fled.
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Shooting with the Halle bom-
ber: police report

Magdeburg/Halle (dpa) - A blurred mobile phone video shows a 
man in uniform wearing a helmet and firing a rifle at a target outside 
the frame. Smoke rises, the shooter reloads, then passes by the 
driver’s side. Shots are heard, he tips over and lies down between 
the open driver’s door and the car.

The footage released Wednesday during the trial of the 
far-right terrorist attack in Halle, Germany, shows part of the 
pistol battle the attacker had with police during the far-right 
attack on the synagogue in Halle, Germany, on 9 October 2019. 
The sequence lasts less than a minute, the confrontation on 
the day of the attack lasts only a little longer.

The three policemen who fought back and tried to arrest 
the murderer on 9 October 2019 testified for hours on Wed-
nesday before the Higher Regional Court. If it had been clear 
to them that it was a matter of life and death, a Nebenklage 
lawyer asked the 33-year-old policewoman who was driving 
the patrol car: “As soon as someone points a long gun at you, 
you also think it’s about to end.

But the fact that she and many of her colleagues have 
received special training in which dangerous missions are 
practised helped, says the young woman when asked. Earlier, 
her colleague of the same age had testified that he had taken 
the only machine gun in the radio car, fired at the accused from 
a distance of about 50 metres and hit him in the neck. Prior to 
that, he had not taken part in any shooting on duty.

At the time, he did not know that he had hit him; the police 
officer described the situation at that time. He did not see the 
perpetrator after his first two shots and assumed that he had 
taken cover behind the car door. When the latter got up a little 
later and fled by car, the 33-year-old shot again. 

“The aim is to prevent the escape, I didn’t succeed,” he 
said Wednesday.

Although the radio patrol gave chase after the shooting, 
they lost sight of the shooter. A van, unrecognisable as a police 
car, followed the perpetrator longer at the time, but also lost 
him. The murderer eventually fled to the neighbouring county, 
injuring others before he could be caught.

Since July of this year, the State Protection Senate of the 
Higher Regional Court of Saxony-Anhalt has been trying to deal 
with the events in a lawful manner. Federal prosecutors accuse 

, 28 years old, of planning an assassination 
attempt on fellow citizens of the Jewish faith “in an antisemitic, 
racist and xenophobic spirit”. The German confessed to the 

facts. After an unsuccessful attempt to enter the synagogue, 
he killed a 40-year-old passer-by and a 20-year-old customer 
of a nearby kebab restaurant.

The police officers answered many detailed questions 
about the exact nature of the radio calls, when they saw what 
it was, how coordination was done among themselves and with 
other colleagues. They had noticed passers-by at the scene, 
and cars were also passing through the town centre, which 
was not yet cordoned off. However, he shot at the attacker’s 
car, said the 33-year-old.

 “It took a lot out of me.”
Both police officers were initially unfit for duty after 

the operation, and both were diagnosed as suffering from 
post-traumatic stress disorder. However, they returned to duty 
relatively quickly.

A 51-year-old colleague, who was also in the patrol car, 
gave up his job as a patrol officer after 25 years and moved 
to the internal service. 

“I realised that the service wasn’t going to be what it used 
to be,” said the 51-year-old woman. “I was already going out 
with a feeling of unease, sometimes fear.”

According to their accounts, the police also respond to 
criticisms of the operation, including the fact that the officers 
arrived late at the scene after the first emergency calls to the 
synagogue. 

“I don’t understand the criticism of this police operation,” 
said the 33-year-old man who shot the bomber. He said he 
had never seen his colleague drive as fast as he did that day.

In addition, he said, the rules that would apply to life-threate-
ning operations were followed, such as securing crime scenes 
and wearing special protective equipment. 

“We all aim to go home in good health every night, just 
like everyone else”.
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Emotional testimony in 
court, father of assault victim 
mourns his son

During the trial, the father talks about the life of his murdered son. 
He learned of the murder from the video of the author.  
To this day, he suffers from it.

Magdeburg - It is an infinitely heavy march for Karsten L. 
Slowly, with a hesitant step, he moves towards the witness 
table. Around his neck hangs a narrow fan-shaped scarf with 
the lettering HFC. The 44-year-old is about to testify about 
what he experienced on the day his son was killed. And as if 
that wasn’t hard enough, , the right-wing extremist 
and confessed murderer, sits impassively in front of the cour-
troom, his head shaved.

Karsten L. is a scaffolder and father of the 20-year-old 
apprentice painter Kevin S., who wanted to eat something in the 
“Kiez Döner” hall on 9 October 2019 and paid for it with his life.

The father of an assault victim talks 
about his son’s life

Choppy, in many cases hardly understandable, L. tells some 
of the details of his son’s life: how the boy suffered an epileptic 
seizure after birth and retained a learning disability; how he 
struggled to get into a special school and get an apprenticeship. 

“He was so proud of what he had managed to do himself. He 
fought so hard,” says L. in silence. “Painting was his dream jo ”

Kevin lived with his mother, but kept in close contact with 
his father, who lived in Wuppertal. He also spoke to him on the 
phone shortly before 12 o’clock on the day of the attack. He 
wanted to know if he was going to eat a keba

“Justice Ursula Mertens, Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court, wants to know whether it was customary for you to seek 
permission for such a thing. Yes, confirms L., and he himself 
has always been a little more generous than Kevin’s mother. 

The father sobs and shakes during 
the testimony

When Kevin couldn’t be reached by phone later, both parents 
became nervous. Calls to the police were not successful. On 
Facebook, the distraught father asked for advice about his son. 
Someone then sent him the video that the author had made 
of his own homicidal madness. Karsten L. had to watch on his 
mobile phone how his son was executed.

The witness sobbed when he reported this, his body 
trembled. The lawyer at his side strokes his back in a soothing 
way, but the father, in tears, can no longer say anything. The 
session is interrupted.

The defendant seems serious when 
he testifies

Football was Kevin S.’s great passion. He went to HFC games 
with his father and carefully guarded every ticket.  
actually wanted to murder Jews, or, when that failed, at least 
Muslims. That he killed Kevin S. and the victim in front of the 
synagogue, Jana L., two people who were neither Jewish nor 
Muslim, he calls it an unfortunate mistake.

During the testimony of the crying father, he smothers the 
smile he usually wears. However, a lawyer for the joint prose-
cution wants to have seen that  rolled her eyes.  denies it.

Karsten L. fights against suicidal 
thoughts

Karsten L. has meanwhile left Wuppertal to return to 
Merseburg. He undergoes psychological treatment and fights 
against suicidal thoughts. He has already been admitted three 
times to a closed psychiatric hospital. 

“The consequences this will have for you are not even 
foreseeable yet”, says Judge Mertens sympathetically before 
dismissing the witness. L. is led out of the courtroom by his 
lawyer.

The judge also wants to know how the other witnesses 
of the day coped with these traumatic experiences. A Jewish 
woman from the USA living in Austria recounts how a murde-
rous antisemitism suddenly burst into her life. The Shoah, the 
Nazi mass murder, had in fact been stored in her mind with 
old black and white images, reports Karen E. 

“But suddenly these images were in colour”.
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Witness criticizes police work

She is critical of the work of the police. This has revealed 
virtually nothing about the overall ideology of a supposedly 
superior white race, says the 60-year-old. 

“If you don’t recognise this danger, this trial is meaningless,” 
she warns.

Culture clash in a terrorism trial

The trial is also a clash of cultures. Here is the accused, with 
no religious ties, son of an ethics teacher, but full of hatred for 
all the values of Europe. There, visitors to the synagogue, firmly 
rooted in Jewish tradition and faith. Many had come especially 
from Berlin to support the small, ageing congregation in Halle.

On Yom Kippur day, most of the congregation had neither 
telephones nor identity documents on them, as this is forbid-
den on public holidays. The police were also overwhelmed by 
this situation. “It’s funny” these rules, an officer was reported 
to have said to a Jewish woman, according to his recollection. 
“Not funny. It’s Judaism,” she objected.

Antisemitism was not a problem for 
the witnesses

For Ezra Waxman, 32, the third witness of the day, even 
getting on the police bus was a conflict with his religion, as he 
described in court. He never drives a car on the Sabbath, let 
alone on the highest holiday in the Jewish calendar. Waxman 
is originally from Boston, graduated in Israel, and now lives in 
Berlin after a stopover in Prague.

He came to Europe to discover Jewish tradition, the wisdom 
of the Torah and the Yiddish and Hebrew languages, he reports. 
In his quest for a dynamic Judaism, antisemitism seemed to 
him to be a dull distraction, he says. 

“Now, however, I am in a situation where antisemitism defines 
my first year in Germany”.

Waxman concluded his testimony by singing a Yiddish song 
- probably a first in the judicial history of the country. Plaintiffs, 
judges, federal prosecutors, the defendant and his lawyers 
listen to the tune. Waxman learned it from his grandmother, a 
Holocaust survivor who is now 96 years old.

The operator of the “Kiez Döner” calls the murderer a “coward”.

Ismet Tekin, the operator of the “Kiez Döner”, also demons-
trated at the end of the test day his determination not to give 
in to terror. The 36-year-old man had left the shop just a few 
minutes before the murderer’s arrival to do some shopping. His 
younger brother Rifat was standing behind the vegetable counter 
when  attacked the snack bar, narrowly escaping.

When the shopkeeper returned to the shop, he found the 
dead Kevin S. Ismet Tekin and addressed the accused directly: 

“I could not find the words to describe this act. Nothing that 
is said is strong enough. I have only one word for the author: 
he is a coward”.

“We will not back down”

Tekin reports that before the attack he had planned to 
apply for German citizenship. Any doubts that arose were later 
dispelled by the many people who supported his family after 
the attack, he said. 

“We won’t leave and we won’t abandon the shop,” the 
shopkeeper promised, addressing the accused again. “I’m 
going to be a father and I’m going to give everything I have 
to make Germany better for my children. Kevin and Jana we 
will not forget”.

As in the days before the trial, the sustained applause of the 
spectators and the joint plaintiffs resounded in the courtroom.
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Provisional assessment of  
the counter-terrorism process, 
questions and answers on the 
current state of the negotia-
tions

Traumatised Jews, policemen in treatment and a silence that pro-
tects the perpetrator: After 13 days of trial against , the MZ 
draws up a provisional balance sheet.

Magdeburg - Almost a year has passed since right-wing 
terrorist  opened fire on the synagogue in Halle. 
He wanted to provoke a bloodbath in the place of worship, 
killed two people in the area of the city. The trial against the 
28-year-old man is now entering its second half - the victims, 
police officers and acquaintances of the attacker have already 
testified. A verdict could be reached in November - the MZ is 
drawing a first balance sheet.

How does the right-wing terrorist appear in court?

 seems to appreciate the attention, real remorse 
is not perceptible. He expressed his regrets to a passer-by 
who had witnessed the murder of Jana L. and who is still 
suffering from it today. He still wishes for the death of the 
Jews - according to his own statement, he himself would have 
killed children if it had been possible for him. It is rare that the 
defendant himself takes the floor.

When he does, he ridicules witnesses or questions the 
Holocaust. He likes to give information about his own weapons. 
The aim is to find imitators who attack Jews and Muslims.

How did  become a hateful Jew?

The trial has not yet clarified this point. Moreover, as the 
accused’s closest relatives remained silent in court - parents 
and sister would have been most likely to give information 
about ’s radicalisation. An ex-brother-in-law reported that 
years ago  had already raged: 

“The Jews are to blame”. 
Political discussions with the accused had regularly poisoned 

the atmosphere in the family.
The trial proved that the murderer had indulged in antise-

mitic hatred on the Internet. The Federal Criminal Police Office 
found masses of Nazi propaganda on his computer hard drive. 
In court,  also confessed his delusional hatred: 

“The Jews are the main cause of the white genocide. They 
want to establish a new world order”.

Had he ever grown up in an antisemitic environment? 

Questions are raised by a six-page suicide note written 
by his mother, found after her suicide attempt following the 
attack. The letter is marked with crossed-out Stars of David.

“This state has let Stephan and me down,” the professor 
wrote. “It gave its life - for the truth - for you.” The letter ends 
with the words: “The Jews want...”. In the meantime ’s mother 
no longer works as a teacher. In court she refused to testify.

How has the attack changed the victims?

Almost all of them are traumatised. This was described 
by the Jews interviewed who were in the synagogue during 
the attack, but also by the survivors of the “Kiez Döner”. Sleep 
disturbances, anxiety, exhaustion - the symptoms are similar. 
Judge Ursula Mertens questioned each of the victims on the 
witness stand. Many needed psychological help, some of them 
to this day.

However, the consequences for the people concerned 
are different: 

“I have no trust in the German authorities,” explained a 
30-year-old Jewish woman in a kind of court judgment. “I 
can’t imagine a future in Germany.” This is mainly due to the 
“insensitive” treatment of the authorities with the victims of 
the synagogue.

On the other hand, the appearance of Max Privorozki, head 
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of the Jewish community in Halle, was conciliatory. 
“I can say for myself: after 9 October I feel more at home 

here”. The great solidarity that was shown after the attack 
enabled him to say: “The majority are good people”.

Post-traumatic stress disorder was also reported by the 
police officers who returned the shots of the accused outside 
the “Kiez Döner”. One officer said that he could only go out on 
patrol afterwards with a feeling of unease, “partly out of fear”. 
He is still undergoing psychological treatment and has been 
transferred to the internal service.

In the kebab restaurant,  shot the apprentice painter 
Kevin S. - his father was so disoriented that he found it difficult 
to testify. Because of his suicidal thoughts, Karsten L. was 
repeatedly admitted to hospitals.

Were there any mistakes in the police operation?

The state protection senate around Judge Ursula Mertens 
sheds only marginal light on the matter - unlike the state par-
liament’s commission of enquiry, which works in parallel and 
is in fact supposed to uncover mistakes made by the police. 
However, two problems arose in court.

Firstly, the first police officers present at the synagogue 
crime scene did not check the condition of Jana L., who had 
been shot. However, a police officer denied on Wednesday 
that this was a mistake: in life-threatening situations, the crime 
scene must always be secured first.

Massive criticism also came from the Jews in the syna-
gogue: the treatment of the police and the authorities had 
caused a second trauma to the victims. A 30-year-old Jewish 
woman described the moment when she was questioned by 
the police: she rather felt that she had been “a burden” to the 
policeman. The police had acted insensitively towards the 
victims of the attack.

For example, the worshippers had been at the mercy of 
press photographers in the street before the evacuation - the 
bus had no visual protection, the vehicle had been parked in 
front of the place of worship for about an hour. The thirty-year 
old also criticised that the police had not told her on the day 
of the crime what exactly had happened in Halle. 

“You will have to ask the colleagues who caught the man”, 
the policeman had only answered during the interrogation.

What is the defence strategy?

It is barely discernible. 
“It is not my task to reprimand him in any way,” said defence 

lawyer Hans-Dieter Weber at the beginning of the trial, after 
 had confessed his hatred of Jews. 

This limits the possibilities of the defence. Weber, on the 
other hand, leaked information: On “one or the other point” he 
was of a different opinion from the prosecution regarding the 
charges. Weber has not been more specific so far.

His defence colleague Thomas Rutkowski has so far hardly 
intervened, as Weber has only rarely intervened. He casts doubt 
on the number of attempted murders, which the Federal Public 
Prosecutor’s Office estimates at 68. Among them are all the 
Jews praying in the synagogue, the guests of the “Kiez Döner”, 
policemen and other people  met during his escape.

Weber attaches importance to the representation that his 
client could not know exactly whether dozens of worshippers 
had actually been in the synagogue on 9th October. However, 
the trial showed that the Yom Kippur service was advertised 
on the synagogue’s website with the time and place.

It is not clear whether the defence lawyers are gathering 
grounds for appeal to challenge the expected verdict on the 
basis of procedural errors. Other lawyers sometimes invade 
the judges with bursts of motions, also for reasons of bias: 
defence counsel 101. The duo Weber-Rutkowski has so far 
refrained from doing so.

What questions are still open?

The most urgent one: Could the assassination plans have 
been discovered? The mother, father and sister of the defendant 
are not talking ... But they could contribute to the clarification: 

 lives in his mother’s flat, builds the weapons in his father’s 
shed.  had no other contacts than on the Internet - it is not 
known at least whether he had given any clues in advance 
about his plans of attack. On the screen of the security au-
thorities,  was not.

Terrorism experts speak of a “lone wolf” - but this account 
is vigorously denied by common complainants. They criticise 
the fact that the BKA has not done enough to clarify the de-
fendants’ online activities, including video games, the specific 
meaning of the scene codes and the songs used.

It is therefore also open: can the authorities in the future 
recognise that Internet users are on the path to radicalisation? 
In the case of , it is considered unclear whether he 
made concrete online contacts that contributed to radicalisa-
tion - the court was not able to question acquaintances of the 
network. A large part of the Internet traffic can no longer be 
reconstructed, because  completely erased his hard disks 
before committing the crime.
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Depression, sleep disorders, 
anxiety attacks - conse-
quences for the people 
concerned

For those affected by the attack in Halle, 9 October 2019 is not yet 
over. In part, small things remind them of the experience, push them 
back into the situation of the attack. Their testimonies in court made 
this clear on Tuesday.

All he had done was hold the door closed. Locking it 
with the metal bolt would have made too much noise - the 
attackers might have noticed. When he heard a shot from the 
restaurant in the Kiez-Döner, a few metres away from him, he 
opened and closed the door in a state of shock. The door had 
knocked, he said.

“I thought: Shit, now it’s over.” Conrad R., witness and 
co-applicant

For example, one witness describes how he experienced 
the moments of ’s attack on the Kiez-Döner. He 
had believed that several assailants were in the shop. He first 
fled behind a wall; from there he saw how an employee of the 
Kiez-Döner was hiding behind the counter and told him to 
keep quiet with his index finger on his lips. He then hid in the 
toilet - a small room without windows or exits. He had written 
a farewell message to his family. It wasn’t until things calmed 
down a bit that he called 911.

The policewoman on the phone immediately knew what 
situation he was calling about, said that the emergency forces 
were already on their way, he had to stay calm. She said goo-
dbye with “Goodbye”. I thought, “This may be the last voice I 
hear”. I don’t have the words to describe it. That’s when I was 
swallowed up”.

He goes on to say that the time spent in the small room 
seemed very long, an hour for example. But it only lasted about 
twenty minutes - he was able to understand it later thanks to 
his phone calls. At one point he heard shouts asking if anyone 
was still in the shop. It sounded like the police. Conrad R. says 
that when the officers opened the door and he saw the police 
emblem, he thought: 

“Ok, I’m not going to die today”.

The psychological consequences of 
the attack

As Conrad R. sits on the witness stand and describes this 
moment, the memory of the feeling of relief is perceptible in 
his voice. Nevertheless, he does not feel comfortable today 
when he sees armed security forces: 

“Heavily equipped police officers are sending me back to 
the past. I am not suggesting at all that they want to harm me. 
But when I see them, I find myself in this situation of opening 
a door”.

As he recounts, there are a dozen security guards in the 
courtroom. Among them are the officers of the BSRD special 
judicial unit who guard the accused. You can hear the excite-
ment he feels when he sits on the witness stand.

“Today I didn’t sleep much. I don’t like to travel much. I don’t 
like big group situations. I was also told to do something else 
today, not to sit in this room. But I wanted to be here, even 
though I’m afraid”. Conrad R., witness and co-applicant

The experience of the assassination had left its mark on 
him, he said: Being in rooms where he couldn’t see a way out 
was hard to bear, he said. Conrad R. is not the only one with 
symptoms.

Sleep disturbances, anxiety attacks, depression
October 9, 2019 is etched in the memories of those 

concerned. This has already been demonstrated in the last 
days of the trial - many witnesses interviewed so far can no 
longer sleep at night, reporting anxiety attacks that they only 
developed in the weeks and months following the attack.

The extent to which actions have changed these people 
in some cases is particularly clear today. A lawyer read a 
statement about her client - a colleague of Kevin S. He felt 
responsible for the mentally and physically disabled young man. 
Since the attack, he feels guilty and blames himself for his 
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death. When the Hanau bombing occurred in February 2020, 
he again faced difficulties in his treatment. The man, who is in 
his forties, has been unable to work since the attack and has 
difficulty leaving his flat.

Role of the media: reporting, lob-
bying?

The lawyer further indicated that her client had been pres-
sured by the media to give interviews. At least according to 
this description, no consideration was given to the trauma of 
the person concerned. MDR Sachsen-anhaltdid not attempt 
to contact the man. But the case shows how different the 
perspectives of journalistic work are in such a case: On the 
one hand, it is the job of the media to report - and to do so, of 
course, to talk to those who experienced the attack themselves. 
On the other hand, especially when working with traumatised 
people, there is a need for a sensitivity to which journalists 
often do not do enough justice.

Conrad R., on the other hand, talks about a woman journalist 
who spoke to him directly after he left the Kiez-Döner. She sat 
down with him, without camera or microphone, and listened to 
him. It was only later that she asked him if he would describe 
his experiences on camera again. He said he was happy to 
share his thoughts.

Aftax Ibrahim also wanted to talk about his experiences 
in front of the camera. The Somali was in the Magdeburger 
Strasse in Halle, he crossed the street at a tram stop - when 

, on his way out of Halle, steered his rental car into 
the left lane and allegedly tried to run him over: 

“A friend shouted again: ‘Watch out, wait!’ and he has 
already reached the pavement. But I was hit by the car. I fell 
to the ground and fainted for a moment”. The hand and knee 

injuries were treated at the hospital, Ibrahim said in the witness 
box. It was only there, he said, that a doctor told him about the 
shooting. Only then, he said, did he realise that he had survived 
not an accident but an attack.

On October 9, 2019, changed the people involved

Ibrahim is a different person since the attack, struggling 
with the psychological aftermath. Like the man who survived 
the Kiez-Döner bombing, he finds it difficult to leave the flat 
alone, he says. 

“You always have a feeling of unease. You always have that. 
You have it in you”, he says.

For him too, the attack in Hanau last February has made his 
own trauma present again. There, young men had been killed 
in a shisha bar, which he had also enjoyed visiting in the past. 
Now he no longer goes to bars.

“I limit my life outside. I don’t have anything left to enjoy since 
the 9th of October. I don’t have fun anymore”. Aftax Ibrahim, 
witness and co-applicant

As Ibrahim speaks, the defendant looks at him, raises his 
chin a little for a moment. His gaze is difficult to interpret as 
an observer - there may be contempt for the victim.

Conrad R. can even draw something good out of his 
experiences at the Kiez-Döner, in addition to all the negative 
consequences: 

“No matter when it is 8.15 a.m., it can be over at any time. 
After the near-death experience in the Kiez-Döner he tries 
to be more active. He doesn’t want to waste any more of his 
life, he says.
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Liveticker: Day 14 of the trial, 
did  Halle’s escape from 
Halle deliberately drive over 
Somalia?

Halle (Saale) - It was one of the worst antisemitic attacks in post-
war German history: The right-wing terrorist attack in Halle on 9 
October 2019 made headlines around the world. Here you will find 
live coverage of the 14th day of the trial against  on 22 Sep-
tember in Magdeburg. For the MZ report, Hagen Eichler and Julius 
Lukas.

14th day of the terrorism trial against  in connec-
tion with the Halle bombing

16.09 hours: The Court reads out 
new testimonies

Finally, the testimony of a witness who is not fit to travel 
and stand trial is read aloud. It concerns a professor who taught 

. He had come to see her in seventh grade. She 
perceives him as a stranger and remembers how upsetting 
the separation from his parents must have been for the boy. 
Otherwise, she describes him as friendly and helpful.

 “I never had a problem with him,” said the teacher, according 
to the transcript of the interview. This brings the 14th day of 
the trial to an end.

16.05 hrs: police suspect several 
perpetrators

The police officer continues to testify that he took security 
in the back - that is, not to the killer. 

“It was said from the outset that there were several perpe-
trators, so I made sure we wouldn’t be surprised from behind”. 

His colleague then informed him that the murderer had 
got into his car and fled. They followed , but did not 
know exactly where he had gone. In addition, an elderly man 
blocked their path with his vehicle.

“We decided to drive in the direction of Riebeckplatz,” 
reports the officer. 

There they met the wounded man that  had hit. 
Passers-by told them that the murderer had fled in the direction 

of Riebeckplatz. They resumed their pursuit, but were unable 
to find the fugitive.

15.58: The court hears the police 
witnesses

The last witness of the day is a policeman who was called 
into Ludwig-Wucherer-Straße together with a colleague. Once 
there, they spotted the patrol car and the murderer. 

“We could perceive that the person was holding an object 
in his hand and was standing in front of us”, said the officer. 
He said he then heard a bang and also saw a small puff of 
smoke. “That’s why it was clear to us that the perpetrator was 
shooting at us”. He then went out and took shelter behind the 
car, he said. His colleague also got out, he said.

3:54 pm: The next witness is heard

After reading the painter’s interrogation, a freelance 
passenger transport driver takes the floor. He was driving the 
car which was slightly hit by  during his flight from 
Halle to the Steintor. The man reports that he had driven a 
patient to an operation that day.

When his car was slightly hit by the getaway car, he first 
wanted to drive behind it. 

“But at that point I couldn’t see the car any more,” said the 
driver of the passenger transport. So he briefly examined the 
damage and then drove his patient to the operation first

.
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3.40 pm: The painter escaped via the 
storeroom

The painter was able to escape from the kebab snack bar 
via a storage room. 

“I didn’t care about anyone any more, I just ran away, I wanted 
to save my life,” he said during the interrogation.

Outside, he then met a group of people with whom he fled 
to a house. He then called his boss, telling him what had hap-
pened and that he didn’t know what was wrong with Kevin. It 
wasn’t until he left his hiding place again that he met a woman 
on the street who told him that Kevin hadn’t made it.

15.34 hours: The witness’s girlfriend 
heard the crime on the phone

In the hiding place behind the refrigerators, the painter 
noticed that  was having problems with his gun. 
He also noticed how he was running around the refrigerators, 
towards them: 

“I begged for help, I said that I had two children and that 
we, that is Kevin and I, had done nothing to him”. 

He took the refrigerator, he said, to keep it between him 
and his abuser at all times.

In short, Painter said he also considered whether to throw 
the refrigerator at the abuser or disarm it. In his memory, he 
then also knocked over the refrigerator to use the moment to 
escape. In his hand he still held the phone that his girlfriend 
had turned on. She heard everything.

3.26 p.m.: Court reads out the witness 
statement

In the Kiez-Döner he had spoken to a girlfriend on the 
telephone, the painter reported during the interrogation. His 
meal was ready first, so he took it and sat down with a coke 
from the refrigerator. Kevin still had to wait. Then came the 
first shot, which sounded like a firecracker. Then the window 
of the kebab shop started shaking.

“I felt like someone had thrown something against the window.” 

3:21 p.m.: Kevin S.: “Time for lunch break”

During his interrogation, which was conducted by police 
officers a few days after the attack, the painter recounted 
what had happened on 9 October. At that time he had worked 
with Kevin S. in an apartment building. At around 12 o’clock 
he was working on the top floor while his assistant Kevin was 
working further down. Kevin had sent him a message saying 

that it was time to the lunch break. p.m.: reading of the 
painter’s interrogation

After a further pause, the painter’s statement is now read 
out. The fact that he will not be questioned personally is due to 
his poor health. He is not fit to travel or to be questioned. The 
prosecution and the defence therefore agree that the statement 
will be read aloud and used as a substitute for testimony on 
the witness stand.

14.25 hours: Car damaged while overtaking

There are no more questions for witnesses, so a report on 
the forensic work at the crime scene in Magdeburger Strasse 
is now read. It gives information on how the murderer fled. From 
the Kiez-Döner he drove his already damaged vehicle towards 
the neighbouring Steintor. While overtaking, he damaged a car. 
He then continued towards Riebeckplatz, taking the tram line 
instead of the roadway.

1.58 p.m.: I said: “Watch out!”

After the lunch break, we continued with a friend of the 
Somali struck by . The two men were travelling 
together on the 9th of October when the attacker from Halle 
walked towards them in the Magdeburger Straße. When he 
saw the car he said to his friend: 

“Watch out”. 
But the latter did not react quickly enough and was hit. The 

witness said that he himself ran away and was able to reach 
the other side of the street. When he then turned around, he 
saw his friend fall to the ground. He cannot say exactly what 
caused this.

12.37 p.m.: The witness does not want 
to stay in Halle

When questioned, the witness still reports that he does 
not want to continue living in Halle because he has many bad 
memories. It was not only about October 9, he said. 

“There are a lot of daily insults and you get skinnier with time.” 
He thinks that if he doesn’t get out of the city he will end 

up being killed, he said. That’s why he wants to live elsewhere 
in Germany.

12.18: Alone with his thoughts and feelings

It was only at the hospital that the 24-year-old Somali 
who was hit by  learned of the other events. It had 
become clear to him that it was not an accident but a targeted 
attack. After he was released from the hospital, he felt bad. He 
went to the general practitioner and then went to the victim 
counselling service.

It was very difficult at first because he felt alone with his 
problems and thoughts. Then he went to therapy, which improved 
his situation. He goes to work but still suffers from insomnia, 
forgetfulness and sensitivity to noise. He is also reluctant to 
go out alone and often feels uncomfortable.

12.08: A man hit by a car speaks on the 
witness stand

The young man who was hit by  during his 
escape is called to the witness stand. The 24-year-old Somali 
works as a shopkeeper. He described how he had just got off 
the tram and suddenly the car appeared. He could no longer 
avoid it, he was hit by the car. 

“After that I was unconscious for a short while.” 
He suffered injuries to his left hand and knee. After about 

half an hour, ambulances and a police car arrived.
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11:42 am: ’s flight. - he arrived 
at 80 km/h

The next witness is a 25-year-old professional driver from 
Halle. He was driving his truck in Halle on 9 October when 
he met  while he was fleeing. He saw how the 
murderer “hit” a dark-skinned person in the Magdeburger 
Straße in Halle - that is how he felt. The murderer reportedly 
drove at about 80 kilometres per hour. One of the questions 
in the trial is whether  hit the person intentionally 
or whether it was an accident. From the witness’s point of 
view, the attack on the person was a deliberate manoeuvre.

11:22 a.m.: “Could not protect Kevin”.

The painter’s lawyer reads another statement from his 
client after the experts’ opinions and conclusions. Although 
he cannot testify himself in court, he wants to be useful at the 
trial. In his statement he states that the events of October 9, 
2019 completely changed his life.

Each confrontation with the events leads to a new trauma. 
His client, the lawyer, blames himself. 

“He knew Kevin well, had seen him smile and laugh 
every day. He saw it as his job to help Kevin. Now he blames 
himself for forgetting his lunch at home that day and for not 
protecting Kevin”.

11:00 a.m.: A colleague of Kevin S. is 
severely traumatised

In coordination with the painter, several medical findings 
and expert reports are now read in court, describing the 
painter’s health situation. It emerges that he was massively 
traumatised by the events in the kebab restaurant. Reactions 
of fear, feelings of guilt, apathy and many other after-effects 
are reported.

The painter had to be hospitalised for almost three months, 
but the traumas were repeated several times after the attack 
in Hanau in February 2020, for example. The craftsman is 
still written unfit for work. Even to get to his son’s house, who 
lives 500 metres away, he had to travel by car, otherwise he 
did not dare to go out into the street.

10:44 am: The painter cannot testify

The first witness is released from the witness box. The 
employee of the painting company, who was on the road on the 
day of the crime with Kevin S., who was killed by  in 
the kebab shop, was supposed to have been heard about the 
events in the kebab shop. However, the painter’s lawyer points 
out that his client cannot testify in court because the events of 
9 October are still weighing on him. Unlike his colleague Kevin 
S., he had managed to escape from the kebab shop through 
a window in a storeroom. As other testimonies have already 
shown, Kevin S. and the painter had entered the snack bar 
because the painter had forgotten his food at home.

10.07 a.m.: Empathetic ambulance driver

After about 20 minutes in the toilet, the 29-year-old was 
taken out of the shop by the police. Before that, the police 
cordoned off the area. 

“First I sat on a bench and then I sat there.” 
At first no police officer took care of him, then there was 

a brief interrogation, where some data was taken. Only an 
ambulance driver then treated him with great empathy. To this 
day, said the witness, the events of that time still affect him. 

“When I see armed policemen, I am immediately mentally 
back in the kebab shop on the toilet.”

9:59 am: “The last voice I hear”

From the toilet, the first witness informed the police. Du-
ring the first conversation, the woman on the phone told him 
that the emergency personnel were on the scene and that he 
should remain calm: 

“She finished the sentence with “goodbye”, which was 
very strange for me because I thought it was the last voice I 
would ever hear”. He then called the police again, without the 
employee who was there understanding him. “He kept telling 
me to talk, but I couldn’t.”

9.45 a.m.: “I thought I was going to die 
in the toilet”

The 29-year-old witness fled at the top of a staircase in 
the takeaway kebab restaurant without knowing if there was 
a way out. He recounts how he hid in the toilet. 

“I thought it was over. On the family chat I wrote a farewell 
message. I assumed I was going to die in that toilet”. 

At the time of the attack he was convinced that several 
terrorists were active.

9.38 am: Beginning of the trial with a 
guest from the kebab snack bar

Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens opens the day of the trial 
with the questioning of the witness and co-appellant Conrad R. 
On 9 October 2019 he was visiting the “Kiez Döner” at noon. 
He stood at the counter and found it strange to see a “man in 
disguise” - that is, the murderer wearing a helmet and combat 
gear. He threw something that exploded. 

“I thought, what an idiot - why is someone throwing fire-
crackers here?”

8 o’clock: this is the subject of the 14th day of the trial.

The 14th day of the trial against Halle’s murderer is on the 
agenda at Magdeburg Regional Court. On Tuesday, according 
to schedule, the court wants to shed light on the escape of 
Halle’s killer. A total of five witnesses have been summoned.
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Report of the survivors at the 
Halle trial

What happened on the day of terrorism in Halle? The Higher Re-
gional Court of Saxony-Anhalt has been working on it for several 
months. On Tuesday, victims and eyewitnesses reported the attack 
on the kebab shop and their encounters with the perpetrator on the 
run.

Magdeburg (dpa/sa) - During the trial concerning the 
extreme right-wing terrorist attack on a synagogue and snack 
bar in Halle, several survivors and eyewitnesses testified again. 
A 29-year-old witness described on the 14th day of the trial 
on Tuesday in Magdeburg how he hid from the attacker in the 
toilets of the kebab shop on 9 October 2019. He held the door 
closed from the inside, fought off a panic attack and wrote a 
farewell message to his family, said the trained quality manager. 

“I assumed I was going to die in the toilet.”
It was only when, after a certain silence, police officers 

called him, opened the door and saw the police insignia on 
their jackets, that he said it crossed his mind: 

“I’m not going to die today. He had received sporadic psy-
chological treatment but had also returned to work immediately 
after the attack, the 29-year-old said. He said he was afraid 
in closed spaces and large crowds, but still wanted to testify. 
“I wanted to be here even though I’m scared,” the man said.

Another survivor of the attack on the kebab shop did not 
make it. The 40-year-old drywall installer is still unable to work 
today, unable to leave his flat alone out of fear and severely 
traumatised, according to numerous medical reports. He was 
a colleague of the 20-year-old man who was shot by the 
assailant in the snack bar and is represented at the trial by a 
lawyer as co-appellant.

His client is still guilty, according to a statement read by 
the lawyer. He had forgotten his lunch at home on 9 October 
2019, and was served a kebab with his 20-year-old work 
colleague in Halle.

Later, the president of the court read aloud what the plaintiff 
told the police officers who questioned him a few days after 
the attack. The man had fled behind a refrigerator. When the 
heavily armed attacker approached him, he pleaded for his life 

and turned the refrigerator over between him and the attacker. 
Eventually he had overturned the refrigerator. He had stopped 
caring about his young co-worker and had “simply fled in panic”.

On 9 October, a heavily armed perpetrator tried unsuccessfully 
to storm a synagogue occupied by 52 worshippers during the 
highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, also throwing grenades.

Shortly afterwards, the man killed a 40-year-old passer-by 
and attacked a kebab shop nearby. During his escape, he 
engaged in a shoot-out with the police, hit a young man and 
wounded several others as he was looking for a new car to 
escape, before being arrested by the police.

The State Protection Senate of the Regional Supreme 
Court has been working on the terrorist attack since July. 
Due to lack of space, the trial is taking place in a room at the 
Magdeburg Regional Court. The defendant is a 28-year-old 
German. The Federal Prosecutor’s Office accuses 

 of planning an assassination attempt on fellow citizens 
of the Jewish faith “with an antisemitic, racist and xenophobic 
attitude. The defendant confessed to the crime.

Tuesday’s hearing also dealt with several road accidents 
caused by the assassin during his escape. According to wit-
nesses, he drove much too fast on the tram tracks and hit a 
24-year-old pedestrian before hitting an ambulance while 
crossing the road. On Wednesday, those who were threatened 
and injured by the assassin as he fled to the Saale district, when 
he tried to steal first a car and then a taxi, will have their say 
in the trial. At present, there are still trial days scheduled until 
mid-November to deal with what happened.
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On the 14th day of the trial at 
Magdeburg Regional Court, 
an injured pedestrian testifies 
to Halle’s murder

Magdeburg - While fleeing through the city centre of Halle, the mur-
derer  also caused two accidents on 9 October. This was 
the subject of the 14th day of proceedings at Magdeburg Regional 
Court on Tuesday.

First,  hit a patient transport on the side with 
the getaway car and later he allegedly targeted two men from 
Somalia. He hit one of them with his side mirror, causing the 
24-year-old to fall to the ground and injure him. 

“My friend told me that when we were on the road, watch 
out, there is one coming towards us,” he recalls. 

Then, on the pavement, the car hit the Somali man, who fell 
to the ground on his left side, injuring his knee and slashing 
his hand.

A 25-year-old professional driver who observed this wit-
nessed that ’s Golf changed lanes on the rails at the 
stop on Magdeburger Straße and drove as a “ghost driver” in 
the opposite direction to the track at about 70-80 km/h. The 
Somali man was only later informed in hospital that the car had 

hit him. It was only later at the hospital that the Somali man was 
informed that the perpetrator had also shot two people. He still 
has a feeling of unease in his daily life. For him, this was not 
the first racist encounter in Halle, so he wanted to get away. 
The shift worker was on sick leave for four and a half weeks 
and is receiving psychological care. Already at the beginning 
of the trial,  had admitted having “caught” a dark-
skinned man with a mirror. He said, “It was too dangerous for 
me to drop it.” He was in escape mode but would have been 
happy to do so, he said.

After two witnesses from the kebab snack bar played a role 
on Tuesday, two taxi drivers and a couple from Wiedersdorf 
(Saalekreis), who were shot dead by the assassin, are due to 
testify on Wednesday.
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How well protected are syna-
gogues in Germany?

Police and security guards in front of synagogues, schools or Jewi-
sh kindergartens: Jewish life cannot go unprotected in Germany. 
The attack in Halle against a completely unguarded synagogue on 
9 October 2019 showed this once again. How has this changed 
almost a year later? For the people affected, the communities, but 
also for the security authorities?

A press briefing of the Mediendienst Integration on 22.09. 
in Berlin tried to explore these issues. Naomi Henkel-Gümbel, 
one of the survivors of the Halle bombing, had her say at the 
Centrum Judaicum of the New Synagogue, as did author Ronen 
Steinke, Sigmount Königsberg, Commissioner for Antisemitism 
of the Jewish Community in Berlin, and Jürgen Peters, Vice 
President of the BKA. On the anniversary of the attack, the 
media service published a parallel study examining how the 
federal states protect Jewish institutions.

An ambivalent situation

The results of the research are first of all positive: practically 
all federal states are spending more money on the protection 
of Jewish institutions and are working more closely with local 
Jewish communities to ensure the safety of Jews. But what 
does this really mean for those concerned when their schools, 
nurseries and synagogues have to be guarded by heavily 
armed police and security officers? Ronen Steinke describes 
an ambivalent situation, because on the one hand “it is the 
responsibility of the state to protect these institutions and 
thus religious freedom”. But on the other hand, the security 
measures testify that “there is something wrong with the dis-
course of civil society”.

Security must also be funded

There is also something wrong with some of the stories 
in the vicinity of Halle. For example, it is the door of the syna-
gogue that is regularly celebrated as the great saviour of the 
Jews who were trapped : The German oak door, built by the 
German master carpenter. However, the door was paid for by 
someone else, namely the “Jewish Agency”, an international 
organisation that supports Jewish causes all over the world, 
as Naomi Henkel-Gümbel, one of the survivors of the Halle 
synagogue, points out. Security has to be financed and this is 
where things often get complicated.

Author Ronen Steinke showed in her book “Terror against 
Jews” how security concepts work for Jewish communities. An 
expert opinion from the BKA or LKA on the current security 
situation can be obtained quickly and easily. Expert opinions 
that show the communities and their representatives how 
vulnerable they really are. Then there is the bureaucracy with 
requests and deadlines, to the extent that often officials, who 
work mostly on a voluntary basis, especially in small commu-
nities, remain focused on costs. 

“The constitutional state must see itself as responsible for 
guaranteeing religious freedom,” Steinke said. 

He added that it must also ensure that financial resources 
are accessible without complications.

Henkel-Gümbel was at the synagogue in Halle on October 
9, 2019. Already on the witness stand in the proceedings 
against the attacker, the future rabbi, but also many other 
victims of the attack, had expressed massive criticism of the 
police deployment. However, some BKA representatives do 
not always do the best job in court. Henkel-Gümbel criticised 
a so-called “games expert” of the BKA, who had to admit on 
the witness stand that she was not an expert after all.

Jürgen Peters, vice-president of the BKA, focused on 
past difficulties - in fact, he could not comment on the current 
proceedings: “The police in Germany have learnt the lessons 
of the NSU disaster”. He emphasises the responsibility of civil 
society and wishes for “further cooperation” and for “more 
dialogue between the police and the Jewish communities”.

Dialogue with civil society

Sigmount Königsberg, the person responsible for anti-
semitism in the Jewish community in Berlin, emphasises the 
importance of this communication. He emphasises the many 
years of good cooperation between the community and the 
responsible police of the city. But he also emphasises how 
difficult it is still for society and its institutions to deal with 
antisemitism. The accusation of antisemitism often carries 
more weight than antisemitism itself. Königsberg recalls the 
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Elsässer-Dittfurth trial. Jürgen Elsässer, the editor-in-chief of 
the extreme right-wing newspaper Compact, had prosecuted 
the publicist Jutta Dittfurth and obtained justice after she called 
him a “fiery antisemite”.

The president of the court defined antisemitism as follows: 
“An ardent antisemite in Germany is someone who expresses 

antisemitism with conviction, with a conviction which does not 
condemn the Third Reich, and which should not be considered in 
isolation from 1933 to 1945, against the background of history”. 

A strange interpretation which apparently only situates 
antisemitism among neo-Nazis and absolves the so-called 
“middle of society” from everything. 

“Anything that is not a glorification of the Nazi era is not 
antisemitism”, interprets Königsberg.

But this misunderstanding of the hatred of Jews is also 
manifested in a very concrete way, Königsberg said. After the 
antisemitic incidents, antisemitism in general is trivialised. In the 
case of an antisemitic insult followed by a physical assault, the 
police officers called often prefer to record only the physical 

assault. This has long been known to those concerned. This 
is probably one of the reasons why only every fifth antisemitic 
act is reported.

After all, an arson attack in Wuppertal also showed that even 
synagogues can burn down in Germany without a court wanting 
to establish a basis for antisemitism. Three young Palestinians 
had set fire to the place of worship in 2014. At the time, the 
Wuppertal District Court wanted to find “no evidence” that the 
perpetrators were antisemitic.

Naomi Henkel-Gümbel reports on the consequences of 
the attack on those affected: 

“We all vowed to live a meaningful life. Survivors in Halle 
contacted those affected by the terrorist attack in Hanau to 
“make civil society understand that we have to look at the 
big picture”. The aspiring rabbi had in fact already emigrated 
to Israel, but he said: “Now I think I don’t want to leave the 
people here alone”.
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The support of the extreme 
right-wing online scene?

He is considered an isolated author. Last October, 27-year-old 
 tried to enter a heavily armed synagogue during the highest 

Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, but failed, shooting two people nearby. 
In doing so, he films his act and broadcasts it live on the Internet, 
making it available for “his stage”. The lone wolf is not a lone crimi-
nal, experts now say, there are links that prove how the right-wing 
scene is being reinforced and supported on the net. There can be 
no question of a “lone wolf”.

 is alone in the car as he heads towards his target 
of attack: Halle synagogue, on the day of the highest Jewish 
holiday, Yom Kippur last year. But is  an isolated 
author? It is the music of a radical right-wing rapper, under 
the pseudonym of Mr. Bond, with which  gets high 
during his attack. The music of the extreme right-wing Mr. Bond.

Right-wing radical networks in the 
black web

In this forum of the Dark Web for right-wing radicals, in the 
Austria section, the rapper regularly meets like-minded people, 
according to research by the München Report and the Austrian 
daily newspaper der Standard. The fantasies of the “Reich” and 
the glorification of Hitler dominate the exchange in the chat.

Alongside Mr. Bond are also present : K.M., short for Kikel 
Might. He is the sponsor of the far-right website Judas Watch, 
now indexed. A database containing lists of so-called enemies 
of the “white race”. Jews are marked with a Star of David. On 
the radical right-wing podcast called “in the oven” - Kikel Might 
is celebrated worldwide.

The radical right-wing scene is exchanging ideas : Also 
Kikel Might with Mr. Bond directly. In the chat, Kikel Might pro-
pagates a personal encounter with Mr. Bond in 2017. He says 
“based” as much as he wants. The murderer of Halle Stephan. 

 is online in his fog. During the trial he admits that the music 
of the radical right was used as a commentary on the crime.

For extremists Samuel Salzborn, these references between 
Judas Watch, the radical right-wing rapper and Halle’s murderer 
are new, but hardly surprising:

“Nobody acts alone. All right-wing extremist or even antise-
mitic actors are integrated in networks, in ideological networks, 
in logistical networks, talking about individual perpetrators is 
very confusing and irritating and distracts attention from the 
fact that there is a great integration in the scene and in the 
milieu”. Samuel Salzborn, Commissioner for Antisemitism, Berlin

A website online for years despite 
criminal charges

In Berlin, we meet the actor and writer Christian Berkel. 
He too has been registered on JudasWatch. The fact that the 
prosecuting authorities have kept JudasWatch online for years 
despite criminal charges outraged him.

“It shocks me deeply to realise that we live in a country, not 
only in which something like this is possible, in which people 
think like this and that this way of thinking is increasingly appro-
ved, but it also shocks me that the bodies that are responsible 
for protecting us from this, a ministry of justice, a ministry of 
the interior, are apparently blind to this right eye. And that is 
incomprehensible”. Christian Berkel, actor and writer

In the light of the murders in Halle, Christchurch and the 
murder of Walter Lübcke, Christian Berkel cannot understand 
why the online entanglements of the extreme right are not 
better analysed:

“It is relatively easy to retreat and say yes, someone is 
crazy, he is not sane, he is an isolated author, and that is why 
something like this happens. And then everyone is reassured. 
If he is caught, the danger is removed. That these people can 
act individually or alone, but that they have a back-up, can fall 
back on a group, can feel supported by people on the Internet. 
This is a new reality”. Christian Berkel, actor and writer

The fact that two non-Jewish people were shot in Halle and 
that the attack on the synagogue failed, the far-right rapper 
comments in a chat shortly after the act: 

“What a load of crap”.
Last week the München report reported the soundtrack 

inciting the attack to the authorities. Only then it was blocked.
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Assassin of Halle: contacts in 
the middle of the far right in 
line

Halle’s assassin has contacts in the middle of the extreme right in 
line. He has supporters there. He is now alone in court, but the ex-
perts doubt whether the conviction of individuals is sufficient in the 
fight against right-wing extremism.

 is alone in the car as he heads towards his 
target of attack, the Halle synagogue, last year on the occasion 
of Yom Kippur, the highest Jewish holiday. In the livestream 
he puts on line for the right-wing radicals, you can hear him 
getting angry. As if to give an order, his voice resounds: 
“Music - Come - Loudspeaker”. The antisemitic and seditious 
song “Powerlevel” of the right-wing radical rapper under the 
pseudonym of Mr. Bond can be heard.

In terms of criminal law,  is an isolated author. 
However, Samuel Salzborn, extremism expert and Commissio-
ner for Antisemitism in Berlin, considers the concept of the 
lone author, the “lone wolf theory”, to be outdated: “I think the 
concept of the lone author is extremely confusing.

The term ‘lone wolf’ is politically 
confusing

“In criminal law, sometimes someone acts alone, committing 
a specific crime,” Salzborn explains. But the notion of a lone 
perpetrator is politically confusing, because: “Nobody acts 
alone, all right-wing extremist or even antisemitic actors are 
integrated into networks. This distracts attention from the fact 
that there is a lot of integration in the scene and in the milieu”.

In a picture board of right-wing extremism,  is 
networking with like-minded people - right-wing extremist 
rapper Mr. Bond is also active in the forum. This is what ARD 
Politmagazin’s research shows. “report München” and the 
Austrian daily “Der Standard”. The fantasies of the “Reich” and 
the glorification of Hitler dominate the exchange in the chat, 
which is available to the editors.

Right-wing extremist reporter and antisemitic database

Alongside Mr. Bond are also present : K.M., short for Kikel 
Might. He is the funder of the radical right-wing website “Judas 

Watch”, now indexed, a database containing lists of so-called 
“enemies of the white race”. Jews are marked with a Star of 
David. On the far-right podcast called “in the oven”, Kikel Might 
is celebrated internationally: 

“Tonight I am joined by Kikel Might from Judas Watch, 
welcome to the Kikel show”, says the host of the far-right 
podcast. Kikel Might thanks him with “Hello and thank you for 
inviting me” to promote his ideas on the Final Solution and his 
database of enemies.

Kikel Might and Mr. Bond even have direct contact with 
each other. In the chat, Kikel Might spreads the word about a 
face-to-face meeting with Mr. Bond in 2017. 

He says “based”. Which means, 
“You’ve got it.” 
Halle’s assassin, Stephan. , is on the line in his fog. Mr. 

Bond’s song was his commentary on the crime, he tells the court.

A far-right song could be proof of 
motivation for the crime

The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office says about the 
music in ’s livestream. 

“Investigations were conducted into the background music 
used by the accused”. 

This could - in addition to other signs of evidence - be 
important in proving the motive for the crime.

But the inciting video, with which the murderer gets angry, 
remains online. It was only blocked after München and Der 
Standard reported it to the authorities last week. But not all 
of Mr Bond’s other clips, with their coarseness, inciting Nazi 
propaganda. They are still accessible to anyone in Germany. 
This is not part of the legal mandate, the Federal Prosecutor’s 
Office informs. Apparently no other authorities in Germany 
have so far shown up.
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The soundtrack of right-wing 
terrorism in Halle came from 
Vienna

Vienna musician continues to incite terrorist attacks under cover of 
anonymity - for years under the radar of internal security services.

“A user from Vienna anon24431009 posted on an Ameri-
can neo-Nazi forum on the day of the terrorist attack in Halle 
on 9 October 2019, visibly agitated. “In the stream, a song by 
Mr. Bond played?” 

The user’s excitement is not surprising: it’s the Viennese 
musician M. Bond, who covers well-known hit songs from the 
hit parades with neo-Nazi lyrics. His music was played by the 
murderer  on his way to the synagogue in Halle.

 did the same as his model: a few months 
earlier, right-wing extremist Brenton T. had killed 51 people 
in front of the cameras during his attack on two mosques in 
Christchurch, New Zealand.  will testify in court in 
the summer of 2020 that everything in his attack was well 
planned, including the music. They were supposed to serve 
as “commentary on the crime”.

He pulled the trigger alone, but behind him is an online 
network whose members are constantly calling for attacks - 
like Mr. Bond from Vienna. What kind of music is needed to 
serve as a “commentary” or even as a motivation for fascist 
terror, and who broadcasts this music for years - without being 
disturbed by the authorities?

The standard and ARD’s political magazine “Report München” 
spent months investigating the neo-Nazi rapper from Vienna. 
They contain thousands of entries by the author from various 
online portals, in which the Viennese man reveals his inhumane 
opinions and calls for new right-wing terrorist attacks.

Neo-Nazi underground online

The Viennese M. Bond alias anon24431009 has been 
active in fascist forums for years. On the “picture boards” and 
in the Darknet he not only exchanges information about his 
hobbies - such as cycling and weightlifting or his family - but 
also spreads racist agitation there.

He regularly suspects a Jewish conspiracy behind political 
events, and denies the holocaust of six million Jews in total: 
“Holohoax”. Many of Mr. Bond’s online friends - all men - would 
also like to see more racist killers. In their eyes, the right-wing 
terrorist from Christchurch is a saint: 

“St Brenton”. I love this man”, wrote Wiener the day after 
the cold-blooded murder of 51 people by T. “Imagine 100 
Brentons - all over the world!” He continued: “We too must 
prepare to strike, and very soon”.

On 21 June 2019 he applauded again in an American forum: 
“We have a new German hero! This one had “blown away 

an anti-German and anti-white politician”. 
A few days earlier, the neo-Nazi Stephan E. had probably 

shot the German politician Walter Lübcke - because of his 
liberal stance on refugees.

A few months later, another struck, Halle’s assassin 
, inspired by Mr. Bond’s music.

The book by the German journalist Karolin Schwarz “Hate 
Warriors. The new global right-wing extremism”, she took 
stock of the phenomenon of online radicalisation. In right-wing 
extremist forums and picture boards, “people speak the same 
language and find support for their violent fantasies”. This 
creates a strong identification potential for insecure young 
men. In addition, the spread of fascist agitation takes place 
here. Starting from relevant platforms, around 800 versions of 
the Christchurch murderer’s video in the style of first-person 
shots have been broadcast on the Internet, Schwarz knows.

One of them by Mr. Bond himself, entitled “I need a T.” (“I 
need a T.”). According to Schwarz, misogyny plays a big role 
in the online world of the far right. Sexism and anti-feminism 
function as “ideologies that can be connected in the middle 
of society to enter the scene”.

Violent fantasies

That Mr. Bond’s music became the soundtrack to the fascist 
terror is hardly surprising. Under the guise of “parodic rap”, he 
seizes the music of well-known hits and sings or rappes new, 
deeply racist lyrics. The Scorpions’ worldwide hit becomes 
“Wind of Adolf”, he sings “The mosque is on fire” to the music 
of the Bloodhound Gang, and the Fort Minor song “Where’d 
You Go” becomes an ode to Adolf Hitler. In the persiflage of 
Bond’s Gucci Mane song “Supa Cocky”, the Viennese imagines 
himself as a “Supanazi” and formulates fantasies of gassing 
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against Jewish newborns. Bernhard Weidinger from the Docu-
mentation Centre of the Austrian Resistance (DÖW) analysed 
Bond’s lyrics and social media behaviour.

The man turned out to be “an ardent racist, antisemite and 
an outspoken National Socialist”. His inherently violent worldview 
“combined with his fascination with mass murderers and the 
well-known mechanisms of fanaticism on forums and picture 
boards are cause for concern”, said the expert on right-wing 
extremism. The Viennese musician has proved this time and 
again by trying to motivate terrorist attacks.

Christchurch Manifesto

On 24 March 2019, user anon24431009 wrote: 
“All typos have disappeared. This is the last file. I believe 

it no longer contains any metadata”. After days of posting his 
ongoing translation work on a platform, the Viennese refers to 
a PDF file of exactly 100 pages entitled “The Great Exchange”.

It is a translation of Brenton T’s manifesto on the Christ-
church terrorist attack. It is full of racism and calls for the 
murder of migrants and Jews. All references to the authorship 
of the translation, the metadata, have been carefully removed 
by Mr. Bond. To this day, Mr. Bond’s 24 March dossier is still 
available online. The fact that the man behind Mr. Bond does 
not only surround himself with his peers in the Darkweb is 
demonstrated by his attempts to organise a meeting of the 
“Stormers” in Vienna in the forum of the American neo-Nazi 
website “Daily Stormer” as early as 2017 - with a Viennese 
man who has occupied the authorities at the latest since the 
publication of the StandarD in January of this year: the operator 
of the incendiary website “Judas.Watch”.

According to his own statements, several meetings between 
Mr. Bond and far-right activists of the Identity Movement have 
indeed taken place. This is proven by the entries available to 
StandarD and ARD “Report München”.

An undisputed agitation

The fact that the Viennese may have been able to incite 
racist violence on the Internet for years may come as a surprise. 
Due to ongoing investigations and for data protection reasons, 
the representatives of the authorities show discretion when 
questioned by the DER StandarD and ARD - “Report München”.

A spokesman for the Ministry of the Interior in Vienna simply 
assures that all possible investigative approaches are used 
and that the legal possibilities are exhausted in order to carry 
out investigations “also in exchange with foreign authorities”, 
according to Patrick Maierhofer of the BMI.

On 14 October 2019, a few days after the attack in Halle, 
Bond made a disappointing assessment in a forum and wrote: 

“Now it’s official. The guy only shot two Germans, no Muslims 
or anything like that. A massive failure”. 

A verdict that may well be handed down to the work of 
the security authorities - after years of racist agitation and 
incitement to murder by Austrians on the Internet. 
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Terrorism trial in Halle fo-
cuses on author’s escape

More police officers and eyewitnesses to testify in court today.

In the trial on the terrorist attack in Halle, the Higher Re-
gional Court of Saxony-Anhalt this week will give priority to 
the escape of the perpetrator. On Tuesday (9.30 am) additional 
police officers and eyewitnesses from Halle are to testify, 
according to a court spokesman.

For the following day, it is planned to deal with the escape in 
the Saale district, where the perpetrator attacked several people 
in search of a new car and seriously injured some of them.

Since July, the State Protection Senate of the Regional High 
Court has been working on the terrorist attack of 9 October 
2019 by taking high security measures. Due to lack of space, 
the trial is taking place in a room at the Magdeburg Regional 
Court. The defendant is a 28-year-old German.

The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office accuses him of 
planning “with an antisemitic, racist and xenophobic attitude 
a murderous attack against Jews.

The defendant  admitted at the beginning of 
the trial that he attempted to storm the Halle synagogue on 
the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, heavily armed, and to 
provoke a massacre. When this failed, he shot a 40-year-old 
passer-by.

He then attacked a nearby kebab restaurant and killed a 
20-year-old man. During his escape, the assassin wounded 
others before being arrested by the police.
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Traumatised from Halle
The colleague of the killer Kevin S., who was with him in the kebab 
snack bar, is so traumatised that he cannot testify personally in 
court. A Somali man describes how he was hit by the killer.

The terrorist  apparently targeted a Somali 
during his escape in Halle. The 24-year-old Somali, who was 
injured during the proceedings, testified Tuesday at the trial 
before the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg, which sits in 
Magdeburg. The young man, who is also a co-defendant in 
the murder trial, reported that he was getting off a tram with 
a friend when he was hit by the assailant.

The Somali said he fell to the ground and briefly fainted. 
He was injured in the knee and arm. Another witness to the 
incident estimated the speed of the getaway car at 70 to 80 
kilometres per hour. According to his observations, the vehicle 
had been driven intentionally towards the people.

The Somali said he was still suffering psychological 
consequences. He no longer wanted to live in Halle, he said. 
He associated Halle with many bad memories, discrimination 
and repeated insults. After the incident of 9 October 2019, 
he had become thinner.

His lawyer said that his client, a man in his forties, had 
been torn away in the middle of his life by this odious and 
cowardly act.

A colleague of the killed Kevin S., who was with the 20-year-
old in the kebab snack bar during the lunch break, was unable 
to testify in court. Certificates were read aloud, clearly indicating 
that his health was seriously impaired by the attack. Events 
such as the Hanau attack in February 2020 and media reports 
had repeatedly rekindled his trauma.

His lawyer explained that his client, a man in his forties, 
had been torn from the middle of his life by this heinous and 

cowardly act. He stated that he could no longer work since 9 
October 2019 and could barely leave his home. Furthermore, 
he blamed himself: he had forgotten his lunch that day and 
then went to the takeaway kebab with Kevin S., which he had 
suggested.

The statement he had made to the police was read in 
court. He was on duty with Kevin S. at a building site about two 
minutes from the kebab snack bar. At the time of the assault 
he was talking on the phone with his girlfriend, who heard 
everything on the phone.

When he was attacked, he immediately jumped and hid 
behind a refrigerator first. He was terrified, he told the police, 
“I just wanted to survive.” Eventually he panicked and fled to a 
room in the back, he said.

 had committed an attack on the Halle syna-
gogue on 9 October 2019 with antisemitic and racist motives

Another guest of the kebab snack bar testified and told 
how he ran to the toilet and alerted the police. To this day, he 
still suffers from fear and panic. When he sees heavily armed 
policemen, it brings him back to that day and he sees himself 
in the kebab snack bar again, the man said.

 had committed an attack on the synagogue in 
Halle on 9 October 2019 with antisemitic and racist motives. 

As he failed to enter the synagogue with explosive de-
vices and firearms, he first shot a 40-year-old passer-by and 
then a 20-year-old man in a nearby kebab snack bar. Federal 
prosecutors have charged  with two counts of murder and 
several counts of attempted murder, as well as other crimes.
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“I assumed I would die in that 
toilet”

In the trial against , Halle’s murderer, further witnesses will 
be heard on the 14th day of the trial.

Impressive, eloquent, calm, even though he thought he was 
going to die a few minutes before.

“What kind of idiot throws a firecracker around here?”
He appears equally balanced in the courtroom today. He 

describes how he was standing at the counter of the kebab 
restaurant, waiting for his meal, and saw a man in military 
uniform with a gun outside.

While this man was throwing something, which then ex-
ploded. Like many of the people involved, he was not aware 
of the danger of the situation. 

“What kind of idiot throws a firecracker around here?” he 
still asks himself. 

Then his memories fade. But some things are burned into 
his brain. For example, the volume and the panic that erupted 
around him. Also that  pointed his gun in his direction. Or the 
employee of the “Kiez-Döner”, who hid behind the counter in 
fear and waved his finger over his mouth to keep quiet.

Panic robbery in the Dönerimbiss

The other people in the kebab shop are already trying to 
find a way out, to hide. Conrad is thinking feverishly too. Find 
a toilet, but with a heavy metal lock. He doesn’t dare to use 
it. Too noisy, he doesn’t want to betray himself, he just holds 
the door closed with his hands. Moreover, at this stage, the 
29-year-old still assumes that there are several perpetrators. 
Outside his hiding place, he hears screams, shots, explosions. 
He is startled, opens and therefore accidentally closes the toilet 
door. He thinks he has betrayed himself in this way. 

“I assumed I was going to die in that toilet.”

Farewell message to the family

In the small room, he calls the police in a whisper. The 
officer on the line is already aware of the situation, says that 
his colleagues are already there and says goodbye to him 
with a “goodbye”. It was strange for Conrad. Because he is still 
convinced that he is going to die in the toilet. So he sends a 
farewell message to his family.

Conrad realizes that he is not going 
to die after all

About 20 minutes later, Conrad hears cries of “Is there 
anyone else there?” He hesitates, not knowing if it’s a trap. 
But he makes himself known. The officers stand in front of 
the toilet door, he has to raise his hands, he is not allowed to 
open the door himself. Even the police don’t know if they are 
facing a perpetrator or a victim. It is then that Conrad realises 
that he has succeeded, that he has survived. Only later does 
he learn that there is a dead man.

The witness still suffers from the ex-
perience

The next day, Conrad returned to work. But his daily life is no 
longer the same. He has suffered from mild anxiety disorders 
before, has experienced panic attacks. This is exactly the feeling 
he had in the bathroom. Even now he is suffering from what he 
has been through. He doesn’t like confined spaces without a 
direct exit. On the other hand, he lives more consciously now. 

A life to lose

“Every day can be your last in a split second.” Assassination 
will always be with him and some fears will not go away. “Heavily 
armed policemen send me back to the past. When I see them, 
I am immediately back in the toilets of the kebab shop”.

When victims are no longer able to 
live after an attack

The next witness cannot testify for health reasons. He is 
so preoccupied by this crime, according to his lawyer, that he 
suffers great psychological setbacks every time he is confronted 
with it. His name should not be published in the press either. 
Only this: the witness was a colleague of the shooter Kevin S. 
and with him in the “Kiez” keba

His client had completely lost confidence in himself and 
in others, says lawyer Doreen Blasig-Vonderlin and reads a 
statement from his client. Since the attack, he no longer goes 
out alone, only in company, shopping seems almost impossible, 
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the fear is too great. His client had lost all joie de vivre and 
was withdrawing. He could not get to his office in Leipzig. She 
visited him in Halle after the trial days. He does not walk the 500 
metres to his son’s house, but travels by car. Since the attack 
he has been undergoing psychological treatment, sometimes 
even as an inpatient. He is no longer able to continue his work, 
and his earning capacity has been reduced by 30%.

His friend Kevin S. died

According to the lawyer, the reproaches he makes to himself 
would make him go around in circles. He was responsible for 
Kevin S., he had decided to eat with him at the kebab restaurant 
“Kiez”, so the lawyer explains his client’s thread. A psychologi-
cal recovery is not foreseeable, additional hospital treatment 
may be necessary. All those involved in the trial, including the 
defendant and his lawyers, agree that nobody wants to force 
the witness to testify. Too impressive are the long certificates 
and reports of mental treatment that the judge reads. 

“My client doesn’t know if a normal life will ever be possible 
again.”

 hit passers-by

The next three witnesses to be heard were in contact with 
 during his escape. One of them was hit by a car. He 

is from Somalia and works in Halle as a shopkeeper. Together 
with his friend, he gets off the tram on the day of the crime, 
and suddenly a passenger car is heading towards the two men. 
In the car is , shot, on the run. One of the witnesses 
is injured when ’s manoeuvre knocks him down.

Intent to kill or not?

The witness suffers from abrasions and is treated in hospi-
tal. Since then, he has been afraid. Sometimes he cannot get 
through the traffic light in a green phase, because he looks 
around so long to see if there is really no car coming, that the 
traffic light then turns red again. But did  really 
specifically target the two witnesses?

Lively discussions in the courtroom

Among the lawyers of the Nebenklage, opinions on 
’s intention to kill differ at the moment. Jan Siebenhüner, 

who represents one of the policemen who shot the murderer, 
claims that the murderer would not have been able to plan to 
hit a black man at that time. 

“The Somali man stepped behind the train,  was 
wounded and shot and fled. I don’t think it was conscious”. 
Lawyer Asia Lewin, who represents the synagogue security 
guard, is not so sure. “It turns out that the person who hit 

 is black?” 
Accident or not, both lawyers agree that the benefit of the 

doubt must be given to the defendant.

 denies any intention to kill

The defendant laughed during the testimony of the Somali 
who was hit, and was also admonished by the judge, but in his 
statement to the police and at the beginning of the trial he had 
described that he had not hit the young man intentionally. This is 
one of the many discussions on the sidelines of the trial, which 
ultimately, however, is not relevant to sentencing. ’s 
actions are serious enough as it is.
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Survivors testify in the Halle 
trial

Magdeburg (dpa/sa) - In the trial concerning the far-right terrorist 
attack on a synagogue and a snack bar in Halle, several survivors 
and eyewitnesses testified again.

A 29-year-old witness described on the 14th day of the 
trial on Tuesday in Magdeburg how he hid from the attacker 
in the toilets of the kebab shop on 9 October 2019. He held 
the door closed from the inside, fought off a panic attack and 
wrote a farewell message to his family, said the trained quality 
manager. 

“I assumed I was going to die in the toilet.”

It was only when, after a certain silence, police officers 
called him, opened the door and saw the police insignia on 
their jackets, that he said it crossed his mind: “I’m not going to 
die today. He had received sporadic psychological treatment 
but had also returned to work immediately after the attack, the 
29-year-old said. He said he was afraid in closed spaces and 
large crowds, but still wanted to testify. 

“I wanted to be here even though I’m scared,” the man said.
Another survivor of the attack on the kebab shop did not 

make it. The 40-year-old drywall installer is still unable to work 
today, unable to leave his flat alone out of fear and severely 
traumatised, according to numerous medical reports. He was 
a colleague of the 20-year-old man who was shot by the 
assailant in the snack bar and is represented at the trial by a 
lawyer as co-appellant.

His client is still guilty, according to a statement read by 
the lawyer. He had forgotten his lunch at home on 9 October 
2019, and was served a kebab with his 20-year-old colleague 
at work in Halle.

Later, the president of the court read aloud what the plaintiff 
told the police officers who questioned him a few days after 
the attack. The man had fled behind a refrigerator. When the 
heavily armed attacker approached him, he pleaded for his life 
and turned the refrigerator over between him and the attacker. 
Eventually he had overturned the refrigerator. He had stopped 
caring about his young co-worker and had “simply fled in panic”.

On 9 October, a heavily armed perpetrator tried unsuccessfully 
to storm a synagogue occupied by 52 worshippers during the 
highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, also throwing grenades.

Shortly afterwards, the man killed a 40-year-old passer-by 
and attacked a kebab shop nearby. During his escape, he 
engaged in a shoot-out with the police, hit a young man and 
wounded several others as he was looking for a new car to 
escape, before being arrested by the police.

The State Protection Senate of the Regional Supreme 
Court has been working on the terrorist attack since July. 
Due to lack of space, the trial is taking place in a room at the 
Magdeburg Regional Court. The defendant is a 28-year-old 
German. The Federal Prosecutor’s Office accuses 

 of planning an assassination attempt on fellow citizens 
of the Jewish faith “with an antisemitic, racist and xenophobic 
attitude. The defendant confessed to the crime.

Tuesday’s hearing also dealt with several road accidents 
caused by the assassin during his escape. According to witnesses, 
he drove much too fast on the tram tracks and hit a 24-year-
old pedestrian before hitting an ambulance while crossing the 
road. On Wednesday, those who were threatened and injured 
by the assassin as he fled to the Saale district, when he tried 
to steal first a car and then a taxi, will have their say in the trial. 
At present, trial days are still planned until mid-November to 
deal with what happened.
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Involved in a world of hate
Halle’s murderer is tried alone, but he was active online in an envi-
ronment that reinforced his hatred. For example, he incited himself 
during the attack with the music of a radical right-wing rapper, as 
research by the München Report and “Der Standard” shows.

 is alone in the car as he drives towards the 
synagogue in Halle on Yom Kippur, the highest Jewish holiday. 
In the livestream, which he puts on line for the comrades-in-
arms of the extreme right, he can be heard throwing eggs 
at each other. The antisemitic and inciting song “Powerlevel” 
by the radical right-wing rapper under the pseudonym of Mr. 
Bond can be heard.

In terms of criminal law,  Single offender. 
However, Samuel Salzborn, Commissioner for Antisemitism 

in Berlin, believes that the concept of the single perpetrator is 
outdated. It is “extremely confusing”. Criminal law can it may 
happen that a person acts alone, commits a specific crime, 
but politically the concept of the lone perpetrator is confusing, 
because nobody acts alone. All extreme right-wing or even 
antisemitic actors are involved in networks. This distracts 
attention from the fact that there is a lot of integration in the 
scene and in the milieu”.

An analysis of ’s references in the online world 
of right-wing radicals shows this: In a picture board, which 

 also frequents, rapper M. Bond meets like-minded 
people, according to research in the report by the Munich 
political magazine ARD and the Austrian daily Der Standard. 
The fantasies of the “Reich” and the glorification of Adolf 
Hitler dominate the exchange in the chat, which is available 
to the editors.

Right-wing extremist reporter and 
antisemitic database

Joining Mr. Bond: K.M., short for Kikel Might. He supports 
the Judas Watch website, now indexed, a database containing 
lists of so-called enemies of the “white race”. Jews are marked 
with a Star of David. On the extreme right-wing podcast called 
“in the oven”, Kikel Might is celebrated internationally: 

“Tonight I am joined by Judas Watch’s Kikel Might, welco-
me to the Kikel show,” says the host of an extreme right-wing 
podcast. Kikel Might thanks him with “Hello and thank you for 
inviting me” to promote his ideas on the “final solution” and his 
database of enemies.

Kikel Might and Mr. Bond even have direct contact with 
each other. In the chat, Kikel Might has promoted a face-to-

face meeting with Mr. Bond in 2017. The latter says “based” 
as much as “go”. Halle’s assassin, Stephan. , was online in 
his fog. Mr. Bond’s title had served as his commentary on the 
crime, he told the court. That two non-Jewish people had been 
shot in Halle and that the attack on the synagogue had failed, 
the rapper commented in the chat room: 

“What an enormous piece of bullshit!

Background music survey

Concerning the music of ’s livestream, the Fe-
deral Prosecutor’s Office states: “Investigations were carried 
out into the background music used by the accused”. This 
could - in addition to other evidence - be important in proving 
the motivation for the crime.

But the inciting video, with which the murderer gets angry, 
remains online. It was only blocked after München and “Der 
Standard” reported it to the authorities last week. But not all of 
Mr Bond’s other music videos, with their blatant incitement to 
Nazi propaganda. They are still accessible to anyone in Germany. 

A shocked writer

Actor and writer Christian Berkel, who was also quoted on 
JudasWatch, cannot understand, in view of the attacks in Halle, 
Christchurch and the murder of Walter Lübcke, why the online 
entanglements of the extreme right are not better analysed: “It 
is relatively easy to withdraw and say that someone is crazy, 
that he is not sane, that he is a lone author, and so something 
like that happens. And everyone is then reassured that if he 
is caught, the danger is removed. These people can act alone, 
but they can fall back on a group, supported by people on the 
Internet. 

“It’s a new reality,” says Berkel.
The fact that JudasWatch has remained online for years 

despite criminal charges shocks him. He is shocked “that the 
bodies responsible for protecting us from this, a ministry of 
justice, a ministry of the interior, are apparently blind to this 
right-wing eye. It is incomprehensible”.
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Countries better protect syna-
gogues

Almost a year has passed since the antisemitic attack in Halle. To-
day more money is being spent to protect Jewish institutions. But is 
it enough?

Berlin - One year ago Naomi Henkel-Gümbel was at the 
synagogue in Halle on Yom Kippur, the highest Jewish holiday, 
when a right-wing extremist tried to storm the building. Hen-
kel-Gümbel was a guest in Halle, in fact she lives in Berlin. 
She feels safe here, she says, but the city is an exception. 
Small Jewish communities, in particular, often lack the money 
to provide effective protection for their institutions.

Henkel-Gümbel, who is also a co-applicant in the trial of 
Halle’s alleged murderer, is sitting in the New Synagogue in 
Berlin, which the press office invited to the press meeting. 

“One year after Halle, are the synagogues well protected?

To this end, the Mediendienst asked all federal states 
what changes they have made since the attack. The result: in 
almost all federal states, Jewish institutions are under grea-
ter surveillance. In addition, almost all states have provided 
additional funds to better protect synagogues, nurseries or 
schools - for example, with bullet-proof doors, fences or locks 
at the entrance. Bavaria has pledged 8 million euros, Hesse 4, 
Saxony-Anhalt 2.4 million. A further 22 million will be provided 
by the federal government.

The decisive test is whether the construction will actually 
take place, says Ronen Steinke, lawyer and journalist whose 
book “Terror against Jews” has just been published. For far 
too long, he says, Jewish communities have been left to their 
own devices in implementing police security recommenda-
tions, and some communities have had to bear up to 50% of 
the costs themselves. Not a single euro of taxpayers’ money 
had been spent on protecting Halle’s synagogue before the 
attack, Steinke said. 

“It was very clearly a failure of the state.”

A double whammy

“Avoiding danger is the task of the state”, the author stressed. 
Therefore, he said, the police must consider it their duty to 

counter this danger. Funding less than one hundred per cent 
of security measures is unacceptable, he said. 

“If we don’t ensure this, the right to practise a religion is 
not worth much”.

“The protection of Jewish communities has improved, but 
it is not yet good in all areas,” acknowledged Jürgen Peter, 
Deputy Director of the Federal Criminal Police Office. He 
also said that “much more dialogue” was needed between the 
Jewish communities and the police. 2023 antisemitic crimes 
were recorded by the security authorities last year, most of 
them right-wing motivated, Peter said. “More than five crimes 
a day is intolerable”. Moreover, there is a double shadow: the 
police do not recognise antisemitic crimes as such - or they 
do not report them, he said.

Steinke stressed how “perverse” the situation was, that 
Jewish institutions had to be kept and spoke of a state of siege. 

“So that we can go to school or worship, there are police-
men at the door”.

Henkel-Gümbel, the survivor of the Halle bombing, had 
in the past also strongly criticised the behaviour of the police 
after the attack and the investigation. On Tuesday, however, 
she stressed that despite everything, Germany is the country 
where she sees herself continuing to live in the future. “I can’t 
leave the people here alone after all,” said the aspiring rabbi. 
She added that there should be no room for extreme right-
wing ideologies and that there should be solidarity. “I have to 
do my part.”
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German states strengthen the 
protection of Jewish institu-
tions

More police, bulletproof doors, fences and locks: about a year after 
the attack on Halle, the protection of synagogues, for example, was 
reinforced in almost all German states.

After the extreme right-wing terrorist attack on the Halle 
synagogue a year ago, most German states have strengthened 
the protection of Jewish institutions. This is the result of a sur-
vey conducted by the Mediendienst Integration, an information 
platform for journalists on the topics of migration, integration 
and asylum in Germany.

According to the survey, the police presence in front of 
synagogues, for example, has been increased at least tem-
porarily, and community investments in security devices such 
as bullet-proof doors, fences or entrance gates have been 
financially supported. In addition, the police have discussed 
additional measures.

According to the press office, such financial support already 
existed before the Halle attack in some federal states such as 
Bavaria, Hamburg or North Rhine-Westphalia. In the meantime, 
other state governments have followed suit.

On 9 October 2019, during the highest Jewish holiday, 
Yom Kippur, an extreme right-wing attacker tried to enter the 
Halle synagogue (Saale) and kill Jews praying there. When 
this failed, he shot a 40-year-old passer-by. He then killed 
a 20-year-old man in a nearby kebab restaurant and injured 
others as he fled.

After the attack, the federal and state governments had 
agreed to supplement previous measures to protect the lives 
of Jews and to combat antisemitism. Then last week the Fe-
deral Government and the Central Council of Jews in Germany 
reached an agreement to this effect, according to which the 
Federal Government will provide an additional 22 million Euro 
to protect Jewish institutions. The money is to be used to raise 
security measures to a “uniform federal level”.
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Personal reflections by a sur-
vivor of the attack on the 
Halle synagogue

This Yom Kippur, I am going to spend it with my family in my home 
community in the north. In some ways, the plan is the same as last 
year: to get out of Berlin, to live the Day of Atonement in a smaller 
community - to have a bit of change and more peace.

It was with these feelings that I attended the Yom Kippur 
prayer in the Halle synagogue a year ago. I had no idea that 
the prayers, in which we ask who will be written in the Book of 
Life and who will not, would become so concrete on that day. 
Who will die, who will live? I had always taken Yamim Noraim’s 
prayers very seriously, on great days.

Especially since I had already been confronted with existential 
questions. At the end of 2018, I had lost my grandfather, whom 
I had looked after for a long time. This period made me aware 
of the power of prayer and the presence of the Almighty in 
our lives. G’d is undoubtedly the one who guides our destinies.

“I never imagined that the prayers asking who will be 
written in the book of life and who will not, would become so 
concrete that day.”

But this understanding reached its climax when the first shots 
rang out on 9th October 2019 and we barricaded ourselves 
in the synagogue. It is a miracle that we survived. For me and 
for many of those who were there that day, the consequences 
were really difficult. I think that this event overshadowed eve-
rything for us until the beginning of the Corona crisis. That 
day changed everything. Yom Kippur 5780: There was a time 
before, and there was a time after.

“Halle was a traumatic event. For me and for all my relatives”.
It is particularly disturbing to see how, in Corona’s time, 

abstruse conspiracy myths are increasingly permeating our 
society, antisemitic agitation is spreading unchecked - and 
the continuity of right-wing extremist terror is becoming more 
and more evident.

REICHSTAG wants me to keep my optimism, but the situa-
tion does not seem to be improving - quite the contrary. Yes, I 
hear the clear confessions of politics. But I can see that many 
people are being a bit clumsy and perhaps not very critical, 
some things seem to be getting out of hand. All I can think of 
is the so-called “storm” over the Reichstag in Berlin. All in all, 
it’s a frightening development.

Nevertheless, I don’t want to belittle the work of the po-
lice. I know that we can be proud of the vast majority of the 
officers in this country and that we have to thank them for 
their work. But we have to look closely when police officers, 
as recently in front of the synagogue in Halle, want to cover 
up antisemitic crimes.

All over Germany, many communities are left unprotected by 
the police during the holidays because of a lack of resources or 
willingness on the part of the police. This is more than worrying. 
Here, politics must react with the harshness of the constitutional 
state repeatedly announced. And this is necessary to punish 
all right-wing extremist crimes, especially in the trial against 
the terrorist at the Halle synagogue.

PROCESS As co-appellant, I was very well prepared 
for this trial in Magdeburg and had received very good legal 
advice. But then all of this made me lose track emotionally. It 
is very touching to see Kevin’s father murdered or the owner 
of the kebab restaurant, who is still waiting for compensation 
payments, in court. I don’t see the accused - and I don’t want 
to. I just register his complacency, happy with the attention 
he is receiving.

“I have repeatedly asked myself if I could forgive the per-
petrator. No. Because he is non-existent for me.”

I asked myself several times if I could forgive him. No. Be-
cause he doesn’t exist for me. That’s why I can never hate him.

But I also see him as a product of the digital or real society. 
And she has to do everything she can to make sure that she 
notices what’s going on here and sets herself up accordingly. 
It must be in our collective power not to remain helpless, but 
to change the circumstances.

This is also a wish for the New Year. We should start with 
less fear, more openness, and an abundance of empathy and 
a sense of responsibility for others and society as a whole. 
It is with these thoughts and prayers that I will spend Yom 
Kippur this year.
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The Forgotten Victims of the 
Attack - How Witnesses Still 
Suffer from the Attack Today

Jens Z. and Dagmar M. were shot in Wiedersdorf by the fugitive 
Halle murderer. They feel forgotten and left alone by the state. Ano-
ther witness also reports disturbing experiences.

The scene resembles a nightmare: a couple is attacked 
on their property by a heavily armed criminal. Both are shot 
and bleed to the left. The woman managed to dial 911 with 
trembling fingers. But the police simply do nothing - worse, the 
policeman on the phone does not believe a word the victims say.

“I must have said my name 20 times,” recalls Dagmar M. 
“He didn’t even notice that we were injured. He told me to go 
out and see where the shooter was”.

Murderer from Halle murders a 
couple in Wiedersdorf

The scene takes place on 9 October 2019, one hour after 
the failed attack on the Halle synagogue by the extreme right-
wing terrorist  The assassin flees and lands in the 
small village of Wiedersdorf in the Saale district.

He urgently needs to replace his getaway vehicle, two tyres 
of which have been destroyed. He knocks on a blue steel door 
behind which Dagmar M. and his partner Jens Z live. However, 
they both refuse to hand over the car keys requested, despite 
being held at gunpoint. The attacker fires a shot at each of them.

A victim deeply disappointed by the 
state

Jens Z.’s ball penetrates the neck, narrowly missing the 
spine and lodging behind the right ear. The other ball is lodged 
in his partner’s hip.

Nearly a year later they are both present as witnesses in 
the Magdeburg courtroom. It soon became clear that they were 
deeply disappointed with the state. They feel ignored - and 
they are not just talking about the civil servant who received 
the emergency call. 

“How long did you have to wait for help to arrive?” asks 
Judge Ursula Mertens, president of the court.

“Since they didn’t believe us at first, long enough,” replies 
Jens Z. with a bitterness in his voice. At one point a neighbour 
came, says his partner. I gave him the mobile phone and said, 
‘Tell the police what’s going on. They don’t believe me”.

The forgotten victims of Wiedersdorf

This seriously offends both of them: The acts of violence in 
Wiedersdorf are still overshadowed by what happened in Halle. 
Dagmar M. says that they recently received an invitation to the 
anniversary events commemorating the anniversary of terror.

The invitation referred to the “two crime scenes” - the 
synagogue and the kebab snack bar where the murderer had 
shot one person each. The small town of Wiedersdorf is not 
mentioned. 

“The wounded fell from their backs,” said the witness with 
barely restrained indignation.

Couple no longer dare to leave the 
house

In doing so, the couple is severely damaged. During the 
emergency operations, the bullets were removed, but to this 
day, both are unable to work. The 52-year-old man reports 
constant headaches. The bullet severed nerves, and since then 
the right side of his body has been restricted. As a result, he 
has also lost his job: his temporary contract expired without 
being renewed. 

“You don’t take care of a sick person,” he says bitterly.
Until today, they have had no rehabilitation, says his 51-year-

old partner. As she can no longer manage the stairs leading 
to their flat, the couple now lives with the man’s parents in a 
guest room. 

“Everything has changed. People no longer dare to leave the 
house. I haven’t seen my grandson, who was born in August, until 
today because I can’t go the distance by car,” says Dagmar M.

Victims did not want to give their car 
keys away

It is still unclear why the two victims refused to hand over 
the required car key. 

“I don’t have it”, they both told the offender.
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It is possible that they did not want to give in to violence for 
reasons of principle; perhaps they could not properly assess the 
mortal danger. In any case, the rejected terrorist fired his pistol.

Assassin: 
“I didn’t want to shoot him”.
“I didn’t want to shoot him,”  said in court on 

Wednesday. “In fact, I didn’t even want to shoot him. I just 
wanted the key”. 

He presents himself as a victim of his own technique. As 
the home-made gun had to be loaded after each shot, he could 
not have fired a warning shot: 

“I would then have been disarmed.” 
But then why did he shoot at the neck of a man who was 

standing right in front of him? asks a Nebenklage lawyer.
“I didn’t aim. I pulled the trigger the way I held the gun”, 

says the defendant. 
Defence lawyer Hans-Dieter Weber points out that his client 

still had nine rounds of 38 calibre ammunition in his trouser 
pocket when he was arrested. What he means is that if he 
had wanted to shoot the two villagers, he could have done so. 

A police officer shouts at the victim

Among the victims in Wiedersdorf were two taxi drivers 
whom the terrorist met shortly afterwards. In a nearby garage, 
the brothers had winter tyres fitted.  forces a taxi 
driver to take over and flees in the direction of the motorway.

Daniel W., the elder brother, chases him and sees the getaway 
vehicle drive past a police station at the Wiedemar motorway 
junction. W. stops and asks the two officers to chase the car. 

The answer: 
“We can’t, we’re the Halle checkpoint”.

The police officers refuse help

The taxi driver then falls under the spell of the idea of 
locating the stolen car via the manufacturer. When he informs 
the police officer of the fugitive’s location, he is not grateful 
for the help he has given. 

“First he shouted at me how I knew, and that the location 
of the car was the work of the police.” 

This is not the first time that on this 15th day of the trial, a 
murmur runs through the rows of spectators.

And it doesn’t get any better. Questioned by his lawyer Flo-
rian Feige, the taxi driver reports that the Federal Government 
Commissioner for Victims had wanted to meet him.

“The commissioner also offered to come to Halle, didn’t 
he?” asks lawyer Feige. 

“Yes”, says W.
“And did he also come to Halle? “
“No.” 
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Several witnesses lay charges 
against the police

Several witnesses lay charges against the police.

In the trial on the far-right terrorist attack in Halle, several 
witnesses brought charges against the police. They all met the 
murderer in the early afternoon of 9 October 2019, when he 
fled to the small village of Wiedersdorf in the Saale district, 
where he threatened them and seriously injured two of them. 

The other end of the line didn’t believe her at first, a 51-year-
old woman said on Wednesday before the Saxony-Anhalt 
Higher Regional Court in Magdeburg.

The defendant is , a 28-year-old German. He 
has already confessed to the crimes. On Wednesday, the State 
Protection Senate tried to shed more light on what happened 
after the murderer fled the city following his attacks on the 
Halle synagogue and a kebab snack bar.

FLEE At midday, the assassin had first tried in vain to enter 
the synagogue, where 52 worshippers were gathered for Yom 
Kippur services. Shortly afterwards,  shot a 40-year-old pas-
ser-by and a 20-year-old customer in a local kebab snack bar. 
Many people fled in panic and were injured. In a short shoot-out 
with a police patrol, the murderer himself was wounded in the 
neck before leaving town.

As he himself had shot at the tyres of his rental car, the 
perpetrator needed a new car and stopped in Wiedersdorf, a 
district of Landsberg, about 16 kilometres from the first crime 
scenes. There, a 52-year-old man was working in his garden. 
There had been a knock on the courtyard door and he had 
looked into a gun, the man told the court on Wednesday. He 
said the offender had asked for the keys to a parked car.

The 52-year-old man said that the attacker shot him as he 
was running away. The bullet hit the witness in the neck and 
lodged behind his right ear. His wife described how she ran 
into the courtyard because of a noise. 

“My husband was covered in blood, I was going to run 
towards him when, splashed, I fell down, then I couldn’t get up 
and then I saw him,” she testified. She said she didn’t realise 
until much later that the woman had fallen because the attacker 
had shot her in the hip from behind. The perpetrator was very 
close to her, she said. “He complained,” she said, “like such a 
wimp,” adding that he was injured and needed a car.

When the attacker didn’t get the key, he disappeared from 
the yard, she said. But the man who called 911 did not believe 
her, said the 51-year-old man. Only one officer arrived at first, 
and it was only later that a helicopter arrived for her husband 
and an ambulance for herself, the witness said.

What happened after the attack on the couple, two taxi drivers 
and a workshop owner described it in court: the murderer had 
run towards one of them, held the gun in front of his face and 
asked for a taxi. Shortly after continuing to flee, he decided to 
chase with a second taxi, as a 41-year-old witness testified.

The owner of the garage called the police and went to 
see his neighbours, the couple with whom the perpetrator had 
previously been. The taxi driver, on the other hand, chased the 
murderer until he saw policemen on the side of the road at 
the Wiedemar motorway exit. He spoke to them. The officers 
then said that they could not leave, that they were a check-
point for Halle.

The officers called for reinforcements. In the meantime, he 
had the idea to call his car dealer to have the taxi located, the 
man explained. Shortly afterwards, he put an employee of the 
dealership, who was following the location of the car, in touch 
with the police officer, the witness reported. Shortly afterwards, 
the police succeeded in catching Halle’s killer.
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Halle trial: September 11th 
did not believe us at first

Witness: “Whether my husband bled to death, the emergency call 
was not even heard properly”.

On the day of the terrorist attack in Halle, according to 
one couple, the police did not initially believe that they had 
been shot. She had said during the emergency call that her 
husband was bleeding to death, a 51-year-old woman testified 
on Wednesday before the Magdeburg Regional High Court.

“He didn’t really notice that at all, he said I should go out 
and look for the shooter.” 

It was only when her neighbour came and resumed the 
conversation that an officer came.

The murderer had tried to flee to get a new car, as he had 
shot two tyres off his car. In doing so, he stopped at a farm 
in the Landsberg district of Wiedersdorf in the Saale district, 
where the 52-year-old was working in the garden. There had 
been a knock on the yard door and he had looked into a gun, 
the man said in a gasping voice on Wednesday. The author 
asked for the car keys, he said.

The 52-year-old man said the attacker shot him as he was 
running away. The bullet hit the witness in the neck and lodged 
behind his right ear. Shortly afterwards, the perpetrator also 

reportedly shot the 51-year-old woman from behind as she 
ran into the courtyard. Both witnesses have been unable to 
work since the shooting and are suffering from late effects.

Since July, the State Protection Senate of the Regional 
Supreme Court has been working on the 9 October 2019 
terrorist attack. Due to lack of space, the trial is taking place 
in a room at the Magdeburg Regional Court. The defendant is 
a 28-year-old German. The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office 
accuses him of planning “by an antisemitic, racist and xeno-
phobic attitude, an assassination attempt on fellow citizens of 
the Jewish faith. The defendant confessed to the facts.

When he failed to enter the synagogue during the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, the assassin shot a 40-year-old 
passer-by. He then attacked a nearby kebab restaurant and 
killed a 20-year-old man. As he fled, the assassin injured others 
before being arrested by police. The accused, , 
is from Mansfeld-Südharz.
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An escape and many ques-
tions

Trial of far-right terrorist attacker in Halle an der Saale: testimonies 
fuel doubts about police behaviour.

Could the police have arrested the fascist murderer 
 and prevented the second murder of 20-year-old Kevin 

S.? This question remained unanswered on Tuesday, the 14th 
day of the trial before the Higher Regional Court (OLG) of 
Saxony-Anhalt in Magdeburg. Once again, witnesses, some 
of them severely traumatised, had their say. They dealt with 
the attack on the kebab restaurant in Halle an der Saale, the 
subsequent escape of the neo-Nazi and another alleged murder 
attempt on the accused.

Conrad R., who like Kevin S. was a guest at the snack bar 
on 9 October 2019, wrote a farewell message to his family 
from the toilet, according to the Mitteldeutsche Zeitung (MZ). 

“I assumed I would die on the toilet,” he said Tuesday in 
court. For about 20 minutes, he said, he held on, believing 
there were several attackers. The police had sent him “without 
much empathy”.

R. fled to the top of the stairs, panicked by the shots, barri-
caded himself in the toilet and called the police. A female officer 
simply told him that the emergency services were there and 
that he had to stay calm. A second attempt to call the police 
failed. When the police took him out later, nobody took care 
of him at first, he said. 

“I sat on a bench and sat there,” said the MZ, quoted by 
the witness. 

Then he was briefly interrogated. Only then an ambulance 
driver accompanied him.

A fellow painter of the Kevin S. killed was unable to attend 
court, he wanted to eat with the apprentice on the day of the 
crime. He had managed to escape through a window, while 
S., who was disabled, was crouched behind the refrigerators, 
where  shot him. The painter’s lawyer explained that his 
client had not been able to work since then. He suffers from 
anxiety, guilt and depressive symptoms. 

“I couldn’t protect Kevin,” she read in her statement. 
Yet he had decided to take care of himself.

In front of the snack bar, the police exchanged shots with 
the neo-Nazi accused and also injured him. However, they did 
not prevent him from running away again. Already after the 

first murder of Jana L. in front of the synagogue,  had 
not only escaped, but he had also passed directly in front of 
the police officers who were meanwhile on the scene. There 
was no pursuit.

When  escaped from the snack bar, a motorist from 
Halle met the neo-Nazi. The latter reminded the court that 

 had deliberately hit a dark-skinned person at a speed of 
about 80 kilometres per hour. According to the MZ, the person 
concerned, who is from Somalia, later stated that he had “got 
out of the tram when the car suddenly appeared”. He could 
not avoid the car, was briefly unconscious and only learned of 
the attack in hospital. Even today he is still afraid to leave the 
house alone, especially as the racist atmosphere in Halle is 
becoming more and more present.

The police had already been criticised before this day of 
trial. They did not arrive at the crime scene until ten minutes 
after the emergency call, did not take care of Jana L., who was 
dying, and allowed the murderer to pass unhindered and go to 
the kebab restaurant, although the vehicle was known. ’s 
assessment of his online contacts also left much to be desired. 
In court, a female officer in charge of such assessments stated 
that she was not familiar with the issue.

Even though  presented himself in court as a “lone 
author”: he had many contacts in the neo-Nazi milieu, as re-
search published on Tuesday by the ARD magazine “Report 
München” and the Austrian daily newspaper Der Standard 
shows. According to the report, the murderer was standing on 
a so-called picture board, where well-known neo-Nazis were 
exchanging fantasies of a new “Reich”, a “final solution” and lists 
of enemies. A right-wing rapper, whose music  had used 
to excite himself, was also on the council. His inciting videos 
are still freely available online in the FRG. When questioned 
by journalists, the federal prosecutor’s office said it was not 
part of its legal mandate to block them.
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“He was complaining”
Victims describe their meeting with the perpetrator in Halle in court. 
A man opens the gate of his courtyard in response to a blow on 9 
October 2019 and looks into a pistol. It belongs to the assassin in 
the Halle terrorist attack, who seriously injured him with a gunshot 
shortly afterwards.

Magdeburg/Halle (dpa) - During the trial of the far-right 
terrorist attack in Halle, several witnesses brought charges 
against the police.

They all met the murderer in the early afternoon of 9 Oc-
tober 2019 when he fled to the small village of Wiedersdorf 
in the Saale district, where he threatened them and seriously 
injured two of them.

But when she dialled the emergency call, seriously injured, 
the officer on the other end of the line did not believe her at 
first, a 51-year-old woman said on Wednesday before the 
Saxony-Anhalt Higher Regional Court in Magdeburg.

“He didn’t really perceive that at all. He said I should go 
out and find out where the shooter is”. 

It was only when her neighbour came and resumed the 
conversation that an officer arrived, she said. This is not the 
only criticism expressed on this 15th day of the Halle trial.

The defendant is , 28 years old. He has 
confessed the facts. On Wednesday, the State Security Se-
nate tried to further clarify what happened after the murderer 
fled the city after his attacks on a synagogue and a kebab 
restaurant in Halle.

At noon, the assassin had first tried in vain to enter the 
synagogue, where 52 worshippers were celebrating the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. Shortly afterwards, the German 
shot a 40-year-old passer-by and a 20-year-old customer in a 
nearby kebab snack bar. Many people fled in panic and were 
injured. In a brief shoot-out with a police patrol, the murderer 
was wounded in the neck before leaving the city.

Because he had shot at the tyres of his rental car, the 
perpetrator needed a new car and stopped in Wiedersdorf, a 
district of Landsberg, about 16 kilometres from the first crime 
scenes. There, a 52-year-old man was working in his garden. 
There had been a knock on the courtyard door and he had 
looked into a gun, the man said as a witness, in a hesitant 

voice. The author asked for the keys to a parked car, he said.
The 52-year-old man stated that the attacker had shot him 

as he was running away. The bullet hit the witness in the neck 
and lodged behind his right ear. His wife described how she 
ran into the courtyard because of a noise. 

“My husband was covered in blood, I was going to run 
towards him when, splashed, I fell down, then I couldn’t get 
up and then I saw him,” she testified. She did not realise until 
much later that the woman had fallen because the perpetrator 
had shot her in the hip from behind. The perpetrator was very 
close to her, she said. “He was whimpering,” she said, “like a 
wimp.” That he was injured and needed a car.

When the attacker didn’t take the keys, he disappeared from 
the yard, she said. But the man who called 911 didn’t believe 
her, said the 51-year-old man. At first, only one officer arrived 
and shouted “Oh, shit!” at the sight of the two. Only then a 
helicopter arrived for her husband and an ambulance for her.

What happened after the attack on the couple, two taxi 
drivers and a workshop owner, was described in court: the 
murderer approached one of them, held the gun in front of his 
face and demanded the taxi. Shortly after continuing to flee, he 
decided to chase with a second taxi, said a 41-year-old witness.

The 37-year-old garage owner called the police and went 
to see his neighbours, the couple with whom the attacker had 
been with before. The taxi driver, on the other hand, chased 
the assailant until he saw police officers on the roadside at 
the Wiedemar motorway exit. He spoke to them. The officers 
then said that they could not leave, that they were a check-
point for Halle.

The officers asked for reinforcements by radio, while he had 
the idea to call his car dealer to have the taxi located. Shortly 
afterwards, he put an employee of the dealership, who was 
following the location of the car, in touch with the officer, the 
witness reported. Shortly afterwards, Halle’s killer was arrested.
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“We have lived so long with 
the fact that in Germany 
Jewish institutions have to be 
protected”

Synagogues are the most important buildings in Jewish communi-
ties. In addition to religious services, social life is also present there. 
But they must be protected by the police. This issue was discussed 
at the Centrum Judaicum in Berlin.

A lot was promised after the Yom Kippur attack in Halle 
in October 2019. Solidarity with the Jews, a clear place in the 
middle of society and, of course, greater protection. Because 
everyone was sure of one thing: antisemitic terror must be 
resolutely fought.

The guests of “Media Service Integration” also agreed on 
this point. The latter was invited on Tuesday to the Centrum 
Judaicum, where Naomi Henkel-Gümbel, survivor of the 
Halle bombing and co-applicant in the ongoing trial against 
the perpetrator, Jürgen Peter, Vice-President of the Federal 
Criminal Police Office, and Ronen Steinke, lawyer and publicist, 
discussed the protection of Jewish life in Germany. It became 
clear that the assurances given last year were contradictory. 
How can there be a place in the middle of society if it is to be 
protected by the police against attacks and hatred?

Lawyer and publicist Ronen Steinke considers this task of 
the state to be seriously neglected. “Because the protection 
of Jewish institutions, i.e. the preventive work of the police, is 
deficient in many places in a way that should bring shame on 
this constitutional state”.

Right-wing violence has been si-
lenced for far too long

The effects of these deficits must have been felt by the 
future Rabbi Naomi Henkel-Gümbel herself. During the attack 
on the synagogue in Halle, she was in the prayer hall for the 
Yom Kippur service. During the highest Jewish holiday, she 
had to barricade herself and 51 other people because the 
Saxony-Anhalt police did not see fit to guard the prayer house 
on the holiest and therefore busiest day of the year. 

“Yes, I would say that people looked away for too long and 
hoped that this was a phase, that they played it down and were 

not sufficiently aware of the threat from the right”, said Naomi 
Henkel-Gümbel.

It is not surprising, for example, that in Berlin there are 
Israeli guards in front of many Jewish institutions, who are 
paid privately out of EU funds. Ronen Steinke sees this as 
problematic: 

“If you are honest, of course, they aggravate the problem. 
In any case, Jewish communities like to be put at the foot of 
the wall to be the extended arm of Israel. And the image of 
Israeli security agents reinforces this crude notion,” Steinke 
said. “This is a sign that the German state is not sufficiently 
prepared to provide security. And it would be incumbent on 
the state to stop making such things necessary”.

Enduring hatred of Jews is the pro-
blem

Jürgen Peter sees the problem mainly in the rise of right-
wing crimes. He was head of the State Protection Department 
of the police for six years, which means that he investigated 
politically motivated crimes. Today he is vice-president of the 
Federal Criminal Police Office. 

“We are talking about exclusion, hatred and violence, which 
globally create a climate of fear, affect people’s freedom and 
security, and can sometimes take on proportions that threaten 
democracy,” said Peter. “In recent years, we have seen an increase 
in criminal offences that stem from such a climate. from it or 
feed it. It is a hate crime, which includes antisemitic crimes”.

The Research and Information Centre on Antisemitism 
in Berlin (RIAS Berlin) has already recorded 410 antisemitic 
incidents in the first half of this year. Despite the Corona 
measures, this number is approximately the same as last year.
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The problem has reached the middle 
of society

Jürgen Peter no longer sees it as a marginal phenomenon. 
For him, it is an entirely German problem. 

“At the national level we recorded 2,023 antisemitic 
crimes last year. The overwhelming majority of these crimes 
are right-wing motivated. This means that we have more than 
five antisemitic crimes per day. This is an intolerable state of 
affairs for me,” said Peter.

He added that we have to take into account a possible 
double shadow, namely crimes that the police do not even 
classify as antisemitic and those that are not reported at all. 

“Antisemitism is a central and unifying element of the right-
wing scene and, it must be made clear, it finds points of attack 
right in the middle of society”.

Thus, if a place in society remains a wishful thinking, it is 
all the more important to keep the promise of the policy of 
increased protection of Jewish institutions.

Security or community life?

The “Mediendienst Integration” asked all the Ministries of 
the Interior about their measures. All federal states stated that 
they had already taken measures before the attack in Halle. 
However, only the Senate in Berlin has a round table on the 
topic of antisemitic violence. In addition, there are also funds 
for victims of antisemitic violence to finance security technology 
(or relocation). The situation is similar in Brandenburg.

Ronen Steinke takes a critical stance on this. For him it is 
only wishful thinking. He believes that the commitment of state 
institutions is hypocritical. In his view, community security is at 
the expense of Jewish community life. 

“It is easy to bring a professional or specialist to Jewish 
institutions - synagogue, school, etc. - and to make them work 
for you. - with a clipboard and assess the degree of threat 
posed by the building: “These windows are not secure enough. 
This door should be reinforced”. Then they tell you in black and 
white what the danger is”.

The organisation and financing of risk prevention must be 
paid for by the municipality. There are grants and subsidies, 
but most of them come from municipal funds. 

“That means you have less money for congregational after-
noons, for religious education, for children, for paying the rabbis,” 
Steinke said. “It means that it is taken away one for one from 
Jewish community life and Jewish community life is diminished 
accordingly. This is the situation we have to talk about”.

An intolerable state of affairs, but the 
only possible one

In the end, the conviction remains that it is nevertheless 
preferable to pray in a protected synagogue. Even if it is a 
double-edged sword for Ronen Steinke. “We have lived in Ger-
many for so long with the fact that Jewish institutions have to 
be protected, with people, with weapons and with high fences. 
The Jewish communities have almost resigned themselves to 
saying that this is our normal state. We don’t know it any other 
way. But this is what politics and the state live with”. Ronen 
Steinke lacks determination and a sign that says: 

“this is not normal, we will not let anyone tell us that this 
state of affairs is normal”.

Shortly before Yom Kippur, non-normality is most evident 
in Naomi Henkel-Gümbel’s reaction to the first Day of Atone-
ment after Halle. 

“There is of course a strange feeling, because then you 
relive the day and have to face the traumatic experiences of 
last year, just like the liturgy itself,” Henkel-Gümbel said. 

“As a result, I try to strengthen my friends and colleagues. 
And I think we try to do that for each other”.
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“He whined”, victims describe 
their encounter with the per-
petrator

Magdeburg (dpa/sa) - In the context of the trial on the far-right 
terrorist attack in Halle, several witnesses have brought charges 
against the police. They all met the murderer in the early afternoon 
of 9 October 2019 when he fled to the small village of Wiedersdorf 
in the Saale district, where he threatened them and seriously injured 
two of them. But when she dialled the emergency call, seriously 
injured, the officer on the other end of the line did not believe her at 
first, a 51-year-old woman said on Wednesday before the Higher 
Regional Court of Saxony-Anhalt in Magdeburg.

“He didn’t really perceive that at all. He said I should go 
out and find out where the shooter is”. 

It was only when her neighbour came and resumed the 
conversation that an officer arrived, she said. This is not the 
only criticism expressed on this 15th day of the Halle trial.

The defendant is , 28 years old. He has 
confessed the facts. On Wednesday, the State Security Se-
nate tried to further clarify what happened after the murderer 
fled the city after his attacks on a synagogue and a kebab 
restaurant in Halle.

At noon, the assassin had first tried in vain to enter the 
synagogue, where 52 worshippers were celebrating the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. Shortly afterwards, the German 
shot a 40-year-old passer-by and a 20-year-old customer in a 
nearby kebab snack bar. Many people fled in panic and were 
injured. In a brief shoot-out with a police patrol, the murderer 
was wounded in the neck before leaving the city.

Because he had shot at the tyres of his rental car, the 
perpetrator needed a new car and stopped in Wiedersdorf, a 
district of Landsberg, about 16 kilometres from the first crime 
scenes. There, a 52-year-old man was working in his garden. 
There had been a knock on the courtyard door and he had 
looked into a gun, the man said as a witness, in a hesitant 
voice. The author asked for the keys to a parked car, he said.

The 52-year-old man stated that the attacker had shot him 
as he was running away. The bullet hit the witness in the neck 
and lodged behind his right ear. His wife described how she 
ran into the courtyard because of a noise. 

“My husband was covered in blood, I was going to run 

towards him when, splashed, I fell down, then I couldn’t get 
up and then I saw him,” she testified. She did not realise until 
much later that the woman had fallen because the perpetrator 
had shot her in the hip from behind. The perpetrator was very 
close to her, she said. “He was whimpering,” she said, “like a 
wimp.” That he was injured and needed a car.

By the time the attacker did not get the key, he had di-
sappeared from the yard. But the man on the 911 call did 
not believe her, the 51-year-old said. At first only one officer 
came and shouted “Oh, shit” at the sight of the two. Only then 
a helicopter arrived for her husband and an ambulance for her.

What happened after the attack on the couple was descri-
bed in court by two taxi drivers and a mechanic: the attacker 
approached one of them, held his gun in front of his face and 
demanded the taxi. After a short discussion, they gave him the 
key. The perpetrator turned around again, threw 50 euro notes 
on the ground and said: 

“I know you are calling the police now, but please give me 
ten more minutes”.

Shortly after continuing to flee, he decided to chase him 
in a second taxi, said a 41-year-old witness. The 37-year-old 
garage owner called the police and asked about his neighbours, 
the couple the perpetrator had been with before. The taxi driver, 
on the other hand, chased the murderer until he saw policemen 
on the side of the road at the Wiedemar motorway exit.

He approached them and reported that a man had robbed 
his taxi and shot his neighbours. The officers then said that 
they could not leave, that they were a checkpoint for Halle. 
The officers asked for reinforcements by radio, while he had 
the idea to call his car dealer to have the taxi located. Shortly 
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afterwards, he said, he put an employee of the dealership, who 
was following the location of the car, in touch with the police-
man. Shortly afterwards, Halle’s attacker was apprehended.

The taxi drivers and the garage owner said that they were 
very worried about their neighbours and that they had tried to 
digest what they had seen by talking to their friends and family. 
The couple who were shot in the neighbouring courtyard are 
clearly having more difficulty recovering: both are still unable 
to work today. The 52-year-old man has lost his temporary job 
because of this and cannot properly coordinate the right side 
of his body because of nerve damage. The couple moved into 
the guest room of their parents’ house because the woman 
can no longer climb the stairs due to the gunshot wound. They 

avoid businesses, shopping and crowds.
“Even though it’s not necessarily pleasant at home either 

because you’re always watching the scene,” said the 51-year-
old woman. 

She said she and her husband often felt lonely - and not 
just in an emergency situation. In fact, only the aid organisation 
Weißer Ring had helped them. And an anonymous visitor to the 
synagogue on the day of the bombing offered them a holiday 
weekend. They are the ones who realise that they exist.
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The third crime scene
Halle’s right-wing murderer did not only shoot in front of the syna-
gogue and in the “Kiezdöner”. On Tuesday and Wednesday the trial 
was about his escape - and his forgotten victims.

Magdeburg epd - In the trial against the far-right terrorist at 
the Halle synagogue, his escape from the city after the attack 
was discussed on Wednesday. A 52-year-old witness and his 
51-year-old partner, who was seriously injured by the accused 
in Wiedersdorf, testified. The 52-year-old man said the court 
door was knocked down that day, opened and looked directly 
into a gun pointed at his face. The defendant allegedly asked 
him several times for his car keys and played with his gun.

Previously, the defendant had committed an attack against 
the synagogue in Halle on antisemitic and racist grounds. As 
he failed to enter the synagogue with explosive devices and 
firearms, he first shot a 40-year-old passer-by and then a 
20-year-old man in a nearby kebab snack bar.

The defendant also ended up shooting the witness and 
his partner, who testified in court on Wednesday. She was hit 
in the back, the witness said. The defendant “moaned like a 
cat, like a mama’s boy,” that he needed a car because he was 
injured, she said. The defendant had been wounded in the neck 
during an exchange of fire with the Halle police. His getaway 
car had also been damaged.

When the defendants left the court, they had locked all the 
doors and alerted the police, but the police did not take them 
seriously at first and did not arrive until 20 or 25 minutes later, 
the couple explained. At first only one policeman came. The 
witnesses found it obviously difficult to talk about the events. 
Even today he has constant headaches, in addition to physical 
and psychological discomfort, said the 52-year-old man: 

“It’s a completely different life now”. 
Both have been unable to work since 9 October 2019.

The support they have received so far has only come 
from the White Ring, said the 51-year-old man. In addition, a 
member of the synagogue, who wished to remain anonymous, 
had given them a voucher: 

“They noticed that we exist”. Otherwise, the wounded had 
somehow “fallen by the wayside”. 

There were three crime scenes, he said, and not just two. 
Other residents of Wiedersdorf, about ten kilometres from 
Halle, who followed the day of the trial as spectators, also 
explained that they had the impression that the events in their 
village of 70 inhabitants had so far always been relegated to 
the background.

The people targeted are affected

Another witness who testified is a 37-year-old master 
mechanic who was visited by the murderer after leaving the 
farm in Wiedersdorf. The accused extorted a taxi from there. 
He reportedly told the three men in the garage: 

“I am a wanted criminal. I have already shot two people there. 
I don’t want to do this to you.”
The murderer also allegedly targeted a Somali during his 

escape while he was still in Halle. The 24-year-old Somali had 
already testified in court on Tuesday. The young man, who is 
also a co-defendant in the murder trial, reported that he had 
got off a tram with a friend when he was hit by the murderer.

The Somali said he fell to the ground and briefly fainted. 
He was injured in the knee and arm. Another witness to the 
incident estimated the speed of the getaway car at 70 to 80 
kilometres per hour. According to his observations, the vehicle 
had been driven intentionally towards the people. The Somali 
said he was still suffering psychological consequences. He no 
longer wanted to live in Halle, he said. He associated Halle with 
many bad memories, discrimination and repeated insults. After 
the incident of 9 October 2019, he said, he became thinner.

The statement he had made to the police was read in court. 
He was on duty with Kevin S. at a building site about two minutes 
from the kebab snack bar. At the time of the crime He had 
spoken on the phone with his girlfriend, who heard everything 
on the phone. When he was attacked, he immediately jumped 
up and hid behind a refrigerator first. He was terrified, he told 
the police, “I just wanted to survive.” Eventually he panicked 
and fled to a room in the back, he said.
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Victims describe their en-
counter with the perpetrator 
in Halle

On 9 October 2019, a man opens the gate of his courtyard and 
looks into a pistol. It belongs to the murderer from Halle, who short-
ly afterwards seriously injured him with a gunshot. In court, he and 
others now bring charges against the police.

In the trial on the far-right terrorist attack in Halle, several 
witnesses brought charges against the police. They all met 
the attacker in the early afternoon of 9 October 2019, when 
he fled to the small village of Wiedersdorf in the Saale district, 
where he threatened them and seriously injured two of them. 
But when she dialled 911, the officer on the other end of the 
line did not believe her at first, a 51-year-old woman said on 
Wednesday before the Saxony-Anhalt Higher Regional Court 
in Magdeburg.

“He didn’t really perceive that at all. He said I should go 
out and find out where the shooter is”. It was only when her 
neighbour came and resumed the conversation that an officer 
arrived, she said. This is not the only criticism expressed on 
this 15th day of the Halle trial.

The defendant is , 28 years old. He has 
confessed the facts. On Wednesday, the State Protection 
Senate tried to clarify what happened after the murderer fled 
the city following his attacks on a synagogue and a kebab 
restaurant in Halle.

At midday, the assassin had first tried in vain to enter a 
synagogue where 52 believers were celebrating the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. Shortly afterwards, he shot a 
40-year-old passer-by and a 20-year-old customer in a nearby 
kebab restaurant. Many people fled in panic and were injured. 
In a brief shoot-out with a police patrol, the assassin was 
wounded in the neck before leaving the city.

Because he had shot at the tyres of his rental car, the 
perpetrator needed a new car and stopped in Wiedersdorf, a 
district of Landsberg, about 16 kilometres from the first crime 
scenes. There, a 52-year-old man was working in his garden. 
There had been a knock on the courtyard door and he had 
looked into a gun, the man in the courtyard now said in a hesi-
tant voice. The author had asked for the keys to a parked car.

The 52-year-old man stated that the attacker had shot him 
as he was running away. The bullet hit the witness in the neck 
and lodged behind his right ear. His wife described how she 
ran into the yard because of a noise. 

“My husband was covered in blood, I was going to run 
towards him when, splashed, I fell down, then I couldn’t get 
up, and then I saw him,” she testified. She did not realise until 
much later that the woman had fallen because the perpetrator 
had shot her in the hip from behind. The perpetrator was very 
close to her, she said. “He was complaining,” she said, “like a 
kind of cat.” That he was injured and needed a car.

When the abuser did not get the key, he had disappeared 
from the court. But the man on the 911 call did not believe her, 
the 51-year-old said. At first, she said, only one officer arrived 
and when he saw them both he shouted: 

“Fucking shit”. 
Only then a helicopter arrived for her husband and an 

ambulance for her, she said.

What happened after the attack on the couple was described 
in court by two taxi drivers and a garage owner: the attacker 
approached one of them, held his gun in front of his face and 
demanded the taxi. After a short discussion, they gave him the 
key. The perpetrator turned around again, threw 50 euro notes 
on the ground and said: 

“I know you are calling the police now, but please give me 
ten more minutes”.

Shortly after continuing to flee, he decided to chase him 
in a second taxi, said a 41-year-old witness. The 37-year-old 
garage owner called the police and asked about his neighbours, 
the couple the offender had been with before. The taxi driver 
on the other hand, pursued the murderer until he discovered 
policemen on the roadside at the Wiedemar motorway exit.

He approached them and reported that a man had robbed 
his taxi and shot his neighbours. The officers then said that 
they could not leave, that they were a checkpoint for Halle. 
The officers asked for reinforcements by radio, while he got 
the idea to call his car dealer to have the taxi located. Shortly 
afterwards, he said, he put an employee of the dealership, who 
was following the location of the car, in touch with the policeman. 
Shortly afterwards Halle’s killer was arrested.
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The taxi driver and the mechanic said that they were very 
worried about their neighbours and that they had tried to digest 
what they had seen by talking to their friends and family. The 
couple who were shot in the neighbouring courtyard obviously 
found it harder to cope: both are still unable to work today. 
The 52-year-old man lost his temporary job because of this 
and cannot coordinate the right side of his body properly be-
cause of nerve damage. The couple moved into their parents’ 
guest room because the woman can no longer climb the 
stairs because of the gunshot wound. They avoid companies, 
shopping and crowds.

“Even though it’s not necessarily pleasant at home either 
because you’re always watching the scene,” said the 51-year-
old woman. She said she and her husband often felt lonely 
- and not just in an emergency situation. In fact, only the aid 
organisation Weißer Ring had helped them, she said. And an 
anonymous visitor to the synagogue on the day of the bom-
bing offered them a holiday weekend. They are the ones who 
realise that they exist.
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Between memories and rea-
lity: the Internet as a play-
ground for right-wing extre-
mists’ assassins

On Wednesday, the trial against the Halle murderer will focus on 
the events in Wiedersdorf. This is also where the murderer went on 
the run to record the video of the crime.

He desperately wanted to reach out to his community and 
thus influence future assassins. 

Because the different assassinations reinforce each other 
all over the world and are of great value to the online community 
of the extreme right.

About the author

The American journalist and researcher Alex Reid Ross 
works for the “Centre for Analysis of the Radical Right” and has 
been researching the subject of radicalisation of the extreme 
right on the Internet for several years.

Racially motivated killings have become one of the most 
horrific and murderous phenomena of modern political times. 
While “lone wolves” are generally described as acting solely out 
of hatred, these killers increasingly seem to belong to a system 
created by image forums, forums and gaming platforms. Their 
aim to achieve the “high score” and surpass others by killing 
as many people as possible indicates the bloodthirsty nature 
of their political community.

In the United States, the types of aggressors have long been 
part of image boards and gaming communities. In 2014, the 
“4chan” site became the focus of the “Gamergate” controversy, 
as racist and misogynist video game players flocked to the 
anonymous forum to post memes and hateful texts in defiance 
of the grievances of women in the gaming community. 

By combining misogyny, extreme right-wing ideology and 
gambling culture, 4chan has contributed to spreading a sense 
of fear and combative alienation among many young men.

Picture boards, games and social 
media

When Gamergate became too aggressive, even for 4chan, a 
new forum called “8chan” was created to capture the overflow 
of Nazism, child pornography and other criminal activity. More 
and more “chan” sites were created or split up. Right-wing 
extremists have united behind the grotesque content of “chans” 
to bring down dissident social media users, political opponents 
and others considered weak or subhuman.

As Twitter and Facebook became increasingly victimized by 
right-wing extremist groups flooding social media companies 
with complaints, they began to block the accounts of white 
supremacists and conspiracy theorists. The Gab website was 
created to fill this void.

On the basis of “freedom of expression”, it became a 
rallying point for white nationalists. Gab was soon overtaken 
by the extreme right and became a sounding board for racist, 
misogynistic and antisemitic hate speech. While some users 
thought that overt racism would change public discourse, others 
felt that discussions about the external effect - the so-called 
“optics” of the movement - were oppressive. On 18 October 
2018, Robert Gregory Bowers wrote about Gab: 

“I cannot stand by and watch my people being massacred. 
Fuck the optics, I’m going”. 

At 9:50 a.m., he stormed the Tree of Life Synagogue in 
Pittsburgh and murdered eleven people. Robert Gregory Bowers 
radicalized himself on far-right Internet forums for some time 
before his attack.

A common platform

Bowers was not part of the extreme right-wing movement. 
Rather, he was part of a sectarian community that engaged 
in debates and discussions about his publicity, strategy and 
tactics. Without access to public platforms such as Steam and 
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Gab, the distribution of right-wing extremist content would be 
much more difficult for these groups. If violent and right-wing 
extremist content continues to be present on these platforms, 
it will lead to further radicalisation and mobilisation from the 
Internet to real life.

In an interview with one of the first members of the extre-
me right-wing organisation Atomwaffen Division (DWS) that I 
conducted with researcher Emmi Bevensee and another jour-
nalist, I learned that video games provided founding members 
Brandon Russell and Devon Arthurs with an entry point into 
right-wing extremism during the Gamergate era. They also 
used the Steam gaming platform and the Discord encrypted 
chat application to recruit new members and promote their 
organisation. One of DWS’s main recruiters, who appeared 
on the large Internet forum of the “Iron March” group under 
the name Arathis, kept a Steam account with the same alias 
for these purposes.

While most of the DWS’s activities between 2015 and its 
dissolution in 2020 consisted of distributing leaflets, posters 

and stickers promoting racial war, members of the group also 
engaged in extreme violence. In February 2019, for example, 
DWS member Benjamin Bogard was arrested by the FBI in 
the United States for possession of child pornography images 
and the rape of a minor for “mobilising for violence”, according 
to federal agents. On Bogard’s Twitter profile, he proclaimed 
himself a “future assassin”.

Shortly afterwards, a mass murder in remote Christchurch, 
New Zealand, shook the world and inspired similar perpetrators 
in the United States and around the world - as well as the 
Halle assassin. On the 27th March 2019, an Australian named 
Brenton Tarrant posted a link and manifesto live on 8chan 
before playing a far-right song about the Bosnian genocide. 
He then opened fire on two mosques in Christchurch, New 
Zealand, killing 51 people. Tarrant was also a steam user. He 
calls himself “Commander Rockwell” after the founding pre-
sident of the American Nazi party, George Lincoln Rockwell. 
Tarrant’s stream resembled a first-person shooter, heralding 
what Robert Evans of the Bellingcat research platform called 
“the gamification of mass murder”.
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September, 23

Murder in Halle - report on 
the fifteenth day of the trial

On the fifteenth day of the trial there was talk of a location that had 
received little attention in connection with the Halle murder. A wit-
ness from Wiedersdorf described the accused in clear terms.

“Did he aim at your upper body?” the presiding judge asked 
the witness. “No, on the face actually,” he replied. 

On 9 October 2019, the Wiedersdorfer was trying to saw 
wood when someone knocked on his courthouse door.

 “And when I open the door, I look into a gun.” Jens Z., 
witness and co-applicant

 wants the key to a car parked outside in the 
street. The witness said that he replied that he did not have 
the car key with him and that he then noticed the man in battle 
dress “playing” with his finger on his weapon. He ran away and 
felt a shot hit him while he was still running.

Wiedersdorf: a “forgotten” crime sce-
ne

It is the fifteenth day of the trial against Halle’s murderer. 
For the first time, the events in Wiedersdorf are discussed. 
Previously, the accused had tried to break into a synagogue in 
Halle and had killed a passer-by and a young man in a kebab 
snack bar. He had shot three policemen and was shot in the 
neck by them. Nevertheless, he was able to drive away in his 
rented car - to Wiedersdorf, where he knocked on the door of 
Jens Z’s courtyard.

Wiedersdorf is a “forgotten” crime scene because relatively 
little has been reported about it. The two injured men did not 
want to talk to the press. MDR Sachsen-anhalthas also had 
contact with both of them and respects their decision not to give 
interviews. From this Rightly so, however, MDR Sachsen-an-
haltcan only give a detailed account of what happened in 
Wiedersdorf after today’s testimony.

Gunshot wounds in the neck and the 
hip

The witness speaks in concise sentences about his me-
mories of 9 October 2019. The accused stood directly in front 
of him, held the gun pointed in his face and repeatedly asked 
for the car keys. When the witness turned around and fled, 
the defendant fired :

The witness was hit in the neck, the bullet wounded the 
nerves running through it. He said that the right side of his 
body had been damaged since his injury. The witness’s wife 
heard the shot and went out.

On the witness stand, she explains that she suddenly col-
lapsed - but did not realize what had happened. The defendant 
had shot the woman in the hip, seriously injuring her. 

“When I tried to get up, he was very close to me and told 
me that he needed the car keys. I said, “I don’t have the keys”. 
She then describes ’s reaction:

 “Like a son to his mummy. He said he had to leave, that 
he was hurt. He moaned, like a wimp. (...) Then he left the yard 
- like a miserable child.” Dagmar M., witness and co-appellant

The defendant leaves the residents’ property - on foot. The 
woman called 911 and testified on the witness stand that the 
police officers on the phone did not believe that she and her 
husband had actually been shot. It was only when a neighbour 
who came to help spoke to the police that an officer was sent 
to them, she says.

Vehicle theft from a garage

On the fifteenth day of the trial, three other important wit-
nesses from Wiedersdorf were heard: two taxi drivers and a 
master mechanic who had heard the shots on the neighbouring 
property but had not recognised them as such. After being 
unable to steal a car from the inhabitants,  also 
threatened these three men with his pistol: he said he was 
a wanted criminal, that he had already killed two people and 
that he needed a taxi.

The three men did not allow themselves to be intimidated 
and remained calm. One of the three recognises the danger, 
hands over a key.  leaves. The taxi driver, Daniel 
Waclawczyk, decides to go into a second taxi to chase them, 
while Kai H., a master mechanic, brings first aid to his neighbours. 
Daniel Waclawczyk catches up with the murderer near Queis 
and follows him to the slip road to the A9 near Wiedemar.

Taxi driver helps with the arrest

Waclawczyk explained on the witness stand that he had 
already met a police patrol on the slip road and stopped. He 
told the officer: 

“The one in front stole my taxi. Chase him! And they: We 
are a police checkpoint for Halle. I said: “Guys, he has just shot 
two people in Wiedersdorf!”

Daniel Waclawczyk has the idea to get the manufacturer 
to locate his taxi. When this succeeds, he knows it: the author 
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has taken the A9 south, has just left the motorway, drives on 
the B91 in the direction of Zeitz.

Daniel Waclawcyz describes the reaction of the policeman 
on the witness stand as follows: 

“Then he shouted at me how I knew it was his jo  And then 
I received another reprimand for hanging up on him.” 

He reached the Mercedes employee a second time and 
then handed the phone over to the police, he said. Many lawyers 
and spectators in the room shake their heads in perplexity as 
he recounts this.

Wiedersdorf: Forgotten even at the 
memorial service

The victims in Wiedersdorf were only helped very late in 
getting over what happened, they say. 

“The only ones who really did something are the members 
of the White Ring”, explains Dagmar M. The aid organisation 
White Ring supports victims of crime.

Many psychologists had declared themselves not responsible 
for the Wiedersdorfers. It was only in June 2020 that she and 
her husband were finally able to start therapy, explains Dagmar 
M. The consequences of the attack, which both of them now 
have to live with, are the same as those faced by the victims of 
the synagogue, the Kiez-Döner and the Magdeburger Straße: 
Sleep disturbances and fears. They are reluctant to leave their 
house or flat. In the case of the Wiedersdorfers, there are also 

physical complaints caused by gunshot wounds.
Dagmar M. says that he received help from a person in the 

synagogue who wished to remain anonymous. She says that 
the man offered her and her husband a voucher for a hotel. 
“This is the only group that even realised we existed,” she says.

On October 9, 2020, the assassination will have taken place 
one year ago. During the central commemoration - which, by 
the way, does not take into account when the people concerned 
in the synagogue, who will be celebrating Shabbat on Friday, 
October 9 - the Wiedersdorfers were not invited at the start.

The White Ring called us and said: 
“There are three crime scenes! Then we received an invi-

tation”. Dagmar M., witness and co-applicant

How the trial will continue

The sixteenth day of the trial hearing will follow on 30 
September. Then the officers who finally arrested  
on the B91 will testify. By that time, all the main locations of 
the attack will have been discussed. The verdict of the trial is 
expected on 18 November, provided there are no further delays.
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September, 23

Day 15 of the trial, the victims 
from Wiedersdorf describe 
their encounter with the mur-
derer from Halle

Halle (Saale) - It was one of the worst antisemitic attacks in post-
war German history: The right-wing terrorist attack in Halle on 9 
October 2019 made headlines around the world. Here you will 
find live coverage of the 15th day of the trial against  on 23 
September in Magdeburg. Hagen Eichler and Oliver Müller-Lorey 
are today’s trial reporters.

14:42: The judge closes the trial

Further pictures of the damaged rental car are shown. The 
tyres on the left side are flat, there are also bullet holes in the 
driver and passenger doors. Investigators found several shells 
between the driver’s seat and the centre console. 

The session is over for today. On the 16th day of the trial, 
the police officers who were present when  was arrested 
are to be heard.

2:32 pm: the assassin left some ma-
terial in a rented car

 left so many things in the car because he didn’t have 
time to recharge his new getaway car, as he testifies. The fact 
that he drove to Wiedersdorf was pure coincidence, he says. 

“I just drove straight on. When my second tyre also burst 
before Wiedersdorf, I could only get to the village on foot at 
20, 30 kilometres per hour”.

2.28 p.m.: A policeman talks about 
the vehicle used for the crime

We are now talking about the vehicle of the crime, a rental 
car in which the murderer fled from Halle to Wiedersdorf. The 
policeman describes how he and his colleagues were not 
allowed to approach the car at first because it contained ex-
plosive substances. In the boot, the investigators found several 
buckets, cans and boxes of chemicals, including sulphuric 

acid, calcium carbide and ammonium nitrate. In the back of 
the car, a bucket of explosive devices can be seen, as well as 
a bandolier and a sword.  also had tape, food and bandages 
with him. The judge shows pictures, the accused explains what 
can be seen in them.

2:20 pm: Traces of blood on the door 
handle and rubber boots

The photos repeatedly show the blood trail from the garage 
to the front door. There was also blood on the door handle and 
on the welds next to the front door.

14.16 hours: The reconstruction of 
the crime scene shows numerous 
traces of blood

Now, a 360-degree image is shown from the courtyard 
garage where the couple was killed. Two bloodstains can be 
seen. Bloodstains can also be seen on other images showing 
the outside of the yard. 

“These are drop marks that extend to the backyard,” said 
the officer. 

By using the blood trail, officers can trace the paths of 
injured victims. However, a heavy downpour started before the 
evidence was collected, causing a lot of blood to be spilled, 
the officer said. The reason for this is that security has not yet 
been put in place at the site.
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2.10 p.m.: a Berlin LKA official on the 
witness stand

After the lunch break, the interrogation of Witness N. He 
is a police officer at the LKA Berlin and has created a 3D 
reconstruction of the Wiedersdorf proceedings. On the day of 
the crime, he and his colleagues had been called to Halle to 
help obtain evidence. 

The police officer described to the court the recordings he 
had made. A digital tour of the crime scene is possible thanks 
to a programme. This allows trial participants to see the area 
around the court where the couple was injured. One can also 
see the car that the murderer tried to steal in vain. It is a small 
green car, probably an old VW Polo. You can even see on the 
photo the casings that the police found.

12.40 p.m.: Detailed questions to the 
witnesses

In the course of the trial there are always questions of detail 
that may seem trivial to a layperson, but are important to lawyers. 
For example, it is a question of where  pointed his gun and 
what exactly he said. Several witnesses stated that  warned 
during the taxi robbery that he had already shot two people. It 
is questionable whether the wording is correct and whether  
meant the victims in front of the synagogue and in the kebab 
shop or the couple shot dead in Wiedersdorf. The witnesses 
agreed:  had indicated the property where the couple had 
been wounded and had said that two people had been shot.

The trial will be adjourned until 2 pm. Thereafter a police 
officer is scheduled to be heard.

12.33 p.m.: Upcoming witness reports 
on the Wiedersdorf incidents

After a further 15-minute break, the trial will now continue 
with the last witness before the lunch break. This is a taxi driver 
and the brother of the witness heard earlier. He describes how 
the murderer asked him for a taxi in Wiedersdorf on 9 October. 

“At first I didn’t want to give him the key, because I didn’t 
take the situation seriously,” he says. It was only his brother who 
gave the key to the murderer. “Everything was like a tunnel for 
me.” He still remembers a patrol car that came quickly and left 
in the direction of B’s escape route.

12.06 p.m.: Taxi owner criticises po-
lice work on 9 October

The whodunit continues, and the work of the police is again 
criticised. In fact, the taxi owner managed to locate his stolen 
car on the B 91 after seven to eight minutes with the help of 
the Mercedes dealer. He describes how he went to the police 
officer with this success, but was treated very harshly by him.

“He told me that these places were his work. When he 
wanted to talk to the Mercedes employee and I told him that 
I had already hung up, I got the following look”. When a legal 
advisor asked him if the police had apologised for his behaviour 
so far, the businessman replied in the negative. “That’s what I 
thought,” said the lawyer.

12.00 noon: The taxi owner describes 
the persecution of 

What the taxi owner now describes is a real thriller. After 
the robbery, he chased ’s fleeing car into a second car, which 
can be located. In the process, both passed a police checkpoint 
which simply let B pass. 

“I stopped and told the policeman that the one in front had 
stolen my car. said the policeman: We can’t leave here, we are 
a checkpoint for Halle”.

Apparently the policeman had no idea that the criminal, 
who was wanted all over the country, had just passed them. 
But the taxi driver didn’t let go, desperate to get his car back. 

“So I called an authorised Mercedes dealer and asked him 
to locate the car.” 

The employee first said that the contractor would have to 
sign a confidentiality policy. As the witness said, a handshake 
went through the courtroom.

11:52 a.m.: The taxi owner on the 
witness stand

The owner of the taxi, who was in the garage at the time of 
the carjacking in Wiedersdorf, can now speak. The 41-year-old 
businessman wanted to have his tyres changed in H.’s workshop 
with his brother, when the men heard two knocking noises and 
came face to face with the murderer. He asked: 

“I am a wanted criminal. I need a taxi”. But the taxi owner 
did not understand directly what  meant. “Look at us, none 
of us can drive you,” he said.  then said that he was only in-
terested in the vehicle. He described the escape in the same 
way as the mechanic did.

11:42 a.m.: Did chance prevent ano-
ther death?

It is possible that there was no other death than by coin-
cidence. As Kai H. says, he has a dark-skinned apprentice. 

“But he wasn’t there that day. I can’t imagine what would 
have happened if he had been there”. H. rushed to his badly 
injured neighbours with a first aid kit after the assassin’s escape, 
and treated them until the doctor and the police arrived. Later, 
he says, several hundred policemen came to the courtyard of 
his workshop. It wasn’t until half past nine in the evening that 
the unrest ended. During this time, H. received countless calls 
on his mobile phone from journalists and people who wanted 
to know what had happened”. But I didn’t want to spread false 
news.” Even when the New York Times called, he said, he didn’t 
want to talk to reporters.

11:33 am: A car mechanic reports the 
presence of 

In addition to Kai H., the owner of the taxi was also in the 
workshop.  reportedly told him: 

“Give me the key, I killed two people, I don’t want to do the 
same with you”.

“I knew that the situation was serious because I heard the 
detonation”, said H. 

The taxi owner then handed over the key.  took two 50-
euro notes out of his trouser pocket, threw them into the street 
and then left with his tyres spinning, he said. The taxi owner left 
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in a second taxi because he was able to locate the getaway 
car, while H. looked after his injured neighbours.

11:27 a.m.: questioning the next wit-
ness

The third witness is currently being questioned. He changed 
a tyre in a taxi when he heard a bang and suspected that 
someone had fallen from a ladder. But B was standing in front 
of his workshop door at the time. 

“At first I thought it was someone who needed help. I saw 
a steel pipe in his hand and I knew it was a gun. I thought it 
was a young hunter who had hurt himself cleaning a rifle”. But 
when  started talking, he said, he realised the seriousness of 
the situation. “He said that he is a wanted criminal from Halle 
who has just shot two people while pointing at the neighbour’s 
property”.

11.19 a.m.: Questions to the defen-
dant

Questions are now put to the defendant. The representatives 
of the Nebenklage want to know why  shot the two persons 
in Wiedersdorf from behind if he did not want to kill them. He 
had not aimed, but had merely fired, according to . That his 
voice was in tears, as the witness said, “may be true”.

11.16 a.m.: No attempt at an apology

 does not want to apologise, but - once again - to explain 
his actions from a technical point of view. The witness stated 
that he saw  “brandishing his weapon” and pointing something 
at the ground and threw it to the ground. This “agitation”, ac-
cording to , was the reloading of the gun. Shell casings had 
“naturally” fallen to the ground.

 also says that he did not want to shoot the couple from 
Wiedersdorf, he just wanted the car. When he did not get it, 
he demanded at least to be let into the building. As Jens Z. 
did not let the murderer in, he pulled the trigger. According to 
his own statement, he shot his wife because she came in to 
call the police. 

“Then I would have been finished,” said  
He also said that he once read that if you point a gun 

at someone and are not taken seriously, you can be quickly 
disarmed.

10:52 a.m.: Witness does not want to 
hear anything from the defendant

The trial is now adjourned for 15 minutes. ’s lawyer 
announces in advance that his client wants to say something. 
But the witness, who has just testified, does not want to hear 
anything from the defendant. 

“If this becomes just an excuse, my client doesn’t want to 
hear it,” says his lawyer.

10.44 a.m.: Have the injured been 
forgotten?

M. learned that she had received help after the attack from 
the White Ring and from a member of the Jewish community, 
who anonymously gave her a hotel voucher. 

“It feels good to know that someone is thinking of us after 
all. Because the wounded have somehow fallen by the wayside”. 

When questioned by Judge Mertens, the witness gives 
an example. 

She and her husband had received an invitation to the 
memorial service on 9 October, which had mentioned two 
crime scenes. 

“But there were three crime scenes. We then received a 
corrected version of the invitation”.

10.38 a.m.: Victims in Wiedersdorf 
criticise the police operation

Even after the arrival of police reinforcements, not everything 
went smoothly, the witness said. Even as she was lying in an 
ambulance, a policeman opened the door and asked for the 
car key - a parallel with the murderer. 

“I asked him why he needed it, he just said it was none of 
my business”.

Toni M. also shows what ’s actions did. The wit-
ness avoids the crowd, hardly dares to leave the house. She 
had not seen her granddaughter, born in August, until today 
because she could not drive the distance. She said she could 
not go to her daughter’s wedding either. 

“You can’t take the bus anymore, you want to be at the 
prefer not to go out at all, although it is not pleasant at home 
either, because you are reminded where it happened”.

According to his own statement, M. phoned all the psy-
chologists in the area, but was told everywhere that they 
were not responsible. It was only belatedly that she received 
psychological help.

10:30 am: Witness: He whined like a 
wimp!

The witness remembers that the murderer also asked him 
for a car key. “He moaned like a wimp, like a mummy’s son. He 
said he needed the key because he was hurt in the neck”. This 
witness is also very critical of the work of the police. She had 
to say her name 20 times at the control centre.

A police helicopter flew over the courtyard, but then flew 
away. They could not help her at the control centre. At one 
point, thank God, our neighbour came, I gave him my mobile 
phone with the words “you tell them what happened, they don’t 
believe me”. It was only just before 2 in the morning that only 
one policeman came to the garage, he said. 

“He said ‘oh shit’ and sent a radio to order the helicopter back.”

10:23 a.m.: Testimony of the second 
victim from Wiedersdorf

Today Toni M., Jens Z.’s partner, who was also shot dead on 
9 October, testifies. At first she had not noticed the murderer. 
Her husband had wanted to split wood with the chainsaw. 

“All of a sudden I heard a strange noise and thought the 
chainsaw had exploded. That’s when I ran downstairs and 
saw my husband covered in blood”. She had wanted to be run 
over, but she suddenly fell - probably because of the gunshot 
to her hip. “When I was lying on the floor I looked him straight 
in the eyes.”
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10.01 a.m.: Jens Z. seriously weake-
ned after the attack

Z. says that he has been severely disabled since 9 October, 
he speaks of a “completely different life” that he now leads. 
He avoids crowds and can’t stand anyone else approaching 
from behind. 

“I can’t sleep at night anymore.” 
He also has headaches and suffers from numbness on 

his right side. He said his wife was also under restrictions and 
could no longer climb the stairs in the building.

9.54 am: The police did not believe 
Jens Z. at first

The 52-year-old man continues to describe how things 
went on after the attack. As it turned out later, the bullet hit 
him in the neck and remained stuck in the body. 

“We tied my wound to my neck and locked all the doors. 
Then we called the police”. 

But there, he says, they didn’t believe that he and his wife 
had been shot. It took 20 to 25 minutes for a patrol car to 
arrive. He didn’t find out what had happened in Halle until later.

Z. is now unemployed because his temporary employment 
contract has not been extended. 

“We don’t take care of a sick person,” he says. 
Psychological treatment hasn’t really been able to help 

him so far.

9.46 am: shot by  - the victim 
testifies

The first witness to testify is Jens Z., who was standing 
directly in front of the accused on 9 October when he asked 
him to provide him with a car. Z. finds it audibly difficult to 
account for what happened. He describes how there was a 
knock on the door of his court on 9 October. 

“That’s when I looked at the gun. He pointed it in my face 
and asked for the keys to our car”.

But Z. told him at the time that he didn’t have the car key 
and then he ran away while the perpetrator “tripped” the trigger. 

“At that moment I felt in the back of my neck that I had 
been hit.” He also stated that his wife had been shot in the 
defendant’s hip.

9.20 a.m.: The mystery of Wiedersdorf

On Wednesday the trial of Halle’s murderer, , 
continued at the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg, which 
sits in Magdeburg. The 15th day of the trial will focus on the 
events in Wiedersdorf near Landsberg (Saalekreis). There the 
accused had got out of the car after his escape from Halle in 
order to extort a new getaway car. At gunpoint,  demanded 
a car from a local inhabitant, but refused to hand it over to 
him. The man was the first witness to be summoned. Later, the 
employees of a garage were also heard, from where  took a 
taxi and continued his escape.

9 a.m.: this is the 15th day of the trial

The court is slowly moving into place during the course of 
9 October 2019. This Wednesday it should be mainly about 
the events in Wiedersdorf near Landsberg. This is where 

 fled after having been had shot two people in Halle. 
In Wiedersdorf he changed the getaway car, seriously injuring 
two other people.
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September, 23

“He wept”, How the victims in 
Wiedersdorf experienced the 
murderer

Magdeburg - In the context of the trial of the extreme right-wing 
terrorist attack in Halle, several witnesses have brought charges 
against the police. They all met the murderer in the early afternoon 
of 9 October 2019 when he fled to the small village of Wiedersdorf 
in the Saale district, where he threatened them and seriously injured 
two of them. But when she dialled the emergency call, seriously 
injured, the officer on the other end of the line did not believe her at 
first, a 51-year-old woman said on Wednesday before the Higher 
Regional Court of Saxony-Anhalt in Magdeburg.

“He didn’t really perceive that at all. He said I should go 
out and find out where the shooter is”. 

It was only when her neighbour came and resumed the 
conversation that an officer arrived, she said. This is not the 
only criticism expressed on this 15th day of the Halle trial.

Halle’s murderer fled by car to Wie-
dersdorf after two murders

The defendant is a 28-year-old German. He confessed 
to the crimes. On Wednesday, the State Security Senate at-
tempted to further clarify what happened after the murderer 
fled the city following his attacks on a Jewish synagogue and 
a snack bar in Halle.

At noon, the assassin had first tried in vain to enter a sy-
nagogue where 52 worshippers were celebrating the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. Shortly afterwards, he shot a 
40-year-old passer-by and a 20-year-old customer in a local 
kebab snack bar. Many people fled in panic and were injured. 
In a brief shoot-out with a police patrol, the assassin was 
wounded in the neck before leaving the city.

Because he had shot out the tyres of his rental car, the 
perpetrator needed a new car and stopped in Wiedersdorf, a 
district of Landsberg, about 16 kilometres from the first crime 
scenes. There, a 52-year-old man was working in his garden. 
There had been a knock on the courtyard door and he had 
looked into a gun, the man said as a witness, in a hesitant 
voice. The author asked for the keys to a parked car, he said.

The 52-year-old man stated that the attacker had shot him 
as he was running away. The bullet hit the witness in the neck 

and lodged behind his right ear. His wife described how she 
ran into the courtyard because of a noise. 

“My husband was covered in blood, I was going to run 
towards him when, splashed, I fell down, then I couldn’t get 
up and then I saw him,” she testified. She did not realise until 
much later that the woman had fallen because the perpetrator 
had shot her in the hip from behind. The perpetrator was very 
close to her, she said. “He was whimpering,” she said, “like a 
wimp.” That he was injured and needed a car.

Victim from Wiedersdorf: The 911 
caller didn’t believe that someone had 
fired a gun

When the attacker didn’t get the key, he disappeared from 
the yard, she says. But the man on the 911 call did not believe 
her, the 51-year-old said. At first only one officer came and 
shouted “Oh shit” when he saw her. Only then a helicopter 
arrived for her husband and an ambulance for her.

What happened after the attack on the couple was descri-
bed in court by two taxi drivers and a mechanic: the attacker 
approached one of them, held his gun in front of his face and 
demanded the taxi. After a short discussion, they gave him the 
key. The perpetrator turned around again, threw 50 euro notes 
on the ground and said: 

“I know you are calling the police now, but please give me 
ten more minutes”.

Shortly after continuing to flee, he decided to chase him in a 
second taxi, said a 41-year-old witness. The 37-year-old garage 
owner called the police and asked about his neighbours, the 
couple the perpetrator had been with before. The taxi driver, on 
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the other hand, chased the murderer until he saw policemen 
on the side of the road at the Wiedemar motorway exit.

Taxi owner: a checkpoint let a murde-
rer pass without a problem

He approached them and reported that a man had robbed 
his taxi and shot his neighbours. In response, he said that the 
officers told him that they could not leave, that they were a 
checkpoint in Halle. The officers had requested reinforcements 
by radio, during which time he had the idea of calling his car 
dealer to have the taxi located. Shortly afterwards, he said, 
he put an employee of the dealership, who was following the 
location of the car, in touch with the officer. 

Shortly afterwards, Halle’s attacker 
was apprehended

The taxi drivers and the mechanic said that they were very 
worried about their neighbours and that they had tried to di-
gest what they had seen by talking to their friends and family. 
The couple who were shot in the neighbouring courtyard are 
clearly having more difficulty recovering: both are still unable 
to work today. The 52-year-old man has lost his temporary job 
because of this and cannot properly coordinate the right side 
of his body because of nerve damage. The couple moved into 
the guest room of their parents’ house because the woman 
can no longer climb the stairs due to the gunshot wound. They 
avoid businesses, shopping and crowds.

“Even though it’s not necessarily pleasant at home either 
because you’re always watching the scene,” said the 51-year-
old woman. 

She said she and her husband often felt lonely - and not 
just in the emergency situation. In fact, only the aid organisation 
Weißer Ring had helped them. And an anonymous visitor to the 
synagogue on the day of the bombing offered them a holiday 
weekend. They were the ones who noticed that they existed.
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Testimony of a downcast 
couple

A couple from Wiedersdorf reports in the lawsuit of Halle against 
, how he tried to get a car to escape.

Magdeburg (dpa) l On the day of the terrorist attack in 
Halle, according to a couple, the police did not believe at first 
that they had been shot. She had said during the emergency 
call that her husband was bleeding to death. A 51-year-old 
woman testified before the Magdeburg Regional High Court 
on Wednesday (23 September).

“He didn’t really notice that at all, he said I should go out 
and watch where the shooter was.” 

It wasn’t until his neighbour came and resumed the conver-
sation that an officer arrived.

The murderer had tried to get a new car while he was 
fleeing because he had shot two tyres off his car. In doing so, 
he stopped at a farm in the Landsberg district of Wiedersdorf 
in the Saale district, where the 52-year-old was working in 
the garden.

 asked for the key

There had been a knock on the courtyard door and he 
had looked into a gun, the man said in a gasping voice on 
Wednesday. The perpetrator had asked for the car key, he said.

The 52-year-old said the attacker shot him as he fled. The 
bullet hit the witness in the neck and lodged behind his right 

ear. Shortly afterwards, the perpetrator also reportedly shot the 
51-year-old woman from behind as she ran into the courtyard. 
Both witnesses have been unable to work since the shooting 
and are suffering from late effects.

Since July, the State Protection Senate of the Regional 
Supreme Court has been working on the 9 October 2019 
terrorist attack. Due to lack of space, the trial is taking place 
in a room at the Magdeburg Regional Court. The defendant is 
a 28-year-old German.

The defendant has confessed to the 
crime

The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office accused him of 
planning “by an antisemitic, racist and xenophobic attitude, an 
assassination attempt on fellow citizens of the Jewish faith. 
The defendant confessed to the facts.

When he failed to enter the synagogue during the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, the assassin shot a 40-year-old 
passer-by. He then attacked a nearby kebab restaurant and 
killed a 20-year-old man.

As he fled, the assassin injured others before being arrested 
by police. The accused, , is from Mansfeld-Südharz.
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Victims describe their en-
counter with the perpetrator 
in Halle

In the trial on the far-right terrorist attack in Halle, several witnesses 
brought charges against the police.

Magdeburg (dpa) - They all met the murderer in the early 
afternoon of 9 October 2019 when he fled to the small village 
of Wiedersdorf in the Saale district, where he threatened them 
and seriously injured two of them. But when she dialled the 
emergency call, seriously injured, the officer on the other end 
of the line did not believe her at first, a 51-year-old woman 
said on Wednesday before the Higher Regional Court of 
Saxony-Anhalt in Magdeburg.

“He didn’t really perceive that at all. He said I should go 
out and find out where the shooter is”. 

The defendant was , aged 28. He confessed 
the facts. On Wednesday, the State Security Senate tried to 
further clarify what happened after the murderer fled the city 
after his attacks on a synagogue and a kebab restaurant in Halle.

At noon, the assassin had first tried in vain to enter the 
synagogue, where 52 worshippers were celebrating the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. Shortly afterwards, the German 
shot a 40-year-old passer-by and a 20-year-old customer in a 
nearby kebab snack bar. Many people fled in panic and were 
injured. In a brief shoot-out with a police patrol, the murderer 
was wounded in the neck before leaving the city.

Because he had shot at the tyres of his rental car, the 
perpetrator needed a new car and stopped in Wiedersdorf, a 
district of Landsberg, about 16 kilometres from the first crime 
scenes. There, a 52-year-old man was working in his garden. 
There had been a knock on the courtyard door and he had 
looked into a gun, the man said as a witness, in a hesitant voice. 
The author had asked for the keys to a parked car, he said.

“My husband was covered in blood, I was going to run 
towards him when, splashed, I fell down, then I couldn’t get 
up and then I saw him,” she testified. She did not realise until 
much later that the woman had fallen because the perpetrator 
had shot her in the hip from behind. The perpetrator was very 
close to her, she said. “He was whimpering,” she said, “like a 
wimp.” That he was injured and needed a car.

When the attacker didn’t take the keys, he disappeared from 
the yard, she said. But the man who called 911 didn’t believe 
her, said the 51-year-old man. At first, only one officer arrived 

and shouted “Oh, shit!” at the sight of the two. Only then a 
helicopter arrived for her husband and an ambulance for her.

What happened after the attack on the couple was described 
in court by two taxi drivers and a garage owner: the attacker 
approached one of them, held his gun in front of his face and 
demanded the taxi. After a short discussion, they gave him the 
key. The perpetrator turned around again, threw 50 euro notes 
on the ground and said: 

“I know you are calling the police now, but please give me 
ten more minutes”.

Shortly after continuing to flee, he decided to chase him 
in a second taxi, said a 41-year-old witness. The 37-year-old 
garage owner called the police and asked about his neighbours, 
the couple the perpetrator had been with before. The taxi driver, 
on the other hand, chased the murderer until he saw policemen 
on the side of the road at the Wiedemar motorway exit.

He approached them and reported that a man had robbed 
his taxi and shot his neighbours. The officers then said that 
they could not leave, that they were a checkpoint for Halle. .

The taxi drivers and the garage owner said that they were 
very worried about their neighbours and that they had tried to 
digest what they had seen by talking to their friends and family. 
The couple who were shot in the neighbouring courtyard are 
clearly having more difficulty recovering: both are still unable 
to work today. The 52-year-old man has lost his temporary job 
because of this and cannot properly coordinate the right side 
of his body because of nerve damage. The couple have moved 
into the guest room. with her parents because the woman could 
no longer climb the stairs because of her gunshot wound. 
Adventures, shopping and crowds avoid them.

“Even though it’s not necessarily pleasant at home either 
because you’re always watching the scene,” said the 51-year-
old woman. 

She said she and her husband often felt lonely - and not 
just in an emergency situation. In fact, only the aid organisation 
Weißer Ring had helped them. And an anonymous visitor to the 
synagogue on the day of the bombing offered them a holiday 
weekend. They were the ones who noticed that they existed.
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Wiedersdorfers go through 
hours of fear

Residents of Wiedersdorf deplore the “forgotten” crime scene of 
the Magdeburg Regional Court during the trial.

Magdeburg - Knocking on the door of his court in Wie-
dersdorf, a district of Landsberg in the Saalekreis, will change 
his life. When 52-year-old Jens Z. opens the door, he looks at 
the barrel of a pistol. Halle’s murderer is standing in front of 
him.  has been on the run for just under 40 minutes 
at this point. He wants another car because his Golf has two 
worn-out tyres.

Jens Z. from Wiedersdorf says on the 15th day of the trial 
at the Magdeburg Regional Court: 

“He asked several times for the car keys of our VW Polo, 
but I couldn’t give them to him”.

 Jens Z. then turns around and wants to leave. At that 
moment  shoots him from his home-made pistol. 
The bullet hits the back of his neck, narrowly missing his spine 
and lodging in his throat. He shouts to his partner Dagmar M.: 

“Stay in the house!” But she does not grasp the situation 
in time.

The 51-year-old man: 
“I only heard a noise and thought that he had done something 

to himself when he was sawing firewood. Jens came towards 
me with his neck bleeding”. 

Then, she says, she suddenly collapsed. 
“At first I didn’t know why, until the accused leaned over me. 

He kept asking for the car keys,” said the woman. 
Only later did she realise that she, too, had been shot. The 

assailant mumbles something. Then he disappears. During the 
trial, she says to the accused: 

“He moaned like a mama’s boy, a wimp”.  conti-
nued to grab his own gunshot wound.

When she called 911, she said she was not taken seriously 
at first. 

“I had to say my name twenty times and they didn’t answer 
until my neighbour did.” The police took a long time, she said. 
Only one officer showed up at first. She herself was hit in the 
hip. Both remain in hospital for 10 days after the operation 
and need therapeutic treatment until today. They are still 
unable to work.

Kai H’s garage is 200 metres from the couple’s house. This 
is where taxi entrepreneur Daniel W. and his brother Christian 
have their tyres changed. The garage owner is also standing 
next to them.

A taxi driver chases the culprit

At that moment, the murderer reportedly said at gunpoint: 
“I am a wanted criminal and I just shot two people over 

there. I don’t want to do this to you too”. 
The taxi driver, aged 41, hands over the keys to the car, 

which has a radio location.  throws 50 euros twice 
at the taxi drivers’ feet and disappears. Daniel W. sets off in 
pursuit from a safe distance. In Wiedemar he sees a police 
patrol. The officers let the stolen taxi through. Daniel W. stops 
and tells the officers everything. They say they have to stay put 
because of the attempted murder. Neither Daniel W. knows 
anything about what happened in Halle, nor do the officers 
know anything about the change of vehicle in Wiedersdorf. 
The taxi driver then has the idea to call Mercedes and ask for 
the location of the car in case of an emergency. The employee 
there says: 

“But first they have to come and sign the data protection 
declaration”. 

Shortly afterwards, however, he receives the location of 
the taxi.

Wiedersdorf, on the other hand, is in a state of emergency. 
“Heavily armed policemen, an armoured car and helicopters were 
there all day and we knew nothing”, recalls resident Klaudia 
Wannags. The village of about 70 inhabitants was evacuated in 
the evening because of the explosives found in the car. It was 
only in the morning that the first resident ventured to return 
and informed the village of the situation.

others. There has never been an official lifting of the eva-
cuation. The 53-year-old man: 

“We will always be forgotten in connection with the attack”.
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Associations are planning an 
exhibition to mark the anni-
versary

Associations are planning an exhibition to mark the anniversary. On 
the first anniversary of the terrorist attack in Halle, an exhibition and 
meetings are planned.

Halle (dpa) l On the first anniversary of the right-wing 
terrorist attack in Halle, the Halle Alliance against the Right 
and the Mobile Victim Counselling Service are planning a 
joint exhibition and meeting opportunities. Not far from the 
sites of the attacks, audio, video and text material is to be on 
display from 9 to 11 October, in which survivors and victims 
of the attack will have their say, the organisations announced 
in Halle on Wednesday. 

“They call for remembrance of Jana Lange and Kevin 
Schwarze and for solidarity with those affected by the attack, 
the Jewish community in Halle and Kiez Döner”. 

The exhibition would be designed by graduates of the Burg 
Giebichenstein Academy of Fine Arts.

A heavily armed man had attempted to enter the Halle 
synagogue on 9 October 2019, the day of the highest Jewish 

holiday, Yom Kippur, and provoke a massacre. The assassin 
failed and shot two people. The trial for the attack is currently 
underway at the Naumburg Regional Court, with 28-year-old 

, a resident of Saxony-Anhalt, on trial.

A conference on state democracy and the central event 
commemorating the city and state on the anniversary of the 
attack were to be broadcast on the Steintor campus. People 
should also be able to spend the minutes of the commemoration 
there at 12.01 p.m. on 9 October and engage in conversation. 
At 12.01 p.m., the time of the first shots at the synagogue 
door, public life in Halle will come to a brief halt and all the 
church bells in the city will ring, as the city and the state had 
previously announced.
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Are synagogues safe?
One year after the attack in Halle, the results of an investigation are 
discussed.

It has been twelve months since an assassin attacked the 
Halle synagogue on Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement. The 
local police authorities and the Magdeburg Ministry of the In-
terior were quickly criticised for leaving the Jewish community 
unattended during one of the major holidays. And this in Halle, 
a hotbed of radical right-wing groups.

The “Mediendienst Integration”, an information platform for 
journalists, presented last Tuesday at the Centrum Judaicum 
the results of a survey of the 16.

The interior ministers of the Member States reported on 
what had been done in their states since then to thwart future 
attacks.

The rabbinical student Naomi Henkel-Gümbel was in the 
synagogue at the time of the attack, and in the trial against 
the attacker, she is one of the joint plaintiffs. Jürgen Peter, 
Vice-President of the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA), 
and Sigmount Königsberg, Commissioner for Antisemitism of 
the Jewish Community in Berlin, also participated in the panel. 
Ronen Steinke, lawyer and author of the book Terror against 
Jews, was invited as an external observer. How antisemitic 
violence develops and the state fails.

Nur Ronen Steinke once again addressed the issue of the 
funding that is now supposed to be provided. He vividly described 
the cumbersome and lengthy procedures for the identification 
and registration of security breaches by representatives of the 
authorities, and the way in which applications are recommended. 
Their approval, in turn, takes far too long. In the end, it is often 
the case that only 50% of the required funds are approved. 
The rest has to be covered by the communities themselves. 
The money that is then lacking for community work.

Naomi Henkel-Gümbel, an observer at the trial, criticised 
the fact that BKA investigators had paid very little attention 
to the murderer’s online games that glorify violence, let alone 
evaluated them. There is a collective of scientists and artists 
who have managed to establish a chronology of their own 
that can show the links between other attacks as well as the 
planning stages of individual crimes. This could have been 
used for inspiration.

“But then I sit in the courtroom and listen to the BKA 
officials during their questioning, who often point out that this 
is not part of their remit,” she reported, speaking directly to 
the BKA representative to ask him what lessons his agency 
is drawing from it structurally.

“We cannot be satisfied overall with the work of the police”. 
Jürgen Peter, vice-president of the BKA

Jürgen Peter was very well prepared and read the mea-
sures decided as consequences of what had happened. It was 
sentences such as these that came as a surprise: 

“Every day we have to reawaken the awareness of law 
enforcement and especially the police to recognise the history 
of antisemitic crime as such and to combat it consistently, to 
take appropriate protective measures if necessary”.

Or: “On the part of the law enforcement authorities, in view 
of developments, there is a need to constantly adapt and refine 
existing research instruments and methods. For what we are 
experiencing in the right-wing scene, which is much more 
heterogeneous today and partly also appears more bourgeois 
than in the 1990s, is a dynamic evolution”. He then turned his 
attention to the investigation of the Halle affair. Speaking to 
Naomi Henkel-Gümbel, he said: “We cannot be globally satisfied 
with the work of the police”.

Sigmount Königsberg also saw it this way and complained 
that often, when it comes to physical attacks against Jews, 
only physical injuries are recorded and the antisemitic back-
ground “falls behind”. However, dealing without empathy leads 
to a re-traumatisation of the persons concerned. Often the 
public prosecutor’s office even drops the investigation due 
to an alleged lack of public interest. However, it has explicitly 
excluded Berlin from this.

For Ronen Steinke, the litmus test for responsible go-
vernment action must be the extension of security measures 
within a reasonable period of time - and 100% financed by 
taxpayers’ money.

BKA Vice President Jürgen Peter concluded by calling on 
civil society to report antisemitic crimes even if it is feared that 
the police cannot do anything anyway. Because: 

“In the end, looking the other way and tolerating plays into 
the hands of those who spread hatred, exclusion and violence”.

But the future rabbi Naomi Henkel-Gümbel does not blame 
them for winning - and thus answered a journalist’s question 
asking her if she had thought of leaving the country.
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Looking to the future
How the Jewish community celebrates Yom Kippur one year after 
the attack.

“On the New Year’s Day it shall be written, and on the Day 
of Atonement it shall be sealed, how many shall pass away and 
how many shall see the day, who shall live and who shall die, 
who shall come to his end and who shall not come to his end”.

These impressive words from the prayer “Unetane Tokef”, 
recited on Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, always give you 
goose bumps when you read them carefully. But on this Yom 
Kippur they will have a special meaning for many people in 
Germany.

These days the murderer from Magdeburg is on trial. It 
brings back many memories of the attack in Halle a year ago. 
Much has been said and written about it, and we now know very 
well how thin the line between life and death was at that time.

Recently, a stranger filmed a man praying in front of the 
synagogue entrance. What would have been only a marginal 
note a year ago caused great excitement among the minyan 
participants.

The worshippers felt threatened and turned to the police 
at the station. The officers could do nothing in this case - it is 
not illegal to film for private purposes. And even though the 
man who was filming left shortly afterwards, this incident clearly 
showed how tense people still are.

In my conversations with the faithful, almost everyone 
said they wanted to celebrate Yom Kippur in the minyan 
again this year.

In my conversations with members of the congregation, 
almost everyone said they wanted to celebrate Yom Kippur in 
the minyan again this year - and that they would not feel any 
discomfort about it. Enough time has passed, they say, to forget 
the worst. Moreover, the Yiskor prayer is said at Yom Kippur, 
where attendance is obligatory - and life goes on.

However, one can well imagine that practically all prayer 
warriors will no longer be able to follow the reading of the 
Torah closely when it comes to the reading of the Torah on 
Yom Kippur - exactly at the time when, a year ago, the attack 
in front of the synagogue took its course.

However, those who pray will be spared very direct compa-
risons this year. For the regulations of the Corona, which are 
not a joy in everyday life but also during the Shabbat G’ttes 
services, will become a blessing in this case. The synagogue 
in Halle is relatively small, so for the time being, because of 
the necessary distances between the people who pray, not 
everyone who normally comes to the G’ttesdienst will fit in.

And that is why the congregation council decided to rent 
a large hall in the city this year to celebrate Rosh Hashanah 
and Yom Kippur (with sufficient police protection, of course). 
Thanks to this measure, participation will be possible for all 
those who wish to attend the prayers.

I hope this will make the reading of the Torah on Yom 
Kippur less oppressive. However, even in the rented hall, of 
course, those praying will not be able to completely block the 
attack on that day. But several state and city politicians have 
announced their visit on Yom Kippur to express their solidarity 
with the community. This is a positive sign for us, and perhaps 
it will also make the treatment of memory less painful than it 
would have been in the synagogue.

But it should not remain only in the memory and the surpas-
sing. The Jewish people have never lost their optimism, even 
in the worst and darkest moments. We have always waited 
confidently for things to finally improve.

A new Sefer Torah would be a powerful sign for the commu-
nity that life goes on. And this is precisely the most important 
idea of Yom Kippur - not to stop at confessions and prayers, 
but to resolve to do something spiritually positive.

We learn from the Torah that when Moses received the 
atonement for the Jews of G’d from the sin of the Golden 
Calf, he was also instructed at the same time to build the 
Mishkan, the Ark of the Covenant. On the day of Yom Kippur, 
Moshe returned to the people of Mount Sinai and announced 
this instruction to the Jews. On the day after Yom Kippur, the 
people began to gather materials to build the Mishkan.

The same will be implemented in the city of Halle this year. 
On this Yom Kippur, fundraising for a new Torah scroll will start. 
The synagogue in Halle has only one kosher Torah scroll, which 
is a real challenge during the holidays.

Therefore, a new Sefer Torah would not only be a real en-
richment for the synagogue, but also a strong sign for the whole 
community that Jewish life in Halle continues. Participation in 
this campaign will help everyone to put the nightmare of the 
attack behind them and to look to the future with optimism.

The author is a rabbi of the Jewish communities of Halle 
and Dessau and a member of the German Orthodox Rabbinical 
Conference.
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The state promotes the secu-
rity of Jewish facilities

Brandenburg supports the installation of security systems for Jewi-
sh communities and facilities. The Jewish community of the city of 
Potsdam has already asked the police for advice.

Potsdam - About a year ago, during the Jewish feast of 
atonement Yom Kippur, a right-wing extremist attempted to 
carry out a mass murder in the Halle synagogue. As he was 
unable to get through the security door, he shot two passers-by 
instead. Since July, the murderer has been on trial in Magdeburg. 
Next week the Jews will again celebrate Yom Kippur - also in 
Brandenburg and Potsdam. Is Jewish life in the March safe?

“So far, the police have no conclusions that justify a concrete 
danger for Jewish institutions in the country,” the Interior Ministry 
(MIK) told the PNN investigation. 

“In the state of Brandenburg there are a number of Jewish 
institutions and objects, which are protected or monitored by 
various police measures tailored to the object concerned”, 
explains spokesman Martin Burmeister.

Protective measures were adapted 
after the attack

There are about 100 objects, including community centres 
and synagogues, as well as cemeteries and memorials. The 
protective measures had been adapted after the Halle attack 
and in some cases strengthened. At the request of the munici-
pality or institution concerned, the police examine the structural 
conditions and then draw up “recommendations for increasing 
basic material protection”, said Mr Burmeister.

“Antisemitism is a virulent problem in 
Brandenburg”

There are also two other funding pots, according to the 
MWFK. The synagogue in Cottbus is regarded as an “outs-
tanding symbol of Jewish life in Brandenburg” and therefore 
particularly threatened, for example as a target of a terrorist 
attack. For this reason, the local community received additional 
funding of approximately 57,000 Euros.

for structural protection measures. In addition, the Abraham 
Geiger College of the University of Potsdam, currently under 
construction, has received 20,000 euros for security measures, 
the MWFK announced.

“Antisemitism is a virulent problem in Brandenburg”, says 
Peter Schüler of the Research and Information Centre on 
Antisemitism (RIAS) of the Moses Mendelssohn Centre. 

Since Halle, however, the threat has not increased signifi-
cantly. Although RIAS research shows a slight increase in the 
number of incidents, these are generally not acts of violence, 
but material damage, insults or antisemitic remarks.

The Jewish community in Potsdam 
advised by experts

The Jewish community in the city of Potsdam has already 
been advised by police security experts, says its president 
Evgeni Kutikow. The community has its headquarters in the 
former fire station at Werner-Seelenbinder-Strasse. The buil-
ding was originally planned as a temporary solution, but the 
construction of the Potsdam synagogue was delayed for years. 
Therefore, the temporary solution must now be secured. The 
state ministries and the state capital would do their utmost to 
improve the security situation. 

“In any case, we do not feel alone”, says the President.
Ud Joffe, the president of the Potsdam synagogue community, 

is not afraid in the state capital either. You can’t prepare for a 
major terrorist attack anyway, notes the pragmatist of Israeli 
origin. But the police, in consultation with his congregation, 
provide sufficient security for events, for example.

The synagogue community has only recently moved to new 
halls in Kiezstraße. A police inspection will soon be carried out. 
One problem is that the synagogue community does not yet 
know how long it will use the halls. The background is also the 
dispute over the construction of the synagogue. 

“It is possible that we will buy a property in Potsdam,” says 
Joffe. 
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“I want them to know they’re 
Jewish”

One year after the attack on the Halle synagogue, the Jewish com-
munity is preparing for the major festivals. No one likes to talk about 
the day of the attack any more, but the shooting did not intimidate 
the community members - it created a new force.

Nelly was the youngest of 52 men and women who had 
gathered at the Halle synagogue to celebrate Yom Kippur, the 
highest Jewish holiday. Then  came and wanted 
to kill her. As many Jews as possible, he said later. The door 
resisted the bullets of a shotgun.

And the Jewish community of the city also resisted the 
attack of October 9th. It is also about faith. When 21-year-
old Nelly, who only wants to be called by her first name, talks 
about it, it’s without pathos. It is a question of helpfulness, 
forgiveness, gratitude.

When the economics student talks about what religion 
means for her daily life, it sounds as pragmatic as it is authentic. 

“It’s important for me,” she says, “not to lose it, to show 
respect for each other”.

Heavily armed and in battle dress, , 28, had shot 
at the synagogue door. He had previously announced his act 
on the internet forum Meguca. And although he failed to reach 
the door, he still became a murderer. He shot Jana Lange, 40, 
who was passing by. In a nearby kebab, he shot 20-year-old 
Kevin Schwarze. Before he was arrested by the police in Zeitz, 
he injured three people.

Exhausting moments in the synagogue, panic, uncertainty 
as to whether it was a lone perpetrator or a group of terrorists, 
fear of death were widely reported. Nelly is talking about so-
mething else today. She talks about the one thing that 

 could not destroy: The power of faith. 

Faith in values

Nelly is responsible for working with children and young 
people in the community and teaches in the Jewish tradition. 

“We see that many children and young people are losing 
contact, we are not ultra-orthodox. We want them to know who 
they are, but that they are Jewish”. 

These days, she said, this is particularly important.

She spoke of good and evil

Friday evening marks the beginning of the great holidays 
with the Jewish New Year, Rosh Hashanah. Nelly has had a 
lot on her mind in recent weeks to prepare her offspring for 
the religious festivities. She explained the custom of eating an 
apple soaked in honey on Rosh Hashanah’s evening, said the 
fruit was a symbol of the year’s round, that the honey wished 
for a “sweet” passage. She spoke of the Jewish idea that God 
looks at the actions of man at the “head of the year”. Talked to 
children and young people about good and evil.

And, of course, Yom Kippur was also a topic, celebrated 
this year on September 28th, when believers repent, ask God 
to forgive them, seek reconciliation.

“This is a very serious issue, of course,” says Nelly. 
But she didn’t tell the children about the attack on the 

previous Yom Kippur. Instead, she talked about forgiveness. 
“We have the concept that God cannot forgive you if you 

don’t ask man for forgiveness.”

Lidia Edel accompanies the work of religious education 
with offers of artistic education. This 19-year-old girl, who has 
just passed her Abitur and will soon start studying education, 
is an important pillar of the work of the congregation. Lidia, 
like Nelly, is working on the future of the church.

Among the 530 parishioners, most of whom are from the 
former Soviet Union, there are many senior citizens. Corona 
severely limits her work with them. Whether it is German or 
computer courses, everything is done online. The work with 
children and young people, for which the participants meet in 
person at the community centre in the old Jewish quarter of 
the city, becomes all the more important.

Lidia Edel was at school when the news of the attack was 
announced. 

“We all had to go home,” recalls the young woman with 
the long dark curls. 

Fear for her friends in the synagogue is still on her face 
when she talks about how the situation was developing at the 
time, with false news constantly coming in about supposed 
new shootings in the supermarket or refectory.

She was able to contact people in the synagogue via a 
WhatsApp group and enquire about their health. 
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“At one point, the group was shut down because the people 
in the synagogue said they wanted to pray.”

So far, he says, no one has taken the opportunity to leave 
Germany either.

A mobile guard was set up in a container in front of the 
synagogue, which is about two kilometres away, after the at-
tack. In addition, the National Criminal Police Office has made 
several recommendations on how to protect people inside the 
buildings. The state of Saxony-Anhalt has made 2.4 million euros 
available for the community to implement the recommendations. 
But this is meeting resistance. 

“We want the responsibility for our security to remain with 
the state”, says community president Max Privorozki, “we are 
not experts”. 

Negotiations are continuing

This 57-year-old woman, who emigrated from Ukraine to 
Germany 30 years ago, can understand why people who have 
experienced the attack do not want to talk about it. He only 
does it himself involuntarily because he is a community leader 
and knows how important the educational work of the media is. 

“Other people don’t have to do this.”
Then he talks about the project they started a few years ago, 

where Holocaust survivors told schoolchildren about their fate. 
“A woman had agreed to do it. But in a first meeting she 

just cried and decided not to speak after all”. 
Even in his family, some of whom were murdered at Babyn 

Yar in 1941, he says, people tried not to talk about the Wehr-
macht’s massacre of 33,000 Jewish men and women.

Max Privorozki holds a doctorate in mathematics. Even 
though he no longer works in the profession - analytical thinking 
remained with him. Perhaps this is a way for him to understand 
the inconceivable that 75 years after the Holocaust, Jews are 
being hunted down in Germany.

The fact that he is appearing as co-appellant in the trial 
against  is also linked to the fact that he is looking 
for answers, he said. 

“I want to understand how a person with a negative attitude 
towards a population group comes to this conclusion: I am 
going to kill them”.

He could understand, he said, that there are people who 
don’t like Jews, just as there are people who don’t like Christians 
or agnostics “or men who are bald”. But to kill?

The meeting with  in court, the research in the 
files, all this had reinforced his impression that the author is 
apparently not only a Nazi and an antisemite, but also a computer 
game addict. The attack, which he recorded and broadcast live 
on the Internet, was staged with movements and vocabulary 
like a video game.

Max Privorozki finds it regrettable that the parents refuse 
to testify. He pleads for an investigation to be carried out into 
their complicity. Nobody really knew what he was doing?

The mother tried to take her own life after learning of her 
son’s crime on 9 October 2019. The suicide attempt failed. Her 
suicide letter suggests that she also subscribes to antisemitic 
conspiracy ideologies. According to the records, the father 
claims he had little to do with his son. Nevertheless, he had 
given her his credit card number.

“Shouldn’t he have seen from the statements what he was 
spending the money on,” Privorozki asks. “That’s why I told the 
court that it reminded me of the justifications after the war 
in the Soviet Union. In the 1930s, millions of people starved 
to death in Ukraine. And the elderly people I spoke to were 
supposedly unaware of this”.

For Nelly and other members of the community, it was 
important that the people of Halle did not close their eyes 
after the attack. 

“We received a lot of postcards and letters. From organisa-
tions who invited us, but also from ordinary citizens who offered 
their help. Like “Hi, my name is Walter”.

And even though the men and women of the Jewish 
community in Halle do not like to talk about the attack, but 
try to look ahead - they do not want to repress. The door that 

 was unable to destroy with his shots is a striking 
example of this. It is called the “Miracle of Halle”.

Before it was replaced in July, people used to scratch 
splinters from the wood because they thought it brought good 
luck. Lidia Edel started a community project to turn the door 
into a work of art. It will be on display one year after the attack.
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Marked by Kevin’s death, 
How a witness from the “Kiez 
Döner” suffers under attack

The employee of a painting company took the new apprentice to 
the kebab snack bar where the murderer killed him. Fear and guilt 
destroyed the innocent man’s life. How the other witnesses des-
cribe the attack.

Magdeburg - If only he had prepared his sandwich. If only 
he hadn’t taken the new apprentice to the kebab restaurant 
for lunch. If only he could have protected him. These are the 
thoughts that haunt the man to this day:

On the 14th day of the trial against Halle’s murderer, the fate 
of an absent witness shakes the spectators in the courtroom. 
The man himself cannot testify because the terrorist attack on 
9 October 2019 has completely disoriented him. The feeling 
of complicity in the death of 20-year-old apprentice painter 
Kevin S. weighs heavily on him.

The witness from “Kiez Döner” is still 
suffering from the attack today

A fun-loving and enterprising person was his client, says 
lawyer Doreen Blasig-Vonderlin. A walled-in, only called “Mr. 

” for his protection that day, in his mid-forties, with a mentally 
handicapped son. That’s why he felt a connection with the new 
apprentice: Kevin S. was himself with learning difficulties, and 
a few days earlier he had started working in the company.

“He knew him well and felt responsible for him,” says the 
lawyer. On the day of the attack, however, when the murderer 
burst into the “Kiez Döner” after the failed attack on the syna-
gogue,  could do nothing for Kevin. “He died simply because 
he was in the wrong place at the wrong time and wanted to 
eat a kebab”, says the lawyer.

Unable to work until today

Destroyed is also the life of  “Post-traumatic stress disor-
der” write the psychiatrists who examined him in their reports. 

 has been scared ever since. He can hardly leave the flat 
without an escort. He even drives 500 metres from his son’s 
flat by car, locking the doors.

From November to February he was placed in a psychiatric 
clinic. To this day, he is unable to work. 

“The attack changed everything. He doesn’t know if he will 
ever be able to do his job again”, says lawyer Blasig-Vonderlin.

The murderer is unimpressed

The accused considers the murder of the 20-year-old 
apprentice and HFC fan as an “accident” - in fact, he wanted 
to kill Muslims. Even to this day,  does not give 
the impression that he is bothered by the extinct life. But 
the cloisonneur, who simply hasn’t had his lunch with him, is 
suffering badly.

Sleep disturbances, panic attacks, apathy, withdrawal from 
his social environment - the list of late effects, which Judge 
Ursula Mertens, president of the court, presents from expert 
reports, is long. And again and again: feelings of powerlessness, 
helplessness, guilt.

A witness report describes the attack 
on a kebab shop

As  could not testify in court, the judge read out what 
he had told the police a few days after the attack. He himself 
had already received his kebab, Kevin was still standing at the 
counter when suddenly there were several shots, the perpe-
trator entered the shop and fired around.  hid behind one 
refrigerator, Kevin behind another.

“I pleaded for my life. I said I had two children,” reads Mertens 
in the witness statement. 

 then escaped through a window in the courtyard. Later, 
he met a young woman who owner of a snack bar. 

“She said my colleague didn’t make it. My knees were still 
muddy”.

Another witness writes a farewell message during the attack.
The terrorist attack also left its mark on a 29-year-old man 

who fled the attacker to take refuge in the toilets of the snack 
bar. Using his mobile phone, Conrad R. composed a farewell 
message to his family there: 

“I thought it was over,” he said at the witness table. 
“I assumed I was going to die in that toilet.”
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What he remembers is that he dialed 911 and the female 
cop said goodbye to him. 

“It blew my mind because I thought it was the last voice I 
was ever going to hear.”

Even before October 9th, the man was suffering from an 
anxiety disorder. The memory of a training session against 
her had helped him to calm down in the toilet, he says. The 
experience weighs on R. to this day.

“I really don’t like to travel. I also don’t like rooms I don’t 
know how to get out of. The court hearing caused him new 
anxiety - and yet he forced himself to come, he says. “You have 
to face the fear.”

Was the accident an attempted mur-
der?

The second part of the day’s trial focuses for the first time 
on what happened after the murder in the snack bar and the 
subsequent shoot-out with the police.  had then 
fled, wounded in the neck. An accident occurred in the Mag-
deburger Strasse, which had already interested the court at 
the beginning of the trial :

At a tram stop the right-wing extremist suddenly pulled his 
car into the opposite lane in the direction of two black-skinned 
pedestrians. One of them, Abdi Raxmaan Aftax Ibrahim from 
Somalia, was hit by the car. The legal issue is as follows: Is it 
attempted murder?

Assassin crushes fleeing Somali man

“My friend warned me that a car was heading towards us,” 
says Ibrahim, 24. 

“The car was very fast. I fell to the ground and fainted for 
a moment. He suffered injuries to his left hand and knee. In 
his mind, the attack still haunts him today. At the green light, 
Ibrahim says he sometimes looks so often around cars that the 
light has already turned red. He avoids being outside, he says. 

“Since 9 October, I don’t have anything to enjoy anymore.”

 had testified on the first day of the trial that 
he had hit the black pedestrian without intention. However, he 
admitted that for a white person he would have tried to avoid 
“in any case”.
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One year later, Halle residents 
commemorate the victims 
of terror with human chalk 
chains

Halle (Saale) - On the first anniversary of the extreme right-wing 
and antisemitic terrorist attack, the inhabitants of Halle are to show 
their solidarity with colourful chalk drawings.

The national network of migrant organisations (LAMSA), 
in cooperation with the foundation “Citizens for Citizens”, has 
requested that sticks be painted on the pavements on 9 Oc-
tober 2020. This could create many chains of chalk people all 
over the city. It is important that everyone can participate in this 
action at the location of their choice, the organisers announced. 

“With this action we are giving a sign of solidarity for Halle.”

On 9th October 2019, a heavily armed man tried unsuc-
cessfully to break into a synagogue where more than 50 
worshippers were celebrating the highest Jewish holiday, Yom 
Kippur. On the day of the attack, the man shot a 40-year-old 

passer-by, killed a 20-year-old man while attacking a takeaway 
kebab restaurant nearby, and injured and traumatised many 
others before being captured after about an hour and a half.

To commemorate the events and the victims, numerous 
events are planned until 9 October and on the anniversary itself. 
For example, the city of Halle and the state of Saxony-Anhalt 
are planning a conference on democracy, to which, however, 
only selected participants are invited.
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How Yom Kippur is cele-
brated in Halle one year after 
the attack

Yom Kippur, the so-called Day of Atonement, is the highest Jewish 
holiday. Last year the Jewish community in Halle was the target of 
an attack on this day. For many, this left its mark. This year the fes-
tival, which falls on 28 September, is celebrated in the city on the 
Saale.

From Sunday to Monday evening, the Jews celebrate their 
biggest holiday: Yom Kippur. This is called the Day of Atone-
ment and, for many pious Jews, the holiest day of the year. It 
traditionally begins the day before, this year on Sunday evening.

Last year, when the feast fell on 9th October, an assas-
sin attacked the synagogue in Halle while about 50 people 
were celebrating. He tried to storm the place of worship with 
weapons, but the door held firm and prevented a massacre. 
He shot two people not far from the synagogue and seriously 
injured two others as he fled.

Rabbi: Members of the congregation 
became more cautious

The events frightened the Jews of Germany. This year’s 
festival on 28th September is therefore celebrated by many 
with mixed feelings. The rabbi of the Jewish communities of 
Halle and Dessau, Elisha Portnoy, says that it is difficult to talk 
about the events and also to link the attack to the aspect of 
reconciliation.

 “The community escaped unharmed, but two people died,” 
Portnoy said. 

For many members of his congregation, he said, the attack 
left its mark and they became suspicious.

No celebrations at the synagogue

In the year following the attack, the feast will not be celebrated 
in the synagogue. According to Rabbi Portnoy, the service will 
be celebrated in a large hall in the city. However, the reason 
for this is the Corona pandemic and the lack of space in the 
synagogue to comply with the spacing rules.

According to Mr. Portnoy, 50 people can participate in the 
celebration in the hall. A normal service is provided - with a 
police presence, that’s a given, the rabbi said. However, on 9 
October 2019, this was not the case. The actual memorial 
service, which will be attended by many celebrities, is planned 
for the anniversary of the 9 October attack in Halle.

Yom Kippur - the festival of reconci-
liation

Yom Kippur is the holiest and most solemn day of the Jewish 
year and is still observed today by a majority of Jews, even 
non-religious ones, in a more or less strict form. For women 
from the age of 12 and men from the age of 13, it is a 25-hour 
fasting day - starting the day before the holidays. At the same 
time, Yom Kippur is the conclusion of ten days of repentance 
which begins with the New Year’s Day Rosh Hashanah.

Yom Kippur is the so-called Feast of Atonement. Accor-
ding to Jewish belief, people can be freed from their guilt and 
reconciled with God on this day. This day calls for repentance 
and conversion: only those who are reconciled with their fellow 
human beings can hope to be reconciled with God.

Believing Jews light a candle in their house on Yom Kip-
pur in memory of deceased parents. The light is supposed to 
burn for 24 hours. With a few exceptions, services in Jewish 
communities also last most of the day.

In Israel, all restaurants and cafes are closed on this day and 
all public life is at a standstill. All border crossings (including the 
airport) are closed. The fact that Israel was virtually paralysed 
and extremely vulnerable on that day was exploited by Syria and 
Egypt in October 1973 and they started the Yom Kippur war.
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Yom Kippur with mixed fee-
lings

Among the Jews of Germany, the attack on the highest holiday of 
Yom Kippur has triggered deep uncertainty. It continues to this day.

Berlin/Halle/Düsseldorf (dpa) l The day left deep scars. 
“It shook the foundation of my faith,” says Naomi Hen-

kel-Gümbel. 

A year after the attack on the Halle synagogue, the aspiring 
rabbi finds it hard to find words when she thinks of Yom Kippur. 
She was celebrating the Feast of Atonement with around 50 
people at the synagogue on 9 October 2019, when a right-
wing extremist attempted to storm the building.

Jews in Germany are therefore celebrating their biggest 
holiday this year - from Sunday to Monday evening - with mixed 
feelings. Max Privorozki, too, is not giving up. 

“I don’t understand how a person can be so full of hatred,” 
says the president of the Jewish community in Halle, which 
has around 530 members. 

Antisemitism in society

“We all perceive that antisemitism is growing and can be 
found in the middle of society”, says Zeev Reichard from the 
community of Düsseldorf. 

In 2019 alone, 2029 antisemitic crimes were recorded in 
Germany, 13% more than in the previous year. According to 
BKA Vice President Jürgen Peter, they create a “climate of 
fear” that endangers democracy.

At a conference in Berlin on the security of synagogues, 
the Vice President of the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) 
gave a sobering assessment: the security situation of Jewish 
institutions was better than last year, but not good overall. 

“As the police, we cannot be satisfied with the ‘status quo’ 
we have,” he said.

Bollards, fences, security gates - they are part of daily 
life in front of Jewish institutions. Most of the time the police 
stand in front of the buildings - but sometimes they don’t, like 
in front of the Halle synagogue on 9 October 2019. For Naomi 
Henkel-Gümbel, the fault lies with the system. She wants to 
know at the conference what lessons the police are learning 
from the Halle bombing. Only a wooden door and video cameras 
prevented the bloodbath in the temple.

Above all, the lessons have been learned from the “NSU 
disaster”, the investigators are now more open to different crime 
hypotheses, says Peter, vice-president of the BKA. The office 
is developing its expertise on the Internet and wants to look 
more closely at right-wing networks in the future.

The journalist Ronen Steinke, author of the book “Terror 
against Jews. Wie antisemitische Gewalt erstarkt und der Staat 
versagt” (Terror against Jews: How antisemitic violence increases 
and the state fails), considers the authorities responsible. He 
says that the prevention of danger is the task of the state, the 
police - not the communities. Steinke, who travelled through 
Germany and spoke with officials and community members, 
reports significant bureaucratic obstacles when it comes to 
enhancing the security of Jewish institutions.

Ensuring security

The authorities keep repeating that banks or jewellers must 
pay for their security. Jews should not be satisfied with such 
arguments, says Steinke - even though communities have had 
to get used to the “state of siege” of their institutions for years.

Sigmount Königsberg, the person responsible for antise-
mitism in the Jewish community in Berlin, speaks about the 
good cooperation with the Berlin police. Naomi Henkel-Gümbel 
also feels safe in the capital. But one thing does not reassure 
Königsberg: the growing antisemitism during the anti-Corona 
demonstrations, with the conspiracy theories and the abuse 
of the memory of the Holocaust.

When demonstrators tried to pass the synagogue in 
Oranienburger Strasse on a recent Saturday, the community 
sounded the alarm. It was unacceptable that demonstrators 
wearing the Nazi “Jewish yellow star” should pretend to be 
victims of the crown’s policy and march with it on the Sabbath 
day in front of the synagogue. It was only after the intervention 
of the community that the authorities changed the route of 
the demonstration.

Josef Schuster, President of the Central Council of Jews, 
keeps repeating that the Jews of Germany may not be sitting 
on full suitcases, but that they know where they are at hand. 
She wondered if she was considering leaving. 

“I’m staying, right now,” said Naomi Henkel-Gümbel.
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Halle trial takes a two-week 
break

The trial of the extreme right-wing, anti-Semitic terrorist attack in 
Halle is taking longer than expected.

Magdeburg/Naumburg (dpa) l The only trial date scheduled 
for this week, Wednesday, is to be cancelled, the Higher Re-
gional Court in Naumburg announced on Monday. The reason 
was the illness of the trial participants. The court stressed that 
it was not a corona infection.

As a result, the trial is now in recess for a fortnight and 
will resume on 13 October. Last Wednesday, the survivors 
of Wiedersdorf, who were threatened and shot dead by the 
murderer as he fled to steal a car, had testified.

Since July, the State Protection Senate of the Regional 
Supreme Court has been working on the terrorist attack of 9 
October 2019, which left two people dead and many injured 
and traumatised. Due to space constraints, the trial has been 
moved to the largest courtroom in the state, at the Magdeburg 
Regional Court. At present, the dates are scheduled until 
mid-November.

The defendant is a 28-year-old German. The Federal Public 
Prosecutor’s Office accuses him of planning an assassination 
attempt on fellow citizens of the Jewish faith “out of an an-
ti-Semitic, racist and xenophobic spirit. The defendant 

 confessed to the facts.

When he failed to enter the synagogue during the highest 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, the assassin shot a 40-year-old 
passer-by. He then attacked a nearby kebab restaurant and 
killed a 20-year-old man. While fleeing, he injured others before 
being arrested by police.
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Initiative 9 October Halle: 
“There must be no “business 
as usual” in society”

In Magdeburg, the trial after the Halle bombing is ongoing. But the 
trial is not a social reassessment of what happened. The Halle initia-
tive of 9 October therefore wants to strengthen the voice of those 
affected - and to take action against antisemitism and racism.

Since July, the trial following the attack in Halle on 9 Oc-
tober has been underway in Magdeburg. Before each day of 
the trial, civil society groups organise vigils for those affected. 
The aim: the trial must not be used by the alleged murderer 
as a stage for his ideology. One of the groups behind the vigils 
is the Initiative 9 October Halle.

Here is the 9 October Halle Initiative

The October 9 Initiative was founded in Halle in June 2020. 
The aim of the initiative is the critical reassessment of the Halle 
attack of 9 October 2019. In doing so, the group is particularly 
interested in clarifying the social conditions that could lead to 
this act. The initiative aims to give a voice to those affected 
by the attack and thus to make their views - both on the legal 
action after the attack and on the social reappraisal - known 
to the public.

Members of the 9 October Initiative participated in pre-
trial vigils and observed each day of the trial as visitors in the 
courtroom. About 15 people are part of the permanent core 
group. However, the initiative is in contact with some 40 groups, 
including academic groups, civil society and antifascist groups.

The important voices of complainants

The rallies are mainly intended to give the common plain-
tiffs in the trial the opportunity to publicly express their own 
views on the attack, explained two members of the Initiative 
on 9 October in an interview with MDR SACHSEN-ANHALT. 
This is what some of the plaintiffs did, for example, with a joint 
statement during the trial.

The two representatives of the initiative wish to remain 
anonymous. On the one hand, because they want attention to 
remain focused on the people affected by the attack. On the 
other hand, because they have already been threatened by 
right-wing extremists in Halle.

The guilt of the accused, they say, has been largely clarified, 
for example, by the video of the crime. However, from the point 
of view of the initiative, what still needs to be clarified is: from 
what social environment could the crime have occurred? It is 
not only the radicalisation of the accused, but rather the daily 
antisemitism and racism, where apparently nobody intervened. 
According to the initiative, the co-defendants can solve this 
problem better than the judge or the prosecutor. 

“And it will hurt. This includes naming that antisemitism is 
extremely widespread and that nobody intervenes against it”.

“We joined the prosecution as joint plaintiffs with the public 
prosecutor to ensure that the defendant’s racist ideology and 
his integration into right-wing militant structures are not only 
noticed in the courtroom, but also by law enforcement and the 
public. The contempt for humanity inherent in these ideologies 
is a reason to reflect now and beyond this trial”. 

Joint statement of the joint plaintiffs in the Halle bombing trial

Attendance at the trial

Members of the Initiative attend the trial every day as ob-
servers. They say it is a matter of showing their presence and 
signalling to the co-applicants - and also to the court - that 
“the public cares about this trial”. This is why they hope that 
the 40 or so visitor places in the courtroom will always be full: 

“It must not happen that they remain 
empty”

The initiative fears that with the verdict and the end of the 
trial, the discussion on the murder may also come to an end. 
They also fear that public attention will focus too much on the 
accused. Because that is what he is doing, he said, making 
this clear in his manifesto: the motivation and transmission 
of the act are even more important to him than the act itself. 

“And then you sit in the courtroom and you have to watch 
him smile for ten minutes in the flash. It is as if he has won”. 

He was preoccupied with an imitation effect - and his 
addressees were on the Internet.
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“Offenders like the accused no longer need physical commu-
nities to receive encouragement and support from like-minded 
people. It is important that this trial serves to remind policy ma-
kers, law enforcement and the general public of our continuing 
need to actively combat the racism, sexism, Islamophobia and 
anti-Semitism that permeate our society and to fight all right-
wing ideologies. We call for this trial to be used to expose the 
myth of the “lone author” and to develop responsible policies 
to combat the growing radicalisation online”. Joint statement 
of the joint plaintiffs in the Halle bombing trial. 

There is a lack of knowledge about 
online radicalisation

During the trial it became clear that the “picture boards”, 
anonymous Internet forums, were not understood, report the 
representatives of the initiative. The accused had obtained his 
weapons from the picture boards and had also received a large 
donation because of his appearance on them. He was part of 
this community. However, it was not until the third day of the 
trial that a lawyer from Nebenklage pointed out that neither 
the officer who had questioned the accused nor the court had 
consulted an expert on the picture boards.

During the trial it had also been noticed that the accused 
talked a lot about his ideology, which he finally wanted to 
disseminate. But on some topics he completely blocked out: 
For example, he did not want to say which picture boards he 
was on, because he did not want them to be closed. Closure 
alone would not help, according to the representatives of the 
initiative. Then new boards would simply be created. Instead, 
a more lasting change would be needed: 

“It must be a social task that what is expressed there is not 
perceived as normal and funny”.

Attack integrated with other extreme 
right-wing attacks

It is also important for the initiative to emphasise that the 
attack on Halle did not come “out of nowhere” or by surprise. 

“In my opinion, this surprise was also the result of looking 
elsewhere”, says a representative of the initiative. 

Instead, they say that the attack is part of “a long series of 
right-wing extremist attacks in Halle”. They cite as examples 
the networking of Halle’s far-right scene with the right-wing 
publisher Götz Kubitschek in Schnellroda, the strong right-wing 
leaning of the AfD in Saxony-Anhalt, and the demonstrations 
around the far right Sven Liebich on Halle’s market square. In 
September, Liebich was sentenced to a total of eleven months’ 
suspended imprisonment for defamation, insult, incitement to 
the population and insult to religious beliefs.

The two Halle residents say they hoped that ruptures such 
as the attack would set more social processes in motion. But 
little happened after the first statements, they say. This was an 
important motivation for the initiative: not to face the attack in 
the city. According to his observations, normality returned to 
Halle relatively quickly after the attack. There had been other 
antisemitic incidents, such as the swastika made of paper in 
front of the synagogue in Halle, which a policeman is supposed 
to have removed. In addition, there was the attempted escape 
of the alleged murderer from the prison Roter Ochse in Halle: 

“From our point of view, it is difficult to imagine what kind 
of re-traumatisation this can trigger in those affected”.

Stronger reassessment in Halle

The initiative includes suggestions for the re-evaluation 
of the attack on the city of Halle. The memorial concert was 
not enough - it lacked a fundamental confrontation with the 
theme of antisemitism, for example. On 9 October 2020, the 
anniversary of the attack, the city plans to organise a conference 
on democracy. And this would be very welcome, according to 
the initiative. The group suggests that the city of Halle could 
also ask its civil society organisations: 

“How can we deal with antisemitism, racism, misogyny? 
What formats can be used? What can the city of Halle do? 
For example, the initiative foresees conferences and an edu-
cational programme.”

Not only the city administration, but also a large part of 
the Hallenser after the attack continued as before, criticize 
the initiative. Many are not aware of what really happened in 
their city. The action of the police was certainly recorded. But 
soon afterwards, the attitude “It didn’t affect us” dominated. 

“And this is a fundamental problem. It would be up to the 
city to create publicity. Because even we, as an initiative, can 
only speak to a limited public and work with limited resources”.

Don’t limit the commemoration to an 
anniversary

One of the concerns of the initiative is that the memory of 
Halle’s assassination should be ritualised and that its comme-
moration should be limited to this anniversary. What happened, 
they say, must remain public. 

“There must be no ‘normal pursuit like this’ on a social level”.

“We stand in solidarity with all those affected by right-wing 
violence. In recent years alone, the acts we have witnessed in 
Kassel, Halle and Hanau have shown that right-wing ideologies 
are deadly and affect us all. As a society, we have a responsi-
bility to protect all people, regardless of their origin, religion, 
gender or ethnicity. To do so, we must fearlessly confront the 
ideologies that lead to the barbarity we witnessed in Halle and 
all those who glorify such violence in Germany and abroad”. 

Joint statement of the joint plaintiffs in the Halle bombing trial





Belltower News

July, 17

On October 9th, 2019, an armed, far-right attacker attempted to storm into this 
synagoge in Halle. Afterwards, he attacked a restaurant. He killed two people. 
On July 21st, the trial against him begins at the District Court in Magdeburg. 



685 Belltower News

July, 17

In addition to the synagogue, the Kiez kebab in Halle was also attacked. Kevin S. was 
murdered in the shop. 



July, 20

Volksstimme

Memet Kilic, President of BZI.



687 Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

July, 20

A camera in front of the church cannot replace police protection.



Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

July, 20

The synagogue in Halle and the gate that prevented the mass murders.



689 Süddeutsche Zeitung

July, 20

The door of the Halle synagogue, where the Jewish community celebrated Yom Kippur 
on 9 October 2019, withstood the bomber’s explosives and home-made weapons.



July, 20

Welt

 has been responsible at Magdeburg Regional Court since Tuesday, 
he has been charged with 13 criminal offences.



691

July, 20

Migazin

Scene from a mobile phone video. The perpetrator shoots a gun.



July, 21

Dub ist Halle



July, 21

Dub ist Halle693



July, 21

Volksstimme

The defendant  sits in the regional court at the beginning of the trial.



695

July, 21

Süddeutsche Zeitung

A statue of the goddess Lady Justice stands in front of a courthouse.



Süddeutsche Zeitung

July, 21

The text logo “Die Linke”.



697

July, 21

Süddeutsche Zeitung

Fences secure the area in front of Magdeburg District Court. The trial of the murderer 
from Halle (Saale) will be one of the most important in a long time.



Spiegel

July, 21

The accused  is taken to the Magdeburg courtroom. 



699 Profil

July, 21

Employee Christina Feist at Halle railway station.



Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

July, 21

 shows no remorse.



701

July, 21

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

The trial of the anti-Semite and right-wing extremist who tried to murder praying Jews 
in the #Halle synagogue on 9.10.2019 and then shot Jana L. and Kevin S. begins 
today. A solidarity rally in front of the #Magdeburg district court.



Redaktionsnetzwerk Deutschland

July, 21

The President of the Central Council of Muslims, Aiman A. Mazyek.



703

July, 21

Redaktionsnetzwerk Deutschland

The door of the synagogue at the Paulusviertel in Halle still bears the marks of 
the attempted attack. The trial against the 28-year-old terrorist suspect  is 
scheduled to begin on 21 July in Magdeburg.  is said to have attempted to break into 
Halle’s busy synagogue on 9 October 2019. 



Tagesspiegel

July, 21

 in the treatment room. 



705

July, 21

Tagesspiegel

 is taken to court in handcuffs and ankles.



NTV

July, 21

Statue of Justitia.



707

July, 21

Deutsche Welle

At this door, the murderer tried to break into the synagogue.



MDR

July, 21

Observers at the Magdeburg District Court trial saw a defendant looking for a scene.



709

July, 21

Neue Zürcher Zeitung

There is great media interest in front of Magdeburg’s courtroom.



Stern

July, 21

The Assassin of Halle, , was heavily guarded between his defence lawyers at 
the beginning of the trial.



711 Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

July, 21

View of the prayer hall of the Halle synagogue.



Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

July, 21

On the first day of the trial of Halle’s murderer, the accused  reveals his racist, 
but also childish, view of the world. Strange scenes occur.



713 Neue Zürcher Zeitung

July, 21

In some parts of Germany, Jews do not feel safe enough to show themselves on the 
streets in skullcaps.



Süddeutsche Zeitung

July, 22

Would it make a difference if the judge imposed life imprisonment?  has been 
in a prison he built himself for a long time. 



715 Transit Magazin

July, 22



Volksstimme

July, 22

 at Magdeburg Regional Court.



717 Stern

July, 22



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

July, 22

A rally for those affected by the attack took place on Tuesday in Halle in front of 
Magdeburg District Court.



719 Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

July, 22

On the second day of the trial, Halle’s killer reported on the planning of his attack.



Juedische Allgemeine

July, 22

Police protection before the district court where the Halle trial is taking place.



721 Spiegel

July, 22

The accused on the second day of the trial.



Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

July, 22

In the trial against Halle’s alleged murderer, a video of the event is shown.  
The accused recorded it himself. Some of the co-appellants leave the room.  
observes attentively.



723 Tagesspiegel

July, 22

Journalists gather in front of the murderer St.ephan .



Tagesspiegel

July, 22

 in the Magdeburg courtyard.



725

July, 22

Deutsche Welle



Vorwaerts

July, 22

Immediately after the attack on the Halle synagogue, very dignified and appropriate 
events took place. After that, however, we came back to the agenda, criticised 
community member Igor Matviyets.



727 Focus

July, 22



Volksstimme

July, 22

The defendant  must answer the questions of the joint plaintiffs.



729

July, 23

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

On the second day of the hearing,  spoke about his actions.



Bild

July, 23



731 Bild

July, 23

Christina Feist celebrated Yom Kippur with friends in Halle on 9 October. The small 
pendant she has been wearing since then open on her neck represents the Hebrew 
word “Chaim” - “Life”.



Juedische Allgemeine

July, 23

Igor Matviyets.



733 Jüdische Allgemeine

July, 23

View of room C24 at Magdeburg Regional Court.



Belltower News

July, 23

Magdeburg Regional Court: This is where the trial of Halle’s murderer takes place.



735

July, 23

Belltower News

Naomi Henkel-Gümbel.



RND

July, 23

Felix Klein is the Federal Government Commissioner for Jewish Life in Germany.



737 Volksstimme

July, 23

Rabbi Yehuda Teichtal speaks at the topping-out ceremony for the construction of the 
Jewish Campus Berlin.



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

July, 23

Berlin Rabbi Yehuda Teichtal hopes that the trial of Halle’s murderer sends 
a signal to society.



739

July, 23

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

After  attempted to escape from Halle prison, the commission of inquiry began 
its work.



TAZ

July, 23

Two people were shot in Halle on 9 October 2019.



741 Jüdische Allgemeine

July, 24

Franz Rainer Enste, new State Commissioner against Antisemitism in Lower Saxony.



Jüdische Allgemeine

July, 25

The door that prevented the worst. Halle Synagogue one day after the attack.



743 MDR

July, 25

Four perspectives on the process of the attack in Halle.



July, 26

Dub ist Halle



745

July, 26

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

Halle’s murderer is tried in Magdeburg.



July, 26

MDR

The accused stated at the trial that he had attempted to storm the synagogue in 
order to “exterminate as many Jews as possible.



747

July, 26

Süddeutsche Zeitung

The defendant  in the regional court next to his defense attorney Hans-
Dieter Weber.



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

July, 27

Master carpenter Thomas Thiele works on the new synagogue door.



749

July, 27

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

The trial of Halle’s murderer continues on Tuesday.



Berliner Zeitung

July, 27

Ursula Mertens, presiding judge of the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg, calls 
for a trial against Halle’s murderer.



751 Berliner Zeitung

July, 27

The door was closed. The attacker did not enter. The door of the synagogue hall was 
damaged by the bombing.



Frankfurter Rundschau

July, 27

The example of  shows that Germany does not have right-wing terrorism 
under control.



753 Migazin

July, 27

Magdeburg Regional Court.



Jüdische Allgemeine

July, 27

Marina Chernivsky.



755

July, 27

TAZ

Co-complainant in the trial against the extreme right-wing murderer von Halle: 
Christina Feist.



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

July, 27

Participants at a rally in Halle hold a banner “In memory of Jana L.  
and Kevin S.” upwards.



757

July, 28

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

 entered the Magdeburg courtroom on Tuesday in handcuffs  
and ankles.



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

July, 28

The market square will become the central location for the commemorative event 
on 9 October.



759 Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

July, 28

Max Privorozki, president of the Jewish community, has a lot in common with the old 
synagogue door. He will be on display.



Welt

July, 28

Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens slows down the questioning of ’s motives 
on the third day of the hearing.



761 Jüedische Allgemeine

July, 28

Bullet holes at the entrance to the synagogue bear witness to the terrorist attack in 
Halle.



Jüedische Allgemeine

July, 28

Great media rush before the third day of the trial.



763

July, 28

Süddeutsche Zeitung

 is led into the courtroom by bailiffs.



July, 28

Tagesspiegel

The former Federal Minister of Justice of the FDP, Leutheusser-Schnarrenberger, 
has also been Commissioner for Antisemitism in North Rhine-Westphalia since the 
end of 2018.



765 Tagesspiegel

July, 28

 has been questioned again by the lawyers of the accessory public prosecutor’s 
office since Tuesday morning. The photo shows him kept in the courtroom.



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

July, 28

The accused  is sitting between his lawyers in the courtroom of the 
Magdeburg District Court.



767

July, 28

Volksstimme

The third day of the trial against Halle’s murderer  takes place on Tuesday in 
Magdeburg.



Volksstimme

July, 28

The third day of the trial also sheds light on the Halle assassin’s surroundings. 
Words from his mother’s suicide note are read out.



769 Volksstimme

July, 28

A police vehicle in front of Magdeburg District Court.



MDR

July, 29

On the third day of the trial, one of the investigators was also interrogated.



771

July, 29

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

The accused  is brought to the helicopter by bailiffs and transported by 
plane to the Burg JVA.



Volksstimme

July, 29

The accused  is brought into the courtroom in handcuffs before the fourth 
day of the trial.



773

July, 29

Frankfurter Rundschau

, accused of the attempted murder of Halle, followed the video broadcast on 
the second day of the trial with great concentration.



Jüdische Allgemeine

July, 29

The trial of Halle’s murderer takes place before the Magdeburg District Court.



775 Jüdische Allgemeine

July, 29

Trial of the terrorist attack in Halle.



Spiegel

July, 29

Defendant and defence lawyer at Magdeburg District Court: parents and half-sister 
remain silent.



777 Süddeutsche Zeitung

July, 29

 is handcuffed when he is brought into the courtroom. 



Süddeutsche Zeitung

July, 29

The defendant  was taken out of the helicopter by bailiffs before the 
fourth day of the trial. 



779 TAZ

July, 29

Risk of escape: Halle’s killer wears chains in the courtroom.



Jüedische Allgemeine

July, 29

Rebecca Blady and her husband, Jeremy Borovitz.



781

July, 29

Jungle World

It has prevented worse. The front door of the Halle synagogue withstood the shots fired 
by the assassin.



July, 30

MDR

Most importantly, the half-sister’s ex-boyfriend made statements about the accused.



783 Belltower News

July, 31

Adiraxmaan Aftax Ibrahim wanted to cross the road at this tram stop, when the far-
right attacker Halle hit him at high speed in a car. Ibrahim is co-complainant in the trial 
against the attacker, which started last month in the city of Magdeburg.



Jüdische Allgemeine

August, 09

Trial of the terrorist attack in Halle.



785

August, 10

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

Juge Ursula Mertens.



Volksstimme

August, 17

Defendant  stands next to his defense attorney Hans-Dieter Weber (3rd 
from right) in front of the Regional Court at the beginning of the trial. The presiding 
judge Ursula Mertens can be seen in the background.



787

August, 20

Belltower News

Max Privorozki is president of the Jewish community of Halle and one of the 43 co-
complainants in the lawsuit against the perpetrator of the Halle attack.



Zeit

August, 23

Flowers and candles remember the attack on the Halle synagogue.



789

August, 24

Volksstimme

The defendant  (right) in the courtroom of the Magdeburg Regional Court. The 
trial of Halle’s murderer will continue on August 25.



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

August, 25

View from the defendant’s bench.



791

August, 25

Volksstimme

On the sixth day of the trial, the focus was on weapons issues as a subject for the 
taking of evidence.



Volksstimme

August, 25

A view of the quay in the meeting room for the trial of Halle’s attempted murder at 
the Higher Regional Court of Naumburg.



793

August, 25

Volksstimme

A gold-coloured Justitia figure stands in front of piles of files stacked on a table.



August, 25

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

 is led into the room next to his defender Thomas Rutkowski.



795 TAZ

August, 25

He had many weapons in his bed box: Halle’s murderer 



Volksstimme

August, 26

On the sixth day of the trial, the focus was on the assassin’s weapons.



797 MDR

August, 26

Judge Ursula Mertens is leading the negotiations.



MDR

August, 26

The seventh day of the trial concerns the environment of the accused.



799

August, 26

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

Halle’s murderer  is being tried again on Wednesday.



August, 26

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

 with one of his defence lawyers.



801

August, 26

Volksstimme

The defendant  in the trial at Magdeburg Regional Court.



Volksstimme

He wanted to erase his hard disks and cover up traces on the Internet:  
the synagogue murderer  (2nd from right) on Wednesday in front of the 
Magdeburg District Court.

August, 26



803 Volksstimme

August, 26

The accused  (centre) sits at the beginning of the trial day between  
his defence lawyers Thomas Rutkowski (left) and Hans-Dieter Weber at the Regional 
Court.



Volksstimme

August, 26

The seventh day of the trial against Halle’s murderer  takes place on 
Wednesday.



805 Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

August, 26

He wanted to erase his hard disks and cover up traces on the Internet: the 
synagogue murderer (2nd from right) on Wednesday in front of the 
Magdeburg District Court.



August, 26

Jüdische Allgemeine

Trial of Halle’s murderer at Magdeburg Regional Court.



807

August, 26

TAZ

Judge Ursula Mertens in the trial of Halle’s murderer at Magdeburg District Court.



Welt

August, 26

Secured by chains and guarded by several heavily armed officers, the accused  
followed the trial.



809

August, 26

 Belltower News

View into the courtroom of Magdeburg Regional Court. Photos can only be taken at 
the beginning of a trial day. We deliberately do not show the author.



RTL

August, 27



811

August, 28

Belltower News

In conversation: Rabbi Jeremy Borovitz is one of the 43 co-complainants in the trial 
against the right-wing murderer Halle.



Jetzt

August, 30

Yaffa Fogel was in the synagogue when the right-wing terrorist tried to enter the 
building.



813 MDR

The eighth day of the trial before the District Court of Magdeburg is due to be heard 
in Halle.

September, 01



Jüdische Allgemeine

September, 01



815 Spiegel

September, 01

Commemoration of the Halle Synagogue. 



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung 

September, 01

The defendant  (right) sits at the beginning of the eighth day of the trial next to 
his defence lawyer Hans-Dieter Weber at the Regional Court.



817

September, 01

Redaktionsnetzwerk Deutschland

The trial of  started nine months after the antisemitic attack in Halle. 



RP

September, 01

Defendant  (6th from left) stands at the beginning of the eighth day of the 
trial next to his defence lawyers Hans-Dieter Weber (left) and Thomas Rutkowski at 
the Regional Court.



819

September, 01

Redaktionsnetzwerk Deutschland

After the right-wing extremist attack on the Jewish community in Halle, flowers and 
candles were placed next to the synagogue door.



Redaktionsnetzwerk Deutschland

September, 01

Sitting on a park bench, she heard loud noises, followed by silence. During the trial of 
Halle’s murderer, a witness described what was happening in the synagogue  
on Tuesday.



821 Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 01

View of the defensive bench.



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 01

Rabbi Jeremy Borovitz was with many others in the Halle synagogue on  
9 October 2019.



823 Volksstimme

September, 01

Flowers and candles stand next to the door of the synagogue four days after the far-
right attack on the community.



Volksstimme

September, 01

The trial of the Saxon hitchhiker  has been taking place at the Higher 
Regional Court of Naumburg since 21 July. Due to lack of space, the hearing takes 
place at the Magdeburg Regional Court.



825 Volksstimme

September, 01

A survivor testified for the first time in the trial against Halle’s murderer on Tuesday. It 
was in the Halle synagogue.



Volksstimme

September, 01

Flowers and candles stand next to the door to the synagogue, four days after the 
right-wing extremist attack on the congregation.



827

September, 02

Berliner Zeitung

Judicial officers guard the courtroom.



Jüdische Allgemeine

September, 02

The door of the Halle synagogue through which the extreme right-wing attacker tried 
to enter the place of worship on 9 October 2019.



829

September, 02

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

Insensitive and repulsive: Survivors of the Halle attack criticise the work of the police.



September, 02

TAZ



831

September, 02

RTL



RTL

September, 02



833

September, 02

Süddeutsche Zeitung

There are flowers and candles next to the synagogue door four days after the attack.



September, 02

Redaktionsnetzwerk Deutschland

The accused  (6th from left) stands next to his defence lawyers Hans-Dieter 
Weber and Thomas Rutkowski in the Regional Court at the beginning of the eighth 
day of the trial. 



835 MDR

September, 02

Lawyer Weber caused a sensation with his questions to the security guard of the 
synagogue.



September, 02

MDR

The verdict in the Halle bombing trial is expected in mid-November.



837 Volksstimme

September, 02

The ninth day of the trial against Halle’s murderer  took place on Wednesday.



Jüedische Allgemeine

September, 03

Security precautions in court are always very high.



839 Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 03

View into the Magdeburg courtroom. This is where  takes the trial.



Süddeutsche Zeitung

September, 03

The prior of the synagogue said: “I thought it was a gun that was firing. There is a 
wooden door. Everything ends the same way.”



841 Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 04

There should be no large gathering of people like in the evening after the attack on 
the day of the memorial because of the corona pandemic.



TAZ

September, 06

The Paulusviertel Synagogue in Halle.



843 Belltower News

September, 06

On 9 October 2019, the murderer  attempted to break into the armed Halle 
synagogue. He killed two people. The trial against him began on 21 July at the 
Magdeburg Regional Court. 



MDR

September, 08

On the tenth day of the trial at Magdeburg District Court further witnesses will be 
heard.



845 MDR

September, 08

Max Privorozki, president of the Jewish community in Halle, testified on Tuesday 
during the trial against the Halle attacker.



Volksstimme

September, 08

Judge Harald Scholz, Presiding Judge Ursula Mertens and Judge Thorsten Becker 
(from left) stand before the District Court of Magdeburg. 



847 Volksstimme

September, 08

The head of the Jewish community in Halle testifies as a witness to the attack  
on 



September, 09

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

The security forces bring the accused before the Magdeburg District Court.



849 Volksstimme

September, 09

Flowers and candles in front of the Kiez Kiez in Halle are a reminder of the victims of 
a right-wing extremist attack. 



September, 09

Volksstimme

A bullet hole in the shop window of the halle doner kebab shop.



851 Volksstimme

September, 09

A model replica of Justitia.



September, 09

Belltower News

The trial against the Halle shooter at the District Court of Madgeburg. Out of 
respect to the victims and survivors, we have made the conscious decision not to 
show the defendant’s face.



853 Jüedische Allgemeine

September, 09

Community leader Max Privorozki.



September, 09

Jüedische Allgemeine

Owner of the “Kiez-Döner” Ismet Tekin.



855 RTL

September, 09



Spiegel

September, 09



857 Süddeutsche Zeitung

September, 09

A model replica of Justitia. 



Süddeutsche Zeitung

September, 09

The crime scene in front of the “Kiez-Döner”.



859 Süddeutsche Zeitung

September, 09

Candles at the crime scene in front of the Kiez Kiez in Halle on 11 October 2019.



RTL

September, 09



861 Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 09

The kebab in Kiez is in financial difficulty.



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 09

Halle, 9 October 2019: Police officers secure the crime scene after  
attacked the kebab shop in Kiez and shot and killed a 20-year-old boy.



863 Belltower News

September, 10

In the centre of the room: the show chair. On the 11th day of the trial, three victims 
testified who were in front of or in the snack bar “Kiez Döner” during  
the attack. 



Jüedische Allgemeine

September, 10

The next day: Christina Feist gave an interview in front of the synagogue in Halle on 
10 October last year.



865 MDR

September, 14

Week after week, many co-applicants come face to face with the defendant and 
follow the process.



MDR

September, 15

On the twelfth day of the trial, witnesses from the synagogue described how they 
had experienced the police operation.



867 MDR

September, 15

On the thirteenth day of the trial, witnesses to the attack in the synagogue and police 
officers who witnessed the exchange of fire on Ludwig-Wucherer-Strasse testify.



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 15

The Central Council of Jews in Germany experienced great solidarity after the 
attack on the synagogue in Halle almost a year ago.



869 Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 15

The defendant 



September, 15

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

The accused with his guards.



871 Volksstimme

September, 15

 (28) enters the courtroom of the Magdeburg District Court with mouth and 
nose protection.



Volksstimme

September, 15

The photo of Jana L. and Kevin S. is at the wake in front of the District Court.



873 Volksstimme

September, 15

On 9 October 2019, during the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, the murderer 
attempted to provoke a bloodbath in the Halle synagogue.



September, 16

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

The accused  was brought to court at the beginning of the twelfth day of 
the trial. 



875 Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 16

The murderer from Halle carried out a shooting with three policemen on Ludwig-
Wucherer-Strasse.



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 16

 on the quay.



877 Volksstimme

September, 16

A statue of Justitia holds a pair of scales.



Volksstimme

September, 16

Anyone who applauds in court must now pay a fine or leave the room. 



879 Volksstimme

September, 16

The accused  is brought into the courtroom of the Regional Court at 
the beginning of the twelfth day of the trial. The Federal Prosecution accuses the 
Halle assassin of 13 criminal offences, including murder and attempted murder. The 
assassin had attempted to cause carnage in the synagogue in Halle on 09 October 
2019 on the highest Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur. 



Volksstimme

September, 16

A bronze sculpture of the Roman goddess of justice, Justitia.



881 Belltower News

September, 16

İsmet Tekin, one of the 43 co-complainants in the lawsuit against the attacker in 
Halle, is sitting in his snack bar “Kiez Döner”.



September, 16

Belltower News

Ezra Waxman is one of the 43 co-complainants in the trial against the right-wing 
extremist murderer Halle. At the time of the crime, he was in the synagogue that the 
perpetrator attacked.



883 Berliner Zeitung

September, 16

At the beginning of the twelfth day of the trial before the district court, the bailiffs 
remove ’s handcuffs. 



Deutsche Welle

September, 16

Hanukkah celebration in Frankfurt.



885 Jüedische Allgemeine

September, 16

In this kebab snack bar, the murderer from Halle shot 20-year-old Kevin S..



NTV

September, 16

Kevin is shot in this restaurant. His father has been a broken man ever since.



887 Redaktionsnetzwerk Deutschland

September, 16

The District Court of Magdeburg, in which the trial against Halle’s murderer is taking 
place.



Spiegel

September, 16

“Have you seen the video?” At the trial following the Halle bombing, presiding judge 
Ursula Mertens questioned the father of the 20-year-old girl killed in the bombing. 



889 Süddeutsche Zeitung

September, 16

The accused  sits next to his defence lawyers Hans-Dieter Weber (left) and 
Thomas Rutkowski before the Regional Court. 



September, 16

TAZ

Painful memories: Photos of the victims of the Halle bombing at Magdeburg District 
Court.



891 Welt

September, 16

Defendant  (6th from left) stands (here at the beginning of the eighth 
day of the trial) next to his defence lawyers Hans-Dieter Weber (left) and Thomas 
Rutkowski before the Regional Court.



Belltower News

September, 16

The trial of Halle’s murderer took place at the Magdeburg Regional Court.



893

September, 16

Deutschlandfunk Kultur

In a courtroom, an armed bailiff stands in the foreground. In the background are the 
defendant, the defence lawyer, the court and other masked and armed  
court officials.



Süddeutsche Zeitung

September, 16

A statue of Justitia holds a pair of scales.



895 Süddeutsche Zeitung

September, 16

A bronze sculpture of the Roman goddess of justice, Justitia.



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 16

Relatives and friends of football at the memorial service for Kevin S. in the church of 
the town of Merseburg. HFC was the passion of the 20 year old.



897 Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 16

Right-wing terrorist  (centre) with his lawyers Hans-Dieter Weber (left) and 
Thomas Rutkowski.



MDR

September, 22

On the fourteenth day of the trial, an eyewitness testified as to who was in the 
kebab shop during the attack.



899 Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 22

 with his lawyers.



September, 22

Volksstimme

Magdeburg District Court.



901 Volksstimme

September, 22

The accused  is sitting next to his lawyers Hans-Dieter Weber (left) and 
Thomas Rutkowski at the Regional Court at the beginning of the 14th day of the 
trial. The Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office charges Halle’s murderer with 13 crimes, 
including one murder and one attempted murder.



September, 22

Belltower News

Berlin’s new synagogue.



903 Der Standard

September, 22

On the Jewish feast day Yom Kippur, the neo-Nazi  wanted to murder Jews in 
the German town of Halle - but he could not enter the synagogue.



Jüdische Allgemeine

September, 22



905 Jüdische Allgemeine

September, 22

 on the quay.



September, 22

Süddeutsche Zeitung

Le tribunal de district de Magdebourg.



907 Tagesschau

September, 22



Jüedische Allgemeine

September, 23

Anastassia Pletoukhina.



909 Jüdische Allgemeine

September, 23

Panel on security in synagogues Tuesday at Centrum Judaicum.



TAZ

September, 23

10 October 2019: Police officers in front of Berlin’s new synagogue.



911 Jüdische Allgemeine

September, 23

In Wiedersdorf, the right-wing extremist  attacked a workshop after the Halle 
bombing and shot two people.



RBB24

September, 23



913 Süddeutsche Zeitung

September, 23

The accused .



September, 23

TAZ

Bullet damage in the Kiezdöner glass pane.



915 Welt

September, 23

Ursula Mertens, presiding judge, calls the trial against the accused .



Jüedische Allgemeine

September, 23

Due to lack of space, the trial in Halle took place - under high security - in a room at 
the Magdeburg Regional Court.



917 Frankfurter Rundschau

September, 23

The accused  arrives at the beginning of the 15th day of the trial with 
handcuffs on his ankles in the courtroom of the Regional Court of Magedeburg.



Frankfurter Rundschau

September, 23

Halle’s assassin on his way to the courtroom.



919 Frankfurter Rundschau

September, 23

Taxi driver Daniel Waclawczyk testified on the 15th day of the trial.



Volksstimme

September, 23

The accused  (3rd on the left) is escorted from a helicopter by bailiffs to 
Magdeburg airfield before the start of the 15th day of the trial. The officers take him to 
the district court.



921 Volksstimme

September, 23

Police officers secure the small village of Wiedersdorf. Here  stole a taxi.



Volksstimme

September, 23

13.10.2019, Saxony-Anhalt, Halle (Saale): Flowers and candles stand next to the door 
to the synagogue, four days after the right-wing extremist attack on the community.



923 Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 23

A police helicopter in Wiedersdorf near Landsberg. A witness said it took “a long time” 
to receive help on 9 October. He is still unable to work due to a bullet in his neck.



Volksstimme

September, 24

The process surrounding the extreme right-wing, anti-Semitic terrorist attack in Halle 
is suspended longer than expected.



925 Jüedische Allgemeine

September, 24

Fortunately, everyone survived, but the attack on the Halle synagogue did not leave 
most of the parishioners unharmed.



Potsdamer Neueste Nachrichten

September, 24

The Moses Mendelssohn Centre at the Neuer Markt in Potsdam also benefits from 
this support.



927 Welt

September, 24

High school graduate Lidia Edel: She was at school when she found out about the 
attack.



Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

September, 24

In the “Kiez Döner” the 20-year-old Kevin S. died. The police marked the course of 
events in the street in front of the shop.



929

September, 25

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung

Only a narrow path leads between flowers and candles to the door of the synagogue 
hall.



MDR

September, 27

This year, Jews celebrate Yom Kippur on 28 September - in 2019, an attack on the 
Halle synagogue was carried out during the festival.



931 Volksstimme

September, 28

Only a narrow path leads between the flowers and candles to the door of the Halle 
Synagogue.





This edition was made by Lucyle Massu in Halle, printed in 
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